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THE VOYAGE OF SAINT PAUL TO ROME. A CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS 
OF ACTS OF THE APOSTLES 27 

The Christianisation of the Roman empire was initiated by Paul, a 
hellenized Jew from Tarsos in South-East Asia Minor. Initially a persecutor of 
Christians, he ended up as the greatest advocate of Christianity. To this 
purpose he travelled through large parts of the Mediterranean world 
between 39 and 64. He covered enormous distances over land and by sea, 
visiting the most important cities of the eastern Roman empire. 
Unfortunately, we know very little about these journeys. Paul barely 
discusses the topic in his letters - the oldest surviving documents from 
early Christianity. And Luke, the presumed author of the Acts of the Apostles 
which focuses heavily on the missionary activities of Paul, has very little to 
say on the subject. We can only tell for certain that Paul made four large 
journeys, of which only the one that brought him to Rome is described in any 
detail. 

The journey to Rome differs from the others in that it was not entirely 
voluntary and that mission was not its main purpose. The journey was the 
concluding chapter of Paul's activities in Judaea, that had brought him into 
conflict with the Sanhedrin, the supreme council of the Jews. Fearing that the 
Roman prefect Festus, who was to act as a judge in the matter, would be 
influenced by his opponents, Paul appealed to the emperor in Rome. His 
appeal led to an eventful journey! 

Acts 27:1-28:16, which is our main source for the episode, purports 
to be a highly personal account by an eye-witness. Yet the influence of other 
accounts of maritime journeys is palpable, and we may reasonably ask 
whether this is an account of real events or a literary fiction. But even if the 
story may be fictional, we still have to admit that the author intended his 
account to be realistic and credible. 

It is generally agreed that this is one of the most instructive maritime 
travel stories to have survived from Antiquity, and it contains all the 
ingredients that make such stories so exciting: gales, black skies, towering 
waves, heated discussions on board about the proper course of action, and, 
of course, a shipwreck! Paul started his journey in Caesarea, and from there 
he sailed to Sidon. After a short break he passed East of Cyprus, crossing 
the seas off the coasts of Cilicia and Pamphylia towards Myra in Lycia. There 
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he transferred to an Alexandrian vessel, perhaps one of the large grain 
freighters on its way to Rome. Adverse winds near Knidos made the captain 
decide to steer a course south of Crete. Here trouble started. The winds 
turned to gale force and the captain searched in vain for a safe harbour 
along Crete's southern shore. The ship drifted towards the Libyan coast, 
where the crew only just managed to avoid being shipwrecked on the Great 
Syrte. But fourteen days later the ship perished after all, probably on the 
north-east coast of Malta. Paul and his companions stayed for three months 
on the island, before taking another Alexandrian freighter that had spent the 
winter there, to Puteoli. From there they went to Rome by foot - per pedes 
apostolorum. 

This is in a nut-shell the story of Paul's journey to Rome. Over the last 
two years I have occupied myself with this journey and other seatravels and 
I just finished a book on the subject. Today I would like to discuss with you 
one aspect: namely the tensions between the world of Paul and the world of 
the ancient mariners. This tension is reflected in the way that scholars have 
studied this passage: theologians and church historians normally focus on 
Paul, and do not discuss the sea journey in much detail, whereas naval 
historians and archaeologists read the text as an instructive account of 
ancient sea-faring, while ignoring the function of this text in the context of the 
New Testament. 

The situation is, however, much more complicated than that. A 
careful reading of the text in the standard edition reveals several 
contradictions and inconsistencies, that make it difficult to believe that the 
text was created as an 'organic' unity. Several elements of the story seem to 
contradict one another, particularly in those passages where Paul criticises 
the ship's crew. 

It may safely be assumed that the author of the story knew what he 
wanted to say, but it may be suggested that he was less sure of how to say 
it! It would seem that the text was produced in several stages, and that it has 
undergone various revisions. It is doubtful, however, that the final product 
met with the author's own expectations. Luke certainly put the spotlight 
firmly on Paul - his main aim in writing this text, but it is obvious that the 
nautical passages in particular must have presented him with many 
difficulties. 

We should begin with admitting that we cannot really reconstruct the 
story beyond its core: the simple fact that at one point Paul left Caesarea, 
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and that at some point he arrived in Rome. If we analyse the text we see that 
the travel account consists of several sections. The core of the journey is 
found in the verses 27: 1-8; 28: 1 ; 28.7; and 28: 10-1 6. These verses provide 
the reader with the basic information for the journey and they serve as the 
framework to which later passages were added. They differ from the other 
passages in that the author uses consequently the first person plural, which 
suggest that they were written down as a record of personal experience. 
Generally, we might say that these passages provide us with some direct 
evidence on the world of ancient seafarers. 

We can, for example, on the basis of 27:2-5 say something about the 
type of ship used for the journey. The fact that so many coastal harbours 
were visited, suggests that the ship from Adramyttion was not a sailing ship, 
but a galley, which was most commonly used for cabotage. Rowed galleys 
were much easier to manoeuvre when entering or leaving harbours than 
proper sailing ships, that had to be towed by small rowing-boats. 

Galleys were popular, because they could be used for the transport 
of cargoes and of passengers. There were several types, of which the 
actuaria (Greek: akatos) was by far the best known in the eastern part of the 
Mediterranean. A depiction of a galley on the Althiburus mosaic 
(North-Africa) shows the characteristic high prow of the actuaria, which must 
have been a fairly large type of vessel, as the sources speak about a crew of 
30 to 50 members, who would take to the oars, with adverse or no wind. 
Alternatively, Paul's means of transportation may have been another type of 
galley, a phaselus, which had more room for passengers. 

In the other passages the author uses mostly the third person plural 
and less the first person plural. These passages comprise the larger part of 
the text, and deal with the most crucial and controversial elements of the 
story: the journey from Myra to Malta (including Paul's actions on board of 
the ship) (27:9-44), the miraculous story of Paul's immunity against snake 
bites (28:2-6) and the episode in which Paul acts as a healer (28:8-9). 

We are primarily interested in the relationship between the nautical 
manoeuvres and Paul's reactions to the conduct of the crew. It is my distinct 
impression that the sea journey and the prophecies of Paul do not represent 
two aspects of the same event, but that they are two distinct stories merged 
by the author - at a late stage and not totally successfully. The first story 
has as its theme the panic and desperation of the ship's crew in the face of 
a storm; the second story focuses on the transformation of Paul from an 
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ordinary prisoner into a man of God, whose supernatural powers set him 
apart from all others. And all this in a passage of not more than 30 lines! 

It seems that for the author the dangerous sea journey is merely a 
prop for Paul's transformation. He carefully builds up Paul's role so that his 
relations with his immediate surroundings, i.e. the ship's crew, are gradually 
loosened and so that he can make Paul say whatever he wants. We can 
witness Paul's transformation from a prisoner, who interferes with the 
navigation of the ship, to the man of God, who is no longer bound by what 
is happening on board, over the course of three episodes in which Paul 
interferes with the crew's handling of the ship. 

In 27:10 Paul first takes centre stage, when he prophesies that 
leaving Kaloi Limenes ('Fair Heavens') for Phoinix would present huge 
dangers to ship and crew. Not surprisingly perhaps, the captain chooses to 
ignore his advice. The crew was in reality, of course, well aware of the 
precarious situation, as is shown by the fact that the captain was looking for 
a suitable harbour to spend the winter - such as Phoinix, but the author of 
Acts only credits Paul with assessing the situation rightly. The author is not 
totally consistent, however: when the centurio then sides with the skipper 
and the captain, who wanted to sail to a more suitable harbour, we are 
suddenly told that Fair Heavens was not a suitable place to stay during the 
winter. In other words Paul's advice to stay in Fair Heavens was wrong. 

There is a clear contradiction here: to continue sailing is dangerous, 
but to stay in Fair Heavens is at least as dangerous! The author of Acts 
side-steps this dilemma by foregrounding Paul, and he does not return to it 
in the rest of his account. 

At the time of Paul's second intervention (27:22) the atmosphere 
appears to have changed. Here, Paul pretends to have foreseen all the 
events of the journey. The first thing he mentions is the departure from Fair 
Heavens. As I already noted, the captain does not seem to have had any 
choice but to leave and look for another harbour, more suited to a long stay. 
Paul returns to this decision, but makes it sound as if the captain wanted to 
leave Crete, and cross directly to Mainland Greece. Not a word is said about 
the attempt to reach nearby Phoinix, also on Crete's southern coast. 

It is striking that the author gives Paul a much more pronounced role 
here, than he has in Acts 27:10, even though the situation on board would 
seem to have called for a more careful attitude on the part of Paul. When 
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Paul had issued his initial warning, still near the coast, he had stressed the 
dangers to the cargo and to the lives of the crew and passengers. Yet, now, 
in high sea and in clear danger, he admonishes everyone to take heart from 
his prediction that the ship will be lost, but that all lives will be spared! We 
are not told about the reactions of passengers or crew members, but it 
seems unlikely that they will have believed him. It could not have escaped 
anybody's attention that the crew had not made any mistakes so far. All their 
actions were well thought out! 

The third intervention by Paul is in 27:30-32, when he warns the 
sailors who want to throw out the bow anchors from a skaphe ('a small boat), 
that their leaving the ship would put the lives of all the others at risk. This 
obviously runs counter to all nautical reasoning. The fact that the centurio 
and the soldiers who were supervising Paul were persuaded by him implies 
that they did not understand either what it took to avert shipwreck. For, what 
was the situation? The captain must have realised that the anchors that had 
been thrown out from the stern were dragging, and that the ship was drifting 
towards the coast. In a last attempt to keep the ship off the rocks, he ordered 
to throw out also the bow anchors. This could only be achieved by using a 
small boat. The crew members only obeyed their orders. They must have 
tried to launch the small boat and take one of the bow anchors with it. The 
next step would have been to throw up the hawsers, to attach these to the 
ship, and to let them run out again. They would then have carried the grapnel 
as far away from the ship as possible, dropped it and then pulled the ship 
towards the anchor. But this never happened as a result of the interference 
by Paul and the soldiers. It is significant that Paul's advice was followed only 
by the soldiers, but not by the captain, nor by any other member of his crew. 

However summary the account, we can safely assume that the 
situation on board must have been very tense. The 'landlubbers', i.e. the 
majority of the passengers and soldiers, panicked. The soldiers cut the 
ropes of the boat on their own initiatives, and thus prevented the sailors from 
doing their duty. It was not only unwise to prevent the sailors from throwing 
out the anchor, it was also naive to think that they would use the small boat 
to escape. Had they only wanted to save themselves, it would have been 
better to stay on board of the big ship. A small lighter with a length of c. six 
metres was not a safe option! Even though under normal circumstances the 
Mediterranean has a relatively low surf, in stormy weather waves near 
high-rising rocks can easily have the force of breakers. Small boats that are 
not specially built for the purpose can easily capsize. 
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However, the author of Acts achieves his objective. Paul is portrayed 
as the only one who could save the ship. It does not really matter any longer 
whether Paul's remarks make any nautical sense; the author simply portrays 
Paul as a heroic protagonist of the drama, whose actions, and whose actions 
alone, can save the ship. The three interventions in chapter 27 form the 
overture for his star-performance in chapter 28, where he no longer has to 
share the stage with sailors, soldiers or other passengers. 

In this way the author of Acts builds up a real drama on the basis of 
meagre historical data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have seen that the Author Of Acts doesn't display much 
knowledge of sea-faring. It would seem that he really did not know how 
realistically to depict the situation on board of a ship. The author must have 
used some existing accounts of sea voyages to supplement his own story. 
He came across some descriptions of storms at sea, that followed traditional 
literary conventions. He used some details, but he did not have a model for 
integrating the storm scene with his own story. He had to provide the 
connection between the storm scene and Paul's deeds himself, and that is 
where for him trouble started. Being no expert in seafaring, he has Paul 
make comments that did not directly address the situation on board, but 
which only served to elevate his hero, Paul. 

I suggest that this is how the final account originated. It became a 
story of two nearly distinct worlds; the world of Paul and the world of the 
seafarers. In the past, theologians have mainly focused on Paul's way of 
thinking, and they accepted without question his judgement of the situation, 
even though some are now beginning to pay attention to the nautical 
elements of the story. Whether this is a true story, or a composite of several 
different accounts around a small historical kernel, it has been surprising that 
the comments of Paul in the Acts have been taken at face value for so long. 
Paul is seen as the saviour of all the persons on board. The skipper, the 
captain and the crew have received a more negative press. They stand 
accused of having misjudged the situation, and they are held responsible for 
the problems that arose. Today I hope to have redressed the balance 
somewhat in favour of the sailors. For even though the author clearly sides 
with Paul, he has not been able to hide the fact that the crew on this difficult 
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journey between Myra and Malta managed to secure the safe 
disembarkation of all the passengers, for none of the persons on board died! 
It is partly thanks to these sailors that Paul could reach Rome, and lay the 
basis for the rise of Christianity in the West. 

Fik Meijer 
Archaeologisch-Historisch lnstituut 

Oude Turfmarkt 129 
101 2 GC Amsterdam 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE <<ISIS SCRAFFITOn AT NYMPHAION' 

In 1982, Nonna Grac and a team of archaeologists from the State 
Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg uncovered a cult complex at the 
ancient Bosporan city called Nymphaion (Fig. I).' In a room on the upper 
terrace of the slope where the complex was built, the excavators found 
fragments from a large plastered wall surface originally decorated with seven 
different horizontal  register^.^ The third register from the top was dominated 
by a large warship depicted in white on a yellow background (Figs. 2a and 
2b). The ship, which was almost a meter and a quarter in length, was drawn 
on the left side of the register in a unique ((scraffito. technique whereby the 
artist made the image by scraping away a thin surface of yellow stucco to 
reveal a white layer of plaster beneath. The edges between the yellow and 
white layers indicate that some parts of the image were made while the 
yellow stucco was still soft, and that others were scratched through the 
yellow layer after the stucco had become hard (cf. Fig. 3).4 

According to the excavator, fragments of statues, cult vessels and a 
sculpted altar seem to date the first use of the complex to the last quarter of 
the fourth cent~ry .~  Artifacts recovered from the plastered room indicate a 
period of continued use during the second quarter of the third century, at 
which time the plastered wall surfaces were covered with graffiti. These 
include the names of Pairisades II (king from 28413 to 245) and a previously 
unknown brother named Satyros, the goddess Aphrodite (who is invoked 
numerous times), Apollo (his name appears at least once), a number of 
different men and sketches of more than 80 ships, numerous animals and 
human figures, some in ~ o m b a t . ~  Thereafter, following the middle of the 
century, the complex was destroyed, perhaps by an earthquake, and when 
it was later rebuilt, lost its function as a cult center.' The excavation here has 
not yet received a final publication, and this complicates our efforts to 
understand the context of the warship scraffito - an image which dominates 
the decorative program of its room and serves as the focal point of this 
paper. 
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Let us begin by acknowledging some fundamental questions about 
the warship and its context. First and foremost, we need to know the 
intended scale of the image. For example, were the intricate details of its 
rendering intended to imply size and grandeur or grace and elegance? To 
put it another way: was lsis one of the big Hellenistic classes like a <<20>>, or 
a smaller class like a <<3>>, or was she somewhere in between, like a <<9>> or a 
<<5>>? An answer to this question might help us to appreciate why a galley 
named for lsis was painted at Nymphaion in what appears to be a cult center 
of Aphrodite.' Did the ship, for example, convey some religious meaning to 
those who saw her in this room, or was she intended for something else? 
Attempts to address questions like these must start from the details of the 
cult complex and include an understanding of both the graffiti and the 
artifacts found within. Since all these details have not yet been published, 
some answers will have to wait. Others, however, can be discussed now, 
based on what has been published, and on a few excellent photographs 
kindly sent to me by Mrs. Sonja Boriskovskaja, Curator of Classical 
Antiquities at the Hermitage.g 

A review of the literature on this scraffito1° logically begins with the 
excavator N. Grac, who concluded from the three levels of oarports along 
the hull that the vessel was a trireme. The name <<Isis>> inscribed at the bow 
indicated to her an Egyptian origin for the vessel, while she felt that the regal 
names Pairisades and Satyros scratched near the ship corresponded to 
Bosporan kings from the Spartocid dynasty in the first half of the third 
century BC. Since she knew of no other evidence to indicate the worship of 
lsis along the north coast of the Black Sea this early, she rejected the idea 
that the scene reflected the cult's introduction. She concluded instead that 
the scene depicted one of a series of diplomatic exchanges with Egypt such 
as one known from a letter in the Zenon archive." 

Alerted to Grac's initial publication by H. Frost, L. Basch presented his 
view of the warship in the 1985 Mariner's Mirror and repeated his 
conclusions in a short Appendix to his Musee imaginaire de la marine 
antique.12 He was struck by the fact that the main wale did not line up 
correctly with the warship's ram, that the vessel's superstructure appeared 
to be so massive, and that there was no clear indication of an outrigger or 
an epotis. He concluded that the vessel made best sense as one of Ptolemy 
11's supergalleys, i.e., one larger than a <<ten>>, perhaps even a <<twenty,,, built 
on a Phoenician design, with a ram and proembolion that were structurally 
non-functional, serving primarily as status symbols.13 
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A few years ago, J.S. Morrison also discussed the scraffito in his book 
Greek and Roman Oared Warships.I4 He felt, first of all, that the vessel could 
not be named <<Isis>> because figural bow plaques or name devices were 
generally preferred to written names, seamen being illiterate.15 If the name is 
derived from the figural plaque at the bow, then it should be something like 
<<Dioskouros>, not <<Isis>>. The name <<Isis>,, he argued (p. 209), was added 
later - like the bird over the deck - and perhaps had something to do with 
the tutelary deity worshipped at the stern. 

Freed from the implications of the name <<Isis>>, Morrison saw no 
reason to posit some diplomatic exchange between Nymphaion and Egypt; 
he concluded that Dioskouros probably served as the King's flagship, 
appeared to be of Phoenician design, and corresponded in size to a medium 
class, like a <<5>> (214). The name, he felt, commemorated the Black Sea port 
of Dioskourias (cf. Fig. 1) where the vessel may have been constructed. 

Most recently, Y.G. Vinogradov has put forward an ingenious and 
complicated argument to explain the lsis image, which he views quite 
correctly as only a part (perhaps the most important one, but still only a part) 
of the entire scene placed on the wa11.I6 He feels that the warship was 
contemporary with other graffiti scratched on the wall and that many, if not 
all, of the images were part of a simple unified theme. This theme 
represented an Egyptian state visit to Nymphaion in winterlearly spring 254 
BC led by the Dioiketes Apollonios, who is mentioned frequently in the 
Zenon archive. He interprets lsis as a supergalley (cf. p. 289), the flagship of 
the fleet (293), which is depicted in the midst of a ramming strike against a 
much smaller Syrian vessel (276).17 He believes that this image alludes to an 
unrecorded naval battle in which the Ptolemaic fleet was victorious (280), 
and introduces much convincing evidence to show the interest of Ptolemy II 
in the Black Sea region during the mid-third century. He argues that 
Apollonios visited the region to assure the Bosporan kings that Ptolemy's 
interests were peaceful (299-300) and part of a general policy of 
benefactions bestowed on Greek cities of the region. A new inscription from 
nearby Chersonesos reveals that the cults of Isis, Serapis and Anubis were 
officially introduced at about this same time, and he suggests it may have 
occurred during this same state visit.'' 

And finally, 0. Hockmann describes this image in detail, as part of his 
general treatment of the figural graffiti scratched into the plastered surface of 
the cult room.Ig After urging that the image should not be construed as a 
technical drawing with details drawn to scale (305: the ship's highly curved 
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keel best indicates this point), he divides the image into three figural zones 
and describes each in detail: the hull (308-314), the intermediate zone (314- 
17), and the superstructure (218-19). He concludes that the vessel was a 
large one, a -9>>, originally measuring some 58 m in length (321), with three 
levels of oars and crenellated fighting platforms at bow and stern (319).'OThe 
artist has shown lsis in port (312), not in action, and her elaborate 
decorations stem from the fact that she was on a diplomatic mission (309).'' 
He leaves to his colleague Vinogradov all considerations of the context of the 
state visit (cf. p. 303). 

Such a review as this reveals that a communis opinio has yet to be 
reached on many important issues. For Grac, the magnificent warship was a 
trireme named (<Isis>, and thus Egyptian in origin: for Basch, she was an 
Egyptian <(supergalley>> of Phoenician design with a functionless ram and 
proembolion; for Morrison, the vessel derived her name <<Dioskouros,> from 
her bow plaque and, based on her design, was a Phoenician-style ((5. built 
at the Eastern end of the Black Sea; for Hockmann she was a supergalley, 
perhaps a <~9>,, and for Vinogradov, she served as the flagship of the 
Ptolemaic fleet that had recently defeated a Seleucid force in an unrecorded 
battle of the mid-third century. Her presence at Nymphaion was either 
connected with the visit of an Egyptian embassy on a political mission (Grac, 
Basch, Vinogradov), or simply represented the flagship of the Bosporan fleet 
(Morrison). In light of such conflicting views, I feel emboldened to offer my 
own opinion. At the very least, I would like to correct a few erroneous 
statements that have been made and urge future investigators to adopt a 
different approach than the one which has dominated past investigations. 

Let us start with the ship's name, which I believe must have been 
<(Isis>,, in spite of the general view, stated recently by Morrison, that ships' 
names were only indicated by figural bow plaques (Fig. 3). To the contrary, 
I think there is ample evidence to show that names must have been written 
on warship hulls as early as the fourth century, and if we accept as generally 
reliable the tradition of the ~<Themistocles Decree,,, the practice would date 
as early as 480 BC. First, there exist numerous Athenian vessels with 
abstract names not easily represented by figural plaques. For example, how 
would we represent the name <<Buoyant>, ( K o u ~ ~ o T ~ T ~ :  IG 11' 1629 col. a 1) or 
=Competent>, ( I K ~ M :  IG 11' 161 1 col. b 72)? And what plaque would catch the 
difference between the attested names N a u ~ p a ~ q  @Ship Conqueror,,, IG II' 
1609 col. 11 99) and Nau~pa~ouoa  ((Conquering Ship.: IG 11' 1622A col. b 
157)? 1 remain unconvinced that a <(conventionalized emblem that made 
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possible easy recognition,," would have served the needs of a unique name, 
painted on the hull. While it is certainly true that a bold bow device would be 
useful in an age that had no telescopes, the need to designate each ship as 
unique applies when the vessels are in port or in the shipyards as well as 
when they are at sea. 

This point is amply demonstrated by the Themistocles Decree, which 
supposedly describes the Athenian procedure used in 480 to assign crews 
to the ships that would resist Xerxes at Artemision and Salamis."According 
to this decree, the different crews were listed on white notice boards beneath 
the names of the ships to which they were assigned." If ships' names were 
written on public lists to indicate where each citizen would serve, and if the 
crews were expected to read their assignments from these boards, then how 
can we accept that figural plaques were required on warships because the 
crews could not read (cf. n. 15)? Can you imagine the chaos as 40,000 men 
tried to find their way to 200 Athenian vessels designated solely by figural 
plaques? 

Furthermore, how is it possible that the Athenians knew the name and 
builder of a warship recorded in their naval inscriptions as <<captured>, from 
the enemy, unless these names were written somewhere on the ship's hull?25 
And finally, it is surely significant that there was a special Greek term - the 
ptychis or ptyche - for the place where the warship's name was inscribed." 
The obvious conclusion from this evidence is that warships' names were 
written on a place at the prow called the ptychis, precisely where the name 
appears on the Nymphaion scraffito. We have no reason, therefore, to doubt 
that <<Isis,, represents the name of the warship. 

The same conclusion is implied by the high quality of the letters (note 
the flaring apices) which look like the work of a professional engraver (Fig. 
3).27 This same care is extended to their placement, just outside the inscribed 
guidelines at the prow - a further indication that these letters were part of 
the original decoration and were intended to represent the name of this 
galley.28 But even if this were not so, how can we doubt that the artist 
intended the viewer to connect this beautifully lettered name in some way 
with the warship? My first observation, therefore, is as follows: either the 
ship's name was <<Isis>> or, at the very least, the galley had some special 
connection with the goddess. The artist probably intended to convey both 
meanings. 

Let us turn our attention to the graffiti scratched on the plaster which 
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include the names of Pairisades II (king from 28413 to ca. 245) and his 
previously unknown brother S a t y r o ~ . ~  This in itself is important as a dating 
element, but what I find equally striking is the difference in appearance 
between these casually inscribed names and the precisely carved <<Isis>>. The 
striking difference in appearance leads one to ask when and why these 
additional names were added to this carefully executed image. Were the 
graffiti (i.e., the names, texts, ships, animals and human figures) part of the 
original plan for the room or does their presence indicate their addition at a 
later date (or dates) and/or a change in the room's original function? As for 
the dating implications of the names Pairisades and Satyros, the most we 
can say is this: the lsis scraffito was begun with great care while the yellow 
plaster was still soft. The graffiti on this register were made, for the most part, 
with much less care or different hands after the surface layer had hardened.30 
The lsis image, therefore, precedes the graffiti in date, but by how much - 
a day or years - we cannot say. 

In light of this evidence, my next observation is cast as a warning to 
anyone hoping to understand the artist's (or artists') intent: we must be 
careful to separate the original elements of the image from those added at a 
later time. The problem, of course, involves determining precisely what is 
original and what is not. In what follows, I take it as axiomatic that the original 
artist(s) employed the highest level of care in rendering the image and that 
helthey oversaw the drawing of the warship until its completion. Features of 
the image that were executed with less care were likely to have been added 
without the oversight of the original artist(s), and do not necessarily reflect 
hisltheir original intent. Perhaps the best way to proceed is to separate the 
details into three categories based upon the care with which they are 
executed: 1) those which are clearly original, 2) those which may or may not 
be original, and 3) those which are clearly additions from a later time. I list 
my impressions below, not to provide iron-clad distinctions, but rather to 
indicate where I feel meaningful distinctions can be made so that we can 
discuss them: 

Table 1: Original elements of the lsis scraffito (Fig. 5) 

1. Triform ram which is connected to the hull with large nails or spikes. 
2. Bow plaque framed by an elaborate border showing one of the 

Dioskouroi alongside a horse; this plaque was added after the wave 
pattern was drawn. 

3. Wave pattern along the waterline indicating the vessel's <<boot-top,,. 
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4. Proembolion; a small figure (a bearded man's head with hair in a bun? a 
winged sphinx?) appears on the end of the pr~embolion.~' 

5. Carefully lettered name <<Isis>> on the ptychis. 
6. Stolos decorated with a portrait head   sera pi^?).^^ 
7. Stylized ophthalmos (eye) at bow. 
8. Elaborate running decoration on or near the hull's caprail. 
9. Animal-(horse-?) headed brackets or supports. 
10. Thick white deck (with deck beams or under-supports) pierced by two 

openings (hatches?) with covers or steps indicated underneath. 
11. Carefully drawn thole pins or fastening points. 
12. Course of vertical uprights. 
13. Elaborate stern with feather pattern (perhaps emphasizing the wing at 

the helmsman's position). 
14. Wing surrounding the helmsman's position. 
15. Small nai'skos with Ionic columns. 
16. Seven-branched aphlaston with a large central boss. 
17. Four oval items, perhaps barrels or containers, with similar central 

designs (other interpret these objects as shields). 
18. Elevated platform or covering at the bow and stern, each supported by 

two very slender bird-(goose-?) headed stanchions or uprights. 
19. Steering oars and tiller. 

Table 2: Questionable elements of the lsis scraffito (Fig. 6) 

A. The oarports (of which the placement and connection with the wale(s) and 
epotis have been carelessly indicated). 

6. The horizontal divisions between the oarports along the hull (which have 
been carelessly indicated). 

Table 3: Later additions to the lsis scraffito (Fig. 6) 

1. The oars emerging from mid-ship oarports. 
2. The eagle clutching a trident above the warship's deck. 
3. The odd animal (an elephant?) above the warship' bow. 
4. The human face and raised stick-like arm above the forward-most of the 

containers on the deck. 
5. Lightly incised head above the aft deck platform or covering. 
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As I indicate in Table 3, 1 do not believe that the oars emerging from 
the mid-ship oarports are original to the scraffito. I would place in this same 
category the eagle and trident inscribed above the deck, the animal 
(elephant?) above the warship's bow, and the human face with raised arm 
above the forward-most of the containers on the deck. I am also doubtful 
about the oarports and the horizontal indications of secondary wales, but I 
have to admit that they may be original.33 My main reason for excluding these 
details from the original plan of the lsis galley is the quality of execution (cf. 
Fig. 7). The lines between the oarports are less surely drawn than those 
indicating the vessel's decks; certain oarports in the mid-ship section are not 
indicated with closed circles; the eagle, though large, is much less carefully 
rendered than the wing near the tiller, the nai'skos or the Dioskouros and 
horse; and the human figure above the forward-most oval, looks cartoon-like 
when compared to the carefully rendered head on the bow plaque. Although 
Y. Vinogradov believes that these details are contemporary with the original 
drawing and that they follow the same thematic program, to me, their crude 
appearance blatantly detracts from the obvious care and attention lavished 
on the original image and indicates their addition at a later date, after the 
original image had been ~ompleted.~~ 

We might now profitably consider the small size of the ram, and the 
likelihood that this galley is indeed a trireme and thus too small to represent 
the flagship of a major Ptolemaic fleet. My reasoning is as follows: if this 
vessel is an Egyptian galley, as we might infer from the name <~lsis>,,~~ then 
we can reasonably compare her ram to other Egyptian rams known from the 
Hellenistic period - the Athlit ram and the weapons on the Actian War 
memorial at N ik~po l is .~~ 

While we are forced to compare most of the details of the lsis galley to 
other images, this is the only instance where we can compare a detail of the 
scraffito to surviving physical evidence from actual Ptolemaic warships. In 
my opinion, the evidence resulting from this comparison is unambiguous 
and, therefore, decisive. This lsis ram is neither that of a <<6>, or a <<9>> like the 
rams at Nikopolis, nor that of a ~<4>> or <<5,>, like the Athlit ram but, rather, it 
comes from something smaller. I say this because of its rear or <<after>> 
profile, which lacks the massive rectangular trough and after cowl curvature 
seen on the Athlit and Actian weapons (Fig. 8). In contrast, the front or 
forward profile of the lsis ram compares favorably to the much smaller 
fragment of a ram in the Piraeus Archaeological Museum which, based on 
its original size and weight (perhaps 85-90 kg.), probably comes from a 
trireme.37 It is the same profile that we see on a still smaller ram (weighing 53 
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kg.) in the Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum in Bremerhaven. It is also worth 
noting that the relationship between the length and height of the fins on the 
<<Isis,>, Bremerhaven and Piraeus rams is similar, having a square-shaped, 
compact appearance, in contrast to the more elongated driving center of the 
Athlit ram (cf. Figs. 8 and 9). 

Perhaps one might object that the image was not intended to 
represent a blueprint view of the vessel and therefore we should not expect 
the artist to be overly concerned with details of the ram. This might be so, if 
he had showed no interest in the weapon. To the contrary, it seems that the 
artist has lavished particular attention on the bow of the vessel (cf. Fig. 3), 
and that here he has taken great pains to represent many details accurately. 
If he has depicted such minutiae as the bolt heads attaching the ram to the 
hull, and the ornate volutes above and below the back ends of the fins, 
surely he has rendered the accurate profile of the ram itself - and this profile 
resembles that of a smaller class of warship, like a trireme. If I am correct, 
then the lsis galley is an unlikely candidate for the flagship of a victorious 
Ptolemaic fleet.38 She is too small. And if she is not the imposing flagship that 
most take her to be, then how does this affect our interpretation of her 
elaborate details? And how does this impact our view of her visit to the 
Cimmerian Bosporos? 

Before piling up too many questions, let's focus on the galley's size 
and elaborate decoration. If we assume, for the sake of argument, that the 
image represents a sacred galley, then what implications does this have? 
How, for example, were sacred galleys used?39 Unfortunately, aside from this 
image, we have no direct evidence for Ptolemaic Egypt, but enough 
information does sutvive from Athens and Corinth for us to see how sacred 
triremes were utilized there. Dating back to the early fifth century, the 
Athenians designated two of their crack triremes - the Paralos and 
Salaminia - as special duty vessels and called them iepai ~p!tjpe!q 
(((sacred triremes.). These vessels were fully functional warships that were 
specially outfitted at state expense and used for various tasks." The 
Athenians used their sacred triremes in battle, they sent them to deliver 
official notices to their allies, to carry ambassadors, to fetch generals on 
overseas missions when they were recalled to Athens, and to convey official 
offerings to major festivals like those at Delos and Olympia.4' During the 
fourth century, other were added to the fleet. One, the Ammonias, was 
designated to take the officials ( ~ a q  Buaiaq) to Ammon in Eg~pt .~ '  
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Apparently Athens was not the only state who designated her best 
triremes as sacred for special purposes. Before Timoleon's force departed 
for Sicily in 344, the Corinthians chose the best galley from their fleet, 
designated it a sacred trireme and named her <<Demeter and Kore,,. Why? 
The priestesses of Persephone were told in a dream that the goddesses 
intended to sail with Timoleon to Sicily." If officially sponsored cult images, 
sacred paraphernalia and state offerings were conveyed aboard sacred 
ships, then such ships must have brought Serapis from Sinope to Egypt 
during the reign of Ptolemy I, and carried Asklepios' snake from Epidauros 
to Rome in the late 290s." In light of the evidence from Nympaion, it seems 
perfectly possible that our image represents one of these sacred triremes. 

Let me briefly summarize what has been established thus far. First, the 
artist (or group of artists) has depicted a Ptolemaic warship that is either 
called <<Isis,> or is somehow in the service of the goddess (and perhaps 
both). Second, the image was completed before (whether days or years we 
do not know) the name Pairisades, and it is the name, not the image, which 
can be dated to the second quarter of the third century. Third, the vessel is 
most likely a trireme if we may judge from the size and shape of her ram. Her 
oarports, on the other hand, may or may not be part of the original drawing, 
but if they are, then the artist was not as concerned with their precise 
placement as he was with other details like the figural plaque at the bow, the 
wave design at the boot-top, the animal-headed brackets and stanchions, 
the wing at the helmsman's position (Fig. lo), or the elaborate border along 
the caprail. Indeed, the vessel's decorative details seem to be the artist's 
main concern. If these observations are basically sound, then we should 
admit the possibility that the artist was depicting a sacred galley and 
therefore was more concerned with religious symbolism than with lining up 
the wales and the ram, or with depicting the correct line of the outrigger, or 
with indicating the existence of the starboard epotis or cathead. For these 
reasons, I agree strongly with Hockmann's statement (1999, 305) that this 
image cannot be viewed as a technical drawing with all the details shown 
accurately to scale. 

If we hope to arrive at a plausible explanation of this image based on 
religious symbolism, then we must try to explain why an image with 
connections to lsis was placed in a cult center for Aphrodite at Nymphaion. 
First, recent discoveries allow us to reconsider the earliest dates for the 
region's contracts with Egypt as well as for the local introduction of lsis 

Among the archaeological indicators, we find <<Ptolemaic rings, 
Alexandrian pottery in the Hadra style, [and] works of fine art and 
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numismatics,, that suggest links between Egypt and the north coast of the 
Black Sea as early as the reign of Rolemy 11." Perhaps the most striking 
piece of evidence is a black basalt statue found at Pantikapaion, Pairisades' 
capital. The statue depicts Arsinoe, the wife of Rolemy II, in the Egyptianized 
guise of Isis. That it was presented by Egypt and displayed by the Spartocids 
(i.e., the ruling dynasty) at their capital .is, unquestionably, significant at the 
state level>>.47 

There is more. A new inscription from Chersonesos (located some 240 
km to the southwest; cf. Fig. 1) reveals that the cults of Isis, Serapis and 
Anubis were officially introduced there by a member of the local aristocracy 
named Charmippos at roughly the same time that our image was made at 
Nymphaion." It is actually possible, therefore, that the lsis galley was the 
means by which these cults were introduced to the Tauric peninsula 
(Crimea)." In other words, considering the small size of her ram and the 
elaborate nature of her decoration, it is reasonable to assume that lsis was 
indeed a sacred trireme whose main purpose was to convey sacred images 
and objects of lsiac cult on overseas journeys.'O 

We might suspect that Aphrodite's priests agreed to display the image 
of the galley in Aphrodite's sacred space because they felt lsis had certain 
powers that were possessed by their own goddess. To judge from the 
numerous ship graffiti in the complex, we can see that the local Aphrodite 
was closely connected with seafaring. This same characteristic is shared by 
Aphrodite and lsis at Delos where both receive the epithet ~Euploia,,, or 
.Goddess of Fair Sailing,,.'' This same theme is also reflected in two 
departure notices scratched into the wall above and to the left of the stern of 
the lsis ship. One says simply: -We're departing on the 7th of Kalamaion,,. 
The other: *We're departing on the 20th of Thargelion.,>'' The reference may 
be to actual voyages or to special cult days for seafaring rites like those 
celebrated at Corinth, Ephesis and By~antion.'~ Whatever the truth about 
these notices, the graffiti may hint at the connections that explain the 
decision to depict the lsis galley in Aphrodite's cult space. 

In other respects, a religious interpretation for this image accords well 
with the striking way in which the galley is depicted, particularly with those 
numerous details which, except for the ram at the bow, de-emphasize the 
vessel's function as a warship. Note how the artist renders the protective 
wing of Horus at the helmsman's position with the same beautiful care that 
he uses to indicate feathers on the stern, the Ionic columns of the naiskos 
and the horse-headed-brackets and stanchions topped with goose heads 
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(Figs. 7 and lo)." At the bow, he carefully inscribed the name <<Isis,, on the 
ptychis, and laid out the details of the bow plaque, being careful to make 
sure that the god's characteristic star-tipped cap could be seen (Fig. 3). In 
so doing he helped the viewer understand how Isis, like Castor and Pollux, 
protected sailors from harm.55 Near the stern, he drew four shield-like objects 
(Fig. 5 at 17), probably not as shields - which would be incongruous on a 
sacred galley - but perhaps as containers for cult objects or for Nile water, 
utilized in the cult on a daily basis.56 And finally, at the bow and stern, he 
painted structures that were supported on slender uprights topped by 
goose-heads, a bird often used in lsis iconography (Figs. 4 and 9).57 Since 
heavy fighting decks seem out of place in such a context, has our artist 
painted something like canopies or sun shades?58 Or was he simply more 
interested in the elegant stanchions than the proper proportions of the 
wooden structure and its supports? 

I hope that by now, I have demonstrated how the religious context of 
this image suggests a different kind of interpretation than has been 
attempted by past scholars. One might further advance this interpretation by 
pursuing certain questions that still remain unanswered. Why, for example, 
is the lsis galley placed on the left side of the wall, with a long stylized 
papyrus or lotus border underneath, and with nothing to balance her on the 
right? Is the artist's original plan for this space unfulfilled?" Can we detect 
lsiac symbolism in the small details of the decoration, like the inclusion of 
Apollo's name or what appear to be a row of ankh symbols scratched 
beneath the stylized border on the right side of the stuccoed wall (Fig. 11 at 
1 and 2)?* One might also ask why the name <<Isis>> appears nowhere among 
the wall's graffiti. Does this scraffito record the start of what eventually 
proved to be an unsuccessful introduction of the cult at Nymphaion?" And 
finally, might Apollonios and Euphronis, whose names were scratched into 
the yellow register, be the same two brothers from Chersonesos honored by 
the Olbians at roughly this same time for their benefactions? The name 
Euphronis is rather rare in inscriptions from this region, and appears only 
twice in the same context with the name Apollonios - at Nymphaion and at 
Olbia, where his relationship with his brother is clearly stated.63 If so, then it 
would seem that three prominent men from Chersonesos (Charmippos, 
Apollonios and Euphronis) helped to guide the introduction of Isis and her 
fellow gods to the Crimea and Bosporan kingdom of Pairisades and Satyros. 

We will hopefully know more about the peculiarities of the Nymphaion 
complex when it is fully published, but until that time, I urge caution to those 
who attempt to interpret this marvelous scraffito. I do not claim to have all the 
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answers, but I do feel that my approach presents a reasonable starting point 
from which others might explore related questions and problems. I have 
simply tried to show that we must explore alternate interpretations if we hope 
to discern what is going on here. We can all agree that the Nymphaion fresco 
represents an important new source of information for the history of the 
Black Sea and Mediterranean regions.64 What remains to be demonstrated, 
however, is precisely what this new source has to tell us. 

I conclude with this brief summary of my interpretation. Sometime 
during the reign of Ptolemy II, perhaps during the 250s when it seems that 
the king displayed an interest in the Black Sea and its north coast, a sacred 
delegation arrived in the Bosporan kingdom and introduced the cults of Isis, 
Serapis and Anubis. These cults were officially welcomed at some places 
like Chersonesos where an altar was dedicated by a member of the nobility 
named Charmippos. At Nymphaion, the priests of Aphrodite reflected their 
interest by commissioning a new fresco for their cult space. What happened 
next is unclear and bears further scrutiny. If the cult indeed took root, it left 
few signs of this fact beyond the enigmatic graffiti subsequently scratched 
on the wall in Aphrodite's complex. 

William M. Murray 
University of South Florida 

NOTES 

1. Following the presentation of this paper at Pylos, 0. Hockmann kindly sent to me a copy 
of his article on the lsis galley (Hockmann 1999) that had just been published in the 
journal Ancient Civilizations from Scythia to Siberia. As chance would have it, two other 
important articles were published alongside Dr. Hockmann's piece in the same journal 
(Vinogradov 1999 and Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999). 1 wish to express my sincere 
thanks to Dr. Hockmann for drawing my attention to these important discussions which 
have enabled me to refine, in this paper, the observations I presented verbally at Pylos. 

2. Ancient Nymphaion is located mid-way along the north coast of the Black Sea near 
modern day Kertsch (ancient Pantikapaion). For the excavator's reports on this season's 
work, see Grac 1984 and 1987. 

3. Cf. Grac 1987, 89; Vinogradov 1999, 271-72; and Hockmann 1999, 303-304. According to 
Hockmann (303) the .Left>> and *Back- walls of the room were richly ornamented and 
together measured 5.2 m in length and 2.5-3 m in height. 

4. For the best illustrations of this image currently in print, see Grac 1987, Tafeln 35-39. 
Hockmann 1999, 303-305 locates this image on the .Back,, wall of the room (cf. n. 3, 
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above) and describes the process by which it was scratched (a scraffito) through the 
surface of the colored layer. Although he has not made a systematic study of the 
techniques involved, he notes that some of the incised lines have irregular borders 
(hinting that the surface was hard when the line was scratched), while others are 
perfectly smooth (indicating the lines were incised, or -impressed>> while the plaster was 
still soft). Strictly speaking, the term .fresco. refers to the application of pigments on lime 
plaster that is still moist. In this paper, I will use the term -scraffito,, to refer to the image 
of the lsis galley in the third register, and reserve the term &dresco,, for the pigmented 
plaster walls as a decorative unit. 

5. Grac, 1987, 88 and 90 with Taf. 33. 
6. For the texts of the inscriptions scratched into the paper, see SEG XXXlV 756, XXXVlll 752, 

and XXXlX 701. The name ~~Apol lo~ can be read on the drawing of the -Back>, wall 
published by Grac 1987 as Abb. 2 (d. my Fig. 1 1  at 1, and below, n. 60). As for the 
graffiti of ships, animals and people, these are without exception less carefully drawn 
than the lsis warship, and in my view should not be considered part of the room's 
original decoration. For these, see Hockmann 1999, who reports (p. 303) their 
appearance on three walls within the room. 

7. Grac 1987, 88; Vinogradov 1999, 271 suggests the destruction was caused by an 
earthquake. 

8. It is now generally accepted from the content of the wall texts that Aphrodite was 
worshipped within the complex. 

9. The images presented by Grac 1987 are as follows: Taf. 26 (architectural remains), 27-32 
(graffiti), 33 (marble altar fragment), 34 (graffiti) and 35-39 (warship). 

10. My intent is not to provide a comprehensive listing of scholarly views on this image (a 
rather complete bibliography can be compiled from Hockmann 1999, 305 n. 2 and 
Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999, 357 n. 1) but rather to mention those scholars who are 
well known to the attendees of this conference, and who focus primarily on the details of 
ship construction that this scraffito preserves. In my original discussion of this topic, the 
works of Hockmann 1999, Vinogradov 1999, and Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999 had not 
yet been published. In some respects, Drs. Vinogradov and Zolotarev reflect an approach 
that I urged my colleagues in the audience to adopt - and that is the need to consider 
the context as well as the details of the image. 

11. Grac, 1987, 90-95; the reference to the letter in the Zenon archive is PLond Vol. 7, 1973 
rp r5 (dated 21 September, 254 BC). 

12. Basch 1985 and 1987,493. 
13. Basch 1985, 148-49; and 1987,493. 
14. Morrison 1996, 207-14. 
15. Casson 1995, 344-45 with notes; Morrison 1996, 209: <<There was no practice of inscribing 

actual names on a ship's hull until much later (seamen being normally illiterate). 
16. Vinogradov 1999. 
17. His idea of size probably derives, in part, from Hockmann 1999, 321 who suggests that 

lsis represents a ~9.. 
18. Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999. 
19. Hockmann 1999,305-23. 
20. My major objection to Dr. Hockmann's methodology is demonstrated here. Following this 

cautionary comment, he calculates the vessel's size on such details as the spacing 
between the oarports (p. 320-21) and the height of the ram (31 I), and produces the 
following dimensions: length = c. 58 m; beam = c. 10.6 m; draught = c. 2.2. m; 
freeboard to upper deck = c. 6.3 m. He has done precisely what he cuations other to 
avoid, namely, using the scraffito as a technical scale drawing. 

21. Hockmann 1999 expresses conflicting views regarding Vinogradov's idea that lsis is 
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shown making a ram strike against a smaller vessel to its right. In an addendum written 
after he had reexamined the image in 1999, he observes that the right vessel must have 
been inscribed while the plaster was still wet, and this causes him to admit the possibility 
that Vinogradov is correct. For my observations, see below, n. 59. 

22. Casson 1995, 345, n. 5. 
23. For the decree, see Meiggs and Lewis 1988, 48-52. 
24. Meiggs and Lewis 1988, 49 (#23, lines 27-35): *The generals are to write up the rest, ship 

by ship, on white boards, (taking) the Athenians from the lexiarchic registers and the 
foreigners from those registered with the polemarch. They are to write them up assigning 
them by divisions, 200 of about one hundred (men) each, and to write above each 
division the name of the trireme and of the trierarch and the servicemen, so that they may 
know on which trireme each division is to embark*. 
<<... avaypa+all6b Ka[i TOUS &MOUS KaTb] vaOv TOUS OTpaTqyoir$ &iq AI&uKh[paTa, 
T O U ~  pbv 'AIBqvaiouq CK TQV hqc1apxt~Qv yplappa~&i[wv. TOUS] 66 c[&v]ouq CK TQV 
anoyeypapp6vov nall[p]a TQL [noh&]p[apx]o[~]. avaypa@~~v 66 v ipov~aq ~ a ~ a  TCL~IEL~ 
[ ~ ] i q  6laK00ia[$] a[v]a b ~ a ~ o v  6plBpov ~ a i  Cnlypaqal~ Till [ T ~ ~ ] E I  C K ~ O T ~ I  ~ f i q  ~ p ~ f i -  
pouq ~oijvopa ~ a i  TOO ~ p ~ l q p a p ~ o u  ~ a i  m $  Umlp&[oi]aq, d n q  zv ~ i 6 0 o ~ v  &iq onoilav 
Tplfipq b[p]6fio&Tal fi [T]acl$ b[K]aOTq....n 
Even if we accept the view held by some that the Themistocles Decree is a fourth century 
forgery or third century pastiche, such a forgery would have followed procedures that 
were plausible to an audience that was contemporary with the lsis scraffito. The 
procedure of assigning ships and crews by names listed on whitened boards, therefore, 
remains unaffected by arguments regarding the fifth century authenticity of the decree. 

25. Cf. IG 112 1629A.145. The ship's name is not preserved, although a space for it exists on 
the stone. What is preserved is the name of the ship's builder, Eudokos. 

26. Pollux 1.86 includes the ptychis among the parts of the ship at the bow. The Scholia in 
Apollonium Rhodium 1.1089a describes these parts as follows: ~Apollodoros in the 
-Words. termed the aphlaston the akrostolion; this is incorrect since the akrostolion is the 
tip of the stolos, and the stolos extends from the ptyche and belongs to the wood of the 
prow; the ptyche is the term for (the place) where the name of the ship is inscribed ...= 
<;AnoMo6opoq kv ~ a i q  AE~EUI an06660~ev 6@Aamov TO ~ K ~ O ~ O A L O V .  o l j ~  E G ,  
~nstdfi TO a~pomoAtov k m ~  TO B~pov  TOO mohou, moAoq 66 A ~ ~ E T ~ L  TO Ccbxov an0 
lTj$ nTUXfi$ Kai 6lf iK0~ axp~  TO$ nphpaq ~ U A O V  TITuxfi 6b AkyeTaL, dnou TO ~ f i $  VE* 

Cn~ypa@~~at  ovopa .... 
27. Cf. Hockmann 1999, 309, n. 7: .The care with which the word has been incised, however, 

equals the execution of the scraffito rather than that of certainly later additions: in Grac's, 
Bonino's, Basch, and my opinion <<Isis= is the original name of the ship.. 

28. In an Addendum, Hockmann 1999, 356 mentions the possibility that Morrison may be 
correct that the name was added at a later date because the top of the Wiotan intrudes 
into the white scraffito border. In light of the quality of the lettering (cf. n. 27 above), 
however, this fact merely indicates the sequence of steps by which the artist completed 
the lsis drawing, and in no way supports Morrison's basic premise that the vessel is 
named Dioskouros and thus has no connection with Egypt. 

29. Cf. SEG XXXIX, 701, 5-6; and Vinogradov 1999, 272. 
30. See Grac 1987, Abb. 2 (pp. 92-93) for a clearer version of my Fig. 2; cf. Taf. 27 for details 

of goats, Taf. 28 for a horse, Taf. 30 for a warship under sail, and Taf. 32 for the names 
~Aphrodite., -Adas>, and ~Apolloniosn. Two departure notices are discussed by Grac 
1987, 90 and are illustrated in Taf. 34.2. Vinogradov 1999, 296 discusses the possibility of 
a third. 

31. Although I am uncertain that the image is indeed a sphinx (it looks like a man's bearded 
head from the photographic image; cf. Fig. 3), Hockmann 1999, 309 reports the figure as 
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a winged sphinx. He has seen the original and I have not. 
32. To me, the head appears bearded (or else it has a very pointed chin) and thus seems 

unlikely to represent lsis as Hockmann 1999, 309 proposes. 
33. The reader should beware that I am making these judgments from detailed photographs, 

not from an examination of the original image. 
34. As a result of this fact, I cannot accept the intricate argument constructed by Dr. 

Vinogradov to explain how the graffiti and the drawing of the warship contribute to a 
single theme. I would not rule out the possibility that more than one artist worked on the 
lsis galley, but I would argue the basic principle that the original image exhibits a higher 
quality of execution than the later additions. For example, one artist could have worked 
with a scraper while another incised the fine details with a pin-like stylus. 

35. Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999 convincingly outline the evidence for an Egyptian 
presence in this region during the time the graffiti were inscribed on the wall at 
Nymphaion. 

36. Cf. Murray 1991, 72-75 and Murray and Petsas 1989, 95-1 14. 
37. Cf. Steinhauer 1998, 30 with Pinax 1. In brief, the following facts suggest to me that this 

ram comes from a trireme: 1). The wale indicated by the trough of the Piraeus ram is 
roughly the same height as the wale of the Athlit ship (21 cm as opposed to 23 cm). The 
compact nature of the Piraeus weapon and the height of the wales, indicates to me a 
warship that was designed as a ramming machine. 2) The Piraeus ram is appropriate in 
size for mounting on columns and walls, which is something that we know was done to 
trireme rams. It is also similar in size and shape to the rams depicted on the .Plutei 
Traianin, a sculpted relief which depicts the two rostra in the Roman Forum (cf. Murray 
and Petsas 1989, Figs. 59-61). 3) The ram is intermediate in size and weight (if roughly 
40% of the ram is represented by the 35 kg fragment, the original weight must have been 
roughly 87 kg) between the Bremerhaven (53 kg) and the Athlit rams (465 kg). 4) 
Because of the small interior volume of this ram, it is easy to see how such a ram could 
be removed from its warship, and then reattached after the length of the bow timbers had 
been cut down, as described in Thuc. 7.36.2. 

38. Cf. Vinogradov 1999, 289 (Superschiff), 293 (Admiralschiff) and 300 (Flaggschiff der 
siegreichen agyptischen Flotte). 

39. The *sacred trireme,, dedicated to Apollo by Antigonos Gonatas following his victory over 
#the generals of Ptolemy* near Kos (Ath. 5.209e) represents another kind of *sacred. 
galley which is not particularly relevant in this context. 

40. In general on these vessels, cf. RE 37 (1949) S.V. ~Paralos (8)n, 1209-121 1 and RE 59 
(1934) S.V. ..O~wpiq (2)n, 2238-39. 

41. Use in battle-Plut Them. 7.6 (at Salamis) and Thuc. 3.77.3 (at Corcyra); ambassadorial 
duty- Scholia in Aeschinem 3.162; delivering messages to allies - Scholia in 
Demosthenem 21.580; fetching generals -Thuc. 6.53.1 (Alcibiades); offerings to Delos 
and Olympia-Photios S.V. ~~Paralos- (386.24-387.5). 

42. Scholia in Demosthenem 21.580. 
43. Plut. Timoleon 8.1-2; cf. Diod. 16.66.4-6. 
44. For Serapis, see Tacitus Hist. 4.83-84; and for Asklepios, see Ovid Met. 15.622-745; Livy 

10.47 and Periochae 11. According to Polybius (31.12.1 1-13.3), Carthage had special 
ships called <<sacred transports,, (iepaywyoi) which conveyed its official offerings (the 
nancestral first fruits>>) to the mother city Tyre. 

45. Grac 1987, 93 rejected the possibility that the introduction of the lsis cult was the 
inspiration for this image because she knew of no other third century evidence for the 
cult in the region, a condition that is illustrated by Dunand 1973, Carte I (at the end of the 
volume). 

46. Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999, 357 with n. 2. 
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Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999, 365. 
Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999. 
Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999, 373 make the suggestion that Charmippos received his 
<charge,> from the god on the lsis galley and discuss in detail the reasons for suspecting 
that the events occurred at roughly the same time that lsis made her visit to Nymphaion. 
If we may accept the Homeric expression at face value, it seems that a galley brought the 
sacred objects to Delos when the cults were first introduced there. Cf. IG X1,4 1299, lines 
38-39: 
O ~ O T E  vrl'i'noAu<uyol ijAu0ev auru Qoi6ou <<when he (Apollonios, the first priest of the 
cult) came to the city of Phoibos on the many thwarted ship. (i.e.a galley). Elsewhere in 
the text, the inscription makes it clear that this was a private introduction, not a state 
sponsored one. 
Cf. Witt 1971, 177, n.22; and Inscriptions de Delos 4, 2153, line 1 (Isis Euploia) and 2132, 
line 1 (Aphrodite Euploia). 
Grac 1987, 90 with Taf. 34.2. 
Cf. Witt 1971, 178. 
According to Paus. 10.32.16, the Phokians (at the most holy lsis shrine in all of Greece) 
sacrificed oxen and deer to Isis, and also geese and guinea fowl. On the zoolatry 
associated with the worship of Isis, see Witt 1971, 25-35. 
Cf. Witt 1971, 70, n.4. 
Cf. Witt 1971, 89, 91-92. 
Cf. Witt (1971) 31. 
A similar crenellated edge appears on the cloth-like border of a nearby votive graffito; cf. 
Grac 1987, Taf. 32. 
Vinogradov 1999 addresses this question, and includes the roughly drawn graffiti to the 
right of the galley as symbolic imagery. Although he develops an argument explaining 
the scene as a sea battle between Ptolemaic and Seleucid fleets, I feel that there are 
serious problems with his interpretation. First, I remain unconvinced that the graffiti are 
contemporary with the lsis galley because they are so less sophisticated in appearance 
and layout. Second, the lsis galley is simply not represented in a way that indicates 
hostile action. I find the lack of deck soldiers and extended oars most telling. Third, if the 
eagle and elephant are intended to parallel the action of the vessels on a sympolic level, 
then the eagle should be facing the elephant, or at the very least, the eagle should be 
pursuing the elephant. This is a very telling sign and presumably indicates that the 
artist(s) who drew the animals did not feel it important that lsis pursued the ship in front 
of her. Fourth, considering the scraffito technique that produced the main lines of the lsis 
galley, it seems likely that the thick lines incorporated into the smaller ship were inscribed 
at the same time the lsis was produced (i.e., while the plaster was still soft; cf. 
Hockmann, 1999, 356, Addendum). But since the scene appears to be unfinished, we 
really have no way of determining the original plan. Perhaps the artist(@ intended to 
depict a flotilla of boats and ran out of time before the plaster began to dry. Whatever the 
answer, I remain unconvinced that the simple presence of this second ship indicates 
hostile action. Fifth, the relationship between other animal graffiti and names written 
above them is not clear, in spite of Vinogradov's attempts to explain them. Before we can 
accept the possibility of some connection between the texts and images, certain stylistic 
similarities must be established between the animals and written texts. In the absence of 
such indicators, there is no reason to assume that they are contemporary with one 
another. And finally, if I am correct that lsis is a relatively small galley, then the image is 
even less appropriate as a representation of the flagship of the Ptolemaic fleet. 
Although Grac 1987, 89 says that Apollo's name can be seen in Taf. 32, the letters here 
refer to ~~Apollonio[s]~ and not to the god. According to Grac's Abb. 2, the name does 
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appear on the wall in an area which seems to be completely preserved (d. Hockmann 
1999, Fig. 5,l). If true, then we may have an interesting hint of lsiac influence, since 
Apollo is generally identified with Horus; see Witt 1971, 51. For the ankh as a symbol of 
Isis, see Witt 1971, 26-27. 

61. The cult was not always received with overt enthusiasm. While the cult was privately 
introduced at Delos during the fist half of the third century by a priest named Apollonios, 
it was first housed in a rented space. Not until the end of the century did the grandson 
and successor of Apollonios as priest manage to purchase land for a cult place, and 
then, certain men. tried unsuccessfully to block the purchase with a law suit (cf. IG XI, 
1299, lines 1-26). Since an entire century passed before the Delians officially recognized 
the cult (Vinogradov and Zolotarev 1999, 372), it too could have failed if Apollonios and 
his successor priests had not been so devout, persistent, and long-lived; the first priest 
died when he was 97 and the second when he was 61 (IG XI, 1299, lines 6 and 11). 

62. Apollonios' name appears on the wall in more than one place while the name Euphronis 
appears to the right of the lsis galley in the main yellow register among a list of 
contributors (for the texts, see SEG XXXIX, 701; Grac 1987, Taf. 29-32). A recent study of 
the Olbian inscription dates it on paleographical grounds to ca. 275-250 BC; cf. SEG 
XXXIX, 702. 

63. The string of letters (anoMov~o) designating the name Apollonios occurs 175 times 
among the  black Sea and Scythia Minor. inscriptions on the Packard Humanities 
Institute CD-ROM #6; the strings for Euphronis (~ucppov~ 1 ~ucppovq) occur only 9 times. 
At the very least, the possibility that these two are notable from Chersonesos deserves 
further scrutiny. 

64. Grac 1987, 95. 
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BARTER ANYONE? 

The economics of shipping, exchange systematics, the functions of 
money, trade embargoes, and such other regrettable Bronze Age 

speculations 

Summary 
The principal use of ships has been traditionally for trading purposes, and 

trade has been a powerful stimulant in the development of professions, 
specialization, surplus production, exchange, and to an extent the 
development of civilization and culture. 

However, the movement of trade goods is usually treated in a qualitative 
way in the Bronze Age and in pre-monetary Greece, largely because of the 
absence of quantitative data. Also lacking is a model for the calculation of 
the distances various commodities could be economically transported. 
Metals and artistic objects, fine wines and edible oils could be moved fairly 
long distances; wool and lard are unlikely to have been traded as far or as 
often; while various grains were least transportable except in times of crop 
failure, famine, or other emergencies, such as keeping the Plebeians of 
Rome and Byzantium fed, or face the consequences. But as the language of 
the previous description shows, vagueness not clarity is what characterizes 
the movement of goods in early times. 
This paper shows that it is possible in certain circumstances to construct a 

barter model to help convert one commodity into another. Equally, to 
determine the transport range of essential goods or other trade 
commodities, and perhaps to even inquire into the "whys" and "wherefores" 
of ancient shipwrecks. 

Introduction 
Bronze Age Greece does not appear to furnish enough evidence for the 

construction of a viable model for an economic grasp of trade patterns. The 
Linear B tablets, that final recourse of frustrated scholars for a modicum of 
light on the period, contain considerable data on commodities, quantities 
and measures1. But no prices, wages, rents, cost of money, and so on, that 
are necessary to understand the movement of goods. The tablets are mostly 
administrative records, kept for accounting purposes. They were not meant 
to explain trade patterns. The Homeric poems, as a reflection of earlier living 
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patterns, are not in any way better. The poems were meant to popularize 
historical events, to entertain, exalt if you like, not to function as manuals of 
trade. 
The case is very different in the Near East. There, in the second millennium 

BC, relevant information is relatively widespread. For this presentation and 
for the purpose of illustration we have decided to use the earliest usable data 
we possess, namely the Laws of Eshnunna. Needless to say, similar and 
better models may be constructed for later periods when even more, but 
also conflicting, information is available. Our model is simply the earliest out 
of a number of possible versions. 

Of course, it is only natural to think that the prices, wages, etc, applicable 
in the second millennium to the Near East, need not correspond to these of 
Greece at any time in its past. But the object of this exercise is not to apply 
Near Eastern values, both literally and figuratively, to Greece and the Aegean 
region, but to construct a model from known quantities that represents trade 
patterns confirmed by the literary or other evidence. Such a model or a 
modification of it could then be applied to Greece, if and when enough 
evidence becomes available, or alternatively, by furnishing nominal price, 
wage, and other figures, and seeing how trade patterns change as a result. 

The Laws of Eshnunna 
The ancient city of Eshnunna is located at Tell Asmar, near the Diyala River, 

a tributary of the Tigris. It is found at less than 50km northeast of Baghdad 
and at about the same distance north of the ancient city of Ctesiphon. There 
during the Middle Bronze Age period, and more specifically between the 
downfall of the Third Dynasty of Ur in the 20th century BC and the 38th year 
of Hammurabi's reign in Babylon, flourished the Kingdom of Eshnunna. The 
kingdom was one of the numerous Semitic states controlled by the formerly 
semi-nomadic Amuru, the Amorites of the Old Testament, where they are 
accused of every crime, from iniquity2 to such abominations as following the 
idols3. One can already feel approaching the hallowed grounds of trade. 

Not too far from Tell Asmar, at Tell Abu Harmal, the lraqui Directorate 
General of Antiquities has excavated texts 51059 and 52614, both in pre- 
Hammurabi layers, among an astonishingly rich hoard of clay tablets of the 
Old Babylonian period. Recognized as an almost identical collection of laws 
by Albrecht Goetze (A) and Taha Baqir, Curator of the lraqui Museum (B), 
the two texts together with photographs, and transliterations and translations 
by Goetze were quickly published. They were later reprinted by JB 
Pritchard,on whose text the following discussion is based4. 
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A commodity barter table 
From the information contained in the Laws of Eshnunna dated to the 19th 

century BC, Table 1 has been constructed. Ten commodities are 
represented here, namely silver, smelted copper, refined copper, barley, 
best oil, sesame oil, river oil, wool, salt, and lard. The same commodities are 
listed both vertically and horizontally. But the vertical listing in capitals shows 
major units, while the horizontal listing shows minor units. This allows for 
easy conversion of one commodity into another. 
Thus for example, one shekel of silver will buy 3 minas of smelted copper, 

2 minas of refined copper, 300 qa of barley, 3 qa of best oil, 2 qa of sesame 
oil, etc. The relationship between major and minor units of a commodity is 
given at its horizontal-vertical cross-section. So with silver, 1 shekel, which is 
a measure of weight of about 9 grams, is equal to 180 grains. With barley, 
one kor, which is a measure of capacity or volume, is equal to 300 qa. 
Another unit of capacity is the seah. In the oils we see that 1 seah is equal to 
10 qa. And from salt we get still another unit of capacity, the pan, equal to 
115 of a kor or 60 qa. From the above relationships, one can calculate the 
units of capacity as, 

1 kor = 5 pan = 30 seah = 300 qa 
The qa is a measure ranging from 1 to just over 1.3 liters, so that a kor 

would be equivalent to about 300 to 400 liters. The actual weight of the 
commodity concerned, of course, would be a function of its specific weight. 
Needless to say, one can construct any number of such tables, relating to 

various other commodities in different times of the past, as long as one 
knows or can calculate the units in which they are measured and their 
relative value. Their actual equivalence may be somewhat more difficult to fix 
in a few instances, as the evidence may be insufficient or contradictory, in 
which cases one may have to deal with that confusing and nasty little snag - 
namely, price. 

The functions of money 
Today, when we say "price" we understand the value of a commodity in 

terms of a medium of exchange known as "money." Although there are 
various kinds of money, dollars, pounds, ecus or what have you, and their 
equivalence is not fixed but floating, we can always be fairly certain of their 
value by specifying "constant dollars," " 1950 dollars," or by finding another 
way to fix the unit value of a commodity. 

But in pre-monetary Greece, let alone the 2nd millennium BC in the Near 
East, there was no regular medium of exchange. Silver was used to buy 
(meaning exchange for) grain, but equally grain was used to buy silver, in 
the traditional exchanges of barter economies. Scholars trying to bypass the 
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absence of a regular medium of exchange have often used precious or other 
metals as substitutes. But this has been criticized mainly because of the 
known large fluctuations of their value5. 
However, it is fairly obvious that together with the actual complexities, there 

is to be found a certain amount of understandable confusion. So perhaps 
one may take this opportunity to clarify the functions of money and their 
dependence, and then discuss the relative and relevant value of metals, in 
an effort to fix a standard of value. 

The classical functions of money are three. One, a medium of exchange; 
two, a unit of account; and three, a standard of value6. As a medium of 
exchange one could theoretically use anything, from iron spits to cowrie 
shells. But practical considerations demand that the medium should be easy 
to handle, readily transportable, of relatively high value, and not too easily 
destroyed. Here precious or other metals seem to admirably fulfill all the 
desirable conditions. 
As a unit of account, money should be readily divisible, either theoretically, 

or practically by, say, weighing. Accounting could then be accomplished 
with no further ado. But practical considerations again demand the issue of 
"coinage," that is a medium of exchange one can hold in one's hands and 
count out. Before the use of coinage, the employment of metals might have 
involved some problems, since it is not easy to cut a bar or plaque of silver 
or copper, at the exact weight determined by the accounting. 
It is as a standard of value where the real problems of money begin. And it 

is here where the use of (precious) metals is strongly advocated by some 
scholars, and just as strongly disputed by other scholars7. It is also here 
where some confusion appears to exist, understandably, since it is hard to 
decide on what grounds a decision about a standard of value should be 
made. It is not possible to intelligibly discuss the numerous ramifications of 
the subject and the dispute here, except as it pertains to this paper. 

Metals and value fluctuations 
Of the four metals principally used as media of exchange and standards of 

value in various periods of antiquity, that is, gold, silver, copper and tin, it is 
the fluctuations in the value of gold and tin that have been the primary 
causes of the dispute. These large and lasting fluctuations in the value of 
gold and tin are real, as far as we can make out. They are not caused by 
some quirk of interpretation, inadequately read clay tablets, erroneous or 
awry calculations, or spurious material taken seriously. Neither are they 
caused by the mulish insistence of some high placed scholar selling his 
ideas on the strength of his personality or position, rather than on their 
demonstrable and discriminating sense, for lack of more relevant or 
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convincing evidencea. 
What has not been understood is the basic reason for these fluctuations. 

And this has caused a rather widespread reluctance to use metals as 
standards of value. Which in turn has limited the examination of international 
trade patterns, since a standard of value is a necessity in order to go beyond 
the obvious in cross-border trade. Think of giving your wife or your daughter 
an expensive foreign ring or bracelet, when they could not tell their friends 
what the cost was! 
To the authors, these large and lasting fluctuations could be caused by only 

one thing: namely, the discovery of large alluvial deposits. It is no doubt true 
that other factors may enter the picture, such as war, difficulties of supply, 
trade embargoes, etc, but most of these would be short-lived. The discovery 
of large alluvial deposits and the mechanism of looking for and exploiting 
more of them, would be a considerably longer process and more likely to be 
recorded. Such deposits are much easier to work than in situ hard rock 
deposits, and thus lowering the "price" or the relative value of the product. 
The fact that these large and lasting fluctuations are testified only with gold 

and tin, always relatively speaking of course, appear to the authors as 
diagnostic. Of the four metals mentioned, only gold and tin (cassiterite) form 
alluvial deposits. Native silver and copper never give rise to alluvials. Hence, 
these last do not appear to fluctuate as much as gold and particularly tin. 
Copper sulfide and oxide ores were exploited rather later. It therefore seems 
that one could use silver or copper as standards of value without offending 
the reactive sensibilities of interested scholars. 

Besides, in the Laws of Eshnunna the emergence of silver as a medium of 
exchange (i.e. money) becomes apparent, and nothing shows this better 
than the differential interest rates: 20% for silver, but 33.3% for barlev. The 
convenience and efficiency of silver as a medium of exchange entailed a 
lower interest rate, since it saved the lender storage and spoilage risks. The 
basic function of money as a medium of exchange was already beginning to 
be recognized. 

It is obvious from this, that silver was the preferred standard of value even 
in pre-monetary antiquity, largely no doubt because it did not over-fluctuate. 
Thus one sees that even in the earlier Laws of Ur-Nammu (c 2100 BC), an 
effort was made to standardize the weight of the silver shekel in relation to 
the minalO. But everything considered, it seems best to demonstrate these 
fluctuation differences, rather than just depend on the logic and 
reasonableness of the argument. 
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Silver equivalence during the Middle and Late Bronze Age 
Table 2 shows the prices of copper, tin and gold in silver equivalents during 

the Middle and Late Bronze Age. The figures given are based largely on 
Heltzerll with various corrections by Vargyas". The numbers in parentheses 
refer to the applicable centuries, while these in brackets to Vargyas's 
corrections. In the latter's words this is "a first attempt towards a comparative 
price history of the Near East of the Pd millennium BC." The prices are given 
in silver equivalents, in such a way as to represent whole numbers instead 
of fractions, for easier comparisons. 
The figures of Heltzer do not always correspond to these of other scholars 

such as Muhly13, and a few may be incorrect, since collation from various 
scholars may unduly influence this price structure, by unwittingly using the 
evidence of single texts several times. But the enormous price-ratio 
variations examined here are such, that the recorded differences between 
various scholars are largely immaterial. 
The first striking observation that emerges from Table 2 is the difference in 

price behavior in copper and tin, the two essential ingredients for true 
bronzes, between the Middle Bronze Age and the Late Bronze Age. Taking 
the three averages for the Middle Bronze Age for copper (Mari, Eshnunna 
and Old Asyria), this gives a mean of 148 or say 150 in round figures. But the 
four averages for the Late Bronze Age give a mean of 301 or say 300. Thus 
the price of copper in the LBA seems to be one half of that during the MBA. 
A perfectly valid and understandable reduction, considering improvements 
in tools and techniques and the probable intensive exploitation of the large 
Cypriot copper deposits around this time. 

But something entirely different is shown by the price ratio of tin to silver. 
Taking again the three averages for the MBA, their mean is 13. While the two 
averages for the LBA give a figure of 297.5, making tin nearly 23 times 
cheaper in the LBA than in the MBA. This enormous price slump cannot be 
explained by any kind of technical improvements, the use of different 
shekels in the calculations, or any other kind of simple error. Particularly, 
since the figures mentioned represent averages from several places, not 
isolated instances, and both the prices of copper and tin are calculated in 
terms of silver. Therefore, the slump in the price of tin must be real. Besides, 
both textual and archaeological evidence fully support the testimony of the 
price-ratiosi4. 
Such enormous reductions in the price of tin can only be explained by the 

discovery of large alluvial deposits of cassiterite. No other logical or viable 
explanation can make sense of such a price slump. Similar conclusions hold 
to an extent for gold, when one learns during the Middle Babylonian 
(Kassite) Period, gold fell to the price of silver, while at the same time tin 
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became a medium of exchange15. When a metal with a crustal average of 
0.004 ppm (gold) drops to the value of another metal with a crustal average 
of 0.07 ppm (silver), and gold may be produced from placers while silver 
cannot, inexpensive gold overproduction from placers simply has to be the 
first explanation suggested and examined. A similar argument may be used 
for copper and tin. Since both tin and gold are given in terms of silver in 
Table 2, and considering all the other evidence quickly presented here, silver 
seems the most suitable commodity for a standard a value during the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age. 

A wages and costs table 
So it seems reasonable to use this precious metal in order to construct 

another useful table, this time of wages, rents, victuals and other costs. 
Table 3 gives the wages for various artisans, the rents for a number of 

conveyances, and the annual interest rate, all in terms of the precious metal 
silver. It should be noted that in at least one case, the Laws specify not only 
the wages but also the victuals furnished by the employer in the form of 
barley. Thus Law 11 states: 

The wages of a hired man are one shekel of silver. His provender 
is one pan of barley. He shall work for one month. 

Referring to Table 1, one sees that that one shekel of silver is equal to 180 
grains, while one pan of barley is equivalent to 36 grains. So the "total 
compensation package" as we would say today, was 216 grains of silver for 
a hired man, and accordingly with other artisans. This may be easily reduced 
to daily wages, since the Sabbath did not exist yet from what we know today. 
The hire rate for boats is given per kor of capacity. The wages of the single 

boatman show that the figure is for river boats, probably driven by poles. But 
whether one could apply the same rates to sea-going craft is very doubtful. 
It seems very probable that river boat rentals were a minimum. The rates for 
ocean vessels must have been a lot higher, considering the sturdier and 
more complex construction required for sea-going craft. How much higher 
this rate was, unfortunately we do not know. 
Another problem is figuring out the capacity of an ancient boat in kors. But 

if we can assign a "tonnage" to an ancient vessel, as it is frequently done 
nowadays in relevant scholarly texts by taking into account the useful length 
and beam, then we can convert this figure to kors by multiplying by three, 
when we cannot be too far off the actual capacity in kors. 

The interest rate was a flat 20% per annum, when this was calculated in 
terms of silver. Although the loss of cargo due to weather conditions, fire, or 
other causes, seems to be compensated by the ship owner to the merchant 
involved, there does not appear to exist any allowance for insurance. 
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Therefore, this need not be taken into account in our present calculations; 
though clearly, this might well have been considered by the ancient ship 
owners. So, if we triple the rental rates of river boats, we may perhaps arrive 
at a fairly reasonable figure of the cost of renting sea-going vessels. 
Now given the previous value of various commodities (Table I) ,  the wages, 

victuals, rentals and prevailing interest rate (Table 3), it is easy to see how 
these relationships and figures can be used to give quantitative answers to 
questions of trade, help calculate the distances various commodities could 
be economically transported, speculate about the probable destination of 
some shipwrecks, etc. 

As an example, here we would like to use these figures in order to try and 
see what they tell us about specific pieces of testimony we possess, such as 
the Ulu Burun shipwreck1=. It is true that there is no justification for believing 
that the "prices" of Table 1 correspond to those current in the 14th and 13" 
centuries BC. But the point of the exercise is to show how the model works, 
how the relationships of the two tables could be applied to a piece of 
evidence such as a shipwreck, and see what this tells us. There is no 
conceivable reason to believe that all the Minet el Beida economic texts 
necessarily correspond to the age of the Ulu Burun ship either, and besides 
it is unrealistic to expect this kind of exact correspondences in such a 
haphazard discipline as archaeology. Naturally, one is free to construct 
another model out of the later texts, and see what their story is. 

An example of sea-borne cross-border trade 
The ship sunk at Ulu Burun must have been of considerable size. The 

spread and weight of the cargo, the 24 anchors on board, the value of the 
goods transported, all point to a large vessel, estimated at about 15m in 
length by the excavators. By comparison to the reconstructed Kyrenia ship 
with a length also of 15m and a rated capacity of 30 tons, one could assign 
a similar capacity to the Ulu Burun ship, without fear of being found wanting 
or excessive. 
Confining calculations for the sake of simplicity to one important trade item, 

namely copper, it is known that the ship carried about ten tons of copper 
ingots. The immediate question that springs to mind is what could this 
copper be exchanged for? If we assume it was some grain, say barley, we 
know its "price" from the Eshnunna Laws and we can readily convert copper 
to barley. If we suppose it might have been wheat, the price of which we 
don't find in the same laws, then one has to guess at its relative price. We 
know that during most periods of history, wheat was more valuable than 
barley. If we assume that wheat was twice the price of barley, then Table 1 
shows that 10 tons of refined copper correspond to 4000 tons of barley, or 
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2000 tons of wheat. The calculation follows: 
1 Talent of refined copper = 9000 qa of barley 

= 9000 qal300 qa per kor 
= 30 kor of barley 
= 30 korl3 kor per ton 
= 10 tons of barley 

If 1 Talent weighed approximately 25kg, then 10 tons are equivalent to 400 
Talents. 
That would buy 4000 tons of barley or 2000 tons of wheat-far too large a 
quantity of grain to be transported by a 30-ton capacity ship, no matter how 
approximate the above calculations may be. 

Similar calculations about some other commodities of Table 1, show that, 
10 tons of refined copper = 72 kg of silver 

= 80 kors of best oil (ca 27 tons) 
= 20 tons wool 
= 400 kors of lard (ca 100 tons) 
= 16,000 kors of salt (ca 5000 tons) 

Without even bothering to consider the value of tin and all the other items 
of trade found on the shipwreck, it is obvious that aside from silver and best 
oil, none of the other goods listed in Table 1 could have been the return 
cargo of the Ulu Burun ship, even if they had been desirable. Their quantity 
is simply too large to be accommodated by a 30-ton capacity ship. Even the 
20 tons of wool would create a problem, not in terms of weight, but in terms 
of volume. A number of questions arise here, and we will try to answer or at 
least examine, the most obvious that come to mind. 

The possible trade patterns 
Clearly, silver could be one item of the return trade. Then a reasonable 

assumption is that the ship was on its way to Lavrion or Siphnos, two well 
known sources of silver during the Bronze Age''. But would one have carried 
copper metal that far in order to exchange it for silver? The answer has to be 
an unqualified yes, since silver was bound to be relatively inexpensive near 
its sources of production and supply, and the metal was an ever present 
standard of value in the Middle East, even if not the invariable medium of 
exchange. 
The cost of the voyage may be calculated by assuming the number of days 

for the return trip'', probably not less than a year, and the number of the crew 
on board, probably not less than six, by comparison to the four crew 
members of the Cape Ghelidonia shipwreck. Thus the cost of renting a 100- 
kor capacity ship and the wages and provender of the crew could be 
calculated from Table 3, remembering to make allowance for higher rates for 
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ocean going vessels, and adding 20% for the cost of money. Thus, 
Cost of ship rental: 12 x 36 x 30 x 3 = 38,880 grains = 216 shekels of 
silver 

Cost of ship crew: 6 x 216 x 12 = 15,552 grains = 87 shekels of silver 
Cost of money: cost of commodity: 400 x 20 = 8,000 silver shekels 

plus cost of ship rental: 216 
plus cost of ship crew: 87 

- - -- 
Total 8,303 

20% of total 1,660 silver shekels 
In other words, taking into account only the copper on board, the cost of 

exchanging it for silver would be 1963 (1660+216+87) silver shekels, or 
about 25% of the value of the transported item. Of course, the cost of renting 
seagoing vessels might have been more than three times that of river boats. 
The crew might have been larger and their wages most probably higher than 
for river boatmen. And in any case, this is only an example of calculating 
costs, by taking into account only a single item of trade. 
Another item of the return trade might have been olive oil, which might have 

been the "best oil" of the Eshnunna Laws. Certainly the 27 tons would be a 
full load, but it is not in any way prohibitive- if we don't count the containers. 
Then the probable destination of the ship might have been Crete. 
Unfortunately, we don't know if Crete produced olive oil for export at the 
time. Pollen analysis for olive trees does not appear to be very reliable for 
Crete before 1100 BC. This may be due to the limited amount of work, or it 
may due to other more probable reasons, examined immediately below. 

A small population on a limited land surface such as an island, favors 
animal husbandry and stock breeding for several good reasons. Large flocks 
or herds may be tended by very few herdsmen and thereby reduce the cost 
of herding. The animals provide food (milk and meat), rich in animal proteins, 
calcium and other nutrients; wool and hair for clothes, blankets, carpets, 
tents and other items; skins for clothes, shoes, bags, etc; and finally by 
reproducing themselves the animals maintain and increase their numbers. 
All this makes stock breeding a "blue-chip" industry, with milk, wool, hair, 
and meat and skins when the animal was slaughtered representing 
distributed and retained earnings, and reproduction in captivity periodical 
capital gains. 

As the population goes up and reaches the maximum sustainable level, 
things change. Further increases in the flocks turn out to be self-defeating, 
and olive trees become a viable alternative, provided they can grow in the 
region. Olive trees easily adapt to rocky ground and limited rainfall, while 
they need relatively little work and keep producing for long periods of time. 
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And olives and olive oil provide not only the essential fatty acids, but also 
beneficial mono-unsaturated oils. In other words, the "unreliability" of the 
pollen record may be simply a reflection of a changing population pattern: 
substantial olive tree pollen representing a waxing or at least a maximum 
population, and the lack of it the corresponding waning. There is no really 
compelling reason for assuming an ever-growing population before 
relatively modern times. 
The other items on Table 1 and their calculated equivalents shown above, 

are not viable alternatives. Their weights or volumes are too large for a 30- 
ton capacity ship. 

Other goods of the return trade 
Needless to say, none of the items shown on Table 1 need have been part 

of the return trade of the Ulu Burun ship. Assuming the voyage had the 
Aegean as its destination, one may be justified to ask, what could be a viable 
return cargo from the Greek archipelago? What about fine wines, as these 
were known to be produced in Thassos, Chios, and some other places in the 
Aegean? Or the renowned and plentiful dried figs of Attica? Or even some 
valuable slaves, as Harry Tzalas has suggested'', to name only a few 
possible items of trade. Or any combintion of these. 

However, some scholars think that outside royal consignments, most 
shipping in the Bronze Age was carried out by what are called "tramp 
vessels." In other words, an opportune trade where the principle was to buy 
low and sell high anything that had a marketing potential. This meant 
crossing borders continuously, since foreign trade has been traditionally and 
often scandalously profitable. That this was at least partly true is shown by 
the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck, where the evidence shows not only 
opportune trading, but also that there might have been a bronzesmith on 
board, for remelting scrap bronze and producing what the local trade 
required. The stone tools on board appear to be diagnosticz0. 

But this does not seem to be the case with the Ulu Burun ship. Some ten 
tons of copper and one ton of tin, that is to say, the almost exact proportions 
for making 10% bronze, is not the likely result of opportune trading. And 
although this does not mean that suitable and well timed barter trade was 
not carried out by the ship, it seems that this large vessel might have had 
some other functions, at least during her last voyage. What could these have 
been? 

Of tributes, embargoes and other tribulations 
Well, it is possible to think that this amount of copper and tin might have 

been the tribute paid by some East Mediterranean state, such as Cyprus or 
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another, to some Aegean power such as for example Ahhiyawa. Tributes are 
sufficiently well known from the written testimony during the Late Bronze Age 
to present no problems. The fact that Cyprus produced no tin, does not 
mean that this could not have been obtained from trade. As for the location 
of Ahhiyawa, the "Aegean region" is still the best description of its 
whereabouts, even after more than half a century of discussion2'. 
Or perhaps the metal cargo of the ship may represent one case of breaking 

an embargo. 
It is known from the written evidence that during the reign of Tudhaliyas IV 
and perhaps earlier, that is late in the 14'" or in the 13th century BC, a Hittite 
embargo appears to have been imposed on all Middle Eastern states under 
Hittite suzerainty in dealing with AhhiyawaZ2. It is conceivable that some 
enterprising ship owner undertook to supply the state of Ahhiyawa with the 
desirable copper and tin for making weapons of war, and the shipwreck may 
not be the result of accidentally inclement weather, but of more deliberate 
and deadly interference. The 24 anchors found on board seem to be a sign 
that the ship might have come to grief not because of some accident, but 
perhaps by design. 
As for the profitability of breaking embargoes-that can hardly be doubted. 

If modern times may be taken as indicative, breaking embargoes rates 
higher than bank robbery as a profitable enterprise, and carries lesser 
penalties. Greek and other ship owners made fortunes running blockades 
and breaking embargoes as recently as the 20" century. Of course, this is 
arguing from socio-economic parallels, and applying present standards to a 
remote period of the past. But can one reasonably suppose our Bronze Age 
ancestors were free of the greed and rapacity that characterize our age? 
That is hardly what the various collections of laws show, and besides, if this 
were the case, then history might have been a mere slanted record of 
peoples' maladjustment to their environment. Surely we recognize that it 
must be a lot more. 

Conclusions 
In concluding, one may wonder whether the results obtained actually justify 

the effort contributed. Confining the discussion to the Ulu Burun ship, and 
irrespective of the fact that the figures used need not have applied during the 
period of its last voyage, of what benefits could such models be? 
Well for one, a barter tabulation, such as that shown on Table 1, could allow 

the ready conversion of one commodity into another and facilitate 
calculation. All premonetary trade was carried out in this manner, and the 
inclusion of both major and minor units and their inter-relationships further 
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facilitate such conversions. 
For another, the combination of the information given in tables 1 and 2, 

allow for the calculation of how far some given commodity could be 
economically transported. The value of the goods must be balanced against 
the expenses incurred (ship rental, crew wages and victuals, cost of money), 
plus the expected profit from the venture. Before dealing more explicitly with 
the expected profit, one may add a certain percentage (say 10-20%) for 
contingencies, such as import or export duties, or the replacement of some 
ship component or the repair of another. 

The expected profit belongs to the realm of sheer speculation. But if the 
interest rate was a high 20% per annum, voyages took considerable time as 
they were dependent on seasonal wind patterns, seagoing ventures were as 
precarious as they appear to have been, and the ship owner was expected 
to make good any losses of the cargo to the merchant concerned, could the 
expected profit have been less than 100%? One could reasonably argue for 
a much higher return rate, but hardly for less. So a return figure of 100% 
seems like a reasonable starting point. 

Then knowing or estimating how long a voyage lasted, could be used to 
determine the transport range of a given commodity, if its price is known. 
Calculations can become complicated where tramp vessels are concerned, 
mainly because it is difficult to know the "prices" of all trade goods carried, 
what they fetched at the place they were sold, or what the return cargo might 
have been. Here the number of variables would confound an ordinary 
computer. Presumably our ancestors did not bother to calculate all 
eventualities. They simply knew a bargain when they saw one and acted 
accordingly. 
Finally, it is possible to speculate that some shipwrecks may be associated 

in a far more intimate way with the political and economic events taking 
place in premonetary times. A case in point is if the Ulu Burun ship was 
carrying a tribute, or breaking some Hittite or other embargo. What must be 
remembered, however, is that this is only a model. That is, a sensor of what 
might have been, and a censor of what might not. 

John Phillipson & C Lambrou-Phillipson 
P.O. Box 3771, 10210 Athens 

Greece 
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TABLES 

1. Comparative values of various commodities during the times of the Eshnunna 
Kingdom, 20"-18" centuries BC. 

2. Prices of copper, tin and gold in silver equivalents during the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age in the Near East. 

3. Wages, rents and other costs during the times of the Eshnunna Kingdom, 20m-18m 
centuries BC. 
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TABLE 1 
Comparative values of various commodities 
during the times of the Eshnunna Kingdom, 

20*-18- centuries BC 

Ag Cu Ref Cu Barley Best oil Ses oil Riv oil 
gr min minae qa qa qa qa 

SILVER 
Shekel 180 3 2 300 3 2 40 

COPPER 
Talent 3600 60 40 6000 60 40 800 

REFINED Cu 
Talent 5400 90 60 9000 90 60 1200 

BARLEY 
Kor 180 3 2 300 3 2 40 

BEST OIL 
Sea h 600 10 6.7 1000 10 6.7 133.3 

SESAME OIL 
Seah 900 15 10 1500 15 10 200 

RIVER OIL 
Seah 45 0.75 0.5 75 0.75 0.5 10 

WOOL 
Talent 1800 30 20 3000 30 20 400 

SALT 
Kor 90 1.5 1 150 1.5 1 20 

LARD 
Seah 360 6 4 600 6 4 80 

Wool Salt Lard 
min pan qa 
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TABLE 2 
Prices of copper, tin and gold in silver equivalents during 

the Middle and Late Bronze Age in the Near East 

CopperISilver Tin /Silver GoldISilver 

Range Average Range Average Range Average 

Ugarit (14-13) 195235 215 225 225 3-4 3.5 
12001 -- -- 12001 

Kassite Babylon (14-13) --- - 1 1 

-- - - 141 
Hittite Empire (15-13) 240 240 - 
Nuzi (15-14) 120-480 300 220-520 370 - -- 

- 12001 
Allalakh (15) 450 450 - - - 
Mari (18) 120-150 135 10-14 12 4 4 

- -- - - 14.41 
Sippar (18) 16 - 
Eshnunna (19-18) 120-180 150 --- - -- 

Old Assyria (19-18) 80-240 160 6-17 11.5 4-9 6.5 

181 

TABLE 3 
Wages, rents and other costs during 
the time of the Eshnunna Kingdom, 

20*-1e centuries BC 

All items calculated in terms of grains of silver, where 1 shekel=l80 grains 

Hired man 216 grains per month 

Harvester 360 " 

Winnower 180 " 

Donkey 180 " 'I 

Donkey & 
Driver 360 " LC 

Wagon, oxen 
& driver 900 " U 

Boatman 198 " '. 
Boat 36 grains per cor per month 

Interest 20 percent per annnm in silver 
33.3 percent in barley 





ANAOHMA IlPfZPM IlAOlOY ZTO IEPO MKAHnlOY THE EnlAAYPOY 

ITO iepo TOU AoKhqniou q q  Eni6aupou, oe entcpavdmmo Tono, 23 
pd~pa Popeta an6 TO vao TOU AoKhqniou Kai o-q 6UTtKfi nkupa  q q  iepaq 
o60u EXEL ano~ahucpesi P a q  avaerjpa~oq oe m p a  nphpaq n o k p i ~ o u  
nhoiou' ~ a ~ a o ~ e u a o p 6 q  an6 y ~ p q o  aopemohtBo, q onoia CXEL npooava- 
~ o k o p o  A-A Kat eivat 6qpoot&updq2 ( q .  1-6, cpw~. 1-4). H Bepehiwcnj q q  
eivat epcpavrjq Kai a n o ~ e k i ~ a i  an6 660 nwponhiveouq ouvoht~hv 6tama- 
oewv 1.55~. x 1.25~. x 0.30~. (cpw~. 1). H P a q  q q  nphpaq EXEL m p a  
~avov i~ou entprj~ouq ~pane<iou Kat eivat ~mao~euaopdq  an6 600 q ~ 6 o v  
iooprj~eiq (0.76~. Kai 0.67p.) AtBonhivBouq, ouvoht~ou prj~ouq 143p. nha- 
T O U ~  epnpooetaq mevrjq nhEupaq 0.60p., nha~ouq onio0iaq me@q &u- 
pa$ 1 .l 1 p. nepinou Kat naxouq 0.30~. ( q .  1,2,4, (PUT. 1). H onioeta nhiveoq 
eivat Bpauopdq oe 600 avioopcpfi ~pr jpa~a,  nhhouq 0.44 Kat 0.66~. ( q .  
5,6,7, cpw~.4). H p a q  q q  nphpaq epcpavhq ba~apaypdq (PC~EL mouq 
~po~acpouq TOV 6uo pa~phv  nkuphv UE ouppc-rpi~dq B&oeiq ava 600 
ay~6veq (q.2,4, (PUT. 1,3). 

0 1  K ~ O T ~ ~ ~ O L  TOU ~ V T ~ ~ E ~ O U  OTO K C I T ~ T E ~ ~ O  TWpa &ivat 
6oukpdvot pe Bpaniva, evw miq ~ p a q  nhEupdq, q v  epnpooBta Kat n q  600 
nha'ivdq, m o  av6~epo ~Clrjpa, oe u$oq 12 -13~~ .  , ~ a B 6 q  Kat u q v  avrimot- 
xq avw nepipe~pt~rj enicpaveta q q  Paqq, oe nha-roq 16-20~~.  cpdpet ouve- 
xeiq a6pa ene~epyaopdveq auha~hoetq, anopipqq ~ w v  KU~CITWV, 60uk- 
~&VES p& X O V T ~ O  Pehovi, ~&UOU nhh0I.J~ 6-~EK. KaL P ~ ~ O U S  ~ E K .  UE ehacpphq 
Aocrj 6ta~acq wq npoq TOV acova q q  nphpaq. ME TOV ~ p o n o  am6 uno6q- 
Ahvc-rat eljmoxa o ~upa~iopoq q q  B6Aaooaq, o ~ a v  TO nhoio ppio~rra i  <<dv 
nhw,) ( q .  1,2,3,4,6 cpw~. 1,2,3). 

navw o-qv enins6q a m j  P a q  pe q v  avayhucpq nepipe~pt~a ano- 
p ipqq ~ w v  ~ u p h o v  q q  B6Aaouaq eivai ~onoBqp6vo TO av6~epo ~upiwq 
~pr jpa q q  p a q q  oe m p a  nphpaq nhoiou, 60uk~dv0 pe Bpaniva, prj~ouq 
1.1 ~~ . ,u$ous  49.5-50~~. avw E ~ ~ O O ~ L O  pdylOT0 nhaT0~ 3 1 ~ ~ .  Kat O ~ T ~ U ~ L O  

nhhoq 7 1 . 5 ~ ~ .  H nphpa dxei ~Aacppt6 6~0616~pt~ t l  aouppc-rpia, TO pf i~oq 
q q  popetaq nhEupaq eivai 1.12~. ev6 TO pr j~oq q q  vo~taq nhEupaq eivat 
1.15~. ( q .  1,2,3, (PUT. 1,2,3,4). H oniueta nhEupa eivai a6pa enecepyaopd- 
q ,  cpdpet ay~hva  m o  ~ e v r p i ~ o  ~pr jpa Kat yopcpo m o  pdoo q q  ~6rro W u -  
pa$ (q.4, cpw~.4). 0 1  660 nhaivdq nhEupCq q q  np6paq ouy~Xvouv, &ha- 
gphq KClwuh~T6 an0 TO onidto npoq TO E ~ ~ O U B ~ O  Tpfi~a, E V ~  q E W ~ O -  
d i a  mevrj anohqcfi q q ,  o mohoq, uqouq 4 0 ~ ~ .  dvrova ano~pouopdvoq, 
UE p f i ~ 0 ~  26&~.61~p&iTal  nohu aIT00TIaUpa~t~a (q.1,3, (pwT.2). Iacp6q 
opwq npo~urrret o ~ i  r j ~av  6iapopcpwpdvoq ~pmono tqpdva  ue mevrj, eni- 
ne6q ehacpphq hocrj enicpaveia ~upaivop~vou nhhouq 7 - 1 2 ~ ~ .  nepinou. To 
avh~epo TClljpa q q  nphpaq, m o  onoio Ba avacpsp~oupe 0-q ouvdxeia, nou 
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ano~ehouae KaL q v  enlcpavela m s p ~ w q q  TOU avaerjpa-roq, eival &nine60 
Kal nposcdxel op~<ovr~a ( q .  1,2,3 cpw~. 1,2,3,4). 

H 6~apopcpopCq a m  P a q  oe q j p a  nphpaq ans~~ovi?$t r a  Paul- 
~a x a p a q p ~ m ~ ~ a  TOU a v h ~ ~ p o u  ~pr jpa~oq nphpaq n o h p ~ ~ o u  nhoiou. 
E K ~ T & ~ U ~ & V  TwV 660 nhdivhv enlcpave~hv q S  nphpaq Kal KaT6 p f i ~ 0 ~  Tllq 
K ~ T W  nhU~6$ ,  UE ~EYLOTO nhaT0~ 6-~EK., ELKOV~<OVC~L UE xapqho ClvClyhU- 
cpo buo opl<ovr~o~ ~avoveq, nou andxouv prracu ~ o u q  ~ E K . ,  prracu ~ w v  
onoiwv napepp6Movra~ us ioeq anomaoe~q 20-22e~., ~ p e ~ q  Aocoi, opop- 
ponol ~avoveq, nha-rouq 6-~EK. H x a p a q p ~ m l ~ f i  a m  avayhucpq E K ~ T C -  
pw0ev ouppe~pt~rj kapopcpocq npocpavhq uno6qhhve~ q v  anapaiqq 
~ ~ O E ~ E X O U U ~  K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ ~  TOU ~ T ~ o ~ o u  yla q V  &<a f lq~  TWV K O U ~ ~ L ~ V  pE Ta 
anapaiq~a unoo-qpiypa-ra, q y v w m  an6 Ta apxaia ~ p o v ~ a  <mapecetpe- 
~ i a > > ~ .  Ta aounla ~ E V  uno6qhhvovra~ (q.1,2,4 cpw~. 1,3). 

Z q v  eprtpooela anohqcq q q  nape(etpeoiaq oe ouv~xe~a Kal ~ o v r a  
u q v  anohqcq q q  nphpaq ELKOV~<ET~L E K ~ T E ~ O ~ E V  op00yhv~a avayhucpq 
B~apopcpwq, 6~amauewv 1 5 . 5 ~ ~ .  X 6.5&~., UE K ~ T C ~ K O ~ U ( ~ T )  6laTacq, E V ~  

q v  ~ E ~ L U  (popeta) nhupa, we ouvdxeia, ba-qpouvra~ anoonaapa-rl~a 
600 plKp0i O ~ ~ < O ~ ~ L O L  K ~ V O V E ~ ,  U ~ < O ~ E V O U  pfiK0lJq ~EK. ,  610~1 TO E ~ ~ O U ~ ~ O  

~pf ipa q q  nphpaq EXEL epauoeei. Oaivrra~ opwq nohu nteavo OTL o-qv 
xapqhoT&pq BpauopCq enicpavaa unrjpxe Kat ~ p i ~ o q  ~avovaq. H opeoyh- 
vla avayhucpq a m  6~apopcpoq, oe ouvdxela q q  napece~peoiaq, mo  
E ~ T ~ O U ~ L O  ~pr jpa q q  nphpaq npocpavhq a n o ~ e h i  oacprj uno6rjAwq ~ w v  
eno~i6ov5 TOU nhoiou, nou Ppio~ovrav q v  epnpooela anohqcq q q  nape- 
celpeoiaq Kal eixav o ~ o n o  va npoma~~Oouv q v  nape<elpeoia an6 cpeopdq 
as nepirrrwq ouy~pouaeov TOU dtoiou ( q .  1,2,4, cpo~. 1,3), evh q npocpa- 
vhq ~pmhrj opt<ovrla epnpooela anohqcq, us auvCxe~a ~ w v  snw~i6wv, uno- 
~ ~ A ~ v E L  TO npoep~oh~o TOU ~ O ~ ~ L K O U  nhoiou, TO onoio ~ ~ L U K O T ~ V  $ ~ A o -  
Tepa an6 TO CpPoho Kai ~a~dhqys  ouvtjeoq oe ~pmhfi anohqcq. 

0 1  600 nhaiv6q en~cpave~eq q q  nphpaq npocpavhq uno6qhhvouv TO 

epnpoa0~0 avh~epo, K A E L ~ O  e~a~dpweev TOU ~ a ~ a m p h p a ~ o q  bapopcpw- 
pCvo ~pr jpa q q  nphpaq, navw m o  onoio ppta~o~av q 060q TOU npopaq7. 
H E L ~ L K ~ ~  a m  6tapopcpwq q q  nphpaq TOU nhoiou 6qhhve~a~ pe oacprjve~a 
o-qv en~~upp~a  m A q  TOU Aqpq~piou, TOU ~dhouq TOU 4"" n.X. alhva o-q 
yhun-roerj~q TOU Movaxou8, m o  pmo an6 TO Vulci mo  pouoeio TOU 

Aov6ivoug KaL oe vopiopa~a'' TOU 4"" KaL TOU 3"" n.X. alhva. To avh~epo 
~pr jpa q q  np6paq q q  Ent6acpou 6ev eiva~ nhfipwq b~apopcpwpdvo, oup- 
cpwva ps TO q j p a  nphpaq nohp t~ou  nhoiou ye TO ~ K ~ o O T O ~ ~ O ,  aMa EXEL 

TO q j p a  nposcd~ouoaq Paqq  yla q mepCoq TOU avaerjpa-roq, oe 
cqjpa ~avov l~ou  en~prj~ouq ~pane<iou, pfi~ouq 1.15~. , epnpooe~ou nha- 
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TOUS 3 1 EK. KClL O ~ ~ ~ U ~ L O U  nhaT0uq 7 1 EK. pE UUYK~~VOVCE~ TOUS E I ~ L ~ ~ ~ K E L ~  660- 
V E ~  Kat crra6~a~a ~ E L O U ~ E V O  TO naxoq q q  ~Aacppcbq npoe6~~ouoaq avhe- 
pqq ~ntcpav~taq an6 TO oniaeto npoq TO ~p-tpoo0to ~pfipa, p~ ~pcpaVi) npoq 
Ta navw an6Khtq an6 1 8 ~ ~ .  UE 8.5&~., 6qptoupy6vraq dva Cvrova 6uvapt- 
KO o)(rjpa (0-x. 2,4,6 cpw~. 1,2,3,4). H 6tapopcpwq aurrj ano-rski ~ O V ~ ~ L K O ,  
~atptamo auv6uaapo npcbpaq nokp t~ou  nhoiou Kai q q  anapaiqqq 
p a q q  TOU avaefipa-roq, TO 6uvapl~o m p a  q q  onoiaq npocpavhq npooC- 
6tve q v  ~ v r u n w q  p~yaAlir~pou uqouq an6 TO npaypa~t~o m o  npoaetxo 
X~AKLVO avaeqpa. 

H nphpa ~ iva t  ~v~niypacpq Kat cpCpst o-qv ~pnpoaeta Kat aptmepfi 
nkupa 6uo 6tacp0ptxtKh~ ~noxhv  ~ntypacpCq TOU 3"" Kat TOU 2"" atwva n.X., 
ot onoi~q Cxouv ~ ~ ~ O U L E U T E ~ " .  An6 ~ t q  ~ps tq  ~ntypacp~q TOU 3"" atwva, ot 
600 an6 T L ~  onoi~q oh<ovrat anomaapa~t~a npo~urr r~ t  OTL n p o ~ ~ t ~ a t  yLa 
avaeqpa npocpavcliq q q  n6Aqq ~ w v  Endaupiwv mouq 8~ouq an6 Ta Aacpu- 
pa <<TOV nokpiwv>>, nou npoCpxovrat an6 ~anota vaurt~fi v i ~ q  ~vavriwv 
avrm6Awv, TWV onoiwv 6 ~ v  paq 6taa68q~E TO ovopa. H p a q  cpCpst o-qv 
aptmepfi nkupa  6uo ~ntypacpCq K~M~TExvC;)~: a) <<NiKwv 'lapo&ouq '~noi-  
qae>> p) < < K a h ~ p a q q  'Aeqvaioq 'cnoiqac>>. 0 Ni~wv lapo&ouq npocpavhq 
~ iva t  Ent6a6ptoq Kat TO nteavo~~po ~ iva t  o ~ a ~ a a ~ ~ u a m q  q q  nphpaq, 
EvC;) o Aeqvaioq KaMt~phqq npocpavcbq ~ i va t  o ~ a M t ~ d p q q  TOU avaefipa- 
 TO^. H ~ 6 r a p q  Entypacpfi pe pEy6Aa ypappa~a avacpdp~~at a& 6~lirepq 
pfiq q q  nphpaq wq avaeqpa crrov AnoMwva, TOV AaKhqnto Kat q v  
Yysia an6 TO mpcrqyo l jna~o TWV Popaiov AEUKLO Moppto, p ~ ~ a  TO 146 
n.X. 

ETO oniaeto ~Clljpa q q  npchpaq, E K ~ T E ~ W ~ E V  TOV nha'ivhv d~upL;)v, 
U ~ ~ ~ X O U V  660 aupp~~pt~Cq K C ~ T ~ K O ~ U ~ ~ E ~  opeoywvt&q ~ ~ ~ U V U E ~ S ,  6tacrra- 
UEWV 3 0 ~ ~ .  X ~ E K .  X ~ E K .  YO~(POU< q V  ~ V O  OTEVi) nkup6, KaTaUKEUa- 
apdveq pe PEAOVL (ox. 1,2,4, cpw~. 1,3). Ot paeuva~tq amdq npocpavhq uno- 
6qAhvouv TO ~dAoq q q  ~pnpoaetaq 6tapopcpwpivrlq nphpaq TOU nokpt- 
KOU nhoiou, q v  onoia ansu~ovi<~t m o  pqpcio. 

Zqv  navw htaap6q ~ntcpavsta q q  Paqq  6taqpouvrat UE ~aAfi 
~ a ~ a m a q  : a. Tpwq ntxaA6qqpot ~oppot crr~pCwqq TOU avaefi pa~oq, 
6tamaa~wv (8x 10x3- ~ )EK .  01 onoiot ppia~ovrat as ~petq oupp~~pt~Cq 
Bda~tq, nou avrtmotxouv mtq ~opucpCq tuoo~~Aouq ~ptyhvou, dvaq ~oppoq 
m o  ~prrpooeto ~ E V O T E ~ O  ~pr jpa Kat 600 a u p p ~ ~ p t ~ a  avotypCvot m o  oni- 
aeto Tpfipa q q  p a q q  a& anocrraq 61 -62~~ .  an6 TOV ~ptpoaeto. 

p. Z q v  avw aptcrr~pfi nkupa q q  Paqq  unapx~l Paeuvq a)(lipa 
K ~ V O V ~ K O U  ndhpa-roq, 6tamaaswv (23 X 7 X ~ )EK .  Kal UE EAacppc;)~ A0Sfi e d q  
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nou avnmol>(oua& npocpavhq m o  6 ~ 5 i  maaipo a~CAoq q q  &i~ov1<op&vqq 
popcprjq TOU ava8rjpm0q'~ ( q .  6, cpw~. 4). 

To ava8qpa auro TO nt8avompo E~XE q popcprj v i~qq  x d ~ i v q q  rj ~ni -  
~ p u q q ,  q onoia n a ~ o u o ~  p& TO 6 ~ 5 ~ 6  Ka i  E~XE npo~mapCvo TO apim~po 
a~CAoq'~. H E L K O V L < O ~ E ~ ~  popcprj p& P a q  n q  6iauraas~q TOU nCApa-roq rj-rav 
C ( L K P O T & ~ ~  TOU (PUU~KOU. All0 TOUS ~ C a a ~ p ~ q  Kaha 6iaqpqpCvouq T O P ~ O U ~  

o-rspCwaqq TOU avaerjpa-roq ~ i v a i  6ua~oAo va 6laKpi~&i ~aveiq noioi ant- 
~ O L X O U V  rj EXOUV ~navaXpqa~ponoiq8ei and q 6 ~ l j T ~ p q  w r j q  TOU pvqp~i- 
ou an6 TOV A.Moppio. 

r ia  q yvwo-rrj alrrti P a q  q q  Ent6aupou a& a>Ojpa npcbpaq n o k -  
~ L K O U  nhoiou ~ n i q p a i v o u p  Ta a~oAou8a: 

1. To pvqpeio ~ i v a i  ano~pouapCvo m o  ~ p p o a 0 ~ o  p~yaAlirepo ~pr jpa ano- 
Aqcqq q q  nphpaq, TOU mohou, npocpavhq and pav6aAtapo ( q .  1,3,4 
(POT. 2). 

2.01 600 At8orrAtvf3oi q q  Paqq  q q  nphpaq ~ i v a i  ~Aacpphq 6~mapaypCvot, 
6&v ~cpamovra~ Kai q oniaeia rrhiveoq ~ i v a i  Bpauapkvq (ox. 5, cpw~. 1, 4). 

3. H nphpa ~ i v a i  ~ono8&qp6vq m o  ~pnpoa8io ~(lljpa q q  Paqq, a& &ha- 
cpphq Aocrj BCaq Kai anCx~1 25-29,5&~. an6 q v  oniae~a &up6 q q  
Paqq  ( q .  6, cpw~. 4). H ~avov i~ r j  BCq q q  nphpaq npocpavhq r j~av a& 
a u p p p i ~ r j  Bdaq p& q P a q  ,p& q v  onoia EXEL av&Aoyo u u p p ~ ~ p i ~ o  
o)(rjpa Kat yivmai cpavspo O T ~  q apxi~rj q q  8Cq CXEL EK ~ w v  uarCpwv 6ia- 
~apaxe~ i .  

4. Eivai a&ioqp&iw~o hi T) nphpa q q  Enibaupou ansi~ovi<&i povo TO avh- 
T E ~ O  ~ p @ a  q q  nphpaq TOU nokpu~ou nhoiou KaL &6pa<ma~ navw uq 
6~a~oapqp6vq P a q  pe avayhucpa ~upa-ra nou uno6qAhvouv q Bdaa- 
aa ( q .  1-4, cpo~. 1,2,3). AEV ei~ovi<mai TO K ~ T ~ I T E P O  ~pr jpa TOU nhoiou, 
onwq auppaiv~i p& o k q  n q  aviAoyeq nspirrrha~iq'~~ 

5. To auvoAu~o uqoq q q  p a q q  a m q  ~ i v a i  poA1q (0.50p.+0.30p.) 0.80~. 
Kai ~ i v a i  avaAoyi~a xapqAo yia bva pvqp&io vauri~rjq v i~qq  q q  n6Aqq q q  
Eni6aupou a& ~ntcpavrj 8Cq TOU i&pou AaKAqniou, onou dnp&n& yia 
Aoyouq npopohrjq va ava6&i~vu&~ai pma5u 6Mwv pvqpeiwv. 

rivmat Aomov cpavcpo and Ta napanavw O T ~  TO pvqpeio EXEL KaKo- 
nouq8~i Kai p ~ p ~ ~ h q  ~a-rampacp~i an6 pmay~vCm~pouq pav6aA~opouq, 
onwq ouppaiva a€ p~y&Ao paepo ~ i q  AoinCq Paoelq TUV avaeqphwv Kai 
TOV ~ ( ~ 6 p h v  TOU L E ~ O U  AaKAqn~ou Kai 6 i a q p & i ~ a ~  anoonaapa~~~a. 
flpocpavhq q npwpa q q  Ent6aupou EXEL npoxc~pa ava~axe~i,  onwq npo- 
~ u m a  an6 q v  a~avovimq 8 C q  q q  Kai q v  epcpavhq 6icrrapayp6vq nhiv- 
80. To nt8avo~~po q npox~~pq  a m  ava~acq TOU pvqpeiou, Cyiv~ o ~ a v  ano- 
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K ~ A u ~ B ~ K E  m o  ~dhoq TOU 1gW athva ~ a ~ a  T L ~  avaa~acpdq m o  t ~ p o  
Aotdqniou, an6 TOV n. Ka$Pa6ia15, xopiq opoq va avacp~povrai UXETLKC~ 
krrropdpaeq, onwq Kat yta noMa ClMa pqpeia TOU t~pou AoKhqntou. 
npocpavhq p ~ ~ a c u  q q  nhptqq opeoyhvtaq B~psAioqq Kat q q  ~pan~< io -  
m w q  P6qq Tllq nphpaq, yta h0y0uq (TCCITLK~~~ E ~ ~ ~ K E L C ~ ~  TOU ~ V T ) ~ E ~ O U  

unrjpxe AtBonAivBoq an6 aup&moAtBo avClhoywv 6tamaa~ov 1,55X1,25p. 
WE TT) e&p&Aioq, q onoia ~ E V  61aoh8q~E. 

Epeuvhvraq npoq amr) q v  ~ a ~ ~ u e u v q  u q v  ~upljTEpq yupo nspto- 
>Cil q q  nphpaq ~ n t q p a v a p ~  OE pt~prj  anomaq ava-rok~o~~pa,  u q v  nha- 
~ ~ i a  TOV E ~ E ~ ~ W V  TOU L E ~ O U  AoKhqniou, avapsaa UE a ~ a ~ ~ a  ~onoemqpdva 
pdAq, an6 Ta onoia Ta nspiaao~spa npocpavhq Cxouv auy~svrpoesi m o  
xhpo ~ U T O  KaT6 6tap~Eia T o V  avao~acphv TOU L E ~ O U  AaKhqniou, 600 
opoia @Aq an6 y~pqo,  vronio aop~moAtBo WE ~ a p a t q p i m t ~ d q  t6iaiTEp0- 
TTEq: 

A. MdAoq ap. 1. a& a)(ljpa a~avovtmou ~pan&<iou an6 y ~ p q o  aof3~- 
moAiBo ~ n i q p a v f 3 q ~ ~  UE anomaq  lop. BA q q  nphpaq Bpauapdvo u q v  
~ p n p o d i a  msvrj nkupa, ano~pouap6vo UE ~pr jpa q q  avo avrimot)(rlq 
nhEupaq Kai n e p i p ~ ~ p t ~ a  q q  aptm~prjq nhaivrjq nhEupaq Kai TO avrimotxo 
~Clljpa q q  oniuf3taq m~v r j q  nkupaq, uqouq 4 7 ~ ~ .  U ~ < O ~ E V O U  prj~ouq 
7 8 . 5 ~ ~ .  nAa~ouq ~pnpooetaq ao<op&qq nhEupaq 27-30~~.  nhirrouq oni- 
oeiaq nhEupaq 4 6 ~ ~ .  H 6~516 ~ u p t a  nhaivrj enicpav~ia ~Aacpphq ~upf l ,  ano- 
~pouopdq sivat ~ a A a  ~nec~pyaapdq p~ Bpaniva~t. 1s uqoq 2 2 ~ ~ .  an6 q v  
K ~ T W  ~ntcpav~ia d6paqq cpdpsi opt<ovrta Cc~pyo ~avova nha~ouq 11-12~~.  
Kat naxouq 2 . 5 ~ ~ .  H K ~ T W  ~ntcpav~ta C6paqq ~ i v a i  a6pa ~ n ~ c ~ p y a a p d q  
Kat ~nins6q. H avo ~ntcpaveta ~ i v a i  60ukpdq p~ P~Aova~t $LAO Kai Bpant- 
V ~ K L ,  cpdp~i avaBupoq nhirrouq ~ E K .  Kai m o  oniuBto ~pr jpa ~ C ~ E L  yopcpo 
Kai ~oppo U U V ~ ~ U ~ O U  ps cntcpav~ta~rj auAa~a auv6~qq ,  npocpavhq pe 
W o  pdAoq npoq q v  aptmsprj nhayta nhEupa. H aptmsprj nhayta m u p a  
eivai a6pa 60ukpCq p~ PEAOVL Kai u q v  avo m u p a  (pdp~i avaeupwq 
n h a T 0 ~ ~  8-1 OEK. (OX. 7, ap. I ,  q ~ ~ . 5 , 6 ) .  

B. 'Opoio pCAoq p~ TO npoqyoup~vo ap.2 UE a)(ljpa a~avovtmou Tpa- 
ns<iou an6 y ~ p y o  aop~moAtBo P ~ E B ~ K E  a& anomaq  12.5~. NA q q  nph- 
paq Kai16p. V O T L O T E ~ ~  an6 TO npoqyoupevo. Eivai B ~ ~ U U ~ E V O  u q v  ~pnpo- 
aeia mew) nhEupa, ano~pouop6vo m o  ~pnpooeio ~pr jpa q q  avo ~ntcpa- 
vEiaq Kat us ~pr jpa q q  oniaetaq mvr jq  nhEupaq, ao<opsvou m ~ o u q  7 8 ~ ~ .  
U ~ O U ~  4 8 ~ ~ .  (~W<O~EVOU nA6rrouq ~pnpoa8laq OT&\rilq &upa$ 1 6 ~ ~ .  nh6- 
T O U ~  oniaeiaq m~v r j q  nkupaq 2 8 ~ ~ .  H nhayta E~OTE~LKI~ ,  apim~prj, ~ u p t a  
nkupa EAacpphq ~upf l ,  ano~pouapdq m o  6~610 ~pr jpa ~ i va i60ukpdq  
p~ Bpaniva~t. 1s uqoq 2 2 ~ ~ .  an6 q v  K ~ T W  ~ntcpav~ta C6paqq, cpdpei dc~p- 
yo ~avova nharouq 1 1 EK. Kat naxouq ~ E K .  H avo sntcpavsta a6pa ~ n e c ~ p -  
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yaopCq pe PEAOV~KL ~ i v a ~  Bpauop6q m o  ~ ~ p o a e t o  ~pfipa, cp&p~t q v  
ap~mspfi m u p a  po~hopoepto KaL m o  6 ~ 1 ~ 0  ~pf ipa ~ o p p  U U V ~ & U ~ O U  pe 
~n~cpavsta~fi auha~a npoq Ta 6e5ta. H 6s5ta nhaiwj ~ntcpav~~a ~ i v a ~  a6pa 
60ukpCq p~ ~EAOVL KaL q v  avo 6~516 Kat onioeta nkupa cpCpa avae6- 
PoUTl nhaT0LJq 8 - 1 0 ~ ~ .  (OX. 7, ap.2, 9WT. 7,8,9). 

Ta 660 aura p&Aq (ox. 7,.1 Kat2) ~ iva t  opota oq npoq TO m p a ,  q 
6tapopcpwq TWV E Q O T E ~ L K ~ V  Kat E O W T E ~ L K ~ V  nhaivhv nkuphv, dxouv TO 

i6~o uo<op~vo prj~oq, uqoq KaL 6~acpCpouv povo oq npoq TO nha~oq. rivs-ral 
E U K O ~ ~  cpavspo OTL ouvawj~ouv KaL scpan-rovra~ ot 660 avrimo~xsq nhaiv~q, 
a6pa ~ne~spyaay~vsq ~n~cpavs~~q,  svh ot 660 avrimo~xot T O ~ ~ O L  KaL auha- 
K E ~  U U V ~ & U ~ O U  urtq 6Ljo avo ~ntcpCIVE~sq TOV ~ E A ~ v  uupnin-rouv Kat E ~ L ~ E -  

pathvouv nhfipoq q v  ~ a l i r ~ q  a m  (ox. 7, cpo~. 10, 1 1). K ~ L  Ta 660 auva- 
wj~ovra p&Aq EXOUV 6q0q 47-48&~., M K O ~  UU<O~EVO 7 8 . 5 ~ ~ .  nhdlT0~ 
~pnpooe~aq, ao<opsqq rrhEupaq 4 0 ~ ~ .  n~pinou Kat nha-roq oniaetaq nheu- 
paq73.5~~.  0 1  660 E Q J ~ E ~ L K C ~  pa~pt&q, nhaiv&q n)\Eup&q ~ iva t  opol~q, &ha- 
qph~, KU~T&$, UUYK~~VOUV npOq Ta E W ~ O $  KClL ~ & ~ O U V  CJLJppETptK6 &KCIT&- 

pwesv 660 &c&pyouq opl<ovrlouq ~avoveq, nhhouq 11 -12~~ .  Kal Ta 660 
aura ouvawj~ovra pCAq Cxouv Bpauaeei q v  spnpoo~~a &up6 Kat auva- 
~ ~ O T E ~ O U V  Ellipt')K&q OT&p&b m p a  K ~ V O V ~ K O ~ ~  T~~II&<~OU, n 0 U  U U ~ K ~ ~ V E L  
npoq Ta ~pnpoq, p~ EAacpphq K U ~ T E ~ ,  nhaiv~q nhsup&q Kat ps ~ o u q  EK~TE-  

poesv xapaqpto-r~~ouq &C&pyouq opt<ovr~ouq ~avoveq. Ta ouvawj~ovra 
aura pCAq pe TO ~ 6 t a i ~ ~ p a  xapamqpto-rt~o m p a  npocpavhq ano~~houv 
p&p0$ an0 K C ~ T ~ T E ~ ~ O  K O ~ O  Tpfipa llokplK06 nh0i0~ pE TOUS XapaKTlPtOTL- 
K O U ~  TI~OE<EXOVIE~ OPL<OKLOU~ sntpr j~~tq K~VOVES- 60~apta < o m j p ~ q  
TOU'~, q ~pnpoa0ta npodtcraq ~ w v  onoiov ~a~&Aqye o-ro n p o ~ t ~ x o v  &ppo- 
Ao TOU nhoiou. To ~pnpoaeto ~pfipa, anohqcq ~ o v  660 auvaq~ovrov 
p~Ahv 68 ah<rrat. npocpavhq E~XE Bpauu9si an6 pav6aAtopouq, o ~ a v  ppc 
o ~ o ~ a v  q v  apxt~fi TOU 8 & q .  Aappavovraq unoqq TO p t~po nha~oq q q  
spnpooe~aq oo<op&qq mupaq,  38-40s~. ~ w v  660 auvaq~ovrov p~hhv  
yivs-rat cpavepo o ~ t  TO avrimo~xo epnpoaeto, pq oo<opevo ~pf ipa TOU n o k -  
~ L K O U  nhoiou a n o ~ e k i ~ o  an6 6va npoaes~o Aieo, nou auv6~o~av ye ~ o u q  
660 ~ ~ O C J T I ~ U ~ ~ T ~ K ~  oCO<O~&VOU~, U U V ~ ~ K O V T E ~  hie0uq Kat KClT&hqy& UE 

ocsia anohqcq pe TO ~a-rC1Mqho 6~apopcpwp6vo &ppoho. (ox 7). 

Aappavovraq unoqt') OTL TO ouvoh~~o nhhoq q q  oniaeiaq nkupaq 
TOV 660 amhv pehhv sivat 7 3 . 5 ~ ~ .  &A~)(L(TICL p q a A h ~ p o  an6 TO avrimot- 
xo oniaeto nhhoq q q  ao<opeqq yvwcnrjq nphpaq q q  Entbaupou, q q  
onoiaq TO nha~oq ~ iva t  71-71 .~EK., nou a n o ~ s k i  TO avh~epo ~pf ipa nphpaq 
n o k p ~ ~ o u  nhoiou, p~ q v  onoia npoaopota<ouv, yivc~at cpavepo o ~ t  Ta 660 
v&a ~aurtae&vra p&Aq auvawj~ouv pe TO q ~ 6 o v  ohoKhqpo uo<opevo avh- 
T E ~ O  ~pf ipa q q  nphpaq q q  Ent6aupou.(ox.5,6) H ~alir~0-q a m  ~n tp~pat -  
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hvs~at Kat and ~ o u q  6uo awimotxouq yopcpouq TWV auvaq~ovrov pshhv 
nou oupnimouv avrimolxa m o  pCoo q q  onioelaq nhsupaq ( q .  5,7, cpw~.4, 
11). ME Ta 600 vCa ~ a m l o e ~ w a  pCAq ap. 1 Kat 2 anotcroups nAqpCmspq 
st~ova q q  yvwo-rrjq nphpaq q q  Entdaupou, q q  onoiaq ow<o~av povo TO 

avhrspo ~prjpa, ps q p a w  uqouq (0.30+0.50) 0.80~. svh TO apxt~o auvo- 
ALKO uqoq ~ q q  Paoqq an6 T ~ V  T ~ U T L ~  au~ r j  npo~urrrsl O T ~  r j ~ a v  
(0.30+0.48+0.50) 1.28~. ( q .  8). 

ME q v  ~aLjTlq TWV 600 napanavw pshhv an6 q paw-nphpa q q  
Endaupou kinst povo TO K~TC; ITE~O ~pnp60et0 ~pr jpa pc q v  ~prtpooeta 
anohqcq TOU sppohou. To spnpoo0to xapatcqptml~o am6 pCAoq q q  nph- 
paq unoAoyi<s~at, ps p a w  Ta 660 ow<opsva pdhq ClTt E~XE m o  onioeto 
TpfipCI TOU nhaT0~ 0.35-0.38~., OJloq 0.47-0.48~. Kal TO ~ O K O ~  TOU unohoyi- 
<&~a i  us 0.85~. nepinou (q.7, 8). 

To CppoAo TOU nhoiou oq yvwmov ppto~o~av m o  spnpooeto ~p l j pa  
TTlq nphpa~,  O T l V  anohqcq TwV 6 ~ 0  E K ~ T E ~ W ~ E V  ~ ~ o & ~ & x o ~ ~ v  60~apthv, 
TWV <wmrjpwv, r j~av  p s ~ a M l ~ 6  Kat npomarsus TO n o k p t ~ o  nhoio an6 n q  
ouynpouoslq Kat &ppoh~<s Ta E X ~ ~ L K U  n o k p t ~ a  nhoia. To nposeCxov m p a  
TOU sp~ohou Kal mtq6uo nhayl~q nhsupCq r j~av  npocpavhq 6tapopcpwpCvo 
o u p p ~ ~ p t ~ a  ps ~ p s q  Aoy~ostdsiq anohrjcstq, ~ v h  ;,v sppooeta ~up ta  
l l k ~ p 6  ClXTlpaTl<& O~UKOPU(PT), KaTaK6pu(pq anohqtq UTO ~ E U O  Kal Tp&Lq 
oupps~pt~Cq opl<ovrlsq anohrjcstq, avrimolxsq ps ~ t q  s ~ p o u 0 ~ s q  Aoy~ost- 
6siq anohrjcstq TOU E ~ ~ o ~ o u " .  Xapatcqpimt~a napa6~iypa~a &pPohwv 
avacpCpoups TO pappaptvo CppoAo ~Mqv lmt~ r j q  sno>0iq m o  Mouo~io q q  
P660u18, 6lamaasov 0.53 x 0.28 x 0.21 p., TO X~AKLVO Cppoho an6 q pop~ta 
Acppt~rj uro Fitzwilliam pouosio TOU Cambridgeqg, TO ~ 6 A ~ t v o  Cppoho an6 
q v  Athlit20 m o  pouo~io q q  Haifa, TO X~AKLVO Cppoho TOU Mouo~iou TOU 

netpala2l. 

H nphpa q q  Endaupou uqouq 1.28~. nepinou, ouvoht~ou pfi~ouq 
1.65~. Kal nha~ouq 0,735~ ps o)(ljpa 6uvapi~o a n o ~ ~ k i  pqpsio pCaou 
psyC0ouq Kal Cva an6 Ta xapatcqplmt~o~~pa pqpsia q q  ~aqyopiaq 
aumjq", an6 TO onoio opoq, onoq ouppaivsl ps Ta nsplooo~spa av6Aoya 
pqpsia, siva~ sMtnCq m o  E~I- I~OU~LO x a p a q p t m ~ ~ o  ~pr jpa q q  anohqtqq 
TOU spp6Aou ( q .  8). TO ELKOV~<O~EVO n o k p t ~ o  nhoio npocpavhq 6sv r j~av  
T P ~ ~ S .  

To pqpeio am6 ~povohoysi~ai mov 3" athva n.X. Kal r j~av  avaeq- 
pa q q  nohqq q q  Endaupou yta ~Cmota vaml~rj  v i~q .  To ntBavo~spo TO 

pqpsio six& ava~sesi yla ~anola ayvwo-q vamu~fi v i ~ q  ~ a ~ a  TOU ~upawou 
T T ) ~  I napqq  Napt6oq p & ~ a  TO 204 n .X  o onoioq, acpou ~ a ~ & h a p &  q v  scou- 
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aia uq Inapq,  uq ouvd~sia K ~ T C A ~ P E  TO Apyoq Kai pe q v  ava6iopya- 
v o q  TOU mohou six& apxiasi sxBponpa(isq ~ a ~ a  ~ o v  Axaihv. H ~upiapxia 
TOU NaPi60q K ~ ~ A U B E L  TO 195 n.X. ano ~ o u q  Pwpaiouq as auvspyaaia pe 
T O U ~  Axaiouqn. H )(povoAoyqq q q  paqq uq p d q  EMqvimi~rj sno>(ri 
~pivovraq an6 TO 6UvapiK0 qrjpa q q  Paqq cpaivrrai nohu niBavrj. To ava- 
Bqpa am6 f i~av uqpdvo as snicpavrj Bdq  mo vao TOU AaKhqniou, TOU 

opcbvupou ispou q q  Eni6aupou, nou ano~shouas q v  pqTp0IIohrl ohov ~ w v  
AaKhqnisiov TOU Apxaiou Koopou. H ~ a l i r i q  TUV 6uo vdov psA3v q q  np3- 
paq q q  Ent6a6pou Ba aupP6Aki u q v  nAqpdarspq a n o ~ a ~ a m a q  TOU 

pvqpeiou. 
XpfiOT0~ I. ~LTEPO$ 

Apxaiohoyoq A' EnKA 
nha~sia Iuvraypa~oq 

21 100 Naurrhio 

Summary 

OFFERING OF SHIP BOW 
FROM THE SANCTUARY OF ASKLlPlO IN EPIDAUROS 

The inscribed base of a warship's bow from the sanctuary of Asklipios in 
Epidauros - an offering of the ancient city of Epidauros- is dated to the 3rd century 
B.C. and it is already published (plan 1-6, photo 1-4). It is constructed of limestone 
and consist of two parts: a decorated lower construction with a relief of waves, with 
dimensions of 1.43m x 1.1 l m  x 0.30m and the upper part of a warships bow of 1.15m 
long, 0.50m high and 71.5m wide. Two characteristic similar parts, which belong to 
the same construction, have been found at a small distance from the monument. 
They comprise the back lower part of the ships bow, with 48cm in height, 73.5cm 
maximum width and 78.5cm preserved length (photo 5-9, plan 7). The front lower 
part of the ship's bow with the ram is not preserved (plan 8). The bow, upon 
restoration, has a height of 1.28m, a width of 0.735m and a total length estimated to 
1.65m. 
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ANAOHMA IIPRPAZ nAOlOY ZTO IEPO ATKAHnlOY THE EnlOAYPOY 



XPMITOT I. f l lTEP01 
- - .  - - TROPlS VIE 



UNE NOUVELLE TRADITION TECHNIQUE D'ASSEMBLAGE ANTIQUE: 
L'ASSEMBLAGE DE LA MEMBRURE PAR LIGATURES ET CHEVILLES 

C'est au cours de I'etude de la coque de I'epave Cap Bear 3, fouillee 
de 1982 a 1987 par D. Colls dans la region de Port-Vendres (Pyrenees- 
Orientales, France), que fut mis en evidence, pour la premiere fois, un 
systeme original d'assemblage de la membrure au borde jusqu'alors 
totalement inedit. Le navire transportait un chargement de trois types 
differents d'amphores : a vin d'ltalie centro-meridionale (Dressel 1 B), a vin 
d'Espagne du Nord (Pascual 1) et a garum ou saumure de poisson 
d'Espagne du Sud (Dressel 12). Cette association, qui temoigne d'un 
commerce de redistribution, permet de situer le naufrage dans le troisieme 
quart du ler siecle av. J.-C. (Liou, Pomey 1985, 547-551). La coque 
correspond a celle d'un petit navire dont le systeme architectural (quille, 
borde assemble a franc-bord par tenons et mortaises, membrure alternee 
composee de varangues et demi-couples, emplanture encastree sur les 
varangues, vaigres et serres) apparait tout a fait habitue1 pour l'epoquel. En 
revanche, le systeme d'assemblage de la membrure (varangues, demi- 
couples, allonges), et lui seul, parait tout a fait original. 
En effet, si la liaison des virures du borde est classique et s'effectue par des 
tenons chevilles dans des mortaises, ['assemblage de la membrure sur le 
borde est inedit et est realise au moyen de ligatures alternees avec des 
chevilles de bois (gournables) (Pomey 1987-1988, 2-3) (Fig. 1). Les ligatures 
sont constituees d'une tresse de fibre vegetale passant en boucle dans un 
couple d'evidements cylindriques menages a mi-bois dans les membrures 
et les virures correspondantes. Un petit canal, entaille sur le dos des 
membrures et sur la face externe des bordes, relie chaque couple 
d'evidements cylindriques de passage des ligatures. II a pour objet de 
proteger la tresse d'assemblage en evitant qu'elle soit en proeminence a 
I'interieur et a I'exterieur de la coque. Enfin, une grande cheville cylindrique 
(gournable) vient coincer la tresse dans chaque evidement de passage pour 
bloquer I'assemblage tout en assurant son etancheite. Une epaisse couche 
de poix, coulee interieurement sur le dos des membrures et exterieurement 
sur le borde, vient colmater les evidements et les canaux de passage pour 
parfaire I'etancheite de I'ensemble. Cette poix est suffisamment abondante 
pour souvent masquer les ligatures et les chevilles rendant leur reperage 
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difficile. Le schema d'ensemble du systeme d'assernblage des rnembrures 
sur le borde est, a quelques exceptions pres, assez regulier et sernble avoir 
fait I'objet d'une certaine attention. On note ainsi, dans le sens transversal, 
le long de chaque membrure et d'une virure a I'autre, une alternance 
reguliere de ligatures en boucle et de gournables simples. Cette alternance 
se retrouve de mQme dans le sens longitudinal, le long de chaque virure et 
d'une membrure a I'autre. Au total, I'ensernble presente un reseau 
d'assemblage sur un schema en quinconce ou alternent ligatures en boucle 
et chevilles. 

Pendant longternps, ce systerne d'assemblage n'a ete atteste que 
sur I'epave Cap Bear 3. De ce fait, il apparaissait cornme un cas unique, une 
sorte de singularite locale, difficile a situer dans le cadre de I'evolution des 
techniques de la construction navale antique. Cependant, la reouverture, 
depuis 1991, d'un grand nornbre d'epaves des c6tes franqaises pour les 
besoins du programme de recherche sur la dendrochronologie et la 
dendromorphologie des epaves antiques de Mediterranee (Gui bal 1998; 
Guibal, Pomey 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 1999) a conduit a la mise en evidence 
de ce systeme d'assemblage sur plusieurs autres epaves antiques inedites 
ou ayant deja fait I'objet d'une etude sans que pour autant ce systerne ait ete 
repere. C'est ainsi qu'il a ete observe, a quelques differences pres dans le 
reseau d'assemblage qui ne presente pas toujours la mQme regularite, sur 
les epaves de Cavaliere (Le Lavandou, v. 100 av. J.-C.) (Fig. 2, 3)2, de la 
Roche-Fouras (Saint-Tropez, debut ler s. av. J.-C.), du Dramont C (Saint- 
Raphael, premiere moitie ler s. av. J.-C.) et de Plane 1 (Marseille, milieu ler 
s. av. J.-C.), (Porney 1995, 56-57)=. Sur I'epave de la Jeaume-Garde B 
(Porquerolles, fin Ile - debut ler s. av. J.-C.), ce systeme d'assemblage a ete 
observe pour la reparation de deux rnembrures au moins alors que, pour 
toutes les autres membrures, I'assemblage s'effectue au rnoyen de chevilles 
traversees d'un clou a pointe rabattue sur le dos de la piece4. 

A la suite de ces observations, I'attention a ete attiree sur ce mode 
d'assemblage et ce dernier a ete depuis lors identifie sur d'autres epaves en 
cours de fouille. Ce fut le cas sur les epaves de la Tour Fondue (Hyeres, 
milieu - deuxieme rnoitie llle s. av. J.-C.) (Dangreaux 1996, 1997), et de la 
baie de I'Amitie (Agde, deuxieme rnoitie du ler s. ap. J.-C.)5. Ce systerne 
apparait aussi tres probable sur I'epave Barthelemy B (Saint-Raphael, milieu 
ler s. ap. J.-C.), ou des couples de chevilles laissant supposer I'existence 
d'un passage de ligatures ont ete observes (Joncheray 1996). Et plus 
encore sur I'epave du Cap del Vol en Catalogne (Gerone, debut ler s. ap. J.- 
C.), ou I'assernblage des rnernbrures s'effectue systernatiquement par des 
couples de chevilles reliees par des canaux alternes avec des gournables 
simples selon le schema adopte dans le systeme d'assernblage par 
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ligatures en boucle mQme si ces dernieres n'ont pas ete observees en 
premier examen comme ce fut le cas sur d'autres epaves (Nieto, Foerster 
1980, fig. 6, 7; Nieto Prieto 1982). 

Au total, c'est aujourd'hui une dizaine d'epaves qui temoignent de 
I'existence de ce systeme d'assemblage, jusqu'a present inedit, utilise pour 
I'ensemble de la membrure ou de faqon plus limitee pour des reparations. 
Des lors, il ne peut plus Qtre considere comme une singularite mais il 
apparait, bien au contraire, comme le temoignage d'une tradition 
d'assemblage bien etablie. Tradition dont il reste encore a determiner 
I'origine et les contextes geographiques et historiques d'utilisation. A cet 
egard, on note que la grande majorite de ces epaves se situent actuellement 
autour du ler siecle avant et du ler siecle apres J.-C. qui semble Qtre la 
periode d'apogee de I'utilisation de cette technique d'assemblage. 
Cependant, I'epave de la Tour Fondue, du milieu ou de la seconde moitie du 
llle siecle avant J.-C., montre que cette tradition est d'origine bien plus 
ancienne. D'autre part, toutes ces epaves ont ete, pour le moment, 
retrouvees dans I'arc septentrional de la Mediterranee occidentale - ce qui 
ne prejuge pas pour autant de leur origine de construction, mais constitue 
neanmoins une forte indication - et elles semblent toutes correspondre a 
des bateaux de faible ou moyen tonnage ne depassant pas quinze a vingt 
metres de longueur pour les plus grands. Quant a leur structure, a 
I'exception de I'epave du Cap de Vol qui presente une quille plate originale 
(Nieto, Foerster 1980, fig. 4) et de I'epave de la Baie de I'Amitie qui s'en 
rapproche6, toutes les autres presentent une structure qui releve d'un type 
architectural traditionnel pour les navires antiques de Mediterranee. 

Du point de vue technique, la presence de ligatures vegetales pour 
I'assemblage de la membrure au borde dans une structure par ailleurs 
traditionnelle pour I'epoque ou le borde est assemble par tenons et 
mortaises incite a y voir un phenomene de survivance. En effet, le recours a 
des ligatures conduit a rechercher I'origine de cette methode dans la longue 
tradition des techniques archa'iques d'assemblage par ligatures aujourd'hui 
bien attestees (Pomey 1981, Pomey 1985). Pourtant, I'utilisation d'une 
tresse vegetale passant en boucle a mi-bois dans la membrure releve d'un 
principe technique original et, pour le moment, sans equivalent connu en 
Mediterranee. Aussi, il apparait difficile de rattacher directement cette 
technique particuliere a I'une des traditions d'assemblage par ligatures 
connues jusqu'a present dans I'Antiquite mediterraneenne. Sans remonter 
jusqu'a I'Egypte ancienne, ces traditions, bien attestees pour I'epoque 
archaique par des epaves grecques (Giglio, Bon-PoHe, Marseille Jules- 
Verne 9) mais aussi pheniciennes (Mazarron), recourent pour I'assemblage 
de la membrure a des ligatures enserrant exterieurement les membrures 
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mais ne passant jamais a mi-bois7. Dans la tradition grecque, dont on 
commence a bien connaitre I'evolution et le passage de I'assemblage par 
ligatures a I'assemblage par tenons et mortaises (Jules-Verne 7, Gela, 
Ma'agan Mikhael), I'abandon des ligatures s'effectue rapidement au niveau 
de la membrure au profit du clouage et du chevillage (Pomey 1997). Dans 
les cas de su~ivance de la technique d'assemblage par ligatures a I'epoque 
romaine, essentiellement attestees en Adriatique, on retrouve les deux 
solutions (Pomey 1985, Carre 1997) : membrures ligaturees exterieurement 
et chevillees sur I'epave de Commachio (Bonino 1985, 1990) membrures 
chevillees sur les epaves de Nin (Brusic, Domjan 1985). 

Des lors, avec ce nouveau systeme d'assemblage, nous sommes 
bien en presence d'une tradition technique originale, dont les nombreux 
temoignages montrent qu'elle etait sans doute tres forte et tres vivace. Si 
I'on peut penser a un phenomene de survivance, compte tenu du caractere 
archai'sant du recours a des assemblages par ligatures vegetales, 
s'exprimant dans un contexte d'evolution technique par ailleurs bien 
maitrise, il reste pour le moment a preciser I'origine de cette tradition qui est 
loin d'Qtre evidente. De mgme, il convient aussi d'en mieux cerner le 
contexte geographique et historique d'utilisation. II faut esperer que I'etude 
plus approfondie des epaves qui en temoignent puisse permettre, 
notamment en precisant I'origine des navires, de mieux en apprehender la 
signification et la place dans I'histoire de I'architecture navale antiquee. 

Patrice POMEY 
Directeur de recherche au CNRS 

Centre Camille Jullian, CNRS-Universite de Provence 
Maison Mediterraneenne des Sciences de I'Homme 

5, rue du Chateau de I'Horloge, 13094 Aix-en-Provence (France) 

NOTES 

1 Sur les systemes architecturaux des navires antiques d. Gianfrotta, Pomey 1981,236-260; 
Steffy 1994 et Pomey 1998. 

2 Sur I'epave de Cavaliere au reseau d'assemblage regulier, les evidements cylindriques de 
passage des ligatures mesurent 1.7 a 1,9 cm de diametre comme les chevilles de blocage 
et les gournables simples. Les canaux reliant deux passages et formant un couple 
d'assemblage ont 3 a 4 cm de longueur, 1,3 a 1,5 cm de largeur et 0,5 a 0,7 cm de 
profondeur. Les ligatures en tresse, ecrasees par les chevilles de blocage, mesurent 
souvent 0,2 a 0,5 cm d'epaisseur. Enfin, les chevilles de blocage sont souvent biseautees 
pour tenir compte de I'epaisseur des ligatures. 

3 L'epave Plane 1, a I'exception du massif d'emplanture, est in&ite du point de vue de 
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I'architecture navale (Liou, Pomey 1985, 556-559). En revanche, les trois autres epaves, 
Cavaliere (Charlin, Gassend, Lequement 1978), Roche-Fouras (Joncheray 1976), Dramont 
C (Joncheray 1994) avaient d6jA fait I'objet d'une etude d'architecture navale. Sur les 
missions ~dendrochronologiques~ ayant permis le reexamen de ces epaves, cf. Pomey 92 
(Plane 1); Pomey 95 (Cavaliere, Roche-Fouras); Pomey, Guibal98 (Dramont C). 

4 Un systeme d'assemblage par ligatures avait bien ete observe pour la reparation de ces 
deux membrures, mais la restitution proposait une tresse unique et continue passant 
alternativement dessus la membrure et dessous le borde sur toute la longueur de la 
reparation (Carraze 1976, 1977) au lieu de boucles independantes alternees avec des 
chevilles simples. Le reexamen de I'epave s'est effectue au cours de la mission 
~dendrochronologique~ 1993 (Pomey 1993). 

5 Cette epave denommee a I'origine Baie de I'Amitie (Pomey 1987-1988,5) est aussi connue 
sous le nom de Pointe des Battus. Elle a ete depuis reexaminee en 1998 par Mme M.-P. 
Jezegou du DRASSM et Mme S. Wicha qui ont mis en evidence I'existence du systeme 
d'assemblage de la membrure par ligatures en boucle et gournables simples (Jezegou 
1998). 

6 Communication de S. Wicha A la Journee du DRASSM du 8 mai 1999 A lstres (cf. Jezegou 
1998, a paraitre). Quant A 1'6pave du Cap del Vol, notons que la piece d'extremite identifiee 
comme un taillemer correspond plus vraisemblablement a un aileron d'etambot. 

7 Pour la bibliographie relative a ces epaves, cf. Pomey 1997. 
8 L'etude de caracterisation de ces epaves et la recherche de leur origine, fondee 

notamment sur I'analyse xylologique et dendrochronologique des bois de construction, fait 
actuellement I'objet d'une these de doctorat de I'Universite de Provence menee par Mme 
Stephanie Wicha dans le cadre du Centre Camille Jullian et de I'lnstitut Mediterraneen 
d'Ecologie et de PaleoBcologie. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1 Epave Cap Bear 3. Coupe transversale montrant le systeme d'assemblage de la 
membrure par des ligatures en boucle bloquees par des chevilles et alternees avec des 
chevilles simples. (Releve D. Colls). 

Fig. 2  pave de Cavaliere. Coupe transversale d'un fragment de membrure. Detail du 
systeme d'assemblage par ligature en boucle et chevilles de blocage. (Releve M. Rival, 
Centre Camille Jullian, CNRS, Aix-en-Provence). 

Fig. 3   pave de Cavaliere. Vue axonometrique partielle de la coque avec les assemblages de 
la membrure par ligatures en boucle et chevilles. (Dessin S. Marlier, Centre Camille 
Jullian, Aix-en-Provence). 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON LOCAL SHIPPING 
AND ROMAN MARINE ACTIVITIES ALONG THE WEST PONTIC COAST 

(Zd C. B.C. - A.D. Sd c.) 

From the 2" c. B.C. till about the A.D. mid-3rd century Rome led a 
policy of systematic and lasting setting down in the Balkan Peninsula, 
stepwise comprising the ancient Thracian lands into the provinces of 
Macedonia (148 B.C.), Moesia (A.D. 15), Thrace (A.D. 45) and Dacia (A.D. 
106). The West Pontic area covered however only the littoral of the provinces 
Moesia (Moesia Inferior - from A.D. 86 on having Tomi(s), today's Constanta, 
as major town) and Thrace (from A.D. 45 on with Perinthos, today's Eregli, 
as major town on the Sea of Marmara). Best studied by subaquatic 
archaeologists is the strip representing mainly the Bulgarian Black-Sea 
littoral of today. We consider here the results achieved by the Roumanian 
colleagues, too, in a couple of expeditions undertaken northwards and 
reaching the mouth of the Danube. 

I. The Lead Anchor-Stocks. 

In the age of Roman domination in the Thracian lands shipping was 
certainly represented by two kinds of anchor-stocks constantly discovered 
during underwater archaeological investigations. I am referring here to 
certain kinds of lead stocks-transverses of wood anchors that served the 
ships of that time. In certain places within the coastal waters have been 
discovered only the stocks-transverses of wood anchors of ancient times, 
since lead - unlike wood which easily decays in water - remains preserved 
without any particular changes. 

According to the classification of the ancient stocks from the 
Mediterranean and the Black Sea the previously mentioned two kinds of 
stocks seem to be of types Ill and IV'. 

One of the types - type Ill - comprises lead stocks with a 
quadrangular box in the middle ment to fix the wood shank of the anchor. 
These stocks are as a rule not to be removed from the anchor; in Bulgarian 
underwater archaeology they have come to be known as fixed (immobile) 
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stocks of Roman type. They are doubtlessly a Mediterranean Italic 
phenomenon dated to the period from the beginning of the 2nd c. B.C. to the 
end of A.D. 3rd century. 

The other group - type IV - represents lead stocks with a hole for a 
bolt in the middle, withlwithout a limiting stop (retainer) for the fixing of the 
anchor wood shank. There is a well-founded viewpoint in modern 
historiography maintaining that these stocks are a local invention of the 
western Black-Sea area called Graeco-Thracian anchors from Thracia 
Pontica '. 

Obviously, both kinds of stocks have belonged to anchors of ships 
that were sailing over the West Pontic area from the Pd c. B.C. to A.D 3rd 
century included. Here I would like to note that the examinations of the lead 
stocks from the Bulgarian Black-Sea littoral unfortunately did not shed light 
on the point about the origin of the ores, from which the metal has been 
extracted. One of the major difficulties with respect to this problem proved to 
be the fact that lead stocks have repeatedly been melted down, in order to 
be re-used (over and over again). 

For clearing up the details of the problem submitted at the beginning 
to be considered, a brief review of the discovered stocks finds from the 
above-mentioned five centuries would be very proper - they are mostly the 
results from underwater archaeological investigations. 

First and foremost we have to establish and precisely define the 
places of discovery, as well as the quantities and correlations of Roman i.e. 
Ill versus local IV type of lead stocks. Samples of these two kinds have been 
found3 in the western Black-Sea area, as follows, in north-south direction: 

1. Constanta (ancient Tomi) 
2. Mangalia (ancient Kallatis) 
3. Shabla (ancient Karon limen) 
4. Kavarna (ancient Bizone) 
5. Varna (ancient Odessos) 
6. Sozopol (ancient Apollonia Pontica) 

7. Cape Kolokita 
8. Cape of Sv. Dimitar 

(southeast of the Ropotamo mouth) 
9. Cape Kendinar (east of Cape Sv. Dimitar) 

2 stocks of type 111; 4 stocks of type IV; 
1 stock of type Ill; 
1 stock of type Ill; 
1 stock of type IV; 
1 stock of type Ill; 1 stock of type IV; 
1 stock of type Ill; (+ 6 other samples - there 
is no certainly about their belonging to this 
type) 14 stocks of type IV; 
1 stock of type IV; 

9 stocks of type IV; 
1 stock of type IV; 
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10. Cape of Maslen nos 7 stocks of type Ill (+ 3 lead tighteners); 
14 stocks of type IV; 

11. Myrios Bay 1 stock of type IV; 
12. Prirnorsko 8 stocks of type Ill (+ 7 lead tighteners); 

14 stocks of type IV; 
13. Cape Urdoviza (near the town of Kiten) 1 stock of type IV; 
14. Bay next to the outflow of Butarnyata river 

(near the village of Sinernorec) 1 stock of type IV; 

Before I attempt to summarize, I would like to explain that the lead 
tighteners that we have come across so far here, along the Bulgarian Black- 
Sea littoral, all have and stocks of the Roman type only. They were meant to 
fasten and hold the wood flukes of the anchor tight to its wood shank. 

So, there have been localized 14 harbourages (or harbours) 
altogether with about 20 (26 ?) anchor-stocks of type Ill and 68 samples of 
type IV. 

The grouping of the places of discovery according to the types of 
stocks, however, complements and makes the emerging picture plainer. 

The stocks of type Ill (Roman) were found in the surroundings of the 
following places: Constanta - 2; Mangalia - 1; Varna - 1; Sozopol - 1 (+ 6 
?); Maslen nos - 7; Primorsko - 8. They amount to 20 ( 26 ?) anchor-stocks 
altogether from 6 anchoring-places. 

The stocks of type IV (local) were discovered as follows in: 
Constanta - 4; Shabla - 1 ; Kavarna - 1 ; Varna - 1 ; Sozopol - 14; Kolokita - 
1; Sv. Dimitar - 9; Kendinar - 1; Maslen nos - 14: Myrios - 1; Primorsko - 
19; Urdoviza - 1; Sinemorec - 1. 

We are referring here to 68 stocks altogether from 13 anchoring- 
grounds. 

One immediately gets the impression that: 

- in the places, where samples from both types of anchor-stocks have 
been discovered (i.e. the aquatoties of Constantsa, Varna, Sozopol, Maslen 
nos and Primorsko), the number of the samples of type IV (local) is almost 
always about twice as large as those of type Ill (Roman), and this proved to 
be a kind of rule as regards the area; 
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- the number of the sites where the stocks of type IV (local) have been 
found - about 13, is nearly twice as large as the number of the places of 
discovery of the stocks of type Ill (Roman), which are 6; 

- the total number of the anchor-stocks of type IV (local) is 68, i.e. 
about three larger than the amount of the stocks of type Ill (Roman), the latter 
being 20 (26 ?). 

These working conclusions based on statistic data of the underwater 
archaeology suggests a preliminary inference: During the age-long period of 
Roman presence in the West Pontic area the local lead anchor-stocks 
prevailed and respectively - the local ships, too. In spite of the punitive 
measures taken on ground over this region at the beginning of the period (I* 
c. B.C.), the maritime hegemony of the local ships and sailors seems to have 
remained lastingly - generally viewed as regards the whole period. 

I I .  The Ceramics. 

These inferences can additionally be supported by the ceramics 
finds4 from this time discovered along the western Black Sea coast. 

Here I will first and foremost mention that in the area concerned have 
so far been discovered only several wholes and a limited number of 
fragmented Italic amphorae typical of the Mediterranean during A.D. Pd - 3rd 
centuries. 

As regards the first centuries of Roman presence here, the non- 
Roman ceramic ware seems to be relatively scanty, mainly represented by 2 
or 3 types, several amphorae and fragments. During the Pd and 3rd centuries 
the quantity of non-Roman amphorae types doubled, the quality improving 
as well. 

These archaeological facts from the West Pontic region speak for a 
relatively normal and even intensive trade in the period of economic 
stabilization in the provinces of Thrace and Moesia Inferior, particularly in the 
2"d/3'd century. It is obvious, that this trade involved partners from the 
Western Mediterranean (the Italic Peninsula is here mainly concerned). It 
was however more active and predominantly practised with traditional 
partners from the Black-Sea area and the Eastern Mediterranean. 
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Ill. The Coins. 

This second inference can also be backed up by the ship 
representations - mostly on coins from the area concerned, dated back 
namely to the PdWd century5. 

Most numerous seem to be the coins of Anchialos (present-day 
Pomorie), a town that rose considerably in this period at the expense of the 
adjacent Apollonia and Mesambria. The coins with ship representations date 
from the time of Marcus Aurelius (A.D. 161-180) to Gordian Ill (A.D. 238-244) 
included. 

During the period of reign of Maximinus of Thrace (A.D. 235-238) and 
Gordian 111 (238-244) the Roman colony of Deultum (today's Debelt), which 
one could reach at that time from the sea over the Lake Mandrensko, also 
minted coins with ship representations. 

Kallatis (presently Mangalia) was another town on the West Pontic 
coast, which represented ships on some of its coins bearing the image of 
Otacillia Severa, Philip I Arab's wife (A.D. 244-249). 

The greater part of the ships represented on the West-Pontic coins 
from the Pd and 3rd centuries are round-shaped, with high boards and a 
sharp-pointed bow ending usually in a tarant. They possessed a mast with a 
large quadrangular sail, and also oars. They have obviously been a kind of 
combined sail-rowing vessels, not very large in size - light, mobile, swift, and 
with universal destination - for conveyance, trade, war, and even piracy. In 
the specialized literature on shipbuilding and navigation in the Roman Age 
they are defined as naves actuariae, which once more confirms their 
universal practical application. 

Ships, not very large in size, with universal destination have been 
perfectly evidenced6 already in the Homeric epos and defined as neos, in 
contrast to the merchant sailer named fortis. They undoubtedly represented 
a local tradition7 ascending to the second half of the 2nd and the beginning of 
the I *  millenium B.C., both in the Aegean Sea and the Sea of Marmara, as 
well as in the Black Sea, going through the whole Antiquity. That is why 
engravers - knowing pretty well and constantly watching these local ships - 
easily represented on the coins vessels with the same functions as the 
Roman naves actuariae. 
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Actually, most of the ship representations on coins of the towns from 
the Thracian littorals and lands in Southern Europe illustrate a ship type like 
the Homeric neos defined in Roman times as naves actuariae. These 
representations are characteristic of a great part of the coinss from the towns: 
Byzantion (Marcinus 217-218, and his son Daidumenus - 218), Perinthos 
where the seat of the admiralty of the Roman navy for Thrace was (from 
Septimius Severus 193-21 1 to Gordian 111 238-244 included), Hadrianopolis 
(from Antoninus Pius 138-161 to Gordian 111 238-244, included), Philippopolis 
(from Antoninus Pius 139-1 61 to Elagabalus 21 8-222). 

The coin emissions with ship representations minted in Hadrianopolis 
and Philippopolis during the 2nd and the 3"' centuries give us a reason to 
admit that the naves actuariae have sailed not only on sea, but also along the 
lower and middle course of the Hebros (present-day Marica). This fact 
certainly confirms the universal destination of these vessels. Here I would 
like to remind the reader that Marica was a navigable river in its upper course 
almost to the end of the lgth centuryg. 

Actually, representations of this type of ships have also been 
evidenced in prints on bricks and roof-tiles from the Roman Age town of 
Novae, on the Danube (near today's town of SviStov)1° 

Other representations on coins illustrate both long-shaped multi- 
paddle Roman military vessels of the type liburna and the Roman sheerly 
merchant sailers of the type corbita. 

One more fact is relevant to the study of the problem considered here. 
Even in A.D. Pd and during the first half of the 3rd centuries when certain 
economic progress, as well as the phenomenon of Romanization 
(particularly in the province of Lower Moesia) could be recorded, Rome did 
not manage to strengthen its naval corporations (corpora navi~ulariorum)'~ 
common for the Western Mediterranean, by means of which it might be able 
to control and to rule the trade in the West Pontic region. That became a real 
fact as regards this area only in A.D. 4Ih, 5th and 6Ih centuries. The strong local 
maritime tradition and the prevailing local sea-farers in the marine trade 
obviously did not allow this, keeping thus their relevance both during the 
Pd/ l*  centuries B.C. and during the Age of the Principate. 

The finds of Italic ceramics from the western Black-Sea coast, which 
are still very few in number, suggest one more working conclusion -that the 
lead anchor-stocks of type IV (Roman) found here are most likely and 
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predominantly left behind from the Roman military vessels rather than from 
Roman merchant ships. The Roman military ships based in the West Pontic 
region must have had preventive defense functions, for they were chiefly 
concentrated and dislocated in the numerous ports along the Danube lower 
limes. 

Roman military navies and merchant marines, as well as an 
established orderly harbour system, existed in Europe at that time not only 
along the shores at the Lower Danube (connected with the defense of the 
Lower Danube limes), but also along the Rhine. The river ships in use there 
differed, however, from the typical universal marine and marine-river vessels 
of the type naves actuariae. 

It might be useful to recall here that in the Balkan Peninsula the Roman 
Empire had to defend itself not so much from dangerous enemies on the 
sea, but rather from invasions by land -from the north. This is why, namely, 
the Danube shores rather and not the West Pontic coast proved to be the 
place where Roman ports were mostly concentrated, harbouring both 
Roman military squadrons and ships of the Roman conveyance and 
merchant marines. All of them agreed with the established Roman tradition" 
and were destined particularly for sailing and activities in large streams. 

Besides them, however, over the seas and along the rivers in the 
Roman Age sailed the universal sailing-rowing vessels of the type naves 
actuariae, which had inherited the ancient local tradition related to the 
Homeric universal ship of the type neos. 

Kalin Porozhanov 
Institute of Thracology at the 

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 
13, Moskovska str. 

Sofia - 1000 
Bulgaria 
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THE ULUBURUN HULL REMAINS 

The excavation of a Late Bronze Age shipwreck at Uluburun, in 
southern Turkey, has provided an invaluable glimpse into the construction of 
ancient seagoing ships.' The ship, with its cargo of diverse objects,' 
probably met its demise sometime around 1300 B.C.3 

Investigation of the site showed that the ancient ship had come to rest 
on the seabed with a list of 15 degrees to starboard, in approximately an 
east-west orientation. The western end, at about 44 meters deep, was 
uppermost on the sloping seabed. The eastern end lay at a depth of 52 
meters, but artifacts and cargo had spilled down the steep, rocky slope to at 
least 61 meters. The distribution of artifacts on the seabed, and the location 
of 16 of the ship's 24 stone anchors at its deeper eastern end, indicated that 
the bow of the ship lay there. Eight other stone anchors were stored 
amidships as ballast, undoubtedly as spares for later use. Since much of the 
ship's original cargo had perished, and the artifacts that had spilled down 
the steep slope no longer reflected their original locations on the ship, 
estimates of the ship's size and shape are speculative. Even so, the 
distribution of the recovered remains suggests that the ship had a length of 
about 15 meters and a beam of about 5 meters. The vessel's minimum total 
cargo capacity of about 20 tons was calculated by tallying the recovered 
objects, including more than 10 tons of copper and one ton of tin ingots, 
glass ingots, 150 Canaanite jars, nine large storage jars (pithoi) of assorted 
sizes, 24 stone anchors, and approximately one ton of cobble ballast. This 
estimate assumes that all transport and storage containers, such as 
Canaanite jars and pithoi, were filled with materials approximating the 
density of water (i.e., 1 gmlcm3), even though we know some of the pithoi 
originally contained Cypriot pottery for export. It is impossible to estimate 
exactly how much of the ship's original cargo perished, but that this indeed 
was the case is indicated by the discovery of a number of ebony logs, the 
presence of some indicated only by severely teredo riddled fragments. 

The tentative shape of the Uluburun ship, its peculiar mode of 
construction, and attempts at explaining the reasons behind it, along with 
suggestions about general aspects of seagoing ship construction during the 
Late Bronze Age in the eastern Mediterranean, have been treated 
el~ewhere.~ The scope of this paper will, therefore, focus primarily on the 
extant hull remains, scantlings, and certain peculiarities of the Uluburun hull. 
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The Hull Remains5 
The scant hull remains of the Uluburun ship were recovered in four 

separate sections, although one of these consisted of only a few 
disarticulated scraps of planking and other timbers, and will not be dealt with 
here (fig. 1). 

The analyses of wood samples taken from the keel and planking 
revealed that the hull was built of cedar (Cedrus sp.) instead of fir (Abies sp.), 
as previously believed.' This identification is not surprising when one 
considers that Bronze Age sources often mention cedar as the preferred 
timber for building ships, and that the earlier Egyptian funerary ships of 
Khufu and Senwosret Ill at Dashur, as well as the seafaring merchant ship 
that sank off Cape Gelidonya on Turkey's southern coast (ca. 1200 B.C.) 
were also built of cedar.' Cedar is well suited for shipbuilding, as it has 
sufficient mechanical strength, can be easily worked, can be seasoned 
without significant distortion or shrinkage, and is more resistant to decay in 
salt water than most woods.' 

No frames were found nor was there any evidence of frame fastenings 
in any of the preserved hull sections. It is possible that the portions of extant 
hull were too short to contain remains of such structural elements, or that 
frames were attached to the planking higher up on portions of the hull that 
had not survived, or that perhaps bulkheads were located at the 
unpreserved extremities of the ship. However, the absence of evidence for 
any frame fastenings in the first few strakes on either side of the keel and on 
the keel itself may indicate that the Uluburun hull utilized far fewer transverse 
support timbers than in later vessels of comparable size. There was no 
evidence for metal fasteners, treenails, or ligatures used for fastening any of 
the hull timbers. 

Hull Section 1 
Section 1, the largest and best preserved portion of the hull, 

represents the aftermost preserved timbers. It was protected mostly by the 
weight of eight stone anchors that had pressed these timbers into a relatively 
flat ledge on the otherwise rocky, sloping seabed (fig. 2). 

The flat seabed in this area allowed the rapid accumulation of sand 
and sediment over the hull planking, which protected the inboard surfaces 
from marine organisms and the elements. Consequently, many of these 
planks were extremely well preserved on their inboard surfaces, but badly 
eroded on their outboard surfaces, as the hull had come to rest on a rocky 
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ledge initially devoid of sufficient sand for the preservation of the hull's 
outboard surface. 

Measuring approximately 1.75 x 1 .OO m, and probably corresponding 
to the ship's midsection, these remains represent the largest portion of 
preserved hull on the site. They include an approximately 1.73 m-long 
section of the ship's keel, port garboard (the plank or strake adjoining the 
keel), and second port strake, both of which were preserved across their 
complete widths. Additionally, there were fragments of the third port strake. 
On the starboard side of the keel, only fragments of the garboard remained. 
The starboard garboard approaches its full width at two points along its 
length, but no original surfaces could be detected in these areas. 

As the interior top (sided) surface of the keel was higher than the 
interior face of the planking, the keel lay exposed for an extended period 
until the accumulating sediment layer eventually covered it. For this reason, 
very little original surface remained on the inboard sided and molded faces 
of the keel, while none of its outboard surface was preserved. Portions of the 
keel's molded side that were in contact with the port and starboard garboard 
strakes, however, have intact original surfaces from which an accurate 
measurement of the molded dimension of the keel could be obtained. For 
the most part, the wood in this hull section is firm and retains the typical 
golden brown color of cedar. Tool marks, discussed below, are visible in 
several areas on the inner faces of the planks and on the mortise pegs. 

Hull Sections 2 and 3 
Sections 2 and 3 were preserved under the second and third rows of 

copper oxhide ingots. The extent of preservation in these sections varied 
widely. Hull Section 3 lay deepest on the seabed and represents the 
forwardmost surviving portion of the hull. In both instances, the copper had 
created a toxic environment that discouraged marine life, which would 
otherwise have attacked the wood, for there was little accumulated sand 
here to protect the exposed wood from marine borers. The timbers from 
these sections were stained green and heavily distorted by the weight of the 
copper ingots, but otherwise were well preserved on their inboard surfaces, 
while no original surface survives on their outboard faces. 

When the keel broke during the wreck formation process, the copper 
ingots were displaced from their resting places on the dunnage and the 
lowermost ingots in the rows fell onto the planking, with their protruding 
ends indenting and cracking the strakes. This was a violent process owing 
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to the weight of the stacked ingots. The pegged tenons adjoining the 
planking eventually broke at the plank seams and the planks were pressed 
into small pockets of sand on the rocky seabed, which helped to ensure their 
preservation. The impressions of the corner protrusions of the oxhide ingots 
are visible on some of the plank fragments, and in some instances the 
surface of the planking is broken and splintered. The weight of the ingots 
caused some of the plank fragments, such as S 2 and S 3 in Section 3, to 
become distorted along their lengths and to conform somewhat to the 
contour of the seabed. This distortion makes the original curvature of the 
planks impossible to determine. 

Inboard surfaces of many plank fragments in Section 2 and 3 were 
also preserved by a layer of organic "sludge" comprised mostly of 
decomposed leaves, bits of dunnage, seeds, wood chips, and other organic 
remains that had accumulated between the planking and the ingots, and 
partially held in place by the larger and better preserved pieces of dunnage. 
Moreover, some of the planks were impregnated with copper salts from the 
ingots lying directly above them. Such planks are stained copper green on 
their inboard surfaces, especially where they were in contact with the 
protruding ends of the ingots, while planks adjacent to them are still the 
natural golden brown color of cedar. This impregnation, which resulted in 
hardening some of the wood, also caused the wood grain on the plank 
surfaces to swell, thereby obliterating certain surface features, including tool 
marks. As a result of being exposed to teredo worms and other marine 
fauna, as well as currents, none of the outboard surfaces of the planking 
were preserved. 

The Hull Timbers 
The Keel 

Perhaps the most unusual feature of the Uluburun hull is its keel, the 
primary longitudinal member forming the ship's spine. During excavation, it 
was originally assumed that the keel projected well below the exterior 
planking, and that it had settled on the seabed above its original position. 
However, further examination showed that the garboards had been fastened 
to the keel near its lower, outboard surface. The keel is not only wider than 
it is high, but nearly all of its molded thickness extends upward into the hull 
rather than outward as in modern keels (fig. 3). It is clear that the Uluburun 
ship's keel did not protrude more than a few centimeters below the outboard 
surfaces of the hull planking. Nevertheless, it was substantially more 
massive than a simple keel plank and would have served as an effective 
spine for the ship. The modest protrusion of the keel below the planking 
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would have protected the garboards and bottom planking from damage 
when the ship ran aground, and supported the vessel when beached for 
repairs or for wintering. 

Typical modern keels project well below the exterior surface of the hull 
planking. This helps the ship to hold course when tacking close to the wind 
and improves its handling. In contrast, the Uluburun keel projected no more 
than a few centimeters beneath the hull, but the flat upper surface of the keel 
was 10 cm higher than the interior surface of the garboards (fig. 4). In most 
ancient Mediterranean hulls, the upper surface of the keel lies at the same 
level as the garboards. Unlike keels of later sailing ships, therefore, such a 
keel would have done little to help the ship hold course when sailing against 
contrary winds. This rudimentary keel design helps us to understand the 
technological and navigational capabilities of Bronze Age seagoing ships, 
which, in turn, will assist in understanding how those capabilities favored 
certain maritime trade routes. 

The keel was originally wider (sided 28 cm) than it was high (molded 
21.5-22 cm). The latter dimension is somewhat tentative, as it was 
reconstructed using information from a small, well-preserved wood knot that 
protruded approximately 2 cm below the worm-eaten exterior of the keel, 
and a small patch protected by concretion at the forward extremity of the 
preserved portion of the keel that retained the keel's original outboard 
surface. 

Very little of the keel's original inboard and outboard sided surfaces 
are preserved, but much of its inboard sided surface is sufficiently intact to 
give an indication of its overall shape and dimensions. Such preservation, 
however, is lacking on its outboard surface, making it impossible to 
determine any change in sided dimensions (fig. 3). On the other hand, the 
molded surfaces of the keel, especially where they abutted the garboards, 
retain their original surfaces, giving a better idea of the keel's molded 
dimensions at those locations. It seems that the keel gradually narrowed by 
about a quarter of its maximum width toward the bow. Had it not been for a 
small portion of keel preserved in Section 3, located approximately 1.3 m 
farther downslope and slightly out of direct alignment with the larger keel 
piece (fig. I ) ,  it would have been difficult to determine if this narrowing was 
deliberate, a result of inaccurate shaping, or due to poor preservation of this 
timber. 

The small keel piece in Section 3 is a 54 cm-long, poorly preserved 
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fragment consisting mostly of a thin layer of wood on its inboard surface, as 
all of its outboard surface and nearly all of its core was completely consumed 
by marine borers. As with the larger keel piece in Section 1, therefore, the 
original outboard surface of this keel piece is also nonexistent, but its 
inboard surface indicates a sided dimension of 21-22 cm. This measurement 
is 6-7 cm narrower than the sided dimension of the keel amidships. 
Moreover, the portion of the starboard garboard abutting the small keel 
fragment is set only 3.0-3.5 cm below the inboard sided surface of the keel, 
unlike the garboards of the larger keel piece in Section 1 that are positioned 
approximately 10 cm below the keel's inboard sided (top) surface (fig. 4). 
Unlike the keel fragment in Section 1, whose inboard sided and molded 
faces are perpendicular to one another, those of the keel in Section 3 meet 
at an angle of approximately 87 degrees. Another difference here is that at 
least three preserved tenon pegs are visible on the keel's inboard sided face, 
suggesting that the pegs were either driven from the inboard surface of the 
keel (in contrast to those driven from the outboard surface of the larger keel 
piece in Section 1) or that they were also driven from the outboard surface 
of the keel, but that the tenons were sufficiently long to penetrate the 
thickness of the keel. The latter suggestion is unlikely, since there would not 
have been any reason to deviate from the construction principles observed 
on the larger keel piece in Section 1. There are two other possible 
explanations for this peculiar configuration. If the tenon pegs were originally 
of the same length as those used in the larger keel piece, and if these pegs 
were also driven from the keel's exterior surface, then the protrusion of the 
pegs on the keel's outboard surface suggests that the keel was thinner 
(narrower in molded dimension) at this location. More likely, however, is the 
possibility that the molded thickness of the keel remained relatively constant 
over its full length, but that the garboards gradually curved upward and 
joined the keel closer to its inboard sided (upper) surface at this location. 
The pegs could then be driven from the keel's inboard surface since the 
mortise-and-tenon joints would now have to be placed nearer the keel's 
inboard surface. This configuration is quite different from that of the larger 
keel piece, where the mortise-and-tenon joints are closer to the keel's 
outboard sided surface. 

This observation has significance for our understanding of the 
Uluburun ship's keel. It appears that the keel of the Uluburun ship narrowed 
by about a quarter of its maximum width toward the bow and, presumably, 
also the stern, though exactly how narrow it originally was at either extremity 
cannot be determined from surviving hull parts. Moreover, the garboards 
were set closer to the inboard top (sided) surface of the keel near the bow 
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and, probably, also at the stern. Assuming that the molded thickness of the 
keel did not change considerably at the ship's extremities, a greater portion 
of the keel would have protruded below the outboard surface of the planking 
at either end of the ship than at midships. This configuration would have 
permitted a narrower profile on the outboard portion of the keel, which, in 
turn, would have refined the ship's entry at the bow and run at the stern, 
thereby improving its overall hydrodynamic performance. Such an 
arrangement would have also extended the molded dimensions of the end 
posts, increasing the ship's lateral resistance against leeward drift. Such a 
sharp entry on the stem would not have been possible if the garboard 
planking were at the same level as the keel's outboard surface. 

The garboard strakes were fastened to the keel with deep mortise- 
and-tenon joints that were locked in place with pegs driven from the inboard 
surface of the garboards. The pegs for the corresponding joints on the keel 
were driven from the outboard surface of the keel amidships in Section 1 and 
did not pierce the keel's inboard face. The pegs on the forward extremity of 
the keel in Section 3 and, presumably, also those at its aft end were driven 
from the inboard face of the keel. These pegs probably did not fully pierce 
the keel either, but the preservation of this section of the keel is not sufficient 
to verify this. Eight mortise-and-tenon joints are preserved on the starboard 
side and five on the port side of the keel in Section 1, while three mortise- 
and-tenon joints survive on the starboard side and only one on the port side 
of the keel in Section 3. 

The distance of the pegs from the edge of the keel varies between 5.0- 
8.5 cm, with an average of 6.2 cm (table 4). It is of interest to note that the 
peg distances are greater to starboard (averaging 6.8 cm) than to port 
(averaging 5.3 cm), perhaps resulting from the work of two separate 
builders. The average distance of the pegs from the planking seams in 
Section 1 is 5.2 cm. This value is 4.8 cm when only the planking (without the 
keel) is considered. Spacing of mortise-and-tenon joints on the keel 
averages 21 cm, which is also the average value for all of the joints in Section 
1 (table 3). 

The Garboards 
The edges of the garboards adjoining the keel were approximately 10 

cm thick while the opposite edges were about 6.0-6.5 cm thick. The 
garboards were joined to the keel and to the second strakes with deep 
mortise-and-tenon joints. All the pegs locking the mortise-and-tenon joints in 
place on the garboards, as well as on all the other planking, were driven 
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completely through the planks from the interior of the hull and then sawed 
off flush with the planking. 

In Section 1, the port garboard (P 1) retains its original width over 
much of its preserved length of 1.75 m. Its inboard surface and parts of the 
edges along the interior and exterior seams are also well preserved, but no 
original surface remains on the outboard face of the plank. The starboard 
garboard (S 1) was not preserved in its full width or much of its thickness, 
but it is evident that the garboards taper in thickness from about 10 
centimeters where they join the keel to about 6.0-6.5 cm at their junction with 
the second strake (P 2) (fig. 4). The inner edge of the port garboard (P I), 
where it joins the keel, retains five mortise-and-tenon joints and its outer 
edge joining the second strake (P 2) has six joints preserved. Six mortise- 
and-tenon joints are preserved on the inner edge of the starboard garboard 
(S 1) and two others, along with two more represented only as traces of 
mortise cuts, are preserved on its outer edge. 

Based on in situ measurements taken under water of the planking 
assemblage and on the angles between the plank surfaces and edges 
measured during the documentation of the planking after they were raised, 
a deadrise of approximately 19 degrees was obtained at the outer edge of 
the second port strake (P 2) in Section 1 (fig. 4). The angle of the inboard 
surface of the garboard (P 1) to the horizontal plane was measured as 13 
degrees, and the angle between the inboard surface and its outer edge as 
95 degrees. 

Only the starboard planking survives in Section 3. The starboard 
garboard (S 1) in this section consists of nine fragments, of which only three 
are preserved sufficiently for any details to be gleaned from their cracked 
and worm-eaten surfaces. The section of the keel plank adjacent to them 
was also poorly preserved and consisted of only a thin shell. The largest 
planking piece of the group is the most informative, while the remaining 
fragments are mere scraps of the garboard's interior surface, and reveal very 
little information of significance. The larger fragment still retains the rich 
brown color of cedar observed in the wood from Section 1, but several 
cracks radiate across its inboard surface, and all of the original surface on its 
exterior face is lost. Consequently, it is not possible to determine the exact 
thickness of the plank nor whether its thickness tapers as would be expected 
in a transitional piece bridging the keel and second strake. 

The original surface on the inner edge of the garboard (S 1) where it 
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joins the keel is preserved only as a narrow band near the interior surface of 
the plank. As no original surface survives on its outer edge, determining the 
original width of the garboard is difficult. A wood knot, which is better 
preserved than the surrounding wood, penetrates the garboard completely 
from its inner to its outer edges. The knot's cut surfaces on both the interior 
and exterior edges of the plank may, therefore, provide an approximation of 
the garboard's original width at this location. The distance between these cut 
ends is 13.4 cm. The cut surface of the knot on the garboard's inner edge 
has a smooth, almost polished face, suggesting that it is a finished surface. 
The knot's outer edge, however, is rough, which suggests that the original 
surface of the garboard's outer edge was not preserved. Moreover, the 
average distance between peg centers and the inside seam of the garboard 
is 4-5 cm, but an estimate of the distance from the end of the knot to the 
center of the peg at this location is only 3.5 cm. This indicates that the edge 
of the knot does not represent the true extent of the outboard edge of the 
garboard strake. 

An attempt to accurately reconstruct the deadrise of the starboard 
garboard (S 1) and the second strake (S 2) was not fully successful. Using 
the polished inboard edge of the knot as a guide, however, the angle of the 
inboard surface of the garboard (S 1) to the horizontal plane was measured 
as 8 degrees; the poorly preserved edges of both the garboard (S 1) and the 
second strake (S 2) suggest a combined deadrise of about 18 degrees to 
horizontal at the second strake (fig. 4). Taking into account the 87 degree 
angle of the keel at this location, however, gives a total deadrise of 
approximately 15 degrees for the outer edge of the second strake (S 2). For 
some unknown reason, this is approximately 4 degrees less than the 
combined deadrise of planks P 1 and P 2 in Section 1. 

Two relatively well preserved mortise-and-tenon joints on the 
garboard strake (S l), which affixed the garboard to the second strake (S 2), 
were partially exposed due to the deterioration of the garboard's exterior 
surface. These mortises and tenons extended almost completely through the 
width of the garboard and terminated just short of the garboard's inboard 
edge, where it adjoined the keel. This feature was also noted on the port 
garboard (P 1) in Section 1. 

The Planking 
In Section 1, the port garboard (P 1) tapers from 18 cm at its aft end 

to 17 cm at its forward end along its measurable length of about one meter, 
while the adjoining second strake (P 2) remains constant at 26 cm along its 
preserved length of just over one meter where original surfaces on both 
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edges survive (table 1). Only a short, fragmented section of the starboard 
garboard (S 1) remains with the small keel piece in Section 3. Its 
approximate width of 14 cm indicates that the garboard continues to taper 
toward the forward end of the ship (table 2). In Section 3, the second 
starboard strake (S 2) also tapers from 26 cm (in Section 1) to 23 cm. This, 
of course, assumes that the second strake on the starboard side (S 2) was 
originally of the same width as the second port strake (P 2) in Section 1. 

With the exception of planks found with the larger keel fragment in 
Section 1, the remaining planking, mostly small fragments, was found under 
the second and third rows of copper ingots farther downslope toward the 
ship's bow. Since the exterior surfaces of the planking were not preserved, 
their original thicknesses are mostly lost, but some proud spots, especially 
at or near wood knots, were used to arrive at reasonable estimates of plank 
thickness. In general, preservation around knots in the planking was better 
than in the surrounding area. Information concerning the original width of the 
planks was readily available for the contiguous lengths of strakes P 1 and P 
2 in Section 1, and to a lesser extent in hull Sections 2 and 3 for starboard 
strakes S 1-4 and also probably for S 6. So much of the exterior of the hull 
planking was lost during the wreck formation process that many of the 
mortise-and-tenon joints were exposed on the exterior surface of planks, and 
thus were available for closer scrutiny than if the planks had been better 
preserved. Discernible features such as tenon shape, tool marks and peg 
taper could be studied and recorded. 

In Section 1, two small, poorly preserved patches of original surface at 
the forward extremity of the outboard face of the second port strake (P 2) 
give a thickness of 6.7 cm. Presumably, this value represents the thickness 
of the second strake (P 2) throughout its length on both the port and 
starboard. While the fragment of the second starboard strake (S 2) is the 
best preserved piece among the planking of Section 3, none of its exterior 
surface was preserved. The original thickness of this plank, therefore, cannot 
be determined with certainty. Its maximum preserved thickness of 6.6 cm, 
however, is probably close to its original thickness. The maximum width of 
the plank is 23 cm. The entire exterior and interior surfaces of the plank are 
stained copper green due to impregnation of the wood with mineralized 
copper salts leached from the ingots lying directly over them. However, 
beneath the stained layers is a solid wooden core. This plank has a great 
degree of curvature along its longitudinal axis, due to the weight of the ingots 
resting upon it that pressed the plank against the seabed. The angle of the 
inner edge (between inboard surface and inner edge) of the plank is 95 
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degrees while its outer edge (between inboard surface and outer edge) is 90 
degrees. 

Hull Section 2 is extensively eroded but includes a significant 
construction feature not observed elsewhere. The planking fragments in this 
section include the better preserved of the two extant examples of planking 
joinery on the Uluburun ship. One of these is a flat scarf (Z-scarf) at the 
forward end of the second port strake in Section 1. The long, narrow plank 
wedged between strakes P 5 and P 6 in Section 2, however, is almost 
certainly a drop strakelstealer (fig. 1). As runs of planks curve in toward the 
stem and stern, and diminish in width, those that become impractically 
narrow are discontinued (dropped) and their ends are cut square to prevent 
splitting.' The scarf's location, as well as its long, thin aspect compared to 
the flat scarf found in Section 1, suggests that this configuration represents 
a drop strake. Moreover, in Section 1, the garboard tapers noticeably toward 
the bow; this tapering becomes even more pronounced in Section 3. 
Therefore, the possibility that this scarf in Section 2 represents a drop strake 
seems plausible. A large wood knot is prominent near the inboard edge of 
the drop strake, but the piece is badly teredo damaged and has little 
strength. The interior surface of the planking is stained copper green. Bronze 
Age seafarers were apparently not worried about the strength of such joints, 
since a patch of dunnage (thorny burnet, Sarcopoterium spinosum) 
indicated that the heavy ingots were placed directly above this joint. 

Two mortise-and-tenon joints preserved at the end of the drop strake 
secure it to the adjacent strakes S 5 and S 6. Both of these joints appear to 
penetrate the drop strake completely, with the tenons seeming to run from 
strake S 5, through the drop strake, and into strake S 6. However, strake S 
5 has completely disintegrated at this location, making it difficult to 
determine exactly how the joint was configured. The peg of the mortise-and- 
tenon joint at the end of the drop strake is only 1.7-1.8 cm in diameter and 
is the smallest of all the surviving mortise-and-tenon joint pegs in the 
Uluburun hull remains. Unfortunately, nothing remains of either tenon and 
only a short, faint trace of one face of the mortises survive. It is noteworthy 
that the shipwright not only used a length of planking with a large wood knot 
at its end, but he showed no reservation in cutting a mortise through the knot 
where it was needed. 

The short face of the notch on strake S 6 that was cut to receive the 
end of the drop strake is beveled inward in order to prevent the tip of the 
drop strake from being pushed by hydrostatic pressure into the interior of 
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the hull. Fragment S 6 includes six mortise-and-tenon joints. When possible, 
wood knots appear to have been avoided when placing mortise-and-tenon 
joints. One mortise retains traces of three possible chisel marks. This 
particular joint is also notable for preserving evidence on the inboard, interior 
edge of the mortise of a possible pilot hole drilled before cutting out the 
mortise with a chisel. A similar hole was observed on plank S 1 in Section 3, 
but further scrutiny of these mortises is required before definitive statements 
can be made about drilling prior to chiseling. 

Mortise-and-Tenon Joints 
It was clear from the beginning of the excavation in 1984 that the 

mortise-and-tenon joints of the Uluburun ship were more widely spaced and 
significantly more robust than those found in Greek and Roman hulls of 
similar size.'' Compared to Greco-Roman mortise-and tenon joints, those on 
the Uluburun ship were unusually deep, extending from one plank edge 
sometimes to within less than two centimeters of the opposite plank edge. 
They are about twice as long as those of Greco-Roman ships of comparable 
length, and seem considerably longer than the optimal size needed to resist 
the load stresses exerted on the joints. These tenons were clearly much 
more than simple plank fasteners and acted as small internal frames, 
providing considerable stiffness and integrity to the shell of outer planking. 
In fact, each Uluburun mortise-and-tenon joint is 2.5 times stronger in 
compression loads and nearly 3 times stronger in shear loads than mortise- 
and-tenon joints on Greco-Roman ships of comparable plank thickness." It 
seems, then, that the Uluburun ship relied heavily on the strength provided 
by these long oak tenons, and that these heavy tenons were intended 
specifically to supplement the hull's lateral rigidity to compensate for the 
scarcity or lack of proper frames. This method of construction partly explains 
how heavy cargos could be carried directly on the hull planking without 
resorting to visible lateral support in the form of frames or bulkheads. After 
the Bronze Age, Mediterranean shipbuilders began relying more heavily on 
a sturdier framework to maintain lateral and transverse rigidity of a hull, and 
the use of long, heavy tenons and thick planks was no longer crucial for this 
purpose. Consequently, tenons became shorter and plank thicknesses 
decreased. 

The live oak tenons from the Uluburun ship are 28-30 cm long, 5.9-6.2 
cm wide, and 1.6-1.7 cm thick. Rather than staggering the mortise-and- 
tenon joints in one edge of a plank from those in the opposite edge, each 
mortise cut was positioned immediately adjacent to the nearest joint cut into 
the opposite edge of the same plank, such that mortises often intruded on 
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one another (fig. 1). Occasionally, the edge of a tenon nearest the adjacent 
joint was cut or damaged when the mortise from the opposite plank edge 
was cut. It is difficult to determine whether this pattern was simply a 
convenient way of uniformly spacing the joints or whether it had a specific 
structural purpose, but the latter seems more likely. It suggests an attempt 
to form a network of internal frames of tenons extending continuously up the 
sides of the hull planking. 

Placing tenons adjacent to one another would appear to compromise 
the structural integrity of the planking and thus of the hull. This is why 
mortise-and-tenon joints are spaced evenly on later ships. The peculiar 
adjacent configuration of the Uluburun mortise-and-tenon joints, however, 
probably made for a stronger plank than would have been the case if they 
were placed farther apart. The reason for this is related to the depth of these 
joints, which are very different than the shorter joints of later ships.'* The 
latter do not intrude into the area between mortises cut in the opposing edge 
of the same plank. However, in the Uluburun joints, where the mortises are 
cut deeply to within a few centimeters of a plank's opposite edge, the 
amount of the plank resisting lateral splitting is determined by the distance 
between joints in opposite edges of a plank. Staggering the joints along the 
opposite edges of the plank, as in classical mortise-and-tenon construction, 
therefore, would nearly halve the effective wood area and considerably 
weaken the plank's resistance to lateral splitting. It seems that compromising 
plank integrity was of concern to the builders of the Uluburun ship because 
of the varying placement of joints with changing plank widths. 

Center-to-center spacing between tenon pegs on the Uluburun hull is 
relatively consistent among mortise-and-tenon joints on the same Hull 
Sections, but vary between Sections. This spacing increases from nearly 21 
cm in Section 1 to just over 23 cm toward the forward end in Section 3, 
where the planks generally become narrower (tables 3 and 5). The spacing 
of Greco-Roman ships, on the other hand, appears mostly constant over the 
length of a plank, irrespective of the plank's width and l~cation. '~ There is 
also a slight decrease in the distance between the pegs and planking 
seams, from 5.2 cm in Section 1 to 4.5 cm in Section 3 (tables 4 and 6). This 
reduction in distance is probably due to the narrowing of the strakes toward 
the bow. The pegs are set closer to the plank seam than they are to the 
center of the mortises, but evidence from later hulls shows this was standard 
practice. 
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The paired placement of these joints on the Uluburun ships does not 
appear to be a consistent configuration throughout the ship. In the preserved 
planking in Section 1, the placement of these paired joints appears to be 
repeated in every other plank. That is, the location of joints placed on one 
edge of a plank are repeated on the same edge of the third plank. This 
configuration, however, does not appear to be followed in Section 3, where 
the joints are placed adjacent to and on the same side of the initial joint. 
These joints form a continuous run of tenons in contact with each other 
throughout the planking, giving the joints a stepped "brickwork" 
appearance. How and where the transition of differing joint placements takes 
place on the hull cannot be determined from the extant remains. The 
preservation of Section 2 is insufficient to determine the pattern of its joints. 

The size of the mortises is remarkably consistent, and these measure 
6.2 x 1.7-1.8 cm through the extant planking. Their depths are more difficult 
to determine, but appear just slightly longer than the length of the tenons. 
Corners of mortises are very sharp and cut precisely, without evidence of 
slips of any kind. This indicates that the bronze chisels used to cut the 
mortises were kept razor sharp at all times. For a bronze tool, this meant 
constant sharpening; perhaps the sole task of at least one shipyard 
apprentice was to continually sharpen the bronze chisels, adzes, and axes 
used in building the ship. Limited examination of the bottoms of the mortises 
shows that they are irregular, as is to be expected. 

The fit between the thicknesses of mortises and tenons is very tight. 
The fit is less tight between their widths, with a measured gap of 0.5-1.0 cm 
between the edge of one tenon and the wall of its corresponding mortise, but 
the fit is usually much tighter. 

All tenons were broken at the plank seams during the wreck formation 
process, and no intact tenons were found among the loose hull fragments. 
The tenons clearly taper both in width and thickness from the peg holes 
toward their extremities. Whether or not the taper is symmetrical on both 
edges cannot be said with any certainty, although it seems probable, but 
only one face of the tenon is beveled. The preserved end of one tenon has 
a sharp, steep bevel, the tip of which is rounded. It measures approximately 
15 cm long (represents half the length of the tenon), 6.2 cm wide, and 1.65 
cm thick at its center, and tapering to 5.3 cm wide and 1.5 cm thick at its 
extremity. The edges of the tenon are sharp and set at 90 degrees. Evidence 
of saw marks can be seen running diagonally along the surface of some 
tenons, suggesting that they were cut to shape from larger stock. 
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There are only a few well preserved mortise-and-tenon joints in 
Section 2. Consequently, the average center-to-center spacing of 25.2 cm 
between pegs is based on only two measurable distances of 25.3 cm and 
25.1 cm on plank S 6. The spacing between pegs in Section 3 averages 23.2 
cm. 

Pegs 
The tenons were locked in place with oak pegs. The pegs taper in 

diameter, with the wider end located on the inboard surface of the planking. 
The peg diameters vary from 1.8-2.3 cm, with an average of 2.1 cm (fig. 2). 
The peg at the end of the drop strake in Section 2 has a diameter of only 1.7- 
1.8 cm, the smallest of any measured on the Uluburun hull remains. While 
most pegs are rounded, some are elliptical in section, with minimum and 
maximum diameters varying between 1.8-2.2 cm. 

The pegs are multi-faceted along their lengths. One well-preserved 
peg revealed some 12 facets, with each facet varying in width from 0.5-0.6 
cm. A facet on another peg tapers in width from 0.7 cm to 0.5 cm. These 
facets were each produced with the stroke of an adze. They are not always 
uniform and may be as wide as 0.7 cm on some pegs. Although only a few 
were preserved along their full length, it seems that the pegs taper 0.10-0.12 
cm for every centimeter of length. This value corresponds well with that of 
the Kyrenia ship, where the taper is reported as 0.1 cm for every 1 cm of 
length.14 

The pegs are set closer to the plank seam than they are to the center 
of the mortises, but evidence from later hulls shows this was standard 
practice. The distances from planking seam to peg centers in Sections 1 and 
3 average 5.2 cm and 4.5 cm respectively (tables 4 and 6). 

Tool Marks 
Saw marks are clearly visible on the surfaces of several tenons, two of 

which clearly display diagonal saw cuts along their lengths. Saws were also 
used to cut off the protruding ends of the pegs after they had been driven 
through the mortise-and-tenon joints. Saw marks are clearly preserved on 
the wider ends of the pegs on the interior of the hull. The exterior ends of the 
pegs may also have been cut with a saw, but none are sufficiently well 
preserved to provide such evidence. 

Chisel marks visible on the sides of some mortises suggest that the 
width of the chisel blade was equal to that of the mortise. This facilitated the 
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cutting of straight mortise edges in a single cut. The depth of one chisel mark 
made with a single blow of the hammer is 9.0 cm long and 1.7 cm wide. All 
preserved mortises examined to date have sharp and distinct corners. 

No readily visible adze marks were observed on the hull timbers with 
the possible exception of a few cuts on starboard strake S 1. The pegs driven 
through the mortise-and-tenon joints were probably also fashioned with an 
adze, with each adze blow producing a facet on the peg. Some pegs feature 
up to a dozen such facets. It is also possible, however, that the pegs were 
shaped with a knife. 

Unlike the modern "skeleton-based" approach to shipbuilding in 
which the hull planking is bent around and attached to a pre-erected 
skeleton of framing, ancient shipbuilders used a "shell-based" method. In 
the Mediterranean, this entailed edge-joining the planks with mortise-and- 
tenon joints that were then locked in place with wooden pegs driven through 
the tenons to form a rigid shell. The framing was only added later to reinforce 
the hull. The pegged mortise-and-tenon construction of the Uluburun hull 
appears to be the earliest known use of this joinery technique in the history 
of wooden ship construction. Therefore, not only can we push back by three 
quarters of a millennium its employment in seagoing ship construction, but 
we also have before us the unprecedented opportunity to compare details of 
this ship building method with those of later Greco-Roman ships of 
comparable size. 

There was no visible evidence for the use of framing in the 
construction of this vessel in the parts of the hull that were preserved. 
However, due to the extremely limited preservation, the use of very widely 
spaced frames, several heavy bulkheads, or through-beams on the ship 
cannot be ruled out. The Uluburun ship was, however, equipped with a 
robust centerline timber similar in function to later, fully developed keels, but 
which amidships protruded into the hull rather than outward. Our first direct 
evidence for the use of a keel timber, as well as for the use of pegged deep, 
paired mortises to edge-join the planking, comes from the Uluburun ship. 

We do not know when and where mortise-and-tenon joints were first 
used in ship construction. Possibly, this technique developed on the 
Levantine littoral and spread westward. Both the Uluburun and Cape 
Gelidonya (ca. 1200 B.C.) ships, the earliest ships known to have used 
pegged mortise-and-tenon joints, were probably built somewhere along the 
Syro-Palestinian coast or on Cyprus. Recent examination of drawings and 
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photographs from the latter ship have confirmed the use of pegged mortise- 
and-tenon constr~ction.'~ More exact answers about the origin of this 
technique must await the discovery and excavation of additional Bronze Age 
vessels. 

Cemal Pulak 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology 

P.O. Drawer HG, Texas A&M University 
College Station, TX 77841 -5137 

NOTES 

1 Bass 1985; Pulak 1999; Pulak 2002. 
2 For general information on the ship and its cargo, see Pulak 1997; Pulak 1998. 
3 The last preserved ring on a dendrochronologically dated piece of cedar firewood or 

dunnage appears to have been laid down around 1305 B.C. (Pulak, 1999: 209, note 2; 
Manning, 1999: 344-346). 

4 Pulak 1999. 
5 All of the wood recovered from the site was drawn at full size on clear acetate film. The 

keel and planks were drawn to include all four faces; planks were drawn to show not only 
their interior and exterior surfaces, but also their edges to reveal locations and 
dimensions of mortise-and-tenon joints. All fasteners, tool marks, pressure marks and 
other damage resulting from cargo placed on the planking were also reported. Much of 
the information for this paper has been gleaned from notes, sketches, and reports written 
by a number of colleagues including, but not limited to, Michael Fitzgerald, Sheila 
Matthews, Edward Rogers, and the author. I thank Sam Lin for preparing the illustration 
and Erika Laanela for editing this manuscript. 

6 Peter Kuniholm of the Malcolm Weiner Laboratory for Aegean and Near Eastern 
Dendrochronology at Cornell University identified the wood species, and Werner Schoch 
of the Swiss Federal Forestry Research Institute in Zurich confirmed the identifications. 

7 Summarized in Pulak 2001; and Ward 2000: 61, 84-84, n.11. 
8 Steffy 1994: 256-257; Ward 2000: 20-22. 
9 For illustrations of stealers and drop strakes, see Steffy 1994: 291, fig. G-1 la. A Z-scarf 

may also be represented among the only other excavated hull remains of a Late Bronze 
Age shipwreck at Cape Gelidonya. See fragment Wd 5 figs. 46, 52, in Bass 1967: 46-51. 

10 Pulak 1999: 219, 232, table 1. 
11 Pulak 2002. 
12 See Pulak 1999: 221, for comparative details of classic mortise-and-tenon joints and the 

deep paired joints found on the Uluburun ship. 
13 Such observations are seldom recorded in excavation reports of shipwrecks. The table 

describing the mortise-and-tenon joints on the strakes of the Kyrenia ship indicates no 
appreciable variation in the spacing of these joints (Steffy 1985: 81-82, table 3). 

14 Steffy 1985: 18. 
15 Pulak 1999: 219-220. 



Table 1. HULL SECTION 1 

KEEL AND PLANKING DIMENSIONS (in cm) 

Max. Width Min. Width Thickness 
K 28.0 28.0 ? 21.5-22.0 
S 1 18.0 ? 17.0 ? 10-6.7 ? (tapers) 
P 1 18.0 16.0 10-6.7 (tapers) 
P 2 26.0 26.0 6.7 
P 3 ? ? 6.5 ? 

Table 2. HULL SECTION 3 

KEEL AND PLANKING DIMENSIONS (in crn) 

Max. Width Min. Width Thickness 
K 22.0 21 .o ? 
S 1 14.0 13.9 ? 
S 2 23.0 23.0 6.6 ? 
s 3 15.4 13.4 6.5 ? 
S 4 24.0 23.0 6.5 ? 

Table 3. HULL SECTION 1 

CENTER-TO-CENTER SPACING BETWEEN 
WS I* 21.0 22.0 21.0 
S 1/K** - - 21.5 
WP 1 - 20.0 22.0 
P 11K - 20.0 21.0 
P 11P 2 22.0 19.5 21.0 
P 2lP 1 - 19.0 20.5 
P 21P 3 - - 21 .o 
P 31P 2 - - - 

*Spacing of pegs on keel (K) for mortise-and-tenon joints between K and 
starboard strake S 1 

**Spacing of pegs on starboard strake 1 (S 1) for mortise-and-tenon 
between S 1 and K 
Average spacing = 20.9 cm 



THE ULUBURUN HULL REMAINS 

Table 4. HULL SECTION 1 

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF PEG TO PLANKING SEAM (in cm) 

w(/S 1 6.5 6.5 5.5 8.5 7.0 6.5 7.0 7.0 
S 11K - C 6.0 4.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 - 
WP 1 - 5.0 5.5 5.0 5.5 5.5 - - 
P 11K - 4.5 4.5 4.0 5.0 4.5 - - 
P 11P 2 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 4.0 4.5 - - 
P 2lP 1 - 5.5 5.0 5.0 4.5 4.0 - 
P 2lP 3 - - 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 - - 
P 3lP 2 - - - - 4.5 4.5 - - 
Average distance for all pegs = 5.2 cm 
Average distance of pegs on keel = 6.2 cm 

Table 5. HULL SECTION 3 

CENTER-TO-CENTER SPACING BETWEEN PEGS (in cm) 

Average spacing = 23.2 cm 

Table 6. HULL SECTION 3 

DISTANCE FROM CENTER OF PEG TO PLANKING SEAM (in cm) 

K/s 1 - - 4.2 5.5 
S 11K - - 3.7 - 
s 11s 2 - - - 
S 21s 1 - - 4.6 4.4 ? 
S 21s 3 5.0 5.0 5.3 4.7 ? 
s 31s 2 - 3.5 4.5 - 
s 31s 4 - 4.0 4.0 - 
Average distance for all pegs = 4.5 cm 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1. Preserved sections of the Uluburun hull. Dashed lines on planking and keel 
represent mortises. 

Figure 2. Hull Section 1. Keel is at center, with port planking to left and partially preserved 
starboard garboard to right, just below the hand of the diver. White dots mark the 
locations of pegs for mortise-and-tenon joints. 

Figure 3. The keel with partially preserved starboard garboard to its left (looking aft from 
midships). Note the decayed core of the keel. 

Figure 4. Sectional views through Hull Sections 1 (above) and 3 (below). 
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THREE-HOLE COMPOSITE STONE ANCHORS OF MIDDLE AGES 
CONTEXT FROM CAESAREA MARITIMA, ISRAEL 

Three-hole stone anchors have been retrieved from the sea floor at 
and around the ancient harbours of Caesarea ever since the underwater 
researches commenced at that site in 1960. For the most part, however, 
there was no datable context. For the mere reason of pretentious claim, such 
an anchor has been dated to the Bronze Age by one of CAHEP's co- 
directors (Hohlfelder 1982: 46), though in the final publication more cautious 
dating has been suggested - either Bronze age (?) or Roman (?) (Oleson et 
a/. 1994: 85). Both suggestions were made on a purely comparative 
database and the "wishful thinking" notion that Anchorology, or typological 
definition of anchors, is as accurate dating benchmark as potsherds (Frost 
1973). Yet, since the initial stage of the study it became quite obvious that 
stone anchors of various conceptual and visual types and forms tend to be 
repetitive through ages and cultural spheres (Frost 1963a: 13-15). During 
recent years much of the underwater research which is being carried out in 
Caesarea by CCE (Combined Caesarea Expeditions) have been 
concentrated at the shallower waters of the so-called "Intermediate Harbour 
Basin", in an attempt to extract both archaeological and sedimentological 
data for documenting and comprehending the environmental history of the 
ill-fated harbour, following its substantial demise (Raban 1992). Within this 
research project a series of properly controlled probes were dug through the 
non-consolidated sediments and depositions at the seafloor. Most of these 
probes were made within a cylindrical metal caisson (and see e.g. Hohlfelder 
1993), while others, such as in Area N2 (Fig. I ) ,  were carried over a larger 
area (8.8m) during two summer seasons (1996-7), within a 2.2m framed 
square, retained by sandbags. These controlled probes have yielded proper 
stratigraphy and enabled us to substantiate a well-documented sequence of 
topographic and environmental alternations at and around the intermediate 
basin from Pre-Herodian to sub-recent eras (ReinhardtIRaban 1999). 

Almost at each probe over that research area stone anchors have 
been exposed, most of which are of the three-hole composite type. All in all 
there are over 30 anchors of this type that have been recorded, against 7 
specimens of single hole (weight anchors) and 4 well eroded (and 
extensively oxidised) parts of iron anchors. All the specimens were found at 
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the context of stratum 1, the first one underneath the presently wave- 
disturbed seafloor (Fig. 2). The chronological span of the various datable 
small finds (pottery, coins, etc.) at that stratum is attested to the time period 
from late loth century (Early Fatimid) to late 13th century CE. This stratum 
might represent the last functional phase of the harbour before the final 
destruction of the Crusader city by the Mamluks in 1264 (and see Raban 
1996a: 664-6). 

Additional specimens of three hole composite stone anchors have 
been located in secondary use, as building components, in several locations 
on land. In all instances these secondary used anchors were incorporated in 
stone walls of structures dated to the 1 lm century CE. 

Many of the stone anchors that have been retrieved from the seafloor 
were found to be well-abraded, probably by the wave-carried sand, covered 
by marine incrustation, and often broken (see Fig. 3). For that reason it is not 
always easy to reconstruct their exact original shape, dimension and weight. 

Yet, some basics might be deduced from the available data 
concerning the physical and stylistic characters of the various specimens in 
this group (Fig. 4): 

1. The more common form is an elongated rectangular one, with height 
almost double the breadth (Nos. 1-6). In some cases it is quite clear that 
the stone slab that was selected for perforation had been cut qriginally 
as a building ashlar, either for a wall, or as a paving slab. Such is the No. 
1 (Fig. 5) that eventually was re-used as a building stone again and was 
found in situ within a wall of a building that was constructed sometime 
during the 2"* half of the 1 lth century CE. The stone was quarried from 
beachrock of a rather fine texture - an indication for a beach within a 
semi-protected body of seawater, probably local to the site. The three 
piercings are roughly square, 6 to 7 cm across. Marine incrustation over 
the sides of the slab attest to its maritime function. Nos. 2, 3 and 6 seem 
to have also been building stones in their original function, with No. 3 
having been retrieved from an early 1 lth century CE terrestrial structure 
(stratum 4 at Area LL05 of CCE excavations). These anchors are smaller 
in size, and while No. 6 has rectangular perforations (4 cm in section), 
the other two were furnished with roughly round holes that were drilled 
from both sides (biconical). 

2. The other forms are variants between rectangle and rounded-tip triangle. 
Either rectangle with rounded top (Nos. 8, 11 and see Fig. 6), trapezoid 
(No. 7), pentagonal (No. 9), or almost triangular (No. 11). The two 
specimens from the Red Sea (No. 12, a, b), though somewhat more 
elongated, are basically of the same "conceptual" form. The diameters 
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of the lower apertures are in the most cases around 4cm, but in one case 
(No. 7) they are only 2.3 and 2.4 cm each. The upper hole is often of the 
same size as the lower two, but in some anchors is considerably larger 
(Nos. 3, 7, 8). 

3. All anchors were made of what seems to be locally available bedrock, 
either beach rock (Nos. 1,4, 7, lo), or eolianite sandstone, known locally 
by its Arab name - kurkar. These types of sandy rocks are often of a 
texture too crude to be finished with properly smoothed surface. The 
only specimen in the group that was made of a fine-grain sandy 
limestone (No. 11), though found broken and with apertures roughly 
pierced in angular section, is of a nicely smoothed and carefully 
fashioned rounded apex form, as if whoever curved it was particularly 
minded about aesthetics. Yet, one may argue that the present state of 
that anchor is the eventual product of centuries of abrasion by wave- 
carried sand. 

4. The sizes and the weights of the various anchors from medieval 
Caesarea varies from less than 20 kg (No. 10) to over 100 kg (No. 1). 
Such variety may indicate that the maritime vessels for which these 
anchors were made ranged from small boats to cargo ships of the high 
seas. This statistical fact should attest to the notion that such three-hole 
composite anchors, though locally made and of "secondary" quality, 
were to be used not only for small lighters and fishing boats, but also for 
the long-range seaborne trade of the city. Such seaborne trade is also 
well attested through the imported ceramic vessels, a considerable part 
of which came from Egypt (Arnon 1996: 96). 

As for such seaborne connections it is interesting to match the strange 
perforated stone shank found at medieval context on the sea floor of the 
intermediate harbour basin of Caesarea (Fig. 4, No. 13; Fig. 7) with the ones 
found at Alexandria (Nibbi 1991: 185-8; Figs. 3a, 4). Though they are not 
similar in shape, these two anchors share the two apertures that were 
pierced at both ends of the shank at right angles (and see further below). 

Comparative anchors: 
a. The Mediterranean coast of Israel 

Hundreds of stone anchors of three-hole composite type have been 
recorded at the near-shore seafloor of Israel. Yet, not a single one was found 
within a securely datable context. Their tentative dating was based on the 
notion that this type is to be attributed either to the Late Bronze Age, 
following the anchors found at Ugarit and at the Kathari in Kition (Frost 1969, 
1970, 1985); or to the Phoenician realm of the Iron Age (Zemer, quoted in 
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McCaslin 1980:65; Raban 1996b: 506). This oversimplified notion is still 
much in vogue and three-hole composite anchors are currently still dated to 
the late Bronze Age, or to the Iron Age period just for their shape (Galili eta/. 
1993; GaliliIShawit 1997: 139). The largest number of stone anchors of this 
type were found at Athlit, either within the Phoenician harbour (Raban 1996b 
and Fig. 8), or north of it (McCaslin 1980: 39-45; GaliliIShawit 1997: 141-3). 
Though there are coastal remains from the Middle and Late Bronze 
settlement there, as well as Phoenician harbour that was active from the 8* 
to the Sd centuries BCE, the most prominent feature is the promontory castle 
of the Crusaders, built by the Templars early in the 13th century CE. This 
coastal stronghold was the only crusader fortress never to be conquered by 
the Arabs, till it was finally abandoned in 1292,27 years after Caesarea of the 
Crusaders had been conquered by the Mamluks. In that respect it is 
interesting to note the close resemblance in shape of the anchors published 
by McCaslin (1980: 41, category I) and those found in medieval context at 
Caesarea. The four smaller anchors from the Phoenician harbour (Fig. 8) 
and the two additional ones that were retrieved from the seafloor to the north 
of that harbour (Fig. 9) are also of a similar type. 

A resembling archaeological and historical picture is applicable for 
other coastal sites by which three-hole composite anchors have been found. 
These are, to name the more important ones, from north to south - Akhziv 
(GaliliIShawit 1997: 139); Akko, where a wooden peg was found still in situ 
in a composite stone anchor and was dated by C14 analysis to 240 k70 years 
BP (SegalICarmi 1996: 82 = RT-1753); Tell Koness (South of Haifa, 
GaliliIShawit 1997: 139); Dor, or either Tantoura Lagoon (KingsleyIRaveh 
1996: 39); Sedot Yam, the southern anchorage of Caesarea (Galili et al. 
1991: 164); Apollonia (op. cit.), where a three-hole composite anchor was 
found with a piece of wooden "block" still in place at one of the lower 
apertures (Grossmann/Kingsley 1996), dated by C14 analysis to 835 + 45 
years BP (SegalICarmi 1996: 88 = RT-1787); Yavneh Yam (Galili et al. 1993: 
61-3); and Ashkelon (Fig. 10). Among the three-hole composite anchors that 
have been retrieved from the seafloor at Yavneh Yam and Ashkelon there 
were two that had been cut from marble screens of Byzantine churches - 
clear-cut evidence for their later date. 

b. Other Mediterranean provenances and beyond 
Three-hole composite stone anchors are to be found all over the 

Mediterranean. There is the large corpus from the Narbonesis at the 
southwestern coast of France, now at the collection of the maritime museum 
at Agde (Fonquerle 1971: 210-1 1; 1985: 371, 527-9) that was considered to 
be "Medieval" (Frost 1973: 402-3). Some anchors of this type were found 
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even as far away as England (Dean 1989). This type is known from Sicily 
(Tusa 1973: 417-9); and Italy (Gianfrotta 1983), including an interesting one 
that is decorated by typical Roman design of dolphin and trident (Fig. 1 I ) ,  
from the Roman harbour of Gaeta (Di Bartolomeo 1986: 210, pl. X1l.c.). Such 
anchors were found at the medieval harbour of Ancona (Baldelli 1986) and 
18 specimens have been retrieved from the Bay of Naples (Avilia 1986: 21 1- 
2). Honor Frost refers to the rather small-sized specimens from Agde and 
Marseille as a Greco-Roman variant of the Western Mediterranean where the 
type is characterised by rectangular apertures (Frost 1963a: 6-8, 13-15, Figs. 
21-25). Similar anchors that have been found in various sites along the North 
African coasts and others from Crete and Turkey, including one decorated 
with a nicely carved cross, from Bodrum (ibid., Fig. 23), led Miss Frost to 
designate the type with rounded apertures as Eastern Mediterranean 
"Byzantine-Arab" (Frost 1963b: 49-50). Composite stone anchors were 
found in quantities all over Cyprus, not only in datable coastal sites, such as 
Kition and Hala Sultan Tekke (Frost 1970), but also from the sea floor, at 
various sites near Cape Kiti and Cape Andreas (McCaslin 1980: 22-4, 27-9). 

In the Black Sea three-hole composite anchors have been reported 
mainly from Bulgaria (Dimitrov 1979: 75-9). These rather large and heavy 
anchors differ from the Mediterranean ones by their oblong shape and are 
tentatively dated to the Greco-Roman era, based on one that carries Greek 
inscription (Frost 1986: 362, Figs. 7, 8). 

c. The Red Sea and the Indian Ocean 
Three-hole composite anchors were found in the Red Sea in well- 

dated 14Ih century wreck context (Raban 1972-5: 39-40; 1990: 299-302 and 
see Fig. 12). Several dozens of triangular stones anchors of roughly similar 
shape, but much larger in size and of excessive weight of over half a ton 
were found along the west coast of India from Dwarka in the north, where 
they are dated to the late Harappan period, c. 1400 BCE (Rao 1990), as is 
the suggested date for the anchors from Prabhasa-Somnath (Rao et a/. 
1992) farther south. A single large triangular stone anchor was found on 
land, beyond the dockyard of Vijaydurg, weighing about 560 kg and with 
clearly visible chisel marks on its surface. It has been tentatively dated "up 
to the Ifh century AD" (Tripari et a/. 1989: 59). Three additional stone 
anchors were found imbedded in the paved platform at the waterfront of 
Sindhudurg Fort, just north of Goa. These specimens are somewhat smaller 
in size and are associated with 5 stone shanks of the so-called Arabo-Indian 
Grapnel anchors (TripariIGaur 1997). Recently a less triangular three-hole 
stone anchor, of "Mediterranean" trapezoid shape has been published, 
retrieved from the seafloor off the Black Fort, Galle, in Sri Lanka. It weighs 
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about 270 kg and was found with several stone shanks of Arabo-Indian 
Grapnel anchors dated between the 6" and 16Ih centuries CE (Souter 1998: 
339). Recently (1998) Thomas Vosmer of the Maritime Museum of Western 
Australia has "published" an up-dated corpus of "Stone anchors of the 
Western Indian Ocean and the Red Sea" as a home page in the internet: 

http:llwww.mm. wa.gov.aulMuseumlmarchlstoneanchors/Stone~Anch 
ors. html. 

A significant common feature for all the three-hole composite anchors 
found so far in lndia and Sri Lanka is the square section of their lower 
apertures, probably made for metal bars rather than for wooden flukes. 

Discussion 
The small representative group of medieval stone anchors from 

Caesarea Maritima have but a few characteristics in common for all, or most, 
specimens included. One is that most anchors found at the stratigraphically 
well-dated medieval context of the 10th-13th centuries CE are of the three-hole 
composite type. Another may be their relatively small size, a fact that might 
indicate the physical constraint of the local harbour, or rather merely an 
anchorage that was used by the local and foreign mariners at that site (and 
see Raban 1996a: 665-6). A third common feature is the fact that all anchors 
were made of what seems to be local material. So, one might argue that 
these anchors were all of a local product. Such a conclusion would be 
farfetched, because the eolianite kurkar bedrock of Caesarea is the pre- 
dominant petrographic component along most of the Levantine coasts of the 
Mediterranean, and the local beachrock is almost identical to the 
beachrocks of Egypt's Mediterranean shores. 

Yet, this representative group of anchor casts a shadow of doubt over 
some of the mainstream notions concerning "anchorology" (Frost 1986). 
The diversity in shape, size and the form of the pierced holes (cupular, 
biconical, square) within what should be considered as an homogeneous, 
contemporaneous group negates attempts to allocate such details to 
various, different cultural traditions, well apart in time and spatial distribution. 
If there is a lesson to learn from this group, it can be itemised as follows: 

1. Three-hole composite anchors were in use all through the ages, up to 
our era, at various areas and in some cases - in haphazard forms of the 
final product. As for the origin and date of the first composite anchors, 
the Mediterranean data might be securely dated no later than 13Ih 
century BCE (Frost 1970, Raban 1998: 293; 1999), but probably much 
earlier in northwestern lndia (Rao 1990). This type of anchor was still in 
use, and probably had been the dominant anchor of the Phoenicians at 
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least up to the 6th century BCE (Frost 1982: 269). Though more 
sophisticated shank types had been introduced to the Mediterranean 
arena by that time, the older type was still in use in rather extensive scale 
almost everywhere, all through the Greco-Roman era and well into the 
Byzantine period. Some time during that historical phase, a new variant 
was introduced, still a three-hole anchor, but more elongated and with 
the upper hawser hole being replaced by a rectangular piercing across 
the broad surface of the stone slab (Nibbi 1991). Though the data of the 
specimens from Alexandria is doubtful (Frost 1997: 107-8), there is at 
least one specimen of that new type from the presently submerged 
Hellenistic harbour of Apollonia in Libya (Flemming 1962: 159). The 
location and suggested date for that Hellenistic anchor would not 
correspond with Frost's notion that the Alexandrian ones are of 
"Eastern" (e.g., Indian Ocean) origin rather than Mediterranean 
innovation. 
The excessive weight and size of the medieval three-hole triangular 
anchors from lndia indicate that this type was still in vogue not only for 
the use of poor local fishermen, but for the full size dhaws of the Indian 
Ocean, beside the more popular stone shaft grapnel type (Vosmer 
1997). 
The suggested geographical benchmark of the shape of the lower 
apertures as square for the Western Mediterranean and round for its 
Eastern basin (Frost 1963a: 13-1 5) does not correspond with the data of 
Caesarea group, or that of Athlit (see e.g., Fig. 8 lower right, and Fig. 9 
left). The fact that all the three-hole anchors from lndia carry such 
features makes such an observation even more ridiculous. 
A similar remark might be made over the attempt to give chronological 
or geo-cultural significance to the shape of the stone slab. First, it is clear 
that some anchors were made out of regular building cut-blocks, or 
paving slabs, and no attempt had been made to trim off the apex. In 
other specimens the apex is either rounded, or triangular. 

As for the doubtful significance of the shape it seems that the 
"minimalist" notion of Sean Kingsley is well-based (Kingsley 1996: 90-2). Yet, 
though not directly deduced from the Caesarea group of anchors, one would 
question why some scholars when publishing stone anchors that had been 
retrieved from the sea often ignore the effect of abrasion by wave-carried 
sand on either the stone slab and/or the wooden flukes. Such might be the 
case with the piece of wood found at Apollonia, Israel, and not necessarily 
"carefully sewn to fit within both ends of the aperture" (Grossmann & 
Kingsley 1996: 512). The same explanation might be considered for another 
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"strange" stone anchor from the seafloor of the same site (Apollonia) with 
two "grooves" instead of lower holes. It is quite obvious that the slab was 
broken and then abraded, as was the case for some of the specimens from 
Caesarea (e.g., Fig. 4, nos. 6, 10, 11) and not necessarily an "unusual" type 
as it as been suggested the publication (Galili etal. 1993: 64, Fig. 5E). 

The only "minimalist" tentative conclusion as for the form of the stone 
slabs of which the medieval anchors of Caesarea were made, is that these 
slabs are relatively thin in comparison with some of the securely dated Later 
Bronze Age and Iron Age Phoenician ones. In that respect they are similar to 
other medieval anchors, such as those from India, France and the Black sea. 
But an alternative explanation might be that these anchors were fashioned to 
fit sandy seafloors, especially of areas such as the Israeli coast where 
churning sand might cause rapid accumulation of drifted sand over the 
entrenched bulkier ones (and see KingsleyIRaveh 1996: 31). 

Finally, one may summarise the present state-of-art in "anchorology" 
concerning the three-hole composite anchor type by presenting a specimen 
that is alleged to be retrieved from the seabed off Gaza. It is made of 
limestone (not local) and contains all the physical and stylistic parameters of 
anchors found in 13m-12m centuries BCE at Kition, Hala Sultan Tekke and 
Ugarit, and is decorated with a depiction of "Sea Peoples" boat - an obvious 
copy of the famous relief from Medinet Habou - plus some meaningless 
"syllabic" signs (Fig. 13). This is a typical product of local (Gazaean) 
workmanship that currently manufactures "attractive antiquities" for the 
trendy market. 

Conclusion 
The assemblage of three-hole composite anchors from Caesarea 

Maritima is, to the best of our knowledge, the first properly dated one to be 
attributed to the medieval era. It combines specimens from the seabed that 
have been retrieved during careful stratigraphic excavation, and some from 
a secondary-use context in terrestrial structures. 

On one hand this group represents the types of anchors that were in 
vogue within the realm of the Fatimid empire. But, on the other hand, these 
anchors have good parallels in contemporary Byzantium (Bodrum, the Sea 
of Marmara) and might be considered an offspring of long-lasting nautical 
tradition in the Mediterranean, and beyond that, as hinted in textual 
references (Frost 1963a: 19). 

Was this type also a dominant one for the Frankish ships of the 
Crusaders? The specimens from England, France and Italy, though of no 
datable context, might support such a notion, as may the rarity of medieval 
iron anchors from the seabed of the Crusader anchorages at Athlit, 
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Caesarea, Arsuf (Apollonia), Yavneh Yam and Akko. Yet, the written 
documents from the archives of the Venetians and the Genoese refer only to 
iron anchors (Jacoby 1985). 

The parallels from the Red Sea and northwestern Indian Ocean might 
be considered as a defusion of Mediterranean tradition to these waters. But, 
if the large three-hole triangular stone anchors from Dwarka, India, are to be 
dated to the Late Harappan and are the offsprings of the triangular ones from 
Lothal (Rao 1985: 565), it is more likely that there were two departed 
traditions that eventually were incorporated by the Arab seafarers of the Red 
Sea, side by side with their new type - the stone shank Grapnel one. The 
single specimen of that new type from Fatimid Caesarea (Fig. 7) might 
indicate a rate of defusion of that Arabo-Indian anchor into the 
Mediterranean 

One final word of caution for all of us students of "anchorology": tough 
anchors are the profused survivors of maritime activity through human 
history; they are not the "potsherds" of marine archaeology (and see 
Kingsley 1996) and their typological study is yet to come to an age. We do 
have to continue collecting and publishing the data, probably with more 
attention to the surrounding context than to the metrological data. But every 
conclusion and overall attempt to create "Families" (Frost 1986), or 
typological "Benchmarks", must be very tentative. 
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EXPERIMENTAL SAILING WITH BOOM-FOOTED SQUARE RIG - 
BRONZE AGE STYLE* 

The earliest Mediterranean sail, as we know it from a score of 
iconographic sources, either from Egypt, the Levant, or the Aegean realms, 
was of a square rig type with a lower yard, or a boom. The earliest clearly 
identified depictions of that type of sail are dated to the Late Predynastic 
period in the Nile valley, probably not later than the mid-fourth-millennium 
BCE (Brown 1960: 119-20). Such a rig remained the only depicted type, with 
the probable single exception of a triangular sail on Indian Ocean rafts from 
Punt (Davies 1935; Save-Soderbergh 1946: 22-24), till the end of the lgm 
Pharaonic Dynasty towards the end of the Bronze Age, at around 1200 BCE 
(Wachsmann 1998: 251-52). Most scholars who have studied ancient ships 
and the history of sailing argue for the limited capability of that rig to carry a 
sailing vessel in any direction other than downwind (Tilley 1994; Wachsmann 
1998: 251). 

Though the rich iconographic corpus from Pharaonic Egypt enables 
us to trace technological development of the sails from its initial stage-on, 
with the location of the mast shifting slowly from forward position near the 
boat's stern up to the end of the Old Kingdom, with a bi-pode or a tripode 
mast (and so-with the boom fixed abroad and the lines maneuvering the 
sail attached to the upper yard), through the more evenly located single pole 
mast of the Middle Kingdom, and up to the excessively broad sail and the 
centrally placed mast of the New Kingdom; the lower boom had been kept 
in vogue for well over two millennia of extensive navigation and nautical 
activities, both on the Nile and in high seas (Bowen 1962). The very same 
conservative notion was shared by all other maritime people around the 
Mediterranean, including the Canaanites and the Minoans whose advanced 
sea-borne economy depended on the ship's performance on its way to 
wherever was the direction of a tempting port-of-call. 
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The enigma of the persisting archaism and a limited square rig with 
that hindering lower booms stands in logical contradiction to all we know 
about the otherwise well-developed and quite sophisticated shipbuilding 
techniques, nautical engineering and the geographical scope of a regular 
long-range sea voyages. The practical question is therefore, how would 
these ancient mariners sail under wind from a broad and could they make 
any close-haul into the wind? The answer for such a question may tell us 
whether it was at all possible to accomplish sailing with such a rig to a 
destination located above the prevailing winds during the sailing season of 
antiquity. 

In order to have an initial notion about this intriguing issue, we decided 
to reconstruct such a rig, as close to the original as can be deduced from the 
score of ancient iconographic depictions (having no other source of direct 
information in hand), and mount it on a boat that should be selected bearing 
in mind the data we have about Bronze Age hulls and their nautical 
peculiarities. 

Within the extremely limited time and financial resources for 
attempting what should be considered as only an initial and tentative 
experimental trail, we have had to satisfy ourselves with the limited repertory 
of available borrowed boats at the amateur sports clubs of Israel. The boat 
that was selected is a double-ended small "whaler", with total length (LOA) 
of 8.7 m., the water line (LWL) - 8.2 m., and 2.0 m. broad. The keel is rather 
shallow (only 0.05 m. deeper than the garboards) and the draft is 0.3 m. (with 
the mounted rig and no cargo or ballast), with a freeboard of 0.6 m. 
Following earlier trials carried with replicas of ancient sailing vessels and 
published theoretical and conceptual works, we have decided to survey the 
available iconographic depictions of sea-going sailing vessels of the Bronze 
Age in order to use the average meteorological data as a guiding factor for 
replicating the mast and the rigging components. 

For uniformity the selected presentation included only those of the 
later part of the Bronze Age, excluding the types dated earlier than the Pd 
millennium BCE. Five better iconographic sources have been chosen for 
their relative quality and for being less artistically biased and less restricted 
in informative details. 

The exceptional earlier (?) one is the incised "Fleet" of galleys on a 
silver knife from the so-called "Dorak hoard", as has been drawn by J. 
Mellaart (Mellaart 1959; Basch 1987: 90-93). Though considered by many to 
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be a mere fabrication of its publisher, we've decided to follow L. Basch and 
to allege it as being probably a genuine, authentic document of the mid-31d 
millennium BCE Yurtan culture of NW Anatolia (Fig. 1). This "Fleet" 
comprises 17 ships, all being oar-propelled, and five also carrying what 
seems to be an operating square sail. 

Considering the rather sketchy quality of the depiction, as for each 
individual vessel, we are rather tentative in extracting too much data form it. 
More so when one might argue that the artist had attempted to show the 
sails in various working positions (No. 7 is tacking in opposite direction to 
the others?), and in one case (No. 16) it seems as if the sail is lowered to a 
non-functioning position, but not furled (?). Yet the overall picture is of sails 
which are rather small in comparison to the hulls - half its length in No. 1 and 
about 113 in No. 4 (with others in between these ratios). The ratio between 
the breadth and height of the sail is also somewhere between 3: 1 and 2: 1. It 
is interesting to note that though various vessels differ in size (length), with 
the largest (No. 1) being twice the size of the smaller ones (Nos. 6, 8, 10, 15, 
17), the height of the mast is almost the same in all the vessels depicted 
carrying it upright. The other three rather constant features are the relatively 
high position of the boom, or the lower end of the sail abaft the gunwale; the 
height of the sheets, being about half of the visible height of the mast; and 
the position of the masts at about mid-ships. 

The second source might be dated some eight hundred years later, to 
around 1600 BCE. It is the only vessel under sail in the famous and much 
discussed miniature fresco from the West House in Akrotiri, Thera (Fig. 2) 
(Marinatos 1974: 19-31 ; Morgan 1988: 120). Though the sailing vessel in this 
depiction is portrayed in a realistic manner and is rather detailed, its actual 
waterline is not shown and it is hard to learn where are the actual ends of the 
hull (without the additional protruding decorations). Even so, the logical 
deduction of these devices would suggest positioning the mast somewhat 
abaft the midship! (Emanuele 1977; Basch 1987: 130-32). 

The height of the mast from the gunwale to its tip is just over half the 
total length of the boat. The height of the sail is only one third of the height 
of the mast above the gunwale, and its boom is about as much above the 
gunwale. The length of the yards (and the width of the sail) is about half the 
length of the boat, and generally these ratios of the sail's measurements and 
its size vs. those of the hull are closely compatible with those of ship No. 1 
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on the knife from Dorak. 

The third iconographic source is the ships of Queen Hatshepsut's fleet 
on their Indian Ocean voyage to Punt, along the eastern coast of Africa, as 
depicted on the colour painted bas-relief at the back wall of the front gallery 
of the queen's mortuary temple at Deir-el-Bahari (Fig. 3), dated over a 
century later than the fresco from Akrotiri, early in the 15m century BCE 
(Casson 1971 : 21 ; Wachsmann 1988: 18-29). The vessels depicted in that 
scene are, like the other ones that are described above, cruising galleys, 
which have been operated by either an extensive number of oarsmen, by a 
square sail, or by both. Scholars have argued that the type is essentially a 
riverine one, similar to the Nile boats, with extra modification of adding the 
hogging truss for better seaworthiness and as a compensation for the 
absence of a true keel. Like most Nile boats these vessels are furnished with 
an excessively large sail with yard and boom both comprising of two 
combined and partly overlapping poles of a total length almost as long as 
that of the hull. The location of the relatively short mast (only 45% of the 
length of the hull, from the gunwale to its tip) is just abaft of the center. The 
height of the sail is 113 of its breadth, and its boom fixed well above the 
heads of the people standing. at the raised forecastle (and clear off the 
hogging truss). It is intriguing to see that the hoisted yard reaches almost the 
tip of the mast with the lifts almost parallel to it. The boom is fixed tightly to 
the mast while the yard is "Free", hanging only on the two lifts. This would 
enable turning it round to the beam without getting stuck by the bulky mast 
truck. 

The last two comparative iconographic sources are those from the 18'h 
Dynasty tombs of Thebes in which contemporary Canaanite sea-going 
merchantmen are depicted (Figs. 4,5) (Davies & Faulkner 1947; Basch 1987: 
63-66; Wachsmann 1998: 42-47). Here we have for the first time true sailing 
vessels that quite clearly are too bulky to be propelled by rowers (and such 
are not shown at all). The more detailed one is the scene from the tomb of 
Kenamon, the superintendent of Amon's granaries at the god's main temple 
at Thebes, at the time of Amenhotep 111 (1408-1372 BCE). This MNS type of 
Canaanite merchantman has been considered to be the type wrecked at 1Jlu 
Burun on the south coast of Turkey. The scene depicts no less than 11 
vessels, of which only three are shown at full side view. In all three the mast 
is somewhat before the longitudinal center of the hull and its height above 
the surmised deck level is 71%, 52% and 54% at these three vessels. The 
yard and the boom are as long as the hull, much the same as at 
Hatshepsut's fleet. The sail is considerably shorter than the yards, about 314 
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ofits length. The sail" ratio is just over 1 :2 (= the height is just less than half 
of the breadth); and the boom seems to be well fixed to the mast at an 
elevation just over the heads of the vertical stem and stern post, and of the 
crew members on deck (the oversized Canaanite merchants a r e  
conventional way of demonstrating their status of importance in Pharaonic 
tradition). 

The somewhat earlier date depiction from the tomb of Nebamun at 
Thebes, of the time of King Amenhotep l l  (1450-1425 BCE) is much less 
informative. The ill-preserved single merchantman (Fig. 5)  demands some 
comple!ion, as was attempted by S3ve-S6derbergh. Here too the position of 
the mast is just off the midship towards the bow and its height abaft the 
surmised deck is just less than half the length of the hull. The sail is only 80% 
of the length of the yards and its height is just less than half its breadth. The 
boom seems to be at an elevation not high enough for people on deck to 
move freely under it (?). In both iconographic depictions there are no visible 
lifts and the raised yard reaches above the crow's nest. 

When calculating the average data from the iconographic depictions 
that are presented above in order to define the metric affinities and the ratios 
between the various components of the rigging complex we intended to 
prefer those of the true sailing ships, such as the Canaanite ones. Yet, 
considering the type of boat we've had in hand, and its extremely shallow 
draft, webe decided on a bias towards the one from Thera ,  as the more 
adequate one. 

The centre board of the selected boat has been removed and ovet its 
box, at thwarts level, the replicated hand-made rig was fixed. The location of 
the wooden pole for the mast is at mid-ship, and its tip 60% of the LOA of the 
boat from the gunwale up +Im. for the mast truck = 6.2 rn. The maximum 
elevation of the yard was calculated as 90% of the net height of the mast = 

4.7 m. above the gunwale. The fixed elevation of the boom was calculated to 
be at 23% of the net height of the mast = 1.2 rn. above the gunwale. The 
length of both yards selected to be only 60% of the LOA of the boat = 5.2 m. 
(as the net height of the mast) and the breadth of the sail - 90% of the yards 
= 4.8m. Its height being 3.5 m. gave it a total area of 16.8 rnZ. An horizontal 
line of tassel ropes was pierced through the linen cloth of the sail at 1.4 m. 
above the boom, in order to enable reefing it to only 10 m', if will found 
necessary in fresh wind conditions (see Figs. 6, 7). 
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Roughly squared board was inserted and fixed over the mast at 1.2 m. 
below its tip, as a lower mast truck, furnished with 12 leading holes for the 
halyards and stays (two backstays and two shrouds on each of the beam, in 
order to compensate for the lack of firmly installed mast step). An additional 
board, with 6 pierced leading holes, was fixed to the mast head (Figs. 8, 9). 
All in all there are one backstay, three forestays, four shrouds and two 
running stays. There are a total of 9 halyards and stays: two from the mast 
head for the ends of the upper yard; three other ones for that yard, including 
one that would be wrapped around the mast in order to brace the yard tightly 
to it; a pair for the ends and another pair for the quarters of the boom, serving 
as standing lifts. Pairs of braces were fixed to each end of the yard and the 
boom - one astern and one astem -to be used for an experimental attempt 
to alter the geometry of the sail. 

An 8 mm sisal rope was sewn to the top and foot of the sail manually 
stitched. The mast step was fixed within an incorporated wooden 
assemblage of mast partner and tabernacle that had been installed over the 
centre board's box (Fig. 10). With the mast's base installed and the full rig 
fixed in place, the boat towed off the marina of Yaffo some 30 miles north, 
along the Israeli coast to its base for the trial period, at the anchorage of the 
maritime college in Michmoret. Next day, June 29, 1998, the rigged boat 
"Suffa" was towed off to the open waters with four crew members on board 
and the sail spread. Soon it became apparent that it made a good speed of 
about half of the wind's velocity (6 and 12 knots) at quarter reach of about 
100"-130" off the true sailing course, with negligible leeway. The only acute 
problem appeared to be her relatively high center of gravity, due to the 
additional weight of the mast, rigging and other accessories, (total weight of 
about 170kg) and the crew members when standing or moving from place 
to place. There was some tension on the aft rudder (the original one of the 
boat) as she tended to go to the wind. Back at the anchorage a ballast 
comprising of concrete blocks at total weight of 300 kg has been installed 
over the boat's floor timbers. At that stage the original rudder was replaced 
by four quarter helms, fixed to wooden carved holes at the edges of a 
through platform or a primitive aftercastle (Fig. 11). The four helms, or 
steering oars, were furnished with tillers yoked by crossbars, so one 
helmsman might operate them all at once, if necessary. July 3rd, 1998, the 
fully rigged and properly ballasted boat, the "Suffa", is towed off the 
anchorage and sails on her own, furnished with DGPS to be used for 
recording once every 5 minutes in order to calculate CMG (course made 
good) and the rate of leeway vs. the compass course and the true speed of 
the boat (VMG); a windmeter was fixed at the masthead, connected to its 
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monitor on deck by electric cord. A fixed compass for the helmsman and a 
portable, manual one for checking running fixes and leeway. The boat sailed 
to the anchorage of Caesarea, 15 miles up the coast, under SW wind 
(quarter reach of port tack at initial wind of 6 knots that came up to 14 knots 
towards midday, shifting westward. During the voyage various experiments 
were made, checking the efficiency of the quarter helms as reducing devices 
of the leeway at broad wind (about 100" off CMG) and in an attempt to 
reduce the boats tend to sail into the wind. The second problem was easily 
solved by shifting some of the ballast aft and by seating the crew members 
in proper places. The leeway was hardly reduced by these quarter helms 
that were found to be too bulky for such a small boat and demanding 
delicate coordination between the two helmsmen. So, in the following trials, 
which were mainly for checking how close to the wind this rig can carry the 
boat and whether there are effective ways to change the geometry of the sail, 
these helms were replaced by the original stern rudder. The rest of the trials 
were made within the following two months, all of them at rather similar sea 
conditions with waves of less than one meter high and wind shifting during 
the day from 210" in the late morning to 330" before dusk, with velocity of 5- 
12 knots. As the trials concentrated on sailing as close to the wind as 
possible, it soon became apparent that winds of less than 10 knots are not 
good enough for meaningful results and the actual performance of the boat 
under sail are helms dependent to the extreme. The following data 
summarizes these trials: 

1. Attempting to sail into the wind with the sail fully spread with the luff clew 
pulled down towards the windward side of the sheer by sheet tied to the 
boom's arm and the running lifts adjusted accordingly. 

True Wind Apparent Wind Wind Velocity Leeway of Boat speed 
Angle Angle (knots) Boat (VMG) (knots) 

a. 100' 90° 8 0° 4 
b. 85' 75O 8 1 O0 4 
c. 88' 72' 7 16' 3.6 

Note: The relatively light wind demanded constant steering to amend 
delicately the true course relative to the true wind direction. The balancing of 
the boat's tendency to turn into the wind was carried quite easily by shifting 
the crew members back and forth. The same was true in balancing the 
heeling. 

2. Attempting to sail into the wind while trimming the lower part of the luff. 
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This was made by pulling the brailing lanyards at the fore section of the 
sail towards the boom and the central one -towards the weather quarter 
(Fig. 12). 

True Wind Apparent Wind Wind Velocity Leeway of Boat speed 
Angle Angle (knots) Boat (VMG) (knots) 

a. 1 00° 1 00° 12 0° 6.1 
b. 92' 82' 12 1 O0 5.6 
c. 87' 60' 10 27' 3.9 
Notes: During the second leg (b.) we added a long lanyard that pulled the 
after brails to the quarter shroud. Many variations were made during the third 
run (c.), in order to attempt proper spread of the trimmed sail. Again, as the 
wind went down on the third run, steering demanded constant and delicate 
maneuvering by the helmsman. In order to enable the attempted alternation 
of the sail's geometry the fore lifts of the yard were slacked so the forearm 
descended by 40%. 

3. The forelifts were slacked almost all the way to the boom so the two spars 
reached diagonally towards the bow and sheets were pulled to the 
center of the fore-thwart. A diagonal series of brailing holes were pierced 
in the sail's cloth, running from the top of the luff to the clew of the leech. 
Brail strings tightened the part of the sail below these diagonal lines 
towards the boom, creating half a sail totally furled (Fig. 13). 

Unfortunately that trial was carried out under a wind of just less than 10 
knots, hardly enough for such distorted and trimmed sail. 

True Wind Apparent Wind Wind Velocity Leeway of Boat speed 
Angle Angle (knots) Boat (VMG) (knots) 

a. 1 00° 1 00° 9.5 0° 4.2 
b. 90' 870 9.4 3O 4.0 
c. 84' 66' 9.7 18' 3.6 

Note: It seems as if such an experiment demands a much fresher wind of 15 
knots, or more, in order to give any meaningful data. 

4. There were two days during which the attempt was to sail into the wind by 
starting from a fixed point (marked by a buoy) towards a destination at 
the eye of the wind. The boat was steered as close to the wind as the rig 
permitted, changing back every half an hour. During these trials the wind 
veered between 315" and 335" with altering velocity between 4 and 10 
knots - hardly enough for meaningful trials! 
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All the above-mentioned alternations in sail's geometry were repeated, plus 
additional attempts to trim the leech of the sail. This last alternation did not 
improve the performance of the rig, but increased the leeway considerably! 
At the end of both days (6 hours on the first one and 5 hours on the second) 
we found it to be rather difficult to sail back to our starting point. This proved 
to be more of a problem as the wind calmed down. 

Discussion: 

The preliminary series of short term experimental sailing trials with a 
formerly non-experimented Bronze Age type of lower boom square rig falls 
short of any reasonable demands for sufficient trials - both by the very short 
legs in each trial and by the limited total of trials. It is being presented here 
not as an example for "rigour testing" as has been so rightly suggested by 
Coates and his colleagues (Coates etal. 1995), one might find, quite easily, 
a list of shortcomings when comparing this trial with the basic demands 
proposed in that paper. Yet, it was a first and unique one, as far as we know, 
to attempt tackle what seems to be a very fundamental issue when students 
of ancient shipping and scholars of the ancient Near Eastern, Egyptian and 
Aegean seaborne trade relations are studying the rich iconographic and 
much more limited direct archaeological data for the propulsion devices of 
Bronze Age merchantmen in the Mediterranean. The total weight of the 
cargo carried by the iJlu Burun ship and the logical comprehension of the 
Syro-Canaanite merchantman depicted at 18th dynasty tombs of Neb-amun 
and Ken-amun at Thebes (Figs. 4, 5) made it impossible for such vessels to 
be propelled by oars for any considerable distance in high seas. So, we do 
have ample evidence for a "True" sailing ship (Tilley 1994: 31 1) already in 
the Bronze Age. A heavy-laden merchantman on high seas not being able to 
make headway in the teeth of the wind? Some scholars took it as self evident 
(Casson 1971: 19-21) even for the much later loose-footed single square sail 
of the Classical era (Tilley 1994). If this is true, how did the Canaanites, 
Egyptians, Minoans and Myceaneans maintain constant long range 
seaborne trade connections? The problem is accentuated when considering 
the rather stable wind pattern during the sailing season on the sea-board of 
the Eastern Mediterranean. Such a fixed pattern would make it improbable 
to wait for changing wind direction when seeking a port of call which is 
located upwind (almost anywhere at the north, NW, or westerly direction). 
The experiments with the Kyrenia II, proved it to be a real problem, even for 
a much more advanced square sail of the Hellenistic era type. Along her trial 
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voyage from Piraeus to Paphos (western Cyprus) and back, she had to be 
towed by a motor boat for almost 30% of her total round cruise (Katzev 
1990), though it was possible for her to sail somewhat into the wind for some 
limited distance (ibid.: 254). There is, thus, an alleged discrepancy between 
the basic nautical demands of the Bronze Age seaborne trade and the 
limited performance of the boom-footed square rig. 

Following the good advice of Coates and his colleagues (1995: 294, 
298-99) we have studied every relevant source of information (almost 
exclusively pictorial) and settled rather strict demands as for the excessively 
minimal draught for the selected boat and a rig assemblage which would be 
fully attested to by ancient documents, such as the details from the sole 
sailing boat depicted on the "Miniature Fresco" from Thera (Fig. 15). 

As for Tilley's theoretical argument that a sailing ship with a square rig 
and a mast located at about mid-ship will not be balanced properly and will 
turn into the wind in any position less than a right angle (Tilley 1994: 309-1 I ) ,  
the two cases here presented are methods of enabling to prevent such affect 
by shifting abaft the pivot point, either by shifting much of the carried burden 
(crew, ballast, or cargo), or by adding drop keel (centre-board) abaft the 
mast (ibid.: 510-1 I), we have tried both -with varied success. 

As for additional ballast, that has been found to be an absolute must 
for the stability and seaworthiness, being placed mostly abaft the mast, as 
well as three of the four crew members, the trial boat would become properly 
balanced with nullified 'gripe' and easily controlled by the helmsman. This 
was proven to be the case not only with the apparent wind on the beam, but 
even when 10"-15" abow ... Yet, the too short and quite limited trials with the 
two pairs of quarter rudders have been found to be less effective and too 
cumbersome as a proper solution for potential 'gripe' (though they seem to 
reduce the leeway in a non-measured value). 

In principal it has been found almost from the very beginning that the 
constructed complex of the twin pairs of quarter rudders is too bulky and too 
tardy for a boat of such restricted size. The real characteristics of such a 
device demands larger replica, bigger crew and well-trained helmsmen. The 
last point seems to us to be the most crucial factor of all the sailing trials we 
have carried out, especially so when attempting to sail close to the wind. The 
delicate art of steering while keeping the sail functioning properly demands 
certain experience, as known from any sailing race. The focal role of the 
helmsman increases as the wind is weaker and veering. Good, fresh (over 
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10-12 knots), stable wind eases steering and would make the trials of 
enhanced significance. 

Conclusions. 

Summarizing the data described above, considering the 
archaeological context, other sailing trials and the theoretical literature on 
sailing, one might suggest the following conclusions from the limited series 
of the initial trial sailing with a boom-footed square rig: 

The replicated square rig, though probably inferior to those made in the 
Bronze Age by far more experienced shipwrights, seemed to be good 
enough and properly functional for the attempted trials. The same is 
probably true for its fitness to the selected boat. The fact that the 
replicated rig carried the vessel under an apparent beam wind at speed 
half of that of the true wind, with negligible leeway and no gripe, exceeds 
our expectations and suggests that the actual performance of such 
"retarded" rig are much better than one might predict from theoretical 
calculations. 

2. The restricted size of the trial boat made it rather easy to alter the lateral 
center of resistance and to shift the pivot point abaft, in order to gain 
balanced steering under sail. Yet it was too small to properly operate the 
bulky assemblage of twin pairs of quarter rudders. So, the functional role 
of such a device, well-known from most of the Bronze Age depictions, as 
an adequate replacement for centre-board, or a keel, has not been 
assessed at all. 

3. As a tentative conclusion one may claim that there is no effective way to 
change the basic geometry of a boom-footed square sail. Every attempt 
to do so did not improve the actual capability to sail towards the wind 
and only reduced the efficiency of the sail's propulsion. 

4. The calculated data from these short-term trials strongly suggest that this 
type of experimental rig is just shy of being capable of making any 
headway towards the wind, even for a short leg. It therefore remains as 
a kind of enigma - how would a Bronze Age round vessel, a bulky 
merchantman, make it to every destined port-of-call, or even avoid 
wreckage when sailing along a coast under landward wind? 

5. We acknowledge the fact that all the above conclusions are rather 
tentative and preliminary due to the restricted scope of the trials. Many 
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more future repetitions, either with the same replicated assemblage, or 
larger ones, are demanded for basic assessment of the above presented 
data. More important, additional future trials might be carried over much 
longer legs and under fresher winds. 

6. Finally, the most crucial component in any sailing trial is apparently the 
quality of the helmsman, or the steering team. It might take a good sail 
racer and days of operating the replicated rig before any really 
meaningful data can be collected and properly recorded. 

Avner Raban & Nadav Sterlitz 

* The present paper is in part a host summary of an MA thesis of Nadav 
Sterlitz, tutored by Prof. Avner Raban and Dr. Yaakov Kahanov of the 
Department of Maritime Civilizations at the University of Haifa, Israel. The 
authors would like to extend their thanks to Sir Maurice Hatter from London, 
who has contributed fellowships enabling the sponsorship of constructing 
the replicated rig and the sail. Special thanks are due to Mr. Ze'ev Glauber, 
a senior teacher of sailing at the Maritime and Nautical College in 
Michmoreth, Israel, who has manually built the replicated mast and rig, and 
actively participated in all phases of this experiment and the trial sailings. His 
long-lasting experience as the former chief training officer of Israel's national 
sail racing teams and expertise in shaping hand-made masts and various 
traditional rig components made his continuous daily involvement in this 
project its most valuable assets. 
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CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF A 4th CENTURY A.D. WRECK AT BAlA 
SALINEDDA, NUORO - NORTH-EAST SARDINIA (FIG. 1) 

In the month of October 1997, from the 1st to the 22nd, and from the 
14th to the 25th of May 1998, the Soprintendenza Archeologica per le 
Provincie di Sassari e Nuoro started an underwater archaeolgical 
investigation on the remains of a cargo vessel, which sunk at the beginning 
of the 4th century A.D. and which lies at a depth of a few metres on the sandy 
seabed of Baia Salinedda. The excavations were directed by dott. Rubens 
D'Oriano with my cooperation and were conducted by the Centro Sub 
Tavolara. The operations were supported and patronized by the Ente Sardo 
per I'lndustria Turistica, the magazine Aqua, the P.A.D.I. Europe, the 
borough of S.Teodoro and by the residence Baia Salinedda; about fifty 
tourists, working in weekly shifts, participated, following the formula of 
association between tourism and archaeology already well tried out in 
preceding years. While investigating the wreck, the participants were also 
able to follow a course in order to obtain the certificate for the speciality of 
archaeological diver of the P.A.D.I. 

The remains of the vessel were identified in 1991 by sightings of 
messrs Vascellari and Paolucci and were briefly investigated in 1994. At the 
very first survey a very complex situation was noted; the dispersion of 
fragments of the broadside and remains of the cargo of the vessel gave a 
clear indication of the dynamics of the sinking; but material of an earlier and 
later date, all mixed together in apparent confusion, was also identified. 

A few metres from the shoreline, some alder trunks, presumably 
taken from the sunken vessel, were planted in the sandy, stony seabed; 
along the reef which closes the bay there is a mass of broken pieces of 
amphorae of African production presumably a part of the cargo of the vessel; 
on the left point of the cove there is a considerable quantity of kitchen pots 
of ligurian origin of the 17th-18th century which would seem to be part of the 
cargo of a small vessel; at a depth of 8 metres, almost in the centre of the 
cove, there is a heap of unworked slate, to which a date cannot be given, 
and lastly, almost everywhere, scattered fragments of ceramics, dating from 
2nd century B.C. to the 2nd century A.D., which have absolutely nothing to 
do with the remains of the vessel. 

During the course of the intervention, five pieces of the broadside of 
the vessel have been identified and two, up to the present, investigated 
thoroughly. 

Considering the great possibility of pollution due to the particular 
conditions of the cove, the recovered material has been put together in the 
following method: the pieces of the broadside investigated have been 
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isolated digging a shallow trench all around the sides and the material 
collected has been indicated as ((trench material,,, even though given the 
corrosion of the wood, it can be assumed that the material fell from the 
interior of the hull; the material contained in the layer of sediment above the 
wood has been indicated with a possibility of error, while only the materials 
recovered in the interstices of the frames or in close contact with the woods 
has been considered belonging with certainity to the wreck. This material set 
a date in the first years of the 4th century A.D. 

TECHNICAL FILES 

FRAGMENT 1 - Inner Planking 
It is in a very bad state of preservation, fragments of only 8 planks remain 
and minute pieces of the ninth. They are apparently fixed to the frames by 
small copper nails and wooden lock pins. 

It is in one piece (length 101, widt 15.5, thickness 1.7), and has remains 
of the concretion of a copper or iron nail. 
Four fragments remain (1. 66, w. 11, t. 1.7). 
It is in two fragments (1. 179, w. 14, t.4.5). It has remains of nails and a 
wooden lock pin. 
Many fragments for total length of 229, w. 1 1.5, and t. 1.5. 
Only one fragment ( 1. 249, w. 19,t. 3). 
Many fragments (1. 178, w. 1 1, t. 2.5). 
One fragment (1. 169, w. 22, t. 313.5) which has remains of copper or 
iron nails and a lock pin. 
Between planks 7 and 8, there is a space of 13 cms with a few minute 
pieces of planking. 
A larger fragment and some very small ones (1. 58, w. 15, t. 3) 

The measurements are in centimetres. 
Only the planks of a greater thickness have the lock pins, but the 

state of decay and the small number of planks preserved make it difficult to 
arrive at a conclusion. 

FRAGMENT 1 - Frames 
OR1: It is only a fragment (1.22, w. 9, t. 4) cut in a transverse shape, which 

lays on a thin plank (1. 38, w. 12.5, t. 2.2), onto which it is fixed by 
lock pins and a nail. 

OR2: Two very worn fragments remain (1. 47, w. 10, remaining t. 3.5) (1. 
55, w. 11, t. 6). 
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OR3: It is a fragment shaped in all sides (1.121, w. 8, t.13). 
OR4: Two paried fragments but not connected between themselves (I. 

118, w. 19, t.12), apparently smooth at the tip (1. 61, w. 9/10, t. 12). 
OR5: A single fragment shaped in decreasing sections (1.237, w. 10, t. 141 

13.51 7). 
OR6: Three pieces which are not connected (1. 37, w. 12, t. 1117) (1. 136, 

w. 10, t. 12/13) (1. 131, w. 10, t. 1316). 
OR7: A piece in two fragments (1. 289 + 39, w. from 7 to 10, t. 12.51613) 

apparently finished at the two ends. 
OR8: Three disconnected pieces (1. 58, w. 11.5, t. 1011 1) (1. 106.5, w. 

1019, t. 14113) (1. 115, w. 10, t. 1315). 
OR9: A piece in two fragments (1. 178+ 170, w. 9, t. 13114). Apparently 

finished at the two ends. The northern end is cut in a transverse 
shape for a length of 29 cm. 

OR10: Three pieces of which the first, that towards north is cut transverse 
for a length of 14 crns, is paried with a simple scarf for a length of 14 
crns to the second and was connected to it, probably by a lock pin 
which has left a hole of a diametre of 8 mm (1. 92, w. 13, t. 7.5) (1. 74, 
w. 8.5, w. 8) (1. 109, w. 10, t. 10.5) 

OR1 1: A piece in two fragments (1. 149+91, w. 12, t. 7.5) which finishes 
towards north with a transverse cut of 22 crns. 

OR12: Two pieces of which the first (north) has a transverse cut of 16 crns 
(1. 158, w. 13, t. 11) (1. 81, w. 12, t. 7). 

OR13: Three pieces of which the two facing south superimposed (1. 138, w. 
12, t. 10). the lower fragment (1. 72, w. 12, t.8) the upper fragment (I. 
60, w. 12, t. 4). 

OR14: Three pieces of which the first is wedged (1. 14, w. 9, t.from 0 to 6) (1. 
103, w. 12, t. 9) (1. 76, w. 12, t. 109). 

OR15: A piece in two fragments (total 1. 159, w. 12.5, t. 9). 
OR16: Two pieces partly paried, but crooked for 15 crns (1. 60, w. 10, t. 12) 

(1. 70, w. 10, t. 13). 
OR17: A remaining fragment (1. 65, w. 8, t. 8). 

The frames have, during the years, suffered breakages due to the 
adaptation to the sea bed, but nevertheless a considerable bending of the 
whole is still evident. Frames 1 and 2 are straight; 3-4-15-16-17 present a 
slight bending obtained by the working of the wood; 5-6-7-8-9-10-1 1-12-13 
and 14 have a considerable artificial bending resulting both from the use of 
crooked wood and also of the working of the same. Some also present small 
limber holes. They all have two wooden lock pins for each plank; when a 
plank has a joint, there is one for each side af the scarf. 
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The lock pins have a diameter of 15-18 mm and some, particularly towards 
North, are held by nails of red metal, which don't traverse. The lock pins 
were inserted both from inside but mainly from the outside of the hull. 

FRAGMENT 1 - External planking 
The investigation on the side planking of fragment 1 was conducted 

without removals and therefore was limited to the study of the upper face of 
the wood; the scarfs were also only investigated when disconnected or 
broken, without intervening further. 

The marked bending of the vessel was obtained by an infinite series 
of simple scarfs in the planks of the 26 strakes of the side planking and this 
has made the reading even more complicated. 

The thickness remains constant at 2-2.8 crns except for the first 
plank which is 4 crns and the 26th which is 3.8 crns. 

On the lateral side only planks 1 and 26 were visible, and are the 
only ones completely investigated. 
PLANK 1: All the lock pins have a diameter of 10 mm; all were inserted from 
the interior and have wheelbase varying from 15 to 16 crns, except one 
which was inserted from the exterior and has a diameter of 11 mm. The 
mortises are spaced out at intervals of 7 to 8 crns, are 9-9.5 crns wide and 5- 
7 crns deep, and their thickness varies from 8 to 9 mms. The tenons are 
trapezoidal and are slightly slack in the mortises. 
PLANK 26: Only a small piece remains, slightly longer than 50 crns. The 
mortises are 7 crns wide and 9 mms thick. The weelbase of the lock pins is 
13-13.5 crns and the trapezoidal tenons are 6-6.5 crns. 

Planks 25 and 26 are now detached from the frames but originally 
they followed the bending. All the scarf joints investigated have the mortises 
in a sloping position, that is, the strake of the planking was connected after 
the planks were seamed. The scarfs in their extreme part are of great 
interest; the tenons are lock-pinned only in the plank of the lower strake and 
in the upper part of the scarf; the lower part, which is triangular and worn, is 
only traversed by the tenon, which is very long (more than 20 crns) and 
hasn't got a lock pin. Nearly all the ends of the scarves have little lead 
covers, fixed by little copper nails, which don't cover caulker or resin. 

Comparing the details of construction, fragments 1 and 2 are similar; 
it isn't easy therefore to attribute the right geographical position to fragment 
1 in the vessel. Considering the strong bending and the relative lightness of 
the structure, it would seem to be the upper part of the hull, near one 
extremity (stern). (fig. 2) 

In contact with fragment 1, there is a piece of wood, shaped in 
elliptical section, which is broken at the level of fragment 1 and it has in the 
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apex opposite a dove-tailed joint. Not far from fragment 1 there is a V-shaped 
floor timber in which are preserved the contact faces to the keel, to which it 
wasn't connected, and the keelson. It is preserved for a length of 199 crns. 
The position of the lock pins and nails has been noted in order to compare 
them to the holes in the planking in order to be able to place it in its correct 
position at the end of the intervention. 

FRAGMENT 2 - Inner Planking 
The fragments of 15 planks and two ceilings remain. The state of 

preservation is aesthetically good but the consistence of the wood is 
precarious. The strakes of planks 1-2-4-6-8-1 0-1 1-1 3-and 15 are formed by 
short interconnecting planks and the thickness varies fron 2 to 3 crns. Where 
the connections are not exact, small wedges of wood have been inserted to 
act as a putty. (fig. 3) 

The strakes of planks 3-5-7-9-12 and 14 are formed by a single plank 
of a thickness of 4-5 crns. 

The two ceilings are inserted between strakes 1 and 2 and 10 and 
11. They are formed by a beam of subtrapezoidal section. 
Sol: It is preserved for a length of 244 crns, the end to the right is 14 crns 
wide at the base and 9 crns at the top; it is 15 crns thick and at the apex, 
which is broken, it conserves about half of a square hole of 7 crns, indicated 
with Q3. The other end is 16 crns wide at the base and 10 crns at the top and 
is 16 crns thick. A little less that 1 metre from the apex it has a rectangular 
hole measuring 7 x 8 crns (Ql), hidden by a wooden bung inserted with 
great precision. The fixing of the ceiling was achieved by a wooden lock pin 
for every frame, but there are also double holes corresponding to the interval 
between the frames, evidently for the fastening to the floor timber, which is 
absent, probably broken away by a closing movement. 

S02: It is preserved for a length of 206 crns. The end of the right side is 
broken just before it can be presumed the square hole was, and is 15 crns 
wide at the base and 9 crns at the top; the thickness is 5 crns. 

The end to the left is 17 crns wide at the base and 13 c p s  at the top 
and it has a thickness of 6 crns. The hole Q2, measuring 8 x 10 crns, is 1 10 
crns from the apex and hasn't got a bung. 

The holes Q1 and Q2 correspond with the interval between the 
frames, Q3 partially corresponds with a frame. The fragility of the holes 
excludes its use for the insertion of bridge stanchions. The remaining bung 
points to a moving structure. It would seem, therefore, to be the slots for the 
supports for the bulkheads to prevent movements of the cargo. 
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FRAGMENT 2 - Frames 
The investigation on the frames has been made after removing the 

inner planking. 

01: A small fragment remains, but it is very worn away and consumed by 
teredo. 

02: It is in two pieces, one of which is a floor timber. Timbers are only 
rough-hewn. 

03: It is one piece in two fragments (half-frame). It is worked with precision 
only on the face in contact with the planking. It is no longer in situ. 

04: It is in two pieces, one of which is a floor timber, roughly shaped. 
05: It is a half frame in one piece and well worked. An apex is worn away 

and the one corresponding to the keel is broken in connection with a 
square limber hole. 

06: It is a half frame with the same features as 05. But broken before the 
limber hole. 

07: A half frame like 05 and 06  but better preserved. It terminates with a 
vertical cut and the square limber hole is preserved. 

08: It is in two pieces of which the floor timber has a fracture (to close) but 
it still possesses the square limber hole. 

09: A well squared half frame with a square limber hole. 
Between 09  and 010, there are holes in the planking for the 
connecting lock pins to a floor timber - now lost. 

010: It is in two pieces, of which the floor timber is broken before the limber 
holes. It was assembled twisted. 

0 1  1: It is a half frame with a square limber hole. It rested on the keel (or 
already on the post) for 1 1 crns. 

0 12: A frame in two pieces, similar to 0 10 but assembled straight. 
013: A well squared half frame with two square limber holes. It has a face 

to the keel of 6 crns. 
014: A frame in two pieces; the floor timber shows, differently from the 

others, two triangular limber holes which mark out a flat area. It is a 
supporting plane to the keel and it is 14 crns wide. From the end of the 
supporting plane (inside the limber hole of the preserved part) to the 
first plank of the preserved planking, there are 24 crns, which means 
that only the barboard is missing. This floor timber was not integral to 
the keel and the length from the centre to the prese~ed end is 180 
crns. It can be presumed that it was symmetrical and therefore 
originally measured 360 crns. 

015: A well squared half frame, without limber holes. 
016: A frame in two pieces of which the floor timber is broken before the 
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limber holes. 
017: A very worn away fragment and hardly legible. 

The presence of limber holes and the bending indicate that this part 
of the broadside is near the keel; perhaps the first preserved plank is the 
second strake, and the type of fracture suggests that the broadside has 
been shattered by a movement towards the centre of the vessel. 

FRAGMENT 2 - Side Planking 
It is composed of 19 strakes, of which the one at the centre of the 

vessel is 5 crns thick and the most external one is 4 crns. 
In the plank at the centre of the vessel, the distance between the lock 

pins is 20-15.5-20-15 crns, the mortises are 7/12 crns wide, 7 crns wide, 7/12 
mm and are spaced out at intervals of 7 to 10 crns and held tenons of 5 crns. 
The lock pins have a diameter of 12-7-14 mms and are all inserted from the 
interior. 

In the last plank of the broadside, the intervals between the lock pins 
are 18-21-26-26-20-20-19-18.5-19 and 16 crns; the mortises are 7 cm wide, 
5 cm deep - 8.5 cm wide, 5 cm deep - 7 cm wide, 6 cm aeep; the tenons are 
trapezoidal, they are 7 cm wide at the centre and 5 at the ends and they are 
1 cm thick. 

Along the broadside, several collapsed mortises have been noted 
and they are 5 cm deep in the plank towards the ship centre and 7 cm in the 
upper one. 

As in fragment 1, the simple scarfs have the particularity that the 
tenon passes through the triangle of the plank without being lock-pinned 
and is 24 crns long and 9 mm thick. In only one case is a massive covering 
of pitch noticeable (fig. 4). 

Comparing the side planking with the features of the frames, it can 
be presumed that only the barboard is missing. 

The broadside has suffered a process of flattening by collapse but 
originally it had well marked vertical and longitudinal bending. We can 
suppose that fragment 2 is in the proximity of the stern of the boat and that 
frame 14 should be the last facing the keel, immediately before the 
beginning of the sternpost. 

CONCLUSION 
From the observations of those brief campaigns, it would seem 

possible to confirm that the vessel had a violent impact on the headland of 
lsola Rossa, or more probably on the point of the cove and, driven by the 
currents onto the rocks, it broke up, and its cargo dropped. It consisted, at 
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last in part, of amphoras. Then parts of the shattered hull were carried to its 
actual site. 

The great care with which the inner planking of fragment 2 were 
constructed and made waterproof and the presence of slots for the supports 
of the bulkheads suggests a loose cargo which feared dampness - for 
example cereals - and which should not have entered into contact with the 
structure of the hull - salt. 

The possibility that fragments 1 and 2 belong to two different boats 
has been suggested, but there are still not sufficient elements to discuss the 
subject and it is correct to await the continuation of the investigation on the 
pieces known, in the hope of finding others. 

It is certain that the type of investigation started has produced 
excellent results both from the scientific point of view and from that of 
tourism and the continuation of the work using the same formula will permit 
to obtain really rewarding results in the course of a few further campaigns. 

The botanical analysis of a few samples of fragment 2 was carried out by the 
laboratory Dendrodata of Verona - Italy. The results are: 
Tenons: Oak evergreen (Quercus suber) 
Frame lock-pins: Olive (Olea europea) 
Planking lock-pins: Pine (pinaster - alepensis - pinea) 
Fender: Pine 
lnner planking: Pine 
Side planking: Pine 
Frames: Pine and Alder (Alnus) 

Edoardo Riccardi 
via A. Faggi 13 

17042 Bergeggi 
Savona, Italy 

Trans: Shirley Baker 
Photo and drawings : Egidio Trainito 

CAPTIONS 

1) Olbia in the Mediterranean 
2) General view of fragment 1 after removal of the inside planking 
3) lnner planking of fragment 2 
4) Detail of the scarf joints of fragment 2 
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CORDONE OR HYPOZOMATA AND CONTRACORDONE 

1. Cordone and contracordone 

The cordone, sometimes called centa, were wooden beams 
mounted on each side of the hull of a Genoese galley of c. 1600 along its 
entire length, parallel to the gunwale. These devices are briefly described by 
Joseph Furttenbach in his Architectura Navalis of 1629 (30,53-54). His 
description is elucidated by a schematic illustration of the cross-section of a 
Genoese galley which is reproduced here as Fig. 1. 

They were of approximately semicircular cross-section, had a 
thickness of 112 palmo and a width of I3 palmo (1 palmo = 244 mm or 0.8 
ft). The distance from the gunwale is a constant 112 palmi. Similar timbers 
were mounted on the inside of the frames, at the positions marked 'm' in the 
diagram. These beams, of rectangular cross-section, were called 
contracordone. 

Furttenbach briefly explains the purpose of this construction in the 
following terms: 'both aforementioned cordone cause the ribs of the galley 
to be gripped together and to be fixed in such manner that none of them can 
bend, or to an even lesser extent, can have sufficient play to alter its position. 

On first sight, it might seem that it was the bending of the cordone 
around the hull that caused the planking to be pressed against the frames, 
having the same overall effect as a cable laid under tension around the hull 
would have, but calculation shows that the wooden cordone beam is far too 
flexible for this method to have a significant effect. The beam, itself weighing 
about 3000 N (300 kgf or 660 Ibs), when bent around the hull exerted a force 
inwards of no more than 70 N (7 kgf or 16 Ibs), a negligible value. 

A viable alternative would have been to subject the beam to tension, 
just as a cable would have been. A reason for using a beam instead of a 
cable might have been that a wooden beam, when drying out or being 
wetted, would shrink or expand far less than a laid cable would do. In 
addition, setting up a tensile force in the beam, e.g. by means of wedges or 
levers, may actually have been simpler than doing the same in a cable. A 
quantitative estimate of the force which could have been exercised 
athwartships by the beam as it was pulled longitudinally at both ends around 
the hull results in 19 kN (4,300 Ibs), a few tons, a value which seems of the 
right order of magnitude. 
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It seems probable that the name of cordone of the bent wooden 
beam on the outside of the hull is historically significant, as the translation of 
this Italian word is 'thick rope'. The appellation must be a relic of the 
tensioned cable which presumably was used originally instead of a bent 
wooden beam under tension. 

The two contracordone must always have been straight wooden 
beams which had been bent in the same manner as the cordone. The 
reason for thinking that originally they were beams is that they most probably 
were subject to a compressive force at their ends, directed alongships. Thus, 
the contracordone were made to exert forces in the direction outwards. As a 
result, the frames and the planking would have been pushed together by 
opposing forces. It would go to explain why bending of the frames could 
indeed have been avoided, as Furttenbach claims, because if these forces 
acting on the frames were of equal magnitude, they would have cancelled 
each other. 

Unfortunately, Furttenbach does not present any indication by what 
means the external forces were applied to the cordone and contracordone. 
Mechanically, it would seem best if these opposing forces were made to 
balance each other directly, but it does not exclude the alternative, viz. that 
the forces in the two were set up separately. 

Nevertheless, it should be clear from the foregoing that the cordone 
and contracordone were part of a mechanical system for forcefully pressing 
together the shell and the frames of the Genoese galley in the middle of the 
hull. The reason for doing so must be sought in the dangerous mechanical 
loading conditions which may prevail in the middle of the ship, where the 
bending moments acting on the hull are at a maximum. 

The effect of the pre-stressed cordone and contracordone was to 
provide a permanent means of pressing together the planking and the 
frames in the middle of the ship, in anticipation of conditions where it might 
be needed to ensure the structural integrity of the hull, e.g. in a heavy sea. 
Under such conditions the planking might gradually work loose from the 
dowels which fastened it to the frames, ultimately causing the hull to break 
up. In a long and slender galley that danger would manifest itself much 
sooner, presumably, then in a shorter and more heavily built merchantman. 
It is known from a number of descriptions of ships in heavy weather (e.g. St. 
Paul's) that then cable under tension would be wound around the hull, a 
temporary provision called 'frapping'. 
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2. Hypozomata 

The cordone, whether they were originally cables instead of wooden 
beams, would not be vertical, as in the provisional frapping of a ship in a 
gale, but be horizontal above the waterline, just as the cordone were, but 
they nevertheless provided the same precaution as frapping on a permanent 
base. 

These cables must have been identical to the hypozomata 
mentioned in a number of ancient Greek inscriptions and other sources, 
which were reviewed by Morrison and Williams (1968, 294-298). They 
deduced from one such inscription (IG 2 1631 671) that a hypozoma 'was 
long enough to pass round outside the hull of a 120 ft. trieres from end to 
end with something to spare'. They confirmed this finding by data on the 
oversized tesserakonteres of Ptolemy Philopator, from which it follows that 
the length of a hypozoma girdling a hull 280 cubits long was 600 cubits. 
Referring to the review by Morrison and Williams, Casson (1971, 91) thought 
that their 'comprehensive review of the evidence ends a controversy which 
has raged for over a century'. 

Morrison and Coates (1986, 197), ignoring the earlier review by 
Morrison and Williams, arrived at a rather different explanation, viz. 'The 
position and rigging of hypozomata have been a particular mystery in 
triereis, but it is virtually certain that their purpose was to reduce bending 
stresses which would otherwise damage the hull. ... To protect the hull 
structure against breaking its back by hogging, the hypozomata should be 
stretched between points forward and aft high in the hull section where they 
would act like a hogging truss.' Accordingly, the lightly constructed hull of 
Olympias was equipped with an internal hogging truss. But there is good 
reason for believing that the hull of the original Greek trireme was much 
more heavily built than that of Olympias, which in all probability obviated the 
necessity of having recourse to a hogging truss. 

If the hypozoma was really a precursor of the cordone, the 
contracordone complements the explanation of its purpose. It seems 
probable that the latter was already used in Antiquity. Thus, it appears likely 
that ancient Greek galleys were equipped with not only with hypozomata but 
also with a pair of contracordone. It does not seem warranted to extend this 
assumption to the much earlier Egyptian ships which sometimes are 
depicted as being girdled by hypozomata. 

A problem may seem that the planking of the galleys, both ancient 
and modern, will have been more or less parallel to the gunwale. 
Consequently, the hypozomata or cordone could have pressed directly 
against one or two strakes only. However, in the Greek galleys in which the 
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strakes were edge-joined by dowelled tenons the force exerted by the 
hypozomata would have been transmitted to the adjacent strakes, too. 
Obviously, the system would have been rather effective in ships built in this 
manner. 

On first sight it would seem that the situation would have been quite 
different in Renaissance galleys, in which the strakes were not edge-joined. 
But one must remember that these ships were caulked, which, besides 
rendering the hull watertight, has the important secondary effect of 
generating large compressive forces in the plane of the shell of planks. As a 
result, the strakes are interconnected up to the friction treshold produced by 
these forces (Culler 1974, 93). Below that treshold, the planking may be 
considered as being effectively edge-joined. Presumably, pressing the 
strakes by a hypozoma would have been quite effective too in this case, but 
obviously only up to the point where the seams lost their caulking. 

3. Tensioning the hypozomata and the contracordone 

How the necessary tension in the hypozomata and the large 
longitudinal compressive forces on the contracordone were generated are 
problems best considered together, because the resulting compressive 
forces must counterbalance one another. From the foregoing it may be 
concluded that the forces necessary to bend the cordone and 
contracordone beams are approximately equal and negligible in comparison 
to the longitudinal forces applied to these. As explained above, the desired 
balance of compressive forces on the shell and the frames results if the 
forces applied to the ends of the contracordone and to the ends of the 
hypozomata also point in opposite directions and are of equal magnitude. 

Devices for maintaining the tension in the hypozomata are 
mentioned in the Greek literature and in inscriptions under the names of 
entonoi or tonoi, or even 'tonoi of hypozomata' (Morrison and Williams 1968, 
296). There is no doubt that these tightening devices were located inside the 
hull of the ship, which implies that at least part of each hypozoma, or 
perhaps an extension of it, must have been led into the hull. The 
contracordone, or the method of their pre-stressing, do not appear to be 
mentioned at all in the ancient sources; it cannot be excluded that such 
references are hidden in hitherto obscure passages in the known literature. 

There are some indications how the hypozomata were fastened to 
the hull aft, where the gunwale and the stern both sweep up toward the 
aphlaston. In some ancient depictions of oared ships a powerful loop of 
plaited rope, called koryphaia, is shown passing more or less vertically 
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around the stern. It may have provided anchoring points on the outside of 
the hull fbr the hypozomata (Morrison and Williams 1968, 296, Casson 1971, 
91). Presumably, these would have allowed the hypozoma to deviate from 
the line parallel to the gunwale and to pass around the stern at a convenient 
angle. 

Setting up simultaneously a tensile force in the hypozoma and a 
compressive force of the same magnitude in the contracordone involves an 
elementary mechanical principle which may well have been used by ancient 
Greek shipwrights: it requires the contracordone to support the hypozoma 
cable where it is guided sideways over a 90" angle. Several ways of carrying 
this out are possible, but if we take into account that the hypozoma loop was 
somewhat longer than twice the length of the galley, it seems most probable 
that a length of half-loop of the hypozoma cable was drawn through a hole 
in the hull - as shown schematically in Fig. 2a - and passed through a gap 
in the contracordone, too. The ends of the latter should each be fitted with a 
head rounded off so as to guide the cable over the quarter turn. 

The term used for the tensioning device, tonos or entonos, does not 
indicate on what principle it operated. Clearly, it should be made to act on 
the middle of the half-loop inside the ship; the force it exerts should be equal 
to at least twice the tension force in the cable. The mechanical system would 
have been completed by a transverse pillar or beam supporting the 
contracordone or the head fitted to it, for taking up the force component 
athwartships exerted by the cable guided around the head on the 
contracordone. That support system may have been duplicated for the other 
end of the contracordone. If the two supporting pillars or beams were 
interconnected by a third beam to which the end of the tonos was fastened 
in the middle, as shown in the diagram (Fig. 2b), the three beams would 
have formed a yoke to which the large transverse forces exerted by the tonos 
were confined; only the forces in the direction alongships would have been 
transmitted to the hypozoma and the contracordone. 

The purpose of the hypozomata, and the run of the cable as 
explained above, appear to fit surprisingly well Apollonius Rhodius' 
description (1,367- 9) of the fitting out of the Argo. Prior to launching, 'they 
girded it by a well-thought out plan, putting a tension on each side with a 
well-twisted rope from within, so that the planks should fit well with the 
dowels and withstand the opposing force of the sea'. 

As Morrison and Williams (1968, 297) comment "The well-twisted 
rope from within' sounds just like the tonos or entonos'. One may add that it 
actually specifies its working principle, and moreover, that 'putting a tension 
on each side' now may be readily be understood by referring to the diagram, 
where it is shown how the tension generated by the tonos is transmitted to 
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both ends of the hypozoma. In the interpretation illustrated in Fig. 2b the 
'well-twisted rope' is taken as referring to an auxiliary rope led through an 
aperture in the middle of the wooden yoke. 

That some sort of yokes were, in fact, carried by Greek warships is 
suggested by a curious passage in Thucydides (1.29,3) to which Morrison 
and Williams (1968, 295) refer: 'When in 435 the Corcyraeans were 
threatened by a Corinthian fleet they 'yoked [zeuxantes] their old ships to 
make them seaworthy'. This practice is probably that of fitting hypozomata 
to ships which are not on the active list.' To that commentary may be added 
that, at least according to the reconstitution presented here, fitting the 
hypozomata implied fitting yokes as well. 

The magnitude of the allowable tension in the hypozomata may be 
estimated as follows. Morrison and Williams established that these consisted 
of 'eight- finger' rope, i.e. having a circumference of 160 mm. The average 
fracture force of hempen rope of three inches (81.2 mm) was determined by 
Duhamel du Monceau (1783, 1.385) as 4,500 livres, 21.8 kN (2,200 kgf or 
4,900 Ibs). The fracture force of the eight-finger hypozoma may then be 
estimated at 84.0 kN (8,600 kgf or 19,000 Ibs). Assuming, as is customary, 
that the allowable force would be 19 of the breaking strength of the rope 
(Vigor 1994: 138), one would obtain 9.3 kN (950 kgf or 2,100 Ibs). Normally, 
two hypozomata were in use, but under certain circumstances four. The total 
tensile forces to which they would have been subjected would have been 
18.6 or 37.2 kN. The closeness of the agreement of latter value to the 36 kN 
for the allowable force in the cordone of the Genoese galley is surely 
fortuitous, but that these forces were of comparable magnitude does 
indicate that they served the same purpose, and it perhaps confirms the idea 
that cordone were derived from the hypozomata used in Antiquity. 

Leading ropes over an angle of approximately 90" over fixed heads 
must have caused a substantial amount of frictional loss of the forces 
exerted by the tensioning devices on the ends of the hypozoma girding the 
hull. The loss of force is a fraction of the force exerted at the end of th rope; 
estimating the value of the friction coefficient between 0.1 and 0.25 it would 
be about one quarter to one half of the applied tension. 

However, while the ship was on the slipway, a stratagem, which 
would have suggested itself readily to anyone routinely handling ropes 
under tension, could have been used to increase the tension in the 
hypozoma on the outside of the hull. It consisted of 'helping' the tonos while 
it was being tensioned, by temporarily applying extra tensile forces to the 
hypozoma near to the point where it was led into the hull. The extra tension, 
produced by two crews of men pulling in opposite directions tangential to 
the hull, was transmitted by stoppers applied temporarily to the hypozoma 
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(Fig. 3). The tonos could then be made to take up the extra elongation of the 
hypozoma, such that when the men ceased pulling, the extra tensile force 
was locked in by friction. 

Provided the extra tensile force had been large enough, a reversal of 
the ratio between the force exerted by the tonoi and the force transmitted to 
the hypozoma on the outside of the hull could be achieved. As a result, a 
substantial tensioning force was locked in, and added to the force in the part 
of the hypozoma outside the hull; consequently, the total force was much 
larger than that which could have been produced by the tonos only. 

A procedure of this kind for bringing additional tension to bear on the 
hypozoma would explain the otherwise cryptic text of an Athenian inscription 
(IG 1 73, Morrison and Williams 1968, 305) from the beginning of the 
Peloponnesian war. It prescribed that a minimum number of fifty men was 
needed to fit a hypozoma around the hull of a trireme. We can now interpret 
this as having two crews of twenty-five men, each of which pulled on one of 
the two stoppers temporarily fastened to the hypozoma, for helping the 
tonoi. A crew of 25 men would have exerted a force of about 3 kN (about 300 
kgf or 660 Ibs), each man being able, on the average, to pull with a force of 
about 120 N. That the latter value is not more than that was established by 
the 18th century French engineers who determined it as between 24 and 27 
livres, as reported by Belidor (1782, 1.43-45). The minimum value of the 
friction coefficient deduced from the values of the various forces discussed 
above is 0.16, which is in agreement with our earlier estimate. 

4. Conclusions 

The conclusions from the foregoing discussion may be summarised as 
follows: 
1. The cordone on the early 17th century Genoese galleys described by 

Furttenbach in 1629 were timbers under mechanical tension. They were 
mounted parallel to the gunwale and their purpose was to press the 
planking and the frames together, especialy in the middle of the ship. 

2. Fitting the cordone was a preventive measure to protect the ship, in 
particular if she was hit by a gale: it provided a permanent means of 
frapping the hull. 

3. Bending of the frames by the force exerted by the cordone was 
prevented by a timber under compression, the contracordone, mounted 
on the inside of the frames. It exerted an outward force balancing the 
force exerted by the cordone. 

4. The term cordone indicates that originally the tensioned element on 
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the outside of the hull was a heavy rope rather than a wooden beam, 
which must have been identical to the hypozoma of the oared ships of 
Antiquity. Calculation shows that the allowable tension forces on the 
cordone and on the hypozomata were of the same magnitude. 

5. As in the Genoese galleys, the forces exerted on the frames by 
hypozomata in ancient Greek ships were probably balanced by means 
of contracordone. 

6. It is shown that a hypothetical but simple mechanical method of pre- 
stressing simultaneously the hypozomata and the contracordone in the 
ancient oared ships would accord with some otherwise obscure 
passages in the known descriptions of the hypozomata and their manner 
of fitting. 

7. A number of men pulling on the hypozomata outside the hull, while 
inside it the tonoi were tensioned, resulted in a substantial amount of 
additional tension being permanently locked in the hypozomata by 
friction. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1. Furttenbach's schematic cross-sectional diagram of a Genoese galley of c. AD 1600, 
giving both the cordone on the outside of the hull, and the location of the 
contracordone at 'm' on the inside of the frames. 

Fig. 2. a. Schematic diagram of the run of the hypozoma around the hull, with bights for two 
tonoi. The scheme gives one of the many obvious possibilities. 

b. Hypothetical reconstruction of the tonos which fits both the 'well-twisted rope' 
mentioned in the literature and mechanical exigencies. The means of closing the 
hole through which the hypozoma bight enters is not shown. 

Fig. 3. Diagram of the arrangement of the stoppers attached to the hypozoma when these are 
mounted. While the tonos inside the hull exerts a force on the bight in the hypozoma, 
two crews of men pull on the stoppers. When the men ceased pulling, a large extra 
force on the hypozoma was locked in by friction. 
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I ~onoq  q q  spyaoiaq a n j q  sivat q 6~spsuvqq ouq(s~tap6v avapsoa as 
apxaisq 0daaq nou AEi~oupyrlaav oq Atpana nsptps~pi~a TOU Osppai~ou 
~6Anou Kal as ispa nou sixav t6puesi uqv  nep~o>Cil TOUS'. 

H apxaia O&ppq, nou avacpdps~a~ mlq nqydq an6 TOV 60 at. n.X., C6wos 
TO ovopaqq mov ~6Ano Katq  BClhaooa uqvnepto>Cil nou a n j  f i ~ a v ~ o  
~&vrpo (Ex. 1). Enlpspaioq q q  K O ~ P L K I ) ~  qpaoiaq q q  Odppqq nap&xst o 
Hp660~oq*: 
a) 0 ~mClhoyoq TWV oi~lap6v nou avacpdpet o imop~~oq Kat nou cpaivovra~ 

an6 q BClhaaaa, nspmhCovraq q XahKl6lKI), ~a~ahfiysl uq Odppq. 
p) H O&ppq e&~p&iTalO K ~ T ~ ~ ~ O T E ~ O ~  v ~ U T ~ K O $  OTa@lo$ yla Va 6iaxst- 

paoouv o mpmoq Kal Ta nhoia ~ w v  Ilepo6v. 
y) 0 i&ptqq &n~CJK&rrr&Tal Tlq E K P o ~ C ~  TOU ~ ~ V E ~ O U  Kal TOUS npono6sq TOU 

OAupnou Kat q q  'Oaaaq avaxop6vraq an6 q O&ppq Kai snmpdcpo- 
vraq as anjv .  

6) 0 1  Il&po&q anonA6ouv an6 q O&pw yta q I~ laeo.  
Odppq Kal O~ppaioq ~oAnoq 4 n o q  cpaivs~at and ~ i q  nqy&q- sixav oi~o- 

V O ~ L K ~ ~ ,  n0hlTlKfi Kai mpanlyt~fi qpaaia nplv Kal ps~a  T O U ~  Ilspoi~ouq 
nohCp0uq. TO &v6iacp&pov ~ E V  E ~ ~ ~ T ~ o T C ~ V  ~ O V O  a"t6 Ttq 6pauqpto~q~sq 
ma spnopt~a Mmua q q  apxaloq~aq Kat nq  ~ Y E ~ O V L K E ~  ~aosiq 6~acpopwv 
V ~ ~ T L K ~ V  fi I T O ~ ~ T L K ~ V  ~ U V ~ ~ E W V  mo p6pst0 Aiyaio. 'H~av O U V U ~ ~ ~ O ~ E V O  Kat 
ps q psooya~a npaypml~oq~a Kat T L ~  apxaisq nhqeuoya~dq ovro~q~sq 
ps~acu OAupou Kal x~poovrjoou XahKtEi~~fiq, nou avarrruxeq~av uqv  
Illepia, q v  Hpaeia, q Borriaia, q Muyaovia, TOV Aveepouvra, q v  
Kpouoi6a, q Bor r~~ f i  Kal q v  IlaMfivq. I~POKELT~L yia nhqeuapouq nou, 
nap6 nq sni pdpouq ovopaoisq TOUS, m a  apxai~a ~povta avayvwpi<ovrav 
aoptma oq O p a ~ ~ q  Kal ma  Khaai~a Kal ~ M q v t m l ~ a  oq Ma~&6ov&q, ouvd- 
nsia q q  stanhwoqq q q  noht~l~fiq ~uplapxiaq ~ w v  Apysa66v paolhdov3. 

EV~ELKTLK~ moixsia yia Ta napClhta mov Osppai~o npoocpCps~ q 1ha6a, 
xopiq va ~a~ovopa<s~al o ~6Anoq. ITOV ~a~Clhoyo ~ o v  nhoiov Kal ~ w v  oup- 
pdpv  q q  K ~ O E  6uvapqq mov T~OLKO noAEpo, ot naiov~q an6 q v  
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Apu66va, ~ O V  K ~ T W  POU TOU AFOU ~ O T Q ~ O U ,  ouy~a~aA6yov~a~ mOUq UUp- 
paxouq ~ w v  Tphwv". Enioqq, q v  Iha6a, pe acpoppfi q pe~apaoq q q  
'Hpaq an6 TOV 'Ohupno m o  opoq 'l6q q q  Tpoabaq, neplypacpe~al q 61a- 
6poyfi an6 TOV 'Ohupno, o-qv f l ~ p i a ,  q v  HpaBia KaL an6  EKE^ mov 'ABwva, 
6laqi<ovraq 6qhabfi TOV Oeppai~o  ohn no^. 

' M a  cpAoAoy~~6 crrolxeia nou acpopo6v q v  nsplo>(il TOU Oeppaiou 6ei- 
XVOUV OTL 16pueqKav 01 alT~lKi&q TwV Epe~pkwv M ~ e 6 q  EUWTEP~K~ KaL 6 ~ ~ 1 -  
~a TOU KOA~OU, V O T L ~  an6 TI< e~pohdq TOU Mta~pova, A~a ta ,  avaTohlK6 TOU 

KOA~OU, iowq V O T L ~  TWV E K ~ O A ~ V  TOU A V ~ E ~ O U V T ~ ,  KaL M & v ~ ,  q bml~ f i  
a m  q q  IlaMrjvqq, q v  E ~ O T E P L K ~ ~  eio060 mov  ohn no^. 

161aiT~p0 ev6lacpdpov npo~ahouv 01 avacpopdq TOU Oou~u6i6q yia Ta 
~povta p e ~ a  ~a nepu~~a,  onhs epnhd~ovra~ 01 noA~tq TOU Oeppaiou ~6Anou 
m a  yeyovo~a TOU flehonovvqo~a~ou nohdpou7 Kal q nep~o>(il ~ a k i ~ a ~  fi6q 
Ma~e60via'. Ev6~acpdpouoeq eniqq eival 01 nhqpocpopieq TOU Alqivq yLa 
TI$ qdoe~q Kal T L ~  61apcix~q M ~ K E ~ O V ~ V  Kal ABqvaiwv, p&)p TO 353 n.X., 
ono~e ohoKAqpq q Oeppai~fi <hvq nsp~dpxe~al mov @ih1mog. 

An6 apxa~ohoy~~fi anoqq, 01 avao~acpdq n e p l p ~ ~ p l ~ a  TOU Oeppai~ou, 
onoq mov nha-raphva, TOV MaKp~ylah0, TOV Kamava, q Iiv60, q v  
Toupa Oeooahovi~qq, TO Kapapoupva~l, q vda Odppq (Z&6&q), q v  Ayia 
napao~eurj, q Nda Mqxavthva, q Bepta, q v  no-ri6ata, q Iavq, q Mdv6q 
Kal TO ~ O U E ~ ~ L ,  (~CIVEP~VOUV ~~alpET1~6 EVTOVT) KCll a61&1~~q 0 L K l ~ l K f i  

6paqptoq~a'O. 0 1  avaa~acpdq au~dq ouppciMouv Kal u q v  ~ a ~ a v o q q  
q q  O L K O V O ~ L K ~ ~ ~  nohupopcpiaq q q  neptofiq nou o-qpl<o~av ~up ioq  q 
yewpyia, q v  tcqvo~pocpia, q pe;raMo~epia Kal TO vau-rl~o epropto. 

To cpalvopevo ~ w v  lephv us euhipsv~q Bdoe~q ano~ehei ~avova yla q v  
apxa~oq-ra. napoha aura TO <fiqpa 6ev EXEL 6~epeuvqBei enap~hq UE O,TL 
acpopa T L ~  napulsq Bdueiq TOU Oeppaiou ~ohnou. 

- HpaKAEtov 
"Arro 6.5 nrlvetou nosapou Ma~e6oveq eioiv &voq Kal ~oArroq Oeppaioq. 

n p 6 ~ ~  ndhq Ma~cdoviaq Hpad~lov" UUVO~~<EL  0 IKuhaC (66). 
To Hpadetov, av pao~moupe q v  avacpopa TOU W E U ~ O - I K U ~ ~ K ~ ,  unap- 

XEL fi6q m o  L ~ O ~ L K O  npoo~rjv~o wq napaBaAaooia amovopq nohq ~ a ~ a  
TOV 40, aMa KaL an6 TOV 50 aL. n.X. q v  n e p ~ o h  TOU l l ha~aphva~~ (ELK. 1- 
3).  IT^ pwpai~a ~pov la  o Ti~oq-Aip~oq, o IlohOpLoq Kal o nhohapxoq q v  
pvqpoveuouv us o u ~ ~ o p o  pc  TI^ npoe~o~paoieq ~ w v  Popaiwv yia nl 
pam q q  flu6vaq (1 68-1 67 n.X.)12- 0 nhivloq Kal o E~&cpavoq Bu<avTloq ava- 
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cpdpouv q v  ~ a ~ a n - q p d q  nuov nohq wq Hpa~Aeia'~. 
Qmoao, q ~ u p l i r ~ p q  n~ptoxtj TOU HpaKAEiou napouata<~i apxatohoyi~a 

6~60pdva o t ~ t m t ~ o u  Kai TacplKOfi ~v6iacpdpovroq fi60 q q  &no>Cil< X ~ ~ K O U ,  
npaypa nou enip~pathv~i TO poho q q  Kai mov ~ U K ~ V C I ~ K ~  K O U ~ O ~ ~ .  

H AaTpEia TOU H paKAfi o-qv nohq nou TOV ~ipouas p& TO ovopa q q  auv- 
~ E E T ~ L  a p ~ a a  p~ ~ o u q  idplrrdq q q .  0 HpaKAfiq E ~ E W ~ E ~ T O  npoyovi~oq 
fipwaq TWV Apysa66v, ~ w v  Ma~~6ovwv paatA6wv1? H ~ n t ~ p 6 ~ e t a  ~ o u q  opt- 
<&av m a  vo~ia  an6 TOV 'Ohupno Kai TOV nqvsto. To HpaKAEtov E~XE ~ a ~ a  
naoa nteavoq~a t ~ p o  acpi~pwpdvo mov HpaKAfi. Aiyo popeto~~pa tdpueq- 
KE an6 ~ o u q  Apysa6~q avClhoyq nohq, TOU Aiou, acptspopdq mov ciMo 
p~yClho nponaropa 080 Aia Ohupn~o'~. 

TO HpaKAEtov unfipc& U U V E ~ ~ S  q n6hq Twv Ma~~6ovwv nou fie&& va 
napdpp~i evepya mov a u o ~ ~ ~ i a p o  6uvap~wv m o  Aiyaio, o ~ a v  ~uptapxou- 
a& q ABfiva. H ~nlhoyfi TOU ~onovupiou Kai q Aa-rpsia TOU fipwa ~vraaao- 
vrav miq nav~Mf iv i~q napa6oa~iq. 

- nu6va - MeBhvr] - AAwpoq - n&Ma - '&Val 
H nu6va, q Me83vr] Kai q AAwpoq, vo~ta ~ w v  E K P O A ~ V  TOU AAta~pova 

q v  ntspia, q n&Ma Kai oi &a1 o-q 6UnKfi oxeq TOU K ~ T W  pou TOU AQou 
o-qv Borrtaia, ~ E V  napdxouv Enap~fi moix~ ia  yia va auv6daoupe Ta hipa- 
via TOUS p~ i~pal'. nmoao, q opqpi~fi napabouq yia TOV no~apio 8 ~ 0  Act6 
q q  Apu6hvaq Kat TUV natovwv paq npo6iaed~a va unoBdooup~ o ~ i  a m  
acionoifieq~~ an6 ~ o u q  M ~ K E ~ O V E ~  pauhiq  nou ~y~a-rdo-qoav TO 6ioi~qn- 
KO KEVT~O T O U ~  o-qv IldMal8. 

0 1  npoa>(hostq TOU AAia~pova, TOU Auaia, TOU Act06 Kai TOU 

E~d6opou/raMi~ou aMoiwaav TO ndpaopa TOU ~povou TO popsto 
~pf ipa TOU O~ppaiou, uxqpa~40vraq pta nha~eta <bq ~qpaq8apovraq Ta 
 EKE^ apxaia Aipavta. 

- XaAampa - ZMoq - O&ppq 
0 1  apxai~q nokiq XaAClarpa Kai Ziv6oq, ~ w v  EKPOAOV TOU Aciou Kat 

~ o v r a  UE E K E ~ V E ~  TOU Exd6wpou no~apou, o-q Muyaovia, 6 ~ v  pvqpoveuo- 
vrai UE nqydq nou va ouqc~i<ouv TO hipavt ~ o u q  p~ ~anoto t ~ p o  xhpolg. 

H I i v 6 0 ~  ~ ~ ~ U K E T ~ L  C ~ V ~ T O ~ K ~  TwV E K P O A ~ V  TOU A~LOU Kai ~ 0 ~ 6  UE EKE(- 

V E ~  TOU Exd6wpou o-rq Muy60via2f Eniuqpaivoup~ TO ~onwvupio ZMoq WE 

IXl "8paKiK~" ITpodhELJOIl ( Z V ~ O ~  - Tiv60~ - Tiv6q - Tiveq - T~v~ov)  nou 
aupcpwva pe TOV Houxio q uqpaaia E ~ ~ M K E L  TO 8~ppo - 6thupo2'. H napa- 
~rjpqcq a m  paq o6qy~i  o-q YE~TOVLKT) q q  Iiv60u nohq O&ppq, yvou'nj 
OTOV E K ~ T ~ ~ o  Kai TOV H ~ O ~ O T O ,  T) 0Tl0ia T O ~ O ~ E T E ~ T ~ ~  UtTlV ~[Epiofi O ~ O U  TO 

315 n.X. 16pueqKE 11 O~ooaAovi~q~.  H @&ppq, p&~af$ E X ~ ~ U ~ O U  Kat aKpU- 
qpiou yvwmou wq Kapapnoupva~i, x a p a ~ ~ q p 4 ~ ~ a i  an6 TOV EKaTai0 wq 
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"nohq EMrjvwv Opqi~wv"" (ELK. 4). 
0 MllaKahaKqq E~XE IJn~ypappiCJ&l TTl CJXhl O&pmq p& TOV A~OVUUO 

pe acpopprj Ta ~ ~ X L T E K T O V L K ~  k iqava evoq twvt~ou vaou TOU 60u ai. n.X. 
nou ano~ahucp8q~av m o  ~Cvrpo q q  Oeooahovi~~~q~~. Iupcpwva Aoinov pe 
TOV Mna~aha~q, pnopei Ta pCAq TOU vaou va acpopouv mov vao TOU 

Atovuaou uq Odppq. IE K ~ O E  nepirrrwq, q enwvopaoia TOU ~oAnou Kai 
q q  86Aaaoaq nou ~mahrjyet uq OCppq pe TO ovopa Oeppaioq napCnepne 
amopa~a 6x1 povo mov Atovuao aMa Kat m o  xhpo Ampeiaq TOU. 0 
Advuaoq, 8eoq q q  yqq Kat q q  eubatpoviaq r j~av  ~ a m o ~ p o v a  qpsio ~ A n i -  
6aq, npootdqqq Kai enimpocprjq uq <emaota TOU OTILTLOU Kai uq auveu- 
pew pe TO ~ p a o i  Kat q xapa, ovetpo ~ 6 8 ~  vami~ou, onoq Kat yta q v  
eu6atpovia uq p e ~ a  8jlVaTov <wrj. 

H ~ ~ O V U U ~ C ~ K T ~  Aa~psia E~XE npw~euovra xapamjpa uq O~ooahovi~q Kai 
q Ma~ebovia, wq npoq q x8ovta Kat wq npoq q v  uno~8ovta popcprj q q  
Ynoypappqoupe on n o M q  cpop.5~ u q v  nepio>(li TOU Oeppaiou enavCpxe- 
Tai TO 8dpa TOU Aiovuaou pe q v  Aptabvq, u ~ q w j  nou uupcpwva pe TO pueo 
6~a6papa~iaeq~e ev pCaw V ~ ~ T L K ~ V  bta6pophv m o  Aiyaio. 

- O&~aaAovbq~~ 
Tqv noAq ibpuoe, onwq eivai yvwmo, o Kaooav6poq nteavo~a~a TO 315 

n.X. pe TO ovopa q q  yuvai~aq TOU O~ooahovi~qq, ~opqq TOU @lhirmou Kai 
abehcprjq TOU AhC(av6pou. 0 auvot~~opoq ~ O ~ L U ~ ~ T W V  Kai q q  Odppqq yia 
q vCa noAq mov OeppaY~o npaypa~onotrjeq~e an6 TOV Kaooavbpo UE 
ouvbuaapo p& avdoyq ~vdpyeta TOU u q v  flo~ibaia, onou ibpU~& q v  
Kaauav6peia. 

H ~ ~ T ~ o ~ o ~ ~ T ~ K ~  biKawpaTtK6 8&UQ Tllq O E U U ~ ~ O V ~ K ~ ) ~  yia VaUUL- 
nhoia, aMa Kat yia q 0~12ur-l pe q 86Aaoaa q q  ~epaovljaou TOU Aipou 
EXEL avayvwpto8si 6taXp0~1~6. To 167 n.X. q O~ooahovi~q q ~ a v  pe TO pCpoq 
TWV V L K ~ T ~ V  Pwpaiwv Kai yt' am6 ah0q~e. To 42 n.X. q Oeooahovi~q, eni- 
q p o q  ~onoq  6iapovljq TOU Pwpaiou ~upepwjq, 6ev o-njptte TOV Bpoliro, 
aMa TOV Otcrapiavo, TOV Map~o  Avrhvio Kai TOV ACnt60, pe auvCneta va 
ava~qpux8ei "eA~u0~pq nohq". 0 ~e~papxqq  raACp~oq Bah~ptoq 
Matipiavo$ avapa8ptae m a  T C A ~  TOU 30u at. p.X q v  noAq Kai TOV AL~EVLKO 
q q  xapan-fpa. To 322 p.X. o Kwvmavrivoq X ~ E ~ B ~ K E  q 6o(a q q  opya- 
v o q q  TWV TEXVLK~V Cpywv m o  Aipavi q q  noAqq. 

H CJlJCJ)&iq q q  Aipevi~rjq noAqq ITlq O E U U ~ ~ O V ~ K ~ ~  p& TOV A~OVUUO 
cpaive~ai OTL ~v rauue~a i  u q v  KAqpovopia nou a m  av&Aap& an6 q OCppq, 
u q v  onoia avacpeperj~ape npoqyoup6voq. 'lawq amoq r j~av  o Aoyoq nou 
q vCa ovopaaia 6ev E ~ O U ~ E T E ~ ~ U ~  q v  nahata mov npoo6ioptopo TOU KOA- 
nou wq Oeppaiou Kai q q  86Aaaoaq nou o6qyei m o  iepo TOU Aiovuoou. 

An6 q v  6Mq m u p a ,  oi ~ape ip i~o i  baipoveq eniqponotouvra~ m a  616- 
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q p a  q q  noAqq. A.x. TO ~ 6 A ~ l v o  voptopa q q  O~ooahovi~qq q q  eno>Cilq 
TOU AVTWV~VOU TOU Euo~pouq (PCPEL OTll  pLa 6qq Kap~lplKfi popcpfi (PC 
~Cpaqlpmov Kai ucpupi pe~acu 6uo ~ d v o v  nou ouppoA4ouv TO ~ a o ) ~ ~ .  H 
AaTpeia TUV Kapeipwv, *av yvoo-nj m o  Atyaio, q Zapoepa~q, q Afipvo, 
aMa Kat q Ofipa, Kai npoocplhfiq mouq Ma~e6oveq paotkiq Kai ~ o u q  veo- 
T E ~ O U ~  6ta6o~ouq Kat eniyovouq, ~ a e h q  Kai ~ o u q  Pwpaiouq2'. 
Ynsv8upi<oupe q ouvavquq q q  OAup1ta6aq ~ w v  Mohooohv Kat TOU 

@lhhou Twv Apyea6wv M~KE~OVUV q Zapoepa~q, nou ~a-rdhqce UE pla 
"tepoyapia", ~apnoq q q  onoiaq *av o AA6Sav6poqB. 

01 Aa-rpemi~dq 1610TT'lT~q TWV Kapeipwv Kat K C L ~ E L ~ L K ~ V  Kahh~ 6aipovwv 
yia q pe~aMoupyia, q p e ~ a M o ~ e ~ v i a  Kai q vauotnAoTa e~cppa<ovrav pe 
q v  ~apeip i~f i  popcpfi m a  vopiopa~a. AUTO, aocpahhq 6ev eivai apotpo TOU 

~upiapxou xapatmjpa q q  noAqq pe TO Aipcivt q q  Kat pe q v  napouoia 
iepou npoq ~ipf iv  TWV Kapeipwv oe a m v .  Opiopivoi p6Aima p e k q ~ d q  
Behpqoav q pwpai~fi Po-rovra q q  OeooaAovi~qq wq TO vao ~ w v  
KapeipwP. 

0 Aytoq Aqpj~p~oq, pap~upaq ~ w v  Xptmiavhv q OeooaAovi~q, pota- 
<EL va K ~ A U ~ E  TO poAo TOU Atovuoou Kai TOU ~apeipiou 6aipova, 6x1 povo 
mtq eAni6eq TWV noAi~hv aMa Kai ~ w v  vaurhv Kai ~ w v  eniqpwv cdvwv. 

- d i ~ a i a  
H d i ~ a i a  fi Lll~aia TOU Oeppaiou avacpdpe~at mouq Ka-rahoyouq ~ w v  

nokwv nou C6tvav cpopo q v  ABfiva wq Lll~aia Ep&rpi&uv, h m ~  va 6ia~pi- 
veTa1 an6 q Lll'~aia nap' ; 4 P 6 ~ p a ~ ~ .  0 E~Ccpavoq Bu<avrioq, avriema, q v  
avacpdpei wq Ihvov anoi~o Kai napaqpei O T ~  TO ovopa q q  noAqq nou 
ouvavra~at Kai q Opa~q npo&px&rai and ~ K U ~ O U  rou /7oo&i6hvoq uioli3'. 
H noAq aunj avacpdprrai a~opq  mov ~m6Aoyo ~ w v  8eopo60~wv q q  
Ent6aupou, aMa Kat m a  pwpai~a wovia an6 TOV I l A i ~ i o ~ ~ .  H Ai~ata, nou 
Bewpei~at epcrpia~fi anot~ia, P ~ L U K O T ~ V  nteavo~a~a mov ~ V ~ T O ~ ~ K O  ppa- 
xiova TOU Oeppai~ou ~oAnou, p a 6 6  TUV apxaiwv nokov  Aiveiaq Kat 
O ~ p p q q ~ ~  (ELK. 5). 

H ouq@riuq TOU ~onwvupiou pe TOV Ai~aio, yio TOU nooet6hva, o6qyei 
o-qv napa-rrjpquq OTL q ~up iapm Kat nokouxoq B e o q ~ a  avaymai mov i61o 
8 ~ 6  nou ~ipo6oav -6nwq 8a 60upe- oe 6uo a ~ o p a  anoi~ieq, q v  no-ri6aia 
Kat mo  a~pwnjpio nooei6~ov q q  Mdv6qq, 6qAa6fi mov ~ a - r e c o ~ v  8eo q q  
86Aaooaq Kat ~ w v  6uvapewv nou ~pupovrat q yrl, TOV nooet6hva. 
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- Aveepouq - Aiveia 
An6 TOV Houxto, paeaivoupe o ~ t  Aveepouq ovopa<o~av o no~apoq, q 

n&p~~)(il Kat q noAq p&Taeu M C ~ K E ~ O V ~ ~ ~  Kat Kpouoi6aq, m0 a~ClT0ht~6 
~pr jpa TOU Oeppai~ou~~. 0 Aveepouq r j~av  oe me@ q ( C q  pe q v  A0 ova KaL 
pe Ta ~etrratvopeva mlq 6~apaxeq pe ~ o u q  Ma~e6ovsq ~ E X ~ L  nou q yovtprl 
nep~ofi TOU TO 353 n.X. napaxwpei-ra~ o p t m ~ ~ a  mov Oih~mro TOV B'". Asv 
CXOU~E m o ~ ~ e i a  nou va ouv6&ouv TO A~pav~ mlq E K P o A ~ ~  TOU Aveepouvra 
pe ~ a n o ~ o  ~epo rj Emu Aa~peia. Qmooo, q n u ~ v o q ~ a  ~ w v  ot~tophv, npoi- 
mopt~hv  Kal t m o p ~ ~ h v  ~povwv, Popeta KaL vona TOU no~apou, npoi6ea- 
<ouv yta pta ~ 6 ~ a i ~ e p a  opyavopCq e v o q ~ a  xhpou avapeoa mov Oeppai~o 
Kal n q  ope~vCq  at prraMocpopeq) <hvsq q q  ev6oxhpaq, onwq KaL peTa- 
56 TWV nep~oxhv nou 0~wp06VTal OTL avi l~av mov Aveepouvra KaL q v  
Aiveia, onou ~a-ra q v  apxatoq~a apxL<& q Kpouoi6a KaL q XaA~t61~rj~. 

0 Hp66o~oq avacpEpet q v  Aiveta wq ~aipto q p i o  yLa TOV nAou an6 q v  
f laMrjq q q  XahK16tKrjq npoq q Muyaovia, onou q apxaia @dppq3". 0 
Ti~oq AiP~oq, eniqq, unoypappi<et o ~ i  m a  168 n.X. TO A~pavt q q  Aivetaq 
~ T C ~ V  an0 Ta ~ ~ C ~ V ~ L K O T E ~ C I  TIl$ Xah~t6tKfiq~~. 

Av Kal q pica TOU ovopa~oq Aiv- napan~pnet mov rjpwa ~ w v  flatovwv 
Aivio (nou avacpCpe~at q v  lAta6a) Kat mov Aiveia Kat q v  napa6oq yLa 
Ttl 6~amopa TUV Tphov, UE &vCl T O ~ ~ U V U ~ ~ O  p& " ~ p a ~ l ~ f i "  yh~0~LKf i  np0& 
k u q ,  0 Z K U A ~ ~  mov /i'&piMou ~ p e t h v e t  Aiveia ndkq E M ~ ~ V ~ C ~ ~ .  

H Aiveta, nou ~onoemei~at q v  nepLo)(il TUV a~pwqpiwv nou cppa<ouv 
TOV Oeppai~o an6 ~ V ~ T O ~ L K ~ ,  yvwma wq Meydo Kapapnoupvou r j  'EpPo- 
Ao, q v  nsptofi Ayyehoxwpiou, Kat Touaa, us E K E ~ ~ V  ~ q q  NEaq 
Mqxavthvaq, Cxaoe q v  aurovopia q q  m a  348 n.X. ~ q t  evrax0q~e mouq 
M ~ K E ~ O V E S ~ ~  (ELK. 6-8). H tdta<ouua BdOtl &hdyXou nou 6laegT~t 0 Aivela 
q v  ~apnr j  onou Ta nhoia ~ toCp~ovra  oto ~Cppa TOU deppaiou, eiva~ ava- 
Aoyq e ~ e i q q  nou ~ A i y p  Ta meva m ~ q  x~poaieq 6ta6popCq dnwq A.x. q 
e & q  Tt'lq Aqfiq ~ U T L K ~  fi TT)q ApCBouoaq ~ v C ~ T O ~ L K ~  q 6~a6poprj KaT6 
F~~KOC, TWV A L ~ V ~ V  ~ E T C L ~ ~  @&ppqq 0 @ E U O ~ ~ O V ~ K ~ ~  KaL ApcpinoAqq4'. 

0 Atovuotoq Ah~~apvaooeuq unoypappi<&t: vehv Aqpodirqq idpuaavro 
eni rwv a~pwrqpiwv evoq Kai nohv Aivelav &mioa\P2. 

npaypa~t, q unapcq 6uo a~pwqpiwv -6nwq avacp~pape- pe Ta unokip- 
pa-ra OLKLU~OU m o  VOTLO (Touaa) unobqhwvet q Paotpq unoqia OTL o vaoq 
q q  Acppo6iqq p p ~ o ~ o ~ a v  m o  popeto (Meydo Kapapnoupvou). 'Exovraq 
unoqq Ta 6&60pCva, 6ev ano&ie~at q Acppo6iq va xapaqp~<o~av  
Aiveiaq, EuMoia i) I l~Aay ia~~.  

H ~ & q  TOU Atpav~ou q q  A~veiaq pe TO L E ~ O  q q  Acppo6iqq &[vat npo- 
pa@$, Cmw Kal av Ta a p x i ~ s ~ - r o v ~ ~ a  fi m a  hiqava 6ev Cxouv oq ~ h p a  
ano~ahucpesi. OptopCvot p e k q ~ C q  n~meuouv o ~ t  Ta ~ ~ X L T E K T O V ~ K ~  &up+ 
paTa TOU LOVLKOU va06 nou rjpeav m o  cpoq oe 0tK0ne60 q q  Oeooahovi~qq 
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- B&poia (Borri~rjq - XaAK[di~rjq) - noridaia 
M&Ta<u Alvsiaq KaL X E ~ U O ~ U O U  IlaMrjqq, O Hp660~0q T O ~ O ~ E T E ~  OLKL- 

apouq nou q ~ p ~ u v a  6&v &)(EL a~opq  Tauriu&~ p& a~p ip~ ta .  0 t  i6t&q B&o&tq 
nou aM~ouv q xhpa q q  Kpouai6aq &AaxLma rj K ~ ~ O A O U  pqpovsuovrai 
UTLq K ~ T O ~ T L V & ~  nr\y&q. flf36~~1TCll Yla TIC, e&CJ&tq: /\~ECI<OC, Kcjppp~ia, Aioal, 
riywvoq, Kapqa, 1 ~ i A a ~ ~ .  ~~oAtaoape p6A~q napanavo Ta mo lx~ ia  yta q 
8 & ~  Tqq Atveiaq, nOU K E ~ T C ~ L  CXO aKpai0 ~ O ~ E ~ O ~ U T ~ K O  Ut'lp&i0 Tqq 
Kpouoi6aq, u q v  eioo6o ma &v6CIT&pa TOU O~ppa i~ou  KaL q q  Muy6oviaq 
yqq. flapap&v&~ omoao TO y~yovoq OTL o Hp66o~oq 6&v avacp~pet mov 
nho13 ~ o v  flspohv ~ap ta  yvom a n o ~ ~ i a  TOU O~ppaiou ~6Anou. AUTO Ba 
pnopouoe va ~ppqveuesi p~ q v  napaMpquq OTL ot Bboaq nou ~a~ovopa-  
<ovra~ i j ~ a v  K ~ T W  an6 T O ~ L K ~  aupcp~povra KaL 6xt q v  ~ntpporj 6Mov 
pqTp0llbhE~~. 

H B&pola q q  Borrt~rjq 0-q Xah~tb~r j ,  y v w m  an6 TOV Oou~u6i6q wq 
E V ~ ~ ~ ~ E C J O ~  A L ~ E V L K O ~  maBp6q TWV ABqvaiwv prraqu flu6vaq KaL f lo~i6a~aq 
6&v nap&x&t m o ~ x ~ i a  yta TO avr~~&ip&vo q q  napouaaq ~pyaaiaq". 

H noridala, nou an6 TO 316 n.X. ~ L E U ~ U V ~ ~ K E  wq nohq KaL p~~ovop6-  
~ K E  an6 TOV Kaooav6po a& Kaaaavdp&[a, u m ~ p a  and ouvot~topo ava- 
Aoyo q q  O~aaahovi~qq, E~XE p a  cpav~prj ox&q p~ TOV f loo~t66va~~'.  

H ~oplveta~fi anol~ia flo~i6ata, t6puBq~e m a  T & A ~  TOU 70u rj apxCq TOU 

60u at. n.X. Kat ~ L E ~ E T E  E U ~ ~ ~ E V E S  ~ K T & <  ~v~ToALKC!  Kat ~ V T L K ~  q q  noAqq KaL 
npo~&cp&p& ~ L E U K O ~ U V U E L ~  m a  nhoia p& TOv taep6 q q ,  E V ~ V O V T ~ ~  Tov 
Topovaio ~6Ano p& TOV O&ppai~o~~.  H floTi6ata ocp&l)\E TO ovopa q q  mov 
floa&~6hva, Be6 npomaq ~ o v  Koptveiwv, Be6 ~ w v  cpaivopCvwv TOU cpho~olj 
q q  yrlq KaL q q  BClhaaaaq. 0 Hp660~0q pqpov&u&t OTL OL noAi~&q q q  
llo~i6ataq ~ i xav  TO opoiopa TOU Iloo~~6C;)va ~pnpoq an6 q v  nohq, nponeL- 
p&vou va ano~panouv &xBpoi Kat K ~ V ~ U V O ~  Kat TO 479 n.X. o Ap-rapa<oq 
~ T o ~ ~ o ~ K ~ u E  KaL KaT&UTp&$& TO l&p6 TOU floa~t66va Ul?lV fl0Ti6ata~~. TO 432 
q n6Aq U U ~ ~ E T E ~ X E  q v  aeqvai~rj ouppaxia q q  ArjAou, E V ~  a p y o ~ ~ p a  
T ~ X ~ T ) K E  pE TOV fl&pdiKKa TOV B' TWV Ma~~66vov  E V ~ ~ ~ O V  q q  ABijvaq". Ta 
pCoa TOU 40u at. n.X. o @ihtmoq o B' 06fjyrlas q v  f lo~ i6a~a u q v  napa~prj. 
To t&po TOU floo~t66va q v  flo~ibala, Cxovraq un6Qq T L ~  nqy&q, Ba ppl- 
UKOT~V dcw all6 TO ~ O ~ E L O  T E ~ X O ~ .  H & ~ E U V ~  ~ E V  EXEL 6 6 0 ~ ~  p & w ~  @p&pa 
q v  ~n~p~pa iooq .  

To Aahouv aupf3oAo q q  flo~i6ataq Kat TOU 8 ~ 0 6  q q  TO yvwpi<oupe an6 
Ta apyupa Kat ~ C l h ~ ~ v a  vopiopa~a q q  n6Aqq TOU 50u Kat 40u at. ~I.X.~' (ELK. 
10) f l p o ~ ~ ~ ~ a t  yta &vav tnnCa nou p& TO 6&ci K ~ ~ T ~ E L  Ta y~Cpta TOU ahoyou 
KaL p& TO aptmspo n p o ~ ~ ~ a p b q  ~piatva. K h o  an6 q v  ~olhta TOU ahoyou 



unapxe~ TO E ~ ~ K - ~ L V O  ampt~o ouppoAo nou yvwpi<oupe an6 ~ o u q  MeydAouq 
OEOUS q$ ZapoepaKqq, TOUS A~oo~oupouq Kal TTl M ~ K E ~ O V L K ~ ~  6uvameia 
TOV Apyea6hv. Aev unapxe~ apcp~pohia OTL OL ~ ~ O T L ~ ~ L ~ T E ~  npopaMav TOV 

nph~po 'lnnio /7oo&i66va KaL TOV vaurt~o xapamjpa q q  noAqq. 

- zavr7 (VC ~WWC) 
Ta apxa~ohoyt~a molxeia yia q Z a q ,  pia B C q  nou K ~ T O L K ~ ~ ~ ~ K E  an6 Ta 

veohte~~a ~ p o v ~ a  Kat ~ E X E T ~ L  q BdAaooa TOU Oeppaiou and ~ p i a  euhipeva 
qpsia, enap~ouv yia va ~a~avorjooupe TO poAo q q  mov ano~~~opo* (ELK. 
1 1-1 2). Z q  616pK~La TUV y&~pETpLKhv KaL apxai~hv X~OVWV, an0 TOV 80 
Cwq TOV 60 a[. n.X. TOUA~XL~OV,  q ~ e p a p ~ ~ f i  KaL Ta ~a~dAo~na  an6 wost6eiq 
~aAupeq, npo6i6ouv 6pao-qp~oq~cq ouvspyaoiaq pe TOV ~oopo TOU 

Atyaiou KaL Ta peydAa ~Cvrpa q q  enofiq (qota Alyaiou nehayouq, Iwvia, 
Eupota, Koptveoq, AT~LK~~) .  

0 O L K L U ~ O ~  q q  I a q q  -nteavo~a~a Cvaq maepoq oe wfiq TUV anoi~wv 
EupoCwv- EKTELVOT~V enavw mov napaeaAd1oo~o Aocpo. ZTOV paeu oppo 
v o ~ ~ a  TOU OLKW~OU evronio-q~av Ta unohippma evoq avo~xrou ~epou 
apxai~hv KaL tdao~~hv  ~povwv. Ta eupfipa~a KaL ~upiwq TO eveniypacpo 
ompa~o pe TO ovopa q q  8eaq napan~pouv o-q ~ B o v ~ a  Ap~&pi6a /7~9 ia~~.  
0 euvoq~oq auop~~opoq TOU ~ p o u  pe TO AL~CIVL o-q Zaq  q q  6ur~~f iq 
f lddf iqq T E K ~ ~ ~ L ~ v E T C ~ L  TpolT0 U ~ O ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ T L K O  yLa ~ V ~ O ~ E S  n&pLrrrh- 
aelq. 

'Ooo yLa q qpaoia q q  BCqq yLa q vauomhoia, a m  ~ ~ O ~ E L K V U E T ~ L  

KaL all0 TOV flufly0 TOU ~ E T O X ~ O U  nOU aVi)K&L OTTl M o ~  ~ T ~ U ~ O V L K ~ T ~ ,  
enavw mov epemthva TOU apxaiou o~~~opo l j ,  mov Aocpo. 

- M&v6r7 - /7oo&i66viov - f70aei6iov 
0 Oou~u6i6qq KaL o Aip~oq avacp~povra~ o-qv n a p d ~ a  M&v6r7 a& 6~acpo- 

~ E T L K E ~  L ~ O ~ L K C ~  m~ypCq~~. 0 npC;IToq OE pla nspio6o alwfiq q q  nohqq, 
TOV 50 a[. n.X., o~av  ave~<e TO vaur~~o  epop~o, q ba~ivrlarl ~ETCWUV Kal 
SuhEiaq, aMa KaL cpuo~~a TOU ecaipe~ou pev6aiou oivou. 0 6~th~f30q ava- 
cpCpe~a1 mov 20 aL. n.X., h a v  q Mdv6q f i~av Cva $apoxhp!. 

H K ~ T O ~ K L ~  o-qv apxaia MCv6q an6 q v  enoxrj TOU xahou KaL TOU ot6rj- 
pou p . 6 ~ ~  Ta pwpai~a wov~a T E K ~ ~ P L ~ ~ ~ K E  avao~acp~~a~~.  H oxupwpdq 
a m j  noAq Kai q xhpa q q  yvhploav ~ L ~ K U ~ ~ V U E L ~  o-qv avarrrucrj TOUS. 
An6 Ta um~psoeMa6~~a ~pov~a ,  pu~qva'i~a mo~xeia napouo~ao-q~av o-qv 
a~ponohq (BiyAa), onwq KaL ma  np~TOy~wpETpl~6. H M E V ~ ~  e&wp&iTClL 
epe~p~a~f i  anot~ia Kat Ta apxa~ohoy~~a 6e60pCva pe~acu 10ou KaL 60u aL. 
n.X. eiva~ Ta qpavrt~o~epa. 

To /7oo&i66viov /7oa&i6iov mo 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0  a~pw-njp~o q q  MCv6qq qpmo- 
60T~i q v  E ~ O T E ~ L K ~ ~  eioo60 mo npdxo avolxro ~prjpa TOU Oeppaiou (ELK. 
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13-14). TO L E ~ O  TOU noo~t66va ~ U V ~ & E T ~ L  6p&oa pE vaLJTtKfi K L V ~ T L K O ~ -  

Ta, onwq npo6i6~~ ~ o a o  q edaq, 600 Kat q Aa~psia, aMa Kat Ta ~upf ipa~a 
q q  avao~acpfiq~~. 

A$l60TIj K ~ T O $ ~  llOU ~ U ~ K E L  aVTim0lxEq an0 TO /\EUKaVTi q q  Eupoiaq 
KClL (p6CYElq K ~ T ~ O K E U ~ ~ ~  TOU V ~ O U  ~ ~ A ~ V O U V  O?lpaoiCl Kal 616pKEla TOU 

LE~OU. Ol 01~060plK&q ( ~ 6 0 ~ 1 ~  ~ U V O ~ E U O V T ~ ~  pE u O T E ~ O ~ U K T ~ V ~ ~ K ~ ~  Kal npO- 
T O Y E W ~ ~ L K ~ ~  ~ ~ p a p ~ ~ f i ,  aMa Kat YEO~ET~LKL; )~ ,  apxai~hv, Khaat~hv Kat 
~Mqv lmt~hv ~povwv. 1 ~ a  E M ~ V L ~ L K ~  Xpovta ~ovra  mo vao auy~cvrphvs- 
Tat Kal o O L K L O ~ O ~ .  

0 pwpoq TOU t~pou TOU lloo~t6hva nou anonahucpeq~e mtq avao~acpCq, 
O U ~ K ~ ~ V E T ~ L  ME EKE~VOV TOU AnoMwva -V EpdTpta, TwV Y E O ~ E T ~ L K ~ V  Xp0- 
vwv. Ka~a auvdneta, Ta A ~ T ~ E U T L K ~  motx~ia acppayt<av T L ~  oxCoctq TWV 6uo 
neptoxhv, MCv6qq Kal Ep~Tplaq, nou ocpeihovrav u-q 06Aaooa Kal mo 
Atpavl p& TO lloo~t66vto ~ovra  mo a~pwTIjp~. 

0 1  apxai~q yvwmdq BCo~tq-Atpavta mov O~ppa i~o  ~oAno, nou KaToc 
~ouvrav an6 Ta npoimop~~a Xpov~a, Xpqa~ponotfieq~av ~ o o o  ma  pu~qvai- 
~a 600 Kat mouq anot~~apouq Kal m a  yeyovo~a nou aqpa6~qav q v  
Imopia: Ta nspou~a, q v  aeqvai~fi qyspovia, q MaKE60~lKfi ~ n t ~ p a q a q ,  q 
popato~pa-ria. 

AEV napapldnoups, opwq, q v  ~aeqpeptvoq~a ~ o v  Atpavthv aurhv, nou 
f i~av ns6io av0phntvwv ~ ~ ~ C Y T ~ ~ L O ~ T U V  Kal qCo~wv. 

H tepoq~a ~ w v  xhpov nou npopClME~al pCoa an6 nq Aa~psi~q ~ovra  
mo Atpavt, EK(P~U<EI p&ov ~ v a  Aai~o aidqpa ~ w v  nhqpwphov rwv nAoi- 
ov. nap&qAa ouvtma Cva pqxavtopo q q  E K ~ ~ O T E  ecouoiaq TOU ~onou 
mlq a v a y ~ ~ q  ot~ovopiaq Kal n0hlTlKfiq q q  noAqq Kal q q  xhpaq nou &tap- 
Thai an6 TO Atpav~. 

Zuvo$i<ovraq ooa molx~ia napa9Coaps unoypappyoupc: 
1. H QCppq, onoq avacp~pouv ot cplhoAoy~~Cq nqyCq fi6q an6 TOV 60 at. 

n.X. E~XE 6 h a ~ l  TO ovopa mov ophvupo  ohn no Kal q yupw 06Aao- 
oa. 

2. 0t apxai~q nqyCq Kat Ta apxalohoyt~a 6~6opCva napCxouv UALKO 
~onoypacpiaq yta 0Co~q mov O~ppa i~o  ~oAno p~ auv~f l  ~ n i  TO 

rrA~imov <wfi an6 Ta npoimopi~a @ s t  Ta pwpai~a Xpovla. 
3. I q v  neptofl a m  eixav cy~a~ama9si t ~ p a  TOU nooet66va u-q 

MCvaq, q q  Ap~Cpt6aq nueiaq u-q Zaw, TOU noo~t66va ~niaqq 
u-qv no~i6ata Kal nteavov u-q At~aia, q q  Acppo6iqq u-qv Aiveta, 
TOU ALOVU~OU Kal TWV KaPEipwv u-q OCppq Kat q O~aoaAovi~q Kat 



TOU HpaKhfi uro HpaKhE~ov. 

a) 0 1  nav&Mrjvleq B E O ~ T E ~  noo&16C;)v, AqpoiSiq, Kapelpoi ouv6&ovrav 
ureva pe p ~ ~ e w p o h o y ~ ~ a  KaL oupav~a qa~vopeva, EvC;) ha~peuovlav wq 
npourheq Kal ~ a ~ a q u y i o  ~ w v  V ~ ~ T L K ~ V  an6 ~ o u q  ~~v6uvouq q q  vauol- 
nhoiaq. 
p) 0 naveMrjvloq A~ovuooq, an6 q v  6Mq nheupa, yvwuroq ~up iwq  wq 
8eoq TOU ~ p a o ~ o u ,  ouv6Ce~al apeoa pe q BciAaaaa, aMa EKTE~VEL q v  
etouoia TOU uro paoihE~o TOU K ~ T W  KOU~OU. 

y) napopola q Aqpo6iq Kal q Ap~epiq eiva~ BeCq pc etouoia navw o-q 
<wfi KaL uro Bava~o. 

1 r ~ a  pLa ouvoh~f i  napouoiaoq ~ o v  apxahv 86oewv yupo an6 TOV Oeppai~o ~6Ano npp. 
K. IouEpecp (en.), Apxaia Apavia - O&ppai:Kd~ ~6Anoq, E K ~ .  University Studio Press, 
O~ooaAovi~q 1998, onou Kak auy~evrpop~vq a)(&ru~fi EV~ELKTIKI~ f3~phoypacpia ((3. 108- 
109). En~oqpaivoup~ q v  kn-ropepfi &Q?raoq ~ o v  nqyhv a d  TOV M. 6. Harzopoulos, 
Macedonian Institutions under the Kings, Athens 1996 (M&rrjpam 22). 

2 AvacpopCq uq O&pw KaL TOV Oeppai~o  ohn no an6 TOV Hp66o~o: VII 121.1, 122, 123.2-3, 
124, 127, 128.1, 130.3, 179, 183.2 npp. enioqq E ~ m a i o  F GrH 1 F 146 = ZTQ. Bu<. ITO 
A. XaAampa, A L ~ .  11.27, OOUK. 1 161.2, 11.29.6, nhv, N.H.IV.lO, 36, IKuA. 66, Alp. XLIV.lO, 
I ~ p a p .  VII, 21, 24, Iou6a m o  A. O&ppa. 

3 IXETLK~ pE TOUS Opa~eq KQL TOUS M ~ K E ~ O V E ~  pmatu OAup~ou Kal XaA~t61~fiq npp. E. 
nouAa~q-IlavreppaAfi, "O~~LKT~LUI nap6 npopoAfi~o~v OAupnou", uro Ap~a ia  Opa~q, 
n p a m ~ ~ a  20u A L E ~ V O U ~  Iupnooiou O ~ ~ K L K ~ V  I ~ o u ~ ~ v ,  TOP. II, Kopoqwj 1997, o. 569- 
577 Kal q q  i6~aq, "Ma~e6oviq yq", m o  Api&pwpa mov N.G.L. Hammond @&uu~ov~KI~ 

1997 (llap6pTQpa M ~ K & ~ o v ~ K ~ v  7), 0. 365-387, M. Zahrnt, "n0Alq Ma~~60viaq-nohq 
O p a ~ ~ q " ,  uro Apkpwpa mov N.G.L. Hammond, 6.n.. o. 543-550. Ev61acpEpov napoucna- 
<EL q enavethaoq ~ o v  apxaiov nqyhv oq  npoq q oqpaoia q q  8 p a ~ ~ ~ f i q  napaphpou 
an6 TOV A. Mete, "Calcidica e Calcidesi. Considerazioni sulla tradizione", m o  Euboica. L' 
Eubea e la presenza euboica in Calcidica e in Occidente (a cura di M. Bats-6. d' Agostino), 
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Coil. CJB 16lAION ArchStAnt-Quaderno 12, Napoli 1998, a. 217-228. npp. enioqq K. 
tou&pecp, "Zqpa~aetq tmopt~rjq ~onoypacpiaq yta TOV Oeppai~o  ohn no Kal n q  YELTOVLKE~ 

neptoxiq", m o  Muproq q Mwjpq I. Bo~oronociAou (Q~oaahovi~q 2000, 469-487), onou 
Kat Ptphoypacpia. 
0 t  naioveq, q Apu68va Kat o Attoq avacpbpovra~ mov ~a~ciAoyo ~ o v  nhoiov q v  lh66a. 
B 848-850. npp. Kat /A. K.428, n.287-288, 291, P.350, 0.141, 154, 157-158. 
H 'Hpa 6~aqi5et TOV x8po pe~atu OAupnou Kat 'Aewva q v  1M6a 5225-230. 
rta q MeBBq PA. nAom. Airia EMqvi~a 293, 11, ZKUA. 66, t ~ p a p .  V11.20, 20, X.1.8 A166. 
XV1.3.31, 34, AA. N. An. IX.7, nohuaiv. Vi.2, 15, nhv. N.H. IV.36. Eniuqq, IG. IV. 1.94.1 P, 
I. 1 1. rta q A i ~ a ~ a  PA. ZTE~~.  Bu5. ZTO A. Al~aia, nAiv. IV.36. Enioqq, IG IV2, 14.16, 11.10-1 3 
Kat B.D. Meritt, H.T. Wade-Gery and M.F. Mc Gregor, The American Tribute Lists (ATL), 
Harvard 1939-53, 1482. T t a q  M~v6q PA. Hpo6. V11.123, 1, ~ O U K .  IV.123, 1, l.P.XXX1.45.14. 
nohua~v. 11.1.3.1, nhv. IV.36, Z~ecp. Bu<. ZTO A. M&v6q, t ~ u h .  66, MdAa 11.33, Z~pap. V11.27. 
Xapatqp~mt~o eeopei~al TO yeyovoq q q  ~a~ciAq$qq q q  0Cppqq an6 ~ o u q  Aeqvaiouq 
nou neptypacpmat mov OOUK. 1.61.2, 11.29. npp. N.G.L.Hammond-G.l.Griffith, lmopia rqq 
Ma~&6oviaq, T.B' (eMqv. pe~acppaq 0 .  rewpyta6qq ~ .a . ) ,  MaMtapqq-natdeia, 
~EUU~~OV~KI )  1995, 0.1 18-196. 
H M ~ K E ~ o v ~ ~  avacpdpmat m O V  ~ o u K u ~ ~ I ~ :  1.61, 11.99 Kat 100.2. 
H avrmahoq~a Ma~e6ovov Kat Aeqvaiov ~a~aypacpma~ mov A tq iq ,  nspi napanps- 
opsiaq 27 Kal29. npp. N.G.L. Hammond - G.I.Griffith, o.n., a. 197-234, 237-250. 
Tonoypacpt~a Kat apxatohoyt~a 6&60p&va ~ o v  apxaiov e&u&ov nou e v r o n i q ~ a v  m a  
nap6ha TOU Oeppai~ou Kat q v  KOVTLM ev60xCjpa T O U ~  unapxouv m a  apxeia q q  IZT' 
EnKA. E q p e p o ~ t ~ a  mo~xeia nept~~ovrat q actpa AEMO an6 TO 1987 Kat etfiq, t6tai~e- 
pa mo AEMO 10,1996, onou ouvo~~ovra t  Ta ~upto~epa aupn~paupma m ~ q  avaa~acp~q 
TWV T E ~ C T T Q ~ O V  X$)~VWV. 

0 C. Edson, ClPhil 1947, 0.96 unoqpi<et OTL q avacpopa an6 ~ t q  apxaieq nqydq TOU 

HpaKAEiou o6qyei mov 50 at. n.X. Kat q 6 p a q p t o q ~ a  ~ o v  Apyea68v. Enioqq epcpa- 
vi<-ra~ oq aurovopq n6Aq a& entypacprj TOU ~ i h o u q  TOU 30u at. n.X. oe a~jy~pouoq pe ~ o u q  
~ O W O U ~  yla e&paTa UUVO~UV KaL &niOqq 0 ~ y K a T d k y ~ ~ a t  OTOV 6~AcptK0 K C ~ T ~ O ~ O  ToV 

e&op066Ko~ oq n p 8 q  n6Aq q q  Ma~e6oviaq p a  TO Opohov. r ia  Ta ZfipaTa am6 Kat 
q q-r~~f i  PtPhloypacpia npP. F. Papazoglou, Les villes de Macedoine a I' epoque romaine, 
BCH  SUP^. XVI 1988, 0.1 14-1 15. 
r t a ~ o  H~~KAELov: ALP. XLIV.2.10, 5.12, 8.8-9, 9.10, noA. XXVlll 11.1, 13.3, 17.1, nAom.Ai. 
nauA. 15. 
rta q v  HpaKAEla: I l A n .  IV.33, Beep. Bu5. m o  A. Hpa&ia. 
npp. E. flouha~q navreppahrj, "Qpqt~rjtat ...", 0.17. Kat q q  ibaq, " M ~ K E ~ o v ~ S  yq", o.n., 
onou nepAapf3avmat OXETLKI~ PtPhoypacpia. EtCIMou ot avaa~acpt~Cq Cpeuveq TUV TEAEU- 
~ a i o v  xpovov nou 6tetayei I) i61a ye q v  oya6a q q  m a  &pya TOU OtE mov llAaTap8va 
ent~~pat3vouv q oqpada q q  nepto)(rjq TOU HpaKAEiou. 
rta q Aa~peia TOU HpaKAfi IlponCrropa an6 ~ o u q  Apyea6eq PA. App., Avapaaiq V1.3.2 
npp. A. Pt<a~qq Kat I. TouphooyAou, "Ampeieq q v  ;4vo M ~ K E ~ o v ~ ~ " ,  mo m a i a  
Ma~sdovia, VI, A~eevCq 1u~6010, 949-965, Kat et6t~a a. 953-955. 
r ~ a  TOV Aia V U ~ L K O  npoyovo TOU HpaKhfi Kat ~ o v  M ~ K E ~ O V U V  PA. Ha. (West- 
Merchelbach).3.0 C.F. Edson m o  Ohmoq, Baohuq Ma~s60vov (en. A.A. Aou~onou~ou 
- M.B. Xa~<6nouAoq), EK~OTLKI) A9qvhv 1980, 0.10-35  at E L ~ L K ~  a. 24 oqpethvet: "Ta ovo- 
pma TWV 6u0 am8v nokwv (Hpa~A~iou Kal Aiou), ~ o v  onoiov q unaptq pap~upei~at 
~ouAa~tmov an6 q v  eno)(rj q q  e~pfi&oq TOU IleAonowqata~ou noMpou, ano~eAouv 
aacpfi E V ~ E I ~ ~  q q  I I p 0 ~ 6 e ~ l a q  va ~ovtmei q EM~VLKI~ ~a-rayoyr'l 6x1 yovo TOU paoAt~ou 
o i~ou aM6 Kat TOU &&ouq, Kat 6ev xopei apcp~poAia OTI tdpljeq~av Kat ot 600 an6 TOV 

A?ktav6pon (TOV A' TOV 0&Mqva, 498-454 n.X.). 
Mta auvoAt~rj ano~iyrpq ~ o v  apxaiwv mly8v yla q v  llu6va, q Me88q, q v  'Ahwpo, q v  
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flbMa Kat T L ~  'Ipeq napbxe~ q F. Papazoglou, d.n., u.105-108, 135-139, 154-158. 
18 npp. uqp. 4 a& 6,~t  acpopa q uqpeptvfi napC16oq ~ w v  nadvov, q v  Apu6hva Kal TOV 

Atto. 
19 n q  npoq q XaAampa PA. Hp66. V11.123, Z~bcp. Bu<. m o  A. XaAampa, t ~ p .  V11.20, nholjr. 

AM<. 49.3, llhv. IV.36, nhv. N.H.XXX1,107. tou6a m o  A. XaAampaiov virpov. n q  npoq q 
Obpw PA. napanavo oqp. 2. 

20 r ia  q v  ~onoypacpia ~ w v  BCueov XaAhmpaq Kat Eiv6ou Kat q UXETLK~~ ptpkoypacpia npp. 
M.B. Hatzopoulos - L.D. Loukopoulou, Morrylos cit6 de la Crestonie, Athenes 1989 
(M&A&njpara 7), 0.87-91, M. TtPCp~oq, "Em6 ~pov la  (1990-1996) apxatoAoyt~hv epeuvhv 
q 61rrhfi ~pane<a Aflt6Aou-Ziv6ou. 0 apxaioq OLKIU~O~", AEMO 10A 1996,0.407-425, M. 
TolpnWou-AuAoviq, "Ot ~acputoi ~ u p p o ~  q q  neptofiq Ay. ABavaaiou QeuuaAoviqq 
(1992-1 997): bpeuva Kat npoomt~bq", AEMQ 1 OA, 1996, 0.427-442. 

21 'Exovraq un61)q TOV ZTE(P. BUS. m o  A. Tiv6iov (XaA~tdum noAq q q  Qpaqq) Kat TOV HUUX. 
ETO A. Tddv npp. r.n. OLKOVO~OU, "Miv6q-MCv6q q nmpiq TOU natwviou", AE 1924, 0.27- 
40 Kal r. Mna~ahaqq, "Qeppaioq", AE 1953-54, 0.221-229, o i6toq, "lepo AtovOoou Kat 
c p m ~ a  6phpeva q QeooaAovi~q", m o  Apxaia Ma~&6ovia, Ill ALEBVES IU~TI~ULO IMXA, 
Qeaoahovi~q 1983, 0.31 -43. 

22 rta ~ t q  avacpopbq TOU E~maiou Kat TOU Hp66arou q QCppq Ka1 yta q v  i6puuq q q  
QeooaAovi~qq npp. uqp. 1 Kal 2. Eniqq npp. M. Vickers, "Therme and Thessaloniki" in 
Studies in honour of Ch. Edson, IMXA 158, QeooaAovi~q 1981, 0.327-333 (6nou ouvoq~i<et 
 TI^ 0eopieq yta q v  ~ o n o e m u q  q q  QCpp~q) Kat K. Zoubpecp, "Entuqpdvmtq tmoptaq 
~onoypacpiaq yla q v  nep~ofi Toljpna QeuuaAovi~qq", m o  l m o p i ~ ~ j  ronoypacpia 
Ma~e6oviaq KO1 Hn&@ou. flpaKTkKa X U ~ I T O ~ ~ O U  npoq ~tpfiv TOU N.G.L. Hammond, 
~ E M & O ( P O ~  1993 (nap6prrlpa M ~ K E ~ O V L K ~ V  7),  @&uu~~ov~IQ~ 1997, 0.407-421 ( O ~ O U  
unoo-qpi<-rat q uqpaaia TOU "Qeppaiou xhpou"), o i6toq, "Ampslrn~a motxeia an6 TO 

npo~auohv6pe10 nohopa q v  Toupna Qeouahovi~qq", AAA XXIII-XXVIII (1990-1995), 
0.31-48 (onou ou<q-rei~at q nteavo~q~a ~aljrtuqq TOU ot~tupou o-qv Toupna pe q v  apxaia 
QCPM). 

23 Okppq ndkq EAhjvwv (Qpqi~ov), EV 6E Xah6mpq ndkq Qpqi~wv: E K ~ .  FGrH I F  146 = 
t~bcp. Bu<. m o  A. XaA6mpa. npp. M.A. Ttpbptoq, "An6 Ta anopetv6pta ev6q np6e~qvc 
muto6 ~ p o u  nepi TOV Qeppaiov ~oAnov", m o  Mv~jpq d Aa<apim. Ildkq ~ a i  Xhpa q v  
ClpxCJiCl Ma~e6ovia Kal OpbKq, ~ ~ Q K T L K ~  U U V E ~ ~ ~ O U  Kapaaq 1986, @&uu~~ov~KI~ 1996, 
0.71-81 (eppqveia "EMfivwv Kat Q~Q~Kwv"),  A.Mele, "Calcidica e Calcidesi. Cousiderazioni 
sulla tradizione", m o  Euboica, om., 0.217-226 (onou napaMqWet pe ~ o u q  EMqveq 
Z~cie&q mov Hpo6. IV. 17.1 Kal ~ o u q  Aa~&6a@ov&q dwpieiq eniqq mov Hp66. 111.56, Kal 
T O U ~  Beopei Qpa~eq nou e~eMqviu01~~av pe T L ~  epnop1~6.q enacpCq, apa 'EMqveq, fi 
'EMqveq Bpa~ taq  npo&uuqq, 6qAa6fi 'EMqveq nou ~ iva t  Qpa~eq) Kat K. Eoubpecp, 
"tqp&t(;)m~q LOTO~LKI)~ ~onoypacpiaq yta TOV Qeppai~6 ~6Ano Kat T L ~  ~ELTOVLKE~ nep~oxbq" 
m o  Muproq om., onou oq Qpfi~~eq ~KhappClVOvrat 01 naAatoi ~Crrot~ot pe ~ t q  napa6oola- 
K E ~  popcpbq ot~ovopiaq Kat wq 'EMqveq EKE~VOL nou eixav q 6taxeiptuq TOU epnopiou Kal 
TOV VQUTLK~V, 6qAa6fi pla 616.KptUll n 0 U  qpi<&Tat U& Kpt~pta  OLKOVO~IK~, K ~ ~ o ~ L U T ~ K ~  

Kat q q  ouva~oAouBqq ~uptapxiaq endvo m a  naAata motxeia Kat q q  ~amoTqTaq nou 
bapopcpooav. 

24 fta Ta ~ ~ X L T E K T O V L K ~  TOU vaolj nou e v r o n i q ~ a v  (TCO t m p t ~ 6  ~Cvrpo q q  OeoaaAovi~q~ 
oe ouv6uaupo p.s q Amp&ia TOU AtovOuou PA.G. Bakalakis, "Therme Thessaloniki", Antike 
Kunst Beiheft 1, 1963, 0.30-34, o i61oq "lepo Atovuuou . . . ' I ,  6.n., o i6toq. "Qeppaioq", o.n., 
ALK. hanoivq, "0 apxai~oq vaoq q q  Qbppqq Kat Ta avayAucpa TOU 50u at. n.X." mov 
o6qyo q q  C~Beuqq: QeoaAovkq. And ra  npolmopi~d pkxpi ra  xpimiavl~a ~pdvia, ABfiva 
1986,u.20-21.0 E. Bomupaq, "H haTpeia q q  Acppoliiqq q v  neptofi TOU Qeppaiou K ~ A -  
nou", m o  Apxaia Ma~&6ovia, VI A~Bvbq tupnoolo, ~ . 2 ,  IMXA-272, QeooaAoviq 1999, 
0.1329-1343. napouuta<&t avaAmuta ~ o u q  Aoyouq yta ~ o u q  onoiouq ntmebet O T ~  Ta apxt- 
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TEKTOVLK~ TOU LOVLKOU vaou npodpxovra~ an6 q v  Aiveta Kat awj~av mov vao q q  
Acppobiqq. npp. yta q Ampeia TOU Atovuaou q Oeooahoviq Ch. Edson, "Cults of 
Thessalonika", Haward Theological Review, XLI, 1948, 0. 153-204. 
Mta ouvorrru~j K~LTLK I~  E K B E ~  TOV apxaiwv rqyhv yta q Qeuuahoviq, an6 q v  i5pua 
q q  TO 316115 MX~L K ~ L  TOV 40 at. p.X. PA. q F. Papazoglou, om., 0.189-212. 
rta q v  Kapetptmj Ampeia q ~eocrahovi~q npp. Ch. Edson 6.n. Nopiupma p& ~apetpo: 
I. ToupCrrooyAou - n. B e U q  mov obqyo b~Beqq,  O~uuaAovkq on., 0.145-146, ELK. 153 
(XClhK~vo voptupa Oeauahovi~qq eno)(riq Avrwvivou TOU Eumpouq pe KaPetpo OTO vao) 
Kat I. Toupci~ooyAou, Ma~etjovia. Imopia, pqwia ,  pouueia, E K ~ O T L ~ ~  ABqvhv 1995,0.71, 
~tK.90 (@KLVO V ~ ~ L U ~ Q  QeuuaAovi~qq pE p~pcpj KaPeipou, ~ O U  at. p.X.) 
EvbtacpCpouoa q ava~oivwq yta ~ o u q  Kapeipouq TOU R. Witt, "The Kabeiroi in Ancient 
Macedonia", m o  Apxaia M ~ K E ~ o v ~ ~ .  II AteBvCq Iupn6a0, IMXA, O s o o ~ o v i q  1997,0.67- 
80, onou TOV~<EL Kat q v  ~apstpttctj Amp~ia o-q Oeuuahovi~q. npp. eniqq K. Ioubpecp - 
A. MMa,  ''01 Beoi q q  IapoBpaqq Kat q B6AaooaV, Tponiq VI, 1996 ( ~ u n h v ~ ~ a ~ ) ,  onou 
entxetpei~at &nav&F,haq Kat ~navanpoobtoptopoq ~ o v  motx~iwv yta ~ o u q  Kapeipouq. 
Ihptoq, Or.1.12: OAupnia6a h?y&rai opyi&<ouoa ra  Kakipuv &v Zapoepa~q puanjpia 1 6 ~ 1 ~  
~ a r a  q v  rEAErtjv rov Ohmov ~ a i  ~pauerjvai Kai opoAoyiloai rov yapov npor&ia noiq- 
oap&vqv TOU yaprlAiou nupoq ra  puanjpia. 
Yneveup&oupe~tq oeAi8eq nou avacpkpovrat q OeaoaAoviq ( K E ~ .  2) TOU Cpyou M.E.M. 
CousinBry, Voyage dans la Macedoine, Paris 1831, onou auqcri<rrat q pwpaimj Ampeia 
npoq TOUS ~ U T O K P & T O ~ E ~  pE E K E ~ V ~ V  npoq TOUS p&y&olJq BEOU~, TOV 'Hcpatmo (Hpob. 
111.37) Kat TOV Atovuoo Kat m a  vopiopma entpepathv~~at q ~ a q  va e~opothvovrat ot 
~ W O K ~ ~ O ~ E S  p& TOuq K ~ P E L ~ O U ~  Kat 01 ~ U T O K ~ ~ T ~ ~ L U U E ~  p& q v  KupCAqIPCa. npP. WE- 
T L K ~  K ~ L  r. MnaKahaKqq, "Oeppaioq" AE 1953-54, A' 0.221-229, onou avahust Ta motxsia, 
onwq ot enlypacpbq, nou cpavephvouv q v  napaboq q q  Amp&iaq TOU At6vuaou an6 Ta 
~p6vta TOU K~aaavbpou MXpt Ta pwpaiK6. 
0 ~m6Aoyoq b q p o a e u ~ ~ a ~  m o  B.D. Meritt, H.T. Wade-Gery and M.F. McGregor, The 
Athenian Tribute Lists (ATL), Haward 1939-53, 1.482. 
ZTC~J. Bu5. m o  A. Akaia. 
I G IV, 94, Ib, 11.10-13 (~m6Aoyoq Embaupou). Eniqq IV.36. 
rta q v  ~onoypacpia q q  Akataq npp. F. Papazoglou, o.n., 0.202, M.B. Hatzopoulos, 
Macedonian Institutions.. . o.n., 0.194, 202. 
Houx. m o  A. Av8cpouq. 
AvB&pou<: Hpo8. V.94.1, OOUK. 11.99.6, 11.100.4, Aqp. Vl.20, Atdv.  11.27, Apno~p. mo A. 
Av8epouq, Iouaa 1.222, 1.19 (Adler). nAiv. IV.36 (~onoBmei~a1 q v  neplo)(ri q q  
naMjqq)  n p o ~ .  De aed. IV.4, p.118. 
llpoimopt~oi Kat tmopt~oi ou~topoi q v  nepto)(ri TOU AvBcpouvra Cxouv ~maypacpei m a  
apxeia q q  IIT' EllKA. 
rta q v  Aiveta: Hp66. V11.123.2. Eniqq EMavt~oq FGrH 4F 31,I~uh. 66, Z~kcp. Bu<. m o  A. 
Aiveia, I ~ u p v .  627, I ~ p a p .  VII. 21 Kat 24. ALOV. Ah., Pup. qoXaioA. I, 49. npp. I. 
Bo~o~onouAou, 0 1  racpi~oi ruppoi q q  Aiveiaq, ABjva 1990, 0.1 12-1 14 Kat PtPkoypacpia, 
E.M. Tcnyapiba, "Avao~acptmj Cpeuva q v  Apxaia Aivsta", Mvqpeio Kai n&p@6Mov 1996, 
0. 169-1 72. 
0 Alp. XLIV. 10. 
Aiv&ia ndkq &Mqviq: IKuA. n&p. G.C.M. 66. npp. I. BOKOTO~OU~OU, 0 1  TacplK0i ruppo[ ..., 
6.n. E. Bo~~updq,  "H Ampeia ...", on., A. Mele, o.n., 0.225-226 (o Atveiaq epcpavi<mat 
E K T ~ ~  Tpodboq an6 TOV 70 at. n.X.), K. Iou~pscp, "Iqpethu~tq ...", 0.n. (entoljpavq yla 
q v  ~otw j  pica m a  Aivoq, Aivioq, Aiviziaq, Aiveia). 
rta q v  ~onoypacpia q q  Aivetaq PA. q p .  37 Kat 38. npp. F.Papazoglou, 0.n. 0.200 Kat 418. 
n q  npoq q AqM Kat q v  ApCBouua PA. F. Papazoglou, on., 0.213-215 ~a1222-223 onou 
Kat K ~ L T L K ~ ~  qokaap6q TWV apxai~v IlIlyhv. npp. 1. M o ~ o ~ u L ~ ~ ,  " A v ~ u K ~ ~ ~ I K ~  C ~ E U -  
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va q v  apxaia Ap&f3ouoa", AEMO 1992,0.405-414. K. Tzavapapq, "AE~~EvL,  pLa ve~po- 
nohq q q  apxaiaq Am<",  AEMO 1 OA, 1996, 0.461 -476. 
ALOV. Ah., Pup. qoXaioA. 1.49. 
npp. OXETIK~ pe T O U ~  xapatqp~pouq nou ano6i6ovrav q v  Acppoaiq E. Bomupaq, "H 
ha~peia ...", om., onou Kal p~pA~oypacpia. 
'On~q  O l l l  O ? l p & i ~ O ? l  24 ( L ~ L Q ~ T E ~ Q  Bomupaq). 
Hpo6. V11.123. 
BCpo~a: OOUK. 1.614. npp. F. Papazoglou, 0.n., 0.423-424 pe q o A ~ a  q p~pkoypacpia. 
Kauuav6paa q Bduq q q  flo~itia~aq: A1o6. ILK. XIX.52, Z~pap. V11.25,27, IlAtv. IV.36, ALP. 
XLIV, 10, 11-12, XLV, 30, 4. npp. I. ~ O K O T O ~ O ~ ~ O U ,  "0 Khooav6poq, q Kaooav6pe~a KaL q 
O~ooahovitq", m o  Mvrjpq M. Av5pdvi~ou, napapqpa M~KE~OV~K(;IV, 6, OeuuaAovi~q 
1997, 0.39-50, q i61a, " T ~ n ~ y p a c p ~ ~ a  Kauo6v6paq", m o  Api&pupa mov N.G.L. Hammond, 
napapqpa M ~ K ~ ~ o v ~ K ~ v ,  7, Q~ooaAovi~q 1997, 0.65-77, t6~ai-r. 74-75. npp. enio-qq yLa 
T L ~  avaa~acp~~Cq Cpeuveq: K. I~opavi6qq, "Avao~acp~q o-qv no~i6ala", AEMO 3, 1989, 
0.317-371, o i61oq uai r. Kapaio~ou, " Iour i~ f i  avao~acpfi q v  no~i6ata", AEMO 6, 1992, 
0.385-493, N. Kouaou~a~ou, "Avau~acpfi no~ibataq 1993", AEMO 7, 1993, 0.455-463, q 
i6~a, "Avaa~acpfi no~i6ataq 1994". AEMO 8, 1994, 0.305-315. 
noTi6ala: Hp06. V11.123, OOUK. 1.56, I ~ u h .  nep. 66. npp. avdAuq ~ o v  apxaiov nqyhv. E. 
Meyer, RE Suppl. X (1965), 0.628-639 (mo A. Poteidaia - Kassandreia) J.A. Alexander, 
Archaia Makedonia 1 (1970), 0. 127-146. 0 i6~oq, Potidaea, Atlanta 1963; 
HpO6. V111.126-129, 127, 128, 129, IX.28. 
OOUK. 1, 56, 63-64, Aqp. IX.26. 
r ia  Ta vopiopma TOU 'Imtou ~oaet66va npp. G.K. Jenkins, Ancient Greek Coins, Banie 
and Jenkins ..., 0.58 Kal  ELK.^^. f2q npoq TO xapatqp~upo 'Im~oq TOU ~ooe16hva npp. E. 
Simon, Oi 8 ~ 0 i  ruv apxaiuv EAhjvuv, VET. I. Ilivy~a~oyAou, University Studio Press, 
Q~ooaAovi~q 1996, 0.77, 88-90 KaL  ELK.^^, onou KaL napaqpfioe~q yLa TOV n00&16hva 
~ m E a  KaL q q d q  pe q v  Kop~veo. rta Ta pueohoyi~a mo~xeia Kal TOV avaAmu0 q o -  
A~aopo ~ o u q  oq npoq q o)(&ar\ imoq- noaei66v npp. 1.0. K a ~ p i q q  - E.N. Pouaooq, " 0  
n00&16h~a~", a 0  EMqvi~rj M u ~ o A o ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ . 2 ,  EK~OTIK?) A ~ Q V ~ V  1986, 0.1 13, 1 16, 121, 324. 
Iavq: Hpo6. V11.123. I ~ p a p .  V11.27. npp. q o A ~ a  onq qybq  KaL apxa~oAoyc~Cq E K T L ~ ~ ~ U E L ~  

I. Bo~o~onouAou, " A ~ x ~ ~ K o  L&p0 OlT l  1 6 ~  X~AKL~LKI~~", OTO Ap~aia Ma~c6ovia V, T.1, 
~ P Q K T I K ~  A L E ~ V O U ~  Iu~~~o~ou lMXA 1989, QeucraAovi~q 1993, 0.179-236, M. T~pCpioq, 
"'Ompa~a an0 q I a q  q q  Ilahhrjvqq", Eyvaria 1, 1989.0.31-64. 
I. Bo~o~onoOAou, "Apxai~o ~epo.. . ", 0. n. 

OL apxaieq rqybq yta q Mbv6q: Hpo6. V11.123 (E~ET~I~K?)  ano~~la) ,  T. Alp. XXX1.45 (vicus), 
noAuaiv. 11.1.3, nhv. IV.36, IT&(P. BUS. m o  A. M C V ~ ~ ,  IKuA. 66, MCAa 11.33, I ~ p a p .  V11.27. 
rta TIq avau~acpbq OTI l  MCv6q PA. I. BOKOTO~~OU~OU, "Av~uKCL~~LK&~ E ~ E U V E ~  OTI l  

XaA~i6i~?)", AEMO 1, 1987, 0.279-293, q i&a, "Avao~acpfi MCv6qq 1988", AEMO 2, 1988, 
0.331-345, q ibta, "Avamacpfi Mdv6qq 1989", AEMO 3, 1989, 0.409-424, q i6~a, "MCv6q- 
noaei6~ 199OV, AEMO 4, 1990, 0.399-410, q i61a KaL I. M o q o q a ~ h q ,  "To napcho VEKPO- 

~acpeio q q  MCvBqq", AEMO 4, 1990, 0.411-424. Enioqq I. Bo~o~onouAou, "Anciennes 
necropoles de la Chalcidique", m o  Necropoles et societes antiques, Actes du Colloque 
International de Recherches Archeologiques de I' Universite de Lille Ill, Lille 1991, Naples 
1994 (CCJB XVIII), 0.79-98. npp. T L ~  UUV~ETLKE~ avacpopdq q Mbv6q KaL T L ~  napaqpfi- 
U E L ~  ma: A.M. Snodgras "The Euboeans in Macedonia: a new precedent for westward 
expansion", uro Anoi~ia Scritti in onore di G. Buchner, AlON ArchStAnt N.S. 1, 1994, 0.87- 
93, K. Soueref, "Eubei lungo la costa della Grecia settentionale. Nuovi elementi", mo 
Euboica. L' Eubea e la presnza euboica in Calcidica e in Occidente, Coll. CJB, 15lAION 
ArchStAnt Ouad.12, Napoli 1998, s.229-242, S. Moschonissioti, "Excavation at Ancient 
Mende", m o  Euboica, 6.n., 0.255-271. 
OL apxaieq rqybq yla TO l7ooei6hv[ov / nooei6~: OOUK. 1.129. r ia TI< avaa~acpbq mo 



noaei6t PA. I. Bo~o~onoOAou, "Avau~acpfi Mbvaq 1989", on., 15. 0.416-417, q (&a, "Mbv6q 
- nooei6t 199OW, on., q i6ta, "~ooei6t 199lW, AEMO 5, 1991, 0.303-318, q iha, "Iloueib 
1992", AEMO 6, 1992, 0.443-450, q 81a, "nou~i51 1993", AEMO 7, 1993, 0.401-412, q i6ta, 
"Ilooeid~ 1994", AEMO 8, 1994, 0.269-274. npp. eniqq: K. Soueref, "Eubei ...", o.n., S. 
Moschonissioti, "Excavation.. .", 6.n. 

1. Qeppaioq ~oAnoq Kai apxabq Bboetq yupw an6 aurov: m p c r n ~ ~ j  ano6oq (an6 TOV 

Ka~6Aoyo Apxaia Ayldvia - Ocppa l~o~ K O ~ O C ,  Ap~aloAoy1~6 Mouoeio O~ouakovi~qq, 
University Studio Press, Q~uoaAovi~q 1998). 

1. nep~o)(il apxaiou HpaKAEiou: q nap6A1a <hq v o ~ ~ a  TOU nhmaphva npoq  TI^ EKPo~C~ TOU 

nqveiou no~apou, opto QecruaAiaq - Ma~e6oviaq. 
2. llepto)(il apxaiou HpaKhEiou: o Mcpoq TOU Kdmpou mov Ilharaphva. 
3. nepto)(ri apxaiou HpaKAEiou: q nap6A1a <hq q q  Iltepiaq Popeta TOU IlAmaphva npoq 

TO Aiov. Aq oqpe1~0ei 611 TO xapqM ~pfipa beQa TOU dpopou 61apopcphBq~~ an6 ~ t q  ano- 
Bboetq eppqrt~hv peupdrrwv V E ~ O U  Kai ~ O T ( I ~ ~ V  an6 TOV 'Ohupno. 

4. KapaprIoupva~t: aepocpo~oypacpia. To a~pomjpto amo, pe Ta apxaloAoy1~6 euprjpma 
q q  n~pto)(ilq, qpa6eusi ~ o u q  xhpouq q q  apxaiaq Qbppqq Kat q q  OeuoaAovi~qq q v  
apxaia Muy6ovia. 

5. navopapt~fi anoqq TOU 6urt~ou ~pf ipa~oq q q  ~01Aa6aq TOU Aveepouvra an6 Popela. To 
aepo6popto oqpaTo60~ei  TI^ e~poA.6~ TOU apxaiou no~apou Ave~pouvra. Ata~pivovra~ 
apuapa an6 6~516 npoq aptmepa: TO MeyWo 'Eppoho Kapapnoupvou, onou ~onoee~ei- 
Tat q popeta nhEupa ~ w v  6 ~ p o v  q q  Aivetaq, oi apxatoAoyu~oi xhpot nhaytapiou (q 6ev- 
6pocpm~pbvq IlAcrrta ~oupna Kal ~ o v r a  q q  q Oevbp), Tplhbcpou (ZapaAi~a), Nbou Puoiou 
(TOUP~ KaL Tphl&<a)). Anbvavrt, an0 q V  &r) I lkup6 TOU O E P ~ ~ ~ K O U ,  0 'OAupnoq Kp6- 
Pmat m a  ouwe-cpa. 

6. To Popeto anpwMpt q q  apxaiaq Aiv~taq, onou o cpapoq TOU Ayyehoxwpbu. 
7. Oboq TOU OLKLU~OU q q  apxaiaq Aivetaq (Tou7,Aa) pma ~ t q  ~ A u K E ~ ,  m a  ~ L O L K ~ T ~ K ~  opta q q  

Nbaq Mqxavthvaq. 
8. To a~poMp1 (Touva) Kal o ot~tapoq q q  apxaiaq Aivetaq idwpdva an6 vo~ ia  q q  Nbaq 

Mqxavthvaq. H nepto)(il ~ V ~ K E  q v  apxaia Kpouoi6a. 
9. no-riljata: H VEOTEP~ dthpuya mov apxaio tdpo. ZTO PaBoq o Oeppabq ~ohnoq. H 

no-riaa~a U U V ~ ~ E E  q v  BO~LKI~ pe q v  naMfiq. 
10. To AaAouv uupPoAo TIIS no~i6ataq Kat TOU nouetdhva 'lmtou m o  vop~opa n q .  
1 1. Z a q  IlaMrjqq: Ta apxah ~ a ~ a o t n a  TOU Atpavtou pe TIC ouy~poveq aMo~hoe~q, Popela 

TOU a~pwqpiou Kat TOU apxaiou ot~tupou. ZTO Pa0oq q a m  oaqyei npoq q v  no~i6aia. 
12. Z a q  IlaMfiqq: To a~pwflpt, Ta unokippxa TOU apxaiou kpavtob Kai TOU O~K~U~OU,  o 

nupyoq TOU pmoxiou povrjq 1~aupovt~r)Ta Kat ot utjXpoveq aMolhoetq an6 vhta. An6 
am6 TO q p i o  ytvo~av rneavo~a~a q npoapaoq m o  tepo T Q ~  Ap~bptdoq nueiaq. 

13. noueidt: q vh ia  a m  ep~poq an6 TO tepo TOU ~ooetdhva. 
14. To a~por r j p~  TOU nomtdoviou q xhpa q q  apxaiaq M~vdqq. 
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L'EPERON DU MUSEE DU PlREE 

L'eperon qui fait ici I'objet d'une presentation preliminaire, a ete offert 
au Musee du Piree en 1996 par I'industiel Basile Kallios, grice a I'entremise 
de Char. Kritzas. D'apres les informations donnees a M. Kallios il aurait ete 
trouve dans la mer pres du cap Arternision. II s'agit du premier specimen de 
cette arme formidable de la flotte ancienne, trouvee en Grece rnQrne. 

Description et etat de conservation (fig. 1-2 ): la piece du Musee du 
Piree n'est pas conservee entiere: il en manque toute la partie tribord, c'est- 
a-dire a peu pres la moitie de I'eperon S, qui a ete casse le long de son axe 
vertical, probablement a la suite d'un choc frontal tres violent, dont les 
marques sont visibles aux fractures de la partie frontale et la deformation 
partiale de I'objet (fig. 3). Ce qui malheureusement - en consideration des 
informations historiques fournis par la piece correspondante de I'eperon 
d'Athlit- fait entierement defaut, c'est la coiffe, dont il ne reste pratiquement 
qu'un petit bout triangulaire, qui neanmoins nous perrnet d'en reconstituer 
approximativernent I'angle. Les restes de soudure reperables a I'interieur de 
ce petit triangle sont eventuellement un indice qu'au moins cet element de 
I'eperon pourrait avoir ete fondu separement. La preuve ne pourra Qtre 
donnee qu'apres examen du contenu en etain des restes supputes de 
soudure, dont il vient d'Qtre question. Notons enfin que I'eperon qui etait 
recouvert d'incrustations marines, avait gravernent souffert par I'oxydation, 
pendant un long sejour dans un depot, avant d'Qtre offerte au Musee, et 
qu'aucune trace de bois n'y a ete decelee. 

Les dimensions 
Passons aux dimensions de la piece (fig. 4) : la longueur totale 

mesure 0,74 m, la hauteur preservee, c'est-a-dire a I'exclusion de la coiffe 
qui manque, 054 m. La hauteur du corps de I'eperon mesuree au front est 
0,35 m, de mQme que la largeur de la piece reconstituee (fig. 5: coupe de la 
piece reconstituee). L'epaisseur n'est pas uniforme et passe de I'arriere a 
I'avant, de 4 mm a 1 cm 4 mm pour les parois, et de 1,s a 6 cm pour les 
lames, les parois entre les lames arriere ayant la rnoindre epaisseur, ceux du 
front depassant les 1,5cm. (fig.6 : 3 coupes successives de I'arriere (gauche) 
a l'avant (droite). 

Dans son etat actuel, qui correspond a la moitie de I'eperon, moins la 
coiffe, les pertes dues a la rouille etc., la piece pese 36,4 kg. Ainsi le poids 
de I'eperon entier serait de 36,4 x 2=72,8 kg, plus le poids de la partie haute 
rnanquante, c'est-a-dire a peu pres 80 kg. 
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Comparaisons 
Les questions qui se posent a propos de la piece du Musee du Piree 

concernent d'un c6te sa place dans I'evolution du type classsique de 
I'eperon a trois branches, represente pour la premiere fois sur le relief de 
Demokleides du debut du 4e siecle,' de I'autre c6te le type de vaisseau 
auquel elle appartenait. Etant donnee la longuevite du type qui couvre 
plusieurs siecles, du 5e siecle jusque bien avant dans I'epoque imperiale, et 
vu d'autre part le conservatisme en matiere de dessin qui caracterise ce 
genre d'objets, on est reduit pour la datation a de criteres esthetiques ou 
purement technologiques. 

Mises a part les pieces, plus ou moins douteuses, comme I'eperon 
miniscule, peut Qtre votif, du Musee Canelopoulos2 et celui du Musee 
Fitzwilliam de Cambridge3, auquel la petite taille de la piece principale, et les 
particularites d'attache assignent une place A part (probablement s'agit il, 
comme il a ete deja suggere d'un proembolion4) les eperons qui s'offrent a 
la comparaison sont seulement deux, ce qui n'est pas beaucoup, mais 
quand mQme beaucoup plus que ce dont on disposait une dizaine d'annees 
plus t6t. II s'agit d'abord de I'eperon magistral trouve pres de la c6te 
palestinienne a Athlit et expose au Musee de Haifa, le seul qui a ete trouve 
sur place et correctement publie5, qui sera, ainsi, notre guide et notre point 
de repere pendant ce parcours a travers le monde encore a decouvrir de la 
construction navale antique6. Le second eperon - beaucoup plus petit et 
tres peu connu-est celui du Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum de 
Bremerhaven, trouve au large des c6tes africaines. 

La difference d'echelle en mQme temps que les ressemblances de 
forme et de la decoration avec I'eperon d'Athlit (fig. 7), nous conduiraient a 
y voir un grand contemporain de la piece du Piree. Pour parvenir a une 
reconstitution mQme tentative du type et de la date du vaisseau auquel celui 
ci appartenait, il faut bien commencer par la reduction de ces elements de 
comparaison a leurs proportions reelles. Les differences paraissent en effet 
enormes: La piece du Piree a le tiers de la longueur de I'eperon d'Athlit 
(2,26m), un peu moins du tiers de son hauteur ( 0.95) et moins de la moitie 
de la largeur (0.44- 0.60), tandisque la relation de son poids et de 1 a 5.5 
(80kg a 465 kg). Vues dans la perspective des enormites du monument 
d'octavien a Actium7 (fig. 8 Les socles des eperons d'Actium compares a 
I'eperon d'Athlit), les proportions de notre eperon nous conduiraient, dans le 
sens de Murrap a le classer dans la mQme categorie de bireme- monereg, 
que celui, du Musee de Bremerhaven, aux dimensions encore plus reduites: 
une longueur reelle de 0.435 (0. 525 jusqu'au au bout de la quille et 0,65 
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jusqu'au au bout de la partie haute), une hauteur de 0.275 (0,65 avec la 
partie haute), une largeur de 0.265 et un poids de 53 kg''. 

Nous essaierons par la suite de prouver- contre toute cette evidence- 
, que I'eperon du Piree appartient a un biitiment de guerre, plus proche 
qu'on ne le pense, a celui qui avait fait naufrage au large d'Athlit. Le point de 
depart de I'argumentation sera la definition de la grandeur reelle de I'eperon, 
conqu comme la gaine armee de trois lames horizontales qui protegeait la 
saillie de la proue tout en renforqant sa force de frappe. Dans ce sens, la 
mesure qui importe est celle de la hauteur de I'eperon, qui correspondant a 
de la preceinte basse (qu'elle prolonge vers la proue) pourrait de ce fait 
donner I'echelle approximative du bateau mQme. II est tres important de 
constater que dans les deux cas (du Piree et d'Athlit) cette mesure est 
effectivent la meme, c'est a dire 0,35m, ce qui prouve I'egalite de hauteur de 
la preceinte et partant la parente de type des deux bateaux en question. 
L'enorme difference de la longueur des deux eperons se reduit ainsi a la 
difference de la longueur de la pointe des lames. Ampute de celle-ci aussi 
que de sa partie arriere, qui en lui faisant contrepoids, prolonge la 
construction bien au dela de la region centrale, qui seule importe, I'eperon 
dlAthlit se reduirait effectivement aux dimensions de celle du Piree (fig. 9 Les 
eperons du Piree et d'Athlit compares). Qu'il s'agisse effectivement d'un 
type d'eperon court, conqu pour des raisons fonctionelles, est prouve aussi 
bien par sa construction solide, presque massive, reconnaissable a I'angle 
(de 45") du front de la coiffe, qui le reliait a I'etrave, ainsi que par la 
disposition de fixage par une double serie de boulons, afin de I'attacher le 
plus solidement possible a la proue. On trouve de nombreuses 
representations de ce type d'eperon sur les monnaies de la fin du 5e siecle 
au 2e siecle av.J.C.ll (fig. 10- 11: Monnaies de Kios et de Demetrius 
Poliorcete. Sa structure compacte, pareille a celle du belier de siege", et par 
consequent parfaitement adaptee a I'embolismos, qui consistait justement 
a disloquer plutdt qu'a perforer le batiment ennemi, z s'offrait tout 
particulierement a la nouvelle tactique de la collision frontale, courante 
surtout a partir de I'epoque hellenistique13. Les fractures et la deformation de 
sa partie frontale prouvent cependant que I'eperon du Piree n'etait pas 
encore a la hauteur des exigences d'une collision avec les preceintes 
renforcees des flottes hellenistiques. Tout different est le cas de I'eperon 
dlAthlit, dont la perte- comme celle de I'eperon- fixe separement- de 
Marsala14 - prouve qu'il a ete decolle, peut Qtre mQme deliberement 
abandonne afin d'eviter la perte du navire entier, pendant une action de 
perforation. 
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Les informations sur sa fonction, donnees par la longueur de I'eperon 
du Piree, peuvent Gtre completees par celles tirees de sa largeur et 
concernant le type du navire auquel il a appartenu. Plus etroit que la 
supposee tetrere coulee au large d'Athlit, mais appartenant cependant a la 
mGme categorie de bitiments, celui-ci devait, parait- il, avoir les proportions 
allongees d'une trireme, une navis longa par excellence'" Le poids de 
I'eperon correspond d'ailleurs exactement aux 77 kg calcules par Torr a 
partir de deux insciptions navales de 32514 et 32313, mentionnant le poids et 
le prix de cinq eperons de trireme16. Les calculs sont refutes par Murray et 
autres, qui - mettant en compte la devalorisation de la drachme d'argent 
par la suite de la campagne d'Alexandre - concluent a une reduction du 
poids de 27 a 45%, ce qui donnerait un eperon effectivement inefficace de 
44,5kg17. Cependant il n'est pas du tout sOr - vue la rarete des documents 
financiers contemporains- que les consequences monetaires de I'epopee 
macedonienne fussent si promptes a se faire ressentir18, tandis que d'un 
autre c8te I'argument d'apres lequel les emboloi mentionnes dans 
I'inscription clef seraient des fragments qui devraient Qtre chaque fois 
regroupes pour Gtre refondus en des eperons neufs de (44,6 X 5 =) 216 kg 
chacun, me parait tres invraisemblable, vue I'exigeance prohibitive 
d'expertise que cet exercice poserait aux trieurs du scrap afin d'atteindre 
chaque fois au poids exige. 

Je ne mentionnerai que brievement quelques autres arguments en 
faveur de I'appartenance de I'eperon a une trireme, tels que la longueur 
proportionnelle - connu par les representations - de I'eperon a 
I'ophthalmos de la proue, dont le Musee du Piree possede quelques 
specimenslg , ou les renseignements sur la largeur reduite des neosoikoi de 
Mounichie fouilles recemment et dont on attend la publication, qui semblent 
plaider pour I'existence d'un type de trireme de dimensions plus reduites 
que celles habituellement acceptees. 

Cornparaison stylistique et datation des trois eperons 

Si la discussion des differences de grandeur de I'eperon du Piree et 
de celui d'Athlit a pu conduire a une proposition d'identification du type de 
bitiment auquel appartient notre eperon, on espere que de la mGme fa~on, 
par la comparaison cette fois morphologique de ces deux pieces, on 
pourrait arriver a sa datation relative. 

En effet, malgre une evidente ressemblence exterieure avec celui 
d'Athlit, notre eperon est nettement distingue par un air de plus grande 
anciennete, qui est dC1 en grande partie a urie conception plastique 
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essentiellement differente. La forme compacte, le jeu des courbes et des 
plans inclines et une conception organique de la decoration composent le 
profil d'une force encore "archaique" qui manque a la piece beaucoup 
mieux conservee du Musee de Haifa. Cette impression d'un important 
decalage chronologique est renforcee a I'examen des points de detail 
communs aux deux pieces, comme, par exemple, ce bouton de fleur sortant 
d'une calice de feuilles d'acanthe, qui orne le depart de la lame du milieu, et 
qui, a Athlit aussi bien que dans les representations sur les monnaies et les 
reliefs du llle et du Ile ~iecles*~, n'est plus qu'une reduction schematique des 
volutes pleins de seve de la piece du Piree (fig. 12 L'eperon du Piree, detail), 
un motif purement decoratif, parfois maladroit, et en tout cas sans lien 
organique avec son support (fig. 13 L'eperon d'Athlit, detail). L'air nature1 du 
motif pireote semble au contraire exiger une explication quant a son sens et 
a sa place dans ce magistral ensemble decoratif, ou on a voulu reconnaitre 
tant6t le trident de Poseidon tant6t la foudre de Zeus ", et qui -ici- semble 
plut6t former la poignee d'une epee, un motif d'ailleurs clairement 
reconnaissable sur quelques proues en marbre hellenistiques et romainesZ2. 
Notons enfin que I'argument morphologique pour I'anciennete de I'eperon 
du Piree - malgre le peu d'appui apporte par I'analyse chimique du bronze 
(dont la composition est assez proche de celle de I'eperon d'Athlit)" - est 
eventuellement renforce par le constat d'un evident retard techique, que 
soulignent les imperfections de la fonte et la soudure (possible, mais pas 
prouvee) de la coiffe. 

Malgre la parente formelle avec I'embolon du Piree, la piece de 
Bremerhaven en est effectivement separee tant par la conception plastique 
que par le decor. L'air romain de cette piece est reconnaissable au dessin 
fonctionnel, rigide et sec, domine par les lignes droites, comme le triangle 
de la partie frontale de I'embolon ou I'horizontale de sa surface superieure, 
mais aussi par son denuement decoratif complet (fig. 14). Ses dimensions, 
reduites par rapport au n6tre .(fig. 15 coupes comparees des eperons du 
Piree (g.) et de Brem'erhaven (dr.) dans une proportion de 28 % pour la 
longueur, 24 % pour la largeur, 20 % pour la hauteur et 33,7 % pour le poids, 
rendent possibie I'attribution de I'eperon de Bremerhaven a une lembos 
romaine. 

La datation proposee de notre eperon au debut de I'epoque 
hellenistique parait confirmbe par les informations, d'ailleurs non verifees, 
concernant son lieu de trouvaille, au large du cap Artemision, ou en tout cas 
au nord de I'le d'Eubee. II ne pourrait pas Qtre question de dater I'embolon 
du Piree au debut du Ve siecle, date des deux fameuses bataillles qui ont 
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precede Salamine. C'est plutdt a deux autres rencontres navales de moindre 
importance qu'il faut essayer de la rattacher. I1 s'agit d'abord de la 
destruction, au debut de 322, c'est-a-dire juste avant les deux batailles de 
I'Hellespont et d'Amorgos, d'un nombre inconnu de biitiments atheniens, 
par Kleitos, for~ant sa sortie du golfe Maliaque, la bataile ayant eu lieu 
d'apres Diodore (18.15.9) pres des iles Echinades (c'est-a-dire au large 
d'Echinos, v. Morrison GROWS p. 18), puis, dix ans plus tard, en 312, de la 
defaite, suivie-, apres I'arrivee de renforts- de victoire, de la flotille athenienne 
qui secourait Cassandre au siege d'Oreoi au nord de I'Eubee (Diodore 19.7. 
SIG3 409). 

Metallurgical Investigation of the Bronze Ram of the Museum of Piraeus 
by George J. Varoufakis 

Radiography inspection 
The investigation of the ram started by a radiography inspection in 

order to check whether any welding existed below the rich oxide layers 
which covered the metal. The radiography was realized at the private 
laboratories of Mr. George Fyrigos by using a 192 Iridium isotope in 
combination with a high sensitivity film. The investigation showed that no 
signs of welding existed. After mechanical cleaning and removal of most of 
the oxides, a second radiography inspection was repeated. The latter 
radiographs were identical with the previous and showed that 1) the ram is 
a sand casting bronze and 2) it possessed a rather good soundness. 

Generally speaking, a similarity can be observed between the gigantic 
Athlit ram and the small bronze one exhibited at the Museum of Piraeus. 
Regarding now the casting procedure, the author agrees with Eisenberg, 
that the ancients followed almost the same one even if the small ram was 
constructed at an earlier time. 

Chemical examination 
Drillings were taken from two points situated at the warhead of the ram 

(S1 and S2), at a distance of about 10 cm from each other. Chemical 
analyses were realized by atomic absorption. The following results are 
shown in this table 

Georges Steinhauer 
2nd Ephorie d'antiquites 

Prehistoriques et Classiques 
13, rue Polygnotou, Athenes 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BRONZE RAM 
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8. W.M. Murray, "The Weight of Trireme Rams and the Price of Bronze in Fourth Century 
Athens", GRBS 26 (1985), p. 141-150, d. The Athlit Ram p. 72- 75 (W.M. Murray). 

9. Son attribution d'une triacontore, un navire mentionne souvent a c6te de la trireme dans 
les listes de la marine de guerre athenienne depuis 3301329 (v. L. Casson, Ships and 
Seamanship in the Ancient World, Priceton, 1971) est pourtant inconcevable vu le poids 
de I'eperon. 

10. Je suis redevable pour les dimensions de IUperon de Brernerhaven a I'amabilite de M. 
Murray. 

11. Le grand nombre de representations parait exclure une faute de graveur. Les plus 
anciennes (fin Ve I debut du IVe s.av.J.-C.) se rencontrent sur les monnaies de Courion 
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(L. Basch, Le musee imaginaire fig. 582) et de Cyzique (mus. imag. fig. 808 A). A la 
deuxierne moite du IVe s. av. J.-C., qu'appartiennent les rnonnaies de Mernnon, le 
nauarque de Dareius, issues en Carie (rnus. imag. fig. 635), de Cios (Morrison GROWS 
p. 199, 340- 300 av.J.C.) et de Sinope (rnus. imag. fig. 808 E) sur le Pont Euxin. 
Particulierement frequent est ce type d'eperon sur les rnon 
naies de Demetrius Poliorcete (Morrison GROWS p. 20213, mus. imag. figs. 726, 727, 808 
H) et de Phaselis en I'honneur des rois lagides (mus. irnag. fig. 58415, 636) Le type se 
rencontre encore a la deuxieme rnoitie du llle s. p.ex. Arados (fig. 698, 259- 243 av. J.- 
C.), au Ile s. av. J.-C. (Magnetes, Samos, rnus. imag. fig. 808 F et G) et aux bstirnents 
romains contemporains (mus. irnag. fig. 899). 

12. Basch ("Notes sur I'eperon" p. 37- 38) a attire justement I'attention sur le parallelisme 
entre le belier de siege et I'eperon naval, qui dans plusieures langues modernes (anglais, 
allemand, neerlandais) se nomme egalement belier. 

13. Elle est magistralement depeinte par Lucain "ut primum creperunt obvia rostra." (Phars. 
33.544). Dans la pratique la collision frontale est d'habitude combinee avec une 
rnanaeuvre decrite par Polybe 16.4.1 1 (a propos de la bataille navale de Chios) 
consistant a faire plonger la preceinte basse et I'eperon de faqon a ce qu'il frappe sous 
la preceinte basse de I'adversaire, ou avec la position inclinee de I'eperon, qu'on 
rencontre effectivement dans la plupart des representations sur monnaies de I'eperon 
court cf. L. Basch, Musee irnaginaire p. 299-300, J.S. Morrison, Greek and Roman Oared 
Warships 399-30 BC., Oxford, 1996(=GROWS) p. 363-4, A.W. Sleeswyk, Tropis IV, 1999, 
p. 429-449) 

14. H. Frost, International Journal of Nautical Archaeology 4.2 (1975) p. 219-228, The 
Mariner's Mirror 67 (1981) p. 65, L. Basch, The Mariner's Mirror 68 (1982) p. 3 et "Notes 
sur I'eperon" op. cit. p. 50-56 et appendix, p. 91-101 (Sleeswyk) 

15. Sur les proportions relatives de la trireme et la tetrere, v. Morrison GROWS p. 279- 296 
16. C. Torr, Ancient Ships2, Chicago, 1964 
17. J.S. Morrison, "Trireme Reconstruction", International Journal of Nautical Archaeology, 

13.33 p.216-217, Murray supra note 8 
18. Sur I'opinion generalement adrnise v. F.Heichelheim, Preisschwankungen p.8 no 41ff. 

Moins categorique sur les consequences inflationistes de I'expedition d'Alexandre,est, 
par contre, W. Loomis (Wages, Welfare Costs and Inflation in Classical Athens, Michigan, 
1998, p. 246-7) qui souligne que le tresor perse etant en or, I'influence immediate aurait 
porte plut6t sur le rapport or-argent (qui effectivernent passe de 1:12 A 1 : 10). L'evolution 
des prix entre 42110-41615 (date de I'IG l2 371, qui donne le prix du bronze, soit 35 
dr.lrnna, dont s'etait servi Torr) et 32514-32312 (date des inscriptions navales IG 112 1629 
et 1631) est comrne suit: 412 - 403: - 50 a 100 %, 403- 330 + 70 % ,330 - 300 +25 a 50 
%. L'inflation etant calculee a 1 %, les prix en 325 seraient a peu pres au niveau de 412. 

19. X. Iaa-rooyAou- naA1a6&Aq, "Mappap~vo~ ocpeaApo( an6 TO kpavt TOU netpatan, Arch. 
Ephem. 1978, p. 15-34 

20. V. par exernple les pieces de monnaies d'Antigone Gonatas (mus. imag. fig. 812, de 258 
av. J.-C.), et de la cite d'Arados (mus. imag. fig. 818 de 17413 av. J.C.) ainsi que I'eperon 
en marbre de Cyrene (mus. imag. fig. 816,du ler s. av. J.C..) 

21. The Athlit Ram p. 57-61 
22. Eperon en marbre hellenistique de Rhodes (rnus. irnag. fig. 817) et romain (augusteen) 

d'Ostie (mus. imag. fig. 814 
23. Voir en appendice les resultats de I'analyse chirnique par IMonsieur G.J. Varoufakis des 

echantillons pris sur I'eperon du Piree. 
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TO NAYArlO T H I  ANTIAPATONEPN I T A  KYOHPA (4'' n.X. AlnNAI) * 

Iq 6 ~ a p ~ s ~ a  avayvwp~m~~rjq Cpsuvaq TOU IV~LTOUTOU EvaAiwv 
Apxa~ohoy~~hv E ~ E U V ~ V  ( q p .  I ) ,  oTLS V O T L O ~ V C ~ T O ~ L K E ~  ~ K T E s  TwV Kuefipwv, 
TO 1993, r) onoia six& B L E ~ ~ X ~ E ~  nap6Mqha ps q xspaaia avaa~acprj TOU 

~ L V W ~ K O U  tspou ~opucprjq, mov Ai-rlhpyr) m o  Bouvo, an6 TOV ~aeqyqn) 
rldwr) IaK&Map6Kr), E ~ o ~ ~ u ~ ~ ) K E ,  OTlq Pdp&l&q aKTdq Tr)q qoibaq 
AvrdpayovCpa (xapqq 1, cpw~. I ) ,  Cva ouvoho swCa Aielvwv nupapt6os~- 
6hv ay~uphv (qC610 1, cpw~. 2). rta Ta snopeva Xpovta, an6 1994 Cwq Kal 
TO 2000, TO 1.EN.A.E. oupnsplCAaPs q v  unoppux~a aun) apxa~ohoy~~fi 
Cpeuva mo  sn)a~o E ~ E U ~ T L K O  npoypappa TOU. 

H qoi6a AvrdpayovCpa ( q p .  2), eival r) Pope~o~epr) 6uo qui6wv (q 
VOTLOTE~T) ovopa<e~al ApayovCpa), nou Ppio~ovrat as p ~ ~ p f i  anomaq an6 
T L ~  V O T L O ~ V ~ T O A ~ K C ~  amCq TWV Kuerjpwv, ue anomaq 2 v.p. nspinou 
~Op&lOaVa~Ok~6 an0 TOV AuhCpova Kal 3,s V.p n&pinOU V O T L O ~ V ~ T O ~ ~ K ~  

an6 TO A~a~ocp~t (xapqq 1). H qo i6a npoaopota<et us oXljpa O K T ~ ,  CXEL 6s 
pr)~oq nspinou 350p. KaL pdyimo nha-roq 150p. 01 am&< q q  eiva~ ppaxh- 
6 ~ 1 ~  UE oh0 TOUS TO pr j~oq Kat ~ U U K O ~ ~  T [ P O ( X [ E ~ ~ U L ~ E ~ .   IT^ 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  unap- 
)(EL p l~po  TEKTOVLKO pfiypa nou EXE~ 6r)ploupyrju~l &va p l ~ p o   ohn no, ev6 dva 
6&lh&p0 psyaAhepo 61a~p&x&~ q v  qa i6a an6 Poppa npoq v o ~ o  Kal EXEL 
uqoq nepinou 10-12 phpa. Avrimoixo, nap6Mqho npoq Ta 600 6Ma prjy- 
paTa, cpaivs~a~ 0 ~ 1  unapxe~ Kal m o  pueo ~a-ra pr j~oq q q  ava~oh~~r jq  Kal 
pops~oava~oh~~fiq a m q  q q  qoi6aq, onou o Pueoq eiva~ 16tai~epa ano- 
Kf3r)pVOq. Avriec~a V V  ~ U T L K ~ ) ,  V O T L ~  KaL ~Op~L06U~t~r j  nkupa, 0 P U ~ O ~  
eivai opaAoq. 

I T 0  ~ U X O  q q  P o ~ E L o C ~ V ~ T O ~ L K ~ ~  atmjq q q  Avrt6payov~paq &VTOni- 

oeq~e TO Cva an6 Ta 600 ouvoha, TO onoio ano~ehei~a~ an6 ~Caasptq hiel- 
veq nupap160~~6~iq ciy~upeq, evh TO 6 ~ h ~ p 0  svron ia~q~& us p l~pr j  ano- 
m a q  an6 TO Pops~oava~oA~~6 a ~ p u n j p ~ o  q q  qui6aq Kal ue anomaq 
nspinou 150p. ~ o ~ & ~ o ~ v ~ T o ~ L K ~  an6 TO nph~o.  To 6shspo auro auvoho 
~ ~ O T E ~ O U V  n&m& ayKlJp&q t6iou T U ~ O U  (qC61o 2). n~oK&lTal yLa TO FEya- 
A I ~ T E ~ O  UUVO~O TOU U U ~ K E K ~ ~ ~ & V O U  TU~OU,  nOU EXEL &ltTolTl~e&i p&Xpl N~E- 
pa, KaT6 xhpav. nap0pOlOU T U ~ O U  ayKlJp&q &XOUV aV&hKUCJe&i 6&KaTp&iC, 
an6 TO A~pav~ q q  ZCaq, pia an6 TO A~pav~ TOU BoAou, evh 6Akq ~Cuusp~q 
Cxouv evron~oesi ae 660 vauayla 0-q NoTla I~aAia KaL q IlK~hia. 0 1  T P E L ~  
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evronidlq~av m o  vau6yto La Madonnina Kat yia m o  vauaylo Ognina 4 
( ~ ~ 1 . 3 ) .  

H Cpeuva nou a~oAouBqoe TOV evrontopo ~ w v  aynuphv an&6&16&, ye 
Pef3atoq~a O T ~  npo~et~at  yta T L ~  ay~upeq nhoiou, TO onoiov oupcpova ye q 
X ~ O V O ~ O ~ T ~ ~  TUV KtVTlThv &lJpI'lphov X ~ O V O ~ O ~ E ~ T ~ L  OTa T&hq TOU 4"W.X. 
a h a .  

0 ppaxh6qq PuBoq q q  nepto>(riq, qlpa-ri<et oe 6tacpopa qpeia 
yt~pCq appou6eq. H avao~acprj en~~evrphBq~e ae aura Ta qpeia, Kal 
KU~I~W~ Y ~ P W  KaL K ~ T W  all0 TlS n&VT& ayKlJp&q TOU ~ E U T E ~ O U  UUVO~OU, nOU 

eixav nCoe~ avapeoa m a  ppax~a, acpou  EKE^ napa-qprjBq~e q peyaAhspq 
ouy~Cvrpoq K~paptKfiq. AvrieeTa m V  n&plo>(ri TOU nphT0U UUVOAOU, OTO 

~ U X O  TOU ~oAnou, q ~ e p a p ~ ~ r j  b a v  avunapmq. Avao~acpq~av 6uo TOPES 

(Toprj I Kat II, @bo 3). H pia u q v  nspto>(li ~ w v  ay~uphv A2 Kat A3 (~opfi 
I) Kat pia 6&h&p~)  u q v  nepto>(li yupo Kat K ~ T W  an6 q v  ay~upa A9 (Toprj 
11). A V E ~ K U U ~ ~ ~ K ~ V  U U V O ~ ~ K ~  T & U U & ~ L ~  an6 TLq  EWE^ ayKIJp&q ( ~ W T .  3, q p .  
5). Ta KLVT)T~ euprjpa-ra nou evronioeq~av u r ~ q  6uo anCq TO& eiva~ 
K U P ~ W ~  K~paptKfi Kae~)y&~Lfiq )(fIfiUtlC,, Aiya ayy&ia p&Tacpopa$ (0SUn~epe- 
vot aycpopeiq Kat ~ouAaxtmov 6uo nieot), KaL oplopdva yoAuP6~va KaL ~Clh- 
KLva avrt~eipeva. 

An6 Ta xapamqptmt~a ayyeia ~aeqpeptfiq ~ p f i q q  nou evroniaeq- 
Kav, Ba npCnst va avacpepeouv ev auvroyia: Tpe~q anCpato1 ~po>(liAa~ot 
yehappacpeiq Aljpot ((PUT. 5p, q p .  6), nou XpovoAoyouvra~ m o  6ehep0 
ytoo TOU 4"" a[. n.X. 'Eva p&Aappacp&q ~ ~ B u o n ~ v a ~ ~ o  (cpo~. 4a, q p .  7), nou 
XpovoAoyei~at m o  ~ p i ~ o  ~ d T a p ~ o  TOU 4"" a[. n.X. A ~ K E T ~  a o ~ a  peAaypacprj 
a~ucpi6ta, Ta onoia, m o  ouvoho TOUS, Cxouv Cao veuov xehoq Kat ~ ~ K T U -  

Atoqlpeq paoaq (@61o 4, cpw-r. 4p, y, 6, q p .  8). 'Eva an6 aura cpCpe~ 
u q v  P a q  TOU ey~apatcro yovoypapya Kat op~apdva cpdpouv epnieuq 61a- 
K O U W ~  m o  E ~ O T E ~ L K O  TOUS. XpovoAoyo~jvra~ 6~ 6Aa m o  6&h&p0 ~ L U O  

TOU 4"" at. n.X. 'Evaq peAayPacpfiq ~aveapio~oq, pe cpuMoet6rj avayhucpq 
6 ta~60pqq m0 ohpa, paep160~fi p a q  Kat K U ~ L V ~ P L K O  &SW VEUOV X E ~ O S  
((PUT. 4&, q y .  9), I lOU X ~ O V O ~ O ~ E ~ T ~ ~  m0 6&h&p0 TETC~~TO TOU 4"" at. n.X. 
AUO 6pacp&q yt~pCq 0hll&q p& K ~ ~ E T E ~  U T I E ~ ~ U $ J W ~ & V E ~  KaL T [ E ~ ~ ~ T U U ~ & V E ~  

Aapdq ((POT. 5y, 6, q p  lo), nou XpovoAoyouvra~ mtq apxCq TOU 4"" at. n.X. 
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'Evaq pt~poq apacpoq ~upumopoq apcpopio~oq (PUT. 5a, q p .  11), nou 
xpovoAoyei~at m a  T C A ~  TOU 4"" at. n.X., Kat pia k ~ a v i 6 a .  Bp&BqKav a ~ o p a  
Bpauopma 6&Ka nepinou o~unuBpevwv appopCov ( q p .  12), Kat660 TOU- 
Aaxtmov ~ ~ I o ~ ~ K E U T ~ K ~ V  Ilieov ((PUT. 6, 7, q p .  13). 

H K~pClptKfi nOU T ~ E ~ ~ U U V E ~ Y T )  an0 TIC, 660 a~a~KClcptK&C, T O ~ & S  ~ E V  

1.1r[op&i Va 8&wpqe&i llotoTlK6 E ~ O ~ E U U ~ ~  KaL 0Tt ~ M K E  OTO ~ O ~ T ~ O  TOU 

nh0i0~ (Ullp. 14). @a ITphl&t ~WOV Va 0&0pQE)&i O T ~  aIl0T~hEi TO ~ a h l h & -  
po pCpoq ~ o v  ayysiwv, nou xpqatponotrjBq~av an6 TO nhfipwpa yta T L ~  

~aeqpeptv~q avay~eq TOU. AUTO entpepathvrrat Kat an6 TO yeyovoq OTL opt- 
up~va  an6 Ta ayyeia eixav xpqotponotqBei, onoq yta napa6etypa 01 Airpot, 
nou cpCpouv i ~ v q  ~ a u q q  m o  pumps. 

01 o~unuepevot apcpopeiq, Aoyo TOU pt~pou aptepou TOUS, onoq Kat 
ot anoBq~emt~oi nieot, Ba pnopouoav va eixav ~pqatponotqesi yta q v  
anoerj~euq et66v avaynaiwv yta q 6tmpocprj TOU nhqphpmoq (vepo, 
~paai ,  ~pocpbq, K.A~.), ~ a e h q  a ~ o p a  Kat yta q v  cpuhatq p t~phv ayyeiov, 
xopiq opoq va anoKAEimat TO E V ~ E X O ~ E V O  va ano~eAoljoav Kat pCpoq 6eu- 
~epsuovroq cpop~iou TOU nhoiou. IE a n o A q  xpovoAoyrlq, q hn-nj Kepa- 
ptK0 Kal Ta Atyoma Clw~iCl ~ E T C ~ ( P O P ~ $ ,  EKCE~VOVC~L UE oh0 TO 6&h&p0 pl00 
TOU 4 O  at. n.X. 'Opoq, pe 6&60p&vo OTL Ta ayyeia ~aeqpeptvrjq xprjqq, nou 
aveA~uaBq~av an6 TO xhpo TOU vauayiou, *av oAa oe xprjq, q mtyprj 
nou Cytve TO vauayto, Ba np~net q xapqho~epq ~povohoyrlq q q  Kspapt- 
~ f i q  va BewpqB~i oav q v  nt8avo~epq TOU vauayiou. Iq auy~e~ptpdvq nepi- 
r r r o q  q ~~AEuraia et~ooae~ia TOU 4OU at. n.X. 

A K O ~ ~ ,  t6tai~epa ev6tacpCpov eivat TO auvoAo ~ o v  poAup6tvov avrt- 
KEL~CVWV nou neptouveACyqaav an6 TO xhpo ~ o v  6uo avaa~acpt~hv ~ophv.  
Am6 p W o v  npdnet va qrri<ovrat pe TOV ecap~topo TOU nhoiou (cpo~. 8, 
q p .  15). 'Opoq ot nevtxpCq yvhoetq, Kat ~up ioq  ot onavteq 6qpoot~uoetq 
napopoiwv avrt~etpCvov an6 &Meq avao~acpCq vauayiov, 6ev ent~p~nouv 
va yivouv unoB&oetq yta q v  a~ptpfi xprjoq ~ o u q  m a  nhoia. And Ta Atyomd 
~dAoq ~ 6 A ~ t v a  avrt~eipeva, nou ppCBq~av, Ba npdnst va avacpepBouv, Cva 
~pr jpa ~6A~tvqq Aapfiq ~a6ou  Kat pept~a ~ 6 A ~ t v a  ~apcpta (cpw~. 9), nou npo- 
Cpxovrat, p m o v  an6 TO o ~ a p i  TOU rrhoiou, an6 TO onoio opwq 6ev oh8q- 
KE ~ a v b a  ~pfipa, ~upiwq Aoyo q q  ppaxd6ouq ucprjq TOU pueou, Kat TOU 

pt~poLj PaBouq. 

TdAoq m o  xhpo q q  Toprjq I, Kat ~Crro an6 q q  660 ay~upeq, ot onoi- 
eq f i~av neopCveq q pia ~ 6 o v  navo an6 q v  W q ,  E K T O ~  an6 q v  AEn-nj 
K E ~ C L ~ L K ~ ) ,  Kat Ta Bpa6opaTa TUV 660 ~ ~ I o ~ ~ K E U T L K ~ V  nieov, E V T O T ~ ~ U ~ ~ K E  
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Kal p&p0$ TOU E ~ ~ ~ T O S  TOU nhoiou, n 0 U  TO ~ ~ ~ O T E ~ O U U ~ V  plKp&$ (XPOWU- 
k iq  n&Tp&q TOU diou n~TphpaT0~ pe a u ~ o  TWV ay~uphv (cpw~. 6, 7). Eiva~ 
homov nohu nteavov oi 660 am&< ay~upeq va ppio~ovrav m o  ~a-rumpo- 
pa TOU nhoiou o ~ a v  auro pueiaeq~e, Kal ~ a ~ a  q v  rrrhq ~ o u q  va napCou- 
pav Kal ~a~anha~woav  Ta ayyeia Kal pCpoq TOU Cppa~oq nou r j~av Tono- 
BcqpCva K ~ T W  an6 aurCq, m o  apnapi. 

01 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T E ~ o ~ T E ~  TOU UUYK&K~I~&VOU VCIU~YLOU &ival lI0khkq. TO ~ O V O  

opa~o crrolxeio, nou enC~ps+e TOV evronlopo TOU, onwq ljbq avacpCpeq~s, 
r j~av Ta 6uo ouvoha ~ w v  ay~uphv (qC61o 1). 0 aptepoq ~ o u q  eewprjeq~e 
K ~ T '  apdv  t6iai~epa peyaoq yta va avr~crrolxouv UE Cva Kat pova6~~o 
nhoio. ria TO A0y0 ~ U T O ,  KaT6 Tlq ~[(36T&q EKTL~~UE~S,  E~XE ~ E O P ~ ~ E (  0 ~ 1  

*av E~TE 01 6y~upeq ~ E ~ ~ U U O T E ~ W V  nhoiwv (cqp. 16), Ta onoia a v a y ~ a q -  
Kav va npoooppioouv m o  xhpo auro, Kal Cva and aura vauayqoe, E~TE OTL 

oplopCv~q an6 au~Cq eixav xpqolpono~q0ei oav Cppa a& Cva povo nhoio, ye 
TO U K E ~ L K O  0Tl  0 U U Y K E K ~ L ~ & V O ~  T U ~ O ~  E~XE X f l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ e ~ ~ ,  K ~ T '  E ~ O ~ V ,  
wq papoq povlpwv ay~upopohiwv ( q p .  17). 'Ooov acpopa o-qv n p h q  uno- 
8 e q  6ev ppCBqnav motxeia nou va q v  anoppimouv rj va q v  entpepath- 
vouv. Aev pops i  n h w q ,  oe ~ a p i a  nepimwq, va anoiduztmei q unoeeq 
O T ~  m o  xhpo ay~upopohqoav nepiaoo~epa TOU evoq nhoia, nteavhq piaq 
qonopnrjq epr~opi~wv Kal n o k p l ~ h v  nhoiwv, K ~ T L  nou n~mono~si~at  Kai 
an6 T O U ~  apxaiouq ouyypacpeiq, ~upiwq TOV 4" al. n.X., o ~ a v  TO npophqpa 
q q  neipcrreiaq r j ~av  161aiT&pa Cvrovo ( q p .  18). 'Ooov acpopa o-q 6eu~epq 
uno8ecq, noMa an6 Ta KLVT ]T~  euprjpa~a eixav ~a~anha~wee i  K ~ T O  an6 nq  
ay~upsq, enopCvwq eiva~ apcpipoho au~Cq va eixav ~qoiponoiqesi aav 
&ppa OTO nhoio. Kupiwq 6&, OTO xhp0 q q  T O ~ Q ~  1, onou p&Ta q v  ~ V E ~ K U -  

cq TOV 6uo ay~uphv, Cylve oacprjq o ~ponoq evano0sqq ~ o v  a v r ~ ~ e ~ p ~ v o v ,  
p& TTl 0 ~ 1 ~ 6  ~ ~ Y K U P E ~  - K E P ~ ~ L K ~ ~  - &pwa ( ~ W T .  6, 7). T&hoq, yla q V  UUYKE- 

~ p ~ p C q  nepirrrwq, npCne~ va anoiduztcrrei Kal q nteavoq~a povlpou ayKu- 
popohiou nhoiwv, acpou o xhpoq eivai i6lai~epa E K T E ~ E I ~ E V O ~  mouq avC- 
pouq Kal6cv npoocp~pe~ ~ a p i a  npocpuhacq. H xpovohoy~~rj O ~ O L O ~ E V E L ~  6e 
q q  ~ e p a p ~ ~ l j q ,  E V L ~ U E L  oacphq q v  ano+q TOU vauayiou. 

H 6~amopa ~ w v  ay~uphv, oe 600 auvoha, pnopei va 6lKal0h0yrle&i, 
T O U A ~ X ~ ~ ~ ~ O V  an6 vami~fiq dnoqqq. 01 ~Coospiq nou ppCBqnav mo  puxo 
TOU ~ohnou UE pia O ~ T L K T )  cuecia, pnopouoav va eixav xpqoipono~qesi an6 
TO nhrjpopa TOU nhoiou UE pia npomaeeta va ay~upopoAfioouv TO nhoio 
~ o v r a  o-qv a m .  0 1  @ K U ~ E ~  aur~q,  eivai 01 ~ L K ~ O T E ~ E ~  oe 61acrraoelq Kal 
p6p0q Kal (p~olK6 ~ ~ O ~ O U V  va xpqa~pono~qf306v pE p&yahh&po E U K O ~ ~ C ~  o& 
~ & p i r t T ~ ~  avay~qq ( q p .  19). 0 1  ayKlJp&~ TOU 6&ur&p0~ UUVO~OU, TOU 

~ O ~ E ~ O ~ V ~ T O ~ ~ K O U  a~pwqpiou q q  qoi6aq, 6ev np&nel va xpqolponoirjeq- 
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Kav no~C, Kat u q v  ouoia UqpaT060~0~~ TO ~ O p o  TOU vauayiou. ZTO ~ O p o  
am6 evronioeq~~ Kal o p~yaAhspoq apt8poq ompa~wv ayyeiov, avap~aa 
m a  ppaxia TOU nuBpCva. Tqv Cmoqq a m ,  p~pa~hve! TO O T ~  OL 6uo a y ~ u p ~ q  
q q  Topljq I, nou ppCBq~av n~a&veq up6ov q pia navw an6 q v  C1Mq 
((POT. 2), KaL ~upiwq TO OTL K ~ T W  an6 aurCq ~vronioeq~av OL a n o e q ~ ~ m ~ ~ o i  
nieo~ KaL TO Cppa TOU nhoiou ((PUT. 6,7). 

Eiva~ pCpato OTL TO nhoio 6 ~ v  pmCqspe oQ~nuBp~vouq apcpopeiq. 0 
aptBpoq nou ~ v r o n i o e q ~ ~  ~ i v a ~  nohu p ~ ~ p o q  O ~ E  auroi va arro~~houoav 
pCpoq TOU npw~euovroq cpop~iou TOU nhoiou. A K O ~ ~  Kal av amo E~XE uuhq- 
 BE^, E~TE ~ a ~ a  q v  apxa~oq-ra, E~TE ~ a ~ a  Ta v~C;ITepa xpovla, Ba ~vronyo- 
vrav, aocpaAOq, nohu n s p ~ a a o ~ ~ p o ~ ,  Cmw Kal BpauopCvo~. Eiva~ Aomov 
nteavo~~po va ~ETE(PE~E cpeap~a u h ~ ~ a ,  onwq yla napa6~lypa a ~ ~ a p ~ ,  TO 

onoio (PUULK~ 6 ~ a o ~ o p n i u q ~ ~  Aiyo xpovo p ~ ~ a  TO vauay~o KaL 6 ~ v  acpqas 
i)(vrl. 

H ohoKAljpwq q q  p ~ k 2 - q ~  TOU K E ~ ~ ~ L K O U  UALKOU TOU vauayiou 
( q p .  20), pnopei ~ n i q q  va 06qyljos~ us ~v6iacp~povra oupn~paopa~a. ME 
6&60p&vo OTL, q ( S U ~ K E K ~ L ~ C ~  m~ypfi TOU vauayiou, oha Ta ayy~ ia  f i~av us 
xpfiq, pnopouv va auy~ptBouv 6taqopo~ ~ u n o ~  ayysiwv, nou av KaL xpo- 
V O ~ O ~ L K ~  ~ ~ E X O U V  O ~ L U ~ ~ V E ~  ~ E K ~ E T ~ E ~ ,  pp&eqKav oha pa<i UE E V ~  ~~KhELm0 
UUVO~O>>. A~opa UnapxEl l'l ~ U V ~ T O ~ T ~  x ~ o v o ~ o ~ T ~ C J T ~ ~  E U ~ T ) ~ ~ T O V ,  nOU EK 

npooLpiou 6qp~oupyouv npophljpa~a, onwq 01 nupapt6o~t6~iq ay~upeq Kal 
OL a n o e q ~ ~ m ~ ~ o i  nieoi. r ia  TO U U ~ K E K ~ L ~ C V O  T U ~ O  ay~uphv, ~ i v a ~  PCpa~o 
nhdov OTL, av Kai ~apxai<wv>> B ~ w p q n ~ a  ~unoq, napCpslvs UE x p l j q  an6 
T O U ~  vaur~~ouq, Q ~ K E T O U ~  aiOveq p ~ ~ a  q v  ~ p q a v ~ q  TOU ~ u n o u  q q  ay~u -  
paq p~ muno ( q p .  21), aiyoupa n s p ~ o o o ~ ~ p o  ~uxpqmoq KaL ~+A~ypCvoq. 
Eniqq 01 anoeq~cur~~oi  nieoi ~ i v a ~  Cva CrMo ~upqpa, p~ auwjBwq apCpalq 
xpovohoyqq, q onoia aupa paai<mal m a  ouv~upfipa-ra, KaL 0x1 UE ouy~s- 
~ p ~ p C q  Tunohoyia ( q p .  22), ~upiwq EC al-riaq q q  xp l jqq ~ o u q  yLa p~yciAo 
xpov~~o  6tauqpa. 0 ~vron~opoq 600 T O U ~ ~ X L ~ O V  napopowv anoeq~smt- 
KOV niewv m o  vauaylo q q  Avrt6payovdpaq, pnopei va poqBljoei uq xpo- 
vohoyqq TOU U U ~ K E K ~ L ~ C V O U  TU~OU, av Kal q p ~ A 6 q  T O U ~  Ba npCnsi va 
OTpa(P&i ~ E ~ ~ U U O T E ~ O  UlTl  ~p0~0hoyrlUq TTlq K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ ~ ~  TOUS Kal 0x1 TllC, 

xpfiarls TOUS. 

H PuBiq TOU nhoiou UE pia nsp~o>(il p~ t 6 ~ a i ~ ~ p a  ppaxO6q pueo, 6 ~ v  
~ n k r p ~ q ~  q 6~a*pqq molx~iov TOU nhoiou, nhqv ~ w v  h~yomhv xciA~ivov 
~apcp~hv, nou ntBavov va npo~pxovrat and TO a ~ a p i  TOU. 'ETUL a p ~ ~ ~ a  ~ p w -  
*paTa, ~ X E T L K ~  pE TOV Tun0 TOU nhoiou, q V  K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ ~  TOU, K . A ~ .  Ba psi- 
vouv, 6umuxOq, E K K ~ E ~ T ~ .  'Onoq E K K ~ E P ~ ~  Ba ~ E ~ V O U V  KaL OL hoyo~ TOU vau- 
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ayiou. Zav pia nt8avrj ~ ~ 6 0 f i  8a pnopouoav va 8~0pq80uv OL ~a tp t~dq  
ouvefi~sq KaL via nteavrj apapia m o  nhoio. 'Opwq 6sv pnopouv va ano- 
KhE~o80uv KaL noMoi 6Mot Aoyo~, onwq q ne~pa-reia fi q cpw~ta. 

'Opwq, Ta K L V I ~ T ~ ~  E U ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ T C I  Clva~Kacpfiq KaL KlJpiwq T l  K~pavlKfi, anOTE- 
Aouv dva ouvoho t6tai~epa ~~6lacpdpov yla q v  ~a-ravoqq TOU ~ponou 6ta- 
p iwqq TOV nhqpwpa~wv navw m a  apxaia nhoia, KaL 8a poq8fioouv o-qv 
~ a ~ a v o q q  q q  ouvunaptqq 6~acpopwv ~unwv ayysiwv ps ~povohoy t~~q  
6~acpopCq ps~atu  TOUS. Eniqq Ta bacpopa p s ~ a M ~ ~ a  avri~sipsva, pnopouv 
va poqerjoouv o-qv ~a-ravoqq TUV 6tacpopwv ~CapqpCrrwv ~ w v  nhoiwv. H 
qpaoia  piaq avao~acpt~fiq dpeuvaq, E~TE aunj siva~ xspoaia E~TE unoppu- 
Xta, E~TE &)(EL E K U ~ ~ W U L ~ K ~  E~TE K O L V ~  &~pfipUKi, & Y K E L T ~ ~  K U P ~ O ~  OTO EV~LCL-  

cpdpov TUV apxa~ohoyov KaL ~ w v  uneu8uvwv q q  Cpsuvaq, va oAoKhqp6- 
oouv q v  dpeuva ps q v  TEALK~~ 6qpooi~uurj q q .  Auroq sivai Kai o npw-rap- 
x t~oq moxoq Kat o~onoq ~ 6 8 ~  en~o-qpov~~fiq dpsuvaq. r ia  TO vauayto q q  
Avn6payovdpaq, ps q auppohfi TOU lvmt~olirou EvaAiwv Apxatohoyt~hv 
E ~ E U V ~ V ,  EAT[~<ETC~L OTL T) TEALK~~ 6qpou i~uq  TOU E U P ~ ~ ~ ~ T O S  8a 0hoKhIlpw- 
8si as ouvropo X~OVLKO 6tao-qpal h m s  Ta ano~skiopa~a KaL Ta oupnspa- 
CYpClTa Va TE~OUV TEAL KC;)^ C m l V  KpiUtl qC,  ~ n L ~ p 0 ~ t K f i q  K o L v o T T ~ T ~ ~ .  

0. 0&060uAou, A. Koup~oupkAq 
ApxatoAoywv 

Ivm~~ol i ro  EvaAiwv Apxatohoyl~hv Epsuvhv 
naqoiwv 77-79 

10434 ABfiva 

*H oAoKhrjpwq q q  avao~acpfiq TOU vauayiou q q  Avn6payovdpaq 
sivat TO ano~dkopa q q  E ~ E A O V T L K ~ ~ ~  spyaoiaq ~ouAaxtmov 60 psAhv TOU 

I v O T ~ T O ~ ~ O U  E V ~ ~ U V  A ~ X ~ L O A O ~ L K ~ V  Epeuvhv, apxa~ohoywv, C~PXLTEKTOVWV, 
cpw-roypacpwv, T E ~ L K ~ V .  H sn~~ux ia  q q  os psyCrho noooo-ro, ocpeiA&~ai o-qv 
61~fi T O U ~  6 ~ 6 8 s q  Kat acpooiwq. ZE oAouq, T O U ~  acpavsiq aurouq oupa 
npw~aywv~mCq ~ w v  avao~acphv, 01 onoiot unop~vouv o k q  T L ~  L ~ L O T ~ O ~ ~ E ~  

Kat ana1m)ostq TWV avao~acpdwv, Kat nou m a v ~ a  avacpdpovrat m ~ q  EK~B  
UEL~,  ocpsihoup~ va ~~cppaooup,  pdoa an6 aurCq T L ~  ypappCq T L ~  8~ppCq 
paq suxap~misq. Eniqq 8a npdnet va ansu8uv8ouv suxaptmisq o-qv 
Ecpopsia EvaAiwv Apxa1om)~wv yta q ouvnjpqq Kat q cpuhatq TWV supq- 
pdrrwv q q  avaa~acpfiq, onwq sn iqq KaL o-qv B' Ecpopeia npoimopL~hv KaL 
KAaot~hv Apxa10m)~wv. 
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Iqp. 1: Ta ano~eA6opa~a ~ o v  epeuvhv 6qpoa~eOovra~ m o  n c p ~ o 6 ~ ~ 6  TOU lvm~~ol irou 
Evahiov Apxa~oAoy~~hv Epeuvhv ENAAIA. BA. Koup~oupbAqq 1992, Koup~oupbAqq 
19930 KaL Koup~oup6Aqq 1993y. 

Iqp. 2: t ~ o  nap6v 6pepo xpqo~ponotouvra~ Ta o v o ~ a  TUV vqai6ov, onoq am6 avacpbpo- 
VTaL OTO v ~ L K L K o ~ ~  X ~ ~ P T E ~  Tllq Y6poypa(plKI)q Y l l l l ~~u iaq  TOU ~ o ~ E ~ L K o u  N~UTLKOU. 
 IT^ Kueqpa en~~pcrrei q ovopauia MeydAq KaL M L K ~ ~  Apayovapa. 

Xqp.3: IXETIK~ pe TO vau6y10 q q  La Madonnina, PA. Mc Cann 1972, yLa TO vauay~o Ognina 
4, Kapitan 1982. 

Iqp. 4: H nmpoAoy1a avdAuoq ~ o v  6e~ypd~ov TOV ay~upov by~ve m a  epyao-njp~a TOU 

E.K.E.@. Aqpo~pt~oq an6 TO Ap. I. Mnaffla~o. 
top. 5: A V E ~ U ~ ~ K ~ V  01 6yKupeq KOU 0 ~ 0 p 6 d q ~ a ~  Al, A2, A3 KaL A9. 0 1  unoAomeq nbvre 

ay~upaq anocpaaiu8q~e TEAIK~ va peivouv mo xhpo TOU vauayiou yLa va TO qpcrro- 
~OTOUV. AV eixav avekuaecl okq, 6ev 8a unljpxe d o v  ~ a v b a  molx~io TOU vauayi- 
ou m o  xhpo. OL rbaoep~q ay~upeq nou bxouv aveh~uueei E K T ~ ~ E V T ~ L  m o  
Ap~a~ohoyl~o Mouaeio q q  Xhpaq Kuejpov. 

Iqp. 6: OL Aupo~ evraoaovra~ mouq ~ h o u q  25 A (269) KaL 25 B (308) q q  ~unohoyiaq 
Howland (Agora IV). 

tqp. 7: r ~ a  TO L X ~ U O ~ N ~ K L O  PA. apte. 1074 (350-325 n.X.) q q  Ayopaq (Agora XII). 
tqp. 8: r ~ a  T O U ~  6~dcpopouq ~unouq ~ W T W V  a~ucpl6iov PA. Agora XII, 828 (375-350 n.X.), 944 

(375-350 n.X.), 949 (350-325 n.X), KaL Agora XXIX, ~unoq  1466 (340-310 n.X.). OL 
Sparkes B. A,, Talcott L., avacpbpouv xapan-qp~cm~a yLa Ta a w ~ a  a~ucpi61a pe boo 
veuov x~hoq: -The bowl with incurving rim is essentially a 4m century creation.. (ash. 
131), 6noq Kal yLa T L ~  6a~~uAt6q~lpeq paue~q: -The late series with ring foot (no 942- 
950) is concentrated mainly in the second and third quarters of the 4m century.. (mA. 
137). 

Iqp. 9: BA. Agora XII, 670 (375-350 n.X.). 
Iqp. 10: BA. Agora XII, 274 (375-350 n.X.). 
Iqp. 11: BA. Agora XII, 1466 (340-310 n.X.). 
Iqp. 12: OL o~unu€lpcvo~ apqopeiq nou bxouv evron~oeei aro xhpo TOU vauayiou eival x ~ a ~ o i  

TOU TEAOU~ TOU 40U a{. n.X., ~ a e h q  KaL optop6vo~ nou awj~ouv o-qv pcydAq opa6a 
Solocha I (Zeest 1960), T ~ V  onoiov q npobkuoq eiva~ apcpi0oAq KaL bxouv ~ a m ~ d e i  
I ~ L ~ ~ O X I K ~  pe ~ o u q  apcpopeiq q q  nenapjeou (~unoq I1 A, Doulgeri - lntzessiloglou - 
Garlan 1990) Kal q q  Ko (~ljnoq 11, Kavrpa 1994). 

I q .  13: H baAoylj ~ o v  ompd~ov TWV T O ~ ~ V  6ev EXEL a~6pa  oAoKAqpweei. Eiva~ opoq @palo 
 TI ea oupnAqpoeouv KaL 8a npomeeouv mov ~a~dAoyo Kal m a  ayyeia ~aeqp&p~- 
wjq XP~TS 

top. 14: A~6pa Kal av TO vauay~o eixe auhqeei KC IT^ q v  a p x a 1 6 ~ a  fi Ta veo~epa ~povla, Ba 
eixe evron~dei oro xhpo a p ~ ~ ~ a  peyahlirepoq aptepoq apcpopbov, nou Ba ~n~pcpai- 
ove  TI am6 rj-rav TO cpop~io TOU nAoiou. 

Iqp.15: Ta avn~eipeva am& eivat ~ d ~ a i ~ e p a  66o~oAo va ~ a m l d o u v  KaL va xpovoAoyq~ouv, 
y~a-ri ~a molxeia an6 T L ~  avao~acpbq ClMov vauayiov, UE OTL acpopa TOV e ~ a p ~ a p o  
T O U ~  eival nsvlxpa Kal apbpa~a. Qa npbne~ va oqw~oesi OTI o poAup6oq eixe xpqa~- 
pono~qeei eupboq m a  nhoia yla noMouq A6youq, onoq TO py&o ~161~6 Pdpoq TOU, 

q eu~oAq wfiq a ~ 6 p a  K ~ L  EV tpJ)o, q EUKOA~ ocpupqA&rqoq, K.h.n.. Avapeaa m a  
~6hKna avr~~eipeva nou ppbeq~av m o  xhpo q q  avamacpjq, npbne~ va avacp~p8ouv 
~ouhax~mov ~ p i a  x6hKlva ~aprpt6, n~eavhq an6 TO nhoopa TOU nhoiou, ~ a e h q  Kal 
pia xMK~vq Aapj ~ 6 6 0 ~ .  

Iqp. 16: BA. ~ E T I K ~  Koup~oupbAqq 1993, aeA. 16. 
tqp. 17: ~ X & T L K ~  p& T V  un6eeoq Tllq xpqOIpon0irlOqq TOU ~ U ~ K E K ~ L ~ ~ V O U  T U ~ O U  ~ Y K U ~ ~ V  yla 
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povtpo ay~upopoA~o PA. TZciAaq 1993, Kat ouym~p~p6va yla T L ~  ay~upeq TOU vauayi- 
ou q q  Avrtdpayovdpaq UEA. 442. Eivat cpuot~o OTL optopdv~q an6 aurdq Ba popou- 
oav va eixav XpqotponotqBei oav povtpo ay~upopoluo. 'Opoq q unaptq napopoiov 
ay~uphv Kat UE xwpouq vauayiov, onwq yta napa6etypa mo La Madonnina, mo 
Ognina 4 Kat ~~Aeuraia o-qv Avrdpayovdpa anod~t~vOouv OTI aurou TOU eidouq Ta 
e<Papqn Xpqotponotouvrav oav dy~upeq. 

Iqp. 18: ZXETLK~ pe ~ t q  vqonopndq ouv06~iaq E ~ I - I O ~ L K ~ V  nhoiov PA. r~6cpaq 1993, oeA. 21 1 . 5  
24, UJ~udo-AqpooBdvouq, npoq noAuKhCa, L 17 Kat ~ E V O ~ ~ ~ N ,  EMqvt~a, E, 6' 61. 

Iqp. 19: H TEALK~ dqpoo i~uq TOU vauayiou q q  Avndpayovdpaq, p a  q v  oho~Afipooq q q  
avao~acpt~fiq dpeuvaq  ma TO 2000, EXEI npoypappcrrtoBsi yta TO npooexbq d~oq 
2002, OTQV oelpa ~ o v  ENAAlnN Supplements TOU 1.EN.A.E. an6 ~ o u q  ouyypacpeiq TOU 

apepou. 
Zqp. 20: rta TO ~pono  Xpqrnponoiqqq ~ o v  nupaptdoet66v ay~up6v PA. Koup~oupdAqq 2001a 

pe ~ E T L K ~ ~  PtPAtoypacpia. 
Iqp. 21 : Ay~upa pe muno EXEL evromoBsi m o  vauayto q q  AAow~joou (Xa~<q6a~q 1995), nou 

XpovoAoyei~at mov 5" al. n.X. Enioqq ~ E T L K ~  pe TI< NKUPE~ p& muno PA. Gianffrotta 
- Pomey 1981, UEA. 297-309, OKOU y(v&ral pia ouvropq avacpop6 m a  eupjpma A(&- 
vov munov ay~uphv, optopdvot an6 ~ o u q  onoiouq XpovoAoyouvrat m a  a p x a ~ ~ a  ~ p 6 -  
v1a. 

Zqp. 22: H dqpooieuoq C I ~ O ~ I ~ K E U T ~ K ~ V  niewv Kat ~up ioq  q ~unohoyia ~ o u q  eivat a~6pa  aplce- 
T6 Q ~ O C ~ Q C T ~ C ~ T L K ~ ~ .  QQ ~ O ~ O U U E  EV~EIKTLK~ Va ~VQ(PEPBE~ q q C ,  E. Mac-Neil 
Boggess "The Development of the Attic Pithos". 
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THE VENETIAN GONDOLA AND MALTESE DGHAISA COMPARED 

In Malta there is a distinctive type of harbour boat called a dghaisa. 
In tourist literature it is described as 'the gondola of Malta', and the two boats 
(the Venetian gondola and the Maltese dghaisa) have obvious similarities. 
But there are also less obvious details that correspond, so that in serious 
studies of Mediterranean boats the dghaisa and the gondola are considered 
to be near relatives (e.g. Bradford 1966, 27). 

But there is one important difference between them: the dghaisa has 
a keel and the gondola has not. That is a difference which has been 
regarded as absolutely fundamental; as great as the difference between 
vertebrates and invertebrates in zoology. It is often suggested that boats with 
keels and boats without keels come from distinct evolutionary streams, 
separate from each other since the early days of seafaring, boats with keels 
having evolved from dug-out canoes via the addition of side planks to raise 
the freeboard, and boats without keels from skin boats or bundles of reeds. 

But to see a gondola being built undermines that opinion. The 
gondola is built on a baulk of timber called a cantiere, laid permanently on 
the boat-house floor (Rubin de Cervin 1956). The ribs (or frames) are nailed 
temporarily to the cantiere, so that one seems to see a boat with a keel under 
construction. There are also uprights at each end of the cantiere which 
makes it look as though the finished boat will have the prominent stem post 
and stern post of a Maltese dghaisa. But after the side planking is secured 
to the framing, the frames are detached from the cantiere, the embryo 
gondola is turned upside down and finished as a keel-less boat. The two 
uprights that looked like a stem post and a stern post stay in the boatyard, 
like the cantiere. Rubin de Cervin's illustration of a Venetian gondola under 
construction is on the left of Fig. 1. On the right is the fore part of a Maltese 
dghaisa. It looks like a gondola that has incorporated the cantiere as its keel, 
and the uprights as its stem post and stern post. Whenever I have shown this 
picture to people who know something about the traditional boats of the 
Mediterranean, they have unhesitatingly, and wrongly, identified the 
Venetian gondola as a Maltese dghaisa. 

Now to examine another of the many aspects of their construction 
which link the dghaisa with the gondola: the planking of both boats runs 
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horizontally, with no attempt to follow the sheer line. It can be seen in Rubin 
de Cervin's drawing. The uppermost of the 'bow side-planks' is just a triangle 
of wood, smaller than the palm of your hand. It is the same with the Maltese 
dghaisa. 
That feature links the gondola and dghaisa and other boats built in and 
around the Mediterranean, including the monoxyla illustrated in the paper 
given by Commander Rouskas yesterday, but it is in marked contrast with 
the northern European tradition. 

If we consider the construction of a Viking ship, the Oseberg ship in 
Fig. 2 for example, we can see that a major part of the northern shipwright's 
art lay in getting his planks to follow (more or less if not exactly) the sheer 
line. Admittedly, some of the apparent planking near the bows of some 
Viking ships may actually be a block of wood carved to simulate planking, 
but that only emphasises the northern shipwright's conviction that planking 
and sheer line ought to relate to each other. These two different methods of 
planking have not, in my opinion, received the attention they deserve, either 
in the study of traditional boats that survive today or in the study of ancient 
shipbuilding. 

Recognition of these two different constructional techniques could 
help us separate northern from Mediterranean boats, in areas such as the 
coast of Portugal, where northern and Mediterranean seafaring traditions are 
supposed (rightly, I think) to have met. When Portuguese and Viking craft 
both display similar extravagant sheer lines, it can give a false impression of 
common ancestry, an impression that is dispelled when we take into 
account the two very different methods of planking. 

The Portuguese mercantel operated under sail until recently in the 
lagoon of Aveiro, just south of Porto. The planking runs horizontally, ignoring 
the sheer line, so that as with the Venetian gondola, there is a triangle of 
wood the size of a pocket handkerchief in the upper, forward extremity. The 
moliciero, which was used for gathering seaweed from the bottom of the 
same lagoon, was built in the same way. It has been suggested (Johnstone 
and Tilley 1976, 20) that both boats had a Mediterranean origin. 

Fig. 3 shows at the top a ship from the Thera wall paintings and 
below it a Portuguese saveiro or xavega. (The Portuguese vessel is 
deliberately displayed inside out, to make the comparison easier). The 
similarity in their profiles has often been remarked upon. The planking of the 
Portuguese saveiro, like that of the mercantel and the moliceiro and the 
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dghaisa and the gondola, runs horizontally, ignoring the sheer-line. (It is in 
this and many other respects a scaled-up gondola). That links it with the 
Mediterranean, and separates it from northern vessels with a similar profile. 
Similarly, the oars are forward of the thole pins, which is the system used by 
the other Portuguese vessels mentioned in this paper, and in the 
Mediterranean and further east, rather than abaft the thole pin and working 
against it, as is the custom in northern Europe. 

The Thera ships have been reconstructed (on paper) from their 
profiles, on the assumption that their builders used the northern European 
tradition of planking following the sheer line. With that technique, the profile 
gives some idea of the three-dimensional form of the hull. But the other 
technique - horizontal planking unrelated to the sheer line - gives the 
shipwright almost infinite scope. The Portuguese saveiro is hard chined and 
flat bottomed, quite unlike most people's ideas of the hull-form of the Thera 
ships, despite the similarity of the profiles. 

Consider again the Maltese dghaisa. In Malta, it is often regarded as 
a Phoenician survival. That must be true, because postcards and other 
tourist literature tell us so! In 1969 1 published the idea. Professor Casson 
(1971, 66-7) endorsed it in his well-known Ships and Seamanship in the 
Ancient World, writing: "The small boats ... have a modern descendant that 
shows incredibly little change, the dghaisa, a distinctive harbor craft of Malta, 
where the Phoenicians early established a colony", but I do not know what 
Maltese opinion is based upon or whether it preceded or followed us in this 
respect. 

Now to examine some of the evidence. Although modern 
passenger-carrying dghaisas are generally rowed by only one man, the boat 
was originally designed for four oarsmen, and that is still the way they are 
rowed in races. The two foremost oarsmen now sit and pull, but they sit on 
temporary planks placed athwart the boat's top wale, which suggests to me 
that originally all four stood facing the prow and pushed. Professor Casson 
and I consider that the modern dghaisa is strikingly similar to Phoenician 
craft on the eighth century B.C. Khorsabad wall relief, illustrated in this 
volume in the paper by Athena Trakadas. Her paper also concluded that the 
Khorsabad relief shows Phoenician river boats, not sea-going ships. 

There has been a widespread opinion that the artist was really trying 
to represent sizeable ocean-going ships, rather than small boats. People 
draw attention to the mast and look-out position on some of the vessels and 
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argue that a little four-oared boat would not have a mast with a man aloft. 
The boat in Fig. 4 contradicts that view. It is an Italian ontro which used to 
hunt swordfish and tunny off the fishing port of Scylla in the Straits of 
Messina. (If there is any doubt that it too is an ancient survival and the origin 
of the monstrous Scylla that partnered Charybdis, one has only to count the 
number of heads (six) and of legs (twelve) which Homer tells us were 
characteristics of Scylla). 

Amalgamate an ontro with a Maltese dghaisa and the result is a 
Khorsabad boat. Admittedly the Khorsabad relief shows the crew using only 
one oar each, and all rowing on the same side of the boat. Hence, if we were 
to assume photographic accuracy (and that the boats are not going round 
in circles), they should be eight-oared, double-banked boats, with four far- 
side oarsmen hidden behind the four on the near side. But the 
representations of boats loading timber show crews of four rather than eight 
men. The artist shows us things he knows are there but which would not in 
reality be visible - the fish in the water and timber which is really within the 
hull rather than above it. So I assume that the boats were single banked. 

As Malta is known to have been a Phoenician colony, the suggestion 
that the dghaisa might be a Phoenician survival is not particularly difficult to 
accept. But if, as I have suggested, the Venetian gondola and the Maltese 
dghaisa are closely related to each other, it implies that the gondola is also 
a Phoenician survival. The late Paul Johnstone liked the idea, and published 
it in his respected book The Sea-Craff of Prehistory. He considered, as I do, 
that Venetian gondolas of the 16th century AD (Fig. 5) resemble the 
Phoenician boats on the 9th century B.C. Balawat gates (illustrated in this 
volume in the paper by Athena Trakadas). 

Of course, it is perfectly possible to deny the resemblances between 
ancient and modern vessels which Casson and Johnstone and I perceive. At 
present, such supposed resemblances are dealt with subjectively. It has 
been suggested, for example, that a Nubian rock painting, shown here as 
Fig. 6, resembles a Maltese dghaisa as closely as do the vessels on the 
Khorsabad relief (Basch 1975, 230-2). As I see it, the rock painting could as 
well be a snake as a boat. There is no indication of size, means of propulsion 
or crew. It is extremely vague. That is in marked contrast with the Khorsabad 
relief, in which things are shown in such detail that one can see the cut of the 
oarsmen's beards. Is it possible, I wonder, to take a scientific or objective 
approach to the question of whether one boat has a significant resemblance 
to another? Would the mathematical discipline of comparative topography 
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help at all? Or perhaps judgement by randomly-selected juries, by which 
means political pollsters and marketing men are able to transform mere 
opinion into something that is very nearly science. 

A feature of the gondola in Fig. 5 is its spiky bow. What are the 
spikes for? Are there other examples? Do they resemble those of the muleta 
in Fig.7? The muleta came from that part of the coast of Portugal which the 
Phoenicians are known to have colonised. It has been suggested that the 
spikes on the 17th century gondola and on the muleta amount to no 
particular resemblance. M. Basch (1975, 250) drew attention to the stem 
post of a certain 18th century Dutch smakschip (on which there are no spurs 
or spikes at all), pointing out that if the temperament du pays had been less 
sage et austere then the Dutch vessel might have had spikes sticking out of 
its stem-post, and the spikes would have looked very like those on the 
muleta and gondola. But though his contention is difficult to refute, it is, 
surely, to say no more than if pigs had wings they would very likely fly. The 
study of ancient ships includes more reasoning of that sort than one would 
wish to find in a scientific discipline. 

The evidence that the modern gondola was originally Phoenician 
leads me to believe that the Venetians themselves were originally 
Phoenician, but I hesitate to ask you to accept that opinion. At previous 
conferences in this series I have put forward less startling suggestions - 
that ancient triremes were triple-banked, for example - and have met with 
considerable scepticism. So I will use the notion of Phoenician Venetians 
only to connect what would otherwise be a series of disparate ideas, and ask 
you to ponder the evidence and the questions it raises, even if you consider 
my conclusion preposterous. 

Dictionaries trace the word "gondola" to the Latin "cumbula", a type 
of boat which Pliny said was Phoenician. Thus etymology, as well as 
iconography, suggests that the gondola was originally Phoenician. 

If one assumes that there was no Phoenician colony at the head of 
the Adriatic, it is worth asking why not. It is a place where one would expect 
Phoenicians, where the Mediterranean penetrates most deeply into Europe. 
It is known to have been the southern end of an important trade route - 
sometimes called the Amber Route - between the Baltic and the 
Mediterranean. Should we assume that Phoenician ships were in some way 
unsuited to the Adriatic? Or perhaps that the Veneti were powerful at sea, 
and kept the Phoenicians out of the Adriatic? 
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The Veneti were regarded by the ancient Romans as an ancient 
people. By their own tradition they had originally lived in Asia, neighbours 
and allies of the Trojans, and after the fall of Troy fled to what is now Venetia, 
a desirable location for a seafaring nation. Other modern place names are 
generally considered to relate to Phoenicia - Finike for example, close to 
Cape Gelidonya, the site of George Bass's famous excavation of a 
Phoenician shipwreck, and Finiki, not far south of us here in Pylos. Is there 
any particular reason why the name Veneti should not have a similar 
derivation? 

On the Atlantic coast of Brittany lived another famously maritime 
people, also called Veneti. Julius Caesar conquered them, but only just, 
because their massive sailing ships were too strongly built for Roman 
warships to damage with their rams, and their sides were too high for the 
Romans to board except with great difficulty. 

The Roman author, Strabo (4.4.1 and 5.1.4), thought that the Veneti 
of Brittany and those of the Adriatic were the same nation. We should ask 
ourselves why he thought that, even if we assume that he was wrong. To 
Strabo, the most noteworthy characteristic of the Veneti of Brittany would 
have been their maritime prowess. It suggests to me that at some time in 
their history known to Strabo, the Adriatic Veneti also had a reputation as 
seamen. 

There were undoubtedly Phoenician colonies on the Atlantic coast of 
the lberian peninsular before the Roman occupation, and the lberian 
Phoenicians undoubtedly traded with Britain, though not necessarily 
directly. The Veneti of Brittany also traded with Britain (as Caesar tells us) 
and were in the middle of a Phoenician trade route which they were well 
placed to interrupt. If we assume that the Veneti of Brittany were not 
Phoenician, we ought to wonder what was the relationship between the two 
rival nations of maritime traders. One would not expect them to be very 
friendly in the circumstances, but there is no historical record of conflict 
between them. 

To my mind, the simplest explanation is that Phoenician colonists 
moved out of Iberia when the Romans occupied their part of the 
Carthaginian Empire, and became the Veneti of Brittany. 

Soon after Caesar conquered the Veneti in Brittany, representations 
of big sailing ships, the so-called Roman merchant ships, appear in Roman 
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art. It seems unlikely that the Romans had such ships before the campaign 
against the Veneti, otherwise Caesar would have used them. His own 
account of the campaign emphasises how unsuitable were the oared 
warships that he actually did use. It would fit the evidence well if we assume 
that Romans got their merchant ship from the Veneti of Brittany. 

The earliest representation of the type of ship usually called a 
Roman merchant ship is carved on a Phoenician tomb, which leads many to 
believe that the type of ship was originally Phoenician. The two sources from 
which the Romans may have acquired this type of ship (of tremendous 
historical importance, because it allowed Rome to be fed with grain from 
Egypt) coalesce into one, if we regard the Veneti of Brittany as Phoenicians. 

The Phoenicians have come down to us as one of the least attractive 
peoples of antiquity. They pioneered the alphabet, yet hardly a word of their 
own literature survives. What little we know of them was written by their 
enemies. They have been called "the Englishmen of antiquity" which I 
thought was one of their least condemnatory epitaphs until I realised it was 
written by a Frenchman. Confirming the worst their enemies said of them, 
archaeologists uncover the charred remains of little children consigned to 
the fire by their parents' hideous religious zeal. 

It would lighten this sombre picture if the Phoenicians were ancestral 
to the modern Venetians and had handed down some of the qualities that 
make Venice so much admired today. We could suppose that Phoenicians 
held carnivals when they tired of making money; and that their seaport cities 
had some of the breathtaking beauty of Venice; and that across the narrow 
stretch of water that separated Tyre from the mainland one might have heard 
faint strains of a barcarole, as ancient gondoliers ferried their city's tribute to 
fierce Assyrian kings. 

Alec Tilley 
Fieldfare Hambledon PO7 4RX 

England 
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1. Gondola (left) and dghaisa (right) (after Tilley 1973, Plate 19). 
2. The Oseberg ship (after a museum post card). 
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(below). 
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5. 16th century Venetian gondola. 
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7. Portuguese muleta (after Guthrie 1970, Fig. 42). 
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Fig. 3 Ship from the Thera wall paintings (top). 
Portuguese saveiro or xavega (below). 
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Fig. 4 Italian ontro 
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Fig. 5 16th century Venetian gondola 

Fig. 6 Nubian rock painting 

Fig. 7 Portuguese muleta 





THE KHORSABAD TIMBER TRANSPORT RELIEF 

Introduction 
In 1843, two Frenchmen, Emil Botta and Eugene Flandin, began to 

excavate a large mound near the eastern shore of the Tigris River in modern 
Iraq. The remains of a large palace were soon uncovered, and identified as 
Khorsabad, which served as the capital of the Neo-Assyrian kingdom during 
the reign of King Sargon II, from 721-705 B.C. After several campaigns, Botta 
and Flandin had removed seven large congruent stone panels which depict 
the water-borne transport of timber.' This fragmentary relief of five extant 
panels, now in the Louvre, shows fourteen distinctive horse protome boats, 
carrying and towing timber as they maneuver before two island cities (Fig. 
1). Since this relief lacks cuneiform epigrams, the depiction of horse 
protomes has led scholars to identify the vessels as Phoenician hippoi, 
transporting timber from the mountains of Lebanon along the coast of 
Phoenicia.' Horse protomed vessels in antiquity are described as Phoenician 
by both Pliny and Strabo, and similar iconography appears on Phoenician 
coins and boat  model^.^ However, locating this scene along the eastern 
Mediterranean coast misconstrues its original intended message. Instead, 
the Khorsabad timber transport relief helps reveal what was a complex 
socio-economic relationship between two peoples: the Phoenician vassals' 
renowned maritime skills were appropriated by the Assyrian kings as a form 
of specialized tribute, as the eastern Mediterranean shipwrights and sailors 
eventually served Neo-Assyrian kings directly in Mesopotamia by the eighth 
century B.C. 

History of Contact 
In the first centuries of the first millennium B.C., the heartland of the Neo- 

Assyrian kingdom was a small, landlocked region in the northern 
Mesopotamian plateau. A succession of expansionist-minded kings, 
however, soon promoted and enforced a gradual but strong Neo-Assyrian 
hegemony that was felt all over Mesopotamia. By the early eighth century 
B.C., the Neo-Assyrian kingdom's sphere of influence extended from the 
Persian Gulf all the way to the coast of the eastern Mediterranean.4 

The motivation for this expansion was economic, as the Assyrian kings, 
backed by a large and mobile army, systematically appropriated the trade 
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goods, natural resources and any monetary wealth of their smaller, weaker 
 neighbor^.^ Those few "states" which failed to comply with this form of 
taxation were subject to swift and ruthless punishment.' The archaeological 
remains of Neo-Assyrian propaganda, royal administrative records and 
monumental art, reveal that this enforced taxation of valuables was to be 
perceived as a gift of tribute, which honored the king's authority and far- 
reaching power.' 

Such methodical appropriation was the case when the Assyrian hegemony 
began to expand westwards to the Mediterranean coast during the reign of 
King Shalmaneser Ill in 859 B.C.' Shalmaneser depicted his reception of 
Phoenician valuables on the bronze repousse bands of a monumental gate 
at Balawat, in the northern Assyrian heartland. These palatial wooden doors 
are decorated by sixteen bronze bands, two of which show the tribute of 
Phoenician cities during the king's western campaign (Fig. 2).' In each 
scene, two small boats with horse-head stem and stern-posts are propelled 
from island cities to another shore by one or two men. The cuneiform 
inscription labels the cities as Tyre and Sidon, which offer to the king wide- 
ranging gifts of "...silver, gold, lead, bronze (and) purple stuff ...'"' 

By the ninth century B.C., the Phoenicians had already constructed 
numerous ships and strategically-located ports along their native coast. 
They also had acquired sufficient navigational knowledge which enabled 
them to establish an extensive maritime trading network throughout the 
Mediterranean and beyond." By this system, the Phoenicians were able to 
trade valuable foreign goods that were highly desirable to the land-locked 
Assyrians.I2 This commercial success certainly made an impression on the 
economically-driven Neo-Assyrian kings, who, by the reign of Shalmaneser, 
began to aggressively assimilate this trade into their own economy, re- 
directing its goods and profits to themselves.I3 

But contact with the Phoenicians during the ninth century also introduced 
extensive maritime skills as yet unknown to the Assyrians. As an initially land- 
locked kingdom, Neo-Assyria lacked the vessels proper for a sea-going fleet 
and could not engage in its own large-scale maritime trade or military 
endeavors overseas. The Neo-Assyrians' familiarity with the Phoenicians' 
functional maritime skills would only improve, as their political control and 
tribute requirements also increased during the eighth century. When King 
Sargon II ascended to the Assyrian throne in 721 B.C., the Phoenicians were 
simply not just the facilitators of Mediterranean maritime trade for the Neo- 
Assyrian kingdom, but they were also highly-sought shipwrights and sailors 
needed to facilitate the internal Mesopotamian riverine transport demands of 
the large and ever-expanding Neo-Assyrian hegemony. 
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Tribute 
The scene of timber transport originally walled the main courtyard adjacent 

to Sargon 11's throne room in the king's residence at Khorsabad (Fig. 3).14 In 
this reception wing, all the major panels that line the entry halls, courtyard 
and the throne room depict attendants, foreign viziers, and vassals offering 
tribute directly to the king. These tribute-bearers are distinguishable not only 
by their foreign dress, but also by the exotic, and therefore costly 
commodities that they present to the king: horses, camels, distinctive 
wooden furniture, precious metal bowls, cloth, spices, and aromatics.15 
These scenes of tributaries from the eastern and western peripheries, 
arriving at the core of the Neo-Assyrian hegemony, were a conspicuous form 
of visual propaganda that promoted the kingdom's dominant ideology. 
Strategically positioned in the main reception courtyard, these reliefs re- 
enforced the far-reaching authority of the king upon his callers. 

The water-born timber transport scene, due to its location in the main 
courtyard and its subject matter, is an integral part of the palatial tribute 
theme. As a natural resource not native to the Mesopotamian plateau, timber 
was a viable and valuable form of tribute from Neo-Assyria's vassals. As 
Sargon was in the process of building a new captial at Khorsabad, he 
required the necessary commodity of timber for his monumental 
construction projects.16 

The reserves of oak, cypress, pine, but most especially cedar, in the 
mountains of Lebanon, were controlled by the nearby Phoenician cities of 
Tyre, Sidon, Byblos, and Arvad. Although this source of timber was 
obviously appealing to the Assyrians, Phoenicia was not the sole supplier of 
timber in the eastern Mediterranean or the Near East." The numerous Old 
Testament references to the "cedars of Lebanon,"18 and the well- 
documented Egyptian cedar trade with Phoenicia,lQ have wrongly 
generalized Lebanon as the only source of valuable timber in the near east 
in antiquity." Such an over-simplification has been accepted by many 
scholars, who have thus confirmed their identification of the Khorsabad 
scene, and thereby located it along the Syro-Palestinian coast.'' 

The extant Assyrian administrative texts from Sargon's reign, however, 
reveal that the Lebanese timber sources were of little importance to the 
heartland of Assyria. In actuality, numerous forests of equally desirable 
timber were located much closer to Khorsabad, which made its river-borne 
transport through Mesopotamia much easier. The Zagros Mountains, which 
divide modern Iraq and Iran, were a source of oak, cypress, and juniper, and 
the vassal kingdom of Urartu, to Assyria's north, supplied oak, cypress, pine 
and juniper, which grew in the eastern Taurus Mountains and northwestern 
Zagros Mountains." Sargon's administrative texts document not only the 
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repeated procurement of timber from these mountains, but also the steps 
taken to transport such a cargo directly to Khorsabad via the Tigris and 
Euphrates Rivers and their tributarie~.~~ The entire process recorded by the 
administrative texts is illustrated by the Khorsabad relief. 

That this task of timber transport in Mesopotamia could be performed by 
the Phoenicians for the Assyrians is not extraordinary. The Phoenicians had 
long before established a system of land and water transport for timber from 
the mountains of nearby Lebanon to their port cities in Phoenicia. In addition, 
the Tyrians had previously towed timber down the Phoenician coast to 
Palestine for King Solomon in the tenth century B.C.24 It is not unlikely, then, 
that the Phoenicians were enlisted, or more likely, forced as vassals, to 
perform the same service in the Assyrian heartland during Sargon's building 
campaigns in the late eighth century B.C. King Sargon and his 
administrators were most likely aware of Phoenician boats utility for towing 
timber along the Levantine coast, and so enlisted shipwrights, sailors, and 
their vessels for similar service on the waterways of Mesopotamia. Therefore, 
the Khorsabad relief reveals two "forms" of tribute: the valuable commodity 
of timber from neighboring vassal kingdoms, and the subjugated 
Phoenicians as the facilitators of its transport, easily identified by their 
distinctive hippoi vessels. 

Textual Evidence 
The utilization of the Phoenician sailors' and shipwrights' skills directly in 

Mesopotamia suggested by the Khorsabad relief is confirmed by the 
administrative records and military annals of Sargon's son, Sennacherib. 
During his sixth military campaign of 694 B.C., King Sennacherib planned to 
attack the southern kingdom of Elam from the sea, rather than instigating the 
usual pitched battle on land. Sennacherib ordered his Phoenician vassals to 
Nineveh and Til Barsib, so they could build "mighty ships after the 
workmanship of their land...", for his army's transport down river. 
Requisitioning Tyrian, Sidonian, and Cypriot sailors, Sennacherib then sailed 
with his army down the Tigris, and instigated a successful attack against the 
Elamites.'= 

Sennacherib does not specify in his annals what type or types of 
Phoenician-built ships or boats were used in this amphibious attack on his 
southern enemies, nor is there a palatial relief at his capital of Nineveh 
depicting this particular campaign.'= This passage does reveal, however, that 
Sennacherib was aware of his own native vessels' limitations for such a 
maritime endeavor. He required and, as king, easily obtained the 
Phoenicians' expert shipbuilding, sailing, and navigating skills, in order to 
transport the Assyrian army. 
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Such requisition for specialized skill not only occurred during the reigns of 
Sargon and Sennacherib, but possibly even earlier, during the reign of 
Queen Semiramis in the early ninth century B.C. Diodorus, in his brief 
treatment of Assyrian history, mentions that the queen demanded 
Phoenician vessels and crews in order to cross the lndus River with her 
army.27 Three centuries after Sennacherib's campaign, Alexander the Great 
also demanded Phoenician shipwrights for his own service in Mesopotamia. 
Both Strabo and Arrian, citing Aristobolus, relate that Alexander had special 
Phoenician boats built for him, so his army could sail down the Euphrates 
and amass with Nearchus' Persian Gulf Fleet at B a b y l ~ n . ~ ~  

Conclusion 
As the Neo-Assyrian hegemony extended its sphere of influence further 

and further afield in the eastern Mediterranean, its kings systematically 
appropriated the tribute of valuable and exotic goods from its numerous 
subjugated vassal states. During the reign of King Sargon, in the late eighth 
century B.C., the widely available natural resources of timber from 
conquered neighbors compromised part of this taxation by tribute. In order 
to transport this valuable commodity to his palace at Khorsabad, Sargon 
requisitioned his Phoenician vassals, who, as the experienced seafarers of 
antiquity, were quite capable of facilitating such a task on the waterways of 
Aesopotamia. The Khorsabad relief, as visual propaganda, reveals that the 
4ssyrian king was able to appropriate the Phoenicians' maritime skills from 
he periphery of the kingdom, directly to its core, at Sargon's capital. The 
tdministrative texts of Sennacherib document that a specific socio-political 
elationship did exist between the Neo-Assyrians and their Phoenician 
rassals, which was partially rooted in the demand and requisition of 
ipecialized maritime skills. 
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NOTES 

1 Botta and Flandin 1849: pls. 29, 31-35; Flandin 1846A: 17; Flandin 18468: 12-15. 
2 There are several previous publications which place the Khorsabad scene along the 

coast of Phoenicia; see Albenda 1986: 25-28; Albenda 1983; De Graeve 1981: 66; Basch 
1987: 303-10. Contra Linder (1986; 1988), who argues for the scenes's placement in the 
Mesopotamian river system. All these arguments, however, are mainly based on 
respective iconographic interpretation. 

3 Pliny, Natural Histow 7.56: Onerariam Hippus Tyrius invenit, lembum Cyrenenses, Cybam 
Phoenices, celetem Rhodii, cercurum Cyprii; Strabo, Geography 2.3.4: TO~TUV yap ~ o u q  
pkv Cw6pouq, peyClha OT~MEIV nhoia, T O U ~  6C ndvq~aq pl~pa,  ti ~aAEiv 'imouq, an0 
TQV 6v Taiq np9paq Cn~aTjpov.; for the iconography of horse-protomed vessels, see De 
Graeve 1981: 123-24; Basch 1987: 305, fig. 641. 

4 Olmstead 1951: 170-220. 
5 Hawkins 1995: 105-1 10; Olmstead 1951: 220. 
6 Arbino 1995: 173-90. 
7 Reade 1979: 332-33. 
8 ARAB 1: 216, 224-25. 
9 King 1915: 23, pl. XIII; Lenormant 1878: 119-29, pls. 22-23. 
10 King 1915: 23. 
11 Bartoloni 1988: 78. 
12 Frankenstein 1979: 272-73. 
13 Oppenheim 1967: 246. 
14 Albenda 1986: 44-45; Loud 1938: frontispiece; Botta and Flandin 1849: pl. 29; Flandin 

1846A: 17. 
15 Loud 1938: 28-29; Albenda 1986: 4445, 63-64, 66-67. 
16 Albenda 1986: 45; Russell 1991 : 199-202; Reade 1979: 337-38; Marcus 1995: 193; Reade 

1976: 97; Shalmaneser 111 (883-859 B.C.) also depicted timber as tribute. On his stone 
throne at Nimrud, groups of men are shown dragging timber directly to the king; see M. 
Mallowan 1966: 446, pl. 448b. 

17 Meiggs 1982: 50-51. 
18 See 2 Chronicles, 1 Kings, and Ezekial. 
19 An example of the Phoenician timber trade with Egypt is documented in the journey of 

the Egyptian priest Wen-amon in the early Twenty-first Dynasty (ca. eleventh century 
B.C.), ANET: 25-29, see also Goedicke 1975. 

20 Meiggs 1982: 62, 68. 
21 For examples, see Albenda 1983: 103-36; De Graeve 1982: 125-26; Smith 1965: 121-22. 
22 Meiggs 1982: 62-63; Rowton 1967: 271. 
23 SAA1:98, l02,229;SAA11:4,6,7,25,33-34, 111, 117, 127, 254-55. 
24 1 Kings 5: 8-9; 2 Chronicles 2: 15. 
25 Annals V.v.11. 58-64; ARAB 11: 246, 350. 
26 Already by 694 B.C., Sennacherib had filled his palace with reliefs documenting his 

earlier military exploits; see Russell 1991 : 164-66. 
27 Diodorus 11.16.6: ...p&T&IIdpI&IT0 61: ~ a i  vaumlyobq EK TE Q O L V ~ K ~ ~  ~ a i  Iupiaq ~ a i  

Kljnpou ~ a i  q q  W q q  ~ i j q  napaeahaaoiou xhpaq, oiq Brpeovov Ghqv VETayayouaa 
~ ~ E K E ~ ~ ~ O ~ T O  K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ < E I V  n0~6pla nhoia 61alpET6; 11.17.2: NaOq 61: no~apiaq 
K ~ T E U K E ~ ~ U E  61alpe~aq 6tqlhiaq, aiq n a p ~ a ~ ~ u a a a ~ o  Kapjhouq ~ a q  nc<q napaKopt- 
{ouaaq ~a a~a@q. 

28 Strabo, Geography XVI. 1.11: Ta nhoia ~a pbv Cv @OIV~KQ TE ~ a i  Kunpw vaunqyqo6p~- 
vov 6tahu~a TE ~ a i  Y O ~ @ W T ~ ,  a ~opiaeCv~a ciq Qaqa~ov crraepoiq CrrrZl c i ~ a  T@ 
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n o ~ a p @  ~ a ~ a ~ o p l a e r i v a ~  pdxp~ Ba6uMvoq; Arrian, Anabasis V11.19.3: To 6b CK 
@ O L V [ K Q ~  ~ V Q K E K O ~ L U ~ & V O V ,  T ~ E V T ~ ~ P E L ~  p&V 600 TQV CK @OLV[KOV, T E T ~ ~ ~ ~ E I ~  6b T P E ~ ~ ,  
T P L ~ ~ P E L ~  6& 6h6&Ka, T ~ L ~ K O V T O ~ O U ~  6& bq T ~ L ~ K O V T C ~ .  TaOTaq ~IJvTpQeEi~aq KOpI- 
aeriva~ bni TOV El j@paqv no~apov CK O O L V ~ K Q ~  bq Qawa~ov noh~v, ~ K E I  6b Supml- 
~ B ~ i o a q  a681q ~ a ~ a n h ~ O a a ~  bq Ba6uAQva. 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1. Timber transport scene with hippoi, from Sargon Il's palace at Khorsabad. (From 
Botta and Flandin 1849: pls. 32-34) 

Fig. 2. The two bronze bands from Shalmaneser Ill's gate at Balawat which depict 
Phoenician hippoi vessels. (From Pritchard 1969: pl. 356; Basch 1987: fig. 648) 

Fig. 3. The location of the timber transport relief in Sargon's palace at Khorsabad. (Author) 
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MlKPH APATONAPA KYOHPRN- IEPOI ZTAOMOI ZTO nEPAZMA 
TRN nAOlRN An0 TO AKPRTHPIO TOY MAAEA 

To aupnkypa ~ w v  6uo qoi6wv, q q  (MeyClhqq) Apayovapaq Kai q q  
Mi~prjq Apayovapaq P ~ ~ O K E T ~ L  OTO ~ V C ~ T O ~ L K O T E ~ O  6 ~ ~ 0  TWV K u ~ Q ~ u v  UE 

p ~ ~ p r j  m m i ~ a  anomaq an6 TO q a i  (ELK. 1). An6 Ta Kueqpa eiva~ opamj 
povo q MeyClhq Apayovapa - q M ~ ~ p r j  q v  K~UPEL o oy~oq TOU BOUVOU. 
ria Ta nhoia opwq nou Cpxovrai an6 TOV MaMa Ta 6uo qota eivai q n p h ~ q  
mepea nou €la avru~pioouv 01 vamu~oi o-q 6ia6pop~j ~ o u q  npoq Ta vo~la r j  
npoq Ta 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  (ELK. 2). An6 TO uqopa TOU Bouvou ~ o v  Kuerjpov, ava~ok- 
~ o ~ e p a  TOU Ay. reopyiou, cpaivovra~ aav 6uo peyClha qapla nou ECppaae q 
BClhaooa. t q v  epyaoia auri) npo~tprjeq~e q ovopaoia Apayovapeq (M~~pr j  
Kai MeyClhq) KaL 0x1 ApayovCpeq (ApayovCpa Kai Avnbpayovdpa) onoq 
avacpCpovrai mouq eniqpouq xap-req y~a-ri am6 eiva~ TO ovopa pe TO 

onoio ano~ahouvra~ mo qai'. 
\ 

H a m  T O U ~  eivai ppaxh6qq KaL 16~ai~epa o-q Mi~prj Apayovapa oi 
Pph0l ~ i va i  TOUO ~0cpr~f30i  nou K ~ V O U V  nohu ~ U U K O ~ ~  rr)V avapaq m0 
q o i  (ELK. 3). H ~n~cpaveia T O U ~  eniqq eiva~ ppaxh6qq Kai povo m ~ q  q~apCq 
TWV Ppaxov CXEL pa<emeI hiyo xhpa (ELK. 2). 

1 ~ a  Popela, q M ~ ~ p r j  Apayovapa (0 AvrdpayovCpa) p p i a ~ ~ ~ a ~  ae 
ClndOTaq ~ E ~ L K ~ V  E K C ~ T O V T ~ ~ ~ V  ~ ~ T P O V  an0 TO ~ V ~ T O ~ L K O T E ~ O  aKpw~p10 
TWV Kuerjpov, TO Z~aupo (ELK. 4), KaL 500 nepinou phpuv popsioq q q  
MeyClhqq. To prj~oq q q ,  an6 ava~ohi~a npoq 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  eivai nepinou 700 rn 
Kai TO nhhoq, mo cpap6lirepo qpeio qq ,  eivai nepinou 250rn.  TO qpeio 
am6 q BClhauua (onoq Kak q mepia) eivat yepaq TEKTOVLKC~ pqypa~hm~q 
nou cpaivovrat ae noMa q w i a  ~ o v  qai6ov. To 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0  pi06 q q  Mi~prjq 
Apayovapaq T & ~ V & T C ~ L  all0  EKE pfiypClTa K ~ T E U ~ U V ~  B- N' TO avaT0hi- 
KO q q  p~ao Ppio~e~al nohu xapqho~epa an6 TO 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  Kai avapeaa T O U ~  

unapxe~ TO pyahlirepo an6 Ta napanavw prjypa-ra' avapeaa mo 6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 0  
Kat TO ava-rohi~o ~prjpa q q  qoi6aq unapxouv povo 6uo nepaapa-ra2.. To 
~ p h o  prjypa, TO peaaio, CXEL u~enamei mo pyahlirepo ~prjpa TOU an6 
cpep~Cq u k q  Kai ysppCvouq ppaxouq. Cxei peive~ opa~o povo Cva Cy~olho, 
prj~ouq lorn Kat nhhouq Cwq 2,5m (ELK. 5), an6 TO onoio, a& Pa8oq2 nepi- 



nou p&~pwv avoiyet &va mqAa~h6eq opuypa nou npoxopae~ npoq Ta 
popeta, ~aBo6t~6, nepinou a~opa 15 m (ELK. 6). rupo an6 TO prjypa auro, 
TO KahoKaipt TOU 1995, KaT6 q V  E I ~ ~ C T K E ~ ~ ~  TOU OTOV xhp0 TWV U ~ ~ O ~ ~ U X ~ U V  

avao~acphv nou 6t~vepyouo~ opa6a TOU IENAE uno TOV Aqprj~pq 
Koup~oup~Aq~, o A6wv~q Kupou naparilpqos peyarl o u y ~ ~ v r p w q  apxai- 
ov ompa~wv, ~upioq apcpopCwv aMa Kat dMwv, ~ L K ~ O T E P W V  ayyeiov TWV 

eMqv~m~~hv  xpovwv. Ta AEmo~epa ompa~a awj~ouv ~upiwq oe pt~pa 
acp~epwpa-rt~a ayyeia TWV ~ M q v t m ~ ~ h v  xpovov, peyap~~oi o~ucpo~ Kat CLMa 
avayhucpa pt~pa ayyeia, KUALKE~, AUXVOL K. a. ZTOV i6t0 xhpo unapxouv Kat 
A~yoma ompa~a an6 ~epapi6~q m~y-qq nou uno6qAhvouv ~ T L  n~Bavo~-rcrra 
mov xhpo unfipxe KaL ~anotoq meyaopCvoq xhpoq (6uAtv-q ~crrao~eurj 
CJK&naop&q K E P Q ~ ~ ~ E ~ ; ) .  Z ~ V  E I T L ~ ~ ~ v E L ~ ,  nou ~ivat  ppaxh6qq, ~ E V  6ta- 
~pive~at mjpepa ~ a v ~ v a  ipoq miopa-roq aMa Aiyo qqho~epa, ava-roh~~a, 
oe O ~ E T L K ~  peyaq anomaq an6 TO prjypa pe Ta ompa~a, oh<ovrat Ta 
B&p&Ata pt~pou miopa~oq, ntBavo~a~a ~ L K ~ O U  xptmtav~~ou vaou, y ta~ i  ma 
ava-rohl~a napouoia<&~ aqt6wT0 ~otxio, TO 6Cme60 TOU onoiou EXEL E ~ C  

mpoBei pe apxaieq ~epapi6eq npoepxopeveq KaL amCq an6 TOV xhpo TOU 

apxaiou meyampou. To 1996 Kat TO 1997 6~evepyrjBq~e, mov xhpo yupo 
an6 TO CYKOAO TOU prjypa~oq, avao~acpv q onoia mo~eue uq  beu~piv tq 
n p h ~ a  an' oAa q q  k~~oupy iaq TOU xhpou - UE TL ocpeiAovrav q napouoia 
TOU nArjBouq ~ w v  ompa~ov oe pLa ~ o o o  pt~prj ppaxoqoi6a aMa Kat not6 
f i~av Ta xpovoAoyt~a opta ma  onoia eyypacpovral Ta euprjpa~a. TL B C q  
Cxouv TOUO noMa ompa~a oe Cva ~epovflo~ xopiq ipoq miupa~oq, xopiq 
pta U K L ~  KaL, TO K U ~ ~ O T E ~ O ,  Ul-fl pop6 0hov TOV ~ V E ~ W V ,  ~ V ~ T O ~ K ~ V ,  
pbp~tov, ~ U T L K ~ V  Kat VOTLWV. 

To C6acpoq 6ev npoocp&prra~ yia avao~acpfi "aq p68oq". 'ETUL opi- 
o-qKav, q ~ 8 o v  aueaiprra, optopCva  payova ova' 2 X 2m ma Popcia TOU 

Ey~o Aou (ELK. 7), onou cpalvo~av o ~ t  TO mphpa TOU xhpa-roq r j~av ~Aacpphq 
naxhepo, yta va 6~~u~oAuvBei q ouMoyrj TOU ouvohou ~ o v  ~ t q ~ h v  ant- 
KEL~EVOV, Kat va 6teu~p~v~msi eciv unilpxe ~ a n o ~ a  mpwpa~oypacpt~fi 6ta- 
cpopa il ~anoto ayyeio pe 6e~wptmj xp i l q  nou Ba poqBouoe o-qv eppq- 
veia q q  AEt~oupyiaq TOU xhpou. Ano Ta nph~a,  entcpave~a~a, mphpa-ra, 
EKTO~ an6 Ta ompa~a, ppCBq~e q p a v r ~ ~ o q  aptBpoq X~AKLVWV voptopa~ov, 
noMa, o ~ ~ 6 o v  ~crrempap~va, ot6epCv~a 6amuAi6ta K C I ~ ~ $  Kat noMoi 
6amuA~oAtBot - ocppayt6oAtBot nou 8a Ta ~oopouoav. ZUVOALK~ ppdeq~av 
21 2 x a ~ t v a  vopiopa~a, Cva auqpCvto Kat 16 6a~~uAtoAtBot, a~Cpa~o~ rj ma- 
opCvot. H npwq UKC~I~, Aappavovraq unoqq Kat TOV peyao aplepo 
ompa~ov apcpopCwv aMa Kat ~ L K ~ O T E ~ W V  ayyeiwv o6qyei o-qv u~oBEUT~ 
OTL npo~et~at yta ~anotov ~epo xhpo pe acp~ephpma. 



MlKPH APArONAPA KYOHPQN - IEPOI n A O M O I  D O  IlEPAIMA TQN IlAOlQN 
An0 TO AKPQTHPIO TOY MAAEA 

not6 q ~ a v  opwq Ta ~ p o v t ~ a  op~a q q  xpf iqq TOU xbpou nou, an6 q v  
n p b q  pa~ta, cpa~vo~av va nsptopi<s~at m a  sMqv tm~~6  Xpov~a; Ta snicpa- 
v a a ~ a  o m p a ~ a  6sv EKTE~VOVC~L X ~ O V L K ~  nCpav TOU n p b ~ o u  n.X. atbva. 
not6 *av sn iqq q Aa~psuopCq B s o q ~ a  q ppaxoqoi6a; 

To nahato~spo vopiapa (ELK. 8), npo~pxop~vo an6 q v  EM~VLKT~ anoi- 
Kia X E ~ O O ~ O O ~  -V Taupt~fi (Kptpaia), X ~ O V O A O ~ E ~ T ~ L  m0 6&h&p0 pt06 
TOU 40u atbva n.X. svh q q  i&aq nept66ou, xwpiq va ~ ~ n s p v a s ~  TO 300 n.X. 
sivat Kal Eva rprjpa Au~vou (ELK. 9). An6 n q  apxCq TOU ~pi-rou n.X. atbva, Kat 
lTt0 O U ~ K E K ~ L ~ & V ~  all6 q V  npbw 6&KCl&TiCl (300 - 287 l7.X.) E ~ V ~ L  &va ~ 6 ~ 1 -  
opa an6 T L ~  Zupa~ouasq. K O ~ ~ K E  q v  snoxrj nou o ~upawoq  TWV 

~upa~ouubv  AyaeoKAfiq six& ava~qpu<s~ sau~ov paoA6a, bqha6fi nspinou 
p s ~ a  TO 297 n.X. (ELK. 10). Zuvsnbq wq terminus post quem yta Ta acptspb- 
paTa mo  t&po pnopei va 8&wpqe&i pta ~povohoyia yupw m o  300 n.X. 

To VEC~TE~O supqpa TOU xbpou sivat Cva voptapa nou npoCpxs~at 
an6 q Auw, pta axai~fi nohq ps noMbv atbvwv tmopia q v  onoia opwq 
sixav ~ a ~ a m p C S s ~  01 pwpaio~ ps~a~pCnovr6q q v ,  p s ~ a  TO 44 n.X, as nohq 
pwpaiwv ~ E T E P ~ V W V .  TO vop~apa EXEL K O ~ E ~  a~ptpbq q v  ~~AEuraia au* 
nepio6o q q  nohqq nou six& TO sniqpo ovopa Colonia lulia Augusta 
Dumeorum Kat Enaqs va K O ~ E L  vopiapa-ra o ~ a v  anoppocpfi8q~s an6 q v  
n a ~ p a  TO 14 n.X. (ELK. 11). f2q terminum ante quem, ouvsnhq, 8a pnopou- 
aaps, ps pt~pfi snlcpuha~q, va 8~wpfiaoup~ ~ t q  apxCq TOU n p b ~ o u  atbva 
p.X.. 

Ta vopiopa~a cpaivs~al OTL auvo6~uovrav Kai an6 npoocpopCq as 
~ p a a i  Kat m a  npoiowa nou npoCpxomav an6 TOV i61o ~ o n o  Kat ntBav6- 
Tcrra sixav acp~spwesi  EKE^ and TOV i61o snio~Crq: - E~at pnopei va yivst q 
un68sq OTL o npospxop~voq an6 q v  Xio npoa~uqn jq  nou npoocpeps 
Cvav apcpopCa6 TOU ~CAouq TOU 20u at. n.X. (ELK. 12) ps TO nava~p~po ~ ~ 6 5 ~ 1 -  

KO ~ p a a i  acpqas KaL Cva ~ouhaxtmov vopiopa q q  Xiou nou X ~ O V O ~ O ~ E ~ T ~ ~  
KaL am6 q v  i6ta ~ p o v ~ ~ f i  nspio6o (ELK. 13). TO i6~0 Kat Cvaq npoa~uqn jq  
nou spxo~av an6 q Po60 acpqas Cvav apcpopda ps ~ O ~ ~ T L K O  ~ p a a i  pa<i pe 
&va ouy~povo TOU apyupo voptapa (ELK. 14). 

'Onwq cpaivs~at and q auvorrrt~q napouaiaq optopCvwv an6 Ta 
supfipa-ra, Ta vopiopa~a' nou ppC8q~av o-rq ppaxoqoi6a, 216, 6sv avrj- 
~ o u v  us 8qaaup6 voptapa~wv Kai npoCpxovrat, onoq Kai Ta m a  acptsph- 
paTa, an6 6tacpopa pCpq TOU p ~ a o y s ~ a ~ o u  xbpou KaL q q  nsptofiq TOU 

Eu<~ivou nbvrou. 
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~ U V O ~ K ~  KCITaypacpoVTal 54 T O ~ O L  npo&kuqq, n 0 k l ~  (Kai Kpaq) 
EM~vLKC~, ~ O L V L K L K C ~  KaL popai~Cq. To pa~puvo~epa qpsia eival, ma 
popeta, q Taupi~r), Kai auy~e~p~pCva q Xepaoqaoq, TO navritanaio Kai q 
Oavayope~a o-qv anCvavr~ q q  TaupLKi\q amj, q n ~ o k p a i ~ q  Aiyumoq ma  
vo~ioava~oA~~6, Kak q Epouaia (Ibiza), q Kapm6ova Kai q Phpq ma  6 ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  
(ELK. 15, 16). 

not6 opwq 8eoq~a  C~ave ~ o u q  vauri~ouq va mapa~ouv TO ~aci6i 
T O U ~  ae hpeq ~aAo~a~piaq, oe m~ypCq nou 8a dnpsne va pta<ovrai, y ia~ i  pe 
T L ~  aupCq ~pt~upieq q q  nepio)(riq Kai o M&aq 6ev npoonepva-ra~ eu~oha 
aMa Kat TO q a a ~ ~  eivai anpooi~o; EnlypacpiK0 T E K ~ ~ ~ ~ L O  yka va anavnj- 
aoupe xwpiq apcptpohieq mo ephqpa 6ev Cxoupe. Qa aupcpovtjoo pe q v  
lTp0TaUTl TOU Ka8qyrlTli K. r 1 6 ~  ZaK~Map6Kll OTL 0 ~EOC, nOU ~ ~ T ~ E U O T ~ V  

o-q oeiapona8q ppaxoqoi6a npdne~ va r j~av o yairjoxoq (yataoxoq o-q 
6wp~~rj) ~ O ~ E L ~ ~ V ,  o onoioq Aa~psuo~av Kal o-q I n 6 p q  oq Tatvapioq 
acpou mo a~pwmjpio TOU Taivapou ae pi~prj  Kai anoypq onqhta unrjpxe 
Kai Wu~onopneio TOU. npoq TO T C A O ~  TOV Khaal~hv ypovov qaivrra~ OTL oi 
660 unomaae~q TOU flooe~6hvoq q 8aAaaoivtj Kak q xeovia apxi<ouv va 
aupirrrouv Kai OL vauri~oi cn~~ahouvrai q v  euvo~a TOU X~OVLOU- yairjoxou 
("~oopoaeio-q") noaet6hva mapmhvraq mo q a a ~ ~  Ta epcpavtj aeiapi- 
~a ~paupa~a  yta va ~avouv mov6Cq Kai va acprjaouv 6tacpopa acpiephpa- 
Ta. 0 pa~pomevoq, av Kai pi~pou a)@-ri~a prj~ouq, 6ia6popoq (TO CYKOLAO) 
Kai q unoyaa ouvdxeta TOU ni8avo~ma C6ivav mo iepo am6 Kai TOV Xapa- 
fipa TOU Jlu~onopneiou. reyovoq eivai nClvrwq tlTi an6 Ta 213 vopiapma 
oh&  E V ~  ~ E V  E ~ V ~ L  ~ ~ K U V L K O  fi K~eqpaiKb. TO l&p0 UUVETI~$ ~ E V  f i~av Toni- 
KO Kal aneu8uvo~av qe6ov ano&~or~~a mouq nepami~ouq vau~i~ouq. 
Oa pnopouaa e6h va napaqprjow o ~ i  eival peydq q nteavoq~a oi 9 Aiei- 
V E ~  I T U ~ ~ ~ L ~ O E I ~ E ~ ~  ay~upeq nou ppbeq~av q v  apeq YELTOVL~ q q  qa i -  
6aq, ma Popela, Kat avaa~amovra~ an6 q v  opa6a TOU IENAE, va anon- 
Aouv ~prjpa TOU ay~upopohiou nou 8a e~unqpe~ouoe TO ~epo~. Ta Cwq 
mjpepa avaa~acp~~a 6e6opCva q q  opa6aq TOU IENAE 6ev enip~paihvouv 
q v  uno8eq a d .  

H ~p 0o-q TOU iepou, onwq avacpCp0q~e napanavo, cpaive~a~ OTL ma- 
pa-raei npoq Ta  TEA^ TOU nph~ou n.X. a[. r j  miq apxCq TOU lou p.X.. Am6 
npCns~ va ocpeihovrav ae Cvav auv6uaopo napayovrov OL K U ~ L O T E ~ O L  TOV 

onoiwv *av 01 napa~a~w: q e5CLhEiQq q q  ne~pa~eiaq an6 TOV nopnrjio 
o-qv AV~TOALK~~ Meaoyeio TO 67 n.X nou, pa<[ pe q peh~ ioq  ~11q ~epoho- 
yiaq TWV nhoiov, enC~psJlav aocpaA6mspa ~aEi6ta o-qv avolmj 86Aaooa, 
q pe~a~ponrj, npoq TO T C A O ~  TOU lou n.X. ai. q q  Meaoyeiou ae euo~epi~rj 
Bdaaaa TOU Pwpai~ou K ~ ~ T O U ~  ~a8hq  KaL q EK V ~ O U  avan-rutq Mq, pupal- 
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~ f l q  ma, Kopiv90u oq K O ~ ~ O U  p ~ ~ ~ ~ q o p ~ o c ~ q q  ~pnop~uparov, nou C~avav 
q v  n h u q  ~ a r a  pfl~oq rov auhv q q  n&Aono~aou KaL tatairspa TO 

nCpaopa rou MahCa va pqv eivat pta avay~aurt~fi atabpopr) an6 TO Atyaio 
npoq q Au-ri~rj Msooyeto. 

ApqqToapaponouAoq 
B' Eqopsia flpoiurop~~hv Kat KAaatKhv Apxatomjrwv 

noAuyv6rou 13 
10555 ABljva 

H ppaxoqoi6a Mt~pfi Apayovapa (Antidragonera) m o  avmok~o~epo a ~ p o  ~ o v  
Kuefipwv, anbvavrt an6 TO a~ponjpto MQhbaq (fig. 2). Cva an6 Ta nto ent~iv6uva nepaapma 
q q  Meooy~iou, EXEL xwptmei an6 k a  6imu0 nCvre T E ~ O V L K ~ V  pqyphov pe K ~ T E U ~ U V ~ ~  N-S. 
ZTO Cva an6 aura 6iapopcpheq~~, p~ q v  ohioeqoq T ~ V  p p w v  Kal optapCva cpsp~a u k ~ a  Cva 
unoyeto TEKTOVLKO mfihato (fig. 5, 6). Eqv  entcpaveta, yupo an6 TO avotypa nou o6qysi mo 
mfiAato a~rr6, ppia~ovrat nhpa noMa ~ e p a p t ~ a  oarpa~a, ~up ioq  apcpopCov aMa Kat pt~po- 
T E ~ ~ V  a c p t ~ p ~ p m ~ ~ h v  ayyeiov TWV ~ M q v t m ~ ~ h v  Kat TOV nphtpov p ~ p a i ~ h v  xpovov. AEV 61a- 
~pivovrat i ~ v q  mtplou yupw an6 TO 6puypa av Kat ppCBq~av p ~ p t ~ 6  ~epapi6ta m~yrlq. Zqv 
npoart&Beta va yivet avaa~acptM Cpeuva (fig. 7) ,  q onoia neptopiuq~e o-qv nepioukkoyri ~ o v  
omph~ov Kat m o  ~oo~ivtopa TOU xhpmoq nou ppta~o~av avapeaa mouq entcpaveta~oOq 
ppaxouq (fig. 2,5) PpCBq~av 213 vopiapaTa Kat 16 6amukok00t (gems and cameos). Ta vopi- 
upma, nou xpovoAoyouvrat an6 Ta T C A ~  TOU 40u aL. n.X. (fig. 8, 10 ) C q  Kat Ta T C A ~  TOU lou 
at. n.X., npo~pxovrat an6 54 ~ L ~ ~ ~ O ~ E T L K E ~  n6ktq Kat ~ p d q  TOU Atyaiou, q q  Meaoyeiou Kat 
q q  Maupqq QClhaoaaq. llapa~qpfieq~e, ae optup6veq neptrrrcrioetq, xpovoAoytM avrtarotxia 
avapeoa m a  vopiapma Kat oe ayycia nou npoCpxovrav an6 ~ t q  i61&$ noktq (fig. 12, 13). 

H nteavo~epq eppqveia eivat OTL o-q ppaxoqaitia k t ~ o u p y o u a ~  Cva valrn~6 t ~ p o  
acptEpopCvo mov ratfioxo noaet6hva TOV onoio Adrrpeuav ot Aa~wveq m o  Taivapo a& urnj- 
Aato. Ta umepa ~Aauo l~a  xpovta, 6 ~ a v  ot 660 unomaoetq TOU noaetdhva, q Bahaaotvtj Kat q 
xeovta, TOU 0eou ~ o v  aetuphv auv&ncoav, 6qptoupy1jBq~e TO ~ p 6  TO onoio npCnet va aneu- 
BuvCrrav ano&tmt~a mouq nepamlnouq vaurt~ouq acpou 6ev ppCBq~e o h  b a  voptopa an6 
q v  Aa~ovia fi an6 Ta Kueqpa, Ta onoia yta Cva 6tauqpa TQV ncplo6o aumj C~opav 61~6 ~ o u q  
voptapa. H Mt~pfi Apayovapa, qui yepdrro TEKTOVLK~ pfiypma, Ta onoia ocpeihovrav mov 
~omtdhva nou f i~av Kat eeoq TWV u&~up(ilV, npo~cpepo~av o q  kt~oupyia ev6q T~TOLOU tepou. 
H BCoq q q  ankvavn UE Cva an6 Ta nto ent~iv6uva a ~ p o n j p ~ a  q q  M~ooyeiou oe pta nepio6o 
nou *av ae66v unoxpeo~t~o TO nCpaopa TOU, acpoli V O T L ~ T E ~ ~  bpobuav 01 K ~ ~ T L K O ~  netpa- 
TC~, C~ave TO npoa~uvqpa mov 8 ~ 6  ~ o v  B&aaa6v pta unoxpCooq an6 q v  onola 6uaKoha 
ea pnopouaav va @cpljouv ot vaurucoi. Eivat nohh nteavo ot e w h  nupapt6oe6eiq "ay~upeq" 
nou PpCeq~av an6 q v  avaa~acptmj opa6a TOU IENAE va eixav ~ o n o 0 q B e i   EKE^ yta va E ~ U -  
rnlpe~aouv TO ay~upopoko TOU tepoh av Kat Ta Coq Thpa ev6Ata avao~acpt~a 6~6opCva 6ev 
entf3~pathvouv q v  un60eoq am). 

H kt~oupyia TOU tepou mapcrraet m a  T C A ~  TOU 1 ou at. n.X. o ~ a v  pta actpa an6 napa- 
yovreq aMa<ouv Ta 6~6opCva q q  valrnhiaq u q v  K E V T ~ L ~  MEUOYELO Kat E ~ L T ~ E ~ O U V  m a  
epnopt~a nhoia va anocpeljouv TO nCpaopa TOU MQhba. 
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Zqv  xap~a  TOU Prjya avacpbpovrat oq "Apayov&p~q" nteavo~ma uno q v  enidpaq ~ o v  
BEVET~~~VIKWV xap~hv aMa eivat yyovoq OTL m o  vqoi ~aveiq d ~ v  T L ~  ovopaFt hut o h &  
Kav TO ovopa Avrtdpayovapa dev TO anouet ~aveiq m o  vqoi. 
AUO phpa a~ClT0)uKa TOU ~ V ~ T O ~ L K O U  ~ K ~ O U  TTlq vqoidaq, EKE[ O ~ O U  OTjpepa EXEL ToKO- 
Ba-qBei cpapoq, o pueoq ~a~epaivst ano~opa ~ a ~ a  30 nepinou pC~pa. 'Onw~ avacp6pet Kat 
o Avrhvqq MnapT<ioKaq, q v  epyaoia TOU naAa[ovroAoyia rwv Kuerjpov , ABjva 1998, 
38, ELK. 75-77, "H Mt~pfj  Apayovapa arror~ki' 16&66&q p&poq yla Va &y~mao'rae&i o&1opo- 
Aoyi~o ~pyao-mjpio. ". 
A. Koup~ou$Aqq, Tpomq V, (1999) UEA. 243-248. 
Idtai~epeq ~uxaptmieq ocpeihw va e~cppaoo n p w ~ a  m o  lvmt~oliro Evdtov 
Apxatohoyt~hv Epeuvhv (IENAE) Kat UE ohouq ~ o u q  uuvadCAcpouq dheq yta q v  UUVEX?~ 

porjBeta Kat q v  aocp&&ta nou paq napeixav. 0 6teuBuvov q v  unoppuxta avau~acprj 
Aqprj~pqq Koup~oupCAqq, o mqAato61hqq apxatohoyoq Xpljmoq AyoupBqq, o Qaidov 
AvrwvonouAoq Mav ouvexdq ainha paq KaL T L ~  6u0 avaa~acpt~bq n~ptodouq, TO 1996 Kat 
TO 1997. 
ncpeiho eniqq euxaptmieq q v  E~atpsia Kueqpa'i~hv MeArrOv q onoia paq e~aocp&Atoe 
yta duo ~P60pad~q , TO 1997, pma q v  anoxhpqq TOU IENAE, q pmapaq mo vqoa~t 
pe q v  "Avouha", q p a p ~ a  TOU a~oupamou Mnaprtq Kovrok2ovra (Ntopou). 
TCAoq aq pou ent~panei va avacpbpo Cvav Cvav ~ o u q  cpotq~dq Kat T O U ~  cpihouq nou K ~ E -  

pq~av pa<( q ppaxoqoida Kat e p y a q ~ a v  o-qv avamacprj - TO ~ovi<o - xopiq Kay6 
~ p q p m i w  apoiprj, oe ouv9fi~eq nou ps a p ~ M  entei~eta Ba T L ~  ~apatdlpt<a ~popepCq: 
r j~av  ot TOT& ( P O L ~ T C ~  ap~atoAoyiaq (apepa ap~atohoyot) I~Ccpavoq Kapthqq, ' m v a  
T<ehCnq, NTiva nanaBavaoiou, Navou r~opyonouhou, nohu Bah~a, QOTELV?~ NC<epq TO 

1996, Kat ot Mt~&ha I~ouvr<ou, KO~KOU Xptmiva, Iocpia nanaXprjmou, Kmpiva 
XaprlhaKq, Mapia Toupva Kat 0 N i~oq Z K O ~ ~ K ~ S .  All0 TOUS cpihouq n 0 U  ~py&OI?lKav O l l l V  

avaonacprj Ba npbna va avacpdpw n p h ~ a  an6 ohouq TOV A d o q  Kupou, o-qv n a p q p q -  
T L K O ~ T ~  Kat o-qv entpowj TOU onoiou oqeihETat q avao~acprj, TOV ~aeqyrlfl apxatohoyiaq 
TOU f l a v e n i ~ ~ o u  loawlvwv K. r ~ a w o  AhAo, TOV naA16 cpiho, ~a8qyr)fl tmopiaq mo 
n a v ~ n t ~ p t o  Oeoad'aq, rtawq ni~ouha Kat q v  ou<uy6 TOU, ouvadeAq6 pou, EAivq 
Koupivou, TOV cpiho q q  EMadaq tanova apxatohoyo M I T U L ~ ~ U ~  mot. Acpqoa yta TO TEAO~  
T O U ~  u~~a6dhcp0~q q q  ap~a tohoy t~q  unqpeoiaq, TOV v&o, T&, cpuha~a apy,ato*ov 
m o  Mouaeio TOV Kuerjpwv N~KO Koptvo onoq Kat q ~ d t a m p t a  q q  B' Ecpop~iaq 
Apxatonj-rov my Toka-Zhpq ot onoiot epyao-q~av nCpa an6 ~ t q  urqpeota~Cq uno- 
~pehoetq TOUS, xopiq ~ap ta  np6oBa-q apotprj, o-qv acp1A6Fy ppaxovqoida. 
Ta onoia ~netctaBq~av apyo~epa. 
Aeqva Zaxapou Aourpapq, Xia~rj Zpiyya, q dia~povi~rj  nopeia ~ v o q  rorn~oci ouppoAou, 
Xioq 1998,111. 
H pehhq TOU ouvoAou ~ o v  voptupdrrov 6ev EXEI ohodqpwBei. 6ev cpaivmat opoq ntBavo 
va unapqt, pma q v  ohowpomj q q .  qpavr t~ f i  aMayli o-q ~povohoyrlq TOU tepou. 
rta q ouVTi)pqq TOV voptop&ov ocp~ihO va e~cppaoo T L ~  euxaptmkq pou mouq auvq- 
pq~bq N i ~ o  Kupta~onouho, Tmtava navayonouhou Kat ' m v a  Kovrou. Eipal eniqq tdtai- 
Tepa u n o ~ p e w ~ v o q  n& mov M o v i  Kdpou Kal mov Baoihq Aqpq~pia6q 01 yvhoetq TOU 

onoiou pe po jeqoav o-qv ~ a x i r r a q  avayvhptq ~ o v  ~ u n o v  T ~ V  voptopCrrov . 
Harry Tzalas, Were the pyramidal stone-weights of Zea used as anchors?, Tropis 5 (1999), 
429-454 
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THE ATHENIAN TRIREME: FORM AND FUNCTION OF cc EPOTIDESn 

One of the most interesting developments concerning the sea-going 
oared ships was the invention of the outrigger frame and the corresponding 
rowing bench, which made it possible, for the ancient Greek shipwrights to 
increase the number of files without widening the ship. This invention, was 
followed by the appearance of pentecontors (ships with 50 oarsmen), with 
two files of oarsmen at each side, and later by the appearance of the trireme, 
a ship with three files of oarsmen. 

The outrigger (parexeiresia),' from which the oarsmen of the highest 
file, the thranites, were pulling their oars, was an important but also a highly 
sensitive structure. During sea battles, the outrigger was often the objective 
of an attacking ship, which by smashing onto it, tried to dislocate it. A 
successful attack would dismember the outrigger and put the highest file of 
oarsmen out of service. However, this type of attack could not be 
materialized by using the ram, located approximately at sea level. On the 
other hand, a trireme with a dislocated outrigger at one side would be 
completely out of action. The thranites, who were the only file of oarsmen 
with a clear view, were also responsible for the beat (rhythm) of the other two 
files of oarsmen. The thalamian and zygian oarsmen, who were sitting in the 
hold of the ship, had to row through oar ports, covered with askomata, and 
therefore depended entirely on the upper file of oarsmen. Besides, the 
efficiency of each file was different from the other two files, and, therefore, it 
would have been impossible to manage the ship with two files of oarsmen at 
one side and three at the other. 

It was obvious that the outrigger had to be protected effectively 
against blows of the enemy ships, aiming to destroy it. This was materialized 
by placing a structure to the fore, at the same level with the outrigger. 

It consisted of a strong lateral beam protruding at each side of the 
prow. The invention of this structure, its evolution, and its use as an offensive 
and defensive weapon, is the main subject of this paper. 
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THE PENTECONTORS 
It is now believed that the outrigger and consequently the ships with 

two files of oars were invented around 750 B.C.' On the existing depictions 
of ships with two files of oarsmen on vase sherds of the geometric period, 
the epotides are not shown. For example, the sherds of big funerary vases 
in the Louvre museum attributed to the Dipylon ~ainter,~ dated to the third 
quarter of the 8th century B.C. depicting ships with oarsmen in two files, and 
a dinos from Corinth, dated around 700-710 B.C., now in the Royal Museum 
of Ontario, No. 919.5.184, depicting a galley with two files of oarsmen, show 
an outrigger but no epotis. 

Later, pentecondors depicted on black figured vases, are shown with 
an outrigger, and their prows have the form of a boar's head, with protruding 
ears. The evolution of this detail, resulted in the formation of epotides, which 
protrude laterally like ears. Referring to the epotides of warships, the 
tragedian Euripides5 makes the following description: ::And there we see a 
Greek galley's hull, with ranks of oar blades fringed, sea splashing wings, 
and 50 seamen at the oar tholes thereof grasping their oars, and from their 
bonds set free, beside the galley's stern the young men stood. The prow 
with poles some steadied, some hung up the anchor at the epotides, some 
in haste ran through their hands and hawsers, and therewith dropped 
ladders for the strangers to the sea.,, From the above description it is 
concluded that Euripides refers to a pentecontor, the anchors of which were 
hung at the epotides. However, from historical writings describing naval 
engagements, it is concluded that the epotis became gradually an offensive 
weapon, possibly used also as cathead, for the attachment of anchors. 

HISTORICAL EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE OFFENSIVE USE OF AN 
EPOTIS 
A. The naval battle of Naupactus 

The battle which occurred in 413 B.C. is related by Thucydides" :<the 
Athenian squadron of 33 ships under Diphilus attacked the Corinthians, 
who were with their ships on the other side of the Corinthian Gulf. The 
Corinthian ships put to sea and formed line abreast in a crescent-shaped 
bay on the southern shore of the gulf at Erineus in Achaia. The Athenians 
pulled out to meet them from Naupactus. The Corinthians remained 
where they were to draw the Athenians out. However, the Corinthians 
attacked the Athenians at the right moment. Three Corinthian ships were 
put out of action, and of the Athenian ships seven became 
unmanageable, having been attacked prow to prow and having ttieir 
outriggers smashed by the Corinthian ship's epotides which had been 
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specially strengthened for just this purpose.,) 
Although this type of attack was attributed by Thucydides to captains 
without experience, it was obviously an alternative to the tactics of 
periplous and diekplous. In this battle the Athenians could not apply 
ramming, because the Corinthians, remaining close to the shore, did not 
allow them to apply it. The Corinthian innovation is significant not for its 
immediate results, but because it was later adopted by the Syracusans 
in the Great Harbor of Syracuse, where the Corinthians were acting as 
advisers. 

B. The naval battle at the Great Harbor of Syracuse 
The same Greek historian, trying to find the reason for the defeat of the 
Athenian fleet, emphasizes the strengthening of the epotides by the 
Corinthians and later by the Syracusans, at the naval battle in the Great 
Harbor of Syracuse. Thucydides7 relates that: .while the Athenian 
generals Demosthenes and Eurymedon were on their way to Syracuse 
with 50 ships, the Athenians lost possession of the 3 forts covering the 
approach to the Great Harbor. The Syracusans were anxious to attack 
the Athenian positions by sea and land. In preparation of a sea battle 
they shortened the bows of their ships and made them stronger and 
placed stout (<epotides>) across,the bows, tacking brackets from them to 
the ship's sides to a distance of 6 cubits both inside and outside, in just 
the same way as the Corinthians had modified their ships in the bow to 
bow attack against the Athenian ships at Naupactus. For the Syracusans 
thought that, in a battle with the ships of the Athenians which had not 
been built in the same manner for defense against their own, but were of 
light structure about the prows, inasmuch as the Athenians did not use 
prow to prow attacks so much as deploying and ramming the sides, they 
themselves would not be at a disadvantage and that the fighting in the 
Great Harbor, where there would be many ships in a narrow space, 
would be favorable to them. For by employing prow-to- prow attacks 
they would crush the prows of the enemy 's ships, striking as they would 
with beaks stout and solid against hollow and weak ones.. 
Thucydides,' continuing his narrative relates: <<On the following the 
Syracusans came into conflict with the Athenians at an earlier hour, but 
using the same offensive as before both by land and sea. The two fleets 
faced one another in the same fashion and again spent a great part of 
the day skirmishing.,, 
As for the result of the sea battle Thucydidesg notes that: <<The 
Syracusans swamped seven Athenian ships and damaged many others, 
took many prisoners and killed a lot.. 
From the above descriptions it is evident that <<epotis)> was used as an 
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offensive weapon by the Corinthians and Syracusans, as a counter 
measure to the tactics of ramming, having as objective to smash the 
outriggers of the Athenian triremes. 
The historian Diodorus Sicul~s'~, describes the same battle in the 
following manner: 
<< And when Ariston the Corinthian pilot advised them to make the prows 
of their ships shorter and lower, the Syracusans followed his advise and 
for that reason enjoyed great advantage in the fighting which followed. 
For the Attic triremes were built with weaker and high prows, and for this 
reason it followed that, when they attacked (&ppoAaiq) they damaged 
only the parts of the ship that extended above the water, so that the 
enemy suffered no great damage; whereas the ships of the Syracusans, 
built as they were with the structure about the prow strong and low, 
would often as they delivered their blows (~ppohaiq), swamp (~a~d6uov) 
the triremes of the Athenians. New day after day the Syracusans 
attacked the camp of the enemy both by land and by sea, but to no 
effect, since the Athenians made no move; but when some of the 
captains of triremes, being no longer able to endure the scorn of the 
Syracusans, put out against the enemy in the great harbor, a sea battle 
commenced in which all the triremes joined. Now though the Athenians 
had fast-sailing triremes and enjoyed the advantage from their long 
experience at sea as well as from the skill of their pilots, yet their 
superiority in these respects brought them no return since the sea battle 
was in a narrow area; and the Syracusans, engaging at close quarters 
and giving the enemy no opportunity to turn about to ram (avampocpfi), 
not only cast spears at the soldiers on the decks, but also, by hurling 
stones, forced them to leave the prows, and in many cases, simply by 
attacking a ship that met them and then boarding the enemy vessel, they 
made it a land battle on the ship's deck. The Athenians being pressed 
upon from every quarter, turned to flight and the Syracusans ,pressing in 
pursuit, not only swamped (~a~C6uoav) seven triremes but made a large 
number unfit for use.>> 
By comparing the two descriptions of the battle we conclude that 
according to Thucydides the Syracusans won the battle by 
strengthening the epotides of their ships, whereas according to Diodorus 
Siculus the Syracusan ships had strong bows with rams protruding 
below the water line. 
Although in the description of Diodorus Siculus the terms of <<epotis>> 
and ~parexeiresia,, are not used, he makes the following remark when 
describing the tomb of Hephaistus," which was decorated with prows of 
penteres: <<Upon the foundation course were golden prows of fives in 
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close order, two hundred and forty in all. Upon the epotides each carried 
two kneeling archers four cubit in height and on the deck the armed male 
figures five cubits high, while the intervening spaces were occupied by 
red banners fashioned out of felt.), 
From this important sentence we can estimate the dimensions, of 
epotides for a five (penteres). Assuming that on top of the epotis the 
space available was sufficient for two men to stand side by side, the 
epotis might have been protruding by a meter and half, on each side of 
the prow and in the case of a trireme by1,20 m. 
The assumption that there were two types of epotides, based on a 
repaired ship model of the Roman period, should be disregarded." Also, 
E.F. Castagnino's assumption13 that the epotides were located below the 
waterline is not realistic, since it contradicts the literary evidence and the 
existing iconography of ancient ships. This assumption is also not 
compatible with the existing hydrodynamic theories, since a device 
below or at sea level would cause, according to the third Law of Newton, 
a reaction opposite to the movement of the ship, a low slenderness 
factor and very high drag and block coefficients.14 

C. The naval battle of Salamis at Cyprus 
During the wars of Alexander the Great's Successors, there were several 
occasions when large fleets assembled to fight. One of them was the 
successful attempt of Demetrios Poliorketes to conquer Cyprus. In 306 
B.C. he moved to Cyprus with 15,000 foot soldiers, 400 cavalry, a fleet 
composed of more than 110 fast triremes, 53 of the heavier ships of 
greater denomination than three ( o T ~ ~ T L ~ T L ~ E ~ ) ,  and sufficient transport 
vessels (nopa), landing at Karpasia. 
Ptolemy of Egypt accepting the challenge set out in person with a 
considerable army and fleet. He landed at Paphos where he 
incorporated the ships of the Cypriot cities. Ptolemy's fleet totaled 140 
ships, composed of fives and fours, followed by 200 transport vessels 
(nopa). He had no threes. The denomination of the ships of Ptolemy 
indicate that in the cities of Phoenicia the trireme was already 
superseded, and that Ptolemy did not share the passion of Demetrios for 
larger ships. Demetrios guessed what was in Ptolemy's mind. Leaving 
part of his land force to siege Salamis, he departed and spent the night 
at anchor at the entrance of the harbor of Salamis. As Ptolemy moved 
towards Salamis next morning, his fleet was a formidable sight to see by 
reason of its numbers. When Demetrios became aware of Ptolemy's 
approach, he left Antisthenes with ten fives to prevent the 60 ships of 
Menelaos, who was a brother of Ptolemy, to come out of the harbor to 
join the battle. The line of battle of Demetrios' fleet was at the left wing: 
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7 sevens, 30 fours, 10 sixes,lO fives under Medios; at the center: 46 
threes under Themison and Marsyas and at the right wing: 57 threes 
under Hegesippos and Pleistias. Details of the sea battle are given by 
Diodorus15: << When the morning light revealed Demetrios' line blocking 
the path, Ptolemy had no choice but to fight. When the trumpets gave the 
signal for close engagement and both sides raised the paean all the 
ships rushed to the encounter in a terrifying manner (sppohrjv ~ a ~ a n h q -  
K T L K ~ ~ ) .  When the ships had come close together and the encounter 
was about to take place with violence (~ppohrjq p~aiou), those on the 
deck sat down as one man, while the oarsmen urged on by the 
boatswains ( ~ s k u r n a ~  bent more intently on the task. Driven by power 
and force some of the ships swept away each other's oars so as to 
become useless for flight or pursuit. Where the ships had met prow to 
prow with their rams, they drew back for another charge. Some of the 
trierarchs scored a sideways hit and the rams becoming hard to 
disengage, the men jumped to the enemy ships.,, 
Compared with descriptions of other naval battles, this one is notable for 
the absence of any suggestion of attempts to outflank (nspinhouq) and 
break through ( ~ L E K I T ~ O U ~ ) .  The reason may be the preference for the 
tactics of prow to prow fighting, because of the predominance of heavier 
ships. Described are three types of encounter: ships sweeping away 
each other's oars, ramming a ship abeam or in the quarter, attacking 
bow to bow with strengthened epotides. 
As for the losses, Ptolemy lost 100 transport ships (nopa), 40 of his war 
ships were captured and about 80 were disabled (6~~cp€lapqoav), which 
the victors towed, full of water to the camp, near the city. The disabled 
ships were put out of action by swamping, after their hulls were breached 
by the ram. The fact that 80 of Ptolemy's ships, fives and fours, were 
swamped by ramming suggests that such an achievement, probably by 
the fast threes of Demetrios, although not mentioned in Diodorus' 
description, played an important part in the victory. 
The sea battles in the Strait of Chios 
The battles between Philip of Macedon and the allied forces of Attalos 
and the Rhodians in 207 B.C. are related by Polybios. The fleet of Philip 
which participated in the battle consisted of 53 cataphracts, unidentified 
number of aphracts and 150 lemboi. The vessels of the allies were 65 
cataphracts, including the ships from Byzantium, 9 trihemioliai (~p~qpio- 
Aia~) and 3 triremes. 
The first battle is narrated by Polybios16: <<The engagement taking the 
initiative from the ship of Attalos, all those near him closed without 
instructions. Attalos came to grips with an eight (ompqq) and first 
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getting in a fatal blow on her below the waterline finally swamped her, 
although the men on the deck fought for a long time. Philip's ten (6~~1 ) -  
pqq), the flagship, fell into the enemy's hands in a strange way. A 
trihemiolia crossed her path, and she gave her a serious wound in the 
middle of the hull just below the thanite thole and stuck fast, since the 
helmsman was not able to check the momentum of his ship. The result 
was that the flagship was utterly disabled with the trihemiolia hanging 
from the ten, and was unable to move in any direction.= 
In the Greek original of the last sentence there is no word which can be 
translated as ramming: ~<unon~oouar)q yap a m  Tplqptohiaq, ~ah'tl 
6ouaa nhqyilv P~aiav ~ a ~ a  p&aov TO ~ l i r o q  uno TOV Bpaviqv a~ahpov 
&6COq, .... 610 Kat npoo~pspapCvou TOU nhoiou T O L ~  oAotq E~uo'~@T)(TIE~- 
TO Kai ~ U O K ~ V ~ T O ~  flv npoq nav.>> Therefore the blow below the thranite 
thole was not inflicted by the ram, but obviously with an epotis. 

E. The sea battles during the Roman Civil Wars 

There is a turbulent period of 13 years between the assassination of Julius 
Caesar in March 44 B.C. and the defeat by Octavian of Anthony and 
Cleopatra in September 31 B.C. It covers a struggle by a few ambitious men 
for the autocratic rule of a Roman Empire now stretching from Eastern 
Mediterranean to Spain. In this struggle deployment of naval forces played 
a significant and decisive part. 

a. The sea battle of Mylai 
Appian in his work about the Roman civil wars17remarks: <<While it was 
still dark Agrippa put out from Hiera with half his ships intending to 
engage Papias alone. When he saw the 45 ships of Apollophanes and 
on the other side the 70 ships of Papias, he informed Octavian that 
Sextus was at Mylai. Agrippa led the heavier of his ships at the center of 
the line, and he called out the rest of his fleet from Hiera urgently. In both 
fleets everything was magnificently ordered and at bow and stern they 
had towers at deck. When they had had the usual encouraging 
speeches and the standards had been raised on each ship they moved 
out against each other, the one side in line abreast   ma p&~wnov) the 
other for an encirclement (&q rc&pt~u~Awatv). The ships of Sextus were 
smaller than their opponents and light and fast for attacking and 
encircling, while Agrippa's ships were bigger and heavier and according 
to Dio Cassius, they had towers and strong epotides (nhoq ~ w v  ~ n w ~ i -  
6wv). Because of their size they were slower but caused more damage 
when attacking prow to prow, and were less vulnerable when attacked. 
Accordingly, the ships of Sextus were not successful at the encounter 
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but only when they were carrying out encirclement, and they bent back 
the oars of the bigger ships or their rudders, or cut off oars and did them 
no less damage than by ramming. Caesar's men sought with an attack 
to cut or shatter or break up enemy ships and they threw missiles from 
a height to ships at a lower level and cast boarding bridges or grappling 
irons on them more easily. During this battle Agrippa made a direct set 
at Papias and smashed into him at the epotis, shattering the ship and 
breaking into the hull. The ship threw off the men in the towers and 
began to take in a great deal of water.,, 
From the above description, it is evident that during the sea battle at 
Mylai in Sicily, between Agrippa and Papias, the heavy ships of Agrippa 
with reinforced epotides, smashed onto the weaker epotides and 
outriggers of Papias ships in a prow to prow encounter. 

b. The sea battle at Actium 
At the battle at Actium in 31 B.C., between Octavian and Anthony, 
Anthony's fleet of 170 ships comprised of few triremes and many fives 
(penteres) and higher denominations. On the other hand, the fleet of 
Octavian comprised 260 heavy ships and 140 light ships, which were 
liburnians and triremes. Plutarch in his biography of Anthony18 relates 
that: .When the fighting began to be hand to hand, there was no 
ramming or breaking of ships, because Anthony's ships from their 
weight were unable to gain momentum, which is what principally results 
in violent blows with the ram, while Octavian's light ships not only 
avoided a prow to prow engagement against solid, abrasive, bronze 
rams but did not even have the heart to ram on the side. Their rams 
would easily have been broken off when they hit hulls lashed together 
and made massive squared timbers fastened with iron. The contest was 
like a land battle or more accurately like a siege. For three or four ships 
jointly assailed one of Anthony's, the men employing shields, spears and 
poles as flame throwers, while Anthony's men fought with catapults from 
wooden towers.,, Plutarch gives no details of the losses except to remark 
that ((three hundred ships were captured, as Octavian himself has 
written .,, 
Evidently, the heavy ships of Anthony were not able to use the tactics of 
encirclement and ramming, and the ships of Octavian being lighter were 
not in a position to attack prow to prow. 
Furthermore, Anthony's ships had heavy epotides, which were a threat 
to the triremes and the liburnians of Octavian.lg 
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ICONOGRAPHY 
There are few existing representations of ships' prows, and particularly of 
triremes. In the following representations, all show an epotis except for the 
first. 
1. The funerary stele of Demokleides son of Demetrios, in the National 

Archaeological Museum at Athens no. 75220 depicts in outline form the 
port side of a bow of a trireme with a stem curved forward and a warrior 
sitting on the deck with a shield and helmet. It is dated to the beginning 
of the 4th century B.C. The outrigger, the epotis and the oars were 
probably painted on the white marble surface. 

2. The Demetrios Stele 
The funerary stele of Demetrios found in Panormos, at the southern 
coast of the sea of Marmara, in the Glyptotek of Munich GI 522,?' depicts 
the starboard bow of a trireme with an armed warrior on its deck. The 
stele is dated to the third quarter of the 4th century B.C. The stem of the 
trireme forms a right angle. The deck is supported on stanchions curved 
from right to left. The outrigger consists of two thin timbers of which the 
upper one extends up to the stem. At the right end of the outrigger a 
rectangular block protruding laterally forms the epotis. Its fore face is 
inclined. The lower wale is thicker than the upper one, and is bent 
downwards and at its end there is a two bladed ram. 

3. The Acropolis Fragment No. 13533" 
The fragment of a votive relief in the Acropolis Museum no. 13533, 
depicts the starboard side of a bow. This fragment presented by the 
author during the 6th International Symposium on ship construction in 
Antiquity, was identified as a trireme. The lower timber of the outrigger 
continues forward to the stem and is curved upward. The lower wale is 
heavier than the upper one. The epotis is rectangular, with a sloped fore 
face. It is dated, rather, to the second half of the 4th century B.C. 

4. The drawing of del POZZO,'~ was accomplished in Rome between 1610 
and 1635. Its subject, which has since disappeared, was a relief 
depicting the bow section of a ship apparently similar to that partially 
depicted in the Lenormant relief. The upper two horizontals recognized 
as belonging to an outrigger by Assmann in the Lenormant relief are not 
so recognizable. The artist, failing to recognize the epotis, did not show 
it at all. 

5. The funerary marble lekythos in the Athens National Museum, no. 9167.24 
To the few known monuments described above I add the funerary 
marble lekythos of the National Archaeological Museum at Athens, that I 
presented during the 6th International Symposium on ship construction 
in Antiquity. In a temple-like frame 26 by 30 cm. the starboard bow of a 
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trireme, with an hoplite standing on its deck, is depicted. The ship is 
shown from the lower wale upwards. The lower wale is heavier than the 
upper one. At its fore end there is a ram with two blades. The outrigger 
is depicted with two parallel timbers connected with short uprights. To 
the right of the outrigger the rectangular epotis or ear timber is depicted 
projecting laterally. The apotropaic eye is rendered high in relief. There 
are three oars visible on the left side of the prow. The lowest oar emerges 
below the upper wale and corresponds to the oar of a thalamite. The 
other two oars emerging from the outrigger correspond to the oars of 
thranites. Because of the restricted space in the bow, the first oar 
corresponding to the zygite is not shown. This arrangement fits the oar 
distribution of the naval inventories, and also the oar distribution of the 
reconstructed trireme <cOlympias>>. On the deck there is a standing 
hoplite extending his left leg forward. With his left hand he carries a 
shield, while with his right hand he holds his weapon, a sword or a lance. 
The weapon was probably painted like all other details of the depiction. 
The warrior wears a corselet and an Attic helmet. It is dated to the end of 
the third quarter of the 4th century B.C. 

6. Ancient Coins 
There are several coins depicting the bow section of triremes: 
A. Coins of Demetrios P~liorketes.'~ These coins were produced from 300 

to 295 B.C. The prow has an outrigger which runs aft from the epotis. The 
ship had three levels of oars, and oar ports for the zygians and 
thalamians. The fore face of the epotis is inclined. 

6. Coins of K i o ~ , ~ ~  dated between 340-300 B.C. Kios was settled by the 
citizens of Miletos. It is located at the SW shores of Propontis ( Marmara). 
The coins depict a ship's bow similar to a trireme's of the end of the 4th 
century B.C. The coins depict the outrigger with tholepins and clearly the 
epotis with an inclined foreface. There are no oars but the wales are 
visible 

C. Coins of Phasilis." The coins are dated to the 4th- 3rd century B.C. They 
depict the prow of a warship. There is an outrigger and an epotis aft of a 
stylized eye. 

7. Persian seals.28 On one impression of a Persepolis seal a warship is 
depicted, identified as a trireme. They are dated from 520 to 331 B.C. 
The oars emerge beneath a structure, which can be identified as an 
outrigger. Aft of it there is an epotis. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. From the sea battles described above, it is clear that the tactics of 
periplous and diecplous were applied almost entirely by triremes, trying 
to ram the opponent ship. In addition to these tactics the prow to prow 
attack was also applied. During the encounter the epotis was used as an 
offensive weapon against the epotis of the enemy. The epotis of the 
attacking ship had to be heavy and strong, in order to smash onto the 
weaker epotis of the enemy's ship and eventually dislocate its outrigger. 
A strong epotis was eventually reinforced with brackets. 
The tactics of a prow to prow attack were applied during the 
Peloponnesian War and also during the Sicilian campaign of the 
Athenians by their adversaries, who were not experienced as the 
Athenians in ramming tactics, but were confident that the Athenians 
would not be able to apply their favorite tactics, in a restricted area, 
where triremes lacking the required high speed would not be able to 
ram. 

2. With the appearance of ships with higher denomination, like fours 
(rerprjpeq), fives (nevmjpetq), sixes (ecrjpaq) and sevens (en-rtjpe~q) the 
tactics of diecplous and periplous were probably abandoned. 
The usual method of attack for the bigger ships, which lacked high 
speed but were furnished with heavy epotides, was the prow to prow 
attack. A prow to prow attack of a heavy ship against a trireme was a 
disaster for the latter. Thus, the trireme would try to stay away, and wait 
for the favorable situation to ram the heavier ship, in the middle. 

3. Obviously, the epotis, which was used as a cathead to fasten the anchor 
of pentecontors as narrated by Euripides, in the age of triremes became 
initially a defensive weapon for the protection of the outrigger and later 
an offensive weapon. 

4. To minimize the effects of a prow to prow attack, the shipwrights decided 
to give a new form to the epotis, by making its fore face inclined. This 
would obviously minimize the impact of the heavier ship on the epotis of 
a trireme. Probably, the inclined fore face of epotis did not serve any 
other purpose but the defense of the attacked ship. This inclined surface 
could even serve this purpose more easily through lubrication. 

5. The sea powers of the Hellenistic period did not use only the prow to 
prow attack. There are cases where ships of higher denomination than 
three (fours, fives and sixes) attacked their opponents, also by using 
their rams. 
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NOTES 

1 AT, 163-68 
2 SSP, 45-59 
3 AG,36 
4 SSP, no. 111.16 
5 Euripides -1phigenia in Tauris *, 1345-1353 
6 Thucydides -Histories>>, 7.34 
7 Thucydides .Histories>>, 7.35 and 7.36 
8 Thucydides -Histories,,, 7.39 
9 Thucydides -Histories., 7.40 
10 Diodorus Siculus 13, 10. 2-6 
11 Diodorus Siculus 17. 115 
12 MIMA, 437 
13 During the 7m International Symposium of ship construction in Antiquity, held at Pylos, E. 

F. Castanino, with her contibution on -the naval tactics and the design of the trireme in 
Syracuse., assumed that the ram of the Syracusan ships was reduced in size and the 
epotides were placed bellow the waterline. According to her sketch presented during the 
presentation she also assumed that javelins were mounted on these -epotidesm, which 
were used against the Athenian ships. In the existing iconography, the epotides are placed 
above sea level and always to the fore of the outriggers, for their protection. 
Thucydides, in his passage (7,36.2), relates that the epotides were strengthened with 
brackets (aqpi6aq) six cubits long inside and outside the shell of the ship. 
Given that the word epotis, means a structure projecting like ears, it is difficult to imagine 
them protruding below sea level. It is also difficult to imagine that javelins mounted on 
epotides would be able damage the ship of the enemy. Normally, they would break or fall 
off their support with the slightest impact. The description of the sea battle at Naupactos 
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by Thucydides, 7, 34, is very clear: Kal ~ w v  pev Koplveiwv ~ p a q  \njcq 6~acpeeipovral, ~ w v  
6e Aerlvaiwv ~ d 6 u  pev ou6epia, adhq,  em6 6e ado1 eyEvovro, avrinpwpo~ epPaM6- 
peval Kal avappayeiua~ Taq naps~elpeoiaq uno ~ w v  Kop1vl3iwv vehv en' am6 ~ o h o  
naxmkpaq Taq enw~Baq exouuhv*. 
V. Streeter , Fluid mechanics, 206-209 ( New York 19621 
Diodorus 20.51.3 
Polybios .The Histories., 16.3.1 
Appian .civil wars*, 5.106 
Plutarch Antonius, 66 
In the above-cited passages of ancient texts concerning sea battles, the noun used to 
describe an attack by using the epotis is eppohfi (eppohai, eppohhv ). The dictionary of 
Liddell and Scott translates the word epPow as: an assault, attack, charge, esp. The 
charge of one ship upon another. 
However, the majority of English translations use the word ramming when translating eppo- 
Ail. Ramming is not equivalent to epPoArj but to epPohupoq. Some scholars even changed 
the word eppohhv to epp6hwv, thus changing the meaning of the ancient texts. There is 
not doubt that a classicist who is not a specialist on the ancient ship building technology 
or the existing ship representations, can easily misinterpret the ancient texts. 
The translators were also misled by the wrong translation of the words enw~iq and nape- 
qe~peoia. The dictionary of Liddell-Scott wrongly translates the word epotides as : .beams 
projecting on each side of a ship's bows, whence the anchors were let down, catheads... I 
In the same dictionary, napc~e~peuia, is translated as the part of the ship beyond the 
rowers at either end. The above mistakes concerning enw~iq and napeqe~peoia confused 
the translators, who assumed that an attack of a ship against a ship (epPoM) could be 
done only by ramming. 
TflK, 84 no. 59 
C. Clairmont, .Gravestone and epigram., AA 1974, 219-38 
TnK, 85 no. 61 
GROW, 186-187 
E. Tzahos, A Trireme on a Funerary Lekythos, Tropis VI (forthcoming) 
GROW, 202 no. lob and 10c 
GROW, 199, no. 7b and 7c. 
GROW, 201, no. 9a and 9c 
GROW. 193 no. 2a and 2b. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1 Warships with boar's head prows. F123. (Musee du Louvre). 
Fig. 2 Prow of a trireme. Funerary Stele of Demetrios, Glyptothek Muenchen GI 522. 
Fig. 3 Fragment of a trireme's prow. Acropolis Museum, no. 13533. 

Fig. 4 Marble Lekythos, with a trireme's prow. Athens National museum no. 9167 
Fig. 5 Coin of Demetrios Poliorketes, depicting a ship's prow with epotis and oar ports. c.330- 

295 B.C. 
Fig. 6 Coin of Phaselis, depicting a trireme's prow, with an epotis. 4th-3rd century B.C. 
Fig. 7 Coin of Kios, depicting a trireme' s prow with epotis and outrigger. 340-300 B.C. 
Fig. 8 Prow of "Olympias". 
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AN UNUSUALLY LARGE CONCENTRATION OF STONE ANCHORS, 
EAST OF CAPE LOCHIAS, ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT 

A Preliminary Evaluation 

The Hellenic Institute of Ancient and Mediaeval Alexandrian Studies, in 
co-operation with the Department of Underwater Antiquities of Egypt, began 
in 1998 and continued in 1999 an underwater survey of the coast of 
Alexandria, east of its ancient Eastern port'. The aim of this survey is to: 
a) study the ancient coastline which today is under sea level because 

of the rise of the Mediterranean and the subsidence of the land; 
b) explore a vast area in the deeper waters in an attempt to locate remains 

of ancient and mediaeval maritime activities. 

From the start of our 1998 investigation, a reef off the coastal suburb 
of lbrahimieh drew the attention of the divers. Despite adverse weather 
conditions limiting the underwater research, successive dives revealed the 
presence of seven small stone weights, most of them rectangular or 
trapezoid in shape and bearing perforations; their weight varies from 7 to 30 
kilos and some have the characteristics of small composite stone anchors. 

Although the number of dives, because of the strong northerly winds 
prevailing during the survey of June-July 1999, was again extremely limited, 
another 25 stone weights were located, thus bringing the total number to 32'. 

These stone weights bear one, two or three perforations and 
represent, according to their shape, six different types. All these types find 
parallels in the Eastern Mediterranean in general and on the Levantine coast 
in particular. Many scholars describe these different types of stone weights 
as anchors: weight anchors when there is one hole, composite when there 
are two, three or more perforations. 

The most common type of stone weight in our survey is flat, 
rectangular in shape and measures some 45cm x 30cm x 12cm. The 
uppermost hole is squared or rounded and a bit larger than the lower holes 
near the base. It has been suggested that such anchors could be used 
individually as weight anchors on a reef or a rock bottom. A number of these 
weights, which have an upper perforation oblong in shape, in a "letter box 
slot" style, could have been attached together in series of two, three or more 
and dropped in succession on a sandy bottom. It is thought that small sea 
crafts, probably fishing boats, used these anchors. 
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When used as a chaplet, their function probably was to hang on the 
anchor line extending from the first dropped anchor. The effect would be to 
hold the anchor line down close to the sea floor. The more anchors in a line 
behind the main anchor, the better the hold, as they would tend to make the 
line act as an anchor chain. 

So the following question arises: are we in the presence of a testimony 
of an "in series" use of small stone anchors? Are the stone weights with a 
perforation fishing tackles or do they form part of the "in series" anchoring 
process? 

Then there is the question of dating: are we confronted with a 
concentration of prehistoric stone anchors or are we in the presence of 
remains of mediaeval maritime activities, as Professor Raban's finds at 
Caesarea Maritima sugges?? 

What may help us in better understanding the function of these stone 
weights, the period of their use and the vessels to which they pertain is the 
interpretation of sea level rise and land subsidence at Alexandria. The depth 
of the water at the reef is now approximately 12 meters. An extensive sand 
area, where the depth is 13-14 meters, surrounds the reef. The distance from 
the shore is approximately 560 meters. How deep was the sea bottom at this 
site when Rhakotis was an active Pharaonic settlement? How deep was the 
water there during the Alexandrian Greco-Roman period? Was its mediaeval 
geomorphy similar to what it is today? 

Although we have evidence of a constant rise in the level of the 
Mediterranean, there occurs in Alexandria - as in many other parts of this 
sea - a subsidence of the land. Catastrophic earthquakes have been a 
common phenomenon in Alexandria's history. The Great City suffered 
greatly during its Greco-Roman and Islamic periods from tectonic disasters. 

Dr. Jean-Yves Empereur has evaluated the difference in level from 
Ptolemaic times to the present to be some six meters in the area of his 
excavations at Qaid Bey. The same phenomenon was noted in the Eastern 
Harbour. Assuming that the same pattern is followed along the coast of 
Ramleh, can we say that the depth of water at the reef was only six meters 
in ancient times? 

French geologists are methodically working on understanding the 
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geology of the soil of Alexandria; such information will be of great help to all 
the missions exploring submerged sites at Alexandria. 

Bearing in mind the extent of the reef that has just begun to be 
investigated and that there was only the possibility to survey an infinitely 
small portion of its surface, it is logical to assume that many more of these 
stone weights will be found in the future. But let me say that there are also 
sherds of pottery, not a large quantity, but still an important variety of pieces 
of broken amphorae has been found cemented in rock cavities of this reef. 
Pottery is easily datable; however, are these remains contemporary to the 
stone weights? Not necessarily. 

This underwater area, located approximately 560 meters from the 
shore and some two miles east from the entrance of the Megas Limin of 
Alexandria, is certainly a promising site. 

After the area had been carefully surveyed two months ago (June-July 
1999) and the topographic co-ordinates secured, one of the stone anchors 
in question was raised and a sample of stone obtained for analysis. When 
we shall raise all the stone weights and fishing tackles and investigate their 
lithological determination, it will help to compare the results with those of 
similar weights found along the Levantine coast and other areas of the 
Eastern Mediterranean4. 

In concluding, let me say that this is only a very preliminary evaluation 
of the stone anchors' and stone weights' distribution found during our survey 
and it could rightly be considered premature. But I recall the words of Miss 
Honor Frost at our first Symposium of 1985 when she opened her 
presentation by saying: 'As with Trade Fairs, the success of symposia is 
measured by the volume of goods or information exchanged'. This, then, is 
my excuse for this brief communication. 

August 1999 
Harry E. Tzalas 

The Hellenic Institute of Ancient and Mediaeval Alexandrian Studies 
Skra 94 

Kallithea, 17673, Athens 
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NOTES 

1 The survey continued in the years 2000 and 2001 with a total of seven campaigns. 
2 When, during the 6th campaign of April-May 2001, the lbrahimieh reef was surveyed for the 

last time, a total of 55 stone weights were recovered. 
3 Avner Raban, "Three-hole composite stone anchors of Middle Ages context from Caesarea 

Maritima, Israel", Tropis VII, pp637. 
4 The analysis revealed that the stone composition is similar to that of a submerged stone 

quarry located on the shore at Ibrahimieh. 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1 Plan of the Eastern coast of Alexandria showing the site of the lbrahimieh reef. 
Fig. 2. a, b, c, Stone anchors found on the lbrahimieh reef. 
Fig 2. d. A fishing tackle from the lbrahimieh reef. 
Fig 3. e, f Broken stone anchors found in the lbrahimieh reef. 
Fig 3. g, h Complete stone anchors from the lbrahimieh reef. 
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THE LAUNCHING OF A SHIP IN THE 3RD CENTURY B.C. 

A ballad-circle about Jason's Argonauts and their voyage to recover 
the Golden Fleece from king Aeetes of Colchis, seems to have been current 
in Greece at a very early date, but every line of it has been lost unless some 
passages survive as interpolations in Homer's Odyssey. Homer and Hesiod, 
the earliest Greek poets whose works are still extant, both knew of the 
voyage, and Homer speaks of it as "on everyone's lips". Subsequent 
references occur in the fragmentary works of various ancient writers, like the 
poet Pindar in his Fourth Pythian Ode (462 B.C.) who gives a brief summary 
of it, the earliest to survive complete. 

All these authorities who wrote about this voyage disagree with one 
another on countless points. Contradictions even occur between works 
written by the same author. Obviously, because the original story of the Argo 
has been much tampered with by bards who wished to glorify certain 
families or cities in representing their ancestors or founders as Argonauts. 

Apollonius Rodius in the third century B.C. wrote an Argonautic epic 
which is considered not only the most useful of the main authorities but the 
most pleasant to read. Of the life of the author we know little for certain 
except that in spite of his surname he was a citizen of Alexandria and he was 
still quite young when he produced the Argonautica. It met with derision, 
both from the public and the other poets. This so disheartened him that he 
retired to Rhodes, where he settled and taught rhetoric. After polishing his 
poem, he reissued it with success, so that the Rhodians honored him with 
their franchise. Later he returned to Alexandria, where his work was now 
esteemed so highly as to win him the directorate of the great Library and 
burial beside the remains of his master Callimachus. 

We are not going to analyse here the aesthetic value of this work of 
Apollonius, which is in four parts and 5,834 verses in total, but we will try 
simply to obtain from it what useful information it contains regarding the 
launching of the good ship Argo, the "passimeloussa" (famous) according 
to Homer (Odyssey M 72). 
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Apollonius does not mention anything about the building of the ship 
despite that he considers that Argo "proved the most exellent of all ships that 
ever braved the sea with oars" (1 113-1 14), and commences his epic with the 
arrival of the Argonauts in lolkos, the departing place, and the preparation 
for the voyage giving us a description of the vessel's launching which will be 
the subject of this paper. Considering, as we said, that the poet lived in 
Alexandria and in Rhodes, two towns with intense shipbuilding activities 
during his time, despite all the poetical allowances, we can rely on his 
descriptions and consider them authentic. 

Writes then Apollonius in the first part of his work (verses 367-401): 
First of all, by the command of Argus - the shipwright of Argo - they 
strongly girded the ship with a rope well twisted within, streching it tight on 
each side, in order that the planks might be well compacted by the tenons 
(yopcpotq) and might withstand the opposing force of the surge. 

Then they quickly dug a trench as wide as the pace that the ship 
covered, and at the prow as far as into the sea as it would run when drawn 
down by their hands. And they dug deeper in front of the stem, and in the 
furrow laid polished rollers, so that she might glide and be borne on by them. 
Apollonius calls this trench "ohKoq" holkos, while Homer uses the term 
"oupoq" uros (11. B' 153). Next, high up on both sides of the ship, they swung 
the oars inboard and fastened each handle to the tholepin so that a cubit 
projected. And the Argonauts stood on both sides, one behind the other to 
be ready to press with chest and hands at once. 

And then Tiphis, Argo's helmsman, leapt aboard to urge the youths to 
push at the right moment; and calling on them he shouted loudly; and then 
at once, leaning with all their strengh, with one push started the ship from 
her place and strained with their feet, forcing her onward; and the Pelian 
Argo followed swiftly; and they shouted on each as they rushed on - 
Apollonius calls Argo Pelian as she was built with timber from mount Pelion 
- and then the rollers groaned under the sturdy keel as they chafed, and 
round them rose up a dark smoke owing to the weight, and she glided into 
the sea; but they stood there and kept dragging her back as she sped 
onward. Then round the thole-pins they fitted the oars, and in the ship placed 
the mast and the well-made sails and stores. 

After satisfying themselves that all was shipshape, they cast lots for 
the benches, which held two oarsmen each. But the midships bench they 
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gave to Heracles, and Ancaeus apart from the other heroes, Ancaeus who 
came from Tegea. For them alone they left the middle bench just as it was 
and not by lot as being too bulky; and all agreed that Tiphis should be the 
helmsman of the gallant ship. 

Next, piling up shingle near the sea, they made a seaside altar to 
Apollo as God of Shores ( E ~ ~ K T L O V )  and Embarcation (E~P~uLOV), and on the 
top laid down logs of dried olive wood. 

Then Jason, the leader of the expedition, prayed using lustral water, 
calling on Apollo, the god of his fathers, and casting barley meal. The 
sacrifice of two oxen followed and the omens proved favourable. A big feast 
took place afterwards and the heroes ate and drank till the late hours and 
then in the dark betook themselves to sleep. 

Early morning, and as Apollonius says: " ... when gleaming dawn with 
bright eyes beheld the lofty peaks of Pelion and the calm headlands were 
being drenched as the sea was ruffled by the winds". Tiphis awoke from 
sleep and quickly roused his comrades to embark and fix the oars. At the 
same time there came an awe-inspiring call from the harbour of Pagasae, the 
harbour where Argo was moored, and Pelian Argo herself urging them to set 
forth. 

For in her a beam divine had been laid which Athena had brought from 
an oak of Dodona and fitted in the middle of the stem. So the heroes went 
to the benches one after the other, as they had previously assigned for each 
to row in his place and took their seats in due order with their equipment by 
them. 

The hawsers were hauled in, they poured libations into the sea and 
Argo sailed away to her destination. 

As we can see from all the above very few things changed through the 
ages on the launching of a wooden vessel. 

A.I. Tzamtzis 
R. Feraiou & Papapostolou 
Agria - Magnissias 373 00 





THE STERN PROJECTION IN THE BRONZE AGE AEGEAN VESSELS 

The miniature frieze in the West House at Akrotiri has provided us 
with an abundance of valuable and unique information for the time period 
represented. The iconographical elements depicted have become the 
subject of extended discussions and arguments between scholars1. 

The appendage positioned at the stern of the Theran ships seems to 
be among the most disputed matters2. 

Projections bear also at one of their ends ship representations on the 
Early Cycladic "frying pansm3 (fig.l), two marble engravings from Naxos of 
the same period4 (fig. 4), an Early Helladic sherd from Orchomenos5 (fig. 2) ,  
a clay model from Palaikastro also dated to the third millenium B.C.6 (fig. 5) 
and, finally, on the Minoan seals dated between the Early Minoan Ill to the 
Middle Minoan Ill Period (figs. 8, 9, 10). 

The controversy concerning this cluster of ships, about which end is 
the bow and which is the stern, represents one of the most problematic 
issues in the Prehistoric Aegean Ship Iconography. The criteria which would 
leave no doubt for the identification of the ends in these ships are 
unfortunately lacking, so we could state that, on the basis of what is shown 
in the depictions, it is impossible to come to a certain conclusion. The 
problem without being a direct question in this study will inevitably be dealt 
with, since it is implicated in the approach of interpreting the role of the 
projection these ships bear. 

The Theran ships are shown with curved hulls similar to many of 
those on the Minoan glyptics. With the exception of the ships executed in the 
talismatic artistic style7, dated to the end of the Middle Minoan Period 
towards the Late Minoan Period, as well as a part of those considered as cult 
boats8, the appendage seems to be present in the majority of the Minoan 
vessels, either with curved or more angular hull profiles. 

In the Theran ships a bifurcating piece goes across both stern sides 
with a vertical piece of wood above, supporting further the construction. The 
whole is fastened with two lashes to the starboard side - and probably also 
to the port side invisible to us (figs. 6, 7) .  
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For the Minoan ships there is not such a photographic accuracy; what 
is distinguishable is usually the general hull shape, the mast with the 
standing rigging, with no depiction of sail and the projection is shown in a 
variety of ways, depending on the vessel's profile: an E.M. seal from the 
Heracleion Museumg (fig. 9b), (Cat. No. 588) displays a vessel, angular in 
profile, with its lower extremity ending in a bifurcation, the aftermost part of 
which is upshowing. 

Two beamy vessels, depicted on a E.M. seal from the Ashmolean 
Museum (fig. 8b), (No. 1938-757. (K50)) have a peculiar shape; the 
projection is short and horizontal, seems to start from the lower part of the 
hull, where the height from the gunwale above is three times more than that 
at the other end of the ship1'. Similar in shape is also the vessel from a M.M.1 
seal (Heracl. Mus., No.1079) (fig. 8a), which has two projections; the one 
emerging from the lower part of the hull and the second, thinner, starts also 
horizontally and above the formert1. Another ship (fig. 9e, Heracl. Mus., No. 
566) on an E.M. Ill seal displays a pole, similar to that of the second ship of 
fig. 8b, above the end where the projection must have been depicted, part 
of which is now missingI2. There is also a vessel in the Ashmolean Museum 
(fig. 10a), (No. 1938. K49), E.M. also, which has an horizontal projection 
starting from what seems to be the lower part of the huIl.l3 

Moving to the M.M. Period, the number of surviving seals increases; 
we can observe vessels with angular and crescent hull profilesI4. Their 
projections are in the lower extremity and are sometimes with pointed ends, 
attached closely or clearly divided from the (figs. 9a, c, d, f, g, lob, c, 
d, e, f, g, h, i, j) 

Two more seals which are taken to represent cult boats bear also the 
enigmatic projection; one of which, dated to the M.M. Period, is of special 
interest because of the detailed depiction of the construction below the end 
which, here, can be distinguished as the stern (fig. 1 I ) ,  and reminds us 
strongly of the appendage of the Acrotiri shipsz9. The second ship (fig. 12), 
dated to 1700 B.C., has a projection at the end which appears to be the prow 
(more slender and with the hook-shaped device similar to the prow of the 
Theran ships)30. However, the excavator considers as the prow the end with 
the reversed head of a bird, in analogy to the other surviving cultboats, and 
this seems more likely to be true. 

Unlike the Theran vessels, the way of fastening or attachment is not 
displayed, with one exception maybe, on a M.M. seal from Mochlos (fig. 
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9a)3', where double vertical bands on both ends could indicate lashings, but 
also recall the "hypozomata" of classical times. 

However, the similarities between some of the ships on the Minoan 
seals and the Theran ships are obvious. We could suggest that they 
represent vessels of a common shipbuilding tradition, and in analogy the 
stern in the Minoan ships is the part bearing the projection. Apart from the 
projections at the one end, already presented, worth noting also for this 
comparison are the the trifurcations and bifurcations at the higher and 
usually long and slender end. The relevant height between the two ends of 
the vessel is not taken here as a criterion. What is examined are the 
morphological characteristics displayed, which relate the ships to each 
other. 

The Early Bronze Age representations without a mast are those of the 
Cycladic "frying pans" (fig.l), the E.H. sherd from Orchomenos (fig. 2) and 
the third millenium B.C. clay model from Palaikastro, Crete (fig. 5). The latter 
is of special interest. The projection is positioned at the lower end, rounded 
and in plain view. It does not start from the lower part of the hull, but a little 
above it, and has a slightly upward direction, not horizontal as it is shown in 
the various publications. The bottom is flat but this could be made to provide 
a steady base as it happens also in L.B.A. boat models, corresponding also 
to a fantastic waterline3'. 

Some of the vessels on the Minoan seals, such as the ship of fig. 9b, 
have been considered as products of a shipbuilding tradition deriving from 
the type of the "Cycladic" boat. It is reasonable to imagine that the masted 
Aegean ships, which appeared in this region towards the end of the E.B.A. 
Period had common characteristics with their chronologically near 
predecessors. The stern projection of the Minoan ships and the projection in 
the Cycladic ships is one good example. However, this is an inadequate 
reason to support the high end-prow theory, unless an attempt of 
interpreting its original function is made, correlating its position with the 
stern. 

What is obvious for the majority of the representations is that the 
projection was fitted at the one end of the ship: it was not a continuation of 
the sternpost or the stempost". It was the aftermost part of the ship, 
prodruding from the hull. The assumption is that it was attached for a specific 
reason. The question is, had it the same role from its inception? Another 
element which also seems to characterise its existence is that it appears on 
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rather large sized vessels, as indicated from the numerous oars and the mast 
or both". Only vessels of the Aegean region bear it and sometime during the 
L.B.A. it ceases to appear. 

There have been various interpretations about the purposes these 
projections served. Starting from the Cycladic "frying pan" ships, the 
projection has been interpreted as a fixed rudde?. A similar function has 
been suggested also for the Theran ships, as well as for some of the vessels 
on the Minoan seals36. This interpretation presumes a position below the 
water level. Although there are certain cases for the "frying pans", where the 
projection seems to be below the water level, there are other cases where it 
is clearly shown above the water level. In addition, the question whether the 
whole hull is presented together with that below the water level is a matter of 
conjecture3'. 

Concerning the Theran ships, if the stern appendage actually 
constituted a device to prevent the vessel from deviating from its course it 
should have been below the water level. In that case the water would reach 
to a level of a few centimeters below the gunwale and the hands of the 
paddlers would have been immersed in the water?'. We cannot expect a ship 
of this size to have been constructed in a way that could easily be flooded. 
Apart from this, the shape itself of the stern projection does not indicate a 
similar function: we should expect a broader surface of the upper piece, 
which also would work out better if it was placed below the bifurcating piece 
of wood. The same is true also for the Cycladic ships, judging from the 
Palaikastro model, where a broader surface vertical to the water level should 
be expected. 

For those supporting the opinion of the low end prow, in the ships of 
the Cycladic "frying pans", the projection has been thought to represent an 
aid to improve the stability of the ship, especially in difficult weather 
conditions, as well as to facilitate beaching3'. It is difficult to imagine how a 
similar construction at the prow would improve the stability, apart from the 
fact that we need to accept first its position in the water level. The 
transference of the position of the ship so that the projection reaches the 
water level, takes the angle, created from the attachment of the stempost 
with the main part of the hull, underwatefO. This would create swirls in the 
water, acting negatively and dangerous to the propulsion of the vessel. The 
importance of the fairness of the ship's lines (surface) underwater, especially 
those near the bow, is well known. 
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The stern projection in the Theran ships has also been interpreted as 
a flopper-stopper"; for retaining proper trim, due to the accumulation of 
weight aff2. These opinions presuppose its position and, more importantly, 
its rnaintainance at the water level. Other scholars have seen the stern 
appendage of the Theran ships as a place where ropes for dragging on land 
were attached, or similarly that it was a launching device43. Although a 
reasonable interpretation, one wonders why it fell out of use during the 
L.B.A. since the dragging of vessels on land is attested as a practice in latter 
times (in the Homeric epics). However, we must have in mind that for certain 
types of vessels it was impossible to drag them on shore. Other 
interpretations explain the Theran projection as a gangway (apovathra)". 
This is a rational explanation, although one wonders why it fell out of use, as 
is evident from the L.B.A.111 ship representations. It has also been interpreted 
as a ram equipped on ships which were bidire~tional~~. 

It has been suggested that Aegean ships were moored with their 
stern facing towards the land46. This by itself cannot be of any validity, unless 
the reasons which would lead to a similar practice are investigated. Third 
millenium ship representations shown with a clear differentiation between 
the two ends, lay emphasis on the fact that these must have been the 
products of a relatively long shipbuilding tradition in the form of the plank- 
built boat, and also a much longer seafaring practice in other kinds of 
crafts4'. These vessels certainly could not have been bidirectional. 

The prow is always the part of the vessel, which, due to its position, 
is exposed to a great deal of stress, caused mainly from the upward- 
downward movements while in motion, a situation expressed by the nautical 
term slamming4'. Unless a certain speed is reached, the hull and especially 
the prow can be damaged considerably. We know for sure that the 
prehistoric ships could not easily extend their speed whenever it was 
nessesary. Thus, the resulting question is why this very same part would also 
be the one to be exposed to the risks and possible damage caused by land 
contact, at least during embarking-dissembarking, loading and unloading? 

The sense and the meaning of the departure in the Aegean region 
had a completely different meaning than in other regions, like Egypt and 
Mesopotamia with their big rivers. In the latter the water stretches are 
surrounded by land, which is the dominant factor. On the contrary, in the 
Aegean, land is what is surrounded by large and usually tempestuous 
stretches of water. The bow is the part of the ship more connected with the 
sea, while the stern is connected with land. What is proposed is an idea 
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according to which both ends should be involved equally with possible 
damage and loss. 

The reason for all this dispute about which end is the bow and which 
is the stern is the non indication of steering oars. Comparing the various 
representations of E.B.A. and M.B.A. ships we observe that steering oars are 
very rare, unless the steerman or steermen operating them are shown, like 
in the Santorini Ship fresco4'. There is one exception to this, on a ship from 
a Middle Bronze Age pithos from Aigina (fig. 3), where very possibly two 
steering oars, one at each end, are depicted, with no deck structures 
supporting them. 

It seems that Aegean seafarers did not equip their vessels with 
structures supporting their steering oars, not because they were in a 
primitive stage, but for the reason that they were often forced to use them 
from the prow, thus to move sternwards. The usual non indication of a 
steering oar, unless the person holding it is also shown, suggests that it must 
have been operated from the prow, only during the time of land approach - 
because as we already have pointed out the clear differentiation of the two 
ends excludes the idea of the ship being bidirectional - in order to facilitate 
the manoeuvres needed for the vessels to be moored stern first. The role 
and the purpose served by the steering oar was, at that time, not closely 
connected to the stern, because it was usually transferred fore, which was 
the reason for not having a permanent establishment and this must be the 
reason for its absence in the majority of the Early and Middle Bronze Age 
ship representations. 

The readiness for the departure is another factor in favour of a stern 
first anchorage. This need can be explained by a number of reasons: a 
favourable wind expected, or on the contrary, a sudden storm threatening to 
destroy a vessel, not well secured; the fear of attack of hostile natives 
pursueing to loot the vessel, or the need to get away quickly with stolen 
commodities. The north wall paintings at Akrotiri probably show scenes of 
dramatic events followed by a naval raid. In the two engravings from Naxos, 
on the other hand (fig. 4), an armed man trying to put an animal into his 
vessel in the first, and two figures arguing on a vessel - both moored with 
their lower ends equipped with the projection - may indicate that seafaring 
in Early Bronze Age Aegean was not exactly a quiet and peaceful activity50. 
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Prehistoric Aegean seafarers stopped over often during their 
journeys5'. Sometimes forced by unpredictable weather conditions 
prevailing in the Aegean, for food and water supply, they used the numerous 
Aegean islands and mainland shores. These were simply ports of call, not 
the final destination of the vessels; in many cases, these were the only 
means of communication and transportation of passengers and 
commodities between certain regions. This frequent use of the land bridges 
in the Aegean area indicates an analogous exercise in short timed stops. 

It has been suggested above that the stern was the part of the ship 
which, in the case of stern first anchorage proposed here - as the usual 
practice during the periods to which the discussed ships belonged - was 
sustained the hazards of possible collision and contact with land. 

Specifically, apart from beaching which was not always possible, 
mooring and anchorage practice was also used and developed. The need is 
always the same: anchor the ship in a way where loading-unloading, 
embarking-disembarking would be possible, while the risks of land-clash 
would be excluded or at least minimized. These presumptions are assured 
by a number of combined factors. The place should be a bay or a windless 
shore with some form of harbour installations or not, but able to provide 
shelter to the vessels moored. The ship is tied to the land, while anchors 
thrown from the seaward side prevent her from turning round. In the periods 
discussed, very probably, the only anchors available and used were the 
weight stone anchors*. Several stone anchors are sometimes necessary in 
order to hold the ship to the desired position53. Apart from the fact that these 
anchors sometimes were insufficient to hold the ship, there is also the 
possibility that they were not all thrown in their totality, because of the 
difficulty of pulling them up in times of emergency departure. Several 
anchors are a contradiction to the possible few men of the crew available for 
lifting them up during the departure, while the others would be engaged with 
the propulsion of the vessel. We can imagine that in their home ports they 
must have had permanent installations under water for holding their ships, 
but this was not happening also in the other places they stopped over. 

The scarcity of places where harbour facilities could be provided, 
during these Early periods of seafaring, as well as the difficulty of successful 
operation while approaching land, must have forced the prehistoric 
shipwrights to equip their vessels with some sort of protective construction 
on the outer surface exposed to the danger of contact with land. 
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I believe that the projections shown in the representations discussed 
above, belonged to the stern of the vessels and their utility was connected 
with the protection of the hull against the shocks of land contact. 

The morphological dissimilarities correspond to the various forms of 
external hull surfaces. 

The inclination created from the union of the sternpost with the main 
hull in the ship representations of the Cycladic "frying pans" was such that 
the landing at a shore was accomplished until a certain point so that the 
lower part of the stern did not touch ground because the stern projection 
reached the ground earlier (similar to the raised end of the Nilotic boats). 

Regarding the way this projection was used, only if it was tied closely, 
touching land and without leaving room for movement to the vessel, it could 
work out right. The way of the attachment must have been such, so that 
room of small movement was given to this protective construction, working 
like a shock absorber to diminish possible damage caused by small shocks 

In the Theran ships two broad lashes are shown and the whole 
appendage must have had the possibility of moving slightly fore and aft 
below the gunwale. 

The appendage must have been very useful during embarking- 
disembarking, loading and unloading, where the closest approach of the 
ship was required. 

The question of whether this part was also the one connecting the ship 
with land, during the remaining time of mooring, depends on the anchors 
thrown, holding capacity, the type of shore, the reaction of the appendage 
in deformation forces and the weather conditions. In the case that it was 
chosen to remain tied at a small distance from land, the projection would 
provide additional assurance in the case that the anchors were dragged 
from the sea bottom. 

It is also very probable that it was detachable in certain cases: the first 
appendages constructed must have been easily removable and relatively 
light in weight and size; later on it must have aquired a more permanent 
establishment, but it was realized that it was easily destroyed; a less 
permanent attachment and light construction was again adopted. These, of 
course are highly hypothetical, but it can be stated that the projection was in 
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close reference to the type of the vessel, namely its shape, which was the 
defining factor for the way of fastening and final form. 

In the Theran ships, from what is being displayed, it can be suggested 
that it was removed during the voyage: due to its immersion into the water 
in severe pitching in difficult weather conditions, it could create problems to 
the propulsion of the vessel; it might also prevent the right operation of the 
steering oars. Eventually, the cables holding it could have deteriorated due 
to the constant swinging, while their resistance (endurability), as we have 
pointed out, was of primary importance during the time the ship was 
moored. 

In the case that it was considerably damaged, it could be replaced by 
a new one, therefore it can be considered as one of the first known spare 
parts in the History of Ancient Technology. 

Since this part was the one connecting the ship with land it was 
certainly used also as a gangway, whenever suitable, thus acquiring a utility 
created after its construction. 

Given the necessity the stern appengage served, why did it fall out of 
use during the Late Bronze Age? What important events took place that 
rendered it useles? 

Judging from the way it worked, it can be stated that it was not exactly 
the perfect solution to the problem it served, but was adopted since during 
these periods they were no alternatives. 

The increase in the frequency of communication and the number of 
vessels crossing the Aegean resulted from the more intense seaborne trade, 
which also contributed to the improvement and creation of political relations 
between the Aegean and other regions, resulting in a cultural and national 
homogenity, acted like a catalyst towards the creation of well organized 
harbour installations. 

The pattern of seaborne trade during this period was dramatically 
changed and a stricter specialization of naval expeditions in general was 
developed. Advanced seafaring practices applied by professional mariners 
were also introduced. New inventions, such as the appearance of composite 
stone anchors which dug into the sand, must have played a primary role 
towards the solution of the problem of a safe mooring. 
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The more severe specialization of the vessels, into those used for 
warfare and those used for commerce, indicate a clearer differentiation in 
shape and size : warships were relatively shallow, long and slender and 
could easily be dragged onto a sandy beach, while merchant ships, which 
were beamier with greater width and depth and probably symmetrical 
ends", were oriented to well organized harbours in which they loaded and 
unloaded their cargoes. 

Harbours of this period must have been shaped in a way that would 
provide greater security to the ships than in earlier Periods. Some sort of 
bumpers made of reeds or other similar materials could have been placed 
along the sides of moles, where ships were usually moored. 

The lack of iconographical data and material remains does not permit 
any certainty about the whole extent of the role and possible additional 
applications of the protective appendages of the Early and Middle Bronze 
Age Aegean vessels. The conception and construction of these devices 
sewed the needs of primary importance and substance for the safety and 
resistance of these valuable ships. 

loanna Vourexaki 
Giaboudaki 16, 

73 134, Chania, Crete 
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Unknown provenance; see Evans, P.M. 11, 239, fig. 136b; Marinatos, 1933, Table 
15.39130; Casson, 1971, 33, fig. 35; Gray, 1974, p. G15, No. 8, fig. 6e; Basch 1987,114- 
115, fig. B3 (p. 99). 
Tholos tomb from Platanos; see also C.M.S. Ill, No.287; Evans, A., P.M. 11, 239, fig. 136a; 
Casson, 1971, 40, fig. 34; Gray, 1974, G15, No. 2, fig. 8b; Basch, 1987, fig. B1 
(p.98),114-115. 
Palaikastro, East Crete; C.M.S.,IIP, No.261; Marinatos, 1933, fig. 15.31; Casson, 1971, 33, 
fig.36; Gray, 1974, p.Gl4, No.6, fig.6a; Basch, 1987, fig.B5(p.99),114-115. 
Mallia, North-Central Crete; Kenna, 1960, fig. 49; Gray, 1974, p. G15, No. 9, fig. 6c; 
Basch,1987, fig. D2 (p.102), 116-132. 
The chronological distinction is not defenate; Middle Minoan dates have also been 
proposed for the above-mentioned seals, although the majority of the earlier vessels 
seems to fall chronologically between the end of the Early Minoan and the beginning of 
the Middle Minoan Period. 
Fig. 9a, Mochlos, grave 4; C.M.S. 11.2, No. 249; Evans, P.M. I, fig. 2076, 278; 
Marinatos,l933, fig. 15.33; Gray, 1974, p. G16, No. 19, fig. 7a.b.; Basch 1987, fig. B9 
(p.lOO), 114-115. 
Fig. 9c, provenance unknown, dating dubious; C.M.S., XII, No.15D; Basch, 1987, fig. 87 
(p. 99), 114-1 15. 
Fig. 9d, provenance unknown, Basch,1987, fig. B6, 99. 
Fig. 9f, Mallia; Gray, 1974, p. G15, No.10, fig. 6d. 
Fig. 9g, Mallia; Marinatos, 1933, fig. 15.36; Gray,1974, p. G15, No. 12, fig. 6f; 
Basch,1987, fig. B2(p.98),114-115. 
Fig. lob, Mallia; C.M.S., 11.2, No.100; Basch, 1987, fig. D3 (p.102), 116-132. 
Fig. 10c, Mallia; Marinatos, 1933, 235, fig.16; Gray, 1974, p. G16, No.7; Basch, 1987, fig. 
D7 (p.103), 116-132. 
Fig. 10d, Mallia; B.C.H.. 1957 (81), fig. 1 1, 696; Gray, 1974, p. G16, No.6; Basch,1987, 
fig. D8 (p.103), 116-132. 
Fig. 10e, Crete; Marinatos, 1933, fig. 15.37; Gray, 1974, P. G16, No. 14, fig. 6n; Basch, 
1987, fig. D6 (p.102), 116-132. 
Fig. 10f; Basch, 1987, fig. D9 (p.103), 1 16-132. 
Fig. log, provenance unknown; Gray, 1974, p. G16, No. 5, fig. 6i; Basch, 1987, fig. G1 
(p.105),137-138. 
Fig. 10h, Olous; Marinatos, 1933, fig. 15.34; Gray, 1974, p. G15, No. 3, fig. 6g; Basch, 
1987, fig. Dl(p.102), 116-132. 
Fig. 1 Oi, Provenance unknown; Basch, 1987, fig. D4 (p. 102), 116-132; Wedde,1990, No.7, 
fig. 36. 
Fig. 10j, Hieroglyphic deposit at Knossos; Marinatos, 1933, fig. 15.39; Evans, P.M. I, p. 
281, fig. 213; Gray, 1974, p. G16, No. 16, fig. 6q; Basch, 1987, fig. B10 (p.100), 114-115; 
Wedde, 1990, No. 7, fig. 12. 
Provenance unknown (region of Thebes); C.M.S. I suppl., No. 167; Gray, 1974, p. G17, 
No. 2; Basch, 1987, fig. F7 (p.104), 134-138; Wedde, 1990, No. 7, fig. 8. 
Anemospilia, Archanes; Ia~EMapa~qq, 1979 388; Basch, 1987, fig. F18 (p.105), 134- 
138; 1990, No. 7,fig. 5. 
Basch, 1987, B9, 100. 
Aapapas, 1984,72. 
In certain cases, quite the opposite could be stated; however, comparative analyses 
between the various representations provide a confirmed idea about the common 
characteristics these ships shared. 
There is one exception of those which have been characterised as cult boats, but as we 
have already stressed their examination needs more caution than the other 
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representations, since they serve needs of various religious symbolisms - for this see 
also note no. 8. 
Evans, 1930, 339-341. 
Basch, 1987, 127-130. 
The proposition supporting that on the Minoan seals, the Cycladic frying pans and the 
Theran fresco the ships are shown together with the part of the hull below the water level 
can not be accepted without objection; moreover, the opposite can as well be stated; it 
would be more natural for the artist to depict the vessel the way it was shown while it was 
afloat, than to present it as it would show dragged onto a shore. Our opinion is that 
neither of these should be adopted as a rule but rather that each individual case should 
be interpreted according to its own particularities. 
The unrealistic fashion of representation in the Theran fresco has naturally been stressed 
by many scholars but the ships are without doubt the one part of the painting where the 
artist laid more emphasis and tried to present them with all the possible realistic details. 
Although, here it seems that part of the hull below the water level is also shown, the way 
of fastening as well as the position of the stern appendage does not strengthen the idea 
of actually being immersed in the water. 
Basch, 1987, 86-87 
For this see fig.181, 88 of Basch 1987, where this is suggested. 
Kennedy, 1987, 137 
Casson, 1975, 8-9. 
Tilley and Johnstone, 1978, 289-290, Giesecke, 1983, 141; Rubin de Curvin, 1977, 151. 
Marinatos, 1974, 50; Gillmer, 1978, 127; Brown-Morgan, 1978, 638-639. 
Raban, 1984, 14-16. 
Gillmer, 1978, 127; Brown-Morgan, 1978, 638-639; Cohen,1938, 432. 
The innovation of the long ship during the third millenium facilitated incredibly the 
transportations in places where "neither the wagon, nor the chariot were of economic 
significance, nor were they any important aid to communication" and also that "the 
geography in Greece is such that until the past century, travel has always been 
essentially by sea" - Renfrew, 1972, 355. 
See Glossary of Marine Technology Terms, 1980, 144; see also Iliad, 1:70, "Ta nhoia 
~ma~bcpaha m a    up ma polrrouuav", so they stop over to avoid destruction. 
It is possible that the lines emerging out of the ships on certain Minoan seals represent 
oars; in that case, if these oars were actually steering oars placed permanently at the 
stern of the boat, then the picture that we aquire is very contradictory for the reason that 
they appear at both ends of the ships (see figs. 9f, 10d, 10h, 10i, 10j ). 
The Greek geomorphology with mountainous regions interposed between inhabited 
areas made often easier the approach from the sea. Therefore it is natural to assume that 
the naval raids against coastal sites were more often than the land expeditions. Renfrew 
-(Renfrew, 1972, 263) - comments "...we may imagine raiding pirates from one island 
setting out to plunder another", and below p. 264 that "The prosperity of the Early Bronze 
Age and the improvement in ship building made piracy both profitable and easy", 
concluding - p. 358 - that "piracy and the sea-raid became frequent in the third 
millenium as the fortified coastal settlements show". The scenes described on the shield 
lphaistos made for Achilles - Iliad, S , 509-540 - show that raids against fortified 
settlements had become a common theme in the various forms of artistic expression in 
the Homeric period, which is also the case of the vew much earlier silver sieae rhvton 
from the shai graves at Mycenae. The innovation of ihe long ship during thethird 
millenium facilitated incrediblv the transportations in places where "neither the waaon. - 
nor the chariot were of economic significance, nor were they any important aid to 
communication" and also that "the geography in Greece is such that until the past 
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century, travel has always been essentially by sea" - Renfrew, C., Emergence, 1972, 
355. 

51 See in Casson, 1971,362, where the frequent stops in ancient sea journeys are also 
indicated. Worth noting are also the passages in the Odyssey where such stops are 
described- 1,67-73, where a stop is made because of a sudden sea storm - M, 279- 
293, where a stop is suggested because of the weariness and the fear of the night trip 
when sudden storms occur, in order to rest, eat and sleep. 

52 MacCaslin, (1980, 64-66), dates the composite stone anchors to the L.B.A., those from 
Ugarit are L.B.A but some are dated to the M.B.A. 

53 Haldane (1990, 20, 23) about anchors of Ulu-Burun all of weight type. 
54 Morrison, 1968, 62, 135, 186, 31 1. 
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THE MOULID OF ABU EL-HAGGAG: 
A CONTEMPORARY BOAT FESTIVAL IN EGYPT 

At the risk of stating the obvious, the Nile has served Egypt as a main 
thoroughfare since time immemorial: even the term for travel was expressed 
in Egyptian in terms of sailing upstream and downstream." It was only 
natural, therefore, that when the gods themselves traveled-as they 
frequently did to visit other temples or their own domains-they did so by 
boat.2 

These divine boat-form palanquins, as well as their larger Nilotic 
floating equivalents, had many similarities to normal craft used on the Nile. 
The cult boats were, however, built of high-quality materials and richly 
de~orated.~ Furthermore, amidships they carried a naos to hide the deity, 
while stem and sternposts bore its symbol (aegis) (Fig. I).' 

When not in use, the palanquins normally resided either inside a 
temple's inner sanctuary, or within specially built shrines, as at Karnak and 
Luxor temples. Often, these consisted of triple shrines, one for each boat of 
a triad of deities. 

Beginning in the XVlllih dynasty, the Festival of Opet, which celebrated 
the Theban Triad of Amun, his consort Mut, and their son Khonsu, evolved 
into one of the foremost events of the Egyptian religious calendar.' During 
this festival, the boat-palanquins with the images of the gods safely 
ensconced inside were transported on the shoulders of priest-bearers 
between Karnak and Luxor temples. At times the palanquins were loaded on 
special Nile vessels - that of Amun named the Amun-userhet - and towed 
along the banks of the rivef. In other periods priest-porters carrying the 
palanquins bearing the deities followed a festive land route.' 

The gods normally were hidden away from view in the dark recesses 
of their temples and, thus, remained inaccessible to commoners.' Thus, 
when the gods ventured out each year in their boat-shaped palanquins 
during the Opet and the Beautiful Festival of the Valley, they generated 
extreme joy and excitement among the populous, for only during such 
festivals did they come into direct contact with their deities. These occasions 
also could be used to give oracles to questions put to the deities as they 
wended their way among the throngs that choked the processional way.g It 
is hardly surprising, then, that the motif of priests carrying the barques 
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during these cult festivals is a particularly common one on temple walls. 

Among modern Egyptologists, there seems to be a general 
consensus that this phenomenon of employing boats in procession in the 
Opet is remembered today in the hauling of boats on wagons as part of the 
moulid, or birthday celebration, of the medieval Islamic patron saint of Luxor, 
Sheikh (Sidi) Yusuf Abu el Haggag el Uqsuri.lo 

Abu el Haggag descended from a noble family of Mecca, which traced 
its lineage to Mohammad.'' To escape persecution during the Umayyad 
Caliphate, the family immigrated to Iraq, where they became scholars and 
traders. From there, a branch of the family moved to Mahdia, in Tunisia. Abu 
Haggag was born there in the twelfth century (sixth century H). At an early 
age he immersed himself in the study of the Koran and studied under one of 
the leading Sufi masters, Abu Madyan Shu'aib b. al-Husain (A.D. 1126- 
1198). Together with other of Abu Madyan's students, Abu Haggag later 
moved to Egypt.'* He founded a zawiya in the ruins of Luxor temple, and as 
his reputation spread throughout Upper Egypt, he gained many students. 
He died in A.D. 1244 (642 H) and was buried on Luxor Temple at the present 
site of his mosque. This is the central focus of the moulid and is located 
inside the Court of Ramses II at the entrance to the Temple, near the 
epicenter of the ancient Opet Festival (Fig. 2). The mosque sits on a massive 
podium, the result of it having been built prior to the site's excavation, when 
the temple was largely buried under debris.13 The mosque's base is an 
unexcavated Byzantine church dating to the seventh century A.D.l4AIthough 
physically inside Luxor Temple, the mosque operates as an entirely 
independent unit, as access to the mosque is from the east, via a staircase 
leading from its large courtyard. 

I confess to a long-term fascination with the possibility of a boat- 
related living connection to pharaonic times and practices. In 1998 1 spent 
several weeks in Luxor, on assignment from Archaeology Magazine, during 
the course of which I recorded and photographed aspects of the festival and 
interviewed leading members of the Haggag family, who organize the 
moulid. 

Whatever vestiges of ancient rituals and customs may be imbedded in 
this festival, the matrix of the moulid itself is intensely Islamic. It is celebrated 
on the fourteenth day of the Islamic month of Shaaban, just a fortnight prior 
to Ramadan.15 In 1998, this coincided with December 3. 
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The moulid began inside the mosque with a convocation, led by 
Mohammed el Husseini el Haggagi, the current head of the Haggag family 
(the Hajjajiah), and other family leaders, before a collected audience. The 
family, which traces its ancestry to the saint, funds both the mosque and the 
moulid. Family leaders were treated with the utmost respect by all the 
congregants. 

Although the fourteenth of Shaaban is the climax of the festivities, a 
variety of activities take place during the preceding week, as people from 
near and far converge on Luxor and the festival approached its crescendo.16 
These included zakr (Sufi dancing) to the accompaniment of hypnotic Arabic 
music in the great tents raised in the courtyard of the mosque, as well as 
spontaneously in the streets. Men spend their evenings in the mosque 
reading the Koran and Hadith. A distinctly festive atmosphere descends in 
and around the mosque. Outside, a variety of sweetmeats and festival- 
related knickknacks go on sale from booths and wheeled stands. At night 
the mosque wears a necklace of festive colored lights. The evening prior to 
the dura, the Haggagi family every year hosts a massive tent gathering for an 
all-male crowd featuring leading Egyptian Islamic scholars and muezzins. 
Meals are made ready for all who wish to partake of them. 

Perhaps the most remarkable of these endeavors is the murmah, a 
display of traditional horsemanship held today in an abandoned lot on 
Luxor's outskirts. In this, horsemen demonstrated their equestrian skills by 
individually racing hell-bent-for-leather from one end of the lot to the other 
while holding a long stick, called azana (Fig. 3). Lady Lucie Duff Gordon, an 
Englishwoman who moved to Luxor and lived next to the mosque in the mid- 
nineteenth century due to her frail health, repeatedly describes this 
equestrian pageantry." In the midst of a gallop, the rider would invert the 
zana dragging its end in the ground, raising a dust cloud. By the end of the 
tournament, a thick haze hung over the course. 

The procession, which is the highpoint of the moulid, is known as the 
dura, a term referring to the "circuit" followed by the procession. The story 
said to underlie the circuit is reminiscent of the manner in which Elissa (Dido) 
reportedly acquired the hill of Byrsa for the establishment of Carthage.18 
Upon his arrival at Luxor, which at the time remained predominantly 
Christian despite over half a millennium of Moslem rule in Egypt, Abu el 
Haggag had an audience with Tharzah (Sitt Towzeh), a devout Christian 
woman who ruled Luxor. He asked her only for the amount of land that could 
be covered by a camel hide. When she granted his request, he slit the hide 
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into narrow strips with which he encompassed all of Luxor.'" The dura is said 
to follow the path defined by Abu Haggag's camel hide-strip encirclement. 

As time drew near for the dura, their owners prepared their boats. They 
repainted and decorated each vessel. In general, the boats vary between 
four to six meters in length. With but one exception, all the vessels are 
constructed of wood and have a rather unusual beak, quite unlike craft on 
the river. Hornell notes regarding the vessels that took part in the procession 
in his day:'' 

"In build, these boats differ completely from the clumsily fashioned 
river-craft seen on the Nile. A certain dainty elegance characterizes their 
lines, their clipper bows, their long, beak-like prows and the open gallery 
frame built out beyond the transom stern. Instinctively we feel that in former 
years when the festival had greater importance than to-day, the boats used 
were really small replicas of the Turkish galleys that harried the Christian 
coasts of the Mediterranean in the middle ages. And it is significant that 
within my own knowledge, the nearest related design to these Luxor craft is 
that typical of the galley-shaped sardine-fishing boats now belonging to 
Malaga, a town held by the Moors till 1487." 

The number of boats taking part in the dura is on the rise. In 1864, Duff 
Gordon mentions a single boat taking part in the festi~al:~' 

"Friday, January 29. The moolid (festival) of the Shaikh terminated last 
Saturday with a procession, in which the new cover of his tomb, and the 
ancient sacred boat, were carried on men's shoulders. It all seemed to have 
walked out of the royal tombs, only dusty and shabby instead of 
gorgeous ...." 

Similarly, Legrain in 1914 notes a single vessel." In 1925, however, 
when Harry Burton filmed the dura, he recorded two boats, and Hornell, 
writing in 1938, supplies images of them.23 Kamil, in her guidebook to the 
antiquities of Luxor, first published in 1983, describes three boats taking part 
in the festival." 

By 1998, the number of vessels taking part in the dura had ballooned 
to six. Each vessel is named after its owner(s). The boats were decorated 
with numerous inscriptions painted in green and white, the colors 
respectively representing prosperity and purity (Fig. 4). The first boat in the 
procession belonged to the "felluca men" (Fig. 5). This vessel, reportedly 
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"about" twenty years old, is unique in being constructed, of metal, 
specifically for the dura. Numerous blessings in Arabic adorn its sides. The 
Sayid boat is said to be about sixty years old (Fig. 6). The Abdul Sharif boat 
is a relatively new addition, although I was told that it had been 
reconstructed from parts of an older boat that broke while stored at the 
mosque (Fig. 7). When not in use, this boat now resides in a garage near 
Station Street. The Abdul Fatah Boat is said to be the oldest existent boat to 
take part in the 1998 dura (Fig. 8). Other vessels include the Abdul Radi boat 
and el Hussein Boat (Figs. 9-10). None of these boats are used in the Nile. 

Final preparations continued into the morning of the dura. Although 
Duff Gordon notes that in her day porters carried the boat, today's vessels 
are transported on wagons. Those boats that still had not been placed on 
their wagons were readied. All the vessels were then brought to a side street 
and lined up in their parade order. By this time each of the boats were filled 
to overflowing with children. Indeed, this seems to be the primary purpose 
of the craft today-to carry a multitude of children, and in so doing, to 
actively involve them in the festival. 

Meanwhile, back at the mosque, people kept arriving. The trickle 
became a torrent: soon a mass of humanity jam-packed the courtyard. There 
several camels sat, outfitted with wood-and-cloth replicas of the sheiks' 
tombs located inside the mosque.25 

The dura officially began when the first camel arose, a somewhat 
difficult undertaking given the press of humanity around it. As the camel 
steadied itself, a unanimous shout of "Allah Akbar" went up from the crowd. 

The camels were then led to Karnak Street, which lies between Luxor 
Temple to the north, and the Winter Palace Hotel to the south, where the 
boats awaited. The procession began by turning south along the Corniche 
(Nile Street), continuing as far as the home of the Haggagi family, next to the 
N o v ~ t e l . ~ ~  From there it moved north, retracing its steps, along the Corniche, 
past Luxor Temple, to Merkaz Street, then via the Suq and on to el-Copt 
School Street (Fig. 11). It then went to Ramses Street and on to Station 
Square, and Manshia Street, on the far side of Station Square. From there it 
moved along Mohammed Farid Street, and returned to the mosque via 
Karnak Street where the procession ended. 

The order of the different elements of the parade was well defined. The 
heads of the Haggagi family-Mohammed el Husseini el Haggagi and his 
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brother, Nagdi el Husseini el Haggagi -led the procession, riding in an open 
carriage. Normally, they would have ridden horses: the choice of a carriage 
resulted from consideration for the former's age. Following them, mounted 
on horses, rode their sons, the family heirs, Abul Hassan and Muataz. Next 
came the troop of camels. After them came the boats, the entire "fleet" 
hauled by manpower alone, by means of two long hawsers attached to the 
wagons in a manner reminiscent of that by means of which the Amun-userhet 
and other cultic barges could be towed from shore (Fig. 12).27 There is a 
distinctly timeless quality to the festival, beyond the transportation of boats. 
Several of the men riding on the felluca men's boat during the dura carried 
models of feluccas, a phenomenon reminiscent of the figures depicted on a 
graffito of an Aegean style ship from Dakhleh Oasis, who also appear to be 
carrying model ships (Fig. 13).28 

The family does not seem to have a clear memory of why the boats are 
carried during the dura, beyond that it is a tradition. Virtually every person I 
interviewed related to me one or more explanations regarding the tradition 
of transporting boats in the dura. These explanations included the following: 

The dura is meant to emphasize the importance of both camels and 
boats as means of transportation in carrying out the Haj. Camels 
were the main method of transportation to Hijaz through the Sinai 
Desert, Aqaba and Jordan. Eventually the ability to take ship to 
Mecca became possible. In this explanation, the boats in the 
procession - and the camels - are to be understood as symbolic of 
the ships employed during the 
The boats commemorate a karamat (miracle) made by Abu el 
Haggag at which time he is reported to have saved his seagoing 
ship from sinking during a violent storm during a Haj. 
Abu el Haggag came to Luxor by boat, after passing through Gerga, 
Gehin and Qus. 
Alternately, anytime Abu el Haggag traveled, he did so by boat, as 
did those who came to visit him. 

The question remains: are the boats participating in the moulid of Abu el 
Haggag indeed the direct descendents of the cult boats carried during the 
Opet? 

The latest depictions from antiquity depicting the Theban triad's cult 
boats seem to date to the Graeco-Roman period (Fig. 14).30 On the other end 
of the time scale, Duff Gordon supplies the earliest modern reference of 
which I am aware that describes a boat taking part in the moulid. This leaves 
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a gap of over two millennia to bridge. 
Given the many parallels between the ancient and modern practices, 

however, as well as the consideration that the site of Luxor Temple appears 
to have been continuously occupied, and to have served as a cult center 
during this hiatus, it is difficult not to add one's vote to the general 
consensus: that the moulid of Abu el Haggag, in including boats in its 
celebration does indeed contain memories harking back 3500 years, derived 
from Luxor's pharaonic past, and this despite the festival's intrinsically 
devout Moslem character. 
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NOTES 

Abbreviations in this paper follow the American Journal of Archaeology system. 
I received much welcome help in carrying out my research on the moulid of Abu Haggag. I am 
particularly grateful to the staff of Archaeology Magazine, and particularly to Senior Editor Ms. 
Angela Schuster for her support and enthusiasm in making this project possible and to Ms. 
Charlene Sugihara for her assistance with arrangements. 
My sincere appreciation goes also to Mr. lhab Zaki, and his colleague, Mr. Sayed Ghazali, who 
considerably facilitated my journey, and who introduced me to the Haggagi family. 

All members of the family with whom I met showed exceptional patience and kindness to 
an outsider trying to learn about their customs, traditions and heritage. I am profoundly grateful 
to Mr. Muhamed el Husein el Haggagi, the family patriarch, and his brother, Mr. Nagdi el 
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BIRDSHEAD REVISITED: 
THE BOW MORPHOLOGY OF THE EARLY GREEK GALLEY* 

Introduction 

Since times immemorial the builders of watercraft have paid 
particular attention to the shape and the decoration of the extremities, the 
one for hydrodynamic reasons, the other out of cultic and ceremonial 
concerns. Ethnography, archaeology and art provide a plethora of 
examples, concepts that appear, spread, and disappear, often taking the 
reasons for their specific form with them into their oblivion. While the 
religious aspect remains obscur, the morphological offers valuable data 
towards the study of design strands and traditions. Due to their exposed 
position, ancient bow and stern devices are most often documented by 
imagery, rather than wrecks, which rarely are conserved to such heights. 

To study bow and stern devices - in the present case those of the 
early Greek galley - from representations requires accepting imagery as a 
mirror of reality. While it is true that the artist depicting the ship is fallible, 
masking the true object behind simplification, compression, distortion, 
technical ignorance, even error, the scholar can rarely point out individual 
depictions as being - by definition - misleadingly defective.' This does not 
stem from intrinsic inability, but from the frequent absence of a large enough 
control group against which the suspicious single depiction stands out.2 
Despite affirmations to the contrary, the modern beholder is obliged to work 
with the images as they have come down through the ages, rather than 
attempt a correction of the database often according to no more than an 
unformulated appeal to "connais~eurship".~ The confrontation with imagery 
is, to a large extent, a dialogue with the visible. Narratives are constructed 
from the available evidence in its typologically ordered form. Yet familiarity 
with the database inexorably leads to the realization of massive absences, 
so obvious that either they become reconstructable, or they require bridging 
arguments. A comprehensive account ensues only after a parallel 
questioning of the invisible. It is, thus, question, primarily, of a 
methodological, rather than an evidential, issue. 

The early Greek galley, from Late Mycenaean times down to the end 
of the Geometric period, offers a coherent and large enough material to 
constitute a test case for a focus on the decorative devices of bow and stern 
in morphological terms, as well as on the method(s) to be applied in their 
study. An additional advantage is provided by the fact that the problem has 
recently been examined by a prominent scholar, whose results constitute a 
departure point. 
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The birdhead device 

At the Fourth International Symposion on Ship Construction in 
Antiquity Dr Shelley Wachsmann presented the first extensive examination of 
bow and stern devices to pay particular attention to the Bronze and lron Age 
materiaL4 Through the application of a unitarian approach all stem- and 
sternpost terminals/decorations - from the Late Bronze Age down to 
Roman times - are shown to depict the head of a bird. Recurrent 
progressions from naturalism to abstraction and back again are postulated 
to explain how the Mycenaean birdhead stempost becomes the Geometric 
continuous curve (usually understood as a horn), and how birdhead 
sternposts metamorphose into the volute and the aphlaston - the latter from 
an abstract birdhead device with multiple beaks. Such a reading"ossesses 
an undeniable attractiveness: its economy as an explanatory model allows it 
to be formulated in a single sentence with no exceptions. In addition, it 
would furnish support for an argument in favor of seeing a fundamental 
continuity in Greek galley architecture from the Bronze Age down through 
the Classical and Hellenistic periods. It does, however, present a number of 
problems, essentially of a methodological nature, but also concerning the 
interpretation of specific images6 

Although not stated explicitly by Wachsmann, his hypothesis 
generates the impression that the shipbuilding of the Eastern and Central 
Mediterranean from ca. 1400 BC onwards constitutes a single tradition as 
symbolized by the exclusive use of the birdhead as a naturalistic or abstract 
bow and stern decorative device. While it is true that a certain leveling is 
inherent in two-dimensional representations of ships through the tyranny of 
particularly strong artistic traditions, it is emphatically not the case for the 
period 1400-700 BC, which figures prominently in Wachsmann's 
reconstruction.' Even if it is clear - on the currently available evidence - 
that the oared galley is a Mycenaean invention, it cannot be argued that in 
its early form, to which must be counted its lron Age progeniture due to the 
irrefutable continuity of galley construction through the so-called Dark Age, 
it found a single expression in terms of all constructional and 
decorative/symbolic details. No single Mycenaean settlement can be 
designated as the birthplace of the galley, nor can it be affirmed that all 
galleys evolved from the putative "first instance". It is far more likely that the 
concept found multiple expressions, in which not only shipwrights but also 
local leaders and strong triballkinship groups had a voice (the latter for the 
decorativelsymbolic elements).' 

Further objections may be raised. That post terminals may take 
naturalistic or abstract forms cannot be denied, but what must be 
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questioned is whether a naturalistic for'ard-gazing bird head 
metamorphosed into a aft-looking variant so abstracted that it takes the 
shape of a continuous curve, craftily imitating what looks like a horn. It is 
necessary to scan a larger timeframe since the most eloquent expression 
may not necessarily be found early on in the series. The large Dipylon diereis 
carry obvious horns on the forecastle, suggesting a derivation in pictorial 
terms from the earlier pre-Late Geometric galleys with the "continuous 
~ u r v e " . ~  Moreover, it is important to note that there is frequently a 
morphological difference between a bow carrying a birdhead device and 
one with a horn: the former appears on posts that are not, or only partially, 
integrated into the bow structure, the latter frequently on the massive bows 
associated with the later lron Age. Finally, it may be surmised that the 
symbolic force invested in the post terminal was sufficient to render its shape 
- and placement - of crucial importance: although the bird does have a 
special connection with Bronze Age Aegean vessels, it cannot be argued 
that it provided the sole model for all terminals.1° 

An excursus on methodology 

An alternative reading to that proposed by Wachsmann takes 
purchase on the observation that there exist discrete morphological 
similarities between various Bronze and lron Age galley depictions that cut 
across typological boundaries. By classifying the galley representations of 
ca. 1400 to 750 BC into four groups, Type V, Type VI, unassignable Bronze 
Age, and Proto- to Middle Geometric, a false sense of unity is created, as if 
a single uniform process led to the development of the hull type.'' This is a 
necessary evil of typological classification so as to render a cluster 
numerically significant and so as to move away from narratives based on 
references to single instances. A typology constitutes an act of structuring 
imposed upon the data, and as such involves a series of decisions on the 
part of the scholar, decisions that impact, either immediately or eventually, 
on the interpretation. Beyond the speculative nature of any analytical 
"system" into which archaeological evidence is placed, these decisions 
revolve around three major issues: 
(1) the minimum population necessary for a group of images to be 
consecrated as a type; 
(2) the extent of morphological uniformity displayed by the individuals within 
a type, that is: questions of artistic idiom and/or regional variability;" 
(3) the attitude taken to morphological variants, as part of a typological 
cluster, although marginal, or as members of a separate, although related, 
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perhaps as yet only nascent, type, as opposed to regional variations within 
a type. 
Behind the type designations or crude groupings noted above, there lie a 
number of thin design threads, insufficiently well attested to warrant 
consecration as separate types, but of interest as possible indicators of 
future classification. 

Since the aim is to complement the typology with an analysis 
capable of illustrating the suggested existence of several strands, it is 
methodologically defensible to fall back upon examination of the bow 
morphology: the imagery attests to only a limited evolution of the stern over 
time, while the bow sees substantial change. Late Helladic Ill to Middle 
Geometric II ship images exhibit individually conceived bows with much 
particularizing detail, as if the artists are echoing a degree of variation no 
longer manifest in the Late Geometric and following periods. In addition, the 
two presencelabsence matrices which governed the diagnostic Bronze Age 
typology, deckedlundecked and withlwithout bow projection, are ignored so 
as to avoid - as far as possible - extremely small groups. Two approaches 
are necessary; the first concentrates on general outlines: bow profiles and 
mass; the second turns to decorative aspects: the stempost terminal. 

Early bow morphology 

Instead of two well-established types, plus the non-assignable 
Mycenaean group and the catch-all Early Iron Age group, a total of six new 
groupings result. They take into account the following features: 
(1) the manner in which the stempost is depicted; 
(2) the degree of integration of the post into the overall bow morphology; 
(3) the shape and volume of the bow in relationship to the overall hull 
length.I3 

Group I has a vertical non-integrated post without a forecastle and 
a very short bow projection. In pictorial terms this frequently translates into a 
stem traced by a single line with the brush. The non-integration is indicated 
by the right angle at which this line meets the keelline or the hull in general. 
When extant, or reconstructable, the bow decoration consists of a birdhead 
device.'' It is a common approach, present on possibly as many as eleven 
documents. In time it is restricted to the Bronze Age. 

Group 2 has a vertical post with lattice work and may have a 
forecastle.15 When this is the case, as on the Tragana ship (B7), it is tacked 
on in a manner that betrays its origin in the removable fenced fighting 
platform depicted on the Akrotiri Miniature Wall Painting battle scene.I6 This 
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bow morphology reappears on the Middle Geometric I Toumba ship from 
Lefkandi (E5) and on the late Middle Geometric Khaniale Tekke ship A (E10). 
In this latter case the bow is concave, rising from a substantial projection, out 
over which extend two proemvolia with emphatic buffers, that is, a 
morphology which one would expect to be depicted with a massive bow.17 
The temporal and spatial spread of the three members argues against this 
bow morphology resulting from one artist's idiosyncracies.18 While the 
Tragana ship has a birdhead device, the Toumba vessel has the typical 
Geometric horn.'' 

Group 3 shows that the bow to post integration began already in the 
Bronze Age. The post is semi-integrated and the bow may be equipped with 
a forecastle, an element which plays a major role in the evolution of the bow 
morphology of the galley. In pictorial terms the semi-integration translates 
into an oblique transition from gunwale to stem (Late Helladic IIIB-C) or the 
beginnings of an integrated forecastle (Middle Geometric). Seven individuals 
exhibit this trait, mainly Late Bronze Ill in date,20 with the notable exception of 
the Lefkandi-Skoubris (E3) and the Eleusis 741 (E9) ships, in Attic terms both 
Middle Geometric in date. 

Group 4 exhibits a massive triangular bow with no birdhead device 
and an embryonic - if present - to short bow projection. The five Bronze 
Age instances are clay models, four of them rhyta from Cyprus, the two Iron 
Age documents being the ship on the krater from Halikarnassos/Dirmil ([E4] 
950-900 BC) and the clay model from Cyprus of Cypro-Archaic date (750- 
600 BC)." Three of the rhyta (D2-4) and the Athens Akropolis model (B9) are 
damaged at the extremity of the post, while the rhyton in the 
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna (D5) does not have the birdhead 
device, but a horn. It is probable that the missing terminals are to be 
reconstructed as horns, not birdhead devices." The krater image (E4) 
cannot be read as having a birdhead device since it lacks neck and head.23 

Group 5 has a massive square bow with a vertical post. It occurs 
three times, on the Late Helladic Ill Amphiareion mode$ and on the two 
ships on the Protogeometric Fortetsa krater.25 The hole at the summit of the 
Amphiareion bow indicates that a horn is to be reconstructed since a 
birdhead device cannot be reconciled with the bow morphology. 

Group 6 has a massive square bow but with a stem that curves down 
to the projection. All elements of the bow morphology have been integrated 
into a single structure. It is characteristic of six Middle Geometric ships, 
including the two on the Metropolitan Museum krater. This design strand 
forms the basis for further developments in Late Geometric I and later 
periods. The decorative device is a horn. 
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Design strands and traditions 

The arrangement of the data in Groups 1-6 is tentative and leaves 
room for debate as to individual assignations. The approach is designed to 
emphasize the four parameters that play a decisive role in the evolution of 
the bow morphology of early Greek galleys: 
(1) the integration of the post into the bow structure; 
(2) the integration of the forecastle into the bow structure; 
(3) the integration of the projection into the bow structure; 
(4) the role of the stem decorative device as a marker of different strands. 
The first three parameters evolved at an unequal rate, while the fourth 
exhibits an interesting caesura. Three trends are manifest across the 
chronological range of the groups: 
(1) a greater integration of the post into the bow; this is achieved by three 
means: an oblique junction between stem and hull, an integrated forecastle, 
and a curving line between stem and projection; 
(2) the generalization of the bow projection on the standard galley, whereas 
the vertical bow is retained on the hybrid cargo-galleys particularly visible in 
the early seventh to late sixth and later centuries;" 
(3) the replacement in Groups 4-6 of the birdheaded post by a horned bow. 

The analysis suggests that the birdhead device is to be associated 
with stemposts that are either not or only partially integrated into the bow 
structure, as in Groups 1-3. Once the forecastle becomes a regular 
b~lwark,~' the decorative/symbolic function is taken over by the horn, which 
in its first incarnation appears to have been single, before becoming double, 
spreading out from the post and attached to the bulwark as on the Late 
Geometric I Dipylon ships, where the reading as a horn is supported by the 
hatch-pattern, inspired by the rings visible on horns. These two approaches 
can be read as separate traditions, the earliest appearance of the 
birdheaded bow securely dated at least as early as Late Helladic 1118, while 
the horned bow may have begun a little later, Late Helladic IIIC, unless the 
Amphiareion model can be placed in 111B.28 As yet the evidence is not 
sufficient to allow localizing the two traditions geographically, beyond a very 
tentative suggestion that the early horned vessels point towards a region 
outside the Peloponnesian heartland of Mycenaean civilization.= 

The historical context, the final phases of the Late Bronze Age and 
the transition to the Iron Age, through the so-called Dark Age, provides an 
explanation for the changes over time observed in the early galley bow 
morphology. The Mycenaean bird-headed stempost terminal is a sculpture 
in no doubt intricately carved on such vessels as the Skyros, Pyrgos 
Livanaton, Gazi and Tragana ships. The horn in its postulated initial form is 
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a much simpler decorative/symbolic device, which does not require a master 
woodcarver for its execution. While the birdhead does not entirely 
di~appear,~' it is the horn that is prevalent through the transitional period, 
during which galley construction and evolution continues unabated, despite 
the destruction of the palaces. Most of the Proto- to Middle Geometric 
galleys are smaller in size than thepentekontoroi of Late Helladic lllB and C.32 
It may thus be tentatively suggested that shipwrights built smaller, less 
intricately decorated galleys, not only because of the straightened 
conditions after the collapse of the Mycenaean economic system, but also 
due to the smaller crews available to the men who had become the leaders 
of The development of the enclosed, integrated forecastle is also 
to be placed in this line of thought: the unsettled conditions imposed new 
solutions upon the builders, leading to the development of decked hulls and 
the second level of rowers." 

Two further traditions fall outside the groups considered above.35 
Both are related to the Mycenaean and early Greek galleys, and appear at 
their earliest in the final phases of the Bronze Age. The first is a craft with as 
stempost terminal a horned animal head. It appears on a Subminoan bowl 
sherd from Gortyn, engaged in battle with a second vessel, possibly with a 
birdheaded post.36 The terminal reappears in an Archaic bronze boat model 
from I~thmia,~' and is common on the bronze models of the Nuaraghi in 
Sardinia.38 The second tradition is represented by the ships of the Sea 
Peoples as illustrated at Ramesses Ill's funerary tempel at Medinet Habu, but 
also by the krater sherd from Tiryns, earlier in date, and later on by a large 
series of representations from the Urnfield cultures of Europe." As depicted 
by the Egyptian artists, and on the basis of what is known about Aegean 
craft, these ships are not Mycenaean galleys since they are double-ended, if 
not functionally, then at least in terms of their identical bow and stern 
morph~ logy .~~ This is not an Aegean trait." The representation from Tiryns is 
the sole existence in the Aegean Bronze Age corpus of a clearly double- 
ended vessel.42 The problems raised by the Sea People go well beyond the 
present limits, but since a distinct possibility exists that they were largely 
made up of Mycenaeans and other tribes from Greece, it would be 
inappropriate to reject out of hand any connection of the foreign ships 
depicted at Medinet Habu with the Greek Late Bronze Age.43The shape is 
simply not attested in sufficient quantities to permit a type designation. 

In addition to these two strands, there exist in the Iron Age a further 
two approaches to the decoration of the posts, the for'ard-looking birdhead 
device on the sternpost (with an undecorated, or non-animallbird-headed 
stem), and the animallbird-headed stem- and sternposts, both facing for'ard. 
The former is represented by such depictions as a pair of Late Geometric 
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bronze firedogs from Argos," the Karatepe relief, 45 and two Cypriote jugs of 
Cypro-Archaic I date.46 In the Aegean this configuration goes back to a group 
of cultic vessels of the early Late Bronze Age.47 The latter is illustrated by the 
relief from Assurbanipal's palace at K~yundjik.~' These approaches to the 
post terminals illustrate the existence of numerous traditions, making it less 
likely that a single reading can be applied to a great range of depictions. 

Conclusions 

The main issue is not whether all bow decorative devices depict the 
head of a bird, whether naturalistically or abstractly rendered. It is the 
attempt to reconstruct early ship architecture from imagery, and thereby 
identify possible traditions. If one opts for a reading which champions the 
birdhead device, then a complete horned tradition is obscured - and 
without providing adequate reasoning for ignoring instances where a horn is 
undoubtedly depicted, as on the Dipylon ships. The scattered Aegean 
representations, spatially from Northern Greece to Cyprus over Messenia, 
Euboia, Attika, lonia, Rhodos and Crete, and temporally from 1400 to 750 
BC, indicate that these design strands constitute more than artistic 
idiosyncracies: too many artists in too many localities employed similar 
approaches. It thus becomes legitimate to conclude that - before the great 
leveling of the database which occurs when it becomes almost exclusively 
Attikocentric in Late Geometric I and onwards to Athenian Black Figure 
depictions - a number of galley designs were plying the winedark waters of 
the Aegean Sea. And beyond: an aspect untouched upon here due to the 
absence of compelling evidence is the role played by the Cypriote and 
Levantine ship building traditions, to date devoid of a database comparable 
to that of early Greece. 

One vital issue remains untouched. In the imagery, the early oared 
galley evolves against a backdrop of a data-vacuum. After a short time of 
parallel existence in Late Helladic lllB with the Minoan sailing ship, the galley 
and its derivatives constitute virtually the sole types of watercraft depicted by 
artists down to the sixth century. The merchantman - which many scholars 
assume existed throughout - is not depicted. Small craft - the ubiquitous 
working boats - are not depicted. The absence of information concerning 
small craft constitutes a major handicap in any attempt to reconstruct the 
history of ship building from the Bronze Age down to the Archaic period. 
Post terminals need not have found their form on large vessels, as is hinted 
at by a number of Minoan cultic craft with for'ard-looking animal-headed 
sternposts, dating to a time when Minoan (and Cycladic) sailing vessels did 
not carry decorated posts, but rather a decorated bo~spr i t .~ '  It is quite 
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possible that small craft played a significant role in the development of the 
merchantman. The key aspects are as follows. 

Prior to the invention of the oared galley there can be no distinction 
between ship types according to use: the dominant Minoan sailing ship was 
employed to carry both cargo and troops. 

The invention of the galley results in a ship rapid under oars, adequate 
under sail, and of reduced cargo capacity. 

Up until the end of the palatial economy in Late Helladic 1118, the Minoan 
sailing ship remains in use - as attested by the imagery - but does not 
survive into lllC and beyond. 

The few Aegean Bronze Age small craft that can be identified reproduce 
the lines of the Minoan sailing vessels: a crescent-shaped hull with pointed 
extremities of more or less equal height.50 

When the first certain merchantman is depicted (circa 510 BC - although 
clearly not the date of invention), the hull is manifestedly not derivative of the 
crescent-shaped lines of the Minoan sailing ship: both bow and stern rise 
close to vertically and the bow describes a concave curve. 

Three origins for the merchantman are possible. 
(1) A wholly independent origin which cannot be placed chronologically due 
to its total invisibility prior to the sixth century BC. 
(2) An enlargement of a small craft design which remains to date invisible. 
(3) A development out of the hybrid cargo galley, from which it would have 
adopted the near-vertical post to keel  scarf^.^' 
Although explanations (1) and (2) cannot be excluded, their invisibility 
stymies attempts at elaboration. Explanation (3) can be examined more 
fruitfully as it suggests one possible narrative. 

It may be argued that the Minoan Neopalatial sailing ship illustrated 
by sealstones and the Akrotiri Miniature Wall Painting, still depicted in Late 
Minoan lllA and B, disappears in IIIC, because it was no longer adapted to 
the political, social and economic situation. The galley comes to dominate 
completely in a more hostile, less ordered environment. The distinction 
between Types V and VI suggests that even as early as Late Helladic lllB a 
need was felt for a galley capable of carrying cargo - out of which develops 
a hybrid design illustrated by the pictorial documentation from the eighth 
century onwards. It is likely that galleys of this type were smaller than the 
triakontoros and the pentekontoro~,~~ and that eventually the accent was 
placed increasingly on the cargo-carrying capacity to the extent of creating 
a merchantman - with the vertical or near-vertical bow of the first galleys. 
Speculative as this reconstruction is, and incapable of calibrating the 
contribution of small craft, it nonetheless attempts to integrate a number of 
observations made on extant material: 
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the absence of non-galley designs in the pictorial record during the Iron 
Age; 

the presence of a hybrid cargo galley design at the dawn of the Archaic 
age; 

the late appearance of the merchantman in the imagery. 
It may also be added that the Aegean - and the Eastern Mediterranean - 
was a haven for pirates at any period in time devoid of a strong naval power 
capable of suppressing it. A defenceless merchantman would be unsuitable 
for such an environment - in which it constitutes the prime target since 
piracy is, in economic terms, subsistence: foodstuffs are as desirable as 
treasures to nurish the sea-borne brigand. 

Much more could be said of the bird-headed Mycenaean galley and 
its progeniture. If a single point is to be retained it may be formulated thus: 
the invention of the oared galley - to be assigned on currently available 
evidence to the Mycenaeans - constitutes an answer to political, social and 
economic forces which had repercussions well into the historical period. It 
forms the nexus around which cluster potential answers to a number of 
questions regarding the early history of ship building in the Aegean. It led to 
the creation of hybrid hull types previously unknown. It may, in turn, have 
impacted on the development of the true merchantman, which would, due to 
the limited but protected cargo-carrying capacity of the original galley 
designs, and the subsequent evolution into the hybrid cargo-galley, have 
ensued fairly late, perhaps as late as the sixth century. It may also - due to 
its versatility and due to economic factors beyond its influence - have 
delayed the appearance of the first true warship, the trieres, until the sixth 
century. Finally, the continued depiction of oared galleys through what is 
habitually called the "Dark Age of Greece" indicates that this darkness is 
greater in modern perception than it may have been in reality. 

Michael Wedde 
Loutropyrgos 

19006 Nea Peramos 
Greece 

The author is grateful to Mrs Ethel Wedde for comments on and criticism of the text, and to 
Mr Harry E. Tzalas for the opportunity to present his ideas. 

Periodicals are abbreviated as laid out in American Journal of Archaeology 90, 1986, 384-394, 
and 92, 1988, 629-630, with the addition of MarM (Mariner's Mirror). 
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NOTES 

1 Cf. Koster 1923:84-85, Basch 1987:35-38 for a different view. 
2 For greater detail, cf. Wedde 2000:Chap. One, esp. Section 1.9. 
3 Lest a misunderstanding be created: "connaisseurship" as extensive knowledge of the 

database cannot be criticized, but well the abuse thereof when it serves to eliminate images 
that do not conform to a preconceived notion. 

4 Wachsmann 1996. ldem 1998:177-197 reprises the text with few changes. ldem 1981:210- 
21 1 contains in a nutshell the ideas expressed in the later contributions. Svoronos 1914 
treats various bow and stern devices but did not have the early material at his disposal. 

5 Here presented with an economy of words: the reader is referred to Wachsmann's 
publications. 

6 A number of errors of perception have crept into Wachsmann's account. 
(1) The image on the pithos sherd from Aigina does not depict a man standing on the 
birdhead device of a galley (Wachsmann 1981:198 with 199 fig. 148; 1996: 541 with 565 
fig. 21; 1998:77, 80 with 82 fig. 5.25). Reference to the decoration of such Aiginetan matt- 
painted pithoi (cf. Wiinsche 1977, Siedentopf 1991) indicates that the male figure is 
standing inside one of the typical metopes, of which the double vertical lines form the right 
border, the horizontal lines with suspended cross-hatched triangles the upper border. 
Neither set of lines can be associated with a ship's mast or rigging, and there can be no 
continuity of the "ship" to the right. 
(2) The birds seen perched on the bow andlor stern of some Late Bronze Age (Enkomi 
krater [A1 - cf. the appended analytical listing], Tragana pyxis [B7]) and Iron Age 
(Toumba pyxis [E5], Metropolitan krater [E7-81, Eleusis skyphos [Eg], and elsewhere in the 
Late Geometric period) ships are not decorative devices (as claimed by Wachsmann 
1996:541-542 and 565 fig.22; 1998:184-185 with fig.8.42) but depictions of live birds acting 
as narrative devices or fillers; in this latter role they are particularly frequent in Geometric 
vase painting. Cf. Ahlberg 1971 :figs 4e (=Basch 1987:172 fig.353). 7d (upper fragment), 
16c, 22e, 24a-b, 25a, b, d, e, 27a-b, 29a, c, etc. Basch 1987:192 figs 405-406, 193 figs 407- 
410, 412, 195 fig.415. On the bird in connection with ships, cf. Lenz 1995. 
(3) The Maroni-Tsaroukkas Tomb 17 vase fragment British Museum 9812-1 146 
(Wachsmann 1996:567 fig. 29; 1998:187 fig. 8.48) does not depict a birdhead device but 
the foot of a ship-shaped vessel; cf. Wedde 2000:cat. nr 324 with references. 
(4) It is incorrect to compare the treatment of the head and eye on the birdhead device of 
the Pyrgos Livanaton stempost and warrior fragment (A4) with the hatched lines on the Late 
Geometric horns (Wachsmann 1996:543 with 568 fig.31B, 569 fig.33C, 571 fig.42D; 
1998:186 with 188 fig.8.50B, 189 fig.8.52C, 193 fig.8.61D). Afill pattern cannot serve as the 
basis for a comparison when the morphology is wholly different. 
(5) The excerpted detail from the stern of the ship on the Sounion plaque is misleading 
(Wachsmann 1996:569 fig.35; 1998:190 fig.8.54): the stern itself ends rather abruptly, while 
the screen around the quarterdeck rises in over the stern in a pointed extremity. For a clear 
color image of the plaque cf. Spathari 1995:80 fig.88 (in black and white cf. also Basch 
1987:202 fig.421A). 
(6) It is questionable whether the protrusions on the outer side of the curving sternpost 
terminal on Geometric galleys should be understood as strakes springing from the post 
(Wachsmann 1996:544 with 565 fig.22D, 568 fig.318-C, 569 fig.33B; 1998:190-191 with 184 
fig.8.42D, 188 fig.8.50B, 189 fig.8.52B) since the strakes will have terminated against the 
post lower down. These protrusions cannot serve as a step in the evolution towards 
Wachsmann's "multiple-beaked bird-head device". 
(7) The protruberances on the stempost and bird-head device of Late Helladic Ill ships 
(Enkomi [All, Pyrgos Livanaton [A5-61, Gazi [BI], Tragana [B7]; to which are added the 
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Tiryns model [B3] and the Vienna rhyton [D5] due to perpendicular lines on the terminal) 
are irrelevant to a discussion concerning multiple beaks or the aphlaston (Wachsmann 
1996:544; 1998:190-191), since they should primarily be related to Mycenaean bird 
depictions such as Furumark 1941:253 fig. 30 FM 7.22, 24-25 (all LH Ill A:2), where the 
protruberances appear on the beak. Mycenaean fishes also have similar protruberances as 
teeth (Furumark 1941:303 fig.48 FM 20.3-5, 7, 11). They are part of the Mycenaean 
vasepainter's repertoire, having no obvious continuity sufficiently extensive to argue for an 
influence on the Classical aphlaston. 
For the view that the succession of single types in the Aegean Bronze Age is a workshop 
effect and not evidence for an absence of competing hull morphologies, cf. Wedde 1996A, 
1996C, 2000. 
It may be surmised that the eikosorosltriakontoros/pentekontoros system evidenced by the 
literature did not find an immediate expression in the actual hulls built, something which 
might be reflected in the catch-all use of the term ploia makra. 
Casson 1971:49-60 correctly identifies these vessels as having the rowers on two levels. 
Cf. Wedde 19968, 2000: 160-1 64. Contra Williams 1958, MorrisonMlilliams 1968: 12-42, 
Basch 1987:161-187, and others. Lenz 1995:149 connects the turning inward of the 
decorative element to become the horn with the ram, which requires a clear space in front 
of the stempost. It may, however, be questioned whether ramming is employed at so early 
a date. But contrast Casson 1971:49, Van Doorninck 1982:283-285, and other scholars. 
Koutsouflakis 1999 treats the bow device across the Aegean Bronze Age, but rnisreadings 
weaken the analysis: for example, the fish emblems on the Cycladic "frying pans" op.cit. 
136 fig. 1 with 135 are incorrectly placed at the bow, 137 fig. 2 uncritically lumps bow and 
stern devices and reads them as bow emblems, 141 fig. 5.6-8 erroneously treats the bird 
as an emblem and not as a fill motif, etc. 
For Types V and VI, cf. Wedde 1991 :86-87; 1996A: 131, 143-144; 1996C:50-52; 1999A:466- 
468; 2000:54-56. The unassignable Bronze Age images are collected in List C in 
1999A:473-734 and on pl.XC. The Early Iron Age galleys are discussed in 1996A:132-134, 
144; 1996C:52-54; 1999A:471-472 with 474 List E and pls XCI-XCII; 2000:168-171. It should 
be stressed that the "unassignable Bronze Age" and "Proto- to Middle Geometric" groups 
are not considered types. For the time being it is not possible to distinguish types in the 
post-Bronze Age, pre-Late Geometric material due to its small size. 
Cf. Wedde 1991 on the difficulties of identifying regionalism in the Bronze Age. 
Group members are listed in Appendix 1 (where the letter+number combination refers to 
the lists and illustrations in Wedde 1999A; an alternative source for an illustration is 
provided, usually Basch 1987). Figure 1 provides a synoptic table and representative 
image (bow only) for each group. For the dates of E9 and E7-8, cf. Wedde 1996B:588nn75- 
76, for E12, E13-14, cf. Wedde 1996A: 134nn48-50 (following J.N. Coldstream in placing 
them before Late Geometric I, instead of in Late Geometric II as other scholars have done). 
The ship on the miniature stirrup jar from Asine (B6) forms an apparent exception in that 
the extremity of the post does not curve into a birdhead, despite the presence of the 
protruberances associated with this device on the Enkomi (Al-2), Pyrgos Livanaton (A4-6), 
Gazi (Bl), and Tragana (B7) ships. One would be tempted to argue in favor of an artist's 
tweak since the shape of the bow itself falls within the permissible variation for a Late 
Bronze Ill galley - compare the Asine ship with the Athens Akropolis terracotta bow 
fragment (B9) and the Cypriote rhyta D2, 03 and D5. 
Lattice work also appears on the Cypriote clay models of Group 4, as noted by 
Wachsmann 1981:206, 1998:151. 
Doumas 1992:58 fig. 26, 62-63 fig. 29. 
It would be possible to argue that the artist extended the X-ray approach of the hull itself to 
the interior structure of the forecastle. Be that as it may, the Khaniale Tekke ship A is an 
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extraordinary rendition due to the exaggerated projection and the buffers (cf. Basch 
1987:159-161 for a discussion) - together with Khaniale Tekke ship B, upon which the 
concave bow rises from the tip of the projection, the only early galley so equipped. A 
particularizing reading would suggest that Khaniale Tekke ship A represents an early 
attempt to employ the bow projection as a ram, which lead to the invention of the buffers 
to limit penetration. It was obviously not a success since a true ramming capacity appears 
only later. For an earlier (ca. 850 BC) proemvolion, but without the buffer, cf. also the 
Kerameikos fibula (E6). 

18 The non-integration of the forecastle appears on the ships depicted on two Cypro-Archaic 
I oinochoai, Metropolitan Museum 74.51.51 1 and British Museum 1926.6-28.9, the former 
dating to 750-600, the latter to around 700 BC (Basch 1987:261 figs 567 and 564). In these 
two cases it is argued that the ships depict merchantlcargo galleys, cf. Wedde 2001: the 
forecastle may have been added (the Metropolitan ship also has a sterncastle) as 
additional protection. 

19 This portion of Khaniale Tekke ship A is lost, although the departure of the horn may be 
extant in the line rising above the upper proemvolion - which appears incorrectly placed 
since to function it must distribute the impact to be absorbed into the hull and not into the 
post. Whether the two lines that run parallel to it towards the forecastle serve to support the 
latter cannot be ascertained. Khaniale Tekke ship B (El 1) also has lost the stempost 
terminal, and has its upper proemvolion placed on the post. 

20 The birdhead device and warrior fragment from Pyrgos Livanaton (A4) is included since it 
has been shown that it belongs to the same krater as the large galley representation (A6): 
cf. Dakoronia 2001 (see editors note in Tzalas 2001 p. 13). 

21 The clay model Nikosia Mus. 1935 C.57: Basch 1987:251 fig.529; Westerberg 1983:19-20 
nr 19, 91 fig.19. Not included in Wedde 1999. Its date places it outside the pre-750 BC cut- 
off date of the present paper, but it is clearly related to the earlier craft, cf. especially the 
treatment of the bow and stempost device on the Halikarnassos/Dirmil vessel. 

22 The Nikosia rhyton D4, on its own, could sustain a reading as bird-headed, but the general 
tenor of the group favors an interpretation as a horn for the missing bow terminal. 

23 Van Doorninck 1982:277-281 remains the basic discussion of this ship. He sees "a small, 
lunate 'horn"' at the summit of the stempost. Basch 1987:190 stresses the thickness of the 
bow projection as opposed to the thinner variants on early galleys and suggests that it is 
a taillemer; he therefore reads the image as that of a merchantman. 

24 The date of the Amphiareion model is disputed, from Middle or Late Helladic (Touchais 
1978:655-666) to Geometric (Petrakos 1974:99). A down-dating to Protogeometric or 
slightly later would better account for the massive bow - which on currently available 
evidence does not appear to adhere to a typically Bronze Age morphology. Nonetheless, 
the author has accepted it as of Late Helladic Ill date in earlier writings, cf. Wedde 
1991:86n55 (LH IIIB), 1996A:131n34, 1999A:473 B4 (LH IIIC), 2000:cat.nr 320 - the 
addition of a B or a C to LH Ill amounts to an excess of optimism. 

25 The author joins Morrison/Williams 1968:12, Van Doorninck 1982:282 in placing the bow to 
the right, contra Kirk 1949:118-119, Casson 1971:fig.60 (caption), Basch 1987:159, who all 
interpret the vessels as merchantmen. The horn at the stern remains a curiosity until further 
instances have come to light. 

26 Cf. Wedde 2001. 
27 The bulwark bow is not new to the post-Bronze Age period as it appears already on the 

ships of the Sea People as reconstructed by Wachsmann 1981:197 fig. 12, 1998:173 fig. 
8.18. 

28 Cf. supra n. 24. 
29 The extensive abandonment of large parts of the Peloponnesos at the end of LH IIIC, and 

the distribution pattern of ship images in the Early Iron Age argue for an eastern Aegean, 
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Cretan, Cypriote connection in the continued development of the galley. 
A comparison with the dragon-headed posts of the Vikings is not entirely misplaced. 
Later galleys with a birdhead device as stempost terminal include: 
(1) Bichrome oinochoe from Karpas (Cyprus), British Museum 1926.6-28.9 (Basch 
1987:261 fig.564); 
(2) Seal of Oniyahu (Avigad 1982:59 fig.1); 
(3) Relief from palace of Sennacherib (Basch 1987:314 figs 660-661; for the reading cf. 
Wedde 2001:613, 615). 
The Lefkandi Toumba pyxis (E5), Metropolitan Museum krater (E7-8) and the Khaniale 
Tekke pithos (E10-11) are the obvious exceptions, providing one accepts that the number 
of tholes and/or ribs depicted offer means towards a size approximation (on this method, 
cf. Wedde 2000:104-106). The Fortetsa (El-2), Lefkandi Skoubris (E3), 
HalikarnassoslDirmil (E4), Eleusis (E9), and Anavyssos (E12-14) ships create the 
(admittedly subjective) impression of being smaller galleys. 
There is no obvious technological or hydrodynamical reason why a ship should seat 20,30 
or 50 rowers, other than the question of bow wave formation, cf. Foley/Soedel 1981:116- 
118, 121. These multiples probably resulted from Mycenaean man-power units, imposed 
by either economic or military considerations. This is a subject which bears further study. 
Cf. Wedde 1996B on two-level craft, 19998 on decked vessels. 
In discussing the next four design strands no attempt is made to provide a complete 
catalogue of all possibly relevant images. 
RiualSanta Maria Scrinari 1968:12 text to fig.18.5 and 13 fig.18.5. Mentioned in 
Vermeule/Karageorghis 1982:145, 179. Brought to the author's attention by Prof. Stefan 
Hiller. 
Gottlicher 1978:pl. 26.350; Broneer 1959:328 nr 8 fig.5. 
Gottlicher 1978:pls 30-33; Thimme 1980:cat. nrs 174, 176-197. 
The subject is well treated by Wachsmann 1981, 1982, 1998:163-177. The doubling of bird- 
headed terminals also appears on the Elishama seal, cf. Basch 1987:305 fig.641; 
Wachsmann 1996:563 fig.13B; 1998:181 fig.8.34B. 
For this reason the Hama ship cannot be considered a vessel of the Sea People on 
typological grounds, contra Wachsmann 1981:205-206; 1996: 540; 1998:175-176 with 174 
fig.8.19. This does not exclude it having been used by Sea People tribes. Morphologically, 
the Hama ship continues the lineage of the Type VI Mycenaean galley, with which it is 
contemporary (ca. 1200-1075, more or less coterminous with LH IIIC). It appears more 
appropriate to speak of a galley in the Mycenaean tradition, than to append a "Sea People" 
label, as if it is a question of a separate type. Too little is known about the Sea People and 
the ships they used to allow such terminological legerdemain. 
As indicated by the most detailed representations, the Akrotiri Miniature Wall Painting, 
Minoan vessels of Type IV have a distinctive stern as opposed to the bow: the stern rises 
slightly more abruptly, which in a plan view translates into the widest point of the beam 
being aft of amidship (cf. Gillmer 1985:404-405). Therefore the functional double- 
endedness proposed by Raban 1984 and Guttandin 2000 cannot be accepted, especially 
since it is associated with a purported ramming-capacity, something for which neither hull 
nor stern appendage are designed. It is probable that Type Ill, which is closely related to 
Type IV, has a similar plan. On these types, cf. Wedde 1991:84-86; 1996A:129-130, 142- 
143; 1996C:48-50; 2000:41-45, 52-54. 
Reinhard Jung (pers. comm.), on the basis of Matthaus 1980:319-320 and Lenz 1995:125, 
questions a reading as a ship for the Tiryns krater fragment. If it is merely the decorative 
terminals of a whorl shell design, the connection of the ships of the Sea People with 
Mycenaean ships becomes tenuous, regardless of the arguments in Wachsmann 1997. 
Lenz 1995:130 is incorrect in claiming all Late Helladic vase representations of ships with 
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a birdheaded bow as "ships of the Sea Peoples" on the basis of a date for these images in 
LH 1IIC:l. This ignores the fact that both the Enkomi (Al-2) and the Gazi (Bl) ships belong 
to LH 1116, and that the unpublished Tanagra model in the Thebes Museum 
(Demakopoulou/Konsola 1981:87 Case 8 Bottom shelf) comes from a LH IIIA-B tomb. The 
Pylos gold plaque with rudimentary birdheaded ship (Blegen et a/. 1973:16, fig.lO8a-d) 
derives from an undatable context, but the destruction of the palace at the end of LH lllB 
provides a probable post quem non. 
Wachsmann 1996:568 fig.31A; Gottlicher 1978:pl. 25.338-339. 
Basch 1987:249 fig.526. 
Basch 1987:260 fig.563, 261 fig.567; Wachsmann 1996:565 fig.20A-B; 1998:183 fig.8.41A- 
B; Wedde 2001: 633 figs 1-2. 
Cf. Wedde 1997:pl. XX1.5-9. These craft may have been influenced by the Sokar barque, cf. 
idem pl. XXII. In other words, the concept is of appreciable antiquity. 
Basch 1987:319 fig.672. 
As illustrated on the Akrotiri Miniature Wall Painting. This bowspit, frequently carrying a bird 
in flight, was detachable, as were the lion and the falcon-/griffin-headed device that look 
out over the stern on the large ships in the Procession. Cf. Wedde 2000:119-122 for the 
bowsprit. On the cultic craft, cf. supra n. 47. 
Double-ended hulls are a rarity in the Aegean Bronze Age as they do not correspond to a 
functional requirement of maritime navigation (as opposed to certain types of fluvial 
navigation). Even nominally identical extremities provide means for identifying a travel 
direction. Cf. the Tanagra tomb 19 model in the Thebes Archaeological Museum (Basch 
1987:141 fig.293.1). A small series of Middle to Late Minoan seals could suggest a similar 
conception of bow and stern, but the size of the images, and larger depictions of hulls of 
the same type argue against founding an argument upon them. The Mirabello carnelian 
HM 149 (CMS 11.3 Nr 298; Basch 1987:lOl C7) has both ends damaged, and a very 
rudimentary hull. The Lyttos carnelian Ashmolean 1938.960 (Kenna 1960 K188; Basch 
1987: 100 C4), the Geneva carnelian (CMS X Nr 227; Basch 1987: 101 C5), and the former 
Erlenmeyr jasper (CMS X Nr 100; Basch 1987:lOl C8) exhibit the bowlstern differentiation 
manifest on the Akrotiri ships (cf. Gillmer 1985). Only the Giamalakis chalcedony HM 
Giamalakis colt. 3071 (Xenaki-Sakellariou 1958:pl.X111.341; Basch 1987:101 C6) and the 
Colville carnelian (burnt sard?; CMS Vlll Nr 106; Basch 1987:lOO C3) appear superficially 
double-ended, an impression strengthened by the repetition of the bird symbol at the stern 
on the Giamalakis ship, but both belong to Type IV (cf. Wedde 2000:52-54). The 
Ashmolean steatite Ashmolean 1938.958 (Kenna 1960:K106; Basch 1987: 101 C11) has 
two steering-oars at the stern. 
On this tradition, cf. Wedde 2001. It is conceivable that the hybrid form illustrated by such 
Cypriote images as the White-painted IV oinochoe from Ormidia, Metropolitan Museum 
74.51.511 (Basch 1987:261 fig.567) and the Bichrome IV oinochoe from Karpas, British 
Museum 1926.6-28.9 (idem: 261 fig.564) prefigure the Late Archaic merchantman with 
vertical posts. 
The eikosoros may be a possible derivative. 
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Mycenaean to early Iron Age oared galleys: analytical groupings 

Group 1 
A 1 Enkomi krater, ship A 
A2 Enkomi krater, ship B 
A3 Skyros stirrup jar 
A5 Pyrgos Livanaton small galley 
B1 Gazi larnax 
82 Dramesi graffito 
B5 Phaistos cup sherd 
B6 Asine miniature stirrup jar 
C1 Phylakopi kalathos sherd 
C8 Pyrgos Livanaton model 
D 1 Enkomi graffito 

Group 2 
87 Tragana pyxis 
E5 Lefkandi Toumba pyxis 
E l0  Khaniale Tekke pithos, ship A 
E l  1 ? Khaniale Tekke pithos, ship B 

LH lllB 
LH lllB 
LH IIIC:l b 
LH lllC middle 
LM lllB 
LH lllB 
LM lllC 
LH lllC 
LH lllC middle 
LH lllC middle 
LH lllC 

LH lllC 
MG I 
end MG 
end MG 

Group3 
A4 Pyrgos Livanaton stempost LH lllC middle 
A6 Pyrgos Livanaton large galley LH lllC middle 
A7 Pyrgos Livanaton model LH lllC middle 
B3 Tiryns model LH 1118-Entwickelt 
B8 Kastana krater sherd LH lllC or PG 
E3 Lefkandi Skoubris krater sherd early SPG Ill 
E9 Eleusis 741 skyphos MG II 

Group 4 
B9 Athens Akropolis model 
D2 Lapithos rhyton 
D3 Lapithos rhyton 
D4 Nikosia Mus. rhyton 
D5 Wien Kunsthist. Mus. rhyton 
E4 Halikarnassos krater 
- Nikosia Mus. model 

LH lllC 
1 150-1050 (LC Ill) 
1150-1050 (LC Ill) 
1150-1050 (LC Ill) 
1150-1050 (LC Ill) 
EG 
Cypro-Archaic (750- 
600) 
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Group 5 
B4 Amphiareion model 
E l  Fortetsa krater 
E2 Fortetsa krater 

Group 6 
E6 Kerameikos fibula MG I 
E7 Metropolitan Mus. krater, ship A MG II 
E8 Metropolitan Mus. krater, ship 6 MG II 
E l2  Anavyssos cup, ship A transitional MG II-LG I 
E l3 Anavyssos cup, ship B transitional MG 11-LG I 
E l  4 Anavyssos hydriskos, ship A transitional MG II-LG I 
El5 Anavyssos hydriskos, ship B transitional MG II-LG I 

Wedde 1999A: 473 provides bibliographical details, pls UOO(Vlll-XCll the 
illustrations (except for the unnumbered Cypriote model in Group 4 - cf. 
n.21). 
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Terracotta and bronze oil lamps, especially during the Roman period, 
offer an interesting and little examined source of information about many 
aspects of daily life in the ancient world.' On terracotta lamps maritime 
subjects and, in particular, ancient ships are an occasional decorative theme 
from the early first century A.D.; sometimes ships feature incidentally in 
scenes from myth like Odysseus and the Sirens, sometimes they appear in 
their own right.' While examples can be found across the empire they are 
particularly common in Italy and the West. Possible bronze lamps in the 
form of a ship are found as early as Sardinia in the 8th c. B.C., and a fine 
bronze example of a votive lamp is the well known late classical votive model 
of a warship from the Acropolis in Athens with a wick nozzle at the bow;3 
such votive lamp models are also known from both Roman imperial and 
early Christian times.4 More often, however, shallow relief representations of 
ships decorated either the flat round top of a mould-made lamp-a process 
that started in the later 1" c. BC and continued into the 6" c. AD-or 
occasionally the triangular handle plate of large two nozzled lamps 
(especially in the 1" c. A.D.), a necessary addition that added balance to the 
lamp's long nozzles. 

Fourteen years ago at the first of these conferences I presented an 
unusual image of a Roman warship on a lamp handle plate and since that 
time I have had the opportunity to examine a number of collections and 
record a variety of other examples of their appearance (Fig. I).' We might 
thus start with a consideration of warships on lamps; they make up a 
relatively small number of the great variety of vessels that appear but do 
provide some important evidence. Two lamp handle plates (each only 
partially preserved) from Egypt in the British Museum, early imperial Roman 
in date, were what attracted me to the subject in the first place: they depict 
a Roman warship-although only preserving the forward section on one and 
the aft on the other-of the late la c. B.C., very reminiscent of the famous 
bireme relief from Praeneste, now in the Vatican, with depictions of soldiers 
on deck and a crocodile at the prow. Most significant on the BM lamp is the 
presence of a figurehead in the form of a centaur, probably reflecting the 
centaur-prowed ships of Antony and Cleopatra's navy at the battle of Actium 
of which the Augustan poet Propertius speaks in Book IV.6. It is significant 
that a local Egyptian lampmaker subsequently made a crude copy in the 
local medium of faience. Both lamps might even reflect the ships from 
Actium that Octavian reportedly dedicated as trophies of war in the harbour 
at Alexandria. 
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Another ship scene that may be related to that battle is found on two 
Augustan lamps: a complete one from Lyons and a fragment from Sidi 
Krebish near Benghazi.The scene is of a sinking war galley behind one 
afloat; on the Lyons piece a running man and a crocodile also appear, 
suggesting the Roman propaganda story of Antony fleeing to join his 
paramour. Such examples of propaganda at a popular level-if that is what 
it is-are extremely rare among our ancient sources. Another recently 
published example-unique as far as I know-possibly referring to the ill- 
fated lovers is to be found on a recently published lamp from excavations a 
century ago at Chersonesos in Ukraine, which depicts a couple in erotic 
embrace on top of a war galley, perhaps reflecting the claim that a lovesick 
Antony left the battle abruptly to be with his fleeing paramour.' The lamp is 
a type usually dated to nearly a century after Actium or later, however. An 
early-mid 1" c. lamp in the British Museum, also from Egypt (Bailey II, 
Q1902), depicts a warship with two Roman soldiers ready for the fight; while 
it could refer to Actium it might also be possibly inspired by the gladiatorial 
naumachiae of the period (Fig. 2). 

Another interesting warship is on a Claudian lamp in the Trier 
museum: the ship has a high prow, a stubby ram, and at the stern an 
aplustre; there appears to be an oar box and, most remarkable, if a true 
depiction, a suggestion of a dolphin-like form for the bow; the sail is furled 
and at least six brail lines run down to the stern (Fig. 3).'A second Trier lamp 
of the first century (no. 186) is less clearly a warship and the sail is rendered 
backwards in a particularly unrealistic manner.g Other images of naval 
vessels are less obvious, and it seems likely that a Flavian lamp (Bailey Ill, 
Q1497), found at Colchester in England but probably made in Lyons, with its 
three rowing oars, very large steering oar, and partly brailed sail represents 
a merchant galley with a cut prow rather than a simplified war ship. Similar 
lamps are known from Trier in Germany where the goose head termination 
of the stern post seems to indicate a merchant ship. 

An unusual type of lamp uses only the most characteristic feature of a 
warship, its ram, as an element in its decoration. One very fine unpublished 
example of 1" century A.D. date is in the Israel Museum and has a row of 
trident rams decorating the side of a large round terracotta lamp. Somewhat 
cruder is a bronze example recently published from Pergamon where ships' 
prows with trident rams serve to attach chains to hang the lamp.1° 

Merchant ships make up the greatest number of representations on 
lamps and while their appearance is often schematic there are a few 
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examples offering more detail. One of the best examples of a merchant ship 
is on a central Italian lamp of the late 2nd or early 3rd c. A.D. in the British 
Museum (Bailey II, Q1340; Fig. 4): the ship sails to the left with a three story 
lighthouse beyond it, probably the famous one at Ostia built on the colossal 
sunken merchant ship that brought an obelisk for the emperor Caligula from 
Egypt to Italy. On it a fire burns, an image that perhaps supports the idea 
proposed by a number of scholars that ancient lighthouses functioned more 
as day time beacons than to guide ships at night. The ship is a snub-nosed 
deep hulled vessel with two wales along the sides and a steering oar coming 
out of a protective element. A single mast has a sail brailed up on a yard 
supported by two lifts and a goose head stern ornament rises out of a 
gallery. At the stern itself is the figure of a Triton with a fish under his arm 
blowing a horn; such devices are known as bow ornaments on coins of 
Hadrian, but it seems in this case to be a statue on land behind the ship 
similar to one from a first century painting at Stabiae." Five men also appear 
in this very small space (the lamp is 10 cm. across): one works the steering 
oar, two haul on shrouds, a fourth works on the halyards and the last seems 
to be unfurling the artemon at the bowsprit. The spirited composition is very 
reminiscent of the relief of a merchant ship and crew on the tomb of the 
freedwoman entrepreneur Naevolia Tyche at Pompeii, generally dated to 
about a century and a half earlier, which seems to indicate how slowly ship 
design changed in Roman times." 

There are relatively few lamps on ships from Greece during the Roman 
period; the well developed lamp makers of Corinth and Athens in the Pd and 
3* c. A.D. created some of the finest lamps ever produced in the ancient 
world, but maritime scenes are few in spite of Hellenic nautical tradition. 
Athenian workshops in the mid 3rd c., however, did create a number of 
interesting depictions of merchant ships like some from the Athenian Agora 
that attempt to render the brailed sails with their rectangular patchwork, an 
aspect of ships that seems to have made an impression on a number of 
lamp makers although in these lamps the sail is rendered backwards! The 
ships sail to the right and also depict the halyards, braces, lookout, and 
helmsman with steering oar.I3 Another lamp signed by the Elpidephoros 
shop (ca. A.D. 250) and found in the Kerameikos has one of the clearest 
images of a ship on an Athenian lamp although it is unfortunately 
fragmentary; it depicts a large deep hulled ship sailing to the left with a large 
steering oar, possible cutwater ram, curving stern post, mast and some 
rigging.I4 
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A lamp (Bailey Ill, Q3051; Fig. 5) from Wood's late 191h c. excavations 
at Ephesos is one of the few from Asia Minor to depict a ship; it dates to the 
first half of the second century and is representative of an unusual type from 
that city that has a red or brown slip over a white undercoat.15 The ship, 
sailing left, is very stylized with a small crescent shaped hull with horn-like 
stem ornament and gunwhale decorated with oblique strokes, a long 
paddle-like steering oar, a mast, two double sets of braces, and what looks 
like a double yard arm although it is probably a brailed up sail; a small figure 
at the stern pulls on a rope. In some ways the image is surprisingly 
somewhat like a ship on a Minoan seal some sixteen centuries earlier.'= 

The story of Odysseus tied to his mast so that he might hear the 
Sirens' song offered another chance for ancient lamp makers to depict 
ships; in four examples in the British Museum from Cyprus we see the hero 
on the triangular handle plates of mid-late first century volute lamps (Bailey 
111 Q2450-3; Fig. 6). The ships are very simple with a high prow and cutwater, 
a helmsman with steering oar, a sailor and Odysseus tied facing forward, 
and what looks like an aplustre at the stern ornament; the mast, a single 
pole, is set far forward. More unusual is a rounded volute nozzle lamp of the 
later I*-early Pd century A.D. in Brussels with a crude rendering of Odysseus 
tied to the front of the mast with a sailor behind him and a helmsman; the 
mast is set far forward and particularly significant is what appears to be a fore 
and aft rig, an early rendering of the type.'' On a fragmentary Corinthian 
lamp of the 2nd c. A.D. at Benghazi there is another version of the subject: 
there is little of the ship but the mast seems to be set quite far forward, again 
suggesting a rig that could be used fore and aft.'" similar fine but only 
partially preserved Corinthian lamp of the early 2nd c. A.D. from Argos depicts 
another scene with Odysseus and the Sirens; contrary to the publication he 
seems in fact to be tied behind the mast, which is set forward, preserving 
lifts, brail lines and an oddly trailing starboard sail edge. Visible is a line of 
oars, a steering oar, and an S curved stern ornament.'' The lack of the lower 
part of the hull may be due to the possibility that this lamp and one nearly 
identical to it in the Louvre (CA 36-14) were copied from a similar 
representation that fitted into a broader field." An unusual scene on what 
may be a fake double nozzled rectangular lamp in Canterbury has 
remarkable detail of the attachment of sail to yard that is reminscent of the 
sails on the Piazza Armerina mosaic ships." A final example in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris (also perhaps not ancient) has a beautiful 
rendering of a merchant galley sailing to the left amid a wavy sea: the 
halyards are visible along with the sail with its square divisions for brails; 
remarkable is the small ram that projects forward a little above the water line, 
The stern extends up at a 45 degree angle with a small aplustre at the end. 
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Scenes of fishermen in small boats with a fine urban maritime facade 
in the background are known from North Africa and are often interpreted as 
representations of ancient Alexandria or Carthage." Note the unusual 
appearance of the prow of the small boat on a particularly fine example of 
the late Pdto mid 3'd centuries (Bailey Ill, Q1715; Fig. 7): it can be added to 
the transom prows discussed elsewhere in this volume by Deborah Carlson, 
a type known from North African mosaics in particular. Another type of small 
boat represented by plastic lamps from Egypt of a probably late first-second 
century date (Bailey 111, Q1989-1991, Hayes no. 410) is the so called 
Canopus boat, probably based on an original made from reeds; a stylized 
reed hut rises in the middle of a banana shaped craft that curves up to a 
pointed bow and blunt stern. Bailey II, Q1990 is decorated with a relief of 
Sarapis enthroned, Kerberos, and the Dioscouroi and inscribed 
(E)KATAPLOUS. The Toronto lamp is said to have been dredged up at Dover 
in England, a long way from its point of origin in the Nile valley if its source 
is authentic." 

One of the most remarkable plastic lamps in the form of a ship is in the 
British Museum and appropriately was found in the sea off Pozzuoli (the 
major harbour in Roman Italy before Portus at the mouth of the Tiber) in the 
last century; marine growth is still evident in places (Bailey 111 Q2722, his pl. 
80). It is one of the finest examples of lamps in the form of ships; similar 
fragmentary lamps were found in Newton's mid lgth c. excavations at Knidos 
and, to judge from the fabric, this piece likely comes from there." Made in 
the late 1"' c. or early Pd c., it is a large lamp 0.63 m. long with a high stern 
decorated with reliefs of Serapis and Isis, a row of ten nozzles along each 
side, scenes of a Dioscuros and one of the Kabeiroi (Samothracian gods that 
protected sailors) on the deck, and a prow in the form of a nozzle; a relief 
head, perhaps of Dionysos, appears on top of the nozzle. It is inscribed 
EUPLOIA which seems to refer to the cult of Aphrodite Euploia although the 
underside is also inscribed "LABE ME TON HELIOSERAPIN, which urges the 
consumer to purchase the lamp for Serapis. The divinities are all protectors 
of mariners and one can well imagine a sailor offering it after a saffe voyage 
from the eastern Mediterranean. The presence of Isis, however, suggests an 
important Hellenistic and Roman aspect of that divinity: lsis Pelagia, a 
protectress of sailors, may refer to the cult of that Egyptian divinity, which is 
attested on a Pd century Corinthian lamp from Delos on which the goddess 
holds out a billowing sail before her. Such scenes are also known from both 
lamps and coins elsewhere. 25 
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A group of Roman lamps from sites in Switzerland presents some 
interesting examples of ships. While it is likely that there was a Roman 
maritime presence on Swiss lakes these lamps are more likely imports or 
copies of imports from Italy. A Tiberian piece (AD 14-37) from the fort at 
Vindonissa depicts a warship with aplustre, line of oars, traces of waves 
(usually absent in these scenes) and a sharp, apparently short, ram; the sail 
is furled and its brails run diagonally down to the stern.= At times 
lampmakers became confused with their nautical details: no. 163 shows a 
furled sail behind rather than in front of the mast and no. 167 of Claudian 
date (AD 41-53) seems to be a warship with indistinct figures (usually absent 
on lamps with ships) in front of and behind the mast. A curious late first 
century example (no. 168) depicts two monkeys dressed in human clothing 
in a small boat with a distinctive prow and stern; neither oars nor sail appear, 
but one figure operates a broad steering oar. 

North African floor mosaics have provided numerous representations 
of ships, including the famous Althiburos mosaic with over twenty different 
kinds, each labeled, and lamps from that region also contribute to our 
kno~ledge.~' Several lamps from Carthage in particular provide clear 
representations of merchant galleys, those hybrid vessels of commerce that 
traveled under oars and sail, of the later 2" and early 3'd centuries A.D." One 
is distinct in having Ulysses tied to the mast ( no. 837), but all are similar in 
having a gallery aft and a bird's head (goose?) termination, figures on the 
deck, an irregular quadrilateral sail (perhaps an attempt to show brailing up), 
a prow that sweeps up, and a ram-like cutwater. No. 838 seems to have 
traces of an artemon as well, a feature that only occasionally appears on 
lamps. 

In the late 4'h-early 5th centuries a new type of red ware lamp developed 
in Tunisia as part of the enormous growth at that time of the North African 
ceramics industry; the type, generally known as the Christian or North 
African lamp, was copied widely both in Italy, Asia Minor, Egypt, and 
especially in Greece for two centuries. Often on the disk are scenes from the 
Old and New Testaments, including a small number of ship representations. 
Scenes of Jonah and the whale in particular offered scope to the lamp maker 
to show a ship; a lamp in the British Museum (Bailey Ill, pl. 123, Q3323) 
presents a very schematized view of a merchant ship with high bifurcated 
stem and stern pieces, crude steering oar, and fore and back stays (Fig. 8). 
An unusual feature of this rendering is the depiction of the planking of the 
ship's hull. 
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I hope that this brief overview of the kinds of information about ancient 
ships that lamps can provide gives an idea of the usefulness of this class of 
object for students of the ancient maritime world. I do not pretend that they 
are an important source, but occasionally they throw light on aspects of 
maritime activity that supplement the better known and studied sources like 
painting, sculpture, figurines, and coins. 

Hector Williams 
University of British Columbia 

Canada 
hectorw@interchange.ubc.ca 

Abbreviations: Bailey Il=D. M. Bailey, Catalogue of Lamps in the British 
Museum, Vol. II (London 1980); Bailey 111 =D.M. Bailey Catalogue of Lamps in 
the British Museum, Vol. Ill (London 1988). All drawings except for Fig. 3 are 
from Bailey and I thank him for permission to use his illustrations. 

NOTES 

For a good brief introduction to the development of oil lamps see D.M. Bailey, Ancient 
Lamps (London: British Museum Press 1968). 
One of the few authors who used lamps for ship iconography was F. Moll, Das Schiff in der 
bildenden Kunst (Bonn 1929) pl. B VIII. L. Basch, Musee lmaginaire de la Marine Antique 
(Athens 1987) does not include lamps among his many resources apart from the model 
from the Erechtheion. 
For a convenient illustration see J. Morrison and R. Williams, Greek Oared Ships 
(Cambridge 1968) pl. 76; possibly a model of a trireme, the lamp has a broad thin ram with 
nozzle above it, an aplustre, and a rope running along the tops of the gunwhales. 
For a colour picture of a 51 cm. long bronze model of a merchant ship of the early second 
century A.D. from Lebanon which was converted to a lamp with a nozzle at each end and 
dedicated to Zeus see Liban. L'autre rivage (Paris 1998) 184; it was originally published by 
Henri Seyrig, Syria 28 (1951) 101f. 
H. Williams, "Figureheads on Greek and Roman Ships", Tropis I (Piraeus 1989) 293-297; 
also see IJNA 10 (1981) 23-27 fig. 1, 2; for other illustrations see J. Morrison and J. Coates, 
Greek Oared Warships 323-30 BC (Oxford 1996); J. Delgado, Lost Warships (Vancouver 
2001) 18. 
P. Wuilleumier, "Fouilles ... a Lyon" Gallia, Supp. 3 (Paris 1951) pl. XV111.5 
L. Chrzanovski and D. Zhuravlev, Lamps from Chersonesos in the State Historical Museum 
Moscow (Brettschneider 1998) 63-4, no. 22. 
K. Goethert-Polaschek, Katalog der roemischen Lampen des Rheinischen Landesmuseum 
Trier (Mainz 1985) no. 377, pl. 36, p. 244. 
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9 Ibid. no. 186, pl. 36, p. 245; note another lamp with sail divided into irregular sections, no. 
562, pl. 64, p. 245 with three oars and a large steering oar crudely depicted. 

10 1 would like to thank Dr. Yael Israeli for showing me the lamp some years ago in the 
museum in Jerusalem; for the Pergamon lamp see Andreas Heimerl, Die Roemischen 
Lampen aus Pergamon (Berlin 2001) no. 1105, pl. 23. 

11 A. Maiuri, Roman Painting (Lucerne 1953) 123-reference from Bailey II. 
12 For an illustration see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship (Princeton 1971) pl, 151. 
13 J. Perlzweig, The Athenian Agora, Vol. VII. Lamps of the Roman Period (Princeton 1961 ), pl. 

21, no. 1023-1035 from ca. AD 250-350; she also mentions a possible pennant, not clear 
in the photographs, however. See also her unillustrated no. 2049 and 2106 and her pl. 231, 
a boat-shaped lamp with four wickholes on each side from the Kerameikos. 

14 Perlzweig, pl. 23a (not described except as a comparandum for Agora no. 2106). 
15 For a discussion of the type (which also seems to have been manufactured in Alexandria) 

see H. Williams, Kenchreai, Eastern Port of Corinth, Vol. V (Brill 1981) 30-32. 
16 A nearly identical but more poorly reproduced lamp in Mainz reportedly came from 

Slovenia, H. Menzel, Antike Lampen ... Mainz (Mainz, Td ed. 1969) p. 126, no. 728, fig. 114; 
for a Minoan comparandum see Casson, Ships and Seamanship, fig. 38. 

17 0. Touchefeu-Meynier, Themes Odysseens dans I'artantique (Paris 1968) pl. XXVI, no. 273, 
274; 273 seems to be a cruder version made from moulding a copy from a lamp like 274. 
Incidentally, another ship lamp in the BM (Q1503 from a Gaulish workshop) appears in the 
drawing in Bailey Ill to have a lower yard like a pharaonic period Egyptian ship in the 
drawing on p. 45, fig. 56 Dr. Bailey, however, has kindly checked the lamp for me and 
informs me that the drawing misinterprets what is actually there and that the ship has 
regular rigging. 

18 D.M. Bailey, Excavations at Sidi Krebish (Benghazi) 111.2. The Lamps (Tripoli 1985) no. 752 
on fig. 8. 

19 Anne Bovon, Lampes d'Argos (Paris 1966) no. 251, p. 45-7; she also gives a useful list of 
this subject on lamps and other media; the lower part of the ship below the tops of the oars 
is not rendered. Touchefeu illustrates a nearly identical fragmentary Corinthian lamp from 
Asia Minor now in the Louvre (pl. XXVI, 272). The best collection of illustrations, however, 
is in the Lexicon lconographicum Mythologiae Classicae VI. 1 and 2 (Zurich 1992) under 
"Odysseus" with #184-187 on plates 636-7 illustrating 0. and the Sirens on lamps. Note, 
however, that 187b (Bailey 111 Q2450) is not the same as 187a (contra to the text). 

20 Touchefeu, pl. XXVI, 1, no. 272. 
21 Casson, Ships and Seamanship, fig. 141. 
22 A representative group is to be found in J. Deneauve, Lampes de Carthage (Paris 1969): 

no. 617, 631, 1044, 1049 depict small fishing boats, often in a harbour setting with 
monumental buildings, while no. 837,838, 929 and 947 show merchant galleys under sail. 

23 J. Hayes, Ancient Lamps in the Royal Ontario Museum I (Toronto 1980) 
24 For other examples see Bailey 111 Q2723-6 and bibliography on p. 340; from Tarsus a 

fragment of one end (Q2654) of a similar lamp. Also see H. Menzel, Antike Lampen im... 
Mainz (Mainz 1969, Td ed.) 490, pp. 73-4, fig. 58 which also includes a bibliography of other 
examples. 

25 P. Bruneau, "lsis Pelagia," BCH 87 (1963) 301-308. 
26 A. Liebendgut, Die roemischen Larnpen in der Schweiz (Bern 1977) no. 165, pl. 36. 
27 K. Dunbabin, The Mosaics of Roman North Africa (Oxford 1977) passim. For the Althiburos 

mosaic see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship, pl. 137. 
28 J. Deneauve, Lampes de Carthage (Paris 1969) no. 83 7, 838 (pl. 77) and 929 (pl. 84) 947 

(pl. 86). 
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AN EARLY HELLADIC SHIP FROM LOKRIS 

Our beloved area, Phthiotis, continues to surprise us by revealing now 
and then various findings sometimes very difficult to identify. 

Such an artefact is presented here (Fig. 1-2). It is part of a clay plaque 
with incised decoration on both sides, an item that cannot be found among 
any other artefacts of its period. 

That it can be dated to the Early Helladic period is beyond any doubt 
according to the context in which it has been found. 

It was among the movable finds of a house (Fig. 3) belonging to an 
Early Helladic settlement, which extends on a low hill at the side of the new 
highway about 128 km. north of Athens. The site today is known under the 
name of <<Rachi>> by the modern village of Proskynas. Its name in antiquity is 
unknown. 

The settlement came to light because of the road works and a rescue 
excavation, which lasted three years, was undertaken by the Ephorate of 
Lamia.' The foundations of drystone masonry of houses have been revealed. 
These houses all have two rooms and small paved yards. In the yards 
circular constructions (Fig. 4) probably served storing purposes or were 
used in the preparation of food. 

Characteristic pottery sherds, obsidian blades and cores (Fig. 5), a 
few bronze and stone tools, clay whorls and steatite beads were some of the 
findings from these houses. 

The excavation provided us with signs supporting the fact that some 
sort of workshops worked our raw material and especially obsidian and 
firestone to produce various artefacts such as blades, beads, tools. 

The abundance of obsidian as well as the presence of the so-called 
(<frying pans,, (Fig. 6)2 and Cycladic marble idols convincingly imply regular 
and frequent communications with the Aegean world and the Cyclades, 
communications which could not be otherwise possible than by ship. 

Turning to the artefact we want to discuss with you it can not be 
identified unless we use our imagination. However, imagination is not the 
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only tool we have. With the help of some of the so far known representations 
of ships of the period, appearing on various artefacts of different materials 
such as vases, seals, idols, rock-engravings, we are permitted with some 
certainty to presume that we have to do with a clay idol of a ship. 

With what part of the ship are we dealing? Taking into consideration 
the incised ships pictured on the Cycladic <<pans,> we can assume that this 
part is the high stem of a vessel. 

Our ship, if it is a ship, is decorated on both sides with linear incisions. 
On the one side a rhomboid motif decorates the low hull, while on the other 
a zig-zag line runs along the hull. 

Rhomboid decoration is not very usual for Early Helladic. But the zig- 
zag type appears on ships of pans, which Basch believes to imply a kind of 
fastening for the planks of the ship.4 

As for the extremities protruding from the outer end of the stem, only 
for the lower one can we propose an explanation, namely that it represents 
an extension of the keel,' a device not unknown for the Early Helladic ship 
iconography. Of course, in no way can this protrusion be seen as a ram. 
Difficult to identify are the second and the third protrusions, although such 
devices are represented on other examples of the early as well as the Middle 
Bronze Age.6 Whether they represent functional parts of the ship or they are 
merely decorative, we leave the specialists on ship construction to decide. 

We also leave open the debate on the identification of the artefact, 
since until now no parallels exist with which to compare it.' 

F. Dakoronia - E. Zachos 
Lamia 1999 

Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, 
Castle of Lamia, 

Greece 
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NOTES 

1. E. Zaxou, n p h q  napoudaq TOU nE OLKIU~OU 0-q BCq -Pam- npoa~uva q q  
Ava~oAt~fiq A o K ~ ~ ~ s ,  A' A~eevCq IuvC6p~o yLa q v  Apxaia Q~uoahia, 1990-1998, Bohoq, 
Mdioq 1998, (npa~r~~C1 uno C~2ioq). Ah, 53, Xpov~~a  1998, uno C~6oo-q. 

2. J.E. Coleman, Frying Pans of the Early Bronze Age Aegean, AJA 89, 1985. 
3. Lucien Basch, Le Musee imaginaire de la marine antique, 1987, 81, Fig. 168. Dorothea 

Gray, Seewesen, Arch.Hom.l.G,35. 
4. Basch, loc. cit. 86, Fig. 177. 
5. Sp. Marinatos, La Marine Creto-mycenienne, B.C.H. 57, 1933,212. Basch loc. cit. 198-199. 
6. For example on a seal, Basch loc. cit. 102, Fig. D4, A-6. Similar extensions on a later 

example on a fragment of an Attic geometric crater in the National Museum of Athens are 
interpreted as extensions of the side planks, Basch loc. cit. 199, fig. 420. 

7. Professor Olaf Hockmann, participant of the 7th Symposium, agreed with the identification 
we gave to the artefact and kindly drew our attention to the similarity our model has with a 
neolithic clay model of a ship (or boat) from Datteln in Poland (G. Eggenstein, AFWL, 9B, 
1995, 48 Abb. 11 & 91 Nr. 104). The similarity indeed is striking though the two items are 
separated by a long distance not only geographical but also cultural. The protrusions of the 
model from Poland according to Hockmann's opinion should be interpreted as aprotruding 
lathes of the skeleton of hide-boats-. 
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A CENTURY OF UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY 
IN THE MEDITERRANEAN 

Introduction by Harry E. Tzalas 

The Mediterranean is the cradle of civilizations and in this closed sea 
navigation goes back to the dawn of history. George Bass, the pioneer 
archaeologist in underwater archaeology, estimates that some 10,000 ships 
have sunk in the Aegean only, from the Iron Age to Byzantine times. How 
many of these wrecks still hold part of their cargo or have even remains of 
the hull preserved? We can speculate that wrecks in the thousands lie in the 
silent depths, waiting to disclose information of interest to the specialists in 
marine archaeology. 

But besides being scattered with remains of maritime activities, the 
Mediterranean shores, because of the rise of its waters and the subsidence 
of the littoral, retain important traces of early human settlements as well as 
structures of historical eras. 

One could say that underwater archaeology began as early as the 15'" 
century when Italian divers using primitive apparatus surveyed, for Cardinal 
Colonna, the remains of Roman ships of the 2" c. AD sunk in Lake Nemi, 
near Rome. The existence of huge hulls was confirmed but, because divers 
could not stay long enough deep under water, a further attempt was made 
in 1535. It too proved unsuccessful; then another failure came in 1827. Yet 
these early operations cannot be truly qualified as archaeological attempts 
since, at the time, archaeology had not been raised to the rank of a scientific 
discipline. Let us say, rather, that they were more akin in nature to a search 
for treasure. It is only in 1932 when, on the orders of Mussolini, the lake had 
been pumped that the ships, no longer submerged, became accessible to 
archaeologists. 

So what was written in 1925 by the archaeologist Salomon Reinach - "The 
richest museum of underwater antiquities in the whole world is still 
inaccessible, I mean the sea bed of the Mediterranean" - still held true until 
the Second World War. 

A hundred years ago even the shallower waters were inaccessible to 
archaeologists; as a result, the first remnants of our submerged past came 
to light through the work of sponge divers. Thus, the earlier discoveries in 
the field of underwater archaeology were chance troves, dating from only a 
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century ago. The remains of the Roman ship found in 1907 off Mahdia, in 
Tunisia, followed by a few years the discovery in Greek waters (1901) of what 
was preserved of the wreck that became known as the ship of Antikythera. 
In both cases, the archaeologists who supervised from a distance the search 
of the sponge divers were more interested in the cargo - the statuary in 
particular - than in understanding the ship itself. The Mahdia wreck yielded 
some noteworthy works of art, while the Antikythera wreck revealed 
masterpieces of Hellenistic sculpture. 

Both wrecks were revisited later when the development of scuba-diving 
equipment made it possible for a new generation of archaeologist-divers to 
survey the depths. The ship of Mahdia was located anew in 1948 by 
Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Philippe Taillez and surveyed at the end of the 
20th century by an expedition led by Mensum Bound. The Antikythera wreck 
was studied by the Jacques-Yves Cousteau expedition in 1975-76 with the 
participation of young Greek archaeologists, including Lazaros Kolonas. 

It was when examining a retrieved piece of the planking from the Antikythera 
wreck that a Greek scientist initially expressed - a century ago - the reserve 
that the method of assembly was totally different from the way the traditional 
Mediterranean ships were built. This constituted the earliest suspicion of a 
shell-first method of construction. Further finds confirmed that a shell-first 
method in the construction was common to all early Mediterranean vessels. 
That very different way of assembling the ancient hulls became obvious 
when Lake Nemi was drained and the great Roman hulls appeared in all their 
glory. 

It will take, however, another half-century and the discovery of many more 
ancient wrecks to ascertain experimentally that ships in antiquity could be 
built entirely by placing first the planks of the hull and later inserting the 
frames, as a buttress to the action of the sea. The hypothesis was verified 
when the full-scale replica of the ship of Kyrenia, the Kyrenia II, was built in 
Perama, Greece. Previously there had been scepticism, where an alternate 
method of construction was suggested: planks and frames placed gradually 
and alternately in position. 

Diving became accessible to non-professional divers only after the Second 
World War, when the heavy and hazardous helmet diving gear, used since 
the 1860s, gave way to a more practical device, later further improved upon 
by the Cousteau-Gagnan scuba-diving apparatus. 
It is obvious that our knowledge in ancient ship construction has gained 
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immensely with progress in the field of underwater archaeology. Ancient 
ships known to the scholars solely from ancient texts and conjectural 
recreations were now there at hand for the archaeologist, who could observe 
and understand the intricate phases of construction in their minute details. 
Assembled parts by lashing, sewn planks, mortise and tenon joints, 
treenails, nails of various form and of different alloys, all were attentively 
scrutinized towards giving a clearer view of the development of 
Mediterranean naval architecture. 

Considering the contribution of underwater archaeology to our knowledge in 
ship construction, it was decided to include in the last Symposium of the 20th 
century a special session dedicated to this discipline. Leading scientists in 
the field were asked to report on the progress in underwater archaeology, 
each for a country or for an area of the Mediterranean (and the Black Sea) 
in which helshe specializes. The pages that follow contain these papers and 
form a panorama of the underwater activities in the Mediterranean for the 20th 
century. 

The Black Sea is a sea apart but it has been included in this report because 
it forms an integral part of maritime activities related to the Mediterranean at 
least since the second millennium BC. 

Moving clockwise, the following areas have been covered: the Bulgarian 
coast of the Black Sea, Turkey, the Levantine coast, Israel, Egypt, France, 
Italy and Greece. For reasons independent of the will of the Organizing 
Committee, numerous areas were not represented. Scientists from Cyprus, 
Tunisia, Spain were invited but were unable to attend, while we could not get 
scholars to speak for other North African countries, the Dalmatian coast, 
Albania. 

It should however be noted that one of the most important finds in the field 
of underwater archaeology came from Cyprus. The Ship of Kyrenia is to our 
day still the most complete hull of a ship of the Greek Classical era to have 
come to light. The late Michael Katzev as well as Richard Steffy, to whom 
marine archaeology owes so much because of their work on this unique 
ship, have contributed repeatedly to our Symposia. Spain has greatly 
contributed over the last years in the underwater survey of numerous 
shipwrecks and it is regretted that renowned Spanish scholars could not 
attend. 

In concluding this brief introduction to the papers presented for the Century 
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of Underwater Archaeology in the Mediterranean let me say that the names 
of many pioneers have not been mentioned. I am not writing the history of 
this discipline and the list of the pioneers would be too long to be contained 
in this introduction. So, I hope that the reader will excuse these omissions if 
I only cite, besides names already mentioned in this text, Nino Lamboglia, 
Fernand Benoit, Frederic Dumas, Honor Frost and Gerhard Kapitan. It would 
be inexcusable, however, not to say that the first generation of divers- 
archaeologists owe a tribute to Peter Throckmorton. If George Bass can be 
considered rightly as the archaeologist who has set the scientific rules in the 
survey of the depth, then Peter Throckmorton can be called the father of 
underwater archaeology. 



UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY IN BULGARIA 

This presentation attempts to summarize the development of 
underwater archaeology in Bulgaria and the different stages undergone by 
underwater archaeological research. 

1960 marks the beginning of underwater archaeological investigations 
in Bulgaria. This was the year when the first expedition headed by Prof. Ivan 
Galabov - at that time director of the Archaeological Museum in Bourgas - 
was organised at cape Maslen nos. Numerous ceramic fragments were 
discovered lying scattered on the sea floor. Their discovery convinced Prof. 
Galabov that archaeological investigations underwater were as important as 
those on land and that the study of antiquities beneath the sea would add 
enormously to our knowledge of the past. At that time underwater 
archaeological research in Bulgaria was confined to diving surveys alone. 

The years that followed the first expedition at Maslen nos were marked 
by the increasing interest to what was lying on the sea floor. Both divers and 
archaeologist were combining efforts to solve the secrets of the past. During 
the period of 1960-1974 more than eighteen expeditions headed by eminent 
Bulgarian archaeologists were organised in different places along the 
Bulgarian Black Sea coast, enriching the collections of the coastal museums 
with finds from the sea. 

A serious project of the Institute of Thracology named by its author 
Prof. Alexander Fol Historical archaeological mission Apollonla-Strandzha 
created a new generation of historians and archaeologists and involved 
them in the investigation of our maritime history and underwater cultural 
heritage. The great importance of underwater archaeology was recognised 
by the foundation of the Centre of Underwater Archaeology in Sozopol 
twenty-one years ago - in 1978. 

This presentation will mainly focus on the recent and most important 
results - the excavations of submerged prehistoric settlements along the 
Bulgarian Black Sea coast. Most of the problems posed by these 
excavations are related to coastal changes in ancient times. The excavations 
of these settlements, dating back to the Late Eneolithic (end of the 5th mill. 
BC) and the Early Bronze Age (middle of the 3rd mill. BC), and the 
interpretation of the data obtained involve scholars from different fields. The 
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importance of the results has been acknowledged as the main advantage of 
Bulgarian underwater archaeology over the past 10 years. These results are 
believed to be an important key to solving other problems posed by 
archaeological excavations of similar settlements on land not least because 
of the fact that archaeological excavations underwater provide organic 
materials - mainly wood of the wooden posts of the prehistoric buildings. 

The Centre of Underwater Archaeology intends to continue the 
excavations of the Early Bronze Age settlements in Kiten and in front of the 
outflow of the Ropotamo River, as well as the excavations of the Late 
Eneolithic and Early Bronze Age settlements in the harbour of Apollonia on 
the Black sea (present-day Sozopol). 

To illustrate their presentation the authors will present pictures, 
drawings and documentary video-records of the archaeological excavations 
of the submerged prehistoric settlements. 

Porozhanov, Kalin 
Institute of Thracology 

13 Moskovska St., 1000 
Sofia, Bulgaria 

Angelova, Hristina 
Centre of Underwater Archaeology, 8130 

Sozopol, Bulgaria 



UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY IN EGYPT 

In Egypt, it was only in 1996 that the Department of Underwater 
Archaeology (DUA) of the Supreme Council for Antiquities (SCA) was 
founded, even though the latter has been in existence since the last century. 
The reasons for the creation of this new department were directly linked to 
the excavations of the site at the foot of Qaitbay Fort in 1995 and the 
discoveries of part of the royal quarter in the Eastern Harbour in Alexandria 
in 1996. 

For some, this date marks the beginnings of underwater archaeology 
in Egypt. For others, the year 1962 is significant, as it was then that a 
colossal statue of lsis Pharia was lifted from the sea. It would, perhaps, be 
fairer to go back to 1910 and the work of the French engineer, Gaston 
Jondet. During the enlargement of Alexandria's western port he happened 
to notice what may well have been ancient harbour structures. 

Once again, in 1933, chance played a role in archaeological 
discovery. At Aboukir, some 30 kilometers from Qaitbay to the east of 
Alexandria, a British aircraft pilot noticed ancient vestiges in the shape of a 
horse shoe within the water as he flew over the bay. 

Prince Omar Tousson was encouraged and recruited the services of a 
jeep-sea diver and set off on the 5th of May 1933 to the indicated area. The 
same day, the diver brought to the surface a marble head of Alexander found 
3t a depth of five meters some 450 meters from land to the east of Ramleh 
Fort. 

Through the summer of that same year Omar Tousson and his 
assistant undertook a number of explorations, which uncovered other 
remains. The position of the two towns of Menouthis and Herakleion had at 
that time still ta be determined. By re-examining the ancient sources 
Tousson associated the town of Menouthis and its temple with the 
underwater site. With the situation of Menouthis thus fixed it became easy to 
locate that of Herakleion on the map.l(fig.1) 

After a long period during which no major discoveries were made, a 
new era of research was opened with Kamal Abou El-Saadat in the 1 9 6 0 ~ . ~  
This diver and spear fisherman chanced to visit the most important sites of 
Alexandria, the Eastern Harbour and Aboukir Bay. In 1961 he noticed stone 
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ruins lying at the foot of Qaitbay Fort and at Silsileh, east of the ancient Cape 
Lochias. 

In June 1962 he managed, with the help of the Egyptian navy, to lift 
from the water a life-size male statue in Aswan granite, which had lain by the 
Silsileh promontory, dating from the Hellenistic era. Five months later, the 
same team lifted the statue of lsis Pharia from the waters next to Qaitbay 
Fort. This statue, also in Aswan granite, stands seven meters tall and might 
be associated with the colossus discovered at much the same point some 
thirty-three years later. 

Abou El-Saadat set out once more on his explorations. Subsequently 
he delivered the following charts to the Graeco-Roman Museum. The first of 
these comprised three sites: (fig. 2) 
1 The site at the foot of Qaitbay Fort (the Pharos). 
2 The Eastern Harbour (Antirhodus island, a little port and several jetties). 
3 Silsileh and Shatby, where he found, not far from the beach, ancient 

constructions covered with sand, granite columns, anthropoid 
sarcophagi and coins. 

A second map was of Aboukir Bay, where he located wrecks from 
Napoleon's fleet and the two towns of Omar Tousson (fig. 3). 

He continued his work throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s. At 
Maamoura, to the east of Alexandria, some five kilometers from Aboukir, he 
noticed the existence of a jetty nearly 250 meters long and several stone 
anchors. Around Nelson's Island at Aboukir he discovered several jetties of 
300 meters in length, running in all different  direction^.^ 

In 1983, Jacques Dumas and the French Navy, working with the 
Egyptian navy and divers and under the supervision of the E.A.O., 
discovered L'Orient, the flagship of Napoleon's fleet, lying eleven meters 
underwater eight kilometers off the shore at Aboukir Bay. Throughout three 
campaigns from 1983 to 1984, three others wrecks were discovered which 
were tentatively identified as Le Guerrier, L'Artemise and la Serieuse. The 
position of the ships at anchor is known but unfortunately Dumas' 
documents disappeared after his death in Morocco in 1985. 

In 1986 an excavation of Le Patriote was undertaken. The vessel had 
been located four meters down at the western extremity of a small reef, El 
Fara, near Agami to the west of Alexandria. Certain objects were recovered: 
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iron cannons and balls, muskets, pistols and their ammunition; wood from 
L'Orient and some of its armaments plus a rudder shaft; elements from the 
crew's uniforms (buttons, belt buckles, shoes) plus everyday objects 
(cutlery, ceramic plates, wine bottles, glass perfume flasks) as well as gold, 
silver and bronze coins and sorts from the printing press (fig.4).* 

During the last 5 years the field of underwater archaeology in Egypt 
has witnessed several and great activities which led to very important 
discoveries. These discoveries led to the scientific concepts concerning the 
sites where they were discovered. 

These discoveries can be summarized as follows: 

1-The Site of Qaitbay: 

The Centre dlEtudes Alexandrines (CEA) in co-operation with the 
DUAISCA rediscovered the submerged site to the east of Qaitbay Fort. At a 
depth from 6 to 8 meters, in an area of 2.25 hectares more than 3000 pieces 
were located, including statues, sphinxes, and columns of different shapes, 
capitals and bases of columns and parts of obelisks. These blocks are of 
different sizes and weights (some of them weighing 75 tons). The artifacts 
are cut in several kinds of stones, such as: granite, calcite, quartzite, 
limestone, sandstone and greywacke. 

The site is dated to the Greco-Roman period but it includes artifacts 
from the Pharaonic period, which the rulers of Alexandria brought over time 
from other sites in Egypt to decorate their capital. Some of these artifacts are 
the remains of the lighthouse itself and the rest were brought from the 
Serapeum and thrown at the entrance of the harbour to prevent the entry of 
enemy fleets in the twelfth ~entury .~  A selected collection of these pieces 
were raised, conserved and exhibited in the Roman Theatre in Alexandria. 

To the north of Qaitbay the same Center conducted a survey of 
shipwrecks. In this area, at the entrance of the ancient harbour of Alexandria, 
three shipwrecks were located. No wood remained, but we found amphorae, 
daily life utensils as well as metal and stone anchors. The shipwrecks cover 
a period spanning from the third century BC to the seventh AD. A fourth 
shipwreck is located westward, carrying blocks of limestone, probably from 
El-Mex quarry, some ten kilometers to the west of Quaitbay, intended to be 
used for construction in Alexandria, a multi-active city.6 
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2-The Eastern Harbour of Alexandria: 

The lnstitut Europeen d'Archeologie Sous-Marine (IEASM) has been 
engaged in a topographical survey and an archaeological excavation in the 
Eastern Harbour of Alexandria in co-operation with the DUNSCA. After 5 
years of survey and excavations we have the following results (fig. 5). 

1 The ancient shore line, the reefs, the island of Antirhodus, the 
promontories which project from the ancient shore into the sea and the 
artificial dikes were traced with great accuracy. 

2 Traces of ancient buildings on the peninsula of the Timonium and 
Antirhodus Island were located. 

3 More than 1000 different artifacts were discovered and drawn: columns, 
basins, sphinxes, statues, parts of obelisks with hieroglyphs and 
ceramics. 

4 A Roman shipwreck, in the sediment at the bottom of the harbour near 
Antirhodus island, was found nearly intact. It was obvious that the ship 
was empty when it sank or perhaps the cargo was rescued during its 
sinking (fig. 6). 

Some artifacts were found associated to the wreck, the most important 
being: two gold rings, one with an intaglio, lying on the outside planking 
between two frames. Ceramics, glass and coins were also found.' 

In 1998, The DUNSCA undertook a short survey; it lasted some fifteen 
days in response to a request by Pierre Cardin to construct a lighthouse in 
the Eastern Harbour of Alexandria. The inspectors checked the area of 240 
meters by 240 meters that had been set aside for this project. Using suction 
equipment, the team made eight exploratory trenches and plotted their 
points with the aid of a GPS. After comparing their charts with those of Abou 
El-Saadat, they found themselves to be upon the quays of a small port 
installation. This site requires more time and finances, especially when 
considering the levels of pollution and the sanding-over of vestiges. 

3-The Eastern Coast of Alexandria: 

The DUNSCA undertook another short survey, in 1997. It lasted 
some fifteen days at the promontory of Silsileh - site of the Ptolemaic 
palace complex - which was being threatened by the dropping of modern 
blocks of concrete by the Organization for Coastal Protection. The 
inspectors noted, over an area of 30 meters by 400 meters, granite columns 
and two anthropoid sarcophagi. They also observed the sanded-over 
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vestiges mentioned by Abou El-Saadat. 

The Hellenic Institute for the Preservation of Nautical Tradition 
(Athens) in cooperation with the DUNSCA started the archeological survey 
on the coastal strip that runs for some 3 km from cape Silsileh to the suburb 
of Sidi Gaber. The survey revealed an important number of man-made 
cuttings in the natural limestone at various points in the shallows in front of 
Ibrahimieh. Further work will lead to a better understanding and 
interpretation of these rock-cuttings. Another interesting find is the 
concentration of stone anchors on a reef at a distance of circa 560 meters 
from the coast of Ibrahimieh. Most are square, flat, with one or two or three 
holes for rope lashing and wooden gripping. The sea bottom of this site is 
covered with shards of pottery, mainly necks and parts of amphorae. All the 
artifacts are in the process of study.' 

4-Aboukir Bay: 

Despite the previous work, IEASM in co-operation with the DUNSCA 
started a full-scale excavation on the flagship L'Orient in 1998, after a 
geophysical survey in 1996-97. 

The excavations revealed numerous artifacts illustrating life on board 
for the sailors, soldiers and officers at that time. A significant concentration 
of gold coins (230) was discovered. These coins were from Malta, Spain, 
Portugal, France, Egypt, Istanbul and Austria. The last recovered object from 
this sunken fleet was a bronze cannon from La Serieuse, which lies 2 km 
south of L'Orient, after two hundreds years of having been submerged (fig. 
7) .  

Various excavations and surveys took place in Aboukir Bay, especially 
on Menouthis and Herakleion, the submerged ancient cities. These works 
achieved their objectives perfectly. A temple of Isis, marvelous sculptures 
and different architectural structures were discovered on Menouthis, besides 
jewellery, golden coins from the Byzantine and the Early Islamic periods. 
Studies concentrated also on the sea bed itself to reveal the reasons for the 
sinking of these two cities. Moreover, attempts were made to find the 
extension of the Nile Canopic branch, which passed eastward Herakleion 
(fig. 8). These activities were obviously fruitful; it is to hope that they will lead 
to more great discoveries. 
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5-The North-Western Coast: 

Owing to the importance of this area, The Institute of Nautical 
Archaeology (INA-Egypt) carried out an archaeological survey with the co- 
operation of the SCA from the area of Tanoum to Ras Hawala, to the east of 
Marsa Matrouh in 1995, resuming in 1998. The survey revealed 5 sites 
holding amphorae from the Greco-Roman period (2nd century BC to 3rd 
century AD) as well as stone and metal anchors. This is what we consider as 
the first step to the project of drawing a map of the sites along the north- 
western coast of Egypt (fig. 9). 

6-Red Sea: 

The INA-Egypt started in 1994 a survey in the Red Sea. It led to the 
discovery of the eighteenth-century Saadana Island's shipwreck, 18 km to 
the south of Hurgadah at a depth of 27 to 40 meters. The excavations in the 
years 1995,1996 and 1998 revealed many thousands of artifacts, such as, 
white and blue porcelain, white plates and bowls; white and brown coffee 
cups; celadon, earthenware juglets and transport jars and clay pipes. It 
contained also organic remains that included aromatic resin, rope, birds' 
bones, pepper, coriander, coffee beans, and coconut (fig. 10). 

The ship itself, measuring more than 50 meters in length and at least 
15 meters wide, may have carried up to 900 tons of cargo.g 

In sum, this quick survey of archaeological activities in the seas of 
Egypt during this century shows that this science has developed from 
individual attempts into systematic, organized and scientific activities. 
Nautical Archaeology in Egypt has passed through different stages over nine 
decades, and we believe that the next ten years will see an even greater 
development of nautical archaeological research in Egypt. 

lbrahim Atteya Darwish 
Mohamed Mostapha Abd el-Maguid 

Department of Underwater Archaeology 
270 Tariq el-Gueish, Stanley, Alexandria 
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BllAN DES RECHERCHES D'ARCHEOLOGIE NAVALE ANTIQUE EN 
FRANCE AU COURS DU XXE SIECLE 

Avant de proceder au bilan des activites de recherche conduites en 
France au cours du XXe siecle dans le domaine de I'archeologie navale 
antique mediterraneenne, il convient de s'entendre sur le sens que I'on veut 
donner a la notion d'"archeologie navale". En effet, si I'on prend cette notion 
au sens large, tel que I'entendait Augustin Jal dans son Archeologie navale 
de 1840, et qui inclut non seulement I'etude des donnees archeologiques 
proprement dites, mais aussi I'etude des sources ecrites et de 
I'iconographie, alors on est oblige de faire remonter ce bilan au tout debut 
du XXe siecle. Tsche considerable qui depasse assurement le cadre de 
cette etude ! En revanche, si on limite I'archeologie navale a la seule etude 
des donnees archeologiques, le bilan devient plus facile a etablir et pour une 
large part vient se confondre avec celui de I'apport de I'archeologie sous- 
marine a I'archeologie navale a partir des annees cinquante. 

Pour autant, mQme en se limitant a ce dernier aspect, on ne peut faire 
I'economie d'evoquer au moins succinctement quelques grands courants 
de la premiere moitie du XXe siecle qui ont sous-tendu les recherches 
d'archeologie navale tout au long de ce siecle et ont eu leur importance sur 
I'evolution des recherches'. 

Le premier de ces courants pourrait s'appeler le courant historique et 
philologique. II est issu de I'ecole d'Augustin Jal dont I'ceuvre (Jal 1840, 
1861) lui a vatu le surnom de pere de I'archeologie navale2. Les travaux de A. 
Cartault sur La Triere athenienne (1881) et de J. Vars sur L'Art nautique dans 
/'Antiquite (1887), de la fin du XlXe siecle, s'y rattachent directement. Dans 
la premiere moitie du XXe siecle, le principal representant de ce courant est 
E. de Saint Denis dont les recherches sur le vocabulaire nautique en latin 
(1934, 1935) restent encore aujourd'hui fondamentales. Au cours de ces 
mQmes annees trente, ce courant se voit renforce par le renouveau de 
I'iconographie qui restait jusqu'alors le parent pauvre des etudes 
d'archeologie navale. Ce renouveau est dQ, en France, au Commandant 
Carlini a qui I'on doit les premiers releves des graffiti de Delos (1934) et 
surtout d'avoir confere a I'iconographie ses lettres de noblesse en tant que 
source a part entiere des etudes d'archeologie navale a condition de faire 
I'objet de releves precis et d'analyses rigoureuses3. A cette meme epoque, 
on assiste en France a la violente polemique qui oppose le Cdt Lefebvre des 
Noettes et sa theorie sur la revolution du gouvernail d'etambot (1935) aux 
partisans du gouvernail lateral antique au premier rang desquels figure 
Carlini (1935) mais aussi L. Guilleux de la Roerie (1935) et bien d'autres 
jusqu'a J. Rouge (1966, 61-65). Le debat est nouveau pour I'epoque et 
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prend un aspect technique jusqu'alors inhabituel, dir notamment a la 
formation de marin de Carlini et de Guilleux de la Roerie. II ouvre aussi sur 
de nouvelles questions comme I'evaluation du tonnage des navires antiques 
et de leurs capacites nautiques qui etaient encore peu abordees. Au 
tournant du milieu du siecle, cette ecole historique qui concilie dorenavant 
avec bonheur les analyses fondees autant sur les textes que sur 
I'iconographie temoigne d'une grande vitalite qui relance I'interQt pour les 
etudes d'archeologie navale. Les etudes sur la batellerie antique, dues entre 
autres a P.-M. Duval (1949 a, b), J. Le Gall (1953, 1954), L. Foucher (1957), 
se multiplient des lors pour atteindre leur sommet avec I'oeuvre de J. Rouge4. 

Un second courant dont I'origine remonte la encore a la fin du XlXe 
siecle va marquer de son influence les travaux d'archeologie navale au 
cours du XXe siecle. C'est le courant ethnographique qui trouve son modele 
dans les travaux de I'amiral Piiris (1843, 1892-1908). Ces derniers non 
seulement renouvellent totalement les methodes d'analyse du navire5, mais 
ils apportent aussi des elements de comparaison et d'interpretation 
entierement nouveaux. Bien que fortement entaches d'idees diffusionnistes, 
contraires a I'esprit de I'amiral Piiris, les travaux de J. Poujade sur les navires 
antiques a travers la route des lndes (1946) comptent parmi les plus 
significatifs de ce courant. Mais c'est surtout dans I'interpretation des 
donnees archeologiques et iconographiques que ce courant va donner 
toute sa mesure dans la seconde partie de ce siecle. 

C'est en effet au cours de la seconde moitie du XXe siecle que 
I'archeologie navale proprement dite prend son essor avec le 
developpement de I'archeologie sous-marine6. Pour avoir vu naitre et se 
diffuser la plongee sous-marine sur ses c6tes mediterraneennes, la France 
va jouer dans ce nouvel essor un r61e privilegie dont nous presentons ici le 
bilan. 

Le succes du scaphandre autonome, mis au point en 1942-1943 par 
le Cdt Cousteau et I'ingenieur E. Gagnan, va se traduire par une rapide 
expansion de la plongee sous-marine dans les annees d'apres guerre qui a 
son tour va conduire, en1948, aux premieres decouvertes d'epaves antiques 
par des plongeurs dans la region de Saint-Raphael (epave dite d'Agay- 
Antheor ou de la Chretienne A) et a I'ile du Levant (epave du Titan) 
(Gianfrotta, Pomey 1981). Tres rapidement, des le debut des annees 
cinquante, le Professeur F. Benoit, alors directeur des Antiquites de 
Provence, allait prendre la mesure de tout I'interet des recherches 
archeologiques sous-marines7. En 1952, il lance avec le Cdt Cousteau la 
fouille de I'epave du Grand Congloue, a Marseille qui marque le depart de 
I'archeologie sous-marine moderne. Cette fouille sera a son tour rapidement 
suivie, en 1956 puis 1957, par celles des epaves du Dramont A par CI. 

I 
I 
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Santamaria (1961) et du Titan par le Cdt Ph. Taillez (1961). Ces trois 
operations donneront lieu a des releves d'architecture navale qui, associes 
a ceux effectues sur les epaves de Monaco, du Musee des Docks romains a 
Marseille et de Mahdia en Tunisie, conduiront F. Benoit, dans la publication 
de I'epave du Grand Congloue (1961), a consacrer un chapitre entier a 
I'architecture navale antique oh les donnees archeologiques fournies par les 
epaves occupent pour la premiere fois une place importante. A partir de ces 
releves, F. Benoit proposa une interpretation de la construction navale 
antique et une premiere classification des epaves antiques a partir de leurs 
caracteristiques architecturales, malheureusement discutable en raison du 
caractere limite et parfois errone des releves. On doit ensuite a F. Dumas sur 
I'epave de la Chretienne A, en 1961-1962, la premiere tentative d'etude 
d'architecture navale raisonnee d'un navire antique fonde sur les releves in 
situ d'ensemble et de detail des vestiges de la coque (Dumas 1964). Ce 
travail qui met au premier plan I'etude de I'architecture navale et qui montre 
la necessite et I'intergt d'une etude in situ apparait a ce titre comme 
veritablement fondateur de la nouvelle approche de I'archeologie navale 
antique. 

La creation au sein du Ministere de la Culture, en 1966, de la Direction 
des Recherches Archeologiques Sous-Marines (DRASM) dotee d'un navire, 
L'Archeonaute, specialement conqu pour les travaux sous-marins, va donner 
une nouvelle impulsion aux recherches d'archeologie navale en ouvrant le 
champ d'investigation a la nouvelle generation des archeologues plongeurs. 
En 1968, A. Tchernia, premier directeur de la DRASM, lance la fouille de 
I'epave de Planier 111 (Marseille) (Tchernia 1968-1 970). Elle fait I'objet en 1970 
et 1971, avec une equipe du CNRS d'Aix-en-Provence, du releve d'ensemble 
des vestiges de la coque dont I'etude est placee sous la responsabilite de 
Patrice Pomey. C'est a cette occasion qu'est realisee en France la premiere 
couverture photogrammetrique d'une epave antique (Liou 1973, 586-589). 
Cette mSme equipe, toujours sous la direction d'Andre Tchernia et de 
Patrice Pomey pour I'etude de I'architecture navale, va realiser de 1972 a 
1982 la fouille de I'epave romaine de la Madrague de Giens (Hyeres, Var) qui 
reste a ce jour la plus grande fouille sous-marine jamais realisee sur une 
epave antique. II faut dire que le gisement correspondait a un grand navire 
de commerce de la premiere moitie du ler siecle av. J.-C., long de 40 m et 
charge d'une cargaison d'amphores a vin d'ltalie du Sud (Dressel IB), 
disposee sur trois couches, et completee par un chargement de vaisselle en 
ceramique campanienne et commune place au-dessus les amphores 
(Tchernia, Pomey, Hesnard 1978 ; Liou, Pomey 1985, 559-567). L'etude de 
la coque, remarquablement conservee, s'est faite par tranches successives 
au fur et a mesure de I'avancement de la fouille. Chaque zone de la coque 
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a fait I'objet de couvertures photogrammetriques systematiques, 
completees par des releves metriques (coupes longitudinales et 
transversales) et des releves de detail grandeur nature. Pour proceder a 
I'etude des fonds et des assemblages, des prelevements de la coque ont ete 
realises a partir de tunnels creuses sous I'epave. Ces prelevements 
remontes en surface ont ete remis en place apres etudes. Les resultats furent 
a la mesure de I'ampleur de la fouille. Outre I'etude de I'architecture navale 
d'un grand navire antique, la fouille a permis d'aborder sur des bases 
nouvelles le probleme du mode de chargement et du tonnage des navires 
antiques (Pomey, Tchernia 1978), d'identifier pour la premiere fois le type du 
navire grAce a la comparaison entre les caracteristiques de sa carene et des 
documents iconographiques (Pomey 1982) et d'initier les etudes de 
charpenterie navale (Rival 1991). 

A partir des annees 70, les fouilles d'epaves antiques donnant lieu a 
des etudes d'archeologie navale vont se developper en France et apporter 
des donnees nouvelles et abondantes qui vont considerablement 
augmenter notre connaissance des navires et de I'architecture navale 
antiques. En etablir une liste exshautive serait fastidieux et I'on peut se limiter 
aux plus importantes que I'on classera d'apres la date du debut des fouilles 
et le nom du site. 
1971 Reprise du DramontA (ler s. av. J.-C.) (Santamaria 1975) ; Chretienne 

C (Ile s. av. J.-C.) (Joncheray 1975) ; Pointe de la Luque B (IVe s.) 
(Liou 1973, 1975). 

1973 Anse Gerbal a Port-Vendres (fin IVe s.) (Liou 1974 ; Rival 1991). Cette 
epave fit I'objet, pour la premiere fois, d'une recuperation de la coque 
suivie d'un traitement de conservation ; 

1974 Bon-Porte (Vle s. av. J.-C.) (Joncheray 1976) ; Cavaliere (v. 100 av. 
J.-C.) (Charlin, Gassend, Lequement 1978) ; Bourse de Marseille 
(deb. llle s.) (Gassend 1982). 

1978 Laurons I1 (fin llle s.)' (Gassend, Liou, Ximenes 1984) ; Saint-Gervais 
I1 (Vlle s.) (Jezegou 1989). 

1981 Dramont E (Ve s.) (Santamaria 1995). 
1983 Grand Ribaud D (ler s.) (Hesnard et alii1988) ; (Saint-Gervais 111 (Ile s.) 

(Liou, Gassend 1990). 
1985 Cap Beart 111 (ler s. av. J.-C.) (Pomey 1987-1 988, 2-3). 
1987 "Horreia" du port de Toulon (ler s.) (Brun 1999, 800). 
1988 Calanque de / ' h e  (ler s.) (Ximenes, Moerman 1994) 
1993   paves grecques archa'iques (Jules-Verne 7, 9) (fin Vle s. av. J.-C.) et 

romaines (bateaux dragues: Jules-Verne 3, 4, 5) (ler-lle s.) de 
Marseille (Pomey 1995, 1999, 2001 a) ; Tour Fondue (Ille s. av. J.-C.) 
(Dangreaux 1997). 
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A ces fouilles, il convient d'ajouter le programme de recherche sur la 
dendrochronologie et la dendromorphologie des epaves antiques de 
Mediterranee conduit depuis 1991 par P. Pomey (Centre Camille Jullian, 
CNRS Aix-en-Provence) et F. Guibal (Institut Mediterraneen d'icologie et de 
Paleoecologie, CNRS Marseille). Ce programme a permis de rouvrir une 
vingtaine de sites d'epaves connues ou inedites (Pomegues, Plane I, Cap de 
I'Esterel, Baie de Briande ...) afin de mettre en place les referentiels 
dendrochronologiques de datation pour les bois mediterraneens et d'etudier 
I'utilisation du materiau-bois dans la construction navale antique depuis le 
choix de I'essence jusqu'a son mode d'utilisation dans le navire (Guibal, 
Pomey 1998, 1999). 

Au total, a I'exception notable de I'epoque classique des Ve et IVe 
siecle av. J.-C., toutes les grandes periodes de I'Antiquite sont representees, 
depuis I'epoque archaique (Bon-Pofle, Jules-Verne a Marseille) jusqu'au 
haut Moyen Age (Saint Gervais /I), en passant par les epoques hellenistique 
et republicaine ainsi que le Haut et le Bas-Empire romain. 

De mQme, on remarque que les etudes portent sur une tres grande 
diversite de types de navire allant du petit caboteur c6tier d'une douzaine de 
metres de longueur (Cavaliere) au grand navire de commerce de quarante 
metres et de 400 tonnes de port en lourd (Madrague de Giens) en passant 
par des bateaux a dolia de transport du vin en vrac (Grand Ribaud D), des 
barques cdtieres de pQche (Jules-Verne 9), des embarcations portuaires ou 
de pQche ("horreia" de Toulon) ou encore des bateaux de servitude (bateaux 
dragues de Marseille, Jules-Verne 3,4,5) .  On note aussi la mise en evidence 
de nouveaux procedes d'assemblage a travers notamment les systemes 
d'assemblage archaiques par ligatures, leur evolution et leur survivance 
(Pomey 1981,1985, 1997)1°. 

Ces epaves en revelant les differents systemes architecturaux, les 
diversites techniques et la variete des types des navires antiques ont permis 
de relancer les etudes sur la construction navale parmi lesquelles il convient 
de citer en premier lieu les travaux de L. Basch (1972, 1998) et de P. Pomey 
(1988, 1998) sur les modes de construction1'. Soulignons que ces travaux 
font largement appel a des analyses comparatives et beneficient du 
nouveau regard porte sur les navires antiques grice aux modeles fournis par 
les etudes d'ethnographie navale dont on a vu le developpement a partir des 
travaux de I'amiral Piris. 

Enfin, les etudes sur les textes et les documents figures, loin de 
disparaitre, ont connu un regain d'interQt en beneficiant de tout I'apport des 
donnees archeologiques fournies par les epaves auquel s'ajoute, la encore, 
I'apport des comparaisons ethnographiques. A cet egard, le reexamen de 
certains textes anciens par Basch (1978), F. Salviat (1978) ou P. Pomey 
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(1973), ou encore la monumentale etude d'iconographie navale proposee 
par L. Basch dans son Musee imaginaire de la marine antique, publie a 
Athenes en 1987 par I'lnstitut Hellenique pour la Preservation de la Tradition 
Nautique de H. Tzalas, sont caracteristiques de I'evolution actuelle des 
recherches en archeologie navale antique en France. 

Ainsi, le siecle ecoule en apportant les donnees archeologiques qui 
ont longtemps fait defaut aux etudes d'archeologie navale a permis le 
renouveau de cette discipline toujours vivace en France depuis ses origines. 
II a surtout permis d'effectuer la synthese entre les donnees archeologiques, 
les textes et les documents figures et de beneficier du regard inepuisable de 
I'ethnographie navale. 

Patrice Pomey 
Directeur de recherche au CNRS 

Centre Camille Jullian, CNRS-Universite de Provence 
Maison Mediterraneenne des Sciences de I'Homme 

5, rue du Chgteau de I'Horloge, 13094 Aix-en-Provence (France) 

NOTES 

Sur I'historiographie des etudes d'archeologie navale au sens large du terme, voir 
essentiellement Basch 1972 et 1987 (17-38), Rieth 1982 et en dernier lieu Pomey 2001. 
Sur I'analyse de I'ceuvre de Jal, voir Rieth 1988 et supra n. 1. 
Sur I'czuvre du Cdt Carlini, voir notamment Pomey 1992 a. 
On pense bien sOr a son ouvrage majeur Recherches sur I'organisation du commerce 
maritime en Mediterranee sous /'Empire romain (Paris, 1966), sans oublier le reste de son 
ceuvre dont on trouvera la biblioara~hie compl6te dans Navires et commerces de la 
Mediterranee antique. Hommage a-~ean ~ o u ~ e :  1988 (Cahiers d9Histoire, XXXIII, 3-4), p. 
247-253. 
Sur I'analyse de I'ceuvre de I'Amiral Paris voir Rieth 2001 et supra n. 1. 
Sur le renouveau de I'archeologie navale, voir Pomey 2001 b. 
Voir, par exemple, Benoit 1952. 
A I'exception toutefois du premier prelevement, correspondant a la section de la quille au 
maitre couple, qui fut volontairement conserve apres traitement selon le procede nucleart 
par le laboratoire ARC-Nucleart de Grenoble. II est aujourd'hui present6 au Musee 
dlHyeres. 
Sur la datation de I'epave, voir Pomey 1992 b, p. 24-25. 
Voir aussi dans ce mQme 7m Symposium la communication de P. Pomey, << Une nouvelle 
tradition technique d'assemblage antique : I'assemblage de la membrure par ligatures et 
chevilles m, Tropis VII, p. 597. 
I1 conviendrait de citer aussi les travaux de J.-M. Gassend sur "la construction alternee" 
bien que ces derniers soient probablement errones (Gassend, Cuomo, 1982). 
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TO EPrON THI  E@OPEIAZ ENAAIRN APXAIOTHTRN 
(XPONIKA 1976 - 1999) * 

flap' oAov OTL o NopoBCqq eixe rj6q npoPhC+e~ yla q v  EMa6a an6 
q v  a p d  qe6ov TOU a~hva, q v  npomaaia ~ w v  apxalomj~ov nou ppio~o- 
vral ae uypo nsp~pciMov, BClhaaaa, Aipveq Kal no~ap~a,  m o  1" apepo q q  
Ap~alohoyl~rjq Nopoeeaiaq, q appo6la Eqopeia E v d o v  ApxaloTfjTov 
(EEA) TOU Ynoupyeiou ~ O A L T L U ~ O U  16puellK~ pohlq TO 1976, p& nphT0 
'Eqopo Apxhwv TOV r. nanaeavaoonouAo. AUTO auvCpq m a  pCoa plaq 
be~ae~iaq, nou unrjpce ~aeop~or~mj  yla q v  unoppli>(la apxalohoyu~rj E ~ E U -  
va u q v  EMa6a, onoq q v  neplypaqe~ o XapClhapnoq Kp~~zaq, mjpepa 
A ~ E u ~ u v ~ ) ~  TOU E T I ~ ~ ~ ~ ( P L K o u  Mouaeiou, UE ~ E X U ~ L ~ O  K~qClhal0 Tllq eMq- 
vuqq C ~ 6 o q q  TOU PlPAiou TOU Hans - Wolf Rackl "Tauchfahrt in die 
Vergangenheit, Archaeologie unter Wasser ein Tatsachenbericht"'. 

'Onoq 0hEq 01 Eqopeieq A ~ x ~ ~ o ~ ~ T w v  TOU Ynoupyeiou ~ O ~ I T L U ~ O U ,  
~ U L  Kal r) Eqopeia E V ~ ~ W V  Apxalo-nj~ov, ~ O K E ~  E ~ ~ U O U  6 1 0 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 0  Kal EnL- 

mqpovl~o &pyo. Eqappo<ovraq ~ l q  61a~a<&lq ~ q q  Ap~alohoyl~rjq 
Nopoeeoiaq, q Eqopsia k lTo~py&i  P~UEL ~ 1 6 1 ~ 0 ~  L ~ ~ U T L K O U  N O ~ O U  p & ~ a  0' 

Cva iqupo ~ E U ~ L K O  nhaiolo (apepo 1 N. 405176) Kal pe o ~ o n o  q v  npoma- 
oia, ava6e1cqrl, auvnjpqq, Kal peA.hq q q  unoppuxlaq n o h l ~ ~ m ~ ~ r j q  Khqpo- 
voptaq, a o ~ e i  apxa~ohoy~~o &hEy~o m ~ q  BaAaoa~~q nep1oxCq oAqq q q  
~ M q v ~ ~ r j q  &lllK~h&lClq nP1V all0 K&E E ~ ~ O U S  6paOl?lpl0TTlTC.l. 

I lapWqAa q Eqopsia eiva~ appo6ta pe~acu W o v  yla TOV evronc 
01-16 Kal q v  Cpeuva vauayiwv Kal evaAiwv apxaiwv K T L U ~ ~ W V ,  q v  u u m -  
p q q  ~ o v  eupqpa~ov, nou aveh~uovra~ an6 q v  BClhaaaa, q v  opyavoq 
Mouaeiuv evaAiov apxaiov, q v  enorrreia 6taqopwv enluqpovl~hv t6pu- 
~ ~ T W V  Khn.(n.A. 941177, 6pep0 44). 

r ia  Aoyouq eni nGov ev iquqq  q q  npomaaiaq, nou ecaaqaAi<e~ q 
apxa~ohoy~~rj vopoesoia, q Eqopeia npoxwpsi u q v  ~rjpucq BaAaaaiov 
neploxhv t6~al~Cpou apxa~ohoy~~ou ev6~aqCpovroq, nou nspt&iouv vaua- 
yla 0 ~ U ~ L U ~ E V E ~  ap~a lohoy l~~q  880e1q, US 61aqpq~&wv Kal npoOTaT&UT&- 
wv2. 

r ~ a  va avrlpe~onioe~ q v  pamlya q q  ap~aloKanTlhiaq, TO Ynoupyeio 
noh~~~apou E~XE a p x ~ ~ a  npoxoprjoe~ mqv yevu~rj anayopeuq ~prjoewq 
avarmeumu~hv oua~euhv yta +uxayoyt~ouq a~onouq, Cva pC~po nou aipe- 
Tal m a 6 ~ a ~ a  ae noMCq BaAauoteq nepioxCq itmepa an6 61~~061~0 apxat- 
OAOYLKO 6kno3 .  
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Eniqq, mo nhaioio ~ w v  ~ L ~ T ~ ~ E U V  TOU Apxaiohoy~~ou Nopou, q EEA 
ELGQYE~T~L mo appobio KEVT~LKO Apxaiohoy~~o Zupf306h~o TOU YllnO q v  
xopf iyr l~,  ~qTlh6v n0hh6$ 90p&q, apolphv, UE 0CJolJq U~~O~ELKVUOUV 

apxaia vauayia Kat napabi6ouv apxaioq~eq an6 q v  BiAaooa. 01 moy- 
yaA~~iq Kai aAisiq, ~aeqpepivoi Kai anhoi aepya~eq q q  BaAaoqq>p ~ L T O U P -  
youv EV~OTE wq apwyoi mo buo~oho Cpyo q q  npomaoiaq q q  eviAtaq 
n 0 h l l i ~ L ~ f i ~  Khqp0~0pi6$. 

H o~qvrj av&A~uqq an6 q v  BiAaooa TOU ayciApa-roq TOU HpaKhfi 
nou anei~ovi<ra~ mo avayhucpo q q  'Omtaq TOU lou ai. n.X., avapiWva 
oupu miq p&p&q paq. 'ETUL oi qapa6eq Kai ocpouyyapa6eq q q  KaAupvou 
avCoupav KaL napC6waav o-qv Ecpopeia Evahiwv nepinpa ~Clh~iva ay*- 
paTa, nou cnjpepa ~K-riBsvrai mov npopaxhva MaKpuytawrl mo @poupio 
Ntb~amp0 q q  ll6hou, o-qv C K B E ~  aeni vrja Bofiv KaL Biva BaAaoqq>b4. 

H nopeia q q  xhpaq Ta ~ e h u ~ a i a  20 Xpov~a wq pCAouq q q  
Eupwnai~fiq ' E V U ~ S  Kal q 6p~10-'rqpioq~a TOU 6qpoolou Kai 1610~1~0~ 
~opda oe ~a-rao~eu~q Cpywv, evraypCvwv ma  KOLVOT~K~ npoypappa~a, oc 
napaK-rieq Kai BaAaooteq nep~oxCq, cixe wq (PUOLKO ano~Ckopa q v  yew- 
pe~p i~ f i  aucqq TOU ~ L O L K ~ T L K O U  dpyou q q  Ecpopeiaq. H ~ a ~ a m a q  a m  
~aAamopei e6ioou Paoei q q  ap~fiq q q  apotpa~oq~oq mutatis mutandis 
~ o o o  ~ o u q  nohi~eq 600 KaL TO ohiyapt0po e n i q p o v ~ ~ o  npoown~~o q q  
Ecpopeiaq EvaAiwv ApxaLoKTj~~v, nou avr~p&Twni<&~ T L ~  unqpeo~a~Cq uno- 
~pehaeiq TOU oupa eiq Papoq q q  en iqpov~~ f iq  Cpsuvaq. 

'Ymspa navrwq an6 nq E K ~ T O V T ~ ~ E ~  unoppux~eq au~oqieq, nou 
Cxouv npaypa-ronoifioei OL apxaiohoyoi KaL TO npoowni~o q q  Ecpopeiaq Ba 
pnopouoav K C I M L ~ ~  pe aacp6hia va avaAaPouv Kai va cp~pouv eiq n~paq 
O L C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O T E  epyohapia AL~EVLKOU E ~ Y O U  fi E Y K ~ T ~ ~ ~ C J T ~ ~  ~YWYC;)V ~ U ~ ~ T W V  

PioAoy~~oO ~aBapiopou, EVW o ~ponoq avanapaywyilq KaL naxuvqq 
qapthv, onoq q ~o~noupa Kai TO Aappa~i bev CXEL p u m ~ ~ a  yia ~ o u q  nspio- 
oo~~pouq an6 paq! 

0i unof3puxicq apxaiohoyi~Cq Cpsuveq, nou q Ecpopsia EvaAiwv 
Apxa~oKTj-rwv 61&vrjpyrl~& an6 q v  i6pucnj q q  pC~pi TO 1999, Ccpepav mo 
cpWq PuBiopCvouq 6yvwmouq n o m q  cpopCq OLKLU~OU~,  6exaopCva apxaia 
h~pav~a, ~aAainwpqpCva an6 q v  ouy~povrl wfiq ~ o u q  Kai vauayia, nohu- 
TLpa "KhEima ouvoha", nou oAa pa<i oupnhqpWvouv Ta K E V ~  mov apxalo- 
A O ~ L K O  Kai L ~ O P L K O  xapq q q  EMaboq. 



U E L ~  ~UTOIJJL~V ~ a i  unoPpuxiwv EPEUV~V, nou 6iewjpyrlae q Eqopeia ae 
eahaaai~q nepioxdq Kai eixav ano~ehCapa~a ye apxaiohoyi~o ev6iaqdpov 
~a-ra Ta 26 Xpovia q q  AEi~oupyiaq q q .  OpioyCveq an6 nq auuqya~t~dq 

-, dpeuveq ~ q q  Epopsiaq 6iecrjx8qaav as auvepyaaia ye =&veq 
Apxaiohoyi~dq ZxOhCq, nou E~PEUOUV W V  EMa6a Kaehq Kai m a  Eni- 

u q y o v ~ ~ a  t6pupa~a fi ~non-r~uoy~vouq qopeiq, onwq TO IV~LTOUTO 
EvaAiwv Ap~aiOhOyl~h~ E ~ E U V ~ V .  

All0 Tlq nphT&q &~&uv&s n0U bl&\rilpyll~~& q Eqopeia TO 1979, qTav q 
auvepyaaia ye TO I v m ~ o h o  EvaAiwv Apxaiohoyi~hv Epeuvhv o-qv uno- 
ppuxta enta~onqcq o-ro vauayto TOU nhoiou g<MENTQPn, nou ~ E T E ~ E P E  TO 

nohlirtyo qop~io yhumhv TOU napeevhva Kai vauayqae dew an6 TOV 

AuhCpova ma  Kueqpa. Z~onoq q q  dpeuvaq r j~av o evroniayoq TOU, q 
nepai~dpw avao~aqrj TOU ye auy~pova ydoa Kai q ecd~acq q q  nteavoq- 
Taq E V ~ O ~ ~ L ( ~ ~ O U  DW<O~EVOU ydf30~q TOU nohu~ipou ( P O ~ T ~ O U  T0u5. 

Zqv IlaAqa Eni6aupo ano~unheq~av TO 1979 and TOV apxi~dnova 
q q  EEA Nt~ohao Atavo Kai q v  apxaiohoyo EAni6a Xa~Cq6a~q Ta AEi$ava 
rou OIKLO~~OU Kat TOU Atydvoq ~Aaai~rjq enohq Ta onoia eixav epsuvqeei 
naAaio~epa an6 TOV X. KpiT<a6. 

Tov i61o ~povo ae ouvepyaaia ye TO navenianjyto q q  @lha6eAq&iaq, 
nou 6t~vepyoua~ xepoaia avaa~aqrj mtq K O U K O U V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  napou, ano~unh- 
Bq~av ot A ~ J I E V L K ~ ~  ey~a~ao-raaeiq Khaot~fiq Kat ~AAqvtmi~rjq enohq o-ro 
apxaio htyavi q q  napou an6 TOV N. Atavo'. 

H EAni6a XaT<q66Kq &nlp&hfieqK& &niCTflC, T V  all0T~nwDtl v ~ u C ~ ~ ~ O U  

rou 4"" ai. n.X. mo Aaupio. H i6ta evroniae o-qv BaAaaota neptofi Zne~ahv 
yoAup6tvq ay~upa Kat evacppaytmouq p06laKouq aypopeiq TOU 3"" at. n. X. 

Zqv llhlirpa A ~ K U V ~ ~ S  q Eqopeia a& auvepyaaia ye TOV aeiyvqmo 
Keith Muckelroy Kat oya6a unoPpu~iwv apxaiohoywv TOU naveniuqyiou 
TOU Kaiynpt~c, ano~unwae TO 1980 ~ t q  A L ~ E V L K E ~  ey~a~ao-raae~q Kai TOV 

pwpdiK0 O ~ K L ~ ~ O .  

To 1980 ce~iqae q unoPpuxia avaa~aqrj mo apxaio nohEy~~o hipi- 
va q q  Oaaou an6 q v  EAni6a XaT<q66Kq KaL TOV ap~ i~dnova N. Aiavo. 

H avao~aqfi a@ auvexio-q~e TO 1984 ae ouvepyaaia pe q v  
TaMt~rj ApxaioAoyt~rj IxoArj TUV ABqvhv, Kat 6irjpneae p & ~ p i  TO 1989. Tqv 
avaa~aqfi 6tquBuvav an6 ~Mqvt~r jq  nhupaq ~ a ~ a  oeipav oi apxaioAoyot 
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Ayhaia Apxovci6ou Kal Ayy~At~rj  Zi~10ot, E V ~  an6 yaMt~rjq nhEupaq q v  
b ~ u e u v q  E~XE o Jean-Yves Empereur, TOTE rpappm~uq q q  TaAAt~rjq 
Zxohrjq TWV ABqvhv. Avaa~acpq~av Ta ~nieaAaoota TE~XT) TOU sW ai. n.X., 
~ v r o n i 0 - q ~ ~  q ~iao6oq TOU AtpCvoq Ka86$ Kat Ta vehpia TWV apxhv Kai 
pCowv TOU 5W at. n.X. Kat ~ p s i q  KUKALKOL nupyoi TOU 4'" ai. n.X. An6 ~Mqv i -  
~ r j q  nkupaq oi ~ ~ X L T E K T O V L K ~ ~  ano~unhoeiq 6ytvav pc q v  entp~k ia  TOU 

apxi~dmova N. Aiavoug. 

K a ~ a  q v  6 ~ ~ a m i a  TOU 1980 oi 6paqp ioqrsq  q q  Eqopeiaq aucrj- 
~ O K ~ V  ~ ~ C ~ V T L K ~  h6yw Tllq avallTU5llq E ~ K ~ T ~ ~ ~ U E U V  ~~Buo~aMi~pye thv  
Kat A L ~ V L K ~ V  & ~ Y O V  pE q V  O ~ K O V O ~ L K T ~  un0OTfpt5q EUpWnaiKflq 
Koivoq~oq av6 Tlq 0ahaCJCJi~q Kai vqoiw~i~6q l'tEpt0~6q .nlq xhpaq. 

To 1981 q v  8aAaaaia nspiofi TOU a~pwqpiou EL q q  enapxiaq 
llCIMqq K~qaMovtaq avsupCBqaav 65i pappapiva popai~a ayapa-ra, 660 
~tovo~pava Kat ~ps tq  Paoelq KLOVWV. Ta a v r t ~ ~ i p ~ v a  ouvqprjeq~av m a  
epyaflpia TOU Eevl~ou Ap~aiOh0y1~0~ Mouo~iou as ouvepyaaia pe q v  
EEA'O. 

To 1982, q Eqopsia as ouvspyaoia p& TO l lavsn~mpto Stanford Kal 
uno q v  enorrr~ia TOU apxi~6movoq N. Aiavou, ~ a ~ ~ y p a q ~  p& u6poqxopo- 
hicrrt~a pqxawjpa~a Kat subbotom profiling system napamt~q apxaiohoyi- 
~ 6 q  0Coeiq 0-qv Apyohi6aH. 

Ta apxaia ~ L ~ E V L K ~  &pya q q  M E B ~ w ~ s  M ~ o q v i a q  C ( E ~ ~ ~ ~ T ) K Q V  Kat 
ano~unheq~av unoppuxiwq TO 1984 an6 TOV apx i~~mova N. Atavo. H 
q nepLhapl3av~i q v  tmopt~rj ~ ~ ~ p q p i o q  TOU pqp~ iou ,  q v  uno@puxia 
~ ~ I O T U ~ W U ~ ~  TWV TpIlpaTWv TOU KaL TWV 0 1 ~ 0 6 0 ~ l ~ h ~  (~dL~&hv TOU KClL Y ~ V E T ~ ~  

anonapa avanapamaqq TOU'~. 

H porporella TOU 16"-17O"ai., nou neptdeiei TO Mnoup~7J TOU 

Naunhiou yla Va ~ ~ O C Y T ~ T E ~ U ~ ~  TO Aipavi ~ ~ E ~ E u V T ) ~ T ) K E  ~ v C ~ U K ~ ( P ~ K ~  TO 1985 
an6 T O U ~  ap~aiohoyouq Ayy~ht~Tj Zipoai, A. Xavthq Kat Hhia Znov6uhq. 
Ano~aAuqeq~av 5uhiva 60pl~a mo ix~ ia  TOU 15"" a!., nou nteavov awj~ouv 
q v  i61a ~ a ~ a o ~ ~ u r j .  H ano~unwM Cylvs an6 TOV eKAtn6vca apxl~6mova 
q q  Eqopeiaq EvaAiwv Apxaionj~ov llavayihml Apna<onouho (llaur~a)'~. 

Z q v  M~yi0-q Kam&Mopi<ou npaypa~onoirj8q~e npo~a-rapmt~rj 
6peuva an6 TOV P.A. Pirazzoli pe q v  auppe~oxrj q q  Ayy. I ipooi '*. 



a ~ ~ u r j  p~y6Aqq pova60q scrap npaypa~onotrjeq~~ an6 ~ o u q  A t ~ a ~ ~ p i q  
AEAanop~a Kat HAia Znov6uAq o ~ m ~ ~ r j  avao~acprj TO 1986-87. 
Ano~aAucpeqne dvaq E K T E T ~ ~ & v o ~  ~ P O T O E M ~ ~ L K ~ ~ ~  11-1 I I O L K L O ~ O ~ .  T ~ v  
apxatohoyu~rj a m  B C q  ano-runwo~ ~onoypacpt~a o ~onoypacpoq - pqxa- 
V L K O ~  q q  EEA Iwavvqq Mnac~pava~qq. H pova6a scrap 6 ~ v  k i ~ o u p y q o ~  
~OTE' "  0 ~ ~ W T O & M ~ ~ ~ K O $  O ~ K L O ~ O $  EV ToLholC, ~aTaOTpacpq~& ohoOX&phC,. 

Tqv i6ta nepio6o o-qv qo i6a lltmpoq TWV Extva6wv ~ v r o n i o - q ~ ~  
an6 q v  unoypacpouoa vauayto ~Mqvtmt~Tjq ~noxrjq nou prr&cpepe apcpo- 
psi< pc Kauppa. 

To 1987 c ~ ~ i q a ~  q avao~acpt~fi 6 t ~ p e u q q  q q  yaMt~rjq vauapxi- 
60q <<La Theresea,, TOU A O U ~ O / ~ ~ K O U  14'" (Louis XIV), nou p u 0 i o - q ~ ~  ~ a ~ a  q v  
noh10pKia TOU Xav6a~oq TO 1669, Ccw an6 TO HpaKhEto q q  Kprjqq. H ava- 
o~acprj, nou ~ iva t  a ~ o p q  a& ~tdAtE;rl, 6t~cayrrat an6 q v  apxatohoyo Mapia 
AvayvwmonouAou Kat TOV apxiTCmova N. A~avo'~. 

ME acpopprj ~ t q  ~ y ~ a ~ a m a a ~ t q  TOU ~pyomaaiou AAoupivaq 6t~peu- 
\ r i l e q ~ ~  q oxupwq Khaat~hv ~povwv Kat Aac~upa~a, nou awj~ouv nteavov 
oE V E ~ O O L K O U ~ ,  q v  Nouoa Boto~iaq uno q v  ~ L E U ~ U V ~  TOu ~Khmovroq A. 
Xavthq . 

0 i6toq Ccpspe m o  cphq vCa arotx~ia yta TO ~niveto q q  Apxaiaq 
OAUV~OU, T V  M ~ ~ K u P E ~ v ~ ,  O ~ O U  ~ I ~ O T U ~ I ~ ~ ~ K E  ~ L ~ E V L K O  dpy0 ~ ~ ~ K O U S  396 p. 
Kat nha~ouq 35 p., TO onoio XpovoAoysi~at nspi Ta pCoa TOU 5"" at. n. X". 

Eniqq npaypa~onoiqae a& ouv~pyaoia p~ TOV Nicolas Flemming 
ysohoyi~rj unoppuxta ~psuva o-qv K&pKupa yta q v  6t~peuqaq q q  pETa- 
poArjq q q  ma8pqq q q  BaAa~arlq'~. 

To 1988, o-qv Xio o A. Xavthqq 6 ~ & p & 6 ~ 0 &  o~ pa80q 50 p. TO vau- 
ayl0 L C J T O ~ ~ K ~ V  X~OVWV, TIOU E L K ~ < E T ~ L  O T ~  a\rilK&t T V  OeWpavtKfi vauapxi- 
6a, TOU Kanou6av naaa Kapa AArj, E V ~  mtq A A U K C ~  Boto~iaq 6t&psuqa~ 
Kat ano-runwa~ q v  ~ M q v t m ~ ~ r j  o x u p ~ q  TWV apxaiwv Ztcphv, nou ~ n e m ~ i -  
vmat o-qv 06Aaooa. 

0 i6toq an6 ~otvou p~ q v  Ayy. Zipoat Kai o~ ouvepyaoia pe q v  2" 
EBA, avdo~aqav napamto pu<avrtvo ot~tapo Kat ve~po~acpeio o-qv M~y6Aq 
A ~ K K ~  q q  Zapou an' onou npodpxrrai o eqaaupoq 300 ~ p u o h v  vopiopa- 
TWV E ~ I o X ~ ~ $  HpaKhEiou nOU EKTieETal OlTlV 1 6 ~ 0 .  
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Ot i6tot sn iqq 6t~peuvqoav TO pu<avrtvo vauayto TOU 11"" -12"" at. 
mov Ay. loavvq OsoAoyo Boto~iaq'~. 

Nauayto ps ~optveta~ouq apcpopsiq TOU ~CAouq TOU 3"" at. n.X. mqv 
Z&ptcpo E ~ E u V T ~ ~ ~ K E  npo~a-raplcrt~a an6 q v  Ayy. Zipmot. Zqv  ibta nspto)(il 
svroni<s~at pu<avrtvo vauayto ps 5 ay~upsq ~unou  Y Kat pia ay~upa ~unou 
W, E V ~  m o  Kapo Bo6t q q  Po6ou s v r o n i q ~ s  vauayto pe xta~ouq apcpo- 
psiq TOU 50U at. R.X.~'. 

0 oppoq Koupspivou m o  IlaAai~ampo Zq~siaq, onou svroni<s~at 
nM O L K ~ U ~ O $ ~ '  E ~ ~ E u V ~ ) ~ T \ K E  E I T ~ U Q ~  ~ P O K ( T C C ~ P K T L K ~  an0 V V  AyysAt~rj Zi~1001. 

To 1988 o HA. Znov6uAqq mov oppo KapouAtvi~oaq @w~i6oq svront- 
us vauayto pupai~hv xpovov Kat mov oppo Avspo~apnt Oo~i60q ot6spg- 
vta ay~upa ~unou  Y, nou aVTj~a us vauayto pu<avrtvhv xpovwv 1 lo" atz. 

Tqv i6ta xpovta o i61oq 6t~psuqos q v  ppaxh6q a m  Ayiaq 
napao~surjq Movsppaoiaq, onou svrontos ixvq Aa~opsuuqq, Ta onoia 
nteavov va avrj~ouv os aAu~fi r j  ~ X ~ L I O ~ E ~ ~ ~ E V E ~  Kat TOV oppio~o m o  
Kapapnoupva~t OsooaAovi~qq, nou ~aur i<s~at  ps TO pu<avrtvhv xpovov 
AtpCva K~Maptov2~. 

Z ~ V  6~KaETia TOU 1990 U U V E X ~ C X ~ ~ K ~ V  01 E ~ E U V E ~  TIOU ~ E K ~ ~ U E  TO 

1986 q EAni6a Xa~<q6a~q q v  @aAaoapva mqv Aurt~fi Kprjq, onou ava- 
0KalTC&t TOV AtpCva q q  ~Mqvtmt~r jq  I T O A ~ ~ * ~ .  

Z q v  Z ~ K U V ~ O  npaypa~onotf ieq~~ TO 1990 apxatoAoyt~rj sntcpav~ta~rj 
&p&uva us ~ v r o n t o ~ v s q  O&o&tq vauayiov uno q v  6tsueuvuq q q  unoypa 
cpouoaq Kat us ouvspyaoia ps q v  Bpnavt~fi ApxatoAoyt~r) ZxoArj Kat TO 

lvmt~oliro MARE TOU Mensun Bound. ZTOV ~oAno TOU Aayava svroniuq- 
Kav ixvq vauayiov Khaot~hv xpovov Kat popai~hv xpovwv ~ a 0 h q  Kat TO 

ot6sp~vto vauayto TOU 19"" at. &So an6 q v  vqoi6a nsAou<o. Zqv  0aAaoota 
nepto)(il TolhtpQ s v r o n i q ~ a v  O L K O ~ O ~ ~ K ~  kitpava nspi q v  qu i6a 8061 Kat 
~ V E A K U ~ ~ K E  ~cpuaAwpCvo smapalcro paeu ayysio. 

K a ~ a  TO 6 t a q p a  1991 -1 994 npaypa-ronotfiBqns q unoppuxta ava- 
o~acprj us 56Atvo vauayto nhoiou TOU 16"" at. dew an6 TO Atpavt q q  
Za~uveou nou ps~~cpepe cqpoljq ~apnouq (cpouvrou~ta). M E T ~ ~ U  ~ o v  supq- 
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p h o v  auy~a-raAiye~ai q p a v r ~ ~ o q  aptepoq aqpdviwv vopiaphov TOU 

Olhinnou B' q q  Imaviaq. An6 nhupaq Ecpopeiaq q v  ~ L E U ~ U V ~  E~XE q 
unoypacpouoa ev6 an6 nhupaq BpETaviKrjq Ap~a~ohoyl~rjq ZxoArjq o 
Mensun Bound TOU IVOTLTO~OU MARE. T ~ v  u/P ( P O T O Y ~ ~ ~ C ( E T ~ ~ L K ~ ~  ano~u- 
n w q  en~pehqeq~c o apxi~dmov q q  EBA B a a k ~ o q  Kovtop60q~~. 

H Eqopeia ouv&~i<&i q v  avaa~acprj uno q v  6~euBuvq q q  unoypa- 
qouaaq2'. 

To 1991 q v  Zicpvo q Ayy. Zipoai npaypa~onoiqoe npo~a~ap lc r~~ r j  
Cpeuva a& vauay~o pe cpop~io apcpopdwv ~ u n o u  Lamboglia 2 m q  o$~pqq 
~Mqv imi~r jq  nept660u~~. 

TO 1991 SEK~V~)O&, uno TTlV ~ L E U B U V ~  T'flq Ehni6aq XaT<q6aKq, q URO- 
ppuxia avao~acprj m o  Khaai~o vauayio 5"" ai. n.X. q v  nepim&pa q q  
AAovvljoou, q onoia KaL ouvexi<e~ai~~. 

Tqv i&a nspio6o S E K ~ ~ O E  Kai an6 q v  AyyeA~~rj I i p o o ~  q avao~acpc 
~ f )  Cpeuva ~KOV noh~~pd lT~ l0  phh0 OTO ~ U ~ ~ Y O ~ E I O  16p0u3'. 

H X. Iapiou eniaqq 6iqueuve ~ a ~ a  TO 6 t a q p a  1993-1997 q v  ava- 
a~aqu~r j  dpeuva m o  apxaio hipavl q q  Tophqq, ae ouvepyaoia pe TO 

AumpaA~avo Apxaiohoyi~o I vm i~ou~o  Kai TOV ~aeqyqnj K. Kap i~oyAou~~.  

ITO Ap~epia~o q q  Eupoiaq npaypcrronoirjeq~e TO 1993 an6 TOV 

Willard Bascom TOU n~eavoypacp~~ou IV~LTOI~TOU TOU San Diego, ae auvep- 
yaaia pe q v  Ecpopeia EvaAiwv pe uneueuvo TOV Hhia Inov6uhq, wKsavo- 
ypacpi~rj enio~onqcq yia q v  avayv6plq KaL evroniopo apxaiov vauayiwv. 

To i61o &TO$ SEK~VT)OE Kai pp ia~e~a i  EV E~EA~SEL q unoppuxia avaaKa- 
cpq OTOV MEOOEMCI~~KO ~a~anovriap&vo O L K L ~ ~ O  q v  MEB~vT), LJn6 q V  

6i&u€Iuvcq TOU Hhia I n o v 5 ~ A q ~ ~ ,  ev6 q v  Bovl~aa e v r o n i q ~ a v  an6 TOV A. 
Xaviwq pueiop6va ~ p r j p a ~ a  q q  apxaiaq n6Aqq TOU Avamopiou Kai hiwa- 
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H y~wcpuui~fi dpeuva m o  AKTLOV npoq ava<f iqq ktqavwv vauayiwv 
an6 q v  ophvupo vaupaxia c ~ ~ i v q o s  sn iqq TO 1993. Tqv dpsuva 6iqueu- 
vav an6 KOLVOU 01 E h 8 a  X~rr<q66Kq Kat William Murray. To npoypappa 
ouv&)(iuq~s Kai TO 1994, uno q v  6tsu0uvq TOU A. Ka<iavq an6 nkupaq 
E EAS. 

To vauayto ~ w v  pdowv TOU 5"" at. n.X. u q v  Oay~pou u q v  AAovvrpo, 
nou o A. Xavthqq svronios TO 1994, unfipcs yia TOV A. Xavthq dva ovsipo 
<wfiq, nou 6sv E U O ~ ~ € ~ ~ K E  va ~rnhqpwe~j. TO vauayto p~~dcpeps ps~acu 
m w v  ocunljepsvouq apcpopsiq, a~Cpaia p&Aappacpfi ayysia, ~uaeouq, 
o~ucpouq, oivoxoq Khn., munouq an6 pova61Kfi poAup6tvq ay~upa Khaoi- 
K ~ V  WOVWV, x6A~~vq aplj-ratva3'. 

0 i6ioq ~vronios sn iqq  TO 1994 u q v  BaAauoia nepio>(il ~ w v  B. 
Inopa6wv vauayta pu<avrivhv ~povwv u q v  llsptmdpa Kat m o  a~pwmjpio 
Ka~spyo q q  ~ u p a q  -navaytaqS ~ a e h q  Kai dva vauayio 4"" at. n.X. o-qv 
vljoo Waeoupa q q  i6taq nep~o>(ilq~~. 

To 1995 mouq ucp6Aouq Mdewvsq Afipvou qapa6~q und6si~av vaua- 
yto ps 50  avov via Kat 6uo ay~upeq psy6Awv 6iamaoswv. To vauayto svro- 
n i u q ~ s  an6 q v  AW. I i p w o ~ ~ ~ .  

H unoppuxta Cpsuva Kai ano~unwq  ~ w v  ~ M q v t m i ~ h v  vewpiwv, nou 
svroni<owat mov oppo Epnopstoq u q v  ppaxovqaii5a AAtpvta P66ou onou 
Kai nahato~p~mtavi~oq oi~topoq an6 TOV David Blackman q q  B ~ E T ~ v L K ~ ~ ~  
ApxaioAoyi~fiq ZxoAfiq Kai q v  Ayy. Eipoot4' ~ s ~ i v q o s  TO 1995. 

To i6io 6 ~ 0 q  q EAni6a Xa~<q6a~q svrontos uq @oo rau6onouAa q q  
Kpfiqq Kat spsuvqo~ pwpal~o vauayto TOU lo" at. n.X. nou ~ E T E ~ E ~ E  pohu- 
p6iva ~6Aavra (ingots) an6 q v  lor ra~ ia~~.  

TO 1996 m V  Iavq XahKt6iKfiq, r) TiToa - I-IavayihTa MsAa 6t~vljpm- 
UE an6 KOLVOU ps TOV ~Khinovra A. Xavthq n p o ~ a ~ a p ~ ~ i ~ f i  snicpav~ta~fi 
unoppuxia dpsuva, onou cvroniuq~s umspa an6 un66~itq vauayio ps 
cp0pTi0 &cplJahwpdWlq K E P ~ ~ E L K ~ ~ ~  TOU 1 ? Cllh~Cl~~. 

An6 TOV f3ahaooto xwpo q q  0dqq  Aapnq u q v  Kh, npoCpxovrat 
pappapivq ~scpahfi cpaha~pou ydpovra, pappapivo avayhucpo Kai apXiTs- 
K T O V ~ K ~  pCAq nou nape668qoav u q v  EEA TO 1996". 
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To i61o &TO$ m o  KavayaT Po6taq q v  Po60 q Ayy. Iiywot 6~animw- 
UE q v  unapcq EKTET~~EVOU A ~ T O ~ E ~ O U  CJE anomaq 1 xAy. vo~iwq TOU 

apxaiou v~~po-racpeiou m o  K ~ ~ ~ K o v E ~ o * .  

0 ~ ~ u T o & M ~ ~ L K o $  11 O L K L U ~ O ~  q v  e & q  IaAavrt Apyohi60~ unfipc~ 
an0 TLq T E ~ E U T ~ ~ E ~  & ~ ~ E u v E ~ ,  nOU ~ L E ~ ~ P Y T ) ( S E  0 O.K. X a ~ t h q q  TO 1997-9846 
- q ano~unwq  TOU onoiou Eytve an6 q v  ap~t~Cmova ALK. Tayovi6ou - 
~ a e h q  ~ n i q q  KaL q unoppuxta 6t~psuvr)q q q  8aAaaataq nsp~o>(riq TOU 

~ K ~ u T T ~ ~ ~ o u  K0paKaq ( ~ O ~ T O  XEAL), 0ll0u EVTO~~~OTT~KE va~ayl0 yE KEpapi- 
6 ~ q  KaL q q  V~@OU napanoha m o  Mup~ho, onou vauayto PE aycpop~iq 
~unou Larnboglia 2 ps ~ahuyya-ra. 

I q v  13aAauuta n~p~o>(ri Mapael6 Za~uveou TO 1997 ~ v r o n i q ~ ~  an6 
q v  unoypacpouua pu<avrwo vauayto an' onou a v s h ~ u q ~ a v  poAuP6tvoq 
oohfivaq (nteavov "aicpwv") Kal ayysia y~aopu<avr~\niq nspto6ou. An6 q v  
8aAaaata nspto>(ri ~oAnou Aayava K ~ L  AAu~hv Za~uveou EC W o u  npoCp- 
Xovrat Kat T ~ E L ~  y&y&q poAuP6tv~q C ~ \ / K U ~ E ~  pwyai~fiq n~pto60u. 

Pwpai~o vauay~o ye $ E U ~ O K W O U ~  apcpop~iq q v  8aAaaa~a nsp~o)(li 
AEL$w\P' ~ v r o n t u ~  TO 1997 q Ayy. Iiywai. 

To 1998 q n. M&Aa npayya-ronoiqa~ unoppuxta npo~a~apm~m) Cp~u- 
va OTOV oppo nouvra<C<aq Aaupiou, onou ~vroni<ovra~, o p a ~ a  q v  pope[- 
oava~ohu~fi W u p a  TOU opyou, puetopiva k iqava o~~tapou Khaat~hv ~ p o -  
vwv ". 

I~v ~ E K ~ E T ~ C I  TOU 1980 ~EK~VT)U& &va Cpy0 n0U yla 6uo o ~ ~ 6 o v  6E~a- 
&Ti&$ ('80 -'go) CITI~~O~T)UE ~ T ~ ~ C I M L K ~  TO ~ u v C I ~ ~ K O  q q  Ecpop~iaq 49. 

0 TOTE 'Ecpopoq r. ~anaeavaoonouAoq E ~ Q A E ~ E  TO ~ y ~ a ~ a h E k ~ y p C -  
vo Kampo ~ q q  IluAou yLa TI~V A~t~oupyia ~ v o q  KCvrpou EvaAiwv 
A ~ X ~ L O A O ~ ~ K ~ V  Ep~uvhv. TO yvr)p&io CJhel'lKE q V  &yKa~&l$rl Kat T l l V  

cpe0p6, ~ ~ ~ O K C ~ T C ~ O T ~ ~ ~ K E  Kat 6tayopcpherlK~ CXOV ~ 6 ~ 0 ,  n 0 U  phCnE1 N ~ E -  
pa o ~ n t a ~ h r q q ,  xaptq mtq ~ninovsq npoonae~~cq TOU apxatohoyou HAia 
Inov6uAq, TOU ~onoypacpou yqxavl~ou rtavvq Mnac~pavatq Kat q q  apXL- 
TCKTOVO~ r~wpyiaq Ka<avr<i6ou aMa KaL mouq ~onouq oAou TOU epya-ro- 
TEXVLKOU ~ ~ O U W ~ L K O ~ .  ITO m p t o  ~ w v  n&at n o ~ d  m p a ~ h v o v  TOU 

Mat<hvoq, k t~oupys i  c~vhvaq TOU Ynoupy~iou KaL E ~ E L ~ L K E U ~ ~ ~ ,  yta q v  
nspto>(ri q q  nsAonovwjaou, p~pAtoefi~q, p~y&o ydpoq q q  onoiaq ocpsh- 
Tat q v  yswato6wpq 6wpea TOU K. N o q  KapaPia npoq q v  Ecpopeia 
E V ~ ~ W V  A~X~LOT~)TUV. 
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TO 1984 UfLq E ~ K ~ T ~ C X ~ C J E ~ ~  TOU Kampou 610pya~heqK~ an6 T V  

EEA TO 4" IE~LV~~LO Ynoppux~aq Apxalohoyiaq TOU Zuppouhiou q q  
Euphnqq pe U U ~ ~ E T O ~  cpoiq~hv an6 q v  Euphnq KaL q v  EMa6a. 

Ot xhpot TOU Nto~ampou E ~ U ~ ~ ~ E T O U V  m jp~pa ~ t q  avay~sq q q  
Ecpopsiaq yia EKBEUEL~, nou npoPCiMouv -rqv unof3puxla apxalohoyt~fi KAY- 
povopta. 

ITO iaoye~o TOU tdiou q p i o u  k ~ ~ o u p y s i  an6 TO 1993 C K B E ~  pCpouq 
q q  uuMoyfiq TOU rCiMou cpAkMqva 6qyoatoypaqou Rene Puaux,qv 
onoia o i61oq o cpAkMqvaq six& ~ A q p 0 6 o ~ u ~ ~  q v  IluAo. H auMoyil nspt- 
hap pave^ ~upiwq y~papoupsq KaL CiMa avrl~sipsva an6 q v  vaupaxia TOU 

NaPapivou Kat TOV ayhva q q  avscapqoiaq". 

ITO nhaiato E K ~ ~ ~ ~ U E U V  TwV <<Eupwnai~hv Hpsphv f loh l~~mt~r jq  
Khqpovoptaq,,, q v  a~ponohq TOU NLOKCICX~OU 610pyavh8rl~~ an6 q v  
Ecpop~ia q cpw~oypacpl~rj C K B E ~  yLa Ta ~~Apxaia Aipavta,," KaL TO 1998 q 
cpw~oypacpt~r) E K B E ~  CcEMaq KaL OClhauoa,, us ouvspyauia pc q v  
A ~ ~ u B u v q  Aai~ou Ilohl~tapou TOU YllnO. 

ITO N16~amp0 ~ E L T O U ~ ~ O ~ V  fi6q an6 TO 1999 q E K B E ~  <<Apcpop&iq 
Kat OClhaaoa,, q v  aKpbTT0hrl Kat ~ E K B E ~  <eni wja Borjv Kat Biva Bahaa- 
qp mov npopaxhva M a ~ p u y l a y  52. 

'Onwq npoavacpCpaps ot-rlv ava6poprj aunj avacp~peq~av 01 q p a -  
V ILKOTE~E~ 6 p a u q p ~ o q ~ ~ q  q q  Ecpopsiaq m a  26 Xpovta q q  hE~~oupyiaq 
q q .  Oa r j~av  n a p b ~ q q  va pqv avaqepeh mouq npo~a~oxouq pou, 01 

onoiot ~ a ~ a  ostpav ~ L E T & A & U ~ V  npoicnapsvot q q  Ecpopeiaq: 0 t6pmjq q q  
Ecpopsiaq, vuv sni~ipoq 'Ecpopoq Apxa~oTfi~ov 6p. rehpyioq 
flanaBavauonouhoq, 6tquBuv~ mgapa q v  EEA an6 TO 1976 pCwt TO 

1987, o Aqprj~ptoq Kaztavqq 6~rr~hEos flpoimap~voq q q  EEA Ta 61ao-n)- 
pa-ra an6 1987 - 1991 Kat 1993- louvto TOU 1998 Kat ~Choq q 6p. EAni6a 
XaT<q66Kq K C ~ T ~  TO 6 t a q p a  an0 1991 - 1 99353. 

f lspiouo~~po an6 ~ o u q  CiMouq Khabouq q q  apxatoAoyt~r)q sniun)- 
pqq, q unoppuxta apxatohoyia anat~si KaL s n t P W t  q v  ouMoy~~r j  spya- 
uia. 

Apxa~ohoyot, pqxavt~oi, ouvqpq~Cq, q~6tamCq, cpw~oypacpot, 6~01- 
K ~ T L K O ~  O ~ O V  TWV KAa6wv KClL E L ~ L K O ~ T W V ,  6LjT&q, (p~haK&~ Kat E~YC~TOTEXV~-  

TES, OUV~&TOUV V V  O L K O Y & V E ~ ~  TTlq Ecpopsiaq Evahiwv. 



TO EPrON THZ EOOPEIAI: ENAAIRN APXAIOTHTRN 
(XPONIKA 1976 - 1999) 

Oa Tje~Aa va eu~ap~anjow 8eppa oAouq, nsp~ooo~epo opoq TO KaTa- 
6uop&vo npooonl~o q q  Eqopeiaq, EKE~VO nou J I O L ~ ~ < E T Q ~  ~ o o a  w o v ~ a  pa<i 
paq oAa Ta npopArjpa~a, n q  6uo~oAieq Kal T L ~  aywvieq, aMa Kat n q  peya- 
k q  xapCq KaL o u y ~ ~ v ~ j o a q  q q  60uhEtaq paq, 6qAa6fi oAq a m  q v  vowah- 
yia nou aLoeave~a1 o apxa~ohoyoq yla &va ~oopo, nou 6ev C<qoe aMa nou 
eival oAoKhqpq q <wrj TOU. 

* To K E ~ ~ V O  avacpbprra~ mlq 6 p a q p ~ o ~ e q  q q  EEA p b ~ p ~  TO 1999. r ~ a  v v  nepioao 1999 
-2002 PA. To bpyo TOU YnnO mov ~opda q q  tT0kTLOTl~ f i~  KAqpovoptaq, Epopeia EvaAiwv 
Apxa~omjmv, 1998 1, TAnA [1999], UEA. 15 1 - 153 KaL 1999 1, TAnA [2000], u&A. 166- 169. 
1 Hans-Wolf Rackl, 1978, Bourid m a  n~paupkva, (Mc~acppaoq HAia Mauply~a), E K ~ .  

Gutenberg (pe napClpqpa yta q v  unoflpux~a apxa~ohoyia q v  EMa6a TOU apxa~oA6- 
you Kp(~<a X.). 

2 r ~ a  q v  ~ f i p u c ~  8aAaoo~aq apxatoAoyuci\q nep~o)(liq a~oAou8ei~a~ q uuvrj8qq 6ia6ucauia, 
yvopo60~1@eoq TOU appo6iou Ap~aloAoy~~ou tuppouAiou Kat anocpaueoq TOU YnnO 
nou 6qpou~eusxat mo @EK. 

3 H xap~oypacpqq ~ o v  ano6eup~upbvov nep~oxhv yLa ~ma6Ooe~q quxayoyiaq EYLVE TO 

1999 UE ~ A E K T ~ O V L K ~ ~  popcpfi an6 TOV ~onoyp6cpo pqxav~~o q q  EEA I. Mnaqepava~q. 
4 BA. E V T ) ~ & ~ O T I K ~  (puMa6~a E K ~ ~ U E O V  TTlq EEA, "AM@OPEII & O M S "  KaL "&mi Mja 

Bojv Kai Biva BaAauuqq", Nto~ampo -fl6Aoq 1999. H ~ ~ 6 p q  q q  KaAupvou,> ouvnlpei~at 
mo &pyaorriplo xaA~hv TOU EAM. To ayaApa pkra o apxa~oAoyoq K. A. Kapaqq. 

5 A~avoq N., 1983, "'Epeuva m o  vauay~o ~Mbvropn", ApxaioAoyia, TEUX. 8 A~jyoumoq 
1983, 24-28. 

6 KplT<aq X., 1972, "Nba EK q q  n6A~oq Endaupou", AAA V, 186-198. 
7 Papathanassopoulos G. and Schilardi D., 1981, "An underwater survey of Paros Greece: 

1979. Preliminary report", IJNA, 10.2: 133-134. 
8 Hadjidaki E., Lianos N. and Edwards M., 1985, "A preliminary report on an underwater 

survey at Plitra, south Laconia, Greece: 198OW, IJNA, 14.3: 227-236. 
9 Qauoq: Eipool A., 1985, "'Epeuv~q m o  A L ~ ~ V L  q q  Qauou", AAA, XVIII, ueA. 119 - 136. 

Zipout A., 1987, "EMqvoyaM~~Cq bpeuveq m o  kpavi q q  Qauou", AAA, XX, USA. 75-92. 
BCH CXII, 1988, 736-742. Archontidou A., Simossi A., Empereur J-Y, 1989, "The 
underwater excavation at the ancient port of Thassos Greece". I.J.N.A. (1989): 18.1, pp. 51- 
59. BCH CXlll (1989) 734 -740. A.d 45 (1990), 527-532. A.A. 46 (1991), 525-526. BCH CXlV 
(1990), 881-887. BCH, 115 (1991), 712-720. BCH 116 (1992), 721-726. "Qauoq - E~IO~IKO 

kpav~" A.A. 47 (1992), 694-696. BCH 117 (1993), 647 -652. Simossi Ag., "Inscriptions du 
port de Thasos", BCH 1994, 407-415. Simossi Ag., 1994, "Le port de guerre de Thasos", 
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Thracia Pontica VI.1, Sozopol, pp. 271-286. Zipocn A., "0auoq. I lpB~eq u b q  Kat TEXVOAO- 
yia an6 T O U ~  Ilpo'imopt~ouq xpovouq &oq u'@&pa". npamt~a Zuve6piou 26-29.9.95, 
Naurrqyi~rj o-q Oauo. eEYKPATAn, Melanges offerts a Claude Vatin, "Les NeBp~a du port 
de Thasos. Une decouverte recente", 1995, 163-178. Zipout A., 1994-1995, "To apxaio 
n o b p t ~ o  kpavt q q  llSauou", A.A. (1994-1 995) [1998], MeAi~eq A', UEA. 133-1 59. Lianos N., 
"The area of the Ancient Closed Port of Thasos", TROPIS V [1999], 261-272). 

10 PA. llana6onouAou Nmauua, 1990, "Aycilqma popa i~ jq  eno~tjq an6 q v  Bdaaua q q  
K~cpaMovtaq", Apxaioyvwoia, 5 (1987-1988), [1990], 195-202. Enioqq Tpi~ou Xp., 2001, 
"Zuvn)pqoq ayaApdrrwv - Q~XLT~KTOVLKBV peABv A ~ p ~ q p i o u  fi KecpaMovtaq", 
AteuBuvoq Zumpqoqq A ~ X ~ L O T ~ ~ T U V ,  AB jva. (Apxeio EEA). 

11 Van Andel H.T., T.W.Jacobsen, Jolly J. B. and Lianos N., 1980, "Late Quarternary History 
of the Coastal Zone near Frachti cave, S. Argolid, Greece", Journal of Field Archaeology 
7, 389-402. Van Andel H.T. & Lianos N., 1983, "Prehistoric and historic shorelines of the 
Southern Argolid Penisnsula: A subbotom profiler study". IJNA 12.4: 303-324. Van Andel 
H.T. and Lianos N., 1984, "High-Resolution seismic reflection profiles for the 
reconstruction of Postglacial Transgressive Shorelines: An Example from Greece", 
Quaternary Research, 22, 31-45. 

12 N. Atavoq, 1987, AvaanjAwuq - Iuvrrjpqu~ ~ a i  npomaaia Mvqp&iwv Kai ZuvoAwv, T. B', 
YIlnO, 129-135, ABjva. 

13 Ayy. Zipout, 1987, "Ynoppuxta avau~acpu~j Cpeuva m o  Mnoup~51 Naunhiou", AAA, XX , 
93-111. 

14 P.A. Pirazzoli, 1987, "Submerged remains of Ancient Megisti in Castellorizo Island 
(Greece): A preliminary survey". IJNA, 16.1:57-66. 

15 LkAanop~a K.fl., Znov60A~q H., Mna&pava~qq I., "~~oToEMC~~LKO$ OLKW~O$ Dl0 

nAmuytiA Ama~o6 (npciureq napqpjmtq)" .  AvepwrroAoy[~a Av&KT~, TOP. 49, TEUX. 1, 
lav. 1988, 15. Delaporta C.P., Spondylis E.,1987, "Un habitat Helladique Ancien II A Platiyali 
Astakos", TROPIS 11,127-134. Lkhanop~a K.n., ZnovbuAqq H., "IlAmuytiA AmaKo6: &vaq 
~LJelUpb~~q IlE O~KLU~O$",  flpClKTlKa A' ApxaioAoyi~ou KQl IUTOPLKO~ Zuv&6piou 
Ai~wAoa~apvaviaq, Aypivto, 21-22-23 OKTU~P~OU 1988 (EK~. 1991), 39-46, ntv. 8. Delaporta 
Aik., Spondylis El., Baxevanakis Yannis, 1989, "Platiyali - Astakos: A submerged Early 
Helladic site in Akaranania", Enalia Annual 1: 44-46. @. K. XavtBqq, "New Evidence from 
Platiyali an Early Bronze Age Settlement in Western Greece", BSA, vol. 92, 1996. 

16 Lianos N., 1989, "Underwater investigation of the 17th century wreck of mLa Theresew", 
Enalia Annual 1: 6-7. Lianos N., 1992, "<<La TherBse>> e ultime ricerche 
storicoarcheologiche". V Rassegna di archeologia subacquea, Giardini Naxos, 19-21 
Ottobre 1990, Atti. Messina : 237-44. AAA, XIX (1986). 45-62. Avayvwmonoljhou M., Atavoq 
N., "Ynoppuxta Cpeuva m o  KoAno TOU Acppbra, Hp6KhEto Kpj~qq", AAA XIX (1986) 
[I9911 63-70. "La nave del Re Sole", "Archeo", 08.1989. Atav6q N., Avayvwmonouhou M., 
"To vauay~o TOU nhoiou "La Thbrese" Kat Q oqpauia TOU o~ l l v  ~5CAt5q TOU Kpqn~o6 no%- 
~ o u " ,  Z' b&ev&q & ~ ~ T o A o ~ ~ K o  Z U V & ~ ~ ~ O ,  P E ~ U ~ V O ,  25-31 A U ~ O ~ ~ O U  1991. 

17 @. K. Xavtwqq, "NCa arotxeia yta q v  M ~ K u ~ E ~ v ~ ,  TO eniveto q q  Apxaiaq Ohjveou", 
AAA XXI (1988), ABjva 1993. 

18 @. K. XavtBqq, "Otrando straits expedition", NAS, the Newsletter, London, October 1987. 
19 D. Kazianis, A. Simossi and F. K. (Demetrios) Haniotis, 1990, "Three amphora wrecks 

from the Greek world, a) Seriphos 28-30 May 1985 b) Agios loannis Theologos, Phthiotis 
15-17 July 1985 c) Kavo Vodi, Rhodes 20-22 April 1988". IJNA 19.3: 225-232. 

20 Opoioq. 
21 Ayy. Zipout, 1988, " n p o ~ m a p m t ~ j  Cpeuva mov 'Oppo Koupep5vou Zq~eiaq", Kpqn~rj 

Emia 2, Xavta, 19-28. 
22 A.A. 43, 685-687. A.A. 43 (1988), 682-684. 
23 A.A. 43, 681. A.A. 43 (1988). 687. 



24 HA. Inov66Aqq, "'Eva BuB~op6vo A L ~ V L K O  'Epyo mov Or<ta K6aqW, l7pami~a A&Bvouq 
Iupoaiou K&a - KuBvoq, 22 -26.6.1994. 

25 EAni6a Xm<q6a~q, "Nopoq Xaviwv, Oahaaapva", A.A. 47, 697-700. A.A. 48, 588-589. 
26 Delaporta K., Bound M., "A wreck beside the Signallo Reef outside the main port of 

Zakynthos (Zante), Greece," TROPIS V, 1993 [1999], pp. 141-152. Koniordos V., C. 
Fitton, M. Bound, D. Karadaidis, "Underwater surveying in the island of Zakynthos, 
Greece", TROPIS V, 1993 [1999], 237-242. 

27 Ka-ra TO 2000 q v  ~~XITEKTOVIK~~ anmunwq npaypmonoiqa~ q ~ ~ X L T E K T O V  @ W T E L ~ ~  

BAaxa~q. 
Delaporta K.P., "L' Bpave du XVleme sibcle aux abords de I' ile de Zakynthos", Schutr 
des Kulturerbes unter Wasser (IKUWA '99), Band 35, 2000, s. 203-21 1. K.n. A&Aan6p~a, 
"To ~dAoq TOU nepidou ~ v o q  ~apap~ou. AvamacpCq m a  Errraqoa", .KAQHMEPINH>>, 
Ema qp&p&q 26.1,9-21. K.n. A&Aan6p~a, "Nauay~o TOU 16ou aihva m o  q o i  q q  
Za~uvBou ( ~ P O K ~ T ~ P K T L K ~  ano~~Ai5opma 1991 -1 997) ", I T '  A&Bv&q naviovio Iuv&6pio 
Za~uveoq, 23-27.9.1997, npami~a T. A', 213-221. 

28 A.A. 45 (1990), 526-529. 
29 0. K. Xav~hqq, " M q  Bolw~iaq", A.A 47 (1992), a&A. 693. 
30 XaT<q66~~ E., "Avaa~acpfi a& Khaacn~o vauay~o c q v  AAoqoo (50q n.X. a~.)". E v a a  

I.E.N.A.E. ~6poq lV,1 / 2, 1992, 16-25. Hadjidaki Elp., "Excavation of a classical shipwreck 
at Alonissos (5th c. B.C.)". TROPIS V [I9991 6qpooLuq ENALIA ANNUAL IV, 1992, E K ~ .  

1996, pp. 37-45. A.A 48(1993) 586. In Poseidon's Reich 23, 1995, 69-71. Res Maritimae, 
Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean from Pre- History to Late Anitquity (ASOR 1997), 
"The Classical Shipwreck at Alonnisos", 125-134. BCH 120 (1996) 561-593. 

31 Simossi Ag., "Underwater excavation research in the ancient harbour of Samos: 
September - October 1988", IJNA (1991) 20.4: 281-298. Ayy. Iipwcn, AAA XXI (1988), 
1 1 1-1 25. I iwcn  Ayy., "To apxaio Atpavt q q  I6pouV, ABfiva TAnA [1993], aa. 1 1 1 - 124. 
A.A 48 (1 993), )@ov~K& 8'2, [ I  9981, 592-593. A. A. 49 (1 994), )@ov& B'2, [1999], 855. 

32 Iapiou X., "Ap6qpa 1993", A. A. 48, Xpov~~a 8'2 [1998], 585-586. "Apaqpa 1994", A. A 
49, Xpovt~a 8'2 [1999], 855 Kal nAE, 1984, 1-1 1. 1987, 177-185. 1989, 222-232. Samiou- 
Lianou Chr., "Ancient ports of Abdera in Aegean Thrace", TROPIS V [1999], pp. 363-368. 
r ia TI~V x~paaia avaanacpfi m a  Ap6qpa PA. Kou~ouAq - XpuoavBdq X., 1990, "Ap6q- 
pa", 'Epyo A.E., [1991], a&A. 98 -104. Kou~ouAq - XpuaavB6q X., "Avaa~acpfi apxaiwv 
Ap6fipwvn, npami~a ApxatoAoyi~Ijq Eralpeiaq, 1988 [ I  9911, 143-1 52. nAE, 1991 [ I  9941, 
193-199. nAE, 1992 [1995], 160-166. ME, 1993 [1996], 135-136. 

33 r ~ a  q v  Tophq PA. n p a n i ~ a  ApxaioAoyi~Ijq Eraipiaq, (1984), 40-65. (1988), 108-1 18. 
(1 990), 185-1 97, AE 1989,67-103. Kapi~oyhou A., Avaa~acpfi Tophqq, nAE, 1993 [1996], 
11 7-127. Kapni~oyhou A,, "Avaa~acpfi Tophqq", nAE, 1994 [1997], 139-153. C. Samiou, 
N. Lianos et al., "The underwater survey of Torone 1992", Meditarch, 8, 1995, 89-100. C. 
Samiou, N. Lianos, T. Hillard, L. Beness and T. Sprent, "Underwater survey of Torone 1993- 
1994", TROPlS VI, 1996. 

34 HA. Inov6uAq, "IuppoAfi cq p & M q  6lap6pcpwqq ~ w v  a ~ h v  q q  nuhiaq p& P C l q  TOV 

evron~apo vdwv apxa~ohoy~~hv Bda~wv", E v a a  I.E.N.A.E., Topoq IV, T E U ~  314, 1992 
[1996], 30-37. llias Spondylis, "Contribution to a study of the configuration of the coast of 
Pylia, based on the location of new archaeological sites," in Stiros S. -Jones R.E. (editors) 
Archaeoseismology, 1.G.M.E - The British School at Athens - Fitch Laboratory Occasional 
Paper 7, Athens 1996, 1 19-128. 

35 A.A. 48 (1993) 588. 
36 William Murray, npoypappa AKT~OU, A.A. 48 (1993), 587. A.A. 49 (1994), 864-866. 
37 @. K. Xav~hqq, Nljooq Oay~pou fi Il&A&piaaa (vauay~o TOU 50u at. n.X.), A.A. 49 (1994). 

854, 864. A.A. 51 (1996), 724-725. Ka<~aqq, @.K. Xav~hqq, " Y ~ O ~ ~ U X L E ~  ~ ~ X ~ L O A O ~ L K E ~  
dpsuveq m a  qa t6  TOU apx~n&Aayouq ~ w v  B. Inopa6ov Ta 6rq 1994-1995", Iupnoa~o 
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MU C7/2~aloAoyl~Ij & ~ E u v C ~  OTlC Bopeieq ~ ~ 0 / 2 a d & ~ ~ ,  A A o ~ u o ~  12-1 3.10.96. 1999, "&ni 
vlja Bojv ....". 
PA. A.A. 49 (1994), 862 - 864. 
A.A. 49 (1994), 864. 
A.A. 50 (1995), 848. 
01 p e k q ~ C q  C~avav TO 1999 ~ E T L K ~ ~  ava~oivwuq m o  70 ZuvC6p~o Apxaiaq Naumlyl~Ijq 
OTO n~~ahi61. 
Apxeio EEA. 
T.n. M&ha, "N0p6$ XahK161Kfiq, 1 6 ~  Kaooav6paq", A . d  51 (1996), 733 KE. 

A.A. 51 (1996). 729. 
A.A. 51 (1996), 732. 
Apxeio EEA. 0 o~~tapoq napouut.anl~& TO 1999 q v  C K B E ~  ~~BuB~opCveq n6ktqx, nou 
bopyavwo~ q Ecpopeia u q v  llahata BouAj oe ouvepyada p& TO h a h ~ o  I v m ~ ~ o h o  
Kouh~oupaq o-qv ABfiva, TO nav&n~om)plo Tuscia TOU Viterbo Kal q v  Soprintendenza 
Archeologica di Napoli e Caserta. 
A.A. 1997 [ U ~ O  E K T U ~ W ~ ~ ~ ] .  
H apxa10hoyl~Ij a m  e d q  n a p o u o ~ 6 q ~ e  TO 1999 q v  C K B E ~  T ) < ~ U ~ L U ~ & V E ~  nok31p, 
nou 6~opyavwo~ q Ecpopeia o-qv nahata BouAj o& ouv~pyaoia p& TO hahu~o l v ~ ~ l ~ o h o  
KouhT06paq o-qv ABjva, TO n a v e n l ~ p t o  Tuscia TOU Viterbo Kal q v  Soprintendenza 
Archeologica di Napoli e Caserta). 
BA. Apx~io EEA. 
A.A. 47 (1992), 706. H C K B E ~  6~opyavhBq~e an6 q v  EA. Xa~<q&~q. H ouMoyri Rene 
Puaux ~ A f x a ~ a ~  an6 TI~V unoypacpouoa. 
T ~ v  E K B E ~  &Tllp&AfieqKav 01 A. Kaqavqq, T. M&Aa Kal Aw. Zipwol. 
r ~ a  Tlq 600 alrr&q E K ~ ~ U E L ~  ~ ~ 6 6 e l l ~ a ~  E V ~ ~ ~ E P O T L K ~  cpuMa61a. 
H Ka Xa~<q6a~q &KT&hEi mjpepa ~ a e j ~ o v r a  avadqpch~plaq npoimapdvqq q v  
Erpop~ia Evohiov Apxa~oTIjTwv. 

AAA ApxaloAoy1~6 AV&KT~ A ~ I ~ v ~ v  
Aa Ap~alhoyl~ov h h ~ i o v  
EEA Eqopeia Evahiwv ApxaloTrjTov 
EAM E ~ V L K ~  Aoxa~ohov~~o Moua~Lo 
EBA ~rpo~&ia'~u<avrnchv ApxaloTIj~wv 
1.EN.A.E. I V C ~ ~ T O ~ O  Evahiov A p x a l ~ A ~ y l ~ h ~  EpeuvBv 
TAflA Tapeio ~ ~ ~ a ~ o ~ o ~ ~ ~ h ~ i i o ~ ~  Kal ~ ~ a ~ o ~ ~ t ~ o e w v  
YnflO Ynoupyeio noAt~1opo0 



BRIEF ACCOUNT 
OF UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN GREECE 

by the Hellenic lnstitute of Marine Archaeology 

It was in the 1970s that the potential of u/w archaeology began to be 
appreciated more widely in Greece. This decade saw the foundation of the 
two official institutions involved in the field: a private one, the Hellenic 
lnstitute of Marine Archaeology (HIMA) in 1973 and the Ephorate of u/w 
Antiquities of the Ministry of Culture in 1976. 

The strong maritime tradition and wealthy historical background, the 
spectacular chance finds brought to light by Greek fishermen and sponge 
divers and the sporadic surveys and research projects during the first half of 
the century prepared the ground for the development of maritime 
archaeological research. They also brought to the front the necessity of 
managing the ulw antiquities according to the accepted scientific 
methodology and archaeological practice. A brief account of these past 
activities will help to make clear the first steps made in the 1970s and the 
advances that followed over the next two decades. 

The first u/w activity connected with archaeological finds occurred in 
1802 on the shipwreck of Mentor, in the Bay of Avlemon, at the island of 
Kythera. Lord Elgin's ship Mentor sank there while transporting to England 
the famous marbles of the Parthenon, now in the British Museum. Free 
sponge divers from Syme salvaged the valuable cargo in the course of 
almost three years. 

However, the first attempt for a systematic u/w survey occurred as 
early as 1884. The Keeper of antiquities at that time and later Professor of 
prehistoric archaeology, Christos Tsountas, with the help of helmet sponge 
divers, carried out the first systematic u/w survey of the strait between the 
island of Salamis and Attika. Working under the authority of the Athens 
Archaeological Society, he attempted to locate the remains of the famous 
naval battle which occurred in 479 BC when the Persian fleet was defeated 
by the Athenians. Although technical difficulties hindered the success of the 
investigation, the General Secretary of the Athens Archaeological Society, 
Stefanos Koumanoudis (1885, 14-16), closed his account of the project with 
the remarkable, for that time, prediction that there would be more favorable 
times in the future for such campaigns. 

It is, however, thanks to Greek fishermen and sponge divers that 
numerous masterpieces of the ancient world were brought to light. 

In 1899 the Poseidon of Kreusis was caught in a fisherman's nets in 
the Gulf of Corinth (Filios 1899, 58-74). 
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In 1900 a sponge diver, Captain Lukas Kalamakis, raised from the 
seabed off the coast of Kyme seventeen Bronze Age copper ingots, similar 
to those found later at Cape Gelydonia and Uluburun (Buchholz 1959). 

One of the most famous early projects occurred between 1900 and 
1902, when a sponge diver from the island of Syme, Captain Dimitrios 
Kontos, discovered a wreck near the island of Antikythera. Immediately 
afterwards, the first u/w campaign was undertaken under the authority of the 
Greek state. For several months the sponge divers worked persistently and 
brought to the surface remarkable bronze and marble statues and the 
famous astrolabe, all probably carried to Rome in 80 BC. The expedition, 
however, left one diver dead and two paralysed, an early tragic 
demonstration of the hazards of diving. 

In 1925 the Boy of Marathon was found near the coast of Attika. 
In 1928 the famous Jockey was raised somewhere off Cape 

Artemision, north of the island of Euboea; ten years later in 1938, Poseidon 
(or Zeus) and the Horse of the Jockey were raised from the same area. At 
the beginning of the century attempts were made to study coastal changes 
and submerged harbors by scholars such as P. Negris (1903a and b, 249), 
A. Georgiades (1907), J. Paris (1915, 5-16 and 1916, 5-71) and S. Marinatos 
(1926, 141). Since then, the study of ancient harbors has been a small but 
consistently examined aspect of the archaeology in Greece. 

The revolutionary invention of the aqualung in 1943 by Cousteau and 
Gagnan offered archaeologists the opportunity to investigate sunken ships 
and submerged sites of antiquity in the years that followed. After the Second 
World War, Greek and foreign scientists undertook several expeditions. 

One of the most important of these, was the ancient site of Pheia in the 
Peloponese, undertaken by the first Greek archaeologist diver Nikos 
Yialouris in 1956 (1957, 31). Other projects followed at sites such as the two 
ancient harbors of Corinth, Kenchreai by Robert Scranton (1967, 124-186) 
and J. Shaw in 1967 (1967, 223-31 and 1969, 370-2). 

The Early Bronze Age settlement of Pavlopetri on the south coast of 
Lakonia was investigated by a team sponsored by the British School at 
Athens in 1968 (Harding, et al. 1969). The site was discovered one year 
earlier by Nick Flemming who was investigating the area. 

Between 1969 and 1974 Prof. Michael Jameson from the university of 
Pennsylvania studied the ancient harbor of HalieisIPorto-Heli in the 
northeastern Peloponnese (Jameson 1969, 3 1 1-42). 

The 1960s were also marked by the investigation by Peter 
Throckmorton at sites such as Methoni, Porto-Logo, Sapienza and 
elsewhere with the participation of G. Papathanasopoulos. 

The 1970s were years of intensive activity as the potential of u/w 
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archaeology began to be appreciated by a large number of scientists as a 
new field in archaeology, both in Greece and worldwide. It was, however, 
after the intensive looting of a number of wreck sites and the personal 
concern of Spyridon Marinatos and Nikos Yialouris, that ulw archaeology 
was taken seriously. At this time, Yalouris Director of Antiquities encouraged 
young archaeologists of the Ministry of Culture to learn how to dive and work 
underwater. 

In 1970 ceramics looted from a Byzantine shipwreck on the island of 
Pelagos in the northern Sporades appeared in foreign museums. 
This,prompted, under the supervision of the diving archaeologist 
Charalambos Kritzas and the late Peter Throckmorton, the first systematic 
rescue excavation of a shipwreck in Greece. The project lasted three months 
and its aim was to map, excavate and raise all exposed finds, mainly fine 
decorated plates and commercial amphorae, a task which was successfully 
accomplished. 

There, on the isolated and uninhabited island of Pelagos (or Kyra 
Panagia), the team during the research campaign faced numerous 
difficulties imposed by the lack of a specialised institution that would 
manage and organise such complicated projects, as people and the existing 
bureaucracy had not the experience to cope. These circumstances, as well 
as the pioneering passion and the new horizons opened for archaeology, led 
some members of the team to conceive the idea of creating a specialised, 
private institution that would be able, due to its character, to override these 
difficulties. First thoughts and enthusiasm were shared later with other 
archaeologists and devotees. Long discussions on the aims, orientation and 
organisation of this institution within the framework of the Greek Law for 
Antiquities lasted almost three years. Finally, in 1973 the Hellenic Institute of 
Marine Archaeology was established as a non-profit, non-governmental, 
welfare society, with its main aim being to encourage maritime 
archaeological research and to assist the Greek Ministry of Culture in its 
difficult task of preserving, studying and promoting Greece's maritime 
heritage. 

The Institute's numerous regular members have diverse academic 
credentials and work on a voluntary basis. Additionally, its over 50 
corresponding members include most of the distinguished foreign scientists 
and researchers in the field. 

From 1973 to 1976, the year marking the establishment of the 
'phorate of ulw Antiquities, the Institute acted as the official consultant of the 
'inistry of Culture in matters regarding maritime archaeology. 

The Institute's scientific research efforts since its foundation cover 
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most periods of Greek maritime history. Its multifaceted activities include 
surveys and excavations, training, publication and cooperative research 
projects with other institutions throughout Europe, and could be divided into 
two main periods: 
1. Between 1973 and 1985 the Hellenic lnstitute of Marine Archaeology 

completed several surveys and preliminary research projects (Vichos 
1993). 
- In 1973, in cooperation with the German Archaeological lnstitute of 
Athens, it undertook its first underwater research at the ancient city of 
Pheia on the west coast of the Peloponnese, where Doric and lonian 
capitals were raised from the seabed, now in the museum of Olympia. 
- In 1977 it organised the preliminary survey on an early Roman 
shipwreck with a cargo of wine amphorae near the village of Limeni in 
Mani Peloponnese. 
- In 1979 a team of the Institute, under the direction of Charalambos 
Kritzas and Charalambos Pennas undertook an extended underwater 
survey around the islet of Patroklos, near Cape Sounion, with the aim of 
recording ancient shipwrecks previously reported in the region. 
- In 1980 it undertook an investigation of the shipwreck of the Mentor, 
Lord Elgin's ship, which was lost near the island of Kythera. 
- Between 1979 and 1981, under the authority of the Ephorate of ulw 
Antiquities, the lnstitute assisted in investigations at the island of Poros, 
the sites of Koilada and Plytra. 
- In 1981 it undertook, in cooperation with American geologists and the 
Ephorate of u/w Antiquities, an ulw geological survey in the Argolid - 
Peloponnese. 

2. In 1985, after a period of recession for the Institute, using the experience 
gained in the past years, a fresh start was attempted, with new fervour. 
This effort led to the organisation of three full-scale excavation projects: 
- at the EBA wreck site of Dokos (Fig. 1 and 2) under the direction of 
Dr. G. Papathanasopoulos, between 1989-1 992; 
- at the LBA wreck at Point lria (Fig. 3 and 4) under the direction of H. 
Pennas, between 1990-94; and 
- at the wreck of the 4th century BC at Antidragonera - Kythera (Fig. 5) 
under the direction of Dr. D. Kourkoumelis, between 1991-2000. 

All these projects are widely known from the extensive publications in 
the Institute's journals Enalia and Enalia Annual and the papers given in the 
present Symposium and other conferences in Greece and abroad. 

However, apart from the research projects mentioned above we 
consider equally important: 
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- The Institute's efforts, through appropriate activities, to stimulate 
public awareness for the national cultural heritage; 
- Its publication program, which is widely appreciated in Greece and 
abroad; 
- The training to date of more than 50 young archaeologists and 
scientists, through its comprehensive seminars and excavation 
campaigns. 
- The close cooperative links that the lnstitute maintains with 
institutions and scholars, mainly in Europe, through projects supported 
by the European Commission. 
- Furthermore, its active presence, especially during its second 
period, contributed to a faster development in maritime archaeological 
research in Greece. 

In 1998 the lnstitute celebrated its 25th anniversary, accomplishing 
successfully one of its major projects. On the island of Spetses the lnstitute 
organised an international symposium under the title "The Point lria Wreck. 
Interconnections in the Mediterranean ca. 1200 BC" (Phelps, et al. 1999) and 
opened an exhibition in the Archaeological Museum of Spetses with the 
cargo from the lria wreck (fig. 6), which is the first exhibition in Greece of a 
completed ulw excavation. 

Today, it seems that the hard effort of the Institute's members has 
been rewarded. Its work has been appreciated in Greece and abroad. It has, 
finally, established fruitful cooperation with the Ephorate of ulw Antiquities, 
due mainly to the presence of new people with fresh ideas. 

After 26 years of experience the Hellenic lnstitute of Marine 
Archaeology is now fully aware of its responsibilities. In view of the new 
millennium and European Unification, it is trying to set new goals for the 
future and reorganise its structure with criteria to further development of 
maritime archaeology and the continuing assistance to the important work 
of the Ministry of Culture. 

Nikos Tsouchlos 
Christos Agouridis 

Hellenic lnstitute of Marine Archaeology 
Saripolou 9 - Athens 106 82 

Postal address : Patission 77-79 - Athens 104 34 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AAA - Athens Annals of Archaeology 
AE - Archaiologiki Efimeris 
AJA - American Journal of Archaeology 
BCH - Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique 
BSA - Annual of the British School at Athens 
PAE - Praktika tis en Athinais Archaiologikis Etairias 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

1. Dokos island, Skintos Bay, general view of HIMA's camp. 
2. Dokos wreck site, EBA pottery in situ. 
3. Cape Iria, HIMA's installations over the LBA wreck. 
4. Excavating LBA pottery from the lria wreck. 
5. Two pyramidal stone anchors from the 4m century BC wreck at Kythera. 
6. The cargo from the lria wreck exhibited in the museum of Spetses. 
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FORTY YEARS OF MARINE ARCHAEOLOGY IN ISRAEL 

Introduction 
The southern Levantine coasts have been a nursery for maritime 

civilizations since the Pre-Pottery Neolithic period. These coasts are the 
closest marine environments to the core areas in which plants and animals 
were first domesticated. The first agro-pastoral-marine subsistence systems 
(so called "Mediterranean fishing villages") emerged on these coasts during 
the gth millennium BP. During historical periods the Israeli coast has been a 
crossroad and a busy trading route of many civilizations. Thousands of years 
of commerce, fishing, seafaring and naval warfare have left an abundance of 
archaeological remains and artifacts on the coasts and sea beds of the 
Mediterranean, the Sea of Galilee, the Dead Sea and the Red Sea. The finds 
include shipwrecks and cargoes, ports and anchorage sites, submerged 
prehistoric settlements and rock-cut coastal installations. Thus the 
underwater archaeological heritage of the Land of Israel represents an 
important chapter in the history of humanity, and is associated with the 
beginning of agriculture and the emergence of the three major monotheistic 
religions. 

Underwater archaeological research in Israel began in the early 1960s. 
During that time the 'Association for Underwater Research in Israel' (AURI) 
was established. In 1972 the Center for Maritime Studies (CMS) and the 
Department of Maritime Civilizations were established at the University of 
Haifa (the CMS later became the Recanati Institute for Maritime Studies - 
RIMS). The Marine inspection unit of the Department of Antiquities began its 
activities in 1978. In 1990, the unit started operating from its base at Kibbutz 
Neve-Yam (Fig. 1) as the Marine Archaeology Branch (MAB) of the Israel 
Antiquities Authority (IAA). 

Intensive archaeological activities which have been carried out in 40 
years of research have yielded valuable information about the material 
culture, seafaring, fishing methods and economy of ancient populations of 
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the southern Levantine coasts. Thus, underwater archaeology adds a new 
dimension to the research of ancient cultures in the Holy Land. 

Because of the physical characteristics of the Israeli Mediterranean 
coastline (lack of natural shelters and unexpected storms), many ships were 
wrecked and washed ashore. Hence, most of the shipwrecks are 
concentrated close to the shoreline, where most of the modern fishing, 
diving and developing activities are undertaken. As a result of global 
warming and melting ice caps close to the poles, sea level has risen during 
the Holocene. The rising sea inundated coastal prehistoric settlements and 
they are currently submerged. Intensified construction of harbors and 
marinas and massive quarrying of sand has resulted in the exposure of new 
areas on the sea bottom. Many underwater archaeological sites which have 
been covered by a protective layer of sand for thousands of years are being 
uncovered for the first time in recent decades. The number of divers in Israel 
has increased from a few scores in the fifties, to more than 160,000 towards 
the end of the twentieth century and are posing a new threat to antiquities. 
Divers, who are unaware of the importance of the underwater heritage, may 
cause irreparable damage. Sites of great historical value are threatened by 
treasure-hunting, coastal erosion and massive development projects along 
the coast. Exposed, and unprotected, these invaluable cultural resources 
may be lost forever within the next few decades. In the Sea of Galilee (Figs. 
1,2), years of droughts and overexploitation of the water have resulted in low 
water levels and exposure of the sea bottom. Here too, harbors, shipwrecks, 
cargoes and submerged settlements are exposed and are being destroyed. 
The damage caused to the archaeological heritage is irreversible and 
permanent. 

Management of the heritage 
This situation necessitated the establishment of a mechanism to 

ensure proper treatment and preservation of the marine national heritage. 

The Marine Archaeology Branch of the IAA 
The IAA was established in 1989, as a continuation of the Department 

of Antiquities. The IAA is a state-controlled body and its primary function is 
to attend to all antiquity affairs in Israel, including underwater antiquities. The 
MAB of the IAA is the authorized body in charge of the underwater heritage 
of Israel. The MA6 is engaged in the following activities: 

- country-wide inspection and enforcement of the Antiquities laws 
- prevention of illegal treasure hunting of marine antiquities 
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- supervision of construction projects to prevent damage to antiquities 
- mapping of underwater archaeological sites to form a national data 

base 
- declaring underwater archaeological sites as national protected 

reserves (Figs. 1, 2) 
- participation in the preparation of state-wide master plans for 

development, tourism and transportation in Israel's coastal and 
territorial waters 

- surveying and excavating areas intended for coastal development; 
research and publication of antiquities which are recovered during 
surveys, inspection and excavations 

- initiating educational activities aimed at raising public awareness 
(lectures, symposiums, museum exhibitions, educational posters 
[Fig. 31 documentary films, etc.). 

In addition, the MA6 conducts rescue excavations and surveys in Israeli 
seas and inland waters (the Mediterranean, the Sea of Galilee, the Dead Sea 
and the Red Sea, Figs. 1, 2). The objectives of the surveys are to locate, 
document, study and publish endangered ancient artifacts and sites. 

Legal tools (laws, regulations, policy documents and conventions) 

Antiquities law 5738, 1978 (main issues) 
Interpretations: "antiquity" means any object that was made by man 

before the year 1700 of the common era, or after the year 1700 but that is of 
historical value. 

"Excavation" or "digging" includes a search for antiquities and a trial 
digging. 

State ownership of Antiquities: Where an antiquity is discovered in 
Israel, after the coming into force of this law, the antiquity and the area in 
which it is discovered becomes the property of the State. A person who 
discovers an antiquity shall notify the Director of IAA within fifteen days of the 
discovery. 

Excavations: No person shall dig on any land, or otherwise search for 
antiquities unless he has obtained a license to do so from the Director. 

Antiquity Sites: The Director may declare a particular place as a 
protected archaeological site. 
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A person shall not carry out or allow to be carried out any of the 
following on an antiquity site, without the written approval of the Director: 
building, paving, erection of installations, quarrying, mining, drilling, 
flooding, clearing away of stones, plowing, planting, or internment; dumping 
of earth, manure, waste or refuse; erection of buildings or walls on adjoining 
property - 

Antiquities authority law 5749, 1989: 
Deals with the foundation, organization and management of the lsrael 

Antiquities authority. 

Order regarding wrecked goods and salvage fees, no. 611926 
Determining the directives concerning supervision of goods wrecked 

at sea and payment for salvaging. 

Policy document for the territorial waters 
Guidelines and necessary steps that should be taken in order to 

create Integrative Coastal Zone Management (ICZM), that will ensure 
sustainable use of the resources, as well as maintaining state and public 
interests. The archaeological section of the document includes a map 
detailing the most important coastal and underwater archaeological sites, as 
well as a national database with the specifications of the sites (location, 
function category, period, etc.). The document recommends the 
maintenance of a comprehensive database of national resources in the 
coastal zone and territorial waters. Such a database is vital for planners in 
order to make the right decisions with regards to future development plans 
and land uses. Another recommendation is to formulate a countrywide 
master-plan for protecting the ancient coastal sites from marine erosion. 

State master plan (no. 1311985) for the coastal regions 
The aims of the plan are to declare the future uses of the land adjacent 

to the coast in order to ensure proper management of the natural, cultural 
and historical resources, guard, develop and use them for bathing, sports, 
tourism and other essential uses of the coast (ports, marinas etc). The plan 
ensures the accessibility of the public to the coast, prevents the erection of 
buildings at a distance of less than 100m from the coastline, preserves 
scenery and view points and minimizes conflicts between land uses. 

International conventions signed by Israel 
The Hague Convention concerning the protection of cultural property 

in the event of armed conflict - 1954; the Paris Convention concerning the 
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protection of international cultural and natural resources - 1972; the Paris 
Convention concerning prohibition and prevention of illicit import, export 
and transfer of ownership of cultural property - 1970; UNESCO 
recommendations for the protection of cultural resources - 1978; the 
Geneva Protocol for the preservation of protected sites in the Mediterranean 
- 1982. 

Institutions and Organizations 

The Association for Underwater Research in Israel (AURI) 
The association was established in 1961 by: E. Linder, A. Raban, J. 

Galili and J. Shapira. It was the first organization for underwater archaeology 
in Israel. The AURI members, who were volunteer divers, carried out 
operations from the main center at Caesarea and the Maritime Museum in 
Haifa. The AURI was engaged in excavations at: Caesarea harbor, Acre 
harbor, Atlit harbor and Shave-Zion and Philadelphia shipwrecks (Fig. 1). 
Surveys were carried out off the Western-Galilee coasts, the Carmel coast 
(from Haifa to Caesarea), Apollonia, Ashqelon and the eastern coast of Sinai 
(Fig. 1). Excavations were also carried out off the Red Sea coasts, including 
'Coral Island', the 'Sharm El Sheik shipwreck', the 'Mercury shipwreck' and 
'Na'amah shipwreck' north of Sharm El Sheikh. The finds from the Sinai 
coasts were returned to the Egyptian Department of Antiquities after the 
peace agreement. 

The Leon Recanati Institute for Maritime Studies (RIMS, former CMS) at 
Haifa University 

The CMS was inaugurated in 1972. It conducts and promotes 
research projects that encompass human activities relating to the sea. By 
combining history, archaeology, earth sciences and marine resources, the 
institute bridges between humanities, sciences and technology. Students 
participate in the ongoing research carried out at the institute as part of their 
training, and most of them write theses with the support of the technical staff 
of the institute. The institute maintains a marine workshop for professional 
diving and marine surveying. 

The selected subjects of ongoing research at the institute are: 
Caesarea land and sea excavations, the Tel Nami land and sea regional 
project, the Ma'agan Micha'el shipwreck project, and the Tantura (Dor) 
lagoon excavations (Fig. 1). 
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The Department of Maritime Civilizations at the University of Haifa 
The department was established in 1973. It conducts an 

interdisciplinary graduate program, focusing on the interaction between man 
and the sea. Courses relating to the fields of marine and coastal 
archaeology, maritime history, marine and coastal geomorphology, 
geology, and marine biology and ecology are available. Graduates are 
awarded MA and PhD degrees. 

Marine Archaeology on the Mediterranean coast of Israel 

The marine archaeological sites on the Mediterranean coast of Israel 
were classified according to their function (Fig. 4), location in the coastal 
zone and risks (Fig. 5). In addition, the coastal regions were classified 
according to the concentration and importance of the antiquities. 

The archaeological evidence obtained from the submerged sites 
enabled the reconstruction of palaeoenvironments and Holocene sea levels 
in the Carmel Coast. They also provide valuable information concerning the 
material cultures, economy and subsistence of coastal entities in the 
southern Levant during the Neolithic period. 

A. Submerged prehistoric settlements: 
Several Neolithic settlements dating from the gth to the Th millennium 

BP (uncalibrated C14) have been exposed on the seabed along the Carmel 
coast. The sites (Fig. 6) include a Pre-Pottery Neolithic C (PPNC) settlement 
called Atlit-Yam, and five Pottery-Neolithic (PN) settlements belonging to the 
Wadi Rabah culture. 

Atlit-Yam 
The site of Atlit-Yam (Fig. 6) is situated some 200-400 m offshore, at a 

depth of 8-12 m and extends over an area of ca. 40000 m2. Radiocarbon 
dates for the site gave a range of 8180-7550 years BP (uncalibrated). The 
architectural finds consist of stone-built water-wells (Fig. 7), foundations of 
rectangular structures, series of long unconnected walls, round installations, 
ritual installations (Fig. 8) and stone-paved areas. In addition, 65 human 
skeletons were discovered in both primary and secondary burials. In at least 
four of the male individuals, an inner ear pathology - auditory exostosis - 
caused by diving in cold water, was observed. 
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Faunal remains consisted of bones of wild and domesticated animals, 
including domesticated sheeplgoat, pig and dog and cattle on the verge of 
domestication, as well as numerous remains of marine fish. The fish remains 
included more than 6000 bones, most of them belonged to Balistes 
carolinesis (the grey trigger fish), and a few to Serranidae, Sparidae, 
Sciaenidae, Mugillidae and other fish families. Artifacts made of stone, bone, 
wood and flint were also recovered, as well as large quantities of botanical 
remains, including seeds of domesticated wheat, barley, lentil and flax. 
Some of the artifacts and plant remains may be associated with fishing. The 
archaeological material indicates that the economy of the site was complex 
and was based on the combined utilization of terrestrial and marine 
resources involving plant cultivation, livestock husbandry, hunting, gathering 
and fishing. The Atlit-Yam site provides the earliest known evidence for agro- 
pastoral-marine subsistence system on the Levantine coast. 

Pottery Neolithic sites 
The five PN sites, Kfar-Samir, Kfar-Galim, Tel-Hreiz, Megadim and 

Neve-Yam (Fig. 6), are submerged at depths of 0.5-5 m and were dated to 
7100-6300 yrs. BP (uncalibrated C14). The finds from these sites, include 
water wells constructed of alternating layers of tree branches and stones, pit- 
installations, some lined with undressed stones and others were dug into the 
clay sediment. Some of the pits contain thousands of crushed olive-pits and 
waste resulting from the extraction of olive oil. So far this is the oldest known 
evidence for olive oil extraction. Bones of domestic animals and fish were 
also found, as well as artifacts made of stone, bone, wood, and flint. The 
ceramic assemblage included a variety of vessels for cooking and storage. 
At Neve-Yam, a cemetery comprising stone-built graves that contained 6 
human skeletons was excavated and represents one of the earliest known 
organized cemeteries in which the graves were situated apart from the 
dwelling area. The economy of the PN settlements was based mainly on 
terrestrial resources, cultivation and herding. The exploitation of marine 
resources continued, but appears to have been on a smaller scale than in 
the previous PPNC. 

B. Harbors and anchorages 
The southern coast of the Levant has been a busy sea route for at 

least the past five millennia. The Mediterranean coast of Israel (c.188 km 
long) is straight and gently graded, with no islands or bays to provide natural 
shelter for watercraft during heavy storms. In the coastal plain there are 
several kurkar (sandstone) ridges running parallel to the shore. Some of 
these ridges are partly submerged forming small islets and discontinuous 
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reefs some 150 to 600 m offshore that may provide partial protection to 
anchoring vessels. The shortage of natural shelters along the coast and the 
strong winter storms were a problem for local seafarers. Various solutions to 
the shelter problem were applied, and are demonstrated by the typology of 
the ports and anchorages enumerated below. Typology of Port Facilities and 
Anchorages on the Israeli Coast (Figs. 1, 4) 

B1. Man-made (built-up) harbor: quays, breakwaters, jetties, etc. Such 
facilities were usually constructed by the ruling authorities beginning in 
the Persian period. Three such harbors were found at Acre, Atlit and 
Caesarea. 

B2. Proto-harbor (3-7 m water depth): a sheltered area usually situated at the 
lee side of a kurkar ridge, which is partly submerged at some distance 
offshore, with some man-made improvements. Such anchorages were 
used since the Middle Bronze-Age by sea-going vessels for overnight 
anchoring and/or waiting for favorable sailing winds. Remains of such 
features were recorded at Caesarea, Apollonia, Yavneh-Yam and Tel 
Ridan. 

B3. Deep-water (natural) anchorage (3-7 m water depth): kurkar ridge, which 
is partly submerged, forming small islands offshore. This type of 
anchorage was used as early as the Middle Bronze Age. Its functions 
were similar to those of Type 62 above. Such anchorages have been 
found at Akhziv, Shavey-Zion, Atlit, Neve-Yam, Dor, Ma'agan-Michael, 
Tel-Taninim (Zarka), Caesarea, Michmoret and Jaffa. 

84.  Shallow-Water Natural Anchorage (1-3 m water depth): a shelter created 
by small natural features close to the coastline. This type of anchorage 
usually utilizes minor bays and abrasion platforms which are used for 
anchoring fishing boats and lighters. Traditional fishermen currently use 
similar features at Zarka, Shiqmona (south of Haifa), Acre and Akhziv. 

B5. Open-Sea Anchorage: submerged kurkar ridge, located some 300-600 m 
offshore, with its peak lying at 4-12 m beneath sea level. Features like 
this provided an optimal holding ground for ancient stone anchors. 
Ancient vessels chose such places for anchorage, in areas where no 
shelters or port facilities were available and the sea bottom was silty or 
sandy. Two anchorages of this type have been found off the southern 
coast of Israel and one off Mikhmoret (central Israel). 
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B6. Rock-cut mooring facility: Rock-cut bollards were recorded at Shiqmona 
(Fig. 6) and at Akhziv. Mooring holes were recorded on the southern 
coast of Dor bay. 

87. Harbor at the inlet of a coastal river: It was suggested that river courses 
served as inland harbors for sea-going ships during the Bronze Age. 
However, the possibility that sea-going vessels used such river courses 
as inland harbors is still being debated. 

The Harbors of Caesarea Maritima 
Underwater excavations in Caesarea were first carried out in 1960, 

headed by A. Edwin Link. The expedition discovered the contour of the 
submerged Roman harbor, the remnants of which were visible on aerial 
photos. The AURI, led by E. Linder, excavated inside the harbor between the 
years 1963-1972. Since 1975, the site has been excavated by the CMS, 
directed by A. Raban with R.L. Hohlfelder, J.P. Oleson, R.L. Vann and R. 
Stieglitz, and in 1989 by A. Raban, K.J. Holum K.J. and E.G. Reinhardt. 

The ongoing research project has yielded the entire Herodian harbor 
complex - Sebastos - comprising three basins: the open sea basin, which 
was constructed on imported building material; the intermediate basin, 
which was constructed on top of the kurkar ridge and the inner basin, which 
was partly excavated on land. Two towers were found, one on each side of 
the entrance channel, verifying the description of the historian Josephus. 
Still-intact quays and jetties on the northeast side of the intermediate basin 
and rock-cut and ashlar-built ship-sheds were also revealed. 

The main moles were built with ashlar headers for the quays and large 
blocks of hydraulic concrete cast within prefabricated wooden barges. 
Excavations revealed the quays that encircled the inner basin, its flushing 
channels and a series of later renovation attempts that functioned up to the 
Byzantine period. 

Several shipwrecks were found on top of the main breakwater of 
Herod's harbor and around it, including part of the wooden hull of a large 
merchantman dating to 18-15 BC that was carrying building materials and 
volcanic tufa from Italy, intended for the construction of the Roman harbor. 

A submerged Hellenistic round tower that was associated with the 
Hellenistic anchorage of Straton's tower was found within the intermediate 
basin of the Herodian harbor. Several stone-built quays and jetties dating to 
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the Late Roman and Byzantine periods were found along the coast south of 
Caesarea. 

Scholars have identified archaeological and geological indications for 
neo-tectonic activity in the Caesarea region. In particular, ruins of the 
western section of the Herodian Roman harbor are submerged to a depth of 
5-6 m below sea level. It was suggested that a post-Roman neo-tectonic fault 
trending North-South is responsible for the subsidence of the harbor. Other 
scholars suggest that both archaeological and geological evidence indicate 
that the Caesarea region has been tectonically stable over the last 2000 
years. The latter suggested that the western section of the harbor was built 
on top of unconsolidated sediments and later underwent settlement due to 
marine erosion. 

Atlit harbor 
The remains of the harbor were first located in 1963 by the AURI, as 

part of the 'Atlit Map Survey' of the IAA. The harbor comprises two similar 
wings, each wing having a quay with a mole perpendicular to one side. The 
harbor is protected by a peninsula in the south and two small islands (the 
summits of a submerged kurkar ridge) in the west. The south quay is 
constructed of headers (1 by 0.5 m) and extends eastward, along the 
shoreline, for a distance of 38 m. The south mole extends from the eastern 
edge of the south quay northward into the sea. This mole (100 m long and 
9.8 m wide) is built of two walls of headers with a mixed ashlar and rubble fill 
and a wall of headers, which closes the northern tip of the mole. Abutting this 
enclosure wall is a rectangular tower (12 by 20 m), also constructed of 
headers. The other section of the harbor is in the northwest, adjacent to the 
northern rocky island. A 43 m long quay of ashlar headers was built on the 
eastern edge of the northern island. From the northern corner of this quay a 
wall of headers continues seaward forming the northern breakwater, which 
is similar in construction and width to that on the southern shore. This 
breakwater is about 130 m long, and in some places four or five courses of 
headers have survived up to the present-day sea level. Abutting the eastern 
tip of the construction is a rectangular tower similar to the one on the eastern 
mole. Among the concentrations of artifacts found within the harbor basin, it 
was possible to distinguish a few principal cargoes. One cargo consists of 
typical Phoenician biconic amphorae dated to the end of the fifth century BC. 
Another concentration contained straight-shouldered storage jars, some 
intact. In addition, a group of basalt stones that had been used as a ship 
ballast, as well as pottery fragments of 'basket handle amphorae' and stone 
stocks of wooden anchors of the 7m-6th centuries BC were found. Several 
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dozens of decorated lead fishing net sinkers were recovered at the entrance 
of the harbor. The sinkers were arranged in a row at fixed intervals, and it 
seems that they had been attached to a fishing net that was lost during 
fishing. 

The construction of the harbor may be related to a loth century BC 
settlement, which was exposed on the shoreline about 300 m northeast of 
the harbor. However, no archaeological evidence dating to this early phase 
has so far been recorded within the harbor. 

Acre harbor 
For over 3500 years Acre served as a center of maritime activity and 

one of the major ports of the Holy Land. The ancient harbor consists of a 
southern breakwater that was dated to the Persian and the Roman periods, 
and the submerged eastern breakwater, which was built by Ibn-Tulon in the 
91h century AD. In the entrance of the harbor, close to the southern edge of 
the eastern breakwater, is a small island called 'The Tower of the Flies' which 
served as a lighthouse during the Crusader Period. The southern breakwater 
is currently covered by the modern breakwater of the fishing-port. 

The first underwater archaeological investigations in Acre harbor were 
undertaken by the AURl during 1964-1966, and by the AURl and the CMS 
during 1976-1978, headed by E. Linder. Several seasons of underwater 
excavations revealed the foundations of the 'Tower of the Flies', sections of 
the southern breakwater and the remains of a 18Ih century shipwreck. When 
the port was deepened (1983-1989), underwater rescue surveys were 
carried out by the MAB headed by E. Galili and J. Sharvit. Remains of nine 
shipwrecks with wooden hulls were discovered from in and around the 
ancient harbor. One of the wrecks was found inside the harbor and was 
dated to the Roman period, another hull was dated to the 1 1m-13'h century, 
three hulls to the ITh-191h century and the others to the beginning of the 20th 
century. Wooden poles of a quay dated by C14 to the 141h century were 
documented at the entrance of the modern fishing-port. In addition, 
thousands of artifacts dating to the Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, Crusader, 
Moslem and Ottoman periods were recovered. These included: anchors, 
fishing-gear, ships' cargoes, coins, pottery vessels (Fig. 9) weapons and 
ammunition. 

Yavne-Yam anchorage 
Yavne-Yam was first settled during the Middle Bronze Age and was 
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occupied until the middle ages. Adjacent to the tell is a natural anchorage, 
protected by kurkar reefs to the west, and two headlands to the south and in 
the north. Surveys carried out by the CMS and the MAB since 1980 have 
revealed assemblages originating from shipwrecks including anchors of 
various shapes and weights and fishing devices. The artifacts that were 
recovered during the survey include: tens of stone anchors with one, two or 
three perforations, lead fastenings and stone stocks of wooden anchors, 
attesting to intensive marine activity. Artifacts used onboard ships, including 
a lead cooking stove, grinding stones, stone bowls, fishing equipment 
(bronze hooks, lead net sinkers and sounding leads) and storage jars, 
amphorae, bowls and cooking pots dating to the Late Bronze, Persian, 
Hellenistic, Roman and Byzantine periods attesting to a flourishing maritime 
trade. Most of the vessels were of types produced in Israel or in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, but some were imported from distant places in the 
Mediterranean. A concentration of Bronze-Age artifacts includes dozens of 
gold objects (beads, earrings, jewelry fragments, metal lumps and waste of 
jewelry production) and a cylindrical hematite seal of Syrian origin. These 
were found scattered in a limited area where 20 hematite weights, bronze 
spearheads, arrowheads and axes, and two figurines of the god Ba'al were 
recovered. The archaeological evidence indicates that the anchorage was 
used almost constantly from the Late Bronze Age until the Middle Ages. Until 
modern times, this was the only available anchorage between the Sinai 
coast and Jaffa that could provide shelter for sea-going vessels. 

Apollonia (Arsuf) anchorage 
South of the ruins of Arsuf there is a submerged kurkar ridge 

connected to the shore at its northern edge. Between this ridge and the 
shoreline there is a relatively protected area with a depth of 3-5 m, that can 
provide some shelter for anchoring vessels. The anchorage was surveyed by 
the AURI, the MA6 and E. Grossman on behalf of Tel-Aviv University. Around 
50 stone and iron anchors of several types were discovered, among them, a 
Byblos-type stone anchor with one perforation, which was attributed to the 
Middle Bronze Age. In addition, numerous fishing devices and artifacts that 
are associated with navigation, were recovered. These included lead net- 
sinkers, sounding leads, and stone rings for releasing entangled fishing 
gear. In the southwestern part of the anchorage area, a cargo of metal 
artifacts was found, including fragments of a broken bronze life-size statue 
of a male figure, a small bronze figurine of the goddess Minerva, bronze nails 
and other artifacts made of bronze, stone and lead. Concentrations of small 
and medium-size ashlar stones and columns of various sizes, made of 
granite, marble and kurkar, were found as well. Many potsherds, including 
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incised Byzantine amphorae, and pythoi and some fragments of 'basket 
handle' Persian amphorae and pottery vessels dating to the Persian, 
Hellenistic and Roman periods were collected. Broken glass ingots probably 
originating from the local glass industry were also found. It seems that the 
natural submerged kurkar ridge was artificially raised by assembling stones 
on its summits and between them. Concentrations of ashlar stones, which 
were found in the anchorage area and on the ridge, may have been 
scattered when vessels were wrecked. Judging by the archaeological 
findings, notably the stone anchors, it seems that the kukar ridges were used 
as an anchorage for sea-going vessels from the second century BC onward. 

Caesarea southern anchorage 
About one km south of the Herodian harbor, a series of partly 

submerged kurkar ridges and small islands create a relatively protected 
anchorage that can provide shelter for sea-going vessels. Surveys carried 
out by the CMS and the MAB exposed ships' cargoes, fishing-gear and 
marine installations. The LB remains consist of four semi-convex lead ingots 
weighing 7-20 kg, bearing inscriptions, a bronze axe and six one-holed stone 
anchors weighing 50-100 kg. A stone structure (75 m long and 5 m wide), in 
an east-west direction, starting from the eastern side of the kurkar ridge, was 
found. It consists of two parallel lines of pierced stones (50 x 60 x 130 cm, 
the holes are round, 20-25 cm in diameter) that lie at a depth of 1.5-3 m. The 
pierced stones may have served as bases for wooden poles that supported 
a jetty or wharf, or may have been used for mooring. 

Artifacts from the Roman period include bronze coins of the Emperors 
Nero, Vespasian, Titus and Trajan and of the Procurators Pontius Pilatus 
(under Tiberius) and Antonius Felix (under Nero), a bronze figurine of 
Aphrodite taking off her sandal, and a bronze bust of a woman wearing a 
toga. Also found were five conical bronze bells, lumps of crude yellow glass 
and a decorated bronze handle of a large volute-krater, bronze nails, lead 
net sinkers, pottery handles of pithoi and amphorae and two lead sounding 
weights. The Roman coins stem from the second half of the 1' century AD, 
and were presumably in a cargo vessel of that period. Another cargo, of a 
Late Roman ship, included 20 lead sheets (120 x 900 x 5 mm in size), which 
were probably stripped from a roof, to be re-used or melted. The total weight 
of the sheets was 750 kg, and they were rolled up to one-third of their size, 
for convenience of transportation. This assemblage also included bronze 
coins of the Emperor Constantine, fragments of amphorae, bronze nails and 
two iron anchors. Another cluster of late Roman artifacts included a hoard of 
hundreds of bronze coins of the Emperor Constantius II and bronze nails. A 
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cargo of 35 crudely cut marble tablets, a few pillar-links and column-drums, 
and bowls, was found at the southern edge of the anchorage. An incised 
cross on some of the bowl-handles and a bronze coin dated the cargo to the 
Byzantine period. 

The entire stretch of water east of the submerged kurkar ridges in the 
area of Kibbutz Sdot-Yam seems to have served as an anchorage from the 
LB Age onward. The weight of most of the stone anchors found in the 
anchorage does not exceed 50-60 kg. This may indicate that small vessels 
used the kurkar ridges as a temporary overnight shelter or while waiting for 
a fair wind. However, the southern anchorage of Caesarea could not be used 
as a shelter during winter storms. It is possible that some of the assemblages 
originated from vessels that were wrecked while anchoring. 

Dor bay anchorage 
The small bay south of Tel Dor is sheltered by a submerged kurkar 

ridge in the west. Small and medium-sized vessels found shelter in the bay 
during calm and rough sea. Numerous stone anchors and remnants of 
cargoes of ships that were probably wrecked while anchoring were found on 
the seabed. At the northeast corner of the bay, an ashlar pavement extends 
along the margins of Tel Dor for ca. 40 m. The structure was built of 
elongated ashlar slabs (up to 1 by 1 by 2.5 m), laid as headers that totaled 
almost 10 m in width. This structure may have been a quay, or landing dock, 
or foundations of a coastal structure dated to the 13th century BC. The 
excavator (A. Raban) has suggested that this structure is associated with the 
harbor of the Sea Peoples at Dor. 

Dor southern anchorage (Tantura lagoon) 
The southern anchorage of Dor has served as a port facility for at least 

four millennia. The anchorage is protected from the west by a submerged 
kurkar ridge, from the north by a tombolo and from the southwest by a small 
island. The lagoon is a natural feature, which has preserved the remains of 
shipwrecks and associated finds, as they were buried under the sand soon 
after wreckage. In 1968, a cargo consisting of an iron cannon, mortar 
bombs, muskets and anchors was discovered in the lagoon. The AURl 
performed an underwater survey, led by J. Galili, and documented the finds. 
Some years later, a bronze cannon, a bronze mortar and various kinds of 
weapons were recovered by the MAB. The weapons probably belonged to 
Napoleon's army, which retreated after their unsuccessful siege of Acre, and 
marched southward along the coast through Dor. 
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The MAB began its activities at Dor in the early 1970s, and has since 
carried out extensive surveys in the Dor region. In the early 1990s, K. Raveh 
and S. Kingsley performed a number of underwater surveys in the southern 
bay. Among the finds were stone, lead and iron anchors, numerous 
remnants of vessels and cargoes, and a hull section of a Byzantine 
shipwreck containing decorated storage jars and traces of ropes. A Greek 
helmet and a Byzantine steelyard bearing a Greek inscription were also 
recovered. Between 1994 and 1998, the CMS together with the Institute of 
Nautical Archaeology (INA), studied several shipwrecks inside the lagoon. 

A ship's hull that was constructed without the use of mortise and 
tennon joinery was excavated and dated to the waning years of Byzantine 
rule in the region. Thus the so-called Tantura A wreck is the oldest recorded 
hull in the Mediterranean to have been built without the use of mortise and 
tenon joints. Another hull, lacking cargo, was recovered and radiocarbon 
dated to about the eighth century AD. In 1999 the MAB and the CMS 
excavated a wreck dated to the Ottoman period. More than two-thirds of the 
hull survived, including the mast step (Fig. 10). Finds included mat baskets, 
ropes, textiles, oil lamps and decorated pottery pipes. Ashlar kurkar stones 
and a Roman marble capital (Fig. 10) were used as ballast stones. A few 
meters west of the I T h  century Ottoman wreck, another almost whole hull of 
a 20" century vessel was exposed. The wreck was excavated in 2000 by the 
CMS and the Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS) and contained mainly 
ashlar building stones. 

The archaeological evidence indicates that extensive marine activities 
must have taken place at Dor's southern anchorage, beginning in the MB 
and have continued ever since. Some of the ships were probably wrecked 
while anchoring in the lagoon, as it provided little shelter during heavy winter 
storms. 

Neve-Yam anchorage 
About 4 km south of the Atlit peninsula, a series of partly submerged 

kurkar ridges and a headland create a basin that can provide some shelter 
from northwesterly and northerly winds. Underwater surveys and rescue 
excavations carried out by the CMS and the MAB exposed a submerged 
Pottery Neolithic settlement (Neve-Yam, see above), anchors and 
assemblages associated with shipwrecks. An assemblage including 15 
stone anchors of the Byblos type was attributed to the MB. A large LB cargo 
consisted of 83 loaf-shaped copper ingots, as well as a series of hematite 
weights in the shape of wheat grains, a socketed bronze adz with wooden 
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remains, a bronze spearhead and several one-holed stone anchors. Another 
cargo attributed to the Hellenistic period included several Ptolemaic bronze 
coins, cylindrical lead bands bearing incised Greek inscriptions, two bell- 
shaped sounding leads, pyramidal lead weights, round lead boxes with lids 
and a bronze figurine of a satyr. Dozens of pottery hand-grenades decorated 
with a scale design, dated to the 12-13 centuries AD, were collected in the 
anchorage area. 

Atlit Northern bay anchorage 
The remains of fishing equipment and many cargoes of wrecked ships 

were found in the entire area of the North Bay. Stone anchors of various 
types were recovered, including a Byblos type anchor dated to the MB, 
several groups of one-holed stone anchors, probably dated to the LB and 
twenty three-holed anchors which are attributed to the Iron Age, Persian and 
Medieval Periods. A few assemblages from the Persian period included 
broken stone jars with basket handles and lead cores of wooden anchors. In 
addition, bronze furniture parts, horse bridles, duck-shaped weights and 
lioness-shaped jar-handles were recovered. Three assemblages containing 
bronze and silver Ptolemaic coins, various bronze objects and a lead missile 
bearing a decorative lizard, are attributed to the Hellenistic period. A few lead 
balance weights bearing Greek inscriptions, a bronze oil lamp and a relief of 
a ship's prow were also recovered. One of the Hellenistic assemblages may 
have belonged to the vessel that carried the bronze battering ram (see 
below). 

A group of bronze objects joined together by a concretion were dated 
to the Byzantine period. The hoard contained a bronze socketed standard 
decorated with a trellis of vine tendrils and bunches of grapes on both sides. 
The standard is also decorated by an engraved seven-branched 'Menorah', 
a ram's horn ('Shofar'), a palm branch ('Lulav'), and an inscription 
mentioning the Talmudic city of Shiqmona. This assemblage also contained 
a bronze figurine of a woman carrying flowers, and four wooden spikes used 
for splicing ropes. A Mameluke-Ottoman shipwreck from the 16th century, 
which included four bronze swivel-bow cannons and a bronze bombard 
(weighing 2,200 kg and 3.25 m long), fourteen stone cannon balls (diameter 
30 cm) and twenty bronze helmets, was discovered. A two-armed admiralty 
anchor with traces of its wooden stock and two large grapnel anchors were 
also found. 

Crusader Installations in the Northern Bay of Atlit 
A cluster of ribbed stone columns (height c. 2 m) with a square base 

and a perforation in the upper part were found east of the harbor at the fool 

942 
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of the north end of the ruined Crusader's city-wall. Rows of wooden poles 
stuck upright into the sea floor were found in several concentrations next to 
the coastline, east of the ancient harbor. The poles were dated by C14 to the 
Crusader period. Chains or wooden rods may have been threaded through 
the perforations. The columns together with the wooden poles, may have 
formed part of a barrier built in shallow water intended to prevent enemy 
forces from approaching the fortress walls from the northeast. Alternatively, 
the stone columns and the wooden poles may represent the remains of a 
jetty, a quay or some other mooring installation. 

Atlit Southern bay anchorage 
In this area, an assemblage of objects dating to the MB was 

discovered. It included storage jars, one intact, with handles below the 
shoulder and two stone anchors of the Byblos type. Several stone anchors 
with one perforation were also found. The scarcity of finds suggests that 
though there was some marine activity in the southern bay, it was more 
limited than in the northern bay, perhaps because it was more exposed to 
the southwesterly prevailing storms. 

C. Shipwrecks 
Typology of Shipwrecks 

Because of the physical characteristics of the Israeli Mediterranean 
coastline (lack of natural shelters and unexpected storms), many ships were 
wrecked and washed ashore. Hence, most of the shipwrecks are 
concentrated close to the shoreline. The shipwrecks, which are found in the 
region, can be classified as follows: 

C. 1. Remains of a wooden hull and cargo: such wrecks are usually found in 
sheltered areas that are protected by submerged or partly submerged 
Kurkar ridges (Caesarea north anchorage, Ma'agan Mikhael 
anchorage, Dor anchorage and Acre anchorage). Some of these ships 
were wrecked while anchoring and waiting for favorable winds. 

C.2. Assemblage of vessel lacking wooden hull: this is the most common 
kind of shipwreck along the Israeli coast. These assemblages are 
usually found in open and unprotected coasts, some 70-150 m 
offshore, in the breaker zone at water depths of 2-5 m. Most of these 
ships were wrecked during winter storms. 

C.3. Concentration of ballast stones: usually piles of foreign stones, 
surrounded by scattered artifacts, nails, ship's fittings and anchors. 

C.4. Single isolated artifact originating from a ship: artifacts that were 
intentionally or unintentionally dumped into the sea by the ancient 
mariners. These artifacts cannot be associated with a wreckage event 
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or to a particular archaeological assemblage. 
C.5. Scattered pottery vessels in deep water (25-45m): most of these vessels 

are found whole, some of them were probably dumped by the mariners 
after consuming the contents, or jettisoned in cases of emergency, 
while others may have originated from wrecked vessels that were 
scattered on the sea bottom by modern trawling activities. 

The Ma'agan Mikha'el Shipwreck 
In 1985, remains of a 2400-year-old merchantman were discovered at 

a depth of 2-3 m, 75 m off the coast of Ma'agan Mikhael, and excavated by 
a CMS team, headed by E. Linder and J. Rosloff. The preserved part of the 
hull is 13 m long and about 4 m wide. Its estimated displacement was 25 
tons, and the ballast stones it carried weigh over 12 tons. The hull was built 
shell-first using pegged mortise and tenon joints. The lower part of the hull 
was found intact, with stem and sternposts in their original position, as were 
the longitudinal stringers, floors, frames, vertical stanchions, and a mast- 
step, all made of Aleppo pine. The keel, 8.25 m long and 16 cm high, is a 
single timber made of pine with a false keel attached to it, extending slightly 
at both ends, made of oak. A unique one-armed wooden anchor with a lead- 
filled wooden stock was found close to the ship's starboard. Some of its 
ropes were still attached to the crown and the lifting loop. Artifacts include: 
ceramic items, basket handle storage jars, cooking pots, mortaria, oil lamps, 
jugs and personal articles: juglets, black glazed miniature cups and carved 
wooden boxes. Among the organic materials were a woven basket and a 
great amount of rope. Y. Kahanov and P. Peled carried out the conservation 
and reassembling. 

The Hellenistic battering Ram from Atlit 
The bronze ram (weight 465 kg, 2.26 m long) was discovered by Y. 

Ramon in the northern bay of Atlit, some 130 meters offshore at a depth of 
3 m. It is decorated on both sides and on its upper part with artistic 
depictions in relief of two griffins, helmets of the "Dioscori" and the 
"Caduceus" on the upper surface of the ram. The large decorations on the 
sides of the ram coincide nicely with the design of a trident. Wooden parts 
removed from within the bronze ram enabled J.R. Steffy to reconstruct the 
bow of a Classic warship from the second century BC. 

The Roman shipwreck from Caesarea 
In 1976, a survey team of divers from the AURl discovered the frames 

of a large vessel in the northern anchorage of Caesarea at a depth of 2.5 m. 
In 1983, the CMS headed by A. Raban excavated the wreck in collaboration 
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with the University of Maryland, the University of Colorado and the University 
of Victoria. The excavations revealed a ship's hull of more than 40 m long, of 
which a third of the original wooden construction of frames and strakes has 
survived. The hull is made of 8 cm thick strakes connected by mortises and 
tenons in the "shell first" technique. The frames, built from planks of conifer 
wood 16 cm thick and 25 to 28 cm high, were closely placed (9 cm between 
frames). This construction is the most massive yet found for a sailing vessel 
from the Roman period. The wreck was dated by C14 to the end of the I *  
century BC. Many pieces of the lead sheathing were scattered.around the 
wreck. Prominent among the ceramic remains are large pithoi of a type 
known as dolia - a fixed storage containers that held such staples as grain, 
salt or other bulk cargo. Four bronze balance bars that might have been 
used to weigh cargo were also found. The type of wood and the method of 
construction used are similar to those characteristic of northwestern Italy and 
southern France. It is possible that the ship carried building material (such 
as volcanic tuffa) for the Herodian harbor of Sebastos. 

Other notable assemblages of vessels that were wrecked in 
unsheltered areas: 

Bronze-Age assemblages (Figs. 1, 6) 
In the Kfar-Samir region south of Haifa, at a distance of 100-150 m 

offshore, three LB assemblages were investigated by CMS and MAB divers. 
The northern assemblage consisted of fragments of ox-hide ingots, lead 
plano-convex ingots, one-holed stone anchors and a bronze figurine of the 
god Ba'al. Another LB assemblage was found ca. 500 m to the south and 
included a sickle sword, tin and lead ingots bearing Cypro-Minoan signs, 
and a group of five one-holed stone anchors, one engraved with a scarab 
design. The southern cargo was founded ca. 600 m to the south, and 
included two whole ox-hide ingots, 12 tin ingots, some of them bearing 
Cypro-Minoan inscriptions, socketed bronze axes and one-holed stone 
anchors. A fourth LB assemblage was discovered half a kilometer south of 
Kfar-Galim by a MAB team of divers. Among the finds were fragments of lead 
ingots, bronze objects (including a horse's bridle) and two one-holed stone 
anchors. 

South of Mikhmoret anchorage (Fig. 1) an LB assemblage 
consisting of three one-holed stone anchors, a sickle sword and a bronze 
dagger was recovered. 

In addition to these assemblages, tens of clusters of one-holed 
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anchors were recorded. Most of the LB anchor clusters were found in 
unsheltered areas close to the coast at water depths of 2.5-4 m. 

Persian Period assemblages 
Shave-Zion Figurine Wreck (Fig. 1): In the course of a survey carried 

out by the AURI during 1974, a cargo of a ship from the 5'" century BC was 
located. The remains were scattered over a large area (2 X 2 km). The 
principal finds were hundreds of terra cotta figurines of various sizes, all of 
which were female images with their right arms raised in a benedictory 
gesture and their left arms folded beneath their bosoms. Many of the 
figurines bear the sign of the Phoenician-Punic goddess Tanit on their 
bases; others have such Phoenician-Punic signs as dolphins, stele, and 
other ritual motifs common in the iconography of Carthage and the Punic 
colonies in the middle and western Mediterranean region. Among the other 
finds were an elephant tusk, amphorae, bowls and other small pottery 
vessels. Neutron activation analyses of the clay from which the figurines 
were made show that the cargo originated from the southern Phoenician 
coast 

The Philadelphia Site (Fig. 1): In 1974-75, the AURI, under the direction 
of A. Raban explored and partially excavated a wreck site 1.5 km off the 
shore, 3 km north of Acre. At a depth of approximately 1 Om, on the rocky sea 
bottom, a cargo of wine amphorae, characterized by wide angular 
shoulders, and conical shapes, was found. This type of amphora is known 
from Phoenician sites throughout the Mediterranean. Judging by the 
amphorae, the assemblage was dated to the Persian period (5'h century BC). 

Another Persian assemblage was recovered from the Kfar-Galim 
region at a depth of 3-4 m (Fig. 6). Finds included bronze ladles decorated 
with duck heads. 

Hellenistic assemblages 
Off the Megadim coast, (Fig 6), some 6 km south of Haifa, the cargo 

of a Hellenistic shipwreck was discovered in 1968 by divers from the AURI. 
The site was located again in 1980 and excavated by a team of the MA6 
under the direction of E. Galili, S. Wachsmann and K. Raveh. The vessel, 
which was apparently from the Hellenistic period, bore a cargo that included 
bronze and silver coins of the Ptolemaic, and Seleucid dynasties (Tdcentury 
BC), bronze nails and fittings, broken bronze anthropomorphic and 
zoomorphic figurines and life-size anthropomorphic statuary fragments. In 
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addition, the ship carried a wine amphora in secondary use that held tens of 
kg of metal objects, including decorated bracelets, gold-plated diadems, 
arrow heads, metal-smiths' tools, nails, architectural clamps, arch handles of 
small vessels, tacks for fixing lead sheathing, gilded decorating tucks, a 
gilded stem and leaves of a wreath, copper ingots and other metal fittings 
and jewelry. The character of the finds, the tools found at the site, and the 
unfinished jewelry items suggest that one of the vessel's passengers was a 
jeweler metal-smith with a portable workshop or was a scrap-metal dealer. 
The pieces of large bronze statuary were probably intended for recycling. 

Two additional Hellenistic assemblages (type C2) were recovered 
from the Kfar-Samir region south of Haifa (Fig. 6). The finds included a hoard 
of thousands of Ptolemaic silver coins dated to the Pd century BC, lead 
fastenings of stone anchors, sounding leads, bronze fittings shaped like a 
lion's heads, bronze nails and sections of lead sheathing from the vessel's 
hull. 

Roman assemblages 
Assemblages of four Roman shipwrecks from the second century AD 

were discovered in the Kfar-Samir region off the municipal beach south of 
Haifa. The cargoes included anthropomorphic bronze figurines, bracelets, 
necklaces, pendants with phallic symbols, balance scale bars, silver and 
bronze coins, lead stoves used onboard ships, lead fastenings of wooden 
anchors, iron anchors, bronze nails and other domestic objects, craftsmen's 
tools and ship's fittings made of copper, bronze, iron and lead. 

Three additional Roman assemblages were discovered off the Carmel 
coast region between Haifa and Atlit, and two additional assemblages off the 
Ashqelon coast in the south of Israel. The northern-most assemblage from 
Ashqelon included a unique Bronze Age trumpet, a set of bronze weights 
(one of them weighing 20 kg), a bronze oil lamp and a unique lead stove that 
was used for cooking and heating water. A cargo of six biconic millstones 
made of basalt was recovered 600 m south of the Apollonia anchorage (Fig. 
1) at a water depth of 3 m. The pairs of millstones were brand-new and they 
were most probably wrecked on the way to the customer who ordered them. 
Bronze nails were scattered around the millstones attesting to the wreckage 
event. 

Late Roman assemblages 
Three Late Roman assemblages (type C2) were recorded off the 

Carmel coast region between Haifa and Atlit. They consist of thousands of 
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bronze coins of Constantinus, iron anchors, ship's fittings and various metal 
artifacts. Another two Late Roman assemblages were recorded off the 
Ashqelon coasts. 

Byzantine assemblages 
Six Byzantine assemblages were recovered from the seabed in the 

northern Carmel coast region between Haifa and Megadim (Fig. 6). The 
assemblages are of type C2, and they consist of artifacts that were scattered 
at water depths of 2.5-4 m. Some 100-150 m offshore, finds included mainly 
iron anchors, bronze coins, bronze and lead artifacts and bronze nails. Two 
more Byzantine assemblages of similar nature were recorded off the 
Ashqelon coast. 

Mameluke assemblage 
A Mameluke vessel from the beginning of the 15th century AD was 

recovered off the Megadim coast. Its cargo included a huge hoard of bronze 
coins held in wicker baskets (totaling 350 kg) and hundreds of bronze 
artifacts originating from a mosque. The bronze artifacts consisted of 
decorated lighting devices (candle sticks, lamp stamps, bowls for collecting 
wax, fittings for suspension); mortars and pestles, door decorations, wooden 
box ornament fittings, bowls and domestic utensils. In addition, five hoards 
of iron fittings and nails (weighing ca. 400 kg each) were recorded, as well 
as some scanty remains of the wooden hull. Most of the coins had been 
minted by the Mameluke sultans Farage and Barkuk in eastern Anatolia and 
northern Syria. The provenance of the ship could have been from the 
northern part of the eastern Mediterranean coast. The ship most probably 
sailed from the northern Levantine coasts to Alexandria with a metal cargo 
and was wrecked off the Carmel coast. 

Ottoman assemblage 
In the shallow waters off the Megadim coast (Fig. 6), the cargo of a 

wrecked Ifh century AD vessel was found. This date is based on the 
numerous Spanish coins from the Brabant mint found at this site. A 
continuous survey of the area was undertaken by divers from the AURI, 
under the direction of Y. Shapira and J. Galili. Among the remains were a 
large quantity of bronze containers; copper nails; two large bronze 
broadside cannons (one with its wooden carriage still intact); and breech- 
loading swivel guns of Spanish construction, one of iron and two of bronze. 
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D. Coastal rock-cut installations 

Slipways 
In the north section of Tel Dor (Fig. I ) ,  three surfaces were cut into the 

kurkar rock, above the abrasion platform, trending northward towards the 
sea at an angle of 5 degrees. These rock-cut installations may have served 
as slipways or as dry docks dating to the Classical period. 

Mooring facilities 
In the southeastern corner of Akhziv Bay (Fig I ) ,  two round bollards 

are cut in the kurkar rock about three meters from the coastline. Six similar 
bollards are cut into the coastal limestone of a small bay south of Shiqmona. 
It seems that these bollards were used for mooring vessels in order to 
unload heavy cargo (stone architectural elements for example) by dropping 
them into the sea close to the coast and dragging them ashore. 

Rock cut pools 
Tens of pools of various shapes and sizes were observed in Northern 

Israel (between the Western-Galilee and Caesarea) and a few in central and 
southern Israel. The pools are usually cut into the coastal rocks, at sea-level 
or slightly lower, to allow water supply by gravity. It seems that some of the 
pools were used for bathing, while others for keeping live fish or Murex- 
shells (intended for producing purple-dye). At least one, at Akhziv, was 
fashioned as a true fishpond for aqua culture. 

Rock cut installations for producing salt 
The topography of the Carmel coast between Atlit and the Dor area is 

suitable for producing salt from seawater. The elongated troughs behind the 
shore, which are almost at the elevation of sea level, are filled with 
impermeable clay sediments, which can hold water, and are suitable for salt- 
ponds. The rocky coastline allows the hewing of rock-cut installations of 
various types in order to transfer water from the sea eastward to the 
evaporation ponds in the troughs. Rock-cut installations intended for 
producing salt were located during coastal surveys of the MAB in the Carmel 
coast (Fig. 6). 

Four installations were located between Atlit and Neve-Yam. They 
consist of tilted rock-cut surfaces, intended for capturing and lifting seawater 
by using the wave energy, and rock cut channels that were used to convey 
the water eastward to the ponds. South of Neve-Yam and the Habonim area, 
seven additional installations were recorded. They consist of rock-cut 
:hannels that were used to convey water from the sea by gravity to rock-cut 

949 
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reservoirs located some 3-10 m inland. From the reservoirs, the water was 
elevated by windmills or by water-wheels and flowed eastward to the 
evaporation ponds via channels made of wood or cut into the rock. Other 
installations consist of tilted rock-cut surface that captured the water (using 
the wave energy in the swash zone) and lifted it to an elevation of up to 1 m 
above sea level. From there, the water flowed eastward to the ponds via 
rock-cut channels or wooden aqueducts. 

These structures are directly associated with the sea and provide 
valuable information about sea level changes and coastline displacement. 

Judging by the available data revealed from the rock-cut installations 
on the Israeli coast, it seems that no major tectonic changes have occurred 
in the region during the last 2000 years. 

Marine Archaeology in the Sea of Galilee (Fig. 2) 

The Sea of Galilee (Fig. 6) is a fresh-water lake (21 km long and 12 km 
wide) that lies some 210 m below the Mediterranean sea level. The highest 
possible level of the lake is ca. -209 m. The shores of the lake have been 
occupied since prehistoric times, and the coastal inhabitants have been 
engaged in fishing and sailing ever since. 

Marine archaeological research in the Sea of Galilee began in 1960, 
when a group of divers, headed by E. Link conducted an underwater survey 
in the lake. Since then numerous underwater and coastal surveys have been 
carried out by different institutions: the AURl during the 1960s and the 1970s, 
by M. Nun from Kibbutz Ein-Gev, the CMS and the MAB since the seventies. 
Coastal surveys and excavations were carried out in prehistoric sites by D. 
Nadel on behalf of the University of Haifa. Since 1985, there have been major 
fluctuations in the water level of the lake, and many archaeological sites, 
including submerged settlements, a wooden boat, cargoes, anchorages and 
coastal installations have been discovered. 

Submerged settlements 

Ohalo I site (Fig. 6) 
Ohalo I has been surveyed and excavated by 0. Bar-Yosef and D. 

Nadel since 1986. Underwater rescue surveys have been carried out by the 
MAB since 1998. The investigations have revealed Epipaleolithic, Pre-Pottery 
and Pottery Neolithic assemblages, including flint cores, blades, flakes and 
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tools, as well as basalt stone implements (pestles, bowls, perforated and 
grooved fishing net-sinkers and grinding stones). The archaeological 
material is scattered over an area of 150x150 m at -212 to -215 m below the 
Mediterranean sea level (3.5-6 m below the highest possible level of the 
lake). 

Ohalo II site (Fig. 6) 
Ohalo II has been excavated since 1989 by D. Nadel and was dated 

by C14 to 19,500 years BP (uncalibrated). Excavations have revealed in situ 
ruins of an Epipalaeolithic fishing-village, with traces of huts, human burials, 
flint, bone and stone artifacts, plant remains and animal bones, including 
large amounts of fish-bones. The elevation of the inundated village is ca.-212 
to -213 m below the Mediterranean sea level. Hence, the level of the Sea of 
Galilee must have been lower than -214 m at the time of occupation 
(assuming that the settlement was at least 1 m above the lake's level). This 
level is lower by ca. 5 m than the highest possible level of the lake. 

In addition to these sites, many scattered flint artifacts have been 
found on the dried bottom of the lake. Most of them were not found in situ, 
and were probably deposited by currents. 

Ancient harbors and anchorages 
The Sea of Galilee is known for its sudden storms, which are caused 

by moderate easterly or westerly winds. A few natural anchorage sites are 
found on the northern shores of the lake. About 300 m northeast of Tabgha, 
a small natural bay termed 'Hale' by local fishermen, provides shelter from 
southerly and northerly winds (Fig. 2). Another small bay termed "Amnun- 
Bay" is situated between Capernaum and the Jordan outlet (Fig. 6). One- 
holed stone-anchors (5-40 kg) were discovered on the bottom of these 
natural anchorages. In addition, the outlets of the rivers Zaki and Jordan 
near Beit-Saida, and the old outlet of the River Jordan north of Tel Beit-Yerah 
may have provided some shelter for sea vessels. 

However, in order to maintain maritime activity in the lake, sufficient 
harbors were needed. Stone-built harbors have been discovered around the 
lake's shores since the 1970s, in Kfar-Akavia, Gergesa (Kursi), Ein-Gofra, 
Susita (Hippos), Duerban, Gadera, Beit-Yerah, Kinneret, Seinabris, Tiberias, 
Ammaus, Magdala, Gennesar, Tabha, Capernaum and Aish (Fig 6). The 
iarbors are built from small and medium-size undressed stones (1-50 kg) 
nd in some cases, secondary used building stones and broken stone 
tifacts (millstones, grinding-stones, cup-marks, bowls) that could have 
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been carried manually. In some of the harbors perforated mooring stones 
(weighing 30-150 kg) were found. The elevations of most of the harbor's 
foundations range between -21 1 to -212 m. In two cases elongated artificial 
concentrations of undressed stones were found at elevations of -213 m to - 
214.5 m (in the Kinneret region adjacent to Ohalo I site and east of Tel Beit- 
Yerah). These structures could have served as anchoring facilities similar to 
the open sea anchorage in the Mediterranean (type B5) to improve anchor 
hold on the sea bottom or artificial fish nurseries, but they are not dated. 
Archaeological material within the harbors is scarce, nevertheless, they were 
most probably built in the Roman Period. 

The elevation of these harbors indicates that the level of the Sea of 
Galilee was -210 m to -21 1 m during the Roman and the Byzantine Periods 
(lower by ca. 1-2 m than the present level). 

Shipwrecks and Cargoes 

The Ginnosar Wreck 
The ancient boat from the Sea of Galilee was discovered in 1986 and 

excavated by S. Wachsmann and K. Raveh on behalf of the MAB. The hull 
was studied in situ by J. R. Steffy and was conserved by 0. Cohen. The 
vessel was packed with fiberglass and polyurethane, and was then floated 
and dragged up the coast to the Yigal Alon Museum near Kibbutz Ginnosar 
where a conservation pool was built for it. 

The extant hull remains are 8.2 m long and 2.3 m wide. Its original 
dimensions are estimated to have been 8.8 m long and 2.5 m beam. Based 
on considerations of its construction, C14 dates, and pottery, the boat is 
dated to between the I *  century BC and the 1' century AD. It was built by 
the shell-first method, in the common Mediterranean technique of the time. 
The frames were added only after the hull had been completed and the 
planks were held together with mortise-and-tenon joints. 

Other assemblages 
Shipwrecks' cargoes 

Concentrations of artifacts originating from shipwrecks were 
discovered in Magdala, Susita and Ein-Gofra (Fig. 6). The finds included 
Roman, Byzantine, Early Muslim and Late Muslim cooking vessels, storage 
jars, amphorae, oil lamps, glass and bronze artifacts. The assemblages were 
discovered at -214 to -216 m, close to the ancient harbors. It seems that the 
sailing ships anchored some distance offshore and were unloaded by small 
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boats that used the harbors. In the natural anchorage of 'Hale', a Late 
Bronze Age assemblage containing bronze spearheads and a decorated 
spear-handle was recovered. Some of the artifacts had been melted, and it 
seems that the vessel was attacked and burnt. 

Grinding stone assemblage 
East of Tel Beit-Yerah, two assemblages of basalt artifacts have been 

recovered at elevations of -212.5 to -213.5 m. The southern assemblage 
consists of grinding stones, bowl fragments and perforated and grooved 
stones (probably fishing net sinkers), which were concentrated in an area of 
50 x 30 m. About 70 m to the north, two large and heavy grinding stones 
(150 kg each) have been recovered with their working-faces upright. The 
scattered artifacts of the southern assemblage may have drifted from the 
adjacent Tel Beit-Yerah due to erosion. 

Other submerged stone-built structures 

The 'Rock of Ants' structure 
During an underwater survey, which was carried out by the MAB south 

of Magdala, a concentration of ashlar basalt-stones, capitals and column 
drums was discovered. The finds were scattered around a huge isolated 
rock termed the 'Rock of Ants', which is usually partially submerged (when 
the lake's level is -209 to -21 1 m) forming a small island situated some 30 m 
offshore. During the survey, round niches were identified on the rock, which 
matched the diameter of the pillars that were found at the foot of the rock. It 
seems that a structure, which was the origin of all the architectural elements, 
once stood on the upper part of the rock. The structure may have been a 
small shrine, a lighthouse or a pergola. 

Round structures 
On the southern and eastern coasts of the lake, many round tumuli 

and stone circles built of undressed stones were found. The structures are 
sometimes arranged in series parallel to the coastline with equal intervals 
between them. The tumuli are 1 to 4 m in diameter and are at elevations of - 
212 to -215 m below Mediterranean sea level. The function and the dating of 
these structures are yet unclear. The big ones (on the southern coast) may 
have served as artificial fish nurseries. The small ones which are arranged in 
a straight line (at Ein-Gophra) could have supported wooden poles of a 
fishing fence-weir. 
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Square structures 
On the dry sea-bottom near Kursi, a square structure built of ashlar 

stones, cemented with white plaster was recorded during October 2000. 
Though the function of the structure is unclear, the plaster indicates that it 
was built on dry land. The elevation of the structure was -213.75 m, 
indicating that sea level in historical periods (when such stone-built 
structures were built) was lower than -214 m. 

Shipwreck assemblages in the Dead Sea 
As a result of droughts and over-exploitation of the Dead Sea, the 

water level has dropped by 10-1 5 m in the last 20 years. Wide portions of the 
sea bottom are currently exposed and two ship assemblages have been 
discovered. 

Near Ein Gedi (Fig.1) two one-holed stone anchors (weighing ca. 
11 1 and 120 kg) and a rope made of plant fibers were found. C14 tests of 
the rope gave dates of Pd century BC. The second assemblage was found 
near Ein Feshha (Fig. 1) and includes thousands of bronze coins of the 
Hasmonean dynasty dating to the Pd century BC. 

Museums associated with Marine Archaeology 

The National Maritime Museum, Haifa 
To increase knowledge and interest in the maritime history of the 

region, A. Ben-Eli founded the National Maritime Museum in 1953. The 
museum exhibits the largest and most important marine archaeological 
collection in Israel. The collection is based mainly on local finds revealed by 
the AURI, the MAB and the CMS (RIMS). The collections include: ship graffiti, 
ship models, storage jars, anchors, coins, stamps, maps, navigational 
instruments, ship cargoes, fishing devices and marine weapons, including 
the bronze battering ram recovered off the Atlit coast. 

The museum maintains a workshop for restoration and model- 
building, and carries out ongoing educational programs and workshops for 
school children and adults. 

Hamizgaga Museum, Kibbutz Nahsholim 
The museum building once functioned as a glass-works factory, which 

was built by the Baron De Rothschild in 1891. The museum displays artifacts 
recovered from Tel Dor and from the sea. The large assortment of anchors, 
jars, weapons and remnants of navigational instruments attest to the range 
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of activities in the anchorage of Dor from the Middle Bronze Age onward, 
including the retreat of Napoleon's army in 1799. 

Moshe Stekelis Museum of Prehistory, Haifa 
The museum exhibits the prehistoric cultures of the Land of Israel. 

Two exhibits deal with submerged settlements: the prehistoric villages 
discovered off the Carmel coast, including reconstructions of structures and 
water wells, and the Epipaleolithic village found in the Sea of Galilee. 

Beit Miriam Museum, Kibbutz Palmahim 
The museum exhibits a collection of anchors and objects found in the 

ancient anchorage site and the coastal settlement of Yavneh-Yam, and 
pottery recovered from the Mediterranean sea by trawlers. 

Hecht Museum 
Various exhibitions portraying the material culture of the Holy Land, 

including an exhibition of the Phoenicians on the north coasts of Israel, a 
reconstruction of the Atlit harbor and material culture of the Phoenicians. The 
museum has an auditorium where public lectures concerning history and 
culture are given. 

Elisha Linder Museum of the Ma'agan Micha'el Shipwreck, the University 
of Haifa 

The newly-built museum exhibits the 5th century BC hull of the 
Ma'agan Mikha'el ship, which is preserved from bow to stern. Additional 
artifacts from the vessel on display include: ropes made of plant fibers, a 
unique one-armed wooden anchor with a wooden stock filled with a lead 
core, a kit of carpenter's tools, ornamental wooden boxes, pottery vessels, 
amphorae and the crew's personal belongings and cultural objects. 

Beit Yigal Allon Museum, Kibbutz Ginnosar, Sea of Galilee 
Exhibit of the ancient boat from Ginnosar, a perfectly preserved 7 m 

long boat from the time of Jesus Christ, including some associated artifacts 
(pottery vessels), and finds from Beit-Saida, a Roman Period fishermen's 
village on the north shore of the Sea of Galilee. 

Beit Ha'oganim, Mendel Nun Museum, Kibbutz Ein-Gev (Sea of Galillee) 
A collection of ancient anchors and fishing devices found in the Sea of 

Galilee. 
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Kibbutz Sdot Yam Museum 
Artifacts and amphorae recovered from the sea off the Caesarea 

coast. 

The Rali Museum at Caesarea 
Exhibits artifacts from Caesarea Maritima, including a model of the 

Herodian harbor. 
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Classifications of sites 

Category Description Type 

Port Facility 

--- 

A 

Shipwreck 

B1 - Man-made built harbor. 
82 - proteharbr (natural feature with some man- 

made modiitions). 
83 - Deep-water (natural) andwage. 
84 - Modern shallow water (natural) anchorage. 
85 - Open-sea anchorage. 
B6 - Rock-cut mooring facility. 
87 - Harbor at the inlet of a coastal river. 

Submerged 

C1 - Remains of wooden hull and cargo. 
C2 -Assemblage lacking wooden hull. 
C3 - Concentratii of ballast stones. 
C4 - Single isolated artifact. 
C5 - Scattered pottery vessels in deep water. 

A1 - Sedentary in-sifu settlement. 
~2 - Seasonal in-sit" sett~ement. 
A3 - Concentration of drifted artifacts 

Rockcut 
installation 

D2 - P d .  
D3 - Slipway. 
04 - Wave trap. 
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AN HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH IN NAUTICAL 
ARCHAEOLOGY IN ITALY 

Italy is one of the countries where the largest number of remains of 
ancient ships can be found. However, only a fraction of the 428 ancient 
wrecks, which Parker has catalogued in his index (Parker, 1992), conserves 
traces of the hull, because many of these wrecks, it should be noted, are 
simple clusters of shards or coherent cargoes without any trace of wood. 
The large number of inland waters (lagoons, rivers and lakes) and wet sites 
favour the conservation of wooden remains of ships and of their riggings. In 
fact, in Italy, in many coastal zones the shoreline advanced, in the last 
centuries, covering crafts abandoned or wrecked along the shorelines and 
there are numerous ancient river or channel beds or harbour basins where 
boats have been covered and protected by sediments. 

Conventional wisdom has it that interest in the ships of Lake Nemi in 
the Renaissance period was motivated only by antiquarian concerns and 
investigation of the wrecks caused damage of one of the vessels while 
attempting to raise it. If this is true for Leon Alberti's projects in 1446 and also 
for Fusconi's and Borghi's actions in the 19th century, we cannot say the 
same thing for Francesco De Marchi's enterprise (Ucelli, 1950: 7-19). In 
1535, this engineer made perhaps the first scientific observations on an 
ancient ship. By means of a wooden bell, he dived near one of the wrecks 
and recorded the length and also raised some pieces of planking (Ucelli, 
1950: 8-10). It is important to notice that these remains led to the 
observation, for the very first time, that, in the Roman period, the hulls of the 
ships were covered by a lead sheet and, perhaps the most interesting fact, 
that the planks were connected by means of mortise-and-tenons (De Marchi, 
1599, ff. 42-44).' 

After this isolated demonstration of scholarly interest for the methods 
of nautical construction in antiquity, we must wait until the end of the 19th 
century for the beginning of further scientific interest in this topic. Two 
important events mark the start of research in nautical history in Italy. One 
was the order to stop all efforts to recover the vessels in Lake Nemi given by 
the Ministry of Culture in 1895: after this decision, in fact, a phase of research 
carried out with a rigorous method of study began. The second event was 
the discovery of two ships buried in the sand of the ancient seashore near 
Contarina, in the Po delta (Occioni-Bonaffons, 1901; Bonino, 1978). 
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The first Contarina ship had two masts, probably lateen rigged, and it 
was 20 meters long, while the preserved remains of the second vessel were 
only 11,5 meters in its incomplete state. Thanks to further findings, the 
second vessel could be dated to 1500, while the first one seams to be earlier. 
The significance of these ships lies both in their good state of conservation 
and to some interesting technical solutions such as the construction and 
bracing of the mast steps. 

The research on these wrecks is of particular importance because it 
was carried out with a rigorous method. The excavation of the ships was 
accurately documented by means of drawings and photos (fig. 1); then they 
were dismantled, packed up, and brought to the Arsenal in Venice. Four 
models in 1:10 scale, which are now visible at the Naval Museum of Venice 
and at the Accademia dei Concordi of Rovigo, were built. The whole project 
was fully described in a written report where one can also read reflections 
upon the environment of deposition. The final publication includes a number 
of useful drawings: a deck and sheer plan, a longitudinal section, a midship 
section, and all the lines of the first vessel. We also have some important 
construction details for the second vessel. 

In 1928, a project to recover the Nemi ships, predicated upon lowering 
the level of the water in the lake, began (Ucelli, 1950). This was a Pharaonic 
endeavor, involving extensive engineering: a machine scooped the water 
and pumped it through an ancient outlet. The engineers succeeded in 
lowering the level of the lake by 22 meters. The two famous ships of Caligula 
were towed to the shore where a museum was built for their display (fig. 2), 
but unfortunately they were destroyed when the museum burned in 1944. 
Now we have only two large models for their documentation. 

Because they were more similar to floating buildings than to vessels, 
they should be considered a special case in the history of nautical 
construction. Some technical solutions adopted in their construction are 
surely interesting: for example, they conserved rare evidence for the Roman 
use of quarter rudders. Moreover, one of the vessels preserved extraordinary 
evidence of part of the deck which was supported by deck beams and 
stanchions. Then, they had two pairs of sister keels on the sides of the main 
keel. Finally, the recovery of two anchors provided a great deal of 
information on the types of anchors used aboard Roman vessels. One of 
them was made of wood and fitted with a lead stock. This confirmed that the 
numerous lead bars with square holes in the center, previously recovered 
from the Mediterranean sea, were anchor stocks. The second anchor was 
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made of iron and had a detachable lead stock. To the delight of Italian 
nationalists, this discovery proved that an anchor of this sort, known 
technically as an "admiral anchor", was not a recent English invention as 
previously believed. 

The entire project for the recovery of the ships was fully documented 
and published in a lengthy volume richly illustrated with photos and 
drawings of the hulls. Unfortunately, the publication suffers from a 
methodological omission, which cannot be remedied, after the fire. In fact, it 
fails to supply a plan showing the frames and the position of mortise-and- 
tenon joints. 

For another discovery of an ancient craft, we have to wait until1 1958, 
when a boat built according to the skeleton method was found at Logonovo, 
near Ferrara. It was restored by a boatbuilder and later drawn and studied 
by Marco Bonino (1978: 15-18). The author thinks that it had two lateen- 
rigged masts and that it had many similarities to the first Contarina ship. The 
date of the Logonovo boat is estimated to be the first years of the 15th 
century. Instead of the keel, it simply has a central plank; it does not have a 
proper keelson as well, but a heavy central timber forward that housed the 
foremast step and curved upward into the bow. 

The wreck brought to light during dredging, in 1965, at Pantano 
Longarini (Syracuse) is one of the few Byzantine ships known (C 14 testing 
suggests a date around the 7th century), but the forward and middle third of 
the hull was torn out by a bulldozer and used for firewood before the 
importance of the find was recognized. Peter Throckmorton and Gerhard 
Kapitan (1968; P. Throckmorton, 1973) made a plan of the remains which 
has proved useful in constructing a model of the stern: this shows a possible 
transom stern, which would be an absolute unicum for that era. 

In the same years, in the north of Italy, a group of divers, coordinated 
by the director of the Natural History Museum of Verona, were beginning a 
survey on a galley lying in Lake Garda (Scandurra, 1972: 209-210). This is 
one of the very few post-Classical galleys preser~ed.~ The ship, 30 meters 
long, is probably a fusta which was deliberately sunk by loading it with 
stones and setting it on fire, as the Venetians retreated from the lake, in 1509. 
In recent years, video documentation has been made by the Archaeological 
Superintendency of the Veneto region (Bondioli, D'Agostino & Fouati, 1997) 
(fig. 3). 
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From 1967 to 1968, Throckmorton conducted an other project in Italy. 
With the University of Pennsylvania Museum and the British School at Rome 
he excavated the wreck of a Roman ship, carrying marble sarcophagi from 
Thasos, which sank near Torre Sgarrata (Taranto) in the last twenty years of 
the II cent. AD. This was, of course, a big ship, more than 30m long and with 
a cargo of 250 tons. The planks preserved were very large, thick and long. 
The fact that the planking was repaired with patches, connected with iron 
nails, could indicate that the ship was old when she sank. The author 
inferred that a particular timber of elm was a mast step for a foremast 
(Throckmorton, 1969; 1985). 

33 years after the recovery of sections of the hull, the wood is still 
immersed in water tanks and has not received any treatment of 
conservation. 

At the end of the 1960s, Alessandro Fioravanti carried on an 
excavation of a Roman wreck lying on the beach of Procchio on the island 
of Elba (Fioravanti, 1973). A photomosaic of the wreck was made, but 
unfortunately it is not very useful because it was executed before the hull was 
completely excavated (fig. 4). This partial source was nonetheless sufficient 
for Zecchini to attempt his fantastic reconstructions (Zecchini, 1982). Merely 
by way of a single example of the problems with that reconstruction, we can 
say that what, in his opinion, was a mast-step toward the bow is actually a 
housing for the bilge pump in the stern area (Beltrame, 1996). 

The beginning of the 70s has seen the well-known project, directed by 
Honor Frost, the excavation and recovery of the Punic ship of Marsala (Frost, 
1976). This ship, which may be dated from the middle of the 3rd century to 
the first quarter of the 2nd century BC, may be the only ancient oared galley 
now known. It was a ship 30 meters long, which presented interesting 
peculiarities: for example, painted calligraphic letters and signs left by the 
shipwrights show that its structure had been preconceived; then, its hull and 
the hull of the wreck at Saintes-Maries, in France, are the only ones which 
have some strakes shaped with an external bevel, perhaps to serve as spray 
deflectors (Frost, 1996; 1997). 

Only a survey and some samplings have been carried out on the bow 
part of a second ship, probably contemporary with the first one and lying 
near it. It had a ram cast in bronze, of which a small piece survives (Frost, 
1 976: 265-270). 

The excavation at Marsala is still an example for all nautical 
archaeologists; the hull and the findings have been studied with accuracy by 
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specialists under the supervision of Miss Frost and the results have been 
promptly published in a book rich with data and illustrations. 

The Punic ship was restored with PEG and was then displayed in the 
Museum of Marsala, but serious problems of conservation (caused, first of 
all, by the absence of air-conditioning) have recently led the Museum to 
request the help of Danish specialists for a new attempt to conserve and 
display the remains. 

We have to shift our attention back to Northern Italy for another 
interesting discovery in those same years at Monfalcone, near Trieste. There, 
an inland-water boat, 11 meters long, with flat bottom, was found during the 
excavation of an Imperial villa dated from the 1st to the 3rd century AD. The 
boat was recovered and immediately immersed in a water tank and then it 
was treated with PEG (Bertacchi, Bertacchi, 1988). Now it is exposed in a 
wing of the Archaeological Museum of Aquileia (fig. 5).3 

This ship is quite peculiar both because the keelson has no lodging 
for the mast step and because the transversal carpentry is composed by 
floor-timbers alone.4 

From 1958 through 1965, during the work on the new intercontinental 
airport of Fiumicino located on the site of the ancient Claudian harbour, at 
least five ancient wrecks were found. After their recovery, they had to wait 
until 1979 before they were housed in a museum. 

At the opening of the museum, the Archaeological Superintendent for 
Ostia published a study of the ships (Santa Maria Scrinari, 1979) which 
received very negative reviews (Carre, 1981 ; Pomey, 1982; Frost, 1983). Her 
analysis, in fact, did not take into account the literature of specialists in the 
field. Moreover, even if the plans of the ships were drawn from good German 
photogrammetry, they were not interpreted by an expert in nautical 
construction. Now, under the supervision of Patrice Pomey, Giulia Boetto is 
carrying on an analytic study of all the wrecks of Fiumicino and she is 
preparing new plans and sections. From this research, she has concluded 
that the two twins ships are naves caudicariae, that is, those cargo vessels 
towed along the Tiber River and well documented in Roman art. These ships 
are built with technical solutions that suggest a dating in Late Antiquity: in 
particular, the abundant use of nails for the connection of the frames to the 
shell and the wide distance between tenons (which often are totally absent 
along the planking joints) (fig. 6). 
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A fishing boat with a wooden basin for the fish, which is the only such 
vessel presently known, a small maritime ship, and a flat-bottom boat are in 
course of study as well (Boetto, 2000). 

Perhaps the most interesting ancient ship ever discovered in Italy was 
found in 1981, during a dredging in the Trebba valley near Comacchio. The 
excavation of its precious cargo took eight years (?!). The findings from this 
wet site constitute the most complete set of objects related to life on board 
ever discovered from a Roman wreck. The condition of conservation of the 
artifacts was excellent, and many of them were unique. The hull of this wreck 
is a sewn hull: both the planking and the frames are connected by ligatures. 
Evidence of mortise and tenons is only found on the upper portion of one 
side of the vessel. It did not have a true keel; the longitudinal carpentry was 
composed simply by a plank thicker than the others. 

In our opinion, the absence of any mast-step, the flat bottom of the 
hull, and the location of the wreck site could suggest that it was a ship fitted 
to be towed along the numerous rivers and channels of that region. 

In 1990, an informative exhibit allowed the public to admire this 
discovery. On that occasion, a rich volume was also published (Berti, ed., 
1990). The study is introduced by a useful paleoenvironmental analysis 
conducted by a group of scientists. The objects found in the ship are then 
analyzed in detail, and they are well described and illustrated. By way of 
contrast, the hull has not received the same attention: in particular, the 
photographic and graphic documentation is meagre. No plans and sections 
of the hull exist because the photomosaic, made during the excavation, 
shows a wreck which is still covered by ceiling and by part of the cargo. In a 
note, the editor admits that the methods of excavating the Comacchio ship 
"turned it into scrap" (Berti, ed., 1990: 27): in fact, prior to its recovery, the 
excavators decided to remove all the frames which were sewn to the 
planking by fragile ligatures. Now, twenty years after the discovery, the ship 
is still in the process of conservation. 

In 1983, an excavation was made of two wrecks that lie very close to 
each other on Lido di Signorino beach (Marsala). They are the only ships of 
the Arabic-Norman period presently known. Because of the absence of any 
mortise-and-tenon joint connecting the planks and because the planking 
was nailed to the frames and presented traces of caulking, we can say that 
the hulls were assembled through a skeleton-first conception. The wreck 
called A is preserved for 18m, while B is smaller and has no keel. Meucci 
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thinks that B represents the bilge of a flat bottom ship. Indeed, in our 
opinion, this is a wall which, admittedly, could be from the same ship. The 
pottery found in the site offers a dating from the Xlth to the beginning of the 
12th century AD. "Wreck" B has been removed from the sea bottom but it is 
still waiting for a restoration. Unfortunately, the study of the hulls (Meucci, 
Ferroni, 1995-1996) has not been carried out by a specialist and, because of 
the extreme importance of the finds, it should be undertaken again.' 

In 1983, the first semi-academic project on an Italian wreck was 
carried out. Detailed documentation and the presence of a French nautical 
archaeologist, during the research on the Roman ship carrying dolia which 
went down off Ladispoli, led to a scientific study of the hull (Carre, 1993). 

This ship is quite unusual: it has transversal members consisting only 
of floor timbers and very strong keel-garboard joints. Particularly worthy of 
note is the profile of the bottom, which has a rather unemphasised curvature 
and culminates in a keel which protrudes barely eleven centimeters. The first 
two characteristics, perhaps, should be associated with the particularly 
heavy cargo found on board, while the last one seems particularly suitable 
for navigating in inland waters. 

Gianfrotta thinks that this could be a kind of ship suitable for the 
transportation of dolia both on the sea and along rivers (Gianfrotta, 1987). 

In the same years as the Ladispoli project, the excavation of a boat 
was carried on at the ancient beach of Herculaneum. The boat had been 
turned upside down, a victim of the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79, 
and is now extensively charred. Even though this vessel was excavated 
using the stratigraphic method and was documented by photogrammetry, 
Meucci and Ferroni's publication is still inadequate (Ferroni, Meucci, 1989) 
(fig. 7). Here, the documentation is absolutely not useful for a technological 
analysis, in fact, for example, there are no sections and longitudinal views of 
the boat. Many years after the recovery of the Herculanum wreck, we still do 
not know much about it, though it is surely an interesting vessel that 
deserves to be conserved properly. In any case, we can say that it is 8-9 
meters long and that, except for the bow, it is completely preserved. The 
extension of the frames beyond the sheerstrake, most likely for tholes, 
suggests that it could be a rare example of an oared boat of the Roman era 
(Steffy, 1985). 

In 1990, the Superintendency for Agrigento began the excavation of a 
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ship wrecked, during the Archaic era, off the Greek colony of Gela. The hull, 
17 meters long, was covered by ballast stones and protected by a reed 
matting. The planks are connected to each other by ligature, while the 
frames are fastened to the planking by nails. According to Freschi's article 
(Freschi, 1991), the vessel has many interesting features, among which 
figure the very high frames or the peculiar mast-step, but no complete plan 
of the hull has yet been published. 

The Gela wreck is an important document about the sewn plank 
technique in the Greek era, which could offer various elements of 
confrontation with the Giglio (Bound, 1991) and Bon Porte (Pomey, 1981) 
wrecks and with the boat discovered at Place Jules-Verne in Marseille 
(Pomey, 1995): as an example, the frames of the Gela wreck are not 
connected to the hull by ligatures, as they are in the boat of Marseille, but by 
riveted nails. 

The activity of research of the dive club Sub San Marco, in 1993, led 
to the discovery of various fragments of a 1st century AD wreck on the beach 
of Alberoni along the Venetian Lido. Our analyses have demonstrated that 
these were fragments of planking and of one floor-timber of a sewn ship, 
which could have been very similar to the Comacchio vessel (Beltrame, 
1996). Both ships are proofs of the conservation in Roman times of the 
technique of assembling the planks by sewing, which is well documented for 
the Archaic period (see above). Our studies of the reports of excavations, 
carried out in the past in the eastern Veneto region and in Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia, have brought numerous Roman boats, assembled by ligatures such 
as those of the Venetian Lido, to the notice of the specialists (Beltrame, 
1996-1 997; in press). 

The excavation and rescue of the Roman ship off Grado is one of the 
few projects for research on a wreck in Italy that has been seen through to 
completion. 

The Grado ship, which carried African amphoras, has a number of 
interesting particularities: one of the sides of the vessel is preserved to the 
bulwark, and a small quantity of the deck planking still survives. Various 
observations can be made about the frames: a number of them have bark 
and an irregular but pronounced curvature; the sections of the frames 
present various forms, some are square, some are semicircular, and some 
are rounded. In the bilge, a part of the pump-well is presetved. Given the 
evidence for a lead tube connected to the bilge planking, it is possible that 
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the vessel was equipped with a piston pump. Finally, in discussing the 
Grado ship, we need to recall that it was equipped with a block, with the 
unusual number of six pulleys, that was probably used as a capstan or in 
lowering the mast (Dell'Amico, 1997). 

After a problematic recovery of the hull which has produced plan and 
sections with some gaps, now the author and Dario Gaddi have 
documented, by 1: 1 scale drawings and photos, all the elements of wood. 
The recovery, in fact, should have been carried out with the help of a wooden 
framework, which should have allowed the recovery of the hull in a way 
similar to that used for the Mary Rose. This project did not proceed in the 
proper manner because the hull was too deteriorated. In the end, the hull 
had to be recovered in pieces, that is, by the technique which is normally 
used for ancient wrecks. 

After the analytic documentation, the elements of the hull have been 
immersed in PEG for the process of conservation. 

One of the most extraordinary discoveries in nautical archaeology 
happened at the end of 1998 in Pisa. Unfortunately, it is difficult for us to tell 
anything about that excavation because very few data have been made 
public and because no nautical archaeologist has supervised the work. 

The harbour of Roman Pisa was discovered in the present locale of 
San Rossore while digging the foundations for a large office building near 
the railway station. About eighteen shipwrecks (but probably most of them 
are only elements of hulls), dated from the 3rd century BC to Late Antiquity, 
lay buried there under six meters of sediment and one of them is still carrying 
its cargo of amphoras. The planking of the majority of the wrecks is 
connected by mortise-and-tenon joints, while one vessel does not have 
those joints. That vessel was found inverted, so it is in good condition except 
for the keel. 

Absolutely unique is a boat 10m long and 2,8m wide which is in so 
good condition that it conserves the rowing boards (fig. 8). Another very 
interesting wreck is that of a boat 8m length and one meter wide which is a 
sort of pirogue for navigating inland waters (Bruni, ed., 1999). 

Finally, in 1999, a wreck of a 5th century AD boat was excavated under 
the supervision of an expert; it lies near the Mausoleum of Teodorico in 
Ravenna. The hull, which was buried under the sands of an advancing 
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shoreline, is a new, important proof for the transition from "shell-first" to 
"skeleton-first" construction. In the planking, joined to the frames by iron 
nails, mortises and tenons are still present, but they are widely spaced, and 
the tenons are not fixed by wooden pegs (Medas, 1999). 

I have supplied an overview of all the projects of nautical archaeology 
in Italy, but there have also been many interesting discoveries for which very 
limited study followed and few scientific data are now available in 
publication. 

In chronological order, we need to mention that another Greek wreck 
lies near the Greek sewn ship of Gela (see above), but study of that wreck 
has been postponed (Benini, Giardini Naxos 1997). At Torre Santa Sabina 
near Brindisi, a hull with a foremast from the Classical era awaits 
investigation about ten meters from shore. Little is known also about the 
small boat found among the houses of Herculaneum (De Simone, Ruffo, 
Tuccinardi, Cioffi, 1998: 39-40) and about the hull of the Roman wreck 
recently excavated in the Stella River, near Udine: in the latter instance, we 
have an interesting boat which is partially sewn (Vitri & Bressan, Conegliano 
1999). Little information is available also about the first-century AD wreck of 
Capo Linaro near Santa Marinella (Petriaggi, Giardini Naxos 1997) and about 
the Roman hull of Ancona (Mercando, 1983). Now, we are waiting for the 
excavation of a site in Olbia (Sardinia) where eight wrecks, buried in sand, 
have recently been discovered (Riccardi, Pylos 1999). 

On the beach near Camarina in Sicily, a 12th-14th century galley, that 
probably transported horses and soldiers, lies in two meters of water (Di 
Stefano, 1991: 130-134). This is one of the two wrecks of the Medieval period 
that we can recognize for certain as galleys. The second galley, of the 14th 
century, lies in the southern part of Venice's lagoon and awaits further 
research. 

Finally, in Alghero bay in Sardinia, four ships from the 15th to 16th 
centuries are preserved in very good condition near the beach (Riccardi, 
1994); and under a breakwater, by the city of Pesaro, a late 18th-century ship 
with cannon has been located and has only been partially investigated 
(Spadoni et alii, 1994). 

It is widely known that the first systematic archaeological excavation of 
an ancient craft was carried on in Denmark, already in 1863, on the 4th 
century AD boat offering of Nydam (see Rieck, 1994: 49 and refer.). Since 
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that date, as it is well known, northern European archaeologists, have been 
continued to develop nautical archaeology, which quickly became one of the 
most important archaeological foci in that region. From the end of the XlXth 
century until the 2nd world war, Italy seems to have take an active role in the 
genesis of the discipline: a great deal of interest in ancient ship construction 
can be seen from the detailed study of the ships of Contarina and Nemi, 
where much attention was given to the analysis of the hulls and the 
environment in which the vessels were found. 

After this good beginning, the quality of the investigation of ancient 
wrecks declined. Only foreign scholars, working on projects in Italy, 
maintained the scientific standards at the same level as those observed in 
northern and central Europe. In my opinion, it is possible that one of the 
causes of this situation was the apparent disinterest of one of the pioneers 
of maritime archaeology, Nino Lamboglia, for problems of ship construction. 
In fact, in the many publications of the investigations that his Center 
conducted on wrecks, there are very few data about hull construction and 
ship building. In consideration of the great influence that Lamboglia had on 
Italian archaeology, it is clear that a different attitude on the part of this 
scholar toward the topic would have stimulated wider interest in the 
archaeological community. 

Of course, a number of the most interesting discoveries in nautical 
archaeology, both for the Classical and for the Medieval period, have come 
from Italy. Many of the wrecks found in Italian waters represent unique finds 
and are objects of interest for specialists in the discipline around the world. 
Adequate concern on the part of Italian governmental institutions does not 
mirror this international interest. Many of the excavations of shipwrecks are 
not supervised by nautical archaeologists, and the Ministry of Beni e Attivita 
Culturali does not employ a specialist in this field. The University is still 
unprepared as well: there are no professors or researchers in nautical 
archaeology and the subject is not included in the ministerial programs. 

In this not ideal situation, positive signals are not totally lacking. Some 
examples worthy of imitation are the study of all the wrecks conserved in the 
Fiumicino Museum and the research on the wreck of Ravenna that we have 
already mentioned. The Superintendency of Lazio, then, is carrying on a 
project for the building of a replica of one of the ships of Nemi. 

Another positive fact is that at Grado, the Minister0 per i Beni e le 
Attivita Culturali is building a museum for the display of the cargo of the 
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Roman ship and the remains of the hull. The reconstruction project of the 
ship probably will be carried on by the author and Dario Gaddi. 

Finally, we hope that the 9th lnternational Symposium on Boat and 
Ship Archaeology, which has been organized in Italy (Venice) at the end of 
December 2000, will stimulate the resumption of studies in nautical 
archaeology. 

Carlo Beltrame 
Dorsoduro 269 
301 23 Venezia 

NOTES 

1 I must thank Louis Lehmann for the precious observation. 
2 Other galleys known are that one conserved in the Nautical Museum of Istanbul, which is 

dated to the 17th century and the one of the beach of Camarina (see farther). 
3 But it still needs further treatment or, at the very least, a cleaning. 
4 A brieft study of the hull is available, but it is not based on a serious plan and was not the 

work of a specialist. 
5 For our review see the journal L'archeologo subacqueo IV.2 1998: 14-15. 
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Plans of one of the Medieval Contarina ships (after Occioni-Bonaffons, 1901). 
One of the Nemi ships in the museum. 
Plan of the fusta of the Garda Lake (after Bondioli, D'Agostino & Fouati, 1997). 
Plan of the Roman wreck of Procchio (Isola d'Elba) (drawing: Fioravanti). 
Roman wreck of Monfalcone (Archaeological Museum of Aquileia). 
Plan of one of the naves caudicariae from Fiumicino (after Boetto, 2000). 
Roman boat of Herculaneum (after Ferroni, Meucci, 1989). 
Rowing boards of a Roman boat from Pisa San Rossore (after Bruni, ed., 1999). 
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SYRIA AND LEBANON: THE RICH POTENTIAL 

I speak for neither the Syrian nor the Lebanese governments, but as 
a field-researcher with a Levantine connection which started with my birth in 
Cyprus and resumed after the advent of SCUBA diving. I had the privilege of 
carrying out marine research while based at the lnstitut Fran~ais 
d'Archeologie in Beirut during the 1960s, when it was still directed by its 
distinguished founder: the late Henri Seyrig. 

Both history and geography account for the importance of this 
particular stretch of coast. Historically, the gradual decipherment of libraries 
of clay tablets and evidence like the contents of the Uluburun Wreck show 
- as does Paolo Matthiae's recent Storia dell'arte del oriente antico - that 
the Bronze Age was a Golden Age of intercommunication between the 
Mediterranean civilisations of Egypt to the south; Cyprus, Crete and the 
Aegean to the west; the Anatolian Kingdoms to the north, and the 
Mesopotamian civilisations to the east. 

Geographically the Syrio-Lebanese coast was not only central to all 
this (Fig. l ) ,  but it contained the "Homs Gap": the only road between 
Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean that does not involve crossing deserts 
or climbing over mountain passes. Furthermore, the "Homs Gap" 
debouches just south of Ugarit, where the land routes from Anatolia and the 
sea routes to Cyprus and the West begin. From there it would even seem 
easier to ship goods to Egypt through the major ports of the Levantine coast: 
Arwad (or Arados), Byblos, Sidon and Tyre, rather than send them by road. 

Twentieth-century research into Libano-Syrian harbour sites has a 
proud tradition which continued until the political events of the last three 
decades brought field-work to a halt. Continuity has been lost as well as 
archival material. In the 21" century it would - to put it mildly - be wasteful 
if a new generation had to start without knowing what stage maritime 
archaeology had reached in these countries and what findings had been 
accumulating. 

Even before the 20th century, such scholars as Ernest Renan had 
grasped the peculiarities of the Libano-Syrian seaboard, where the interplay 
of man and nature is so strange, that inter-disciplinary techniques are 
required to interpret it, a requirement first met by Pere Andre Poidebard, a 
pioneer of aerial photography, who recorded the coast's ancient harbour 
sites during the 1930s to 40s. This showed them all to be basically rock-cut, 
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although questions arose about interpreting submerged structures 
appearing in his photos. He tried to find the answers himself by hiring local 
divers, but this did not work, because the men did not understand what he 
was talking about, so only gave the reply they imagined would please him. 

Three decades later, shortly after Poidebard's death, a follow-up 
became possible when professional people took to SCUBA diving. 
Furthermore, the problems affecting the proto-harbours of this coast being 
as much geological as archaeological, it was a happy coincidence that by 
the 1960s Beirut had become THE Middle Eastern head-quarters for 
geologists, who were either working for Oil Companies, or training others to 
do so in one of the town's three major Universities. Universities which also 
had flourishing Faculties of Geophysics and Marine Biology. 

These disciplines held the key to understanding not only harbours, 
but all the submerged remains - including wrecks and groups of lost 
anchors - along this mutable, wind-swept shore which, except for reefs, is 
virtually shelter-less. Today, if one stands with one's back to the mountains, 
it is unlikely that any rock, reef, pebble or grain of sand within sight would 
have looked the same in antiquity for, in the words of a poet : 

<< the seas go on with sculpturing the capes 
<< when harbours are silted and all the fish are dead". ** 

Nevertheless, the ancient names of Tyre, Sidon, Byblos and Arados 
ring in the ear as reminders of the Phoenician paradox. For it is very 
paradoxical that these superb seafarers of antiquity should have sprung from 
a coast devoid of any natural basins like the harbours of Piraeus and Valletta, 
or archipelagos wherein each island gives good shelter (since wind can only 
hit one side at a time leaving the other calm). 

How then did the Phoenicians and their Bronze Age predecessors 
I 

manage? Especially during those periods before men had learned how to 
build artificial shelter by founding breakwaters, quays and jetties on the sea- 1 
floor? Reefs are the answer ... reefs either tangential to the shore, or parallel 1 
to it. At Tyre and Arados where reef-rocks were big enough to be called 
islands, towns were built on them. On narrow reefs, landing quays and 
harbour installations were carved out of the rock. Submerged reefs at a safe 
distance from the shore were also very useful, because, then as now, 
offshore anchoring is customary along this coast. In antiquity, when anchors 
had no chains and cables were shorter, submerged reefs had the added 
advantage of being within the reach of short cables, while at the same time 
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being at a safe distance from the shore. 

However, besides their use of reefs and reef-rock, Phoenician 
engineers also scooped basins called "cothons"* out of the shore. One way 
and another, carving structures became their speciality and examples can 
still be seen throughout the Mediterranean wherever they left their mark. At 
Athos for instance (Herodotos 7: 22ff; 37; 122) Phoenician engineers were 
commissioned by the Persians to cut a canal through the Peninsula. At Punic 
Lilybaeum (Modern Marsala) a rock-cut trench, now called the "Fossato", 
served two purposes: defending the landward side of this peninsula-town 
while at the same time linking its twin harbours. At Mahadia in Tunisia there 
is a rock-cut basin and at Cadiz in Spain there is a rock-cut sea-wall 
(reminiscent of Sidon), while the presence of a typically Phoenician, life-size 
"Astarte Throne" with an unmistakably Phoenician baetyl on its back-rest 
(Fig. 2) suggests that Phoenician engineers also had a hand in cutting the 
Cothons which Elpida Hadjidakis is excavating at Phalasarna in Crete. 

Poidebard's seminal work on Sidon (Fig. 3) was followed up in 1969 
(at the behest of the Lebanese Antiquities Department, directed by the late 
Emir Maurice Chehab) by a campaign of interdisciplinary research on the 
town's outer Island Harbour (Frost, H. 1973). This resulted in a detailed plan 
(Fig. 4) and added to Poidebard's findings the submerged remains of 
buildings of several different periods, as well as marks of several different 
sea-level changes. For instance some of the rock-cut mooring bits fringing 
the quays are still useable, while others are submerged. The meaning of 
these and other anomalies, incidentally, has yet to be deduced, for work at 
sea stopped for political reasons after 1969. 

What remains certain is, however, that the basic design of Sidon's 
outer harbour is typically Phoenician. The technique was always to leave 
sea-walls standing on the weather-side of a reef, then if need be, heighten 
and reinforce them with stone quarried from the quays cut into the sheltered 
side (FIG . 5). The same principles applied at Arados or Atwad in Syria (Fig. 
6). 

Despite all this, no harbour along the wind-swept Libano-Syrian 
coast gives the same 100% security as Piraeus, so considering the constant 
threat of onshore wind, even engine-driven ships still practise offshore 
anchoring, often preferring to lie at a safe distance from the land and have 
their cargoes carried to them by small craft. 
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For ancient, square-rigged sailing ships the peril was very much 
greater, so submerged reefs within reach of their anchor's cables were in 
frequent use and the vessels that used them left their mark on them, 
because: 

in calm weather crews tidy up and throw junk overboard; 
in choppy seas, deck-cargo gets washed overboard; 
in stormy seas anchor-cables become too short and have to be cut 
(hence the "grave yards" of anchors found in such places) and 
if cables are not cut in time, the ship itself floods and sinks, hence the 
remains of cargoes and wrecks found on the sides of such reefs. 

All this has made happy hunting-grounds for archaeologists and, 
unfortunately, for treasure-hunters too, because since fishing-grounds also 
correspond to offshore shallows, it is inevitable that fishermen should quite 
innocently find and dispose of the antiquities caught in their nets. For 
instance, the "Abed Collection" of amphorae, anchors and other artifacts, 
legitimately acquired, catalogued and with UNESCO recognition kept at 
Byblos, came almost without exception from the southern, now submerged 
reefs off Tyre (Fig. 7). 

Tyre, or Sur (its Semitic name means rock) and its adjoining reefs 
raise other questions of the highest interest. The site does, however, suffer 
from being too well known through literature and too little known through 
archaeology and geology. The first deep sounding on the Island itself, was 
dug as late as the 1970s by Dr Mayor Bikai (MayorBikai, P. 1978) and when 
a prehistoric level was reached on bedrock, that bedrock was seen to be 
water-worn, thus adding yet another clue to the unresolved, geological ups 
and downs of the famous Island-state. So the question remains: where were 
Tyre's harbours when Dido sailed for Carthage? And before Alexander the 
Great joined this reef-rock-town to the land by building a causeway? 

Very surprisingly, Alexander's causeway seems to have silted in a 
flash, for it is now covered by the remains of Greco-Roman buildings (which 
tourists admire, thinking they have "seen Tyre"). Yet not one of the relevant 
questions about the limits of the original, pre-Hellenistic town has, as yet, 
been put to the very simple test of core-sampling. The analysis of the 
contents of a few well-placed drillings (containing sediments, organic matter, 
man-made remains, etc.) would soon show, in the same way as an 
archaeologist's stratigraphic sounding, a sequence of sea-level vacillations 
relative to man's occupation. 
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Poidebard using another approach (the superficial observation of 
reef-formations), deduced from his survey that the town's original Northern 
and Southern harbours, or roadsteads, had corresponded with the remains 
of the reefs, now mostly submerged, but still visible in aerial photographs on 
either side of the main rock. Judging from what has since been found on 
these reefs, he was probably right. But once again, although the reefs 
themselves have obviously been changed several times by a sequence, or a 
combination of such factors as erosion and earth movements, the causes of 
the various changes have never been studied geologically. 

Only three hundred years ago, parts of Tyre's Southern reef, which 
Poidebard called the "Egyptian harbour", seem to have been above water, 
because the ITh century English traveller, Maundrell (Maundrell H. 1671), in 
describing Tyre as he saw it from the coast road, says that it was (and I 
quote): 

"Defended from the ocean by a long ridge, resembling a mole, 
stretching out directly on both sides of the Island; but these ridges, 
whether they were rocks or walls, whether the work of art or nature, I 
was too distant to discern". 

Very few rocks adjoin the island now. 

The Tyrian reefs, whatever their present degree of submergence, 
certainly mark a short, but archaeologically very significant change in the 
geographical character of the Levant coast, because after Tyre there are no 
more major reef formations until Alexandria. 

At Alexandria a major rock mass appears once again. At its northern 
end, the large rock called Pharos gave its name to the Hellenistic lighthouse 
that was built on top of it, while at the same reef's southern end, the engineer 
Gaston Jondet reported traces of harbour construction reminiscent of 
Phoenician workmanship (Jondet G. 1916). 

Along the intervening Caananite coast (modern Israel), the fact that 
there are no more major reefs explains why there are no more major 
Phoenician-type proto-harbours. The lack of natural shelter between Tyre 
and Alexandria, is emphasised by the existence, just south of Tyre, of the 
magnificent and magnificently excavated, but entirely artificial, Harbour of 
Caesarea. It took Roman engineers to impose it on the part of the coast 
where it was needed, by using the new technology described by Vitruvius, 
which is in complete contrast to Phoenician rock-cutting. Conversly, it is 
interesting to note that no major Roman harbours have been imposed north 
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of Tyre. All the Romans left on Libano-Syrian shores are the occasional 
traces of the hydraulic cement and very large building block which they used 
to repair or extend existing harbour-works. 

Another contrasting side-effect of the relative reeflessness of the 
Caananite coast is the utterly different contexts in which stone anchors are 
found to the south of Tyre. In Lebanon and Syria, stone anchors occur either 
on the reefs where ships lost them in antiquity, or on land where they had 
been deliberately (and conveniently for our typological purposes) placed in 
sacred contexts as ex votos (for example the Temples at Byblos and Ugarit). 
But in complete contrast: on the reef-less Caananite coast, they are found in 
great number in shallow water off the sites of ancient port towns such as Dor 
and Apollonia. 

What of the future, once stability is restored in the Levant? 
The list of unfinished research on the major harbour sites I have mentioned 
is already long, and it also includes potential wreck-excavations. But where 
wrecks are concerned, there is general agreement among archaeologists 
that they are better surveyed, then given protection until such time as the 
scientific infra-structure for housing, conserving and curating their remains 
on land, can be guaranteed. This view is, however, always countered by 
the refrain that once seen by a diver a wreck is doomed to pillage; 
consequently its visible remains ought to be excavated by whomever can 
get himself a permit to do so. The same applies to lost anchors. Until such 
questions are resolved and submerged antiquities can be protected 
physically and juridically, further discussion is profitless. 

Existing jurisdiction does, in fact, cover equally endangered and 
equally important marine sites which start with excavations on land and 
continue with rock-cut installations which are awash on the shore, before 
they end in deep water with off-shore anchorages. Nevertheless all such 
sites run the risk of obliteration under tons upon tons of concrete poured 
over them on various pretexts, such as "cleaning the place up", "making 
more parking-space", "keeping fishing-boats safe" or, more usually and 
more destructively, making mega-yacht marinas. One such imperilled 
archaeological site is Byblos: which is also a major tourist attraction, hitherto 
reached by road. 

Known as a candidate for being the world's oldest still inhabited 
town, Byblos also possesses the best documented proof of Bronze Age 
shipments of timber to Egypt. The succession of ancient towns on top of the 
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Byblian peninsula have been continuously excavated since the beginning of 
this century. At sea-level, the rock cuttings round the peninsula's base have 
been neglected while the silted southern harbour site and the offshore reef 
that served as its anchorage were entirely ignored until the preliminary 
campaign of research. It took place in 1998, when the Lebanese Directorate 
General of Antiquities, or "DGA" gave the go-ahead for a campaign of 
geological and archaeological surveying by Dr. Christophe Morhange and 
myself (Frost H. and Morhange C. 1999). As a result, a huge 30m long rock- 
cut trench and other installations were identified at the base of the peninsula 
(Figs. 8 & 9); the offshore shallows were duly situated; the sedimentation of 
the southern bay and the valley leading down to it was examined and the 
positions where coring should be carried out were duly marked. 

At Sidon too the DGA, with the support of the British Museum, began 
an assessment of sites in the town under the direction of Dr. Claude Doumet- 
Serhal, who actually carried out coring on part of the present port town. The 
resultant analyses (obtained by Dr. Morhange) confirm Poidebard's 
deductions about the silting and overbuilding of part of the ancient harbours 
(Doumet-Serhal C. 1999). 

Long-term programmes have been proposed for continuing and 
amplifying this research, with similar campaigns at Tyre and Sidon. Since I 
am associated with them myself, I can mention as a hopeful sign that 
continuity may be re-established. But again, because I speak as an 
independent research worker, I cannot comment on other projects which are 
beyond personal experience. 

Honor Frost 
31, Welbeck street 

London WIM7PG 
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NOTES & BIBLIOGRAPHY 

*Diodorus Siculus 111,44,8; Strabo XV11,3, 14; Appian, Libica vii.96; Caesar, The African War, 63, 
17, are all late and doubtful references, but they do have Phoenicio Punic connections. 
Linguistically, the Greek origin of the word (connected with a round bowl or mug) is very 
doubtful, while its Semitic origin (from either qtn (small) or qata'a meaning cutting or pulling out 
stone) is not attested in relevant, early Semitic languages. Nevertheless taken together with the 
archaeological evidence all point to harbour basins cut out of the shore and then connected 
with the sea by a channel having a Phoenician origin. 

I am indebted to John Healy, Venetia Porter, Terence Mitchell, Jacques Deberg, William 
Johnstone, Nick Secunda and others for corresponding over this problem. 

See too S. Moscati, (ed) 1972.1 Fenici e Cartagine, Torino, p. 207-218 and M. Sznycer 
1878, in C. Nicolet (ed) Rome et la conquete du monde Mediterraneen 11, Paris, p. 557. 

** David Wright, To the Gods the Shades (new and collected poems 1976), "The Hotel" p. 100, 
Carcanet Press, Manchester. 

Poidebard, A. 1939, Tyr , Paris. 
Poidebard A. and Lauffray J. 1951, Sidon, Beirut. 
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FIGURES 

1. Sketch-map: the Syrio-Lebanese coast and the Middle East. 
2. The baetyl on the backrest of the Phalasarna Astarte Throne: note that the hole above the 

baetyl was made recently for the purpose of lifting the stone when it was moved away 
from its original position for the purpose of road-making, a move which also caused its 
right arm-rest to be broken. (Photo: Paolo Pirazzoli). 

3. Sidon from the air (Photo A. Poidebard) 
4. Plan of the offshore Island at Sidon showing the underwater remains surveyed in 1969. 
5. Section showing the method of cawing a quay out of the sheltered side of a reef and, 
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when necessary, heightening it with the stone thus quarried. 
6. The Island of Arados (Arwad, or Rouad) from the air (Photo Poidebard). 
7. Tyre (Photo Poidebard). 
8. Sketch-map of Byblos showing the fortified Crusader town and small port to the north; 

the rocks awash at sea-level, and to the south the complex of El Chiny valley and silted 
Bay facing the offshore shallows, which together from the site of the ancient Egyptian 
Harbour whence it would have been possible to ship the known export of tree-trunks 
some 30m long. 

9. A rock cut trench at the base of the Byblian Peninsula. Its antiquity is demonstrated by 
the wave-notch at present sea-level having destroyed the bottom of a flight of rock-cut 
steps, thus making them useless. Similar trenches unaffected by wave erosion exist at 
Lebanese ports of relatively minor archaeological importance at Batroun and Enfe. 
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FOUR DECADES OF NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN ASIA MINOR 

For forty years, my colleagues and I have, through underwater surveys 
and excavations off the coast of Asia Minor, been tracing the history of ships, 
especially Greek ships, in the eastern Mediterranean.' Based on this 
research, we recently set ourselves the goal of excavating a wreck of every 
century of antiquity. This will not be as difficult as it might seem, for we have, 
in just four decades, excavated sites of the 16th,' 14th,3 13th,4 5th,' and 3rd' 
centuries B.C., and 4th/5th,' 7th," and 11th'' centuries A.D., plus 4th- 
century B.C. wrecks off Cyprus" and in the Straits of Messina in Italy," and 
also examined a late 3rd- or early 4th-century B.C. wreck off Lipari in Italy.I3 
We now know a good wreck of the 6th century A.D. off the Turkish coast, and 
in 2000 will have colleagues working with Ukrainian and Turkish 
archaeologists on wrecks of the 13th century A.D. in the Black Sea and Sea 
of Marmara, respectively. We have tended not to excavate Roman 
shipwrecks since they are already so well known from excavations in the 
western Mediterranean. 

The results of our research are readily available, both to other scholars 
and to the general public, as shown by the notes for the paragraph above. 
To avoid repetition, therefore, I will use this opportunity to write more about 
the philosophy that made these results possible. Our approach to shipwreck 
archaeology took root at our very first underwater excavation, in 1960, when 
we demonstrated that underwater archaeology is best conducted by 
archaeologists who have learned to dive, working with a team that is 
restricted neither by nationalism nor by academic titles- most of our ground- 
breaking work has, indeed, been done by graduate students. 

Our history began in 1958 with the arrival of Peter Throckmorton in 
Turkey, where, at the suggestion of Jean-Jacques Flori, he planned to write 
about the spongers of Bodrum. By good fortune, Peter had already tasted 
archaeological fieldwork on land, and thus his attention was easily diverted 
to the antiquities that were being raised by sponge divers or, as was the 
bronze bust of a mourning lady now in the lzmir Museum,14 netted by sponge 
draggers. Joining forces with photographer Mustafa Kapkin and engineer 
Rasim Divanli, and diving from the sponge boat of Captain Kemal Aras, 
Throckmorton pinpointed a number of wrecks that year, including those we 
have since excavated near the reef off Yassiada, near Bodrum.'' He was 
especially intrigued by Captain Kemal's report of a cargo of very old bronze 
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at Cape Gelidonya, but he had no means of trying to visit the site until 1959, 
when he served as guide for a successful diving expedition financed by 
Drayton Cochran. 

The importance of the expedition's discovery of Late Bronze Age 
four-handled copper ingots, bronze tools, and broken pottery at Cape 
Gelidonya was immediately apparent to Peter, who was convinced that 
excavations under water could be conducted as carefully as were those on 
land. In putting together an international team, he sought the advice of John 
Huston of the Council of Underwater Archaeology, who suggested he 
contact the University of Pennsylvania, known for Rodney Young's 
excavation in Turkey at the site of Gordion. I had served as a student 
assistant at Gordion in 1957, and now, fresh from commanding a small army 
unit in post-war Korea, was beginning doctoral studies under Professor 
Young. Because I was particularly interested in the Bronze Age, Young 
asked if I would learn to dive to serve as the archaeologist if the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum would sponsor an expedition to Cape Gelidonya. 
After six lessons of a ten-lesson diving course, I sailed with Peter from New 
York. Peter had already formed the team, which included Joan du Plat Taylor 
and Honor Frost from England, Frederic Dumas and Claude Duthuit from 
France, and American photographer Herb Greer; we were soon joined by 
Hakki Gultekkin, Director of the lzmir Museum, and Yuksel Egdemir of 
Istanbul; Waldemar llling and Gernolf Martens of Germany; Terry Ball and 
Peter Dorrell from England; and Americans Eric Ryan and Ann Bass. 

I stress the international nature of this staff, for from the beginning we 
have sought simply to choose the best people for each project, trying to 
ignore nationalism and politics. Further, it should be stressed that half of us 
had not really dived before, at that time a heretical approach, when virtually 
all publications stressed that underwater archaeology could only be 
conducted by experienced men of the sea. 

The Cape Gelidonya excavation has been called the first complete 
archaeological excavation of an ancient wreck on the seabed. The site, with 
its near ton of four-handled copper ingots from Cyprus, along with the 
remnants of tin ingots, and scrap bronze in the form mostly of broken Cypriot 
tools, proved to be of great historical significance, for it led to the 
reinterpretation of land finds, from Egypt through the Near East to Greece, 
with the then controversial conclusion that Mycenaean Greek merchants did 
not hold a monopoly on eastern Mediterranean maritime commerce, but that 
seafaring merchants from the Syro-Palestinian coast played a major role, 
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even in the Aegean, and that the Phoenicians of Homer were not necessarily 
anachronistic in the Late Bronze Age.I6 It also led to the conclusion that 
Cyprus was not colonized by Greeks until the breakup of Late Bronze Age 
civilizations, rather than during their heyday.'' Earlier assumptions had been 
based on the discovery of quantities of Mycenaean ceramics throughout the 
Near East, with few identifiable Near Eastern goods in the Aegean. But surely 
something that left few traces in the archaeological record reached Greece 
in exchange for the Mycenaean pottery. The Cape Gelidonya cargo 
suggested that raw materials such as copper, tin, gold, and ivory would be 
hard to find today unless lost at sea, as they would otherwise have been 
manufactured into finished goods typical of the cultures that imported them. 
Thus, raw materials could have been the "missing" Near Eastern goods 
exchanged for the omnipresent Mycenaean pots and their contents.I8 A 
close study of Egyptian tomb-paintings and ancient texts seemed to bear 
this out, and return trips to Cape Gelidonya in the late 1980s, with the 
discovery of additional artifacts, including the ship's stone anchor, seemed 
to verify that the ship was, as originally published, of Near Eastern (either 
"proto-Phoenician" or Cypriot) origin, and that it sank close to 1200 B.C.I9 

Duthuit, llling and I returned to Turkey in 1961 with another 
international team, including archaeology students and novice divers 
Frederick H. van Doorninck, Jr., and David I. Owen, and art student Susan 
Womer, all of whom went on to distinguish themselves in archaeology. This 
time we began the excavation, which lasted through the summer of 1964, of 
a Byzantine ship which, according to about 80 copper and gold coins carried 
on board, sank around A.D. 625. It was at this site that we experimented with 
various new techniques of mapping, including the use of plane tables, 
underwater grids and photographic towers, and stereophotogrammetry, and 
pinning wooden hull fragments to the seabed with thousands of sharpened 
bicycle spokes. And it was at this site that we demonstrated that 
inexperienced young minds can often develop techniques better than world- 
class experts. Fred van Doorninck, for example, with no prior experience of 
ship's hulls, showed in his doctoral dissertation how the seventh-century hull 
was built, and how it showed something new about the transition from 
Greco-Roman to modern shipbuilding techniques, being built shell-first 
below the waterline and frame-first above. Using our detailed archaeological 
plans, he could also show where the cook worked over a tiled firebox below 
the ship's tiled galley roof; where the ship's carpenter stored his tools, and 
where the boatswain stored his; and where the ship's eleven anchors were 
kept." Iron anchors and tools had corroded away long ago, but, following 
the French and Italian technique of using plaster to cast replicas in the 
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natural molds of seabed concretion that had formed over the iron before it 
disintegrated, we experimented with various casting compounds until we 
found one that produced almost perfect replicas (we now know that the 
material we used in the 1960s does not have a long life, for many of the 
replicas cast then had badly warped by 1999, and thus we now use liquid 
epoxy as a casting material)." It was at Yassiada, too, that we developed an 
accurate method of mapping seabed remains with stereo photography, after 
being told by the Navy, by a major aerial surveying firm, and by a famed 
cartography department not only that our method would never work, but that 
we, as archaeologists, were too technically naive to understand why our 
system would not work!" 

After the bronze statue of a tunic-clad African youth was netted about 
85 m deep near Yalikavak in 1963, we learned again that "experts" do not 
have all the answers. To try to locate the wreck, we soon began construction 
of Asherah, the first privately ordered research submersible, for any purpose, 
ever built in the United States. David Owen and I argued with the design 
engineers over certain features, but were always told that we didn't 
understand engineering! Of course we were right in every instance, one 
being that the ports were so poorly placed that we had little visibility where 
we needed it most. To tend Asherah, the U.S. Navy loaned to us a 20-m 
vessel, Virazon, which we brought to Turkey from the Gulf of Mexico. We 
were all still students, but already heavily involved in fund-raising.23 

In 1967 and 1969, during our excavation of a late fourth- or early fifth- 
century A.D. early Byzantine wreck off Yassiada, we experimented still more: 
graduate students Michael and Susan (Womer) Katzev designed a Plexiglas- 
domed "underwater telephone booth", and I designed a submersible 
decompression chamber that was independent of any support vessel, and, 
with the technical expertise of Donald Rosencrantz, the method of stereo 
photogrammetry that we used to map the hull of the ancient ship from 
Asherah." Fred van Doorninck then, by analyzing the hull, showed that it 
represented another stage in the slow evolution from ancient to modern ship 
design, the mortise-and-tenon joints being father apart than in earlier 
Graeco-Roman vessels.'Wt the same time we were told, by a high-ranking 
naval officer involved in the U.S. Navy's search for a lost nuclear submarine, 
that side-scan sonar was not highly enough developed to help us find 
ancient wrecks. Working with a sonar unit supplied and operated by a team 
from the Scripps Oceanographic Institute, we found a wreck in the vicinity 
where the African youth statue had been netted, and then examined and 
photographed the site from Asherah.% 
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At this time, at the invitation of the government of Cyprus, Michael and 
Susan Womer Katzev left the team at Yassiada to look for wrecks in Cypriot 
waters. Their excavation of the fourth-century Greek ship shown to them by 
sponge-diver Andreas Cariolou, was not only the first ever of a classical 
Greek ship,27 but it was followed by the first reassembly of an ancient 
Mediterranean hull, in the Kyrenia Castle,28 by J. Richard Steffy who, until 
then, was an amateur model builder with an electrical contracting business, 
but who retired as a Texas A&M University professor. Steffy's work, in turn, 
led to the building of the Kyrenia II by the Hellenic lnstitute for the 
Preservation of Nautical Traditi~n.~' 

The reassembly of the hull remains of the Kyrenia ship was the first 
project sponsored by the lnstitute of Nautical Archaeology. In 1973, 1 left the 
University of Pennsylvania, whose faculty I had joined in 1964, to form, with 
Michael Katzev, the independent lnstitute of Nautical Archaeology (INA). 
While the Katzevs oversaw the restoration of the Kyrenia ship on Cyprus, I 
and several Turkish and American colleagues lived on Turkish fishing boats 
for three months that fall, to began the initial task of finding new sites to 
excavate. During the first half of the survey, we used side-scan sonar and 
underwater television, but decided it was highly inefficient and spent the rest 
of the survey interviewing Turkish sponge divers, who directed us to a dozen 
wrecks, including those we later excavated at Sheytan Deresi, Serqe Limani, 
and Bozb~run .~~  A return to Yassiada in 1974 to complete the excavation of 
the Late Roman wreck was halted by the outbreak of hostilities on Cyprus, 
but we were there long enough to uncover part of a hull lying partly on top 
of the 4thl5th-century wreck and partly over some of the spilled cargo of the 
neighboring seventh-century wreck; later excavated for INA by Turkish 
graduate student Cemal Pulak, this hull proved to be that of an Ottoman ship 
of the 16th ~entury.~' 

In 1975 we excavated the cargo of ceramics at Sheytan Deresi that is 
dated controversially to around 1600 B.C.32 For this, Donald Frey of INA's 
growing staff interviewed and recruited ten Turkish students from Robert 
College in Istanbul, where he had taught physics for some years, and then 
brought to Turkey former anthropology student Donald H. Keith to teach 
them to dive. These students included Cemal Pulak, Tufan Turanli, and 
Ayhan Sicimoglu, all still associated with INA a quarter century later. The site, 
itself, is being published by a Greek student, Roxani Margariti, who worked 
with INA Turkey at Uluburun. Don Keith would go on to excavate, while still 
a graduate student, the oldest shipwreck known in the Caribbean, on a reef 
in the Turks and Caicos Islands. 
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The tragic war on Cyprus, where INA was first based, forced us to 
seek a new home, which led to an affiliation in 1976 with Texas A&M 
University and the formation of the first graduate program in the United 
States devoted to nautical archaeology. This program has seen its faculty of 
seven and up to fifty students at a time spreading our philosophy of 
underwater archaeology around the world. Not only have they worked in 
Kenya, Italy, Jamaica, Israel, Bulgaria, Georgia, Egypt, Eretria, Turkey, the 
Cayman Islands, the Dominican Republic, Portugal, Canada, Ukraine, 
Morocco, Mexico, the United States, and elsewhere, but the students 
themselves have come from Denmark, Peru, Jamaica, China, Japan, 
Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Belgium, Canada, the United Kingdom, South 
Africa, Albania, and other lands, as well as from the United States. INA, itself, 
is as international in character, with Directors from the United States, France, 
and Turkey, and staff from the United States, England, Turkey, France, and 
Spain. All of the projects since the affiliation have been jointly sponsored by 
both INA and Texas A&M University. 

The first Mediterranean excavation by INA after its affiliation with Texas 
A&M was at Ser~e Limani, where, about A.D. 1025, a ship manned by 
Hellenized Bulgars from the Sea of Marmara near Constantinople stopped 
during its return voyage from the Syro-Palestinian coast with a cargo of glass 
(cullet) and Islamic glazed There, in the small natural harbor just 
opposite Rhodes, the ship sank after one of its anchors snapped, allowing 
the ship to be dashed against the rocky shore. The wreck yielded the largest 
collection of medieval Islamic glass in the the best-dated collection 
of Islamic glazed wares,35 the largest collection of Byzantine tools, the largest 
collection of Byzantine weapons, the earliest dated chess set, fishing gear, 
personal grooming equipment, gold jewelry, weights and balances, and 
much, much more, including the oldest example then known of a modern 
hull, this one put together by Sheila Matthews, who as one of Richard 
Steffy's students had recorded all of the ship's timbers for Steffy's analysis 
beforehand.% Don Keith, still a student, showed us for the first time how 
many seeds could be obtained from the mud inside ceramic vessels by 
careful sieving followed by flotation. 

INA's next major project off the Turkish coast, between 1984 and 
1994, was the excavation of a ship that sank about 1300 B.C. off Uluburun, 
near Kag, in Lycia. Directed for most of those years by Cemal Pulak, then a 
graduate student, the excavation required 22,500 dives between and 44 and 
60 m to map and raise 18,000 artifacts, weighing a total of about twenty 
tons.37 The cargo, certainly royal, included ten tons of copper and one ton of 
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tin, both mostly in the form of flat, four-handled ingots, or discoid ingots, of 
the types found earlier at Cape Gelidonya; logs of Egyptian ebony; nearly 
200 discoid glass ingots; perhaps a ton of terebinth resin carried in about a 
hundred Canaanite jars; ostrich eggshells; ivory in the form of both elephant 
and hippopotamus teeth; scrap gold and silver (including the only known 
gold scarab of Queen Nefertiti); and a wide variety of Near Eastern spices. 
On board, too, were Near Eastern weapons, ceramics, faience drinking 
cups, and cylinder seals, with a Canaanite bronze statuette of a female partly 
covered with gold foil, and a folding writing table of boxwood with ivory 
hinges, the earliest example of the kind of diptych previously known from as 
early as 700 B.C. through medieval times. Although the ship, itself, with its 
twenty-four stone weight anchors of Near Eastern design, was from the Syro- 
Palestinian coast, there is evidence, in the form of ceramics, glass beads, 
seals, and weapons, that two or three Mycenaeans were on board. Several 
pithoi transported stacks of Cypriot export pottery. Beads of Baltic amber 
and a ceremonial stone mace-head of Rumanian type point to indirect 
contacts with lands even farther north than Greece. The ship's cedar hull 
was fastened with pegged mortise-and-tenon joints. Continuing 
conservation of this material will last for years to come. 

INA's next excavation, under the archaeological supervision of Fred 
Hocker, was that of a ninth-century Byzantine ship sunk near Selimiye in the 
vicinity of B o ~ b u r u n . ~ ~  Although the ship seems to have sunk slowly enough 
for the crew to have saved most of their personal possessions, a jar of 
grapes, their skins still preserved, and a sealed amphora still holding red 
wine, were unique finds for INA. The hull, now being conserved and studied, 
seems to be an earlier example of a "modern" hull than that from a century 
or two later at Se r~e  Limani (Shelley Wachsmann, of INA and Texas A&M 
University, may have a still earlier example in Tantura Lagoon, near Dor, 
Israel). 

Our current excavation, that of a ship that sank during the Golden Age 
of Periclean Athens, between 450 and 425 B.C., is described elsewhere in 
this volume.39 It has already produced a unique marble ship's ophthalmos 
and the earliest known example of a lead anchor stock, and an amphora 
holding more than a hundred cattle bones, in addition to the expected terra- 
cotta lamps and both plain and glazed ceramics. The Assistant Director of 
the project, Deborah Carlson, is a graduate student, as are most of the staff. 

The future of nautical archaeology, in my opinion, lies largely with 
such students, students who are too young and ignorant to know what is 
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"impossible", young enough to be idealistic and not worry about sharing 
credit with "foreigners", and so young they do not even have their 
doctorates, much less professorial positions. It is such people who have until 
now done the most to write the history of proto-Phoenician and Greek ships 
in the eastern Mediterranean. I hope they will continue to flourish. 

George F. Bass 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology 

at Texas A&M University 
P.O. Drawer HG 

College Station, Texas 77841-5137 
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